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Outline

• Examples of Robots as Explorers
• Course Objectives
• Student Introductions and Goals
• Introduction to Model-based Programming
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Course Objective 1
To understand the main types of cognitive robots 

and their driving requirements:

• “Immobile” Robots and Engineering Operations
– Robust space probes, ubiquitous computing

• Robots That Navigate
– Hallway robots, Field robots, Underwater explorers, stunt air vehicles

• Cooperating Robots
– Cooperative Space/Air/Land/Underwater vehicles, distributed traffic networks, 

smart dust.

Accomplished by:
Case studies, invited lectures & final projects.
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Immobile Robots in Space
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Copyright B. Williams 16.412J/6.834J, Fall 02courtesy NASA Ames
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Autonomous Systems use Models to
Anticipate or Detect Subtle Failures

NASA Mars Habitat
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The Role of Robots in Human Exploration
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Robonaut: Robotic Assistance For  
Orbital Assembly and Repair
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Outline

• Examples of Robots as Explorers
• Course Objectives
• Student Introductions and Goals
• Introduction to Model-based Programming
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Course Objective 2
• To understand advanced methods for creating 

highly capable cognitive robots.

Accomplished by:
Lectures on advanced core methods
~ Implement & empirically compare two core methods.

Plan Activities

Execute &
Adapt

Monitor &
Diagnosis

Localize 
in World

Navigation &
Manipulation

Map and Explore

Interpret
Scenes

Manipulation

Manage Dialogue
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Lectures: Planning and Acting Robustly

Monitoring, and Diagnosis
• Diagnosing Multiple Faults
• Constraint-based Monitoring 
• Hybrid Monitoring and 

Estimation

Planning Missions
• Planning using Informed 

Search
• Planning with Time and 

Resources
• Robust Plan Execution 

Through Dynamic Scheduling
• Reactive Planning and 

Execution

Plan Activities

Execute &
Adapt

Monitor &
Diagnosis
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Copyright B. Williams 16.412J/6.834J, Fall 02

Lectures: Interacting With The World

Simultaneous Localization and 
Mapping

• Basic SLAM
• Vision-based SLAM

Cognitive Vision
• Visual Interpretation using  

Probabilistic Grammars
• Context-based Vision

Navigation & Manipulation
• Probabilistic Path Planning
• Exploring Unknown 

Environments

Human - Robot Interaction
• Discourse Management & 

Nursebot
• Social Robotics

Localize 
in World

Navigation &
Manipulation

Interpret
Scenes

Manipulation

Map and ExploreManage Dialogue
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Lectures: Fast, Large-scale Reasoning

Optimality and Soft Constraints
• Optimal CSPs and 

Conflict-Learning
• Valued CSPs and 

Dynamic Programming 
• Solving CSPS through 

Tree Decomposition

Incremental Methods
• Incremental Satisfiability
• Incremental Scheduling
• Incremental Path Planning

Any-Time
Enumeration

Symbolic State 
Space EncodingsIncremental 

Reasoning Structural
Decomposition
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Topics On Cognitive Robot Capabilities

• Robots that Plan and Act in the World
– Robots that Deftly Navigate 
– Planning and Executing Complex Missions 

• Robots that Are State-Aware 
– Robots that Find Their Way In The World 
– Robots that Deduce Their Internal State 

• Robots that Preplan For An Uncertain 
Future 
– Theoretic Planning in a Hidden World 
– State and Fault Aware Systems 
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Course Objective 3

• To dive into the recent literature, and collectively 
synthesize, clearly explain and evaluate the state 
of the art in cognitive robotics.

Accomplished by:
Group lectures on advance topic

One 40 minute lecture per student
tutorial article on ~2 methods, to support lectures.
Groups of size ~2.
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Course Objective 4
To apply one or more core reasoning methods to create a 

simple agent that is driven by goals or rewards

Accomplished by: Final project during half of course
Implement and demonstrate one or more reasoning methods in a 
simple cognitive robot scenario (simulated or hardware).
Final project report.
Short project demonstration.

Plan Activities

Execute &
Adapt

Monitor &
Diagnosis

Localize 
in World

Navigation &
Manipulation

Map and Explore

Interpret
Scenes

Manipulation

Manage Dialogue
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Outline

• Examples of Robots as Explorers
• Course Objectives
• Student Introductions and Goals
• Introduction to Model-based Programming
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Model-based Programming:
From Embedded Systems 

To Robotic Space Explorers 

Brian C. Williams
CSAIL

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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Failures Highlight The 
Challenge of Robustness 

• Clementine
• Mars Climate Orbiter
• Mars Orbiter
• Mars Polar Lander

courtesy of JPL
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Complexity Is In Coordinating Subsystems

Large collections of devices must work in concert to achieve goals
• Devices indirectly observed and controlled.
• Must manage large levels of redundancy.
• Need quick, robust response to anomalies throughout life.www.bsscommunitycollege.in   www.bssnewgeneration.in  www.bsslifeskillscollege.in
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Mars Polar Lander Failure

Programmers are overwhelmed
by the bookkeeping of reasoning

about unlikely hidden states

Leading Diagnosis:

• Legs deployed during descent.

• Noise spike on leg sensors 
latched by software monitors.

• Laser altimeter registers 50ft.

• Begins polling leg monitors to 
determine touch down.

• Latched noise spike read as 
touchdown.

• Engine shutdown at ~50ft. 

Fault Aware Systems:
Create embedded languages
That reason and coordinate 

on the fly from models
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Mission Design Begins 
With A Storyboard

engine to standby
planetary approach switch to

inertial nav rotate to entry-orient
& hold attitude

separate
lander
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Mission Storyboards 
Specify Evolving States

Descent engine to “standby”:

offheating
30-60 sec
standby

engine to standby
planetary approach

separate
lander

switch to
inertial nav rotate to entry-orient

& hold attitude
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Mission Storyboards 
Specify Evolving States

engine to standby

Spacecraft approach:
• 270 mins delay
• relative position wrt Mars not 

observable
• based on ground computations 

of cruise trajectory 

planetary approach

separate
lander

switch to
inertial nav rotate to entry-orient

& hold attitude
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Mission Storyboards 
Specify Evolving States

engine to standby
planetary approach

separate
lander

switch to
inertial nav rotate to entry-orient

& hold attitude

Switch navigation mode:
“Earth-relative” = Star Tracker + IMU

Switch navigation mode:

“Inertial” = IMU only
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Mission Storyboards 
Specify Evolving States

engine to standby

Rotate spacecraft:
• command ACS to entry orientation

planetary approach

separate
lander

switch to
inertial nav rotate to entry-orient

& hold attitude
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Mission Storyboards 
Specify Evolving States

engine to standby

Rotate spacecraft:
• once entry orientation achieved, 

ACS holds attitude

planetary approach

separate
lander

switch to
inertial nav rotate to entry-orient

& hold attitude
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engine to standby

Separate lander from cruise stage:

planetary approach

separate
lander

switch to
inertial nav rotate to entry-orient

& hold attitude

cruise
stage

lander
stagepyro

latches

Mission Storyboards 
Specify Evolving States
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Mission Storyboards 
Specify Evolving States

engine to standby
planetary approach

separate
lander

switch to
inertial nav rotate to entry-orient

& hold attitude

Separate lander from cruise stage:
• when entry orientation achieved, 

fire primary pyro latch
cruise
stage

lander
stagepyro

latches
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Mission Storyboards 
Specify Evolving States

engine to standby
planetary approach

separate
lander

switch to
inertial nav rotate to entry-orient

& hold attitude

Separate lander from cruise stage:
• when entry orientation achieved, 

fire primary pyro latch

lander
stage
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engine to standby
planetary approach

separate
lander

switch to
inertial nav rotate to entry-orient

& hold attitude

Separate lander from cruise stage:
• in case of failure of primary latch,

fire backup pyro latch
cruise
stage

lander
stage

Storyboards Elaborated 
With Failure Scenarios
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engine to standby
planetary approach

separate
lander

switch to
inertial nav rotate to entry-orient

& hold attitude

Separate lander from cruise stage:
• in case of failure of primary latch,

fire backup pyro latch
cruise
stage

lander
stage

Storyboards Elaborated 
With Failure Scenarios
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Like Storyboards, Model-based Programs
Specify The Evolution of Abstract States  

Embedded programs evolve actions 
by interacting with plant sensors 
and actuators:

• Read sensors 

• Set actuators

Embedded Program

S
Plant

Obs Cntrl

Model-based programs evolve 
abstract states through direct 
interaction:

• Read abstract state

• Write abstract state

Model-based
Embedded Program

S
Plant

Model-based executive maps 
between state and sensors/actuators.

S’
Model-based Executive

Obs Cntrl
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Descent Example

EngineA EngineB

Science Camera

Turn camera off and engine on

EngineA EngineB

Science Camera
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Model-based Programs

Control program specifies 
state trajectories:

• fires one of two engines

• sets both engines to ‘standby’

• prior to firing engine, camera must be 
turned off to avoid plume contamination

• in case of primary engine failure, fire 
backup engine instead

OrbitInsert():: 

(do-watching ((EngineA = Thrusting) OR
(EngineB = Thrusting))

(parallel
(EngineA = Standby)
(EngineB = Standby)
(Camera = Off)
(do-watching (EngineA = Failed)

(when-donext ( (EngineA = Standby) AND 
(Camera = Off) )

(EngineA = Thrusting)))
(when-donext ( (EngineA = Failed) AND 

(EngineB = Standby) AND 
(Camera = Off) )

(EngineB = Thrusting))))

Plant Model describes 
behavior of each component:
– Nominal and Off nominal
– qualitative constraints
– likelihoods and costswww.bsscommunitycollege.in   www.bssnewgeneration.in  www.bsslifeskillscollege.in
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Plant Model

StandbyStandby

Engine ModelEngine Model

OffOff

FailedFailed

FiringFiring

component modes…

(thrust = full) AND
(power_in = nominal)

(thrust = zero) AND
(power_in = zero)

(thrust = zero) AND
(power_in = nominal)

described by finite domain constraints on variables…

deterministic and probabilistic transitions

offoff--
cmdcmd

standbystandby--
cmdcmd

0.010.01

0.010.01
standbystandby--

cmdcmd
firefire--
cmdcmd

cost/reward

0 v

0 v

2 kv

2 kv

one per component … operating concurrently

OnOn

Camera ModelCamera Model

OffOff

turnoffturnoff--
cmdcmd

turnonturnon--
cmdcmd

(power_in = zero) AND
(shutter = closed)

(power_in = nominal) AND
(shutter = open)

0 v

20 v

0.010.01

0.010.01

0 v
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State-based Execution: The model-based program sets the 
state to thrusting, and the deductive controller . . . .      

Determines that valves
on the backup engine

will achieve thrust, and
plans needed actions.

Deduces that a valve 
failed - stuck closed

Plans actions
to open

six valves

Fuel tankFuel tankOxidizer tankOxidizer tank

Deduces that
thrust is off, and

the engine is healthy
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Control Sequencer

Deductive   Controller

System Model

CommandsObservations

Control Program

Plant

Titan Model-based ExecutiveRMPL Model-based Program

State goalsState estimates

Generates target goal states
conditioned on state estimates

Mode
Estimation

Mode
Reconfiguration

Tracks
likely 

plant states

Tracks least 
cost goal states

Executes concurrently
Preempts
Queries (hidden) states
Asserts (hidden) state

ClosedClosed

ValveValve
OpenOpen StuckStuck

openopen

StuckStuck
closedclosed

OpenOpen CloseClose

0. 010. 01

0. 010. 01

0.010.01

0.010.01

inflow iff outflow

OrbitInsert():: 
(do-watching ((EngineA = Firing) OR

(EngineB = Firing))
(parallel

(EngineA = Standby)
(EngineB = Standby)
(Camera = Off)
(do-watching (EngineA = Failed)

(when-donext ( (EngineA = Standby) AND 
(Camera = Off) )

(EngineA = Firing)))
(when-donext ( (EngineA = Failed) AND 

(EngineB = Standby) AND 
(Camera = Off) )

(EngineB = Firing))))
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16.412/6.834J Cognitive Robotics February 7th, 2005


Probabilistic Methods for 


Kinodynamic Path Planning


Based on Past Student Lectures by: Lecturer: 
Paul Elliott, Aisha Walcott,


Nathan Ickes and Stanislav Funiak Prof. Brian C. Williams
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How do we maneuver or manipulate? 

courtesy NASA JSC 

courtesy NASA Ames 
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Outline


� Roadmap path planning 

� Probabilistic roadmaps 

� Planning in the real world 

� Planning amidst moving obstacles 

� RRT-based planners 

� Conclusions 
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Outline


• Roadmap path planning 

• Probabilistic roadmaps 

• Planning in the real world 

• Planning amidst moving obstacles


• RRT-based planners 

• Conclusions 

Brian Williams, Fall 03 
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Path Planning through Obstacles


Start


position


Goal 
Brian Williams, Fall 03 position 
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1. Create Configuration Space
Assume: Vehicle 

Start 

position 

translates, but no rotation 

Idea: Transform to equivalent Goal 

positionproblem of navigating a point. 
Brian Williams, Fall 03 
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2. Map From Continuous Problem to a 

Roadmap: Create Visibility Graph

Start 

position 

Goal 
Brian Williams, Fall 03 position 
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2. Map From Continuous Problem to a 

Roadmap: Create Visibility Graph

Start 

position 

Goal 
Brian Williams, Fall 03 position 
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3. Plan Shortest Path

Start 

position 

Goal 
Brian Williams, Fall 03 position 
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Resulting Solution


Start 

position 

Goal 
Brian Williams, Fall 03 position 
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A Visibility Graph is One Kind of Roadmap


Start 

position 

What are some other types of roadmaps? 

Goal 
Brian Williams, Fall 03 position 
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Roadmaps: Voronoi Diagrams


Brian Williams, Fall 03 

Lines equidistant from CSpace obstacles 
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Roadmaps: Approximate Fixed Cell


Brian Williams, Fall 03 
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Roadmaps: Approximate Fixed Cell 


Brian Williams, Fall 03 
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Roadmaps: Exact Cell Decomposition


Brian Williams, Fall 03 
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Khatib 1986
Potential Functions
 Latombe 1991


Koditschek 1998


Attractive Potential Repulsive Potential Combined Potential 
for goals for obstacles Field 

Move along force: F(x) = �Uatt(x)-�Urep(x) 

Brian Williams, Fall 03 
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Exploring Roadmaps


• Shortest path 

– Dijkstra’s algorithm 

– Bellman-Ford algorithm 

– Floyd-Warshall algorithm 

– Johnson’s algorithm 

• Informed search 

– Uniform cost search 

– Greedy search 

– A* search 

– Beam search 

– Hill climbing 

Brian Williams, Fall 03 
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Robonaut Teamwork: Tele-robotic


•High dimensional state space

•Controllability and dynamics

•Safety and compliance
Brian Williams, Fall 03 
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Outline


� Roadmap path planning 

� Probabilistic roadmaps 

� Planning in the real world 

� Planning amidst moving obstacles 

� RRT-based planners 

� Conclusions 
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Applicability of Lazy 


Probabilistic Road Maps 


to Portable Satellite Assistant


By Paul Elliott
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courtesy NASA Ames
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Zvezda Service Module


Idea: Probabilistic Roadmaps 

• Search randomly generated roadmap 

• Probabilistically complete 

• Trim infeasible edges and nodes lazily 
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Place Start and Goal


Goal 

Start 
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Place Nodes Randomly
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Select a Set of Neighbors
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A* Search


16 

18 

18 

2 

1 

2 
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A* Search
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A* Search
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Check Feasible Nodes
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Check Feasible Nodes
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Check Feasible Nodes
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A* Search
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Check Feasible Edges
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A* Search
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Lazy PRM Algorithm


�


�


�


�


Build Roadmap 

Start and Goal Nodes 

Uniform Dist Nodes 

Nearest Neighbors 

qinit, qgoal 

Build Roadmap 

Shortest 

Path (A*) 

Node 

Enhancement 

Remove Colliding 

node/edge 
No path found 

Check Nodes 
Collision 

Check Edges
Collision 
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Lazy PRM Algorithm


� 

� 

the goal 

� 

Shortest Path (A*) 

Heuristic = distance to 

Path length = distance 

between nodes 

qinit, qgoal 

Build Roadmap 

Shortest 

Path (A*) 

Node 

Enhancement 

Remove Colliding 

node/edge 

Check Nodes 

Check Edges 

Collision 

Collision 

No path found 
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Lazy PRM Algorithm


� Check Nodes & Edges 

� Search from Start and 

End for collisions 

� First check Nodes 

then Edges 

qinit, qgoal 

Build Roadmap 

Shortest 

Path (A*) 

Node 

Enhancement 

Check Nodes 

Check Edges 

Remove Colliding 

node/edge 

Collision 

Collision 

No path found 
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Lazy PRM Algorithm


� 

� 

edges 

� 

Remove Node/Edge 

For Nodes, remove all 

For Edges, just 

remove the edge 

qinit, qgoal 

Build Roadmap 

Shortest 

Path (A*) 

Node 

Enhancement 

Check Nodes 

Check Edges 

Remove Colliding 

node/edge 

Collision 

Collision 

No path found 
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Lazy PRM Algorithm


�


�


�


edges


Node Enhancement 

Add ½ uniformly 

Add ½ clustered around 

midpoints of removed 

qinit, qgoal 

Build Roadmap 

Shortest 

Path (A*) 

Node 

Enhancement 

Remove Colliding 

node/edge 
No path found 

Check Nodes 
Collision 

Check Edges
Collision 
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PRMs Fall Short For Dynamical Systems


�	 Using PRM 

1.	 Construct roadmap 

2.	 A* finds path in 

roadmap 

3. Must derive control 


inputs from path


�	 Cannot always find 

inputs for an arbitrary 

path 
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Outline


� Roadmap path planning 

� Probabilistic roadmaps 

� Planning in the real world 

� Planning amidst moving obstacles 

� RRT-based planners 

� Conclusions 
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Path Planning in the Real World


Real World Robots


� Have inertia


� Have limited controllability 

� Have limited sensors� Have limited sensors

� Face a dynamic environment 

� Face an unreliable environment
� Face an unreliable environment

Static planners (e.g. PRM) are not sufficient
Static planners (e.g. PRM) are not sufficient
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Two Approaches to Path Planning


Kinematic: only concerned with motion, without 

regard to the forces that cause it 

� Works well: when position controlled directly. 

� Works poorly: for systems with significant inertia. 

Kinodynamic: incorporates dynamic constraints 

� Plans velocity as well as position 
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Representing Static State


� Configuration space represents the position 

and orientation of a robot 

� Sufficient for static planners like PRM 

T

Example: Steerable car


y
Configuration space


(x, y, T)


x
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Representing Dynamic State


� State space incorporates robot dynamic state 

� Allows expression of dynamic constraints 

� Doubles dimensionality 

Example: Steerable car


y
State space 
. . . 

X = (x, y, T, x, y, T)

Constraints


•max velocity, min turn x


T 

•car dynamics
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Incorporating Dynamic Constraints


� For some states, collision is unavoidable


� Robot actuators can apply limited force


Obstacle 

Imminent 

collision 

region 

� Path planner should avoid these states
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Regions in State Space


� Collision regions: Xcoll 

� Clearly illegal 

� Region of Imminent Collision: Xric 

� Where robot’s actuators cannot prevent a collision 

� Free Space: Xfree = X – (Xcoll + Xric) 

Xfree XcollXric 

� Collision-free planning involves finding paths 
that lie entirely in Xfree 
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Constraints on Maneuvering


� Nonholonomic: Fewer controllable degrees of 
freedom then total degrees of freedom 

� Example: steerable car 

� 3 dof (x, y, T), but only 

� 1 controllable dof (steering angle) 

. 
.� Equation of Motion: G( s, s ) = 0 

� Constraint is a function of state and time derivative of 
state 
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Outline


� Roadmap path planning 

� Probabilistic roadmaps 

� Planning in the real world 

� Planning amidst moving obstacles 

� RRT-based planners 

� Conclusions 
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Problem


� Kinodynamic motion planning amidst 

moving obstacles with known trajectories 

� Example: Asteroid avoidance problem 

� Moving Obstacle Planner (MOP) 

� Extension to PRM 
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MOP Overview


Similar to PRM, except 

� Does not pre-compute the roadmap 

� Incrementally constructs the roadmap by 
extending it from existing nodes


� Roadmap is a directed tree rooted at initial 
state u time point and oriented along time 
axis 
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Building the Roadmap


1.	 Randomly choose an 

existing node 

2. 

input u 

3.


4. 

motion 

Nodes 
(state, time) 

Randomly choose 

existing node 

Select control 

input u 

Randomly select control 

Randomly select integration 

time interval G �[0, G max ] 

Integrate equations of 

Collision- free? 

at random 

Integrate equations of motion from an existing 


node with respect to u for some time interval G
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Building the Roadmap (cont.)


5. If edge is collision-free then 

6. Store control input with new edge 

7. Add new node to roadmap 

Collision-free trajectory 

Store control input u 

with new edge 

u 
Add new node 

Result: Any trajectory along tree satisfies 

motion constraints and is collision-free! 

Nodes 
(state, time) 
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Solution Trajectory


1. If goal is reached then 

2.	 Proceed backwards from 

the goal to the start 
Goal state and time 

(sstart, tstart) 

Start state and time 

(sgoal, tgoal) 
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MOP details: Inputs and Outputs


Planning Query:


� t

� Let (sstart , tstart ) denote the robot’s start point in the 
state u time space, and (sgoal , tgoal ) denote the goal 

goal �Igoal , where I is some time interval in whichgoal 

the goal should be reached 

Solution Trajectory: 

� Finite sequence of fixed control inputs applied over a 
specified duration of time 

� Avoids moving obstacles by indexing each state with 
the time when it is attained 

� Obeys the dynamic constraints 
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MOP details: Roadmap Construction


�	 Objective: obtain new node (s’, t’)


�	 s’ = the new state in the robot’s state space 

�	 t’ = t + G, current time plus the integration time


Each iteration:


1.	 Select an existing node (s, t) in the roadmap at 

random 

2.	 Select control input u at random 

3.	 Select integration time G at random from [0, G max	] 
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MOP details: Roadmap Construction


3.	 Integrate control inputs over time interval


4.	 Edge between (s, t) and (s’, t’) is checked 

for collision with static obstacles and 

moving obstacles 

5.	 If collision-free, store control input u with 

the new edge 

6.	 (s’, t’) is accepted as new node
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MOP details: Uniform Distribution


Modify to Ensure 

Uniform Distribution 

of Space: 

�	 Why? If existing roadmap 

nodes were selected 

uniformly, the planner 

would pick a node in an 

already densely sampled 

region 

�	 Avoid oversampling of 

any region by dividing the 

stateutime space into bins 
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Achieving Uniform Node Distribution


Space 
1.	 Equally divide space 

2.	 Denote each section 

as a bin; number each 

bin 

*bins store roadmap nodes 

that lie in their region 

bin 1 bin 2 bin 3 bin 4 bin 5 bin 6 bin 7 

bin 8 bin 9 bin 10 bin 11 bin 12 bin 13 bin 14 

. . . . . . 

. 

. 

. 
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Achieving Uniform Node Distribution


Array 

Equal-sized bins 

bin 1 bin 2 bin 3 ….
Existing nodes 

3. Create an array of 

bins 
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Achieving Uniform Node Distribution

Planner randomly picks a 

bin with at least one node

At that bin, the planner 

picks a node at random

bin 1    bin 2     bin 3 ….
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Achieving Uniform Node Distribution


into its 

corresponding bin 

Insert new node 
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Demonstration of MOP


•Point–mass robot moving in a plane
x x 

•State s = (x, y, x, y ) 

(sstart , tstart) 

(sgoal , tgoal) 

Moving obstacles 

Static obstacle 

Point-mass robot 
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Demonstration of MOP
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Summary


�	 MOP algorithm incrementally builds a roadmap in 
the stateutime space 

�	 The roadmap is a directed tree oriented along the 
time axis 

�	 By including time the planner is able to generate a 
solution trajectory that 

� avoids moving and static obstacles 

� obeys the dynamic constraints 

� Bin technique to ensure that the space is explored 
somewhat uniformly 
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Outline


� Roadmap path planning 

� Probabilistic roadmaps 

� Planning in the real world 

� Planning amidst moving obstacles 

� RRT-based planners 

� Conclusions 
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Planning with RRTs


� RRTs: Rapidly-exploring Random Trees 

� Similar to MOP 

� Incrementally builds the roadmap tree 

� Integrates the control inputs to ensure that the 

kinodynamic constraints are satisfied 

� Informed exploration strategy from MOP 

� Extends to more advanced planning 

techniques
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How it Works


� Build RRT in state space (X), starting at sstart 

� Stop when tree gets sufficiently close to sgoal 

Goal 

Start 
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Building an RRT


� To extend an RRT: 

� Pick a random point a 

in X 

� Find b, the node of the 

tree closest to a 

� Find control inputs u to 

steer the robot from b 

to a 

b 
u 

a 
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Building an RRT


� To extend an RRT (cont.) 

� Apply control inputs 

u for time G, so robot 

reaches c 

� If no collisions occur 

in getting from a to c, 

add c to RRT and 

record u with new 

edge 

b 
u 

c a 
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Executing the Path


Once the RRT reaches sgoal 
� Backtrack along tree to identify edges that 

lead from s to sstart goal 

� Drive robot using control inputs stored along 

edges in the tree 
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Principle Advantage


� RRT quickly 

explores the state 

space: 

� Nodes most likely 

to be expanded are 

those with largest 

Voronoi regions 
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Advanced RRT Algorithms


1. Single RRT biased towards the goal 

2. Bidirectional planners 

3. RRT planning in dynamic environments
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Example: Simple RRT Planner 

� Problem: ordinary RRT explores X uniformly 

ĺ slow convergence 

� Solution: bias distribution towards the goal
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Goal-biased RRT


BIASED_RANDOM_STATE() 

1 toss ĸ COIN_TOSS() 

2 if toss = heads then 

3 Return sgoal 

4 else 

5 Return RANDOM_STATE() 
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Goal-biased RRT
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The world is full of…

local minima


�	 If too much bias, the 

planner may get trapped in 

a local minimum 

A different strategy: 

� Pick RRT point near sgoal 

� Based on distance from 

goal to the nearest v in G 

� Gradual bias towards sgoal 

Rather slow convergence
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Bidirectional Planners


� Build two RRTs, from start and goal state


� Complication: need to connect two RRTs 

� local planner will not work (dynamic constraints) 

� bias the distribution, so that the trees meet 
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Bidirectional Planner Algorithm
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Bidirectional Planner Example 
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Bidirectional Planner Example
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Conclusions


� Path planners for real-world robots must 
account for dynamic constraints 

� Building the roadmap tree incrementally 

� ensures that the kinodynamic constraints are 
satisfied 

� avoids the need to reconstruct control inputs 
from the path 

� allows extensions to moving obstacles 
problem 
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Conclusions


� MOP and RRT planners are similar 

� Well-suited for single-query problems 

� RRTs benefit from the ability to steer a 

robot toward a point 

� RRTs explore the state more uniformly 

� RRTs can be biased towards a goal or to grow 

into another RRT
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Introduction to SLAM
Simultaneous Localization

And Mapping 

Paul Robertson
Cognitive Robotics
Wed Feb 9th, 2005
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Outline

• Introduction
• Localization
• SLAM
• Kalman Filter

– Example
• Large SLAM – Scaling to large maps

2
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Introduction

3

• (Localization) Robot needs to estimate its 
location with respects to objects in its 
environment (Map provided).

• (Mapping) Robot need to map the positions 
of objects that it encounters in its 
environment (Robot position known)

• (SLAM) Robot simultaneously maps 
objects that it encounters and determines its 
position (as well as the position of the 
objects) using noisy sensors.
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Show Movie

4
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Localization

• Tracking
– Bounded uncertainty
– Can flip into kidnapping problem

• Global Localization
– Initially huge uncertainties
– Degenerates to tracking

• Kidnapping Problem
– Unexpected global localization

Tracking

Global
Localization

Kidnapped

5
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Representing Robots
Position of robot is 
represented as a triple 
consisting of its xt, yt
components and its 
heading θt:

Xt=(xt, yt, θt)T

Xt+1=Xt + (ut∆t cos θt, ut∆t sin θt, ut∆t)T

xt

xt+1θt

xi, yi

u t∆ t

6
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Kalman Filter Localization

Robot

Landmark

7
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Kalman Filter Localization

Robot

Landmark

8
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Kalman Filter Localization

Robot

Landmark

9
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Kalman Filter Localization

Robot

Landmark

10
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Basic SLAM

• Localize using a Kalman Filter (EKF)
• Consider all landmarks as well as the robot 

position as part of the posterior.
• Use a single state vector to store estimates 

of robot position and feature positions.
• Closing the loop allows estimates to be 

improved by correctly propagating all the 
coupling between estimates which arise in 
map building.

11
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Initialize Feature A

CB

A

12
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Drive Forward

CB

A

13
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Initialize C

14

CB

A
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Initialize B

15

A

CB
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Drive Back

16

A

CB
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Re-measure A

17

A

CB
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Re-measure B

18

A

CB
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Basic EKF framework for SLAM 

x =

xv
y1
y2
.
.
.

System State Vector

,           P=

Pxx Pxy1 Pxy2 …
Py1x Py1y1 Py1y2 …
Py2x Py2y1 Py2y2 …
.         .          .          
.         .          .
.         .          .

Covariance Matrix (Square, Symmetric)

x and P grow as features are added to the map!

19
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SLAM steps…
1. Define robot initial position as the root of the 

world coordinate space – or start with some pre-
existing features in the map with high 
uncertainty of the robot position.

2. Prediction: When the robot moves, motion 
model provides new estimates of its new 
position and also the uncertainty of its location –
positional uncertainty always increases.

3. Measurement: (a) Add new features to map (b) 
re-measure previously added features.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 as appropriate. 

20
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The Kalman Filter

Features:
1. Gaussian Noise
2. Gaussian State Model
3. Continuous States
4. Not all state variables need to be observable.
5. Only requires memory of the previous estimate.
6. Update is quadratic on the number of state 

variables.
21
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Updating state estimate with a 
new observation

22

1. Predict current state from the previous 
state  estimate and the time step.

2. Estimate the observation from the 
prediction.

3. Computer the difference between the 
predicted observation and the actual 
observation.

4. Update the estimate of the current 
state
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Vector Kalman Filter
gain correction

G(k)

C T A

Y(k)+

-

+

+

X(k)
estimate

delay

AX(k-1)
measurement parameter

ACX(k-1)

Y(k)

system parameter

current prediction

23

G(k) = AP(k|k-1)CT[CP(k|k-1)CT+R(k)]-1  (Predictor gain)

P(k+1|k) = [A-G(k)C]P(k|k-1)AT+Q(k)     (Prediction mean square error)
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24

Matrix newMeasurement (Matrix measurement, double ts)
{

Matrix matP1=null;   // variances of components of prediction
Matrix cvecE=null;   // residual error
Matrix cvecY=null;   // estimated input
double timeDelta=ts-pts;  // Establish system matrix for time duration since the last observation.
matA=matAorig.add(matStime.scalarMultiply(timeDelta));
matAt=matA.transpose();
// Predict the new state at the given time step
cvecX=matA.mul (cvecX);
// Measurement prediction- estimate of input
cvecY=matC.mul (cvecX);
cvecE=measurement.subtract(cvecY);
// Calculate Kalman gain matK
matP1=matA.mul (matP).mul (matAt).add(matQ);
matK=matP1.mul (matCt).mul (matC.mul (matP1).mul (matCt).add(matR).invert());
// update the error covariance matrix
matP=matP1.subtract(matK.mul (matC).mul (matP1));
cvecX=cvecX.add(matK.mul (cvecE)); // Correct
pts=ts;
return matC.mul (cvecX); // return estimated values

}
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Simple Example
Robot with estimated position (Px, Py) and 
estimated velocity (Vx, Vy).  Four state variables 
( Px, Py, Vx, Vy )T

Relationships between the state variables:
Px += tVx
Py += tVy

Observations: (Px, Py)  

Position variance (σp) = 100.0
Velocity variance (σv) = 0.1

25
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System Equation

26

Px (k)
Py (k)
Vx (k)
Vy (k)

Px (k+1)
Py (k +1)
Vx (k +1)
Vy (k +1)

=

1  0  T  0
0  1  0  T
0  0  1 0
0  0  0  1

0
0
σv

σv

+ 

X(k+1)                   A            X(k)           w(k)
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Observations

27

Observation Matrix  Y(k)             =

Measurement Covariance Matrix =
σp       0
0       σp

Px

Py

Px (k)
Py (k)

= 1   0   0   0
0   1   0   0

Px (k)
Py (k)
Vx (k)
Vy (k)

+
σp 

σp

Y(k)                      C              X(k)           v(k)
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System Noise

0  0  0  0
0  0  0  0
0  0 σv  0
0  0  0 σv

System Noise Covariance Matrix  Q(k) =

28
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Prediction Matrices

σp       0        σp         0
0       σp        0        σp

0       σp        σpσv    0
0       σp 0         σpσv

Initial Prediction Covariance Matrix (P) =

State Equations   (A)                              =

1  0  T  0
0  1  0  T
0  0  1 0
0  0  0  1

29
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Run Kalman Filter Demo Program

31
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Problems with the Kalman Filter
1. Uni-modal distribution (Gaussian) often 

problematic.
2. Can be expensive with large number of 

state variables.
3. Assumes ‘linear transition model’ –

system equations must be specifiable as a 
multiplication of the state equation.  The 
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) attempts to 
overcome this problem.

32
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Additional Reading List for 
Kalman Filter

Russell&Norvig ‘Artificial Intelligence a 
modern approach’ second edition 15.4 
(pp551-559).

33
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Large SLAM

Basic SLAM is quadratic on the number of features 
and the number of features can be very large.  
Intuitively we want the cost of an additional piece 
of information to be constant.

Lets look at one approach that addresses this issue by 
dividing the map up into overlapping sub maps.

Leonard&Newman ‘Consistent, Convergent, and 
Constant-Time SLAM’ IJCAI’03
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Location Vector
• The mapped space is divided up into 

overlapping sub maps with shared features in 
the overlapping sub maps.

T(i, j) = (x, y, θ)T (Location vector)
An entity is a location + a unique ID.
A Map is a collection of entities described with 

respect to a local coordinate frame
Each map has a root entity i and a map location 

vector T(G,m)
36
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Introduction to SLAM
Part II 

Paul Robertson
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Review
• Localization

– Tracking, Global Localization, Kidnapping Problem.

• Kalman Filter
– Quadratic
– Linear (unless EKF)

• SLAM
– Loop closing
– Scaling:

• Partition space into overlapping regions, use rerouting algorithm.

• Not Talked About
– Features
– Exploration 2
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Outline

• Topological Maps
• HMM
• SIFT
• Vision Based Localization

3
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Topological Maps

Idea:
Build a qualitative map where the nodes are 
similar sensor signatures and transitions between 
nodes are control actions.

4
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Advantages of Topological maps

• Can solve the Global Location Problem.
• Can solve the Kidnapping Problem.
• Human-like maps
• Supports Metric Localization
• Can represent as a Hidden Markov Model 

(HMM)

5
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Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
Scenario

– You have your domain represented as set of state 
variables.

– The states define what following state are reachable 
from any given state.

– State transitions involve action.
– Actions are observable, states are not.
– You want to be able to make sense of a sequence of 

actions
Examples

Part-of-speech tagging, natural language parsing, speech 
recognition, scene analysis, Location/Path estimation.

6
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Overview of HMM

What a Hidden Markov Model is
Algorithm for finding the most likely state sequence.
Algorithm for finding the probability of an action 

sequence (sum over all allowable state paths).
Algorithm for training a HMM.
Only works for problems whose state structure can be 

characterized as FSM in which a single action at a time 
is used to transition between states.

Very popular because algorithms are linear on the length 
of the action sequence.

7
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Hidden Markov Models

0.5

s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6“Mary” “Had” “A” “Little” “Lamb”

“A”

s8“.”

s7

“Curry” “.”

“And”

“Big” “Dog”

“And”

“Hot”

0.4 0.4

“Roger”
0.3

“Ordered”
0.3

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.1

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.3

0.4

0.3

0.5

“Cooked”
0.3

“John”
0.3

A finite state machine with probabilities on the arcs.
<s1,S,W,E> where S={s1,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,s7,s8}; W={“Roger”, …}; E={<transition> …}
Transition <s2,s3,”had”,0.3> 

3.0)( 3
""

2 =→ ssP
had

S1: Mary had a little Lamb and a big dog.
S2: Roger ordered a lamb curry and a hot dog. 
S3: John cooked a hot dog curry.

P(S3)=0.3*0.3*0.5*0.5*0.3*0.5=0.003375
8
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Finding the most likely path

)|(maxarg)( 1,1,1
,1

−= tts
wsPt

t

σ
Viterbi Algorithm: For an action sequence of length t-1 finds:

in linear time.

a b

“0” 0.3

“1” 0.1

“0” 0.2

“1” 0.1

“0” 0.2

“1” 0.5“0” 0.4

“1” 0.2 Viterbi Algorithm:
For each state extend the   
most probable state sequence 
that ends in that state.

States ε 1 11 111 1110

Sequence a aa aaa aaaa abbba

Probability 1.0 0.2 0.04 0.008 0.005

Sequence b ab abb abbb abbbb

Probability 0.0 0.1 0.05 0.025 0.005
b

a“1110”
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Action Sequence Probabilities 

∑
=

+ ==
σ

1
1,1,1 ),()(

i

i
nnn sSwPwP

Let αi(t) be the probability P(w1,t-1,St=si) so ∑
=

+=
σ

α
1

,1 )1()(
i

in nwP

⎩
⎨
⎧

→
→=

=
0

0.11
)1(

otherwise
i

iα (Must start in the start state).

∑
=

→=+
σ
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i

j
w

i
ij ssPtt

t
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HMM forward probabilities

11

1 2 3 4 5

ε 1 1 1 0

αa(t) 1.0 0.2 0.05 0.017 0.0148

αb(t) 0.0 0.1 0.07 0.04 0.0131

P(w1,t) 1.0 0.3 0.12 0.057 0.0279

t

0.2*0.1=0.02
+

0.1*0.5=0.05

a b

“0” 0.3

“1” 0.1

“0” 0.2

“1” 0.1

“0” 0.2

“1” 0.5“0” 0.4

“1” 0.2

“1110”
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HMM Training 
(Baum-Welch Algorithm)

Given a training sequence, adjusts the HMM state transition 
probabilities to make the action sequence as likely as possible.

a

“0” “1”

“2”

Training Sequence: 01010210

a 8

“0” 4 “1” 3

“2” 1

a

“0” 0.5 “1” 0.375

“2” 0.125

12
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With Hidden States
Intuitively…

a

“0”

“0”
c

b
0.7

0.3

When counting transitions
Prorate transitions by 
their Probability.

1. Guess a set of transition probabilities.

2. (while (improving) 

(propagate-training-sequences))

“improving” is calculated by comparing
the cross-entropy after each iteration. 
When the cross-entropy decreases by less
than ε in an iteration we are done.

Cross entropy is:

∑ −−
nw

nMnM wPwP
n

,1

)(log)(1
,12,11

? But you don’t know the
transition probabilities!

13
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Scale Invariant Feature Transform

David Lowe ‘Distinctive Image Features from 
Scale-Invariant Keypoints’ IJCV 2004.

Stages:
– Scale Space (Witkin ‘83) Extrema Extraction
– Keypoint Pruning and Localization
– Orientation Assignment
– Keypoint Descriptor

14
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Scale space in SIFT
Motivation: 

– Objects can be recognized at many levels of detail 
– Large distances correspond to low l.o.d. 
– Different kinds of information are available at each level

Idea: Extract information content from an image at each l.o.d. 
Detail reduction done by Gaussian blurring:
– I(x, y) is input image. L(x, y, σ) is rep. at scale σ.
– G(x, y, σ) is 2D Gaussian with variance σ 2 

– L(x, y, σ) = G(x, y, σ) * I(x, y) 
– D(x, y, σ) = L(x, y, k σ) − L(x, y, σ)

15
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Features of SIFT

Invariant to:
Scale
Planar Rotation
Contrast
Illumination
Large numbers of features

16
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Difference of Gaussians

17
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Scale Space

• Compute local extrema of D
• Each (x, y, σ) is a feature.
• (x, y) scale and planar rotation invariant.

18
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Pruning for Stability

• Remove feature candidates that
– Low Contrast
– Unstable Edge Responses

19
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Orientation Assignment

For each feature (x, y, σ): 
– Find fixed-pixel-area patch in L(x, y, σ) around (x, y) 
– Compute gradient histogram; call this bi

– For bi within 80% of max, make feature (x, y, σ, bi)
20
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Vision Based SLAM
Readings:

Se, S., D. Lowe and J. Little, ‘Mobile Robot 
Localization and Mapping with Uncertainty 
using Scale-Invariant Visual Landmarks’, The 
International Journal of Robotics Research, 
Volume 21 Issue 08. 
Kosecka, J. Zhou, L. Barber, P. Duric, Z. 
‘Qualitative Image Based Localization in 
Indoor Environments’ CVPR 2003.
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Predictive Vision-Based SLAM
1. Compute SIFT features from current location.
2. Use Stereo to locate features in 3D.
3. Move
4. Predict new location based on odometry and 

Kalman Filter.
5. Predict location of SIFT features based upon motion 

of robot.
6. Find SIFT features and find 3D position of each.
7. Compute position estimate from each matched 

feature.
23
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Vision Based Localization

• Acquire video sequence during the exploration of 
new environment.

• Build environment model in terms of locations 
and spatial relationships between them.

• Topological localization by means of location 
recognition.

• Metric localization by computing relative pose of 
current view and representation of most likely 
location.

24
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Same Location?

25
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Global Topology, Local Geometry
Issues:
1. Representation of individual locations
2. Learning the representative location features
3. Learning neighborhood relationships between 

locations.
4. Each view represented by a set of SIFT features.
5. Locations correspond to sub-sequences across 

which features can be matched successfully.
6. Spatial relationships between locations are 

captured by a location graph.

26
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Image Matching

10 – 500 features 
per view

• For each feature find the discriminative nearest neighbor feature.
• Image Distance (Score) - # of successfully matched features.

27
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Partitioning the Video Sequence

• Transitions determined 
during exploration.

• Location sub-sequence 
across which features can 
be matched successfully.

• Location Representation: 
set of representative views 
and their associated 
features.

28
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Location Recognition

• Given a single view what is the location 
this view came from ?

Recognition – voting scheme
For each representative view selected in 
the exploration stage

1. Compute the number of matched features.
2. Location with maximum number of 

matches is the most likely location.
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Markov Localization in the 
topological Model

Exploiting the spatial relationships between the 
locations

• S – discrete set of states L x {N, W, S, E} locations and
orientations
• A – discrete set of actions (N, W, S, E)
• T(S, A, S’) – transition function , Discrete Markov Model

31
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Markov Localization
P(Lt=li|o1:t)         ∝ P(ot|Lt=li) P(Lt=li|o1:t-1)
Location posterior                 Observation likelihood
P(location|observations)        P(image|location)

Observation Likelihood P(ot|Lt=li) =    C(i)

P(image|location) ΣjC(j)

P(Lt=li|o1:t-1) = Σ A(i,j)P(Lt-1=lj|o1:t-1)
Location transition probability matrix
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HMM Recognition

• Improved recognition rate from 82% to 96% in 
experimental tests
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Metric Localization within Location
1. Given closest representative view of the location
2. Establish exact correspondences between keypoints
3. Probabilistic matching combining (epipolar) geometry, 

keypoint descriptors and intrinsic scale

Compute relative pose with respect to the reference view

34
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Wrap up

• What we have covered:
– Supporting Methods

• Kalman Filter
• HMM
• SIFT

– Localization and Mapping
• Basic SLAM
• Large Scale SLAM (Leonard)
• Topological Maps
• Vision Based Localization/SLAM

35
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Control Sequencer

Deductive  Controller

l Program

 Model-based Program

Mode
Estimation

Mode
Reconfiguration

Executes concurrently
Preempts
Queries (hidden) states
Asserts (hidden) state

Fault Aware Systems: 
Model-based Programming 

and Diagnosis 
Outline 

� Fault Aware Systems Through 
Model-based Programming 
� Diagnosis as Detective Work 
� Model-based Diagnosis 

Brian C. Williams 
16.412J/6.834J 
March 8th, 2004 

courtesy of JPL Brian C. Williams, copyright 2000 

Mars Polar Lander Failure 

Programmers are overwhelmed 
by the bookkeeping of reasoning 

about unlikely hidden states 

Leading Diagnosis: 

• Legs deployed during descent. 

• Noise spike on leg sensors 
latched by software monitors. 

• Laser altimeter registers 50ft. 

• Begins polling leg monitors to 
determine touch down. 

• Latched noise spike read as 
touchdown. 

• Engine shutdown at ~50ft. 

Fault Aware Systems: 
Create embedded languages 
That reason and coordinate 

on the fly from models 

Like Storyboards, Model-based Programs 
Specify The Evolution of Abstract States 

Embedded programs evolve actions 
by interacting with plant sensors 
and actuators: 

• Read sensors 

• Set actuators 

Embedded Program 

S 
Plant 

Obs Cntrl 

Model-based programs evolve 
abstract states through direct 
interaction: 

• Read abstract state 

• Write abstract state 

Model-based 
Embedded Program 

S 
Plant 

Model-based executive maps 
between state and sensors/actuators. 

S’ 
Model-based Executive 

Obs Cntrl 

Programmer maps between state 
and sensors/actuators. 

Descent Example 

EngineA EngineB 

Science Camera 

Turn camera off and engine on 

EngineA EngineB 

Science Camera 

System Model 

CommandsObservations 

Contro 

Plant 

Titan Model-based ExecutiveRMPL 

State goalsState estimates 

Generates target goal states 
conditioned on state estimates 

Tracks 
likely 

plant states 

Tracks least 
cost goal states 

z 

z 

z 

z 

OrbitInsert():: 
(do-watching ((EngineA = Firing) OR 

(EngineB = Firing)) 
(parallel 

(EngineA = Standby) 
(EngineB = Standby) 
(Camera = Off) 
(do-watching (EngineA = Failed) 

(when-donext ( (EngineA = Standby) AND 
(Camera = Off) ) 

(EngineA = Firing))) 
(when-donext ( (EngineA = Failed) AND 

(EngineB = Standby) AND 
(Camera = Off) ) 

(EngineB = Firing)))) 

ClosedClosed

ValveValve
OpenOpen UnUn-

knownknown

StuckStuck
closedclosed

OpenOpen CloseClose

0. 010. 01

0. 010. 01

0.010.01

0.010.01

inflow iff outflow 

1
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State-based Execution: The model-based program sets the 
state to thrusting, and the deductive controller . . . .    

Control Sequencer

Deductive  Controller

Possible Behaviors
Visualized by a Trellis Diagram

Determines that valves 
on the backup engine 

will achieve thrust, and 
plans needed actions. 

Deduces that a valve 
failed - stuck closed 

Plans actions 
to open 

six valves 

Fuel tankFuel tankOxidizer tankOxidizer tank

Deduces that 
thrust is off, and 

the engine is healthy 
Identify Modes 

Diagnose Failure Modes 

Reconfigure Modes 

Repair Modes 

Model-based Programs 

state trajectories: 
Control program specifies OrbitInsert()::


(do-watching ((EngineA = Thrusting) OR


• fires one of two engines 

• sets both engines to ‘standby’ 

• prior to firing engine, camera must be 
turned off to avoid plume contamination 

• in case of primary engine failure, fire 
backup engine instead 

Plant Model describes 
behavior of each component: 
– Nominal and Off nominal 
– qualitative constraints 
– likelihoods and costs 

(EngineB = Thrusting)) 
(parallel 

(EngineA = Standby)

(EngineB = Standby)

(Camera = Off)

(do-watching (EngineA = Failed) 

(when-donext ( (EngineA = Standby) AND 
(Camera = Off) ) 

(EngineA = Thrusting))) 
(when-donext ( (EngineA = Failed) AND 

(EngineB = Standby) AND 
(Camera = Off) ) 

(EngineB = Thrusting)))) 

Plant Model 

StandbyStandby

Engine ModelEngine Model

OffOff

FailedFailed

FiringFiring

component modes… 

( thr  ust =  f ull)  AND  
(powe r_in  =nomina l) 

( thr  ust =ze  ro  ) AND  
(powe r_in  =ze ro ) 

( thr  ust =ze  ro  ) AND  
(powe r_in  =nomina l) 

described by finite domain constraints on variables… 

deterministic and probabilistic transitions 

offoff-
cmdcmd

standbystandby-
cmdcmd

0.010.01

0.010.01
standbystandby-

cmdcmd
firefire-
cmdcmd

cost/reward 

0 v 

0 v 

2 kv 

2 kv 

one per component … operating concurrently 

OnOn

Camera ModelCamera Model

OffOff

turnoffturnoff-
cmdcmd

turnonturnon-
cmdcmd

(powe r_in  =ze ro ) AND 
( shutte  r =c  lo  sed ) 

(powe r_in  =nomina l) AND 
( shutte  r =open  )  

0 v 

20 v 

0.010.01

0.010.01

0 v 

System Model 

Commands
Observations 

Control Program 

Plant 

Titan Model-based ExecutiveRMPL Model-based Program 

State goalsState estimates 

Control Sequencer: 
Generates goal states 

conditioned on state estimates 

Mode 
Estimation: 

Tracks likely 
States 

Mode 
Reconfiguration: 
Tracks least-cost 

state goals 

z Executes concurrently 
z Preempts 
z Asserts and queries states 
z Chooses based on reward 

Fire backup 
engine 

Valve fails 
stuck closed 

S T 

X0 X1 XN-1 XN 

S T 

X0 X1 XN-1 XN 

least cost reachable 
goal stateFirst ActionCurrent Belief State 

Modeling Complex Behaviors through 
Probabilistic Constraint Automata 

• Complex, discrete behaviors 

• modeled through concurrency, hierarchy and timed transitions. 

• Anomalies and uncertainty 

• modeled by probabilistic transitions 

• Physical interactions 

• modeled by discrete and continuous constraints 

StandbyStandby

Engine ModelEngine Model
OffOff

FailedFailed

offoff -
cmdcmd

standbystandby-
cmdcmd

0.010.01

(thrust = full) AND 
(power_in = nominal) 

FiringFiring

0.010.01

standbystandby-
cmdcmd

firefire-
cmdcmd

(thrust = zero) AND 
(power_in = zero) 

(thrust = zero) AND 
(power_in = nominal) 

OnOn

Camera ModelCamera Model
OffOff

turnoffturnoff -
cmdcmd

turnonturnon-
cmdcmd

(power_in = zero) 
AND 

(shutter = closed) 

(power_in = nominal) 
AND 

(shutter = open) 

0 v 

2 kv 

2 kv 

0 v 

0 v 

20 v 

0.010.01

0.010.01

0 v 

The Plant’s BehaviorThe Plant’s Behavior

S T 

X0 X1 XN-1 XN 

•Assigns a value to each 
variable (e.g.,3,000 vars). 
•Consistent with all state 
constraints (e.g., 12,000). 

•A set of concurrent transitions, 
one per automata (e.g., 80). 
•Previous & Next states 
consistent with source & target 
of transitions 
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arg max PT(m’)

s.t. M(m’) ^ O(m’) is satisfiable

3

Deductive  Controller

Control Sequencer

Deductive  Controller

Possible Behaviors
Visualized by a Trellis Diagram

Deductive  Controller

Commands
Observations 

Plant 

State goalsState estimates 

Mode 
Estimation: 

Tracks likely 
States 

Mode 
Reconfiguration: 
Tracks least-cost 

state goals 

Fire backup 
engine 

Valve fails 
stuck closed 

S T 

X0 X1 XN-1 XN 

S T 

X0 X1 XN-1 XN 

least cost reachable 
goal stateFirst ActionCurrent Belief State 

Optimal CSP: 

arg min f(x) 

s.t. C(x) is satisfiable 

D(x) is unsatisfiable 

arg min RT*(m’) 

s.t. M(m’) entails G(m’) 

s.t. M(m’) is satisfiable 

System Model 

Commands
Observations 

Control Program 

Plant 

Titan Model-based ExecutiveRMPL Model-based Program 

State goalsState estimates 

Control Sequencer: 
Generates goal states 

conditioned on state estimates 

Mode 
Estimation: 

Tracks likely 
States 

Mode 
Reconfiguration: 
Tracks least-cost 

state goals 

z Executes concurrently 
z Preempts 
z Asserts and queries states 
z Chooses based on reward 

Fire backup 
engine 

Valve fails 
stuck closed 

S T 

X0 X1 XN-1 XN 

S T 

X0 X1 XN-1 XN 

least cost reachable 
goal stateFirst ActionCurrent Belief State 

Modeling Complex Behaviors through 
Probabilistic Constraint Automata 

• Complex, discrete behaviors 

• modeled through concurrency, hierarchy and timed transitions. 

• Anomalies and uncertainty 

• modeled by probabilistic transitions 

• Physical interactions 

• modeled by discrete and continuous constraints 

StandbyStandby

Engine ModelEngine Model
OffOff

FailedFailed

offoff -
cmdcmd

standbystandby-
cmdcmd

0.010.01

(thrust = full) AND 
(power_in = nominal) 

FiringFiring

0.010.01

standbystandby-
cmdcmd

firefire-
cmdcmd

(thrust = zero) AND 
(power_in = zero) 

(thrust = zero) AND 
(power_in = nominal) 

OnOn

Camera ModelCamera Model
OffOff

turnoffturnoff -
cmdcmd

turnonturnon-
cmdcmd

(power_in = zero) 
AND 

(shutter = closed) 

(power_in = nominal) 
AND 

(shutter = open) 

0 v 

2 kv 

2 kv 

0 v 

0 v 

20 v 

0.010.01

0.010.01

0 v 

The Plant’s BehaviorThe Plant’s Behavior

S T 

X0 X1 XN-1 XN 

•Assigns a value to each 
variable (e.g.,3,000 vars). 
•Consistent with all state 
constraints (e.g., 12,000). 

•A set of concurrent transitions, 
one per automata (e.g., 80). 
•Previous & Next states 
consistent with source & target 
of transitions 

Commands
Observations 

Plant 

State goalsState estimates 

Mode 
Estimation: 

Tracks likely 
States 

Mode 
Reconfiguration: 
Tracks least-cost 

state goals 

Fire backup 
engine 

Valve fails 
stuck closed 

S T 

X0 X1 XN-1 XN 

S T 

X0 X1 XN-1 XN 

least cost reachable 
goal stateFirst ActionCurrent Belief State 

Optimal CSP: 

arg min f(x) 

s.t. C(x) is satisfiable 

D(x) is unsatisfiable 

arg max PT(m’) 

s.t. M(m’) ^ O(m’) is satisfiable 

arg min RT*(m’) 

s.t. M(m’) entails G(m’) 

s.t. M(m’) is satisfiable 
Outline 

� Fault Aware Systems Through 
Model-based Programming 
� Diagnosis as Detective Work 
� Model-based Diagnosis 
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b

Issue 1: Handling Hidden Failures Requires 
Reasoning from a Model: STS-93 

Symptoms: 
• Engine temp sensor high 
• LOX level low 
• GN&C detects low thrust 
• H2 level possibly low 

Problem: Liquid hydrogen leak 

Effect: 
• LH2 used to cool engine 
• Engine runs hot 
• Consumes more LOX 

Compare Most Likely Hypothesis 
to Observations 

Main 

Fuel tank 

Engines 

Helium tank 

Oxidizer tank 
Flow1 = zero Pressure2= nominal 

Pressure1 = nominal 

Acceleration = zero 

It is most likely that all components are okay. 

Leap to the Next Most Likely Hypothesis 
that Resolves the Conflict 

Oxidizer tank 

Flow 1= zero 

Main 

Helium tank 

Fuel tank 

Engines 

The next hypothesis must remove the conflict 

Model- ased Diagnosis as 
Conflict-directed Best First Search 

When you have eliminated the impossible, 
whatever remains, however improbable, 
must be the truth.  

- Sherlock Holmes. The Sign of the Four. 

1. Test Hypothesis 
2. If Inconsistent, learn reason for inconsistency 

(a Conflict). 
3. Use conflicts to leap over similarly infeasible options 

to next best hypothesis. 

Isolate Conflicting Information 

Main 

Fuel tank 

Engines 

Helium tank 

Oxidizer tank 

Flow 1= zero 

The red component modes conflict with the model and observations. 

New Hypothesis Exposes Additional Conflicts 

Main 

Fuel tank 

Engines 

Helium tank 

Oxidizer tank 
Pressure1 = nominal Pressure2= nominal 

Acceleration = zero 

Another conflict, try removing both 
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Final Hypothesis Resolves all Conflicts 

Or1

Helium tank 

Pressure1 = nominal Pressure2= nominal 
Flow1 = zero Flow2 = positive 

Acceleration = zero 

Main 

Fuel tank Oxidizer tank 

Engines 

Implementation: Conflict-directed A* search. 

Outline 

� 
Model-based Programming 
� Diagnosis as Detective Work 
� Model-based Diagnosis 

Fault Aware Systems Through 

i
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1 

1 

Model-based Diagnosis 

Given a system w th symptomatic behavior and a 
of the system, find diagnoses that account 

for symptoms
Symptom 

Given a system w th symptomatic behavior and a 
of the system, find diagnoses that account 

for symptoms
Symptom 

And1 

And2 

Model-based Diagnosis 

1. 
2. 

Desi : 
• 
• 

l

Issue 2: Failures are Often Novel: 

/

Diagnosis as 
Hypothesis Testing 

Generate candidates, given symptoms. 
Test if candidates account for all symptoms. 

red Properties
Set of diagnoses should be complete. 
Set of diagnoses should consider all 
availab e information. 

Mars Observer:  Explosion due to oxidizer fuel leakage? 
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1 

Issue 2: How Should Diagnoses 
Account for Novel Failures? 
Consistency-based Diagnosis: Given symptoms, 

find diagnoses that are consistent w symptoms. 
Suspending Constraints: Make no presumptions 

about fau ty component behavior. 
Symptom 

And1 

And2 

Consistency-based Diagnosis: Given symptoms, 
find diagnoses that are consistent w symptoms. 

Suspending Constraints: Make no presumptions 
about fau ty component behav or. 

Symptom 

And1 

And2 

Issue 2: How Should Diagnoses 
Account for Novel Failures? 

ith 

l
1 

1 

Or1 

Or2 

Or3 

A 

B 
C 
D 

E 

1 

1 
1 
1 

0 

F 

G 

X 

Y 

Z 

0 

1 

• 

Î 
Î 

Î 

Î 

APOLLO 13 

Consistency-based Diagnosis: Given symptoms, 
find diagnoses that are consistent w symptoms. 

Suspending Constraints: Make no presumptions 
about fau ty component behavior. 

And1 

And2 

Issue 2: How Should Diagnoses 
Account for Novel Failures? 

Issue 3: Multiple Faults Occur 

courtesy of NASA 

three shorts, tank-line 
and pressure jacket 
burst, panel flies off. 

Divide & Conquer 
Diagnose each 

symptom. 
Summarize (conflicts) 
Combine 

� 

3 

2 
2 
3 

3 

M1 

M2 

M3 

A1 

A2 

A 

B 
C 
D 

E 

F 

G 

X 

Y 

Z 

10� G(i): 

� U(i): 12 

Diagnosis identifies Diagnosis identifies All 

� G(i): 

� U(i): 

� idate consistent wi

� i
Î i ll i

3 

2 
2 
3 

3 

M1 

M3 

A1 

A 

B 
C 
D 

E 

F 

G 

X 

Y 

Z 

10 

12 

Candidate: Assignment to all component modes. 

Adder(i): 

Out(i) = In1(i)+In2(i) 

consistent modes 

Candidate = {A1=G, A2=G, M1=G, M2=G, M3=G} 

sets of consistent modes 
Adder(i): 

Out(i) = In1(i)+In2(i) 

Diagnosis D: Cand th model Phi and 
observables OBS. 

As more constraints are relaxed, candidates are more easily sat sfied. 
Typ ca y an exponential number of cand dates. 

Diagnosis = {A1=G, A2=U, M1=G, M2=U, M3=G} 

6
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? 
?3 

2 
2 
3 

3 

M1 

M3 

A1 

A 

B 
C 
D 

E 

F 

G 

X 

Y 

Z 

10 

12? 

} 

→ 

• 

“Smallest” sets of modes that remove all symptoms 

Kernel Diagnosis = {A2=U, M2=U

Representing Diagnoses 
Compactly: Kernel Diagnoses 

Every candidate that is a subset of a kernel diagnosis 
is a diagnosis. 

Testing Consistency 
Propositional Logic 
• DPLL Sat algorithm 
• Unit propagation (incomplete) 

•Finite Domain Constraints 
• Backtrack Search w Forward Checking, … 
• AC-3/Waltz constraint propagation (incomplete) 

Algebraic Constraints 
• Sussman/Steele Constraint Propagation: 

• Propagate newly assigned values through 
equations mentioning variables. 
• To propagate, use assigned values of constraint to 
deduce unknown value(s) of constraint. 

X ∈ ∨ X=0 
¬X=1∨ ¬X=0 

¬ ) ∨ ¬ ) ∨ Out(i)=1 
¬ ) ∨ ¬ ) ∨ Out(i)=1 
¬ ) ∨ ¬ ) ∨ ¬ ) ∨ Out(i)

And(i): 
� 

Out( ( ) 
� U(i): 

Or(i): 
� 

( i) 
� U(i): 

¬ ) ∨ ¬ ) ∨ Out(i)=0 
¬ ) ∨ ¬ ) ∨ Out(i)=0 
¬ ) ∨ ¬ ) ∨ ¬ ) ∨ Out(i)

And(i): 
� 

Out( ( ) 
� U(i): 

� Assignment to O 
� i: Assi
� i: 

Di ∧ Obs ∧ ) . 

1 

1 
1 
1 

0 

Or1 

Or3 

And1 

A 

B 
C 
D 

E 

F 

G 

X 

Y 

Z 

0 

1 

O3=G} 

� l

{1,0} X=1 

Encoding Models In Propositional Logic 

(i=G (In1(i)=1
(i=G (In2(i)=1
(i=G (In1(i)=0 (In2(i)=0 =0 

G(i): 
i) = In1 i) AND In2(i

G(i): 
Out i) = In1(i) OR In2(

(i=G (In1(i)=0
(i=G (In2(i)=0
(i=G (In1(i)=1 (In2(i)=1 =1 

Summary: Consistency-based Diagnosis 

G(i): 
i) = In1 i) AND In2(i

Obs: 
Candidate C gnment of modes to X 
Diagnosis D A candidate such that 

C(X,Y  is satisfiable

Diagnosis = {A1=G, A2=U O1=G, O2=U, 

ALL components have 
“unknown Mode” U, 
Whose assignment is 
never mentioned in C 

Component Mode  + Structure: 

Outline 

Model-based Diagnosis 
� 

� Generating Kernels from Conflicts 
� 

� 

� Conflict-directed A* 

i
� 
� 

( → ) 
� 

→ i ) 

l Di i ine 
[de Kl i ] 

Conflicts and Kernel Diagnoses 

Finding Consistent Modes 
Estimating Likely Modes 

Diagnosis by 
Divide and Conquer 
Given model Ph  and observations OBS 

1. Find all symptoms 
2. Diagnose each symptom separately 

each generates a conflict candidates
3. Merge diagnoses 

(set covering kernel d agnoses

Genera agnost c Eng
eer & W lliams, 87

7
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Conflicts Explain How to 
Remove Symptoms 

M1 

M2 
A1 

A 

B 
C 
D 

E 

3 

2 
2 
3 

F 

G 

X 

Y 

Z 

10 

Symptom: 
F is observed 10, but should be 12 if A1, M1 & M2 are okay. 

6 

6 

12 

M3 
A2 

Conflicts Explain How to 
Remove Symptoms 

M1 

M2 
A1 

A 

B 
C 
D 

E 

3 

2 
2 
3 

F 

G 

X 

Y 

Z 

Symptom: 
F is observed 10, but should be 12 if A1, M1 & M2 are okay. 

Conflict: A1=G & M1=G & M2=G is inconsistent 

A1=U or M1=U or M2=U removes conflict. 

F 10 
12

6 

6 

i.e., at least one is broken 

M3 
A2 

Find Another Symptom 

3 

2 

3 

M1 

M3 

A1 

A2 

A 

B 
C 
D 

E 

F 

G 

X 

Y 

Z 

10 

12 

4 

6 

10 

Symptom: 
G is observed 12, but should be 10 ... 

M2 

3 

2 

3 

M1 

M3 

A1 

A2 

A 

B 
C 
D 

E 

F 

G 

X 

Y 

Z 

10 

12 

4 

6 

10 

Symptom: 
G is observed 12, but should be 10 

Conflict: A1=G & M2=G & M1=G & M3=G is inconsistent 

Conflict not just upstream 
from symptom 

… and its Conflict 

M2 

3 

2 

3 

M1 

M3 

A1 

A2 

A 

B 
C 
D 

E 

F 

G 

X 

Y 

Z 

10 

12 

4 

6 

10 

Symptom: 
G is observed 12, but should be 10 

Conflict: A1=G & M2=G & M1=G & M3=G is inconsistent 

A1=U or A2=U or M1=U or M3=U removes conflict 

Conflict not just upstream 
from symptom 

… and its Conflict 

M2 

Summary: Conflicts 

M1 

M2 
A1 

A 

B 
C 
D 

E 

3 

2 
2 
3 

F 

G 

X 

Y 

Z 

10 

Conflict: 

A set of component modes M that are 
inconsistent with the model and observations. 

Properties: 
• Every superset of a conflict is a conflict 
• Only need conflicts that are minimal under subset 
• Logically, not M is an implicate of Model & Obs 

6 

6 

12 

M3 
A2 

8
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? 
?3 

2 
2 
3 

3 

M1 

M3 

A1 

A 

B 
C 
D 

E 

F 

G 

X 

Y 

Z 

10 

12?= { & } 

• 
(

• 

Outline 

Model-based Diagnosis 
� 

� Generating Kernels from Conflicts 
� 

� 

� Conflict-directed A* 

Kernel Diagnosis 

A2=U M2=U

Summary: Kernel Diagnoses 

Partial Diagnosis: A set of component modes M all of whose 
extensions are diagnoses. 

M removes all symptoms 

• M entails Model & Obs implicant) 

Kernel Diagnosis: A minimal partial diagnosis K 

M is a prime implicant of model & obs 

Conflicts and Kernel Diagnoses 

Finding Consistent Modes 
Estimating Likely Modes 

Conflicts to Kernels 

• 

Ö 

M1 

M2 
A1 

A 

B 
C 
D 

E 

3 

2 
2 
3 

F 

G 

X 

Y 

Z 

10 

6 

6 

12 

M3 
A2 

? 
?3 

2 
2 
3 

3 

M1 

M3 

A1 

A 

B 
C 
D 

E 

F 

G 

X 

Y 

Z 

10 

12? 

Diagnoses Found by Mapping 

Conflict: A set of component modes M that are 
inconsistent with the model and observations. 

not M is an implicate of Model & Obs 

Kernel Diagnosis: A minimal set of component modes K that 
eliminate all symptoms. 

•M is a prime implicant of Model & Obs 

Conflicts map to Kernels by minimal set covering 
(see “Characterizing Diagnosis,” de Kleer, Reiter, Mackworth) 

Kernel Diagnoses = 

Generate Kernels From Conflicts 

A1=U or M1=U or M2=U removes conflict 1. 

A1=U or A2=U or M1=U or M3=U  removes conflict 2 

“Smallest” sets of modes that remove all conflicts 

{A1=G, M1=U, M2=U} conflict 1. 

{A1=U, A2=U, M1=U, M3=U} conflict 2 

Kernel Diagnoses = {A1=U} 

“Smallest” sets of modes that remove all conflicts 

A1=U or M1=U or M2=U removes conflict 1. 

A1=U or A2=U or M1=U or M3=U  removes conflict 2 

Generate Kernels From Conflicts 
{A1=G, M1=U, M2=U} conflict 1. 

{A1=U, A2=U, M1=U, M3=U} conflict 2 

Kernel Diagnoses = {M1=U} 
{A1=U} 

“Smallest” sets of modes that remove all conflicts 

A1=U or M1=U or M2=U removes conflict 1. 

A1=U or A2=U or M1=U or M3=U  removes conflict 2 

Generate Kernels From Conflicts 
{A1=G, M1=U, M2=U} conflict 1. 

{A1=U, A2=U, M1=U, M3=U} conflict 2 

9
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Kernel Diagnoses = {A2=U, M2=U} 
{M1=U} 
{A1=U} 

“Smallest” sets of modes that remove all conflicts 

A1=U or M1=U or M2=U removes conflict 1. 

A1=U or A2=U or M1=U or M3=U removes conflict 2 

Generate Kernels From Conflicts 
{A1=G, M1=U, M2=U} conflict 1. 

{A1=U, A2=U, M1=U, M3=U} conflict 2 

Kernel Diagnoses = {M2=U, M3=U} 
{A2=U, M2=U} 
{M1=U} 
{A1=U} 

“Smallest” sets of modes that remove all conflicts 

A1=U or M1=U or M2=U removes conflict 1. 

A1=U or A2=U or M1=U or M3=U removes conflict 2 

Generate Kernels From Conflicts 
{A1=G, M1=U, M2=U} conflict 1. 

{A1=U, A2=U, M1=U, M3=U} conflict 2 

Single Fault Diagnoses = {A1=U, M1=U} 

Single Fault Diagnoses are the 
Intersection of All Conflicts 

A1=U or M1=U or M2=U removes conflict 1. 

A1=U or A2=U or M1=U or M3=U removes conflict 2 

{A1=G, M1=U, M2=U} conflict 1. 

{A1=U, A2=U, M1=U, M3=U} conflict 2 

Outline 

Model-based Diagnosis 
� Conflicts and Kernel Diagnoses 
� Generating Kernels from Conflicts 
� Finding Consistent Modes 
� Estimating Likely Modes 
� Conflict-directed A* 

Diagnosis With Only the 
Unknown 

Inverter(i): 
� G(i): Out(i) = not(In(i)) 
� U(i): 

X YA B C0 00 0

Nominal and Unknown Modes 

• Isolates surprises 
• Doesn’t explain 

Notational Note: 

G(i) ≡ [i = G] 

Diagnosis With Only the 
Known 

Inverter(i): 
� G(i): Out(i) = not(In(i)) 
� S1(i): Out(i) = 1 
� S0(i): Out(i) = 0 

X YA B C0 00 0

Exhaustive Fault Modes 

• No surprises 
• Explains 

10
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Solution: Diagnosis as 
Estimating Behavior Modes 

Inverter(i): 
� G(i): Out(i) = not(In(i)) 
� S1(i): Out(i) = 1 
� S0(i): Out(i) = 0 
� U(i): 

X YA B C0 00 0

Nominal, Fault and Unknown Modes 

• Isolates surprises 
• Explains  

Sherlock 
[de Kleer & Williams, IJCAI 89] 

Example Diagnoses 

X YA B C0 0
1 

Diagnosis: [S1(A),G(B),U(C)] 

0 0

Sherlock 
[de Kleer & Williams, 89] 

Example Diagnoses 

X YA B C0 0
1 

Diagnosis: [S1(A),G(B),U(C)] 

Kernel Diagnosis: [U(C)] 

X YA B C0 0?? 

0 0

0 0 

Sherlock 
[de Kleer & Williams, 89] 1. Find Symptoms & Conflicts 

Conflict: 

not [G(A), G(B) and G(C)] 

X YA B C0 0 

1 0G G 
G0 

0
1 

0
0 

More Symptoms & Conflicts 

Not [S1(A), G(B), and G(C)] 

X YA B C0 0 

1 0S1 G 
G

0 
0

1 

0
0 

not [S0(B) and G(C)] 

X YA B C0 0 

0S0 
G

0 
0

1 

More Symptoms & Conflicts 

0
0 

11
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not S1(C) 

X YA B C0 0 

1S10 
0 

All Conflicts 

� 

� 

� 

� 

More Symptoms & Conflicts 

< S1(C) > 
< S0(B), G(C) > 

< S1(A), G(B), G(C) > 

< G(A), G(B), G(C) > 

from Conflicts 
� 

=> 
� < S0(B), G(C) > 

=> 

� < S1(A), G(B), G(C) > 
=> 

� < G(A), G(B), G(C) > 
=> � [U(C)] 

� 

� 

� 

� (B),S1(C),S0(C)

2. Constituent Diagnoses 

< S1(C) > 
G(C),S0(C) or U(C) 

G(B),S1(B),U(B),S1(C),S0(C) or U(C) 

G(A),S0(A),U(A),S1(B),S0(B),U(B),S1(C),S0(C) or U(C) 

S1(A),S0(A),U(A),S1(B),S0(B),U(B),S1(C),S0(C) or U(C) 

3. Generate Kernel 
Diagnoses 

[G(C),S0(C),U(C)] 
[G(B),S1(B),U(B),S1(C),S0(C),U(C)] 

[G(A),S0(A),U(A),S1(B),S0(B),U(B),S1(C),S0(C),U(C)] 

[S1(A),S0(A),U(A),S1(B),S0(B),U ,U(C)] 

� [U(C)] 
� [S0(C)] 

� 

� 

� 

� (B),S1(C),S0(C)

� [U(C)] 
� [S0(C)] 
� [U(B),G(C)] 

� 

� 

� 

� (B),S1(C),S0(C)

[G(C),S0(C),U(C)] 
[G(B),S1(B),U(B),S1(C),S0(C),U(C)] 

[G(A),S0(A),U(A),S1(B),S0(B),U(B),S1(C),S0(C),U(C)] 

[S1(A),S0(A),U(A),S1(B),S0(B),U ,U(C)] 

3. Generating Kernel 
Diagnoses 

[G(C),S0(C),U(C)] 
[G(B),S1(B),U(B),S1(C),S0(C),U(C)] 

[G(A),S0(A),U(A),S1(B),S0(B),U(B),S1(C),S0(C),U(C)] 

[S1(A),S0(A),U(A),S1(B),S0(B),U ,U(C)] 

3. Generating Kernel 
Diagnoses 

12
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� [U(C)] 
� [S0(C)] 
� [U(B),G(C)] 

� [G(C),S0(C),U(C)] 
� [G(B),S1(B),U(B),S1(C),S0(C),U(C)] 

� [G(A),S0(A),U(A),S1(B),S0(B),U(B),S1(C),S0(C),U(C)] 

� [S1(A),S0(A),U(A),S1(B),S0(B),U(B),S1(C),S0(C),U(C)] 

� [S1(B),G(C)] 

3. Generating Kernel 
Diagnoses 

� [U(C)] 
� [S0(C)] 
� [U(B),G(C] 

� [S1(B),G(C)] 

� [U(A),G(B),G(C)] 

� [G(C),S0(C),U(C)] 
� [G(B),S1(B),U(B),S1(C),S0(C),U(C)] 

� [G(A),S0(A),U(A),S1(B),S0(B),U(B),S1(C),S0(C),U(C)] 

� [S1(A),S0(A),U(A),S1(B),S0(B),U(B),S1(C),S0(C),U(C)] 

3. Generating Kernel 
Diagnoses 

� [U(C)] 
� [S0(C)] 
� [U(B),G(C] 

� [S1(B),G(C)] 

� [U(A),G(B),G(C)] 

� [S0(A),G(B),G(C)] 

� [G(C),S0(C),U(C)] 
� [G(B),S1(B),U(B),S1(C),S0(C),U(C)] 

� [G(A),S0(A),U(A),S1(B),S0(B),U(B),S1(C),S0(C),U(C)] 

� [S1(A),S0(A),U(A),S1(B),S0(B),U(B),S1(C),S0(C),U(C)] 

3. Generate Kernel 
Diagnoses 

Diagnoses: (42 of 64 candidates) 

Fully Explained Failures 
� [G(A),G(B),S0(C)] 
� [G(A),S1(B),S0(C)] 
� [S0(A),G(B),G(C)] 

. . . 
Fault Isolated, But Unexplained 
� [G(A),G(B),U(C)] 
� [G(A),U(B),G(C)] 
� [U(A),G(B),G(C)] 

Partial Explained 
� [G(A),U(B),S0(C)] 
� [U(A),S1(B),G(C)] 
� [S0(A),U(B),G(C)] 

. . . 

X YA B C0 00 0

Outline 

Model-based Diagnosis 
� Conflicts and Kernel Diagnoses 
� Generating Kernels from Conflicts 
� Finding Consistent Modes 
� Estimating Likely Modes 
� Conflict-directed A* 

Due to the unknown mode, there tends to be an 
exponential number of diagnoses. 

U 
Candidates with 
UNKNOWN failure 
modes 

Candidates with 
KNOWN failure 
modes 

Good Good 
G 

F1 
Fn 

G 

U 

But these diagnoses represent a small fraction of the 
probability density space. 

Most of the density space may be represented 
by enumerating the few most likely diagnoses 

13
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X YA B C0 00

Probabilities 

p(c) = p(m) 
m ∈c 
∏ 

A B C 

p(G) .99 .99 .99 

p(S1) .008 .008 .001 

p(S0) .001 .001 .008 

p(U) .001 .001 .001 

p([ (B) (C)

p([S1(A) ) (C)])

(A)

(A) ( (C)])

0 
0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 

1 
1.2 

OK 

S0(A
) 

S1(B
) 

S0(
C) 

U(A
) 

U(B
) 

U(C
) 

S1(
A),S

0(
C) 

Candidate Initial (prior) 

G(A),G ,G ]) = .97 

,G(B ,G  = .008 

p([S1 ,G(B),S0(C)]) = .00006 

p([S1 ,S1 B),S0  = .0000005 

Assume Failure 
Independence 

Posterior Probability, after 

� i il
 | c)

� i il
 | c)

� 
|

� /

p( c | x = v) = 
p( x = v | c) p(c) 

p( x = v) 

� )
� 
� P(out = 1 |
� = 1 
� 
� = .97/p(x=v) 

p( c | x = v) = 
p( x = v | c)p(c) 

p( x = v) 

X YA B C 10 
Observation x = v 

P(x=v|c) estimated using Model: 

If previous obs, c and Ph  enta s x = v 
Then p(x = v  = 1 

If previous obs, c and Ph  enta s x <> v 
Then p(x = v  = 0 

If Phi consistent with all values for x 
Then p(x = v  c) is based on priors 

E.g., uniform prior = 1 m for m possible values of x 

Bayes’ 
Rule 

Normalization Term 
Observe out = 1: 

C = [G(A),G(B ,G(C)] 
Prior: P(C) = .97 

 C) = ? 

P(C | out = 0 ) = ? 

� )
� P(C) = .97 
� P(out = 0 |
� = 0 
� 
� 

p( c | x = v) = 
p( x = v | c)p(c) 

p( x = v) 

X YA B C 00 
X YA B C0

 A B C 

) 

) 

) 

0 

Observe out = 0: 
C = [G(A),G(B ,G(C)] 

 C) = ? 

P(C | out = 0 ) = ? 
= 0 x .97/p(x=v) = 0 

p(S1 .008 .008 .001 

p(S0 .001 .001 .008 

p(U .001 .001 .001 

Example: Tracking Single Faults 
• which are eliminated? 
• which predict observations? 
• Which are agnostic? 

Priors for Single 
Fault Diagnoses: 

14
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X YA B C X YA B C

0 
0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 

1 
1.2 

OK 

S0(A
) 

S1(B
) 

S0(
C) 

U(A
) 

U(B
) 

U(C
) 

S1(
A),S

0(
C) 

0 00 

Leading diagnoses before output observed 

0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 

OK
S0(A

)

S1(B
)

S0(C
)

U(A
)

U(B
)

U(C
) 

S1(A
)S

0(C
) 

0 00 0

Top 6 of 64 = 98.6% of P 

Leading diagnoses before output observed 

Summary: Candidate Probabilities 

p( c) = p(m) 
m ∈c 
∏ Assume Failure 

Independence 

P(x=v|c) estimated using Model: 
� If previous obs, c and Phi entails x = v 

Then p(x = v | c) = 1 
� If previous obs, c and Phi entails x <> v 

Then p(x = v | c) = 0 
� If Phi consistent with all values for x 

Then p(x = v | c) is based on priors 
� E.g., uniform prior = 1/m for m possible values of x 

p( c | x = v) = 
p( x = v | c)p(c) 

p( x = v) 
Bayes’ 
Rule 

Normalization Term 

Due to the unknown mode, there tends to be an 
exponential number of diagnoses. 

U 
Candidates with 
UNKNOWN failure 
modes 

Candidates with 
KNOWN failure 
modes 

Good Good 
G 

F1 
Fn 

G 

U 

But these diagnoses represent a small fraction of the 
probability density space. 

Most of the density space may be represented 
by enumerating the few most likely diagnoses 

15
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System Model

Control Program

RMPL Model-based Program

Control Sequencer

Deductive   Controller

CommandsObservations

Plant

Titan Model-based Executive

State goalsState estimates

Mode
Estimation

Mode
Reconfiguration

Tracks
likely 

plant states

Tracks least 
cost goal states

Executes concurrently
Preempts
Queries (hidden) states
Asserts (hidden) state

ClosedClosed

ValveValve
OpenOpen StuckStuck

openopen

StuckStuck
closedclosed

OpenOpen CloseClose

0. 010. 01

0. 010. 01

0.010.01

0.010.01

inflow = outflow = 0

Generates target goal states
conditioned on state estimates

Mode Reconfiguration:

Select a least cost set of 
commandable component 
modes that entail the current 
goal, and are consistent

Mode Estimation:

Select a most likely set of 
component modes that are 
consistent with the model and 
observations

arg min Pt(Y| Obs)

s.t. Ψ(X,Y) ∧ O(m’) is consistent
arg max Rt(Y)

s.t. Ψ(X,Y) entails G(X,Y)

s.t. Ψ(X,Y) is consistent
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Outline

• Optimal CSPs
• Application to Model-based Execution

Review of A* 
Conflict-directed A*
Generating the Best Kernel
Intelligent Tree Expansion
Extending to Multiple Solutions
Performance Comparison
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Constraint Satisfaction Problem

CSP = <X, DX,C>
variables X with domain DX

Constraint C(X): DX → {True,False}

Find X in DX s.t. C(X) is True

R,G,B

GR, G

Different-color constraint
V1

V2 V3
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Optimal CSP
OCSP= <Y, g, CSP>

Decision variables Y with domain DY

Utility function g(Y): DY → ℜ
CSP is over variables <X,Y>

Find Leading arg max g(Y)
Y ∈ Dy

s.t. ∃ X ∈ DX s.t. C(X,Y) is True

Frequently we encode C in propositional state logic
g() is a multi-attribute utility function that is 

preferentially independent.
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CSP Frequently in 
Propositional Logic

(mode(E1) = ok implies
(thrust(E1) = on if and only if flow(V1) = on and flow(V2) = on)) and
(mode(E1) = ok or mode(E1) = unknown) and
not (mode(E1) = ok and mode(E1) = unknown)

V1 V2

E1
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Multi Attribute Utility Functions
g(Y) = G(g1(y1), g2(y2), . . .)

where
G(u1, u2 … un) = G(u1,G(u2 … un))
G(u1) = G(u1, IG)

Example: Diagnosis
gi(yi=modeij) = P(yi = modeij)
G(u1,u2) = u1 x u2
IG = 1
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Mutual Preferential Independence

Assignment δ1 is preferred over δ2
if g(δ1) < g(δ2) 

For any set of decision variables W ⊆ Y, 
our preference between two assignments to 
W is independent of the assignment to the 
remaining variables W – Y.
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Mutual Preferential Independence
Example: Diagnosis

If M1 = G is more likely than M1 = U,

Then, 
{M1 = G, M2 = G, M3 = U, A1 = G, A2 = G} 

Is preferred to
{M1 = U, M2 = G, M3 = U, A1 = G, A2 = G}
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Reconfiguration via 
Conflict Learning

arg max Rt(Y)
s.t. Ψ(X,Y) entails G(X,Y)
s.t. Ψ(X,Y) is consistent

Goal: Achieve Thrust

A conflict is an assignment to a subset of the control variables 
that entails the negation of the goal.
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Approximate PCCA Belief State UpdateApproximate PCCA Belief State Update

StandbyStandby

Engine ModelEngine Model
OffOff

FailedFailed
offoff--
cmdcmd

standbystandby--
cmdcmd
0.010.01

(thrust = 
full) AND

(power_in = 
nominal)

FiringFiring
0.010.01

standbystandby--
cmdcmd

firefire--
cmdcmd

(thrust = 
zero) AND
(power_in 

= zero)
(thrust = 

zero) AND
(power_in = 

nominal)

OnOn

Camera ModelCamera Model
OffOff

turnoffturnoff--
cmdcmd

turnonturnon--
cmdcmd

(power_in 
= zero) 
AND

(shutter = 
closed)

(power_in = 
nominal) AND

(shutter = 
open)

0 v

2 kv

2 
kv

0 v

0 
v

20 v

0.010.01

0.010.01

0 
v

S T

X0 X1 XN-1 XN

•Assigns a value to each variable 
(e.g.,3,000 vars).
•Consistent with all state 
constraints (e.g., 12,000).

•A set of concurrent transitions, one per 
automata (e.g., 80).
•Previous & Next states consistent with 
source & target of transitions
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Belief State Propagation

Propagation Equation 
propagates the system dynamics

Update Equation 
updates prior distribution with observations
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Best-First Belief State Enumeration
• Enumerate next state priors in best first order
• Evaluate likelihood of partial states using 

optimistic estimate of unassigned variables.
HMM propagate equation

Assuming independent 
transitions

cost so far, g optimistic estimate of the cost to go, h
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Outline

• Optimal CSPs
Application to Model-based Execution
Review of A* 
Conflict-directed A*
Generating the Best Kernel
Intelligent Tree Expansion
Extending to Multiple Solutions
Performance Comparison
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A* 

Increasing
Cost

Infeasible

Feasible
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A* Search: Search Tree
Problem: State Space Search Problem

Θ Initial State
Expand(node) Children of Search Node = next states
Goal-Test(node) True if search node at a goal-state

h Admissible Heuristic -Optimistic cost to go

Search Node: Node in the search tree
State State the search is at
Parent Parent in search tree

ds search node to those to be expanded
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A* Search: State of Search
Problem: State Space Search Problem

Θ Initial State
Expand(node) Children of Search Node = adjacent states
Goal-Test(node) True if search node at a goal-state
Nodes Search Nodes to be expanded
Expanded Search Nodes already expanded
Initialize Search starts at Θ, with no expanded nodes

g(state) Cost to state
h(state) Admissible Heuristic-Optimistic cost to go

Search Node: Node in the search tree
State State the search is at
Parent Parent in search tree

Nodes[Problem]:
Enqueue(node, f ) Adds node to those to be expanded
Remove-Best(f) Removes best cost queued node according to f
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A* Search
Function A*(problem, h)
returns the best solution or failure. Problem pre-initialized.
f(x) ← g[problem](x) + h(x)
loop do

node ← Remove-Best(Nodes[problem], f)

new-nodes ← Expand(node, problem)
for each new-node in new-nodes

then Nodes[problem] ← Enqueue(Nodes[problem], new-node, 
f )

end

Expand
best first
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A* Search
Function A*(problem, h)
returns the best solution or failure. Problem pre-initialized.
f(x) ← g[problem](x) + h(x)
loop do
if Nodes[problem] is empty  then return failure
node ← Remove-Best(Nodes[problem], f)

new-nodes ← Expand(node, problem)
for each new-node in new-nodes 

then Nodes[problem] ← Enqueue(Nodes[problem], new-node, 
f )
if Goal-Test[problem] applied to State(node) succeeds 
then return node

end

Terminates
when . . .
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A* Search
Function A*(problem, h)
returns the best solution or failure. Problem pre-initialized.
f(x) ← g[problem](x) + h(x)
loop do
if Nodes[problem] is empty then return failure
node ← Remove-Best(Nodes[problem], f)
state ← State(node)
remove any n from Nodes[problem] such that State(n) = state
Expanded[problem] ← Expanded[problem] ∪ {state}
new-nodes ← Expand(node, problem)
for each new-node in new-nodes 
unless State(new-node) is in Expanded[problem]
then Nodes[problem] ← Enqueue(Nodes[problem], new-node, f )

if Goal-Test[problem] applied to State(node) succeeds 
then return node

end

Dynamic
Programming
Principle  . . .
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Outline

• Optimal CSPs
Application to Model-based Execution
Review of A* 
Conflict-directed A*
Generating the Best Kernel
Intelligent Tree Expansion
Extending to Multiple Solutions
Performance Comparison
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Conflict-directed A* 

Increasing
Cost

Infeasible

Feasible
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Conflict-directed A* 

Increasing
Cost

Infeasible
Conflict 1

Feasible
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Conflict-directed A* 

Increasing
Cost

Infeasible
Conflict 1

Feasible
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Conflict-directed A* 

Increasing
Cost

Feasible

Infeasible
Conflict 2

Conflict 1
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Conflict-directed A* 

Increasing
Cost

Feasible

Infeasible
Conflict 2

Conflict 1
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Conflict-directed A* 

Increasing
Cost

Feasible

Infeasible

C
onflict 3

Conflict 2

Conflict 1
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Conflict-directed A* 

Increasing
Cost

Infeasible

C
onflict 3

Conflict 2

Conflict 1

Feasible
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Solving Optimal CSPs
Through Generate and Test

Generate
Candidate

Test
Candidate

Consistent?Keep

(Optional) Update
Cost

Below
Threshold?

Extract
Conflict

Done Yes No

Yes No

Leading Candidates
Based on Cost Conflict-directed A*

Incremental Sat
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Conflict-directed A*
Function Conflict-directed-A*(OCSP)
returns the leading minimal cost solutions.
Conflicts[OCSP] ← {}
OCSP ← Initialize-Best-Kernels(OCSP)
Solutions[OCSP] ← {}
loop do

decision-state ← Next-Best-State-Resolving-Conflicts(OCSP)

new-conflicts ← Extract-Conflicts(CSP[OCSP], decision-state)
Conflicts[OCSP] 
← Eliminate-Redundant-Conflicts(Conflicts[OCSP] ∪ new-conflicts)

end

Conflict-guided
Expansion
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Conflict-directed A*
Function Conflict-directed-A*(OCSP)
returns the leading minimal cost solutions.
Conflicts[OCSP] ← {}
OCSP ← Initialize-Best-Kernels(OCSP)
Solutions[OCSP] ← {}
loop do
decision-state ← Next-Best-State-Resolving-Conflicts(OCSP)
if no decision-state returned or
Terminate?(OCSP)
then return Solutions[OCSP]

if Consistent?(CSP[OCSP ], decision-state)
then add decision-state to Solutions[OCSP]

new-conflicts ← Extract-Conflicts(CSP[OCSP], decision-state)
Conflicts[OCSP] 
← Eliminate-Redundant-Conflicts(Conflicts[OCSP] ∪ new-conflicts)

end
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Increasing
Cost

Infeasible

C
onflict 3

Conflict 2

Conflict 1

Conflict-directed A* 
• Feasible subregions described by kernel assignments.

Approach: Use conflicts to search for kernel 
assignment containing the best cost candidate.

Kernel 1

Kernel 2

Kernel 3
Feasible
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Mapping Conflicts to Kernels
M1

M2
A1

A

B
C
D

E

3

2
2
3

F

G

X

Y

Z

10

6

6

12

M3
A2

?
?3

2
2
3

3

M1

M3

A1

A

B
C
D

E

F

G

X

Y

Z

10

12?

Conflict Ci: A set of decision variable assignments that are 
inconsistent with the constraints.

Constituent Kernel: An assignment A that resolves a conflict Ci.
A entails ¬ Ci

Kernel: A minimal set of decision variable assignments 
that resolves all known conflicts C.

A entails ¬ Ci for all Ci in C
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Mapping conflict to constituent kernels

Conflict:     {M1=G, M2=G, A1=G}

¬(M1=G ∧ M2=G ∧ A1=G)

M1=U ∨ M2=U ∨ M3=U

Constituent Kernels: {M1=U, M2=U, A1=U}
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Composing Constituents 
Kernels of Every Conflict

M1

M2
A1

A

B
C
D

E

3

2
2
3

F

G

X

Y

Z

10

6

6

12

M3
A2

?
?3

2
2
3

3

M1

M3

A1

A

B
C
D

E

F

G

X

Y

Z

10

12?

Constituent Kernel: An assignment A that resolves a conflict Ci.
A entails ¬ Ci

Kernel: A minimal set of decision variable assignments 
that resolves all known conflicts C.

A entails ¬ Ci for all Ci in C

Constituent kernels map to kernels by minimal set covering
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Extracting a kernel’s best state 
Select best utility value for unassigned variables (Why?)

{M2=U}

M1=? ∧ M2=U ∧ M3=? ∧ A1=? ∧ A2=?

M1=G ∧ M2=U ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G
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Next Best State 
Resolving Conflicts
function Next-Best-State-Resolving-Conflicts(OCSP)
best-kernel ← Next-Best-Kernel(OCSP)
if best-kernel = failure
then return failure
else return kernel-Best-State[problem](best-kernel)

end

function Kernel-Best-State(kernel)
unassigned ← all variables not assigned in kernel
return kernel ∪ {Best-Assignment(v) | v ∈ unassigned}

End

function Terminate?(OCSP)
return True iff Solutions[OCSP] is non-empty

Algorithm for only finding the first solution, multiple later.
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Example: Diagnosis

3

2
2
3

3

10
M1

M2

M3

A1

A2

A

B
C
D

E

F

G

X

Y

Z

12

Assume Independent Failures:
PG(mi) >> PU(mi)

Psingle >> Pdouble

PU(M2) > PU(M1) > PU(M3) > PU(A1) > PU(A2)
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First Iteration

3

2
2
3

3

10
M1

M2

M3

A1

A2

A

B
C
D

E

F

G

X

Y

Z

12

Conflicts / Constituent Kernels
none

Best Kernel: 
{}

Best Candidate: 
?
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Extracting the kernel’s best state 
Select best value for unassigned variables

{  }

M1=? ∧ M2=? ∧ M3=? ∧ A1=? ∧ A2=?

M1=G ∧ M2=G ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G
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Test: M1=G ∧ M2=G ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G

M1

M2

M3

A1

A2

A

B
C
D

E

X

Y

Z

3
10F

2
2

12G3

3
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Test: M1=G ∧ M2=G ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G

M1

M2

M3

A1

A2

A

B
C
D

E

X

Y

Z

63
10F

2
2

12G3

3
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Test: M1=G ∧ M2=G ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G

M1

M2

M3

A1

A2

A

B
C
D

E

X

Y

Z

6

6

3
10F

2
2

12G3

3
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Test: M1=G ∧ M2=G ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G

M1

M2

M3

A1

A2

A

B
C
D

E

X

Y

Z

6

6

3

6

10F
2
2

12G3

3
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Test: M1=G ∧ M2=G ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G

10
M1

M2

M3

A1

A2

A

B
C
D

E

X

Y

Z

6

6

3
F

2
2

12G
6

12

3

3
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Test: M1=G ∧ M2=G ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G

10
M1

M2

M3

A1

A2

A

B
C
D

E

X

Y

Z

6

6

3
F

2
2

12G
6

12

3

3

Extract Conflict and Constituent Kernels:
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Test: M1=G ∧ M2=G ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G

10
M1

M2

M3

A1

A2

A

B
C
D

E

X

Y

Z

6

6

3
F

2
2

12G
6

12

3

3

Extract Conflict and Constituent Kernels:
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Test: M1=G ∧ M2=G ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G

3

2
2
3

3

10
M1

M2

M3

A1

A2

A

B
C
D

E

F

G

X

Y

Z

12

6

6

6

12

Extract Conflict and Constituent Kernels:
¬ [M1=G ∧ M2=G ∧ A1=G]

M1=U ∨ M2=U ∨ A1=U
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Second Iteration
3

2
2
3

3

10
M1

M2

M3

A1

A2

A

B
C
D

E

F

G

X

Y

Z

12

6

6

6

12PG(mi) >> PU(mi)

Psingle >> Pdouble

PU(M2) > PU(M1) > 
PU(M3) > PU(A1) > PU(A2)

Conflicts Constituent Kernels
M1=U ∨ M2=U ∨ A1=U

Best Kernel: 
M2=U (why?)

Best Candidate: 
M1=G ∧ M2=U ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G
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Test: M1=G ∧ M2=U ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G

M1

M3
A2

A

B
C
D

E

X

Y

Z

3

A1 10F
2
2

12G3

3
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Test: M1=G ∧ M2=U ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G

M1

M3
A2

A

B
C
D

E

X

Y

Z

63

A1 10F
2
2

12G3

3
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Test: M1=G ∧ M2=U ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G

M1

M3
A2

A

B
C
D

E

X

Y

Z

63

A1

6

10F
2
2

12G3

3
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Test: M1=G ∧ M2=U ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G

M1

M3
A2

A

B
C
D

E

X

Y

Z

6

4

3

6

A1 10F
2
2

12G3

3
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Test: M1=G ∧ M2=U ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G

3
10

M1

M3
A2

A

B
C
D

E

G

X

Y

Z

12

6

4
F

6 10

A12
2
3

3
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Test: M1=G ∧ M2=U ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G

3
10

M1

M3
A2

A

B
C
D

E

G

X

Y

Z

12

6

4
F

6 10

A12
2
3

3

Extract Conflict:
¬ [M1=G ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G]
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Test: M1=G ∧ M2=U ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G

3
10

M1

M3
A2

A

B
C
D

E

G

X

Y

Z

12

6

4
F

6 10

A12
2
3

3

Extract Conflict:
¬ [M1=G ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G]

M1=U ∨ M3=U ∨ A1=U ∨ A2=U
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Second Iteration
3

2
2
3

3

10
M1

M3
A2

A

B
C
D

E

F

G

X

Y

Z

12

6

4

6 10

A1
PG(mi) >> PU(mi)

Psingle >> Pdouble

PU(M2) > PU(M1) > 
PU(M3) > PU(A1) > PU(A2)

Conflicts Constituent Kernels
M1=U ∨ M2=U ∨ A1=U

M1=U ∨ M3=U ∨ A1=U ∨ A2=U

Best Kernel: 
M1=U

Best Candidate: 
M1=U ∧ M2=G ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G
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Test: M1=U ∧ M2=G ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G

M2

M3

A1

A2

A

B
C
D

E

X

Y

Z

3
10F

2
2

12G3

3
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Test: M1=U ∧ M2=G ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G

M2

M3

A1

A2

A

B
C
D

E

X

Y

Z

3
10F

2
2

12G3

3
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Test: M1=U ∧ M2=G ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G

M2

M3

A1

A2

A

B
C
D

E

X

Y

Z

6

3
10F

2
2

12G3

3
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Test: M1=U ∧ M2=G ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G

M2

M3

A1

A2

A

B
C
D

E

X

Y

Z

6

3

6

10F
2
2

12G3

3
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Test: M1=U ∧ M2=G ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G

M2

M3

A1

A2

A

B
C
D

E

X

Y

Z

6

6

4
3

10F
2
2

12G3

3
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Test: M1=U ∧ M2=G ∧ M3=G ∧ A1=G ∧ A2=G

M2

M3

A1

A2

A

B
C
D

E

X

Y

Z

6

6

4
3

10F
2
2

12G3
12

3

Consistent!
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Outline

• Optimal CSPs
Application to Model-based Execution
Review of A* 
Conflict-directed A*
Generating the Best Kernel
Intelligent Tree Expansion
Extending to Multiple Solutions
Performance Comparison
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Generating The Best Kernel of The Known Conflicts

A1=U, A2=U, 
M1=U, M3=U

A1=U M1=U M2=U

A2=U M1=U

M3=UA1=U

M1=U ∧ A2=U M2=U ∧ M3=UA1=U M1=U

A1=U, M1=U , M2=U

Constituent Kernels

• Minimal set covering is an instance of breadth first search.

Insight:
• Kernels found by minimal set covering
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Expanding a Node to 
Resolve a Conflict 

M2=U A1=UM1=U
M2=U ∨ M1=U ∨ A1=U

{ }

To Expand a Node:
Select an unresolved Conflict.
Each child adds a constituent kernel.

Constituent kernels

Prune child if state is
Inconsistent, or
subsumed by a known kernel      (or another node’s state).
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Generating The Best Kernel of The Known Conflicts

A1=U, A2=U, 
M1=U, M3=U

A1=U M1=U M2=U

A2=U M1=U

M3=UA1=U

M1=U ∧ A2=U M2=U ∧ M3=UA1=U M1=U

A1=U, M1=U , M2=U

Constituent Kernels

• Minimal set covering is an instance of breadth first search.

Insight:
• Kernels found by minimal set covering
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Generating The Best Kernel of The Known Conflicts

A1=U, M1=U , M2=U

Constituent Kernels

A1=U M1=U M2=U

M1=U

A1=U, A2=U, 
M1=U, M3=U

• Minimal set covering is an instance of breadth first search.

Insight:
• Kernels found by minimal set covering

To find the best kernel, expand tree in best first order.
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Admissible h(α): Cost of best state 
extending partial assignment α

f = g   + h

M2=U ∧ M1=? ∧ M3=? ∧ A1=? ∧ A2=?

x PM1=G x PM3=G x PA1=G x PA2=GPM2=u

Select best value of unassigned variables
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Admissible Heuristic h
Let g = <G,gi,Y> describe a multi-attribute utility fn

Assume the preference for one attribute xi is independent of another xk
Called Mutual Preferential Independence:

For all u, v ∈Y
If gi(u) ≥ gi(v) then for all w

G(gi(u),gk(w)) ≥ G(gi(v),gk(w))

An Admissible h:
Given a partial assignment, to X ⊆ Y
h selects the best value of each unassigned variable Z = X – Y

h(Y) = G({gzi_max| zi∈Z, max    gzi(vij))})   
vij∈Dzi

A candidate always exists satisfying h(Y).
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Terminate when 
all conflicts resolved

Function Goal-Test-Kernel (node, problem)
returns True IFF node is a complete decision state.
if forall K in Constituent-Kernels(Conflicts[problem]),

State[node] contains a kernel in K
then return True

else return False
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Next Best Kernel of Known Conflicts
Function Next-Best-Kernel (OCSP)
returns the next best cost kernel of Conflicts[OCSP].
f(x) ← G[OCSP] (g[OCSP](x), h[OCSP](x))
loop do

if Nodes[OCSP] is empty then return failure
node ← Remove-Best(Nodes[OCSP], f)
add State[node] to Visited[OCSP]
new-nodes ← Expand-Conflict(node, OCSP)
for each new-node ∈ new-nodes 

unless ∃ n ∈ Nodes[OCSP] such that State[new-node] = State[n]
OR State[new-node] ∈ Visited[problem]

then Nodes[OCSP] ← Enqueue(Nodes[OCSP], new-node, f )
if Goal-Test-Kernel[OCSP] applied to State[node] succeeds 
Best-Kernels[OCSP]  
← Add-To-Minimal-Sets(Best-Kernels[OCSP], best-kernel) 

if best-kernel ∈ Best-Kernels[OCSP]
then return State[node]

end

An instance
of A* 
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Outline

• Optimal CSPs
Application to Model-based Execution
Review of A* 
Conflict-directed A*
Generating the Best Kernel
Intelligent Tree Expansion
Extending to Multiple Solutions
Performance Comparison
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Expand Only Best Child & Sibling

M2=U A1=UM1=U

{ }

> >

Constituent kernels

M2=U ∨ M1=U ∨ A1=U

Order constituents by 
decreasing utility

Traditionally all children expanded.
But only need to expand the child with the best candidate, 
if it can be identified apriori (how?).
This child is the one with the best estimated cost f = g+h.
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Expand Only Best Child & Sibling

{ }Constituent kernels

M2=U
M2=U ∨ M1=U ∨ A1=U

Order constituents by 
decreasing utility

Traditionally all children expanded.
But only need to expand the child with the best candidate, 
if it can be identified apriori (how?).
This child is the one with the best estimated cost f = g+h.
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When Do We Expand The Childs 
Next Best Sibling?

M1=U ∨ M3=U ∨
A1=U ∨ A2=U M1=U

M2=U M1=U

{ }

Constituent kernels

M2=U ∨ M1=U ∨ A1=U

When a best child has a subtree or leaf pruned, 
it may have lost its best candidate.
One of the child’s siblings might now have the best candidate.
Expand child’s next best sibling:

when child expanded in order to resolve another conflict.
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Expand Node to Resolve Conflict
function Expand-Conflict(node, OCSP)
return Expand-Conflict-Best-Child(node, OCSP) ∪

Expand-Next-Best-Sibling (node, OCSP)

function Expand-Conflict-Best-Child(node, OCSP)
if for all Kγ in Constituent-Kernels(Γ[OCSP])

State[node] contains a kernel ∈ Kγ
then return {}
else return Expand-Constituent-Kernel(node,OCSP)

function Expand-Constituent-Kernel(node, OCSP)
Kγ ← = smallest uncovered set ∈ Constituent-Kernels(Γ[OCSP])
C   ← {yi = vij | {yi = vij} in Kγ, yi = vij is consistent with State[node]}
Sort C such that for all i from 1 to |C| - 1,

Better-Kernel?(C[i],C[i+1], OCSP) is True
Child-Assignments[node] ← C
yi = vij ← C[1], which is the best kernel in Kγ consistent with State[node]
return {Make-Node({yi = vij}, node)}
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Expand Node to Resolve Conflict

function Expand-Next-Best-Sibling(node, OCSP)
if Root?[node]

then return {}
else {yi = vij} ← Assignment[node]

{yk = vkl} ← next best assignment in consistent
child-assignments[Parent[node]] after {yi = vij}

if no next assignment {yk = vkl}
or Parent[node] already has a child with {yk = vkl}
then return {}
else return {Make-Node({yk = vkl}, Parent[node])}
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Outline

• Optimal CSPs
Application to Model-based Execution
Review of A* 
Conflict-directed A*
Generating the Best Kernel
Intelligent Tree Expansion
Extending to Multiple Solutions
Performance Comparison
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Multiple Solutions: Systematically Exploring Kernels

A1=U, M1=U , M2=U

Constituent Kernels

A2=U

M3=U

A1=U M1=U M2=U

A1=U, A2=U, 
M1=U, M3=U

A1=U M1=U M1=U ∧ A2=U M2=U ∧ M3=U
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Child Expansion For 
Finding Multiple Solutions

M2=U M1=U A1=U

A2=G A2=U

¬ (M2=G ∧ M1=G ∧ A1=G)

Conflict
{ }

If Unresolved Conflicts: If All Conflicts Resolved:
Select unassigned 
variable yi.
Each child adds an 
assignment from Di.

Select unresolved 
conflict.
Each child adds a 
constituent kernel.
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Intelligent Expansion Below a Kernel

{M1=U }

M2=G

M3=G

A1=G

A2=G

M2=U

M3=U

A1=U

A2=U

{}

Select Unassigned Variable

M2=G ∨ M2=U

Order assignments by 
decreasing utility

Expand best child

Continue expanding
best descendents

When leaf visited,
expand all next
best ancestors. (why?)
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M1=U ∨ M3=U ∨
A1=U ∨ A2=U M1=U

M2=U M1=U

Putting It Together: 
Expansion Of Any Search Node
Constituent kernels

When a best child loses any candidate, 
expand child’s next best sibling:

If child has unresolved conflicts, 
expand sibling when child expands its next conflict. 
If child resolves all conflicts:     

M2=U ∨ M1=U ∨ A1=U

expand sibling when child expands a leaf.

{ }

M2=G

M3=G

A1=G

A2=G

M2=U

M3=U

A1=U

A2=U
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Outline

• Optimal CSPs
Application to Model-based Execution
Review of A* 
Conflict-directed A*
Generating the Best Kernel
Intelligent Tree Expansion
Extending to Multiple Solutions
Performance Comparison
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Performance:
With and Without Conflicts

Problem 
Parameters

Constraint-based 
A* (no conflicts)

Conflict-directed A* Mean CD-CB Ratio

Dom
Size

Dec
Vars

Clau
-ses

Clau
-se 
lngth

10 5
10 5

5
6
6
6
5

10
10
10
10
20
20 5
20

Nodes 
Expande
d

Queue 
Size

Nodes 
Expand

Queue 
Size

Conflicts 
used

Queue 
Size

5

10 6.3 1.2
17.9 3.2
41.3 2.6
16.0 1.6

4.2
2.3
1.6
2.2
2.0

94.4
27.3

7.2
9.2
7.2

5.6%
30 3,490 3.5%

1.1%
1.0%
5.8%
3.9%

13.0%
5.4%

50

11.0%

10
6,260

13,400
5,130
4,060

149
434

30
50
10
30
50 197

1,230

Nodes 
Expanded

5 683 3.3 4.5%
5 2,360 8.1 2.4%
5 4,270 12.0 0.83%

10 3,790 5.7 2.0%
10 1,430 9.7 4.6%
10 929 6.0 3.5%

5 109 4.2 13.0%
5 333 6.4 6.0%
5 149 5.4 12.0%
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Conflict-directed A*

When you have eliminated the impossible, 
whatever remains, however improbable, 
must be the truth.  

- Sherlock Holmes. The Sign of the Four.

1. Test Hypothesis
2. If inconsistent, learn reason for inconsistency

(a Conflict).
3. Use conflicts to leap over similarly infeasible options 

to next best hypothesis.
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Presentation Notes
Change Example to Boolean Polycell
Introduce CDA* before Sherlock-style Mode 
Estimation.
Describe Kernels and Conflicts in terms of 
set/subset lattice.
More Intuitive and focused introduction to A*
Add systematicity in each development
Add pseudo code for multiple solns and CBA*
Show full search trees for each
Highlight Important features of performance
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Temporal Planning in Space

1

Brian C. Williams and
Robert Morris (guest lect.)
16.412J/6.834J 
March 2nd, 2005

based on: 

“Application of Mapgen to MER,” 
by Kanna Rajan

“Handling Time:
Constraint-based Interval Planning,” 
by David E. Smith
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Outline

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

• Operational Planning for the Mars Exploration Rovers
• Review of Least Commitment Planning
• Constraint-based Interval Planning
• Temporal Constraint Networks
• Temporal Constraints with Preference
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Mars Exploration Rovers – Jan. 2004 - ?Mars Exploration Rovers – Jan. 2004 - ?

Mission Objectives:
• Learn about ancient water and climate on 

Mars.
• For each rover, analyze a total of 6-12 

targets
– Targets = natural rocks, abraded rocks, and soil

• Drive 200-1000 meters per rover

Mission Objectives:
• Learn about ancient water and climate on 

Mars.
• For each rover, analyze a total of 6-12 

targets
– Targets = natural rocks, abraded rocks, and soil

• Drive 200-1000 meters per rover

Mini-TES Pancam
Navcam

Rock Abrasion Tool
Microscopic Imager

Mossbauer spectrometer
APXS
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Mars Exploration Rover
Surface Operations Scenario

Target

Day 4
During the Day
Science Activities

Day 1
Long-Distance Traverse 
(<20-50 meters)

Day 2
Initial Position; 
Followed by 
“Close Approach”

During the Day
Autonomous On-
Board Navigation 

Changes, as needed

Day 2 Traverse Estimated 
Error Circle

Day 3
Science Prep
(if Required)

Day 2 Traverse 
Estimated Error Circle
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Activity Name Durati
on 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

DTE 4.50
0.75

DTE period DFE

Night Time Rover Operations 16.97 Night Time Rover OperationsSleep Wakeup

Pre-Comm Session Sequence Plan Review

Current Sol  Sequence Plan Review 1.50
1.50 Current Sol  Sequence Plan Review

Prior Sol Sequence Plan Review 2.00 Prior Sol Sequence Plan Review

Real-TIme Monitoring 4.50
0.75 Real-TIme Monitoring Real-TIme Monitoring

Downlink Product Generation... 2.75 Downlink Product Generation

Tactical Science 
Assessment/Observation Planning

5.00
Tactical Science Assessment/Observation Planning

Science DL Assessment Meeting 1.00 Science DL Assessment Meeting

Payload DL/UL Handoffs 0.50 Payload DL/UL Handoffs

Tactical End-of-Sol Engr. Assessment & 
Planning

5.50
Tactical End-of-Sol Engr. Assessment & Planning

DL/UL Handover Meeting 0.50 DL/UL Handover Meeting

Skeleton Activity Plan Update 2.50 Skeleton Activity Plan Update

SOWG Meeting 2.00 SOWG Meeting

Uplink Kickoff Meeting 0.25 Uplink Kickoff Meeting

Activity Plan Integration & Validation 1.75
Activity Plan Integration & Validation

Activity Plan Approval Meeting 0.50 Activity Plan Approval Meeting

Build & Validate Sequences 2.25 Build & Validate Sequences

UL1/UL2 Handover 1.00 UL1/UL2 Handover

Complete/Rework Sequences 2.50 Complete/Rework Sequences

Margin 1 0.75 Margin 1

Command & Radiation Approval 0.50 Command & Radiation Ap

Margin 2 1.25 Margin 2

Radiation 0.50 Radiation

MCT Team 7.00
4.00

One day in the life of a Mars rover

Downlink Assessment Science Planning Sequence Build/Validation Uplink
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MAPGEN: Automated
Science Planning for MER

EUROPA
Automated 

Planning System

EUROPA
Automated 

Planning System

Science
Navigation

Engineering
Resource

Constraints

DSN/Telcom

Flight Rules

Sequence 
Build

Science Team

Planning Lead: Kanna Rajan (ARC)

                      Satellite Dish
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Next Challenge: Mars Smart Lander 
(2009)

Next Challenge: Mars Smart Lander 
(2009)

Mission Duration: 1000 days
Total Traverse: 3000-69000 meters
Meters/Day: 230-450
Science Mission: 7 instruments, sub-surface science 
package (drill, radar), in-situ sample “lab”

Technology Demonstration:
(2005).
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Course Challenge: 16.413 Fall 03Course Challenge: 16.413 Fall 03

• What would it be like to operate  MER if it 
was fully autonomous?

Potential inspiration for course projects:  
• Demonstrate an autonomous MER mission 

in simulation, and in the MIT rover testbed.

• What would it be like to operate  MER if it 
was fully autonomous?

Potential inspiration for course projects:  
• Demonstrate an autonomous MER mission 

in simulation, and in the MIT rover testbed.
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Outline

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

• Operational Planning for the Mars Exploration Rovers
• Review of Least Commitment Planning
• Constraint-based Interval Planning
• Temporal Constraint Networks
• Temporal Constraints with Preference
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Planning

Find:

program of actions that achieves the objective
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Planning

Find:

program of actions that achieves the objective

goalspartially-ordered set

typically unconditional
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Paradigms

Classical planning
(STRIPS, operator-based, first-principles)
“generative”

Hierarchical Task Network planning
“practical” planning

MDP & POMDP planning
planning under uncertainty
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The Classical Representation

P1 P2 P3 P4Initial Conditions:

Operators:

Op

pre1

pre2

pre3

eff1

eff2

Goal1 Goal2 Goal3Goals:
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Simple Spacecraft Problem

Observation-1
target
instruments

Observation-2

Observation-3

Observation-4

…

calibrated

pointing
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Example

Init Actions Goal

pC cpC IAC

Ty

¬px

py
px

Im
c

px

Ix

16.410/13: Solved using Graph-based Planners (Blum & Furst)
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Some STRIPS Operators

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

TakeImage (?target, ?instr):
Pre: Status(?instr, Calibrated), Pointing(?target)
Eff: Image(?target)

Calibrate (?instrument):
Pre: Status(?instr, On), Calibration-Target(?target), Pointing(?target)
Eff: ¬Status(?inst, On), Status(?instr, Calibrated)

Turn (?target):
Pre: Pointing(?direction), ?direction ≠ ?target
Eff: ¬Pointing(?direction), Pointing(?target) 
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Partial Order Causal Link Planning
(SNLP, UCPOP)

FIA

1. Select an open condition 
2. Choose an op that can achieve it

Link to an existing instance
Add a new instance 

3. Resolve threats

Im
c

pA

IA F

pC C
Im

IA F

c

pA

CpC

Im
IA F

c

pA

S

TA
¬pC

CpC

Im
IA F

c

pA
S

pC

TA

¬pC

CpC

Im
IA F

c

pA
S

pC
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Outline

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

• Operational Planning for the Mars Exploration Rovers
• Review of Least Commitment Planning
• Constraint-based Interval Planning
• Temporal Constraint Networks
• Temporal Constraints with Preference
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An Autonomous Science Explorer

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

Observation-1
priority
time window
target
instruments
duration

Observation-2

Observation-3

Observation-4

…
Objective:

maximize science return
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Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

Complications

Observation-1
priority
time window
target
instruments
duration

Observation-2

Observation-3

Observation-4

…

calibration
target1
target2
…

consumables:
fuel
power
data storage
cryogen

angle between targets
⇒ turn duration

Objective:
maximize science return

lin
ke

d
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Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

Limitations of Classical Planning
with Atomic Actions (aka STRIPS)

Instantaneous actions

No temporal constraints

No concurrent actions

No continuous quantities
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Needed Extensions

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

Time 

Resources

Utility

Uncertainty
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World Description

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

State-centric (Mc Carthy):
for each time describe propositions that are true

Pointing(Earth)
Status(Cam2, Calibrated)

¬ Image(A7)

Turn(A7) Pointing(A7)
Status(Cam2, Calibrated)

¬ Image(A7)

History-based (Hayes):
for each proposition describe times it is true

Pointing(A7)Turn(A7)Pointing(Earth)

Status(Cam2, Calibrated)
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Representing Timing: 
Qualitative Temporal Relations [Allen AAAI83]

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

A BA before B

A BA meets B

A

B
A overlaps B

A contains B
A

B

A = B
A

B

A

B
A starts B

A

B
A ends B
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Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

Representing Temporal Operators:
TakeImage Schema

TakeImage (?target, ?instr):
Pre: Status(?instr, Calibrated), Pointing(?target)
Eff: Image(?target)

TakeImage (?target, ?instr)
contained-by Status(?instr, Calibrated)
contained-by Pointing(?target)
meets Image(?target)
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Pictorially

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

TakeImage (?target, ?instr)
contained-by Status(?instr, Calibrated)
contained-by Pointing(?target)
meets Image(?target)

Pointing(?target)

Status(?instr, Calibrated)

TakeImage(?target, ?instr) Image(?target)
meets

contains

contains
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TakeImage Schema Semantics

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

TakeImage (?target, ?instr)
contained-by Status(?instr, Calibrated)
contained-by Pointing(?target)
meets Image(?target)

TakeImage(?target, ?instr)A

⇒ ∃P {Status(?instr, Calibrated)P ∧ Contains(P, A)}

∧ ∃Q {Pointing(?target)Q ∧ Contains(Q, A)}

∧ ∃R {Image(?target)R ∧ Meets(A, R)}
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Turn

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

Turn (?target)
met-by Pointing(?direction)
meets Pointing(?target)

Pointing(?target)Pointing(?direction) Turn(?target)
meetsmeets
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Calibrate

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

Calibrate (?instr)
met-by Status(?instr, On)
contained-by CalibrationTarget(?target)
contained-by Pointing(?target)
meets Status(?instr, Calibrated)

Status(?instr, Calibrated)

Pointing(?target)

CalibrationTarget(?target)

Calibrate(?instr)
meetsmeets

contains

contains

Status(?instr, On)
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A Temporal Planning Problem

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

meets

Pointing(Earth)

Status(Cam1, Off)

Status(Cam2, On)

CalibrationTarget(T17)

Past

-∞

meets
Image(?target) Future

∞
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Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

A Consistent Complete 
Temporal Plan

Pointing(Earth)

Status(Cam1, Off)

Status(Cam2, On)

CalibrationTarget(T17)

Image(A7)

Pointing(A7)

Status(Cam2, Calibrated)

TakeImage(A7, Cam2)
meets

contains

contains

Turn(A7)

Pointing(T17)

Calibrate(Cam2)

meets

meets

meetsmeets

contains

contains

Turn(T17) meets
meets

Future
meets

∞
Past meets

-∞
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CBI Planning Algorithm

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

Choose:
introduce an action & instantiate constraints
coalesce propositions

Propagate constraints
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Initial Plan

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

meets

Pointing(Earth)

Status(Cam1, Off)

Status(Cam2, On)

CalibrationTarget(T17)

Past

-∞

meets
Image(?target) Future

∞
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Expansion 1

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

Image(A7) Future
meets

st meets

Pointing(Earth)

Status(Cam1, Off)

Status(Cam2, On)

CalibrationTarget(T17)

Pointing(A7)

Status(?instr, Calibrated)

TakeImage(A7, ?instr)
meets

contains

before

∞contains
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Expansion 2

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

ting(Earth)

atus(Cam1, Off)

atus(Cam2, On)

brationTarget(T17)

Image

Pointing(A7)

Status(?instr, Calibrated)

TakeImage(A7, ?instr)
meets

contains

Pointing(?direction) Turn(A7)

Pointing(?caltarget)

CalibrationTarget(?caltarget
)

Calibrate(?instr)

meetsmeets

meetsmeets
contains

contains

contains

Status(?instr, 
On)

before
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Coalescing

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

ng(Earth)

tus(Cam1, Off)

Status(Cam2, On)

CalibrationTarget(T17)

Image(

Pointing(A7)

Status(Cam2, Calibrated)

TakeImage(A7, Cam2)
meets

contains

contains

Pointing(?direction) Turn(A7)

Pointing(T17)

Calibrate(Cam2)

meetsmeets

meetsmeets

contains

contains

before before
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Coalescing

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

nting(Earth)

tatus(Cam1, Off)

Status(Cam2, On)

CalibrationTarget(T17)

Imag

Pointing(A7)

Status(Cam2, Calibrated)

TakeImage(A7, Cam2)
meets

contains

Turn(A7)

Pointing(T17)

Calibrate(Cam2)

meets

meets

meetsmeets
contains

before

contains

contains
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Expansion 3

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

ting(Earth)

atus(Cam1, Off)

Status(Cam2, On)

CalibrationTarget(T17)

Image

Pointing(A7)

Status(Cam2, Calibrated)

TakeImage(A7, Cam2)
meets

contains

Turn(A7)

Pointing(T17)

Calibrate(Cam2)

meets

meets

meetsmeets
contains

Turn(T17)
meets

meets

Pointing(?direction)

contains

contains
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Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

Coalescing

inting(Earth)

Status(Cam1, Off)

Status(Cam2, On)

CalibrationTarget(T17)

Imag

Pointing(A7)

Status(Cam2, Calibrated)

TakeImage(A7, Cam2)
meets

contains

Turn(A7)

Pointing(T17)

Calibrate(Cam2)

meets

meets

meetsmeets
contains

Turn(T17)
meets

meets

contains

contains
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Relation to Causal Links & Threats

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

POCL CBI

Causal links:

propositionaction
meets meets

actionaction action
proposition

Threats:
action action

proposition

action

threatens

proposition

action

action

proposition

mutex
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Examples of CBI  Planners

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

Zeno (Penberthy) intervals, no CSP

Trains (Allen)

Descartes (Joslin) extreme least commitment

IxTeT (Ghallab) functional rep.

HSTS (Muscettola) functional rep., activities

EUROPA (Jonsson) functional rep., activities
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Outline

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

• Operational Planning for the Mars Exploration Rovers
• Review of Least Commitment Planning
• Constraint-based Interval Planning
• Temporal Constraint Networks
• Model-based Program Execution 

as Graph-based Temporal Planning
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Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

Qualitative Temporal Constraints
(Allen 83)

Y

• x before y
• x meets y
• x overlaps y
• x during y 
• x starts y
• x finishes y
• x equals y

X Y

X Y

X Y

YX

YX

Y X

X

• y after x
• y met-by x
• y overlapped-by x
• y contains x
• y started-by x
• y finished-by x
• y equals x
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Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

Example: Deep Space One 
Remote Agent Experiment

Timer

Max_ThrustIdle Idle

Poke

Attitude

Accum

SEP Action

SEP_Segment

Th_Seg

contained_by

equals equals
meets

meets

contained_by

Start_Up Start_UpShut_Down Shut_Down

Thr_Boundary

Thrust ThrustThrustThrustStandby Standby Standby

Th_Sega Th_Seg Th_SegIdle_Seg Idle_Seg

Accum_NO_Thr Accum_ThrAccum_Thr Accum_ThrThr_Boundary

contained_by

CP(Ips_Tvc) CP(Ips_Tvc) CP(Ips_Tvc)

contained_by

Th_Seg
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Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

Qualitative Temporal Constraints
Maybe Expressed as Inequalities 

(Vilain, Kautz 86)

• x before y X+ < Y-

• x meets y X+ = Y-

• x overlaps y (Y- < X+) & (X- < Y+) 
• x during y (Y- < X-) & (X+ < Y+) 
• x starts y (X- = Y-) & (X+ < Y+) 
• x finishes y (X- < Y-) & (X+ = Y+)
• x equals y (X- = Y-) & (X+ = Y+) 

Inequalities may be expressed as binary interval relations:
X+ - Y- < [-inf, 0]
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Metric Constraints

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

• Going to the store takes at least 10 minutes and at most 30 minutes.
→ 10 < [T+(store) – T-(store)] < 30

• Bread should be eaten within a day of baking.
→ 0 < [T+(baking) – T-(eating)] < 1 day

• Inequalities, X+ < Y- , may be expressed as binary interval relations:
→ - inf < [X+ - Y-] < 0
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Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

Metric Time: Quantitative Temporal 
Constraint Networks

(Dechter, Meiri, Pearl 91)

• A set of time points Xi at which events occur.

• Unary constraints

(a0 < Xi < b0 ) or (a1 < Xi < b1 ) or . . .

• Binary constraints 

(a0 < Xj - Xi < b0 ) or (a1 < Xj - Xi < b1 ) or . . .
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Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

Temporal Constraint 
Satisfaction Problem (TCSP)

< Xi, Ti , Tij >

• Xi continuous variables
• Ti , Tij interval constraints

{I1, . . . ,In } where Ii = [ai,bi]

– Ti = (ai ≤ Xi ≤ bi) or . . . or (ai ≤ Xi ≤ bi)
– Tij = (a1≤ Xi - Xj ≤ b1) or ... or (an ≤ Xi - Xj ≤ bn)

[Dechter, Meiri, Pearl, aij89]
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Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

TCSP Are Visualized Using
Directed Constraint Graphs

1 3

42

0
[10,20]

[30,40]
[60,inf]

[10,20]

[20,30]
[40,50]

[60,70]
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Simple Temporal Networks
(Dechter, Meiri, Pearl 91)

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

Simple Temporal Networks:
• A set of time points Xi at which events occur.
• Unary constraints

(a0 < Xi < b0 ) or (a1 < Xi < b1 ) or . . .
• Binary constraints 

(a0 < Xj - Xi < b0 ) or (a1 < Xj - Xi < b1 ) or . . .

Sufficient to represent:
• most Allen relations 
• simple metric constraints

Sufficient to represent:
• most Allen relations 
• simple metric constraints

Can’t represent:
• Disjoint activities
Can’t represent:
• Disjoint activities
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Simple Temporal Network

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

• Tij = (aij≤ Xi - Xj ≤ bij)

1 3

42

0
[10,20]

[30,40]
[60,inf]

[10,20]

[20,30]
[40,50]

[60,70]
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Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

A Completed Plan Forms an STNA Completed Plan Forms an STN

Thrust 
Goals Delta_V(direction=b, magnitude=200)

Attitude Turn(a,b)Point(a) Point(b) Turn(b,a)

Engine Thrust (b, 200) OffOff

Power

Warm Up
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Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

A Completed Plan Forms an STNA Completed Plan Forms an STN

[1035, 1035]

[130,170]

<0, 0>

[0, 300]

[0, + ∞ ]

[0, + ∞]

[0, 0]
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Outline

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames

• Operational Planning for the Mars Exploration Rovers
• Review of Least Commitment Planning
• Constraint-based Interval Planning
• Temporal Constraint Networks
• Temporal Constraints with Preference
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Temporal Plan Execution: 
Dynamic Scheduling and 

Simple Temporal Networks 

Outline 

• Review: Constraint -based Interval Planning 
• Simple Temporal Networks 
• Temporal Consistency and Scheduling 
• Execution Under Uncertainty 

Brian C. Williams 
16.412J/6.834J 
March 7th, 2005 

1 

Simple Spacecraft Problem 

1 
target 
instruments 

2 

3 

4 

… 

calibrated 

pointing 

Example 

IxIm 
c 

px 

pC 

Init Actions 

C c 

Ty 

¬px 

py 

px 

IA 

Goal 

pC 

16.410/13: Solved using Graph ) 

Observation-

Observation-

Observation-

Observation-

-based Planners (Blum & Furst

Partial Order Causal Link Planning 
(SNLP, UCPOP) 

1. Select an open condition 

2. Choose an op that can achieve it 
Link to an existing instance 
Add a new instance 

3. Resolve threats 

IA F 

Im 
c 

pA 

IA F 

pC C 

Im 
IA F 

c 

pA 

CpC 

Im 
IA F 

c 

pA 

S 

TA 

¬pC 

CpC 

Im 
IA F 

c 

pA
S 

pC 

TA 
¬pC 

CpC 

Im 
IA F 

c 

pA 
S 

pC 

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames 

Needed Extensions 

Time 

Resources 

Utility 

Uncertainty 
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Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames 

Representing Timing: 
Qualitative Temporal Relations [Allen AAAI83] 

A BA before B 

A BA meets B 

A 

B
A overlaps B 

A contains B 
A 

B 

A = B 
A 

B 

A 

B 
A starts B 

A 

B 
A ends B 

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames 

Pointing(?target) 

Image(?target) 
meets 

contains 

contains 

Pointing(?target) 
meets Image(?target) 

TakeImage Pictorially 

Status(?instr, Calibrated) 

TakeImage(?target, ?instr) 

TakeImage (?target, ?instr) 
contained-by Status(?instr, Calibrated) 
contained-by 

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames 

A Temporal Planning Problem 

Past Image(?target)meets 

Pointing(Earth) 

Status(Cam1, Off) 

Status(Cam2, On) 

CalibrationTarget(T17) 

Future
meets 

8 

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames 

A Consistent Complete 
Temporal Plan 

Pointing(Earth) 

Status(Cam1, Off) 

Status(Cam2, On) 

CalibrationTarget(T17) 

Image(A7) 

Pointing(A7) 

Status(Cam2, Calibrated) 

TakeImage(A7, Cam2) 
meets 

contains 

contains 

Turn(A7) 

Pointing(T17) 

Calibrate(Cam2) 

meets 

meets 

meetsmeets 

contains 

contains 

Turn(T17) meets 

meets 

Future 
meets 

8 
Past meets 

-8 

-8 

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames 

CBI Planning Algorithm 

Choose: 

introduce an action & instantiate constraints 
coalesce propositions 

Propagate temporal constraints 

A Consistent Complete 
Temporal Plan 

Pointing(Earth) 

Status(Cam1, Off) 

Status(Cam2, On) 

CalibrationTarget(T17) 

Image(A7) 

Pointing(A7) 

Status(Cam2, Calibrated) 

TakeImage(A7, Cam2) 
meets 

contains 

contains 

Turn(A7) 

Pointing(T17) 

Calibrate(Cam2) 

meets 

meets 

meetsmeets 

contains 

contains 

Turn(T17) meets 

meets 

Future 
meets 

8 
Past meets 

Planner Must: 

execute. 

-8 

• Check schedulability of candidate plans for correctness. 

• Schedule the activities of a complete plan in order to 
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Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames 

Relation to Causal Links & Threats 

propositionaction 
meets meets 

actionaction action 
proposition 

action action 
proposition 

action 

threatens 

proposition 

action 

action 

proposition 

mutex 

POCL CBI 

Causal links: 

Threats : 

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames 

Examples of CBI Planners 

intervals, no CSP 

Trains (Allen) 

extreme least commitment 

functional rep. 

functional rep., activities 

functional rep., activities 

Kirk (Williams) HTN 

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames 

Outline 

• 
• Simple Temporal Networks 
• Temporal Consistency and Scheduling 
• Execution Under Uncertainty 

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames 

Qualitative Temporal Constraints 
Maybe Expressed as Inequalities 

• x before y X+ < Y

• x meets y X+ = Y

• x overlaps y (Y < X+) & (X- < Y+) 
• x during y (Y < X-) & (X+ < Y+) 
• x starts y (X = Y-) & (X+ < Y+) 
• x finishes y (X < Y-) & (X+ = Y+) 
• x equals y (X = Y-) & (X+ = Y+) 

Inequalities may be expressed as binary interval relations: 
Y- - X+ 

Generalize to include metric constraints: 
Y- - X+ 

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames 

< Xi, Ti ij > 

• Xi continuous variables 
• Ti ij interval constraints 

{I1 n } where Ii i,bi] 

i i £ Xi £ bi i £ Xi £ bi) 

ij = (a1£ Xi j £ b1 n £ Xi j £ bn) 

? [T +(baking) – T - 1 day 

Metric Time: Temporal CSPS 

Based on slides by Dave Smith, NASA Ames 

TCSP Are Visualized Using 
Directed Constraint Graphs 

1 3 

42 

0 
[10,20] 

[30,40] 
[60,inf] 

[10,20] 

[20,30] 
[40,50] 

[60,70] 

Zeno (Penberthy) 

Descartes (Joslin) 

IxTeT (Ghallab) 

HSTS (Muscettola) 

EUROPA (Jonsson) 

Review: Constraint -based Interval Planning 

(Vilain , Kautz 86) 

< [0, +inf] 

< [lb, ub] 

, T

,T
, . . . ,I = [a

– T = (a ) or . . . or (a
– T - X ) or ... or (a - X

“ Bread should be eaten within a day of baking.” 
0 < (eating)] < 

(Dechter, Meiri, Pearl 91) 
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Simple Temporal Networks (STNs) 
(Dechter, Meiri, Pearl 91) 

At most one interval per constraint 
• Tij = (aij £ Xi - Xj £ bij ) 

1 3 

42 

0 
[10,20] 

[30,40] 
[60,inf] 

[10,20] 

[20,30] 
[40,50] 

[60,70] 

Sufficient to represent: 
• most Allen relations 
• simple metric constraints 

Can’t represent: 
• Disjoint activities 

Thrust 
Goals 

Attitude Turn(a,b)Point(a) Point(b) Turn(b,a) 

Engine Thrust (b, 200) OffOff 

Delta_V(direction=b, magnitude=200) 

Power 

Warm Up 

A Temporal Plan Forms an STNA Temporal Plan Forms an STN

[1035, 1035] 

[130,170] 

<0, 0> 

[0, 300] 

[0, + ¥ ] 

[0, + ¥] 

[0, 0] 

A Temporal Plan Forms an STNA Temporal Plan Forms an STN Outline 

• Review: Constraint -based Interval Planning 
• Simple Temporal Networks 
• Temporal Consistency and Scheduling 
• Execution Under Uncertainty 

TCSP Queries 
(Dechter , Meiri, Pearl, AIJ91) 

•	 Is the TCSP consistent? 
•	 What are the feasible times for each Xi? 
•	 What are the feasible durations between 

each Xi and Xj? 

•	 What is a consistent set of times? 
•	 What are the earliest possible times? 
•	 What are the latest possible times? 

Planning 
Planning 
Planning 

Scheduling 
Scheduling 

To Query an STN, Map to a 
Distance Graph Gd = < V,Ed > 

• Edge encodes an upper bound on distance to target from source. 
• Negative edges are lower bounds. 

X
T ij = (aij£ Xj - Xi £ bij) Xj - Xi £ bij


i - Xj £ - aij


20 40
1 3 

42 

0 

50 

-10 -30 
20 -10 

-40 
-60 

1 3 

42 

0 
[10,20] [30,40] 

[10,20] 

[40,50] 

[60,70]	 70 
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Gd Induces Constraints 

• Path constraint: i0 =i, i1 = . . ., ik= j 
k 

Xj - Xi £ � ai j -1 ,i j 
j = 1 

? Conjoined path constraints result in the shortest path as 
bound: 

X j - Xi £ dij 

where dij is the shortest path from i to j 

Conjoined Paths Computed using 
All Pairs Shortest Path 

(e.g., Floyd -Warshall, Johnson) 

1. for i := 1 to n do dii 0; 
Initialize distances

2. for i, j := 1 to n do dij aij; 

3. for k := 1 to n do Take minimum distance 

4. for i, j := 1 to n do over all triangles 

5. dij min{dij, dik + dkj}; k
i 

j 

Shortest Paths of Gd 

0 1 2 3 4 

0 0 

1 0 

2 0 

3 0 

4 0 

20 50 30 70 

-10 40 20 60 

-40 -30 -10 30 

-20 -10 20 50 

-60 -50 -20 -40 

20 
1 2 

43 

0 

50 

40 

20 
-10 -30 

-10 

-40 
-60 

d-graph 70 

Map To STN Minimum Network 

0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 

0 0 20 50 30 70 0 [0] [10,20] [40,50] [20,30] [60,70] 

1 -10 0 40 20 60 1 [-20,-10] [0] [30,40] [10,20] [50,60] 

2 -40 -30 0 -10 30 2 [-50,-40] [-40,-30] [0] [-20,-10] [20,30] 

3 -20 -10 20 0 50 3 [-30,-20] [-20,-10] [10,20] [0] [40,50] 

4 -60 -50 -20 -40 0 4 [-70,-60] [-60,-50] [-30,-20] [-50,-40] [0] 

d-graph STN minimum network 

Schedulability: Plan Consistency 

No negative cycles: -5 > TA – TA = 0 

1 2

43 

0 

50
20 

-10 -30
-10

-40
-60

20 400 1 2 3 4 

0 0 

1 0 

2 0 
3 0 

4 0 

20 50 30 70 

-10 40 20 60 

-40 -30 -10 30 
-20 -10 20 50 

-60 -50 -20 -40 70 
d-graph 

Scheduling: Latest Solution 

Node 0 is the reference. S1 = (d01, . . . , d0n) 

1 2

43 

0 

50
20 

-10 -30 
-10 

-40 
-60 

20 400 1 2 3 4 

0 0 

1 0 
2 0 

3 0 

4 0 

20 50 30 70 

-10 40 20 60 
-40 -30 -10 30 

-20 -10 20 50 

-60 -50 -20 -40 70 
d-graph 
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Scheduling: Earliest Solution 

0 1 2 3 4 

0 0 

1 0 
2 0 

3 0 

4 0 70 

1 2 

43 

0 
20 

50 

40 

20 

Node 0 is the reference. 
S1 10 n0) 

20 50 30 70 

-10 40 20 60 
-40 -30 -10 30 

-20 -10 20 50 

-60 -50 -20 -40 

-10 -30 
-10 

-40 
-60 

d-graph 

= (-d , . . . , -d

Scheduling: 
Window of Feasible Values 

0 1 2 3 4 

0 0 20 50 30 70 

1 -10 

2 -40 
3 -20 

4 -60 

0 40 20 60 

-30 0 -10 30 
-10 20 0 50 

-50 -20 -40 0 

Latest Times 
• X1 in [10, 20] 

• X2 in [40, 50] 

• X3 in [20, 30] 

• X4 in [60, 70] 

Earliest Times d-graph 

Scheduling without Search: 
Solution by Decomposition 

• Can assign variables in any order, without backtracking. 

0 1 2 3 4 

0 0 

1 0 
2 0 

3 0 

4 0 

20 50 30 70 

-10 40 20 60 
-40 -30 -10 30 

-20 -10 20 50 

-60 -50 -20 -40 

• Select value for 1 

� 15 [10,20] 

d-graph 

Solution by Decomposition 

• Can assign variables in any order, without backtracking. 

0 1 2 3 4 

0 0 

1 0 
2 0 

3 0 

4 0 

20 50 30 70 

-10 40 20 60 
-40 -30 -10 30 

-20 -10 20 50 

-60 -50 -20 -40 

• Select value for 1 

� 15 [10,20] 

d-graph 

Solution by Decomposition 

0 1 2 3 4 

0 0 

1 0 
2 0 

3 0 

4 0 

consistent with 1 

� 45 [40,50], 15+[30,40] 

� 15 

Y ˛ X + |XY| 

Solution by Decomposition 

0 1 2 3 4 

0 0 

1 0 
2 0 

3 0 

4 0 

consistent with 1 

� 45 [45,50] 

� 15 

Y ˛ X + |XY| 

20 50 30 70 

-10 40 20 60 
-40 -30 -10 30 

-20 -10 20 50 

-60 -50 -20 -40 
d-graph 

• Select value for 2, 

• Select value for 1 

• Can assign variables in any order, without backtracking. 
• Tighten bound of Y using all selected X:  

20 50 30 70 

-10 40 20 60 
-40 -30 -10 30 

-20 -10 20 50 

-60 -50 -20 -40 
d-graph 

• Select value for 2, 

• Select value for 1 

• Can assign variables in any order, without backtracking. 
• Tighten bound of Y using all selected X:  
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Solution by Decomposition 

0 1 2 3 4 

0 0 

1 0 
2 0 

3 0 

4 0 

consistent with 1 

� 45 [45,50] 

� 15 

Y ˛ X + |XY| 

Solution by Decomposition 

0 1 2 3 4 

0 0 

1 0 
2 0 

3 0 

4 0 

consistent with 1 

� 45 

� 15 

consistent with 1 & 2 

� 30 [20,30], 15+[10,20],45+[ 

Y ˛ X + |XY| 

20 50 30 70 

-10 40 20 60 
-40 -30 -10 30 

-20 -10 20 50 

-60 -50 -20 -40 
d-graph 

• Select value for 2, 

• Select value for 1 

• Can assign variables in any order, without backtracking. 
• Tighten bound of Y using all selected X:  

20 50 30 70 

-10 40 20 60 
-40 -30 -10 30 

-20 -10 20 50 

-60 -50 -20 -40 
d-graph 

• Select value for 2, 

• Select value for 1 

• Select value for 3, 

-20,-10] 

• Can assign variables in any order, without backtracking. 
• Tighten bound of Y using all selected X:  

Solution by Decomposition 

0 1 2 3 4 

0 0 

1 0 
2 0 

3 0 

4 0 

consistent with 1 

� 45 

� 15 

consistent with 1 & 2 

� 

Y ˛ X + |XY| 

Solution by Decomposition 

0 1 2 3 4 

0 0 

1 0 
2 0 

3 0 

4 0 

consistent with 1 

� 45 

� 15 

consistent with 1 & 2 

� 

Y ˛ X + |XY| 

20 50 30 70 

-10 40 20 60 
-40 -30 -10 30 

-20 -10 20 50 

-60 -50 -20 -40 
d-graph 

• Select value for 2, 

• Select value for 1 

• Select value for 3, 

30 [25,30] 

• Can assign variables in any order, without backtracking. 
• Tighten bound of Y using all selected X:  

20 50 30 70 

-10 40 20 60 
-40 -30 -10 30 

-20 -10 20 50 

-60 -50 -20 -40 
d-graph 

• Select value for 2, 

• Select value for 1 

• Select value for 3, 

30 [25,30] 

• Can assign variables in any order, without backtracking. 
• Tighten bound of Y using all selected X:  

Solution by Decomposition 

0 1 2 3 4 

0 0 

1 0 
2 0 

3 0 

4 0 

consistent with 1,2 & 3O(N2) 

consistent with 1 

� 45 

� 15 

consistent with 1 & 2 

� 30 

Y ˛ X + |XY| 

20 50 30 70 

-10 40 20 60 
-40 -30 -10 30 

-20 -10 20 50 

-60 -50 -20 -40 
d-graph • Select value for 4, 

• Select value for 2, 

• Select value for 1 

• Select value for 3, 

• Can assign variables in any order, without backtracking. 
• Tighten bound of Y using all selected X:  

Outline 

• Review: Constraint -based Interval Planning 
• Simple Temporal Networks 
• Temporal Consistency and Scheduling 
• Execution Under Uncertainty 
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Executing Flexible Temporal Plans 

EXECUTIVE 

CONTROLLED SYSTEM 

Handling delays and fluctuations in task duration: 

Flexible execution adapts through dynamic scheduling. 

[Muscettola, Morris, Pell et al.] 

• Least commitment temporal plans leave room to adapt. 

• Assigns time to event when executed. 

Issues in Flexible Execution 

1. How do we minimize execution latency? 

2. How do we schedule at execution time? 

Time Propagation Can Be Costly 

EXECUTIVE 

CONTROLLED SYSTEM 

EXECUTIVE 

CONTROLLED SYSTEM 

Time Propagation Can Be Costly 

EXECUTIVE 

CONTROLLED SYSTEM 

Time Propagation Can Be Costly 

EXECUTIVE 

CONTROLLED SYSTEM 

Time Propagation Can Be Costly 
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EXECUTIVE 

CONTROLLED SYSTEM 

Time Propagation Can Be Costly 

EXECUTIVE 

CONTROLLED SYSTEM 

Time Propagation Can Be Costly 

Issues in Flexible Execution 

1. How do we minimize execution latency? 
� Propagate through a small set of 


neighboring constraints.


2. How do we schedule at execution time? EXECUTIVE 

CONTROLLED SYSTEM 

Compile to Efficient Network 

EXECUTIVE 

CONTROLLED SYSTEM 

Compile to Efficient Network 

EXECUTIVE 

CONTROLLED SYSTEM 

Compile to Efficient Network 
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Issues in Flexible Execution Issues in Flexible Execution 

1. How do we minimize execution latency? 1. How do we minimize execution latency? 
� Propagate through a small set of � Propagate through a small set of 


neighboring constraints. neighboring constraints.


2. How do we schedule at execution time? 2. How do we schedule at execution time? 
� Through decomposition? 

Dynamic Scheduling Dynamic Scheduling 
by Decomposition by Decomposition 

• Compute APSP graph 
• Decomposition enables assignment without search 

A 

C 

B 

D 

[0,10] [2,2] 

[1,1][0,10] 

A 

C

B

D
0 

0 

2

1 

-2

-110 

A 

C 

B 

D 
0 

0 

10 

10 2 

1 

11 

1 
-2 

-1 

-2 

-1 A 

C

B

D
0 

0 

2

1 

-2

-110 

10 10 
Equivalent Distance Graph Equivalent Distance Graph

Simple Example Representation Representation
Equivalent All Pairs Shortest 

Paths (APSP) Representation 

Assignment by Decomposition Assignment by Decomposition 

• Select executable timepoint and assign • Select executable timepoint and assign 
• Propagate assignment to neighbors • Propagate assignment to neighbors 

A 

C 

B 

D 
0 

0 

10 

10 2 

1 

11 

1 

<0,10> 

<0,10> 

-2 

-1 

-2 

-1 <2,11> <0,0> A 

C 

B 

D 
0 

0 

10 

10 2 

1 

11 

1 

t = 3 

<0,10> 

-2 

-1 

-2 

-1 <2,11>t = 0 
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• 
• Propagate assignment to neighbors 

A 

C 

B 

D 
0 

0 

10 

10 2 

1 

11 

1 

<2,2> 

<0,0> <4,4> 

But C now has to be 
executed at t =2, which 
is already in the past!Solution: 

monotonically 
increase in value. 

� First execute all 
APSP neighbors 
with negative delays. 

Assignment by Decomposition 

t = 3 

Select executable timepoint and assign 

-2 

-1 

-2 

-1 

• Assignments must 

Dispatching Execution Controller 

Execute an event when enabled and active 
• Enabled - APSP Predecessors are completed 

– Predecessor – a destination of a negative edge 
that starts at event. 

• Active - Current time within bound of task. 

Initially: 
• E = Time points w/o predecessors 
• S = {} 
Repeat: 
1. 

a. Some TP in E is active 
b. All time points in E are still enabled. 

2. 
3. Add TP to S. 
4. 
5. Add to A, all immediate neighbors that became enabled. 

a. 
destination in S. 

Dispatching Execution Controller 

EXECUTIVEWait until current_time has advanced st 

Set TP’s execution time to current_time. 

Propagate time of execution to TP’s APSP immediate neighbors. 

TPx enabled if all negative edges starting at TPx have their 

Propagation is Focused 

• Propagate forward along positive edges to 
tighten upper bounds. 

– forward prop along negative edges is useless. 

• Propagate backward along negative edges to 
tighten lower bounds. 

–Backward prop along positive edges useless. 

Propagation Example Propagation Example 

S = {A} S = {A} 

A 

C 

B 

D 
0 

10 

9 
2 

1 
1 

11 

<0,0> 
A 

C 

B 

D 
0 
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9 
2 

1 
1 

11 

<0,0> 

<1,10> 

-1 

-2 

-1 
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-1 

-2 

-1 

-2 

-1 
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Propagation Example Propagation Example 

S = {A} S = {A} 

<0,0> <2,11> 

A 

C 

B 

D 
0 

10 

9 
2 

1 
1 

11 
<1,10> 

<0,9> 
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Propagation Example 

S = {A} 

E = { C } 

<0,0> <2,11> 

A 

C 

B 

D 
0 

10 

9 
2 

1 
1 

11 
<1,10> 

<0,9> 

-1 

-2 

-1 

-2 

-1 

A 

C 

B 

D 
0 

0 

10 

10 2 

1 

11 

1 

t = 3 

<0,10> 

<0,0> <2,11> 

Execution time is: 

O(n ) 

O(n ) 

Filtering: 

Reducing Execution Latency 

-2 

-1 

-2 

-1 

• worst case 

• best case 

• some edges are redundant 

• remove redundant edges 

Edge Domination 

• BC upper-dominates AC if in 
every consistent execution, 
TB + b(B,C) £ TA + b(A,C) 

–The thread running through A-B-C 

is always just as fast or faster than 

the thread running through A-C


A 

C 

B 

Edge Domination 

• AB lower-dominates AC if in 
every consistent execution, 
TB - b(A,B) ‡ TC - b(A,C) 

– Enablement of node A is always 

determined by thread running 

through A-B-C


A 

C 

B 
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• Edge Dominance	 • Edge Dominance 
– Eliminate edge that is redundant due to the 	 – Eliminate edge that is redundant due to the 

triangle inequality AB + BC = AC triangle inequality AB + BC = AC 

C 

A B 

150 

10080 

C 

A B 

150 

10080 
-100 

-50 -20 

-100 

-50 -20 

• Edge Dominance	 • Edge Dominance 
– Eliminate edge that is redundant due to the 	 – Eliminate edge that is redundant due to the 

triangle inequality AB + BC = AC triangle inequality AB + BC = AC 

C 

A B 

150 

80 

C 

A B 

150 

80 
-100 

-50 -20 

-100 

-50 

An Example of Edge Filtering	 An Example of Edge Filtering 

• Start off with the APSP network	 • Start at A-B-C triangle 
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An Example of Edge Filtering An Example of Edge Filtering 

• Look at B-D-C triangle • Look at B-D-C triangle 
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An Example of Edge Filtering An Example of Edge Filtering 

• Look at D-A-B triangle • Look at D-A-C triangle 
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An Example of Edge Filtering An Example of Edge Filtering 

• Look at B-C-D triangle • Look at B-C-D triangle 
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An Example of Edge Filtering 

• Resulting network has less edges than the 
original 

A C B D 
19 1 

Additional Filtering 

• Node Contraction 
– Collapse two events with fixed time between 

them 

0 -1 -1 

10 

A 

C 

B 
D 

0 

0 

10 2 

1 

-2 

-1 

A
|LA| 

|AL| 
L 

B 

|BL| 

|LB| 

Additional Filtering 

• Node Contraction 
– Collapse two events with fixed time between 

them 

An Example of Node Contraction 

• Resulting network has less edges than the 
original 

A C B D 
0 

19 1 

-1 -1 

AL 

B 

|BL| 

|LB| 
9 

0 

A CBD 

Avoiding Intermediate 
Graph Explosion 

Problem: 
• APSP consumes O(n2) space. 

Solution: 
•	 Interleave process of APSP construction 

with edge elimination 
– Never have to build whole APSP graph 

& Task Execution 
Reactive 
Task Expansion 

Projective 
Task Expansion 

Goals 

Dynamic Scheduling 
and Task Dispatch 

Task 
Dispatch 

Temporal Plan 

CommandsObservations 

Modes 

Goals and Environment Constraints 

Temporal 
Network 

Solver 

Temporal 
Planner 

Model-based Programming 
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Robust Task Execution: 

1 

Brian C. Williams 
16.412J/6.834J 
March 14th, 2005 

Robust 
Task Expansion 

Projective 
Task Expansion 

Goals 

Dynamic Scheduling 
and Task Dispatch 

Task 
Dispatch 

Temporal Plan 

CommandsObservations 

Modes 

Mission Goals and 
Environment Constraints 

Temporal 
Network 
Solver 

Temporal 
Planner 

Initial Conditions 

Procedural and Model-based 

Model-based Executive 

S 
Plant 

Obs Cntrl 

Embedded Programs 

S 

Continuous 
Reactive 

Commanding 

Continuous 
Mode/State 
Estimation 

Model 

Create Languages that are: 

• Commanded with desired state 

Desiderata: Robust Task-level Execution 

Model-based 

• Suspicious 
•Monitor intentions and plans 

• Self-Adaptive 
• Exploits and generates contingencies 

• Anticipatory 
• Predicts, plans and verifies into future 

•State Aware 

• Fault Aware 
•Reasons about and responds to failure 

Outline 

•	 Safe Procedural Execution 
•	 Model-Predictive Dispatch 
• Model-based Reactive Planning 

Robust Task Execution: RAPS [Firby PhD] 

•	 RAPS Monitors Success Against Spec 

(define-rap  (move-to thing place) 
(succeed (LOCATION thing place)) 
(method 

(context (and (LOCATION thing loc)

(not (= loc UNKNOWN))))


(task-net 
(t0 (goto loc) ((TRUCK -LOCATION loc) for t1)) 
(t1 (pickup thing)((TRUCK -HOLDING thing) for t2) 
((TRUCK -HOLDING thing) for t3)) 
(t2 (goto place) ((TRUCK-LOCATION place) for t3)) 
(t3 (putdown thing)))) 

(method

(context (LOCATION thing UNKNOWN))

(task-net


(t0 (goto WAREHOUSE))))) 

Robust Task Execution: RAPS [Firby PhD] 

•	 RAPS Exploits contingencies by performing
functionally redundant method selection 

(define-rap (move -to thing place) 
(succeed (LOCATION thing place)) 
(method 

(context(and (LOCATION thing loc)

(not (= loc UNKNOWN))))


(task-net 
(t0 (goto loc) ((TRUCK -LOCATION loc) for t1)) 
(t1 (pickup thing)((TRUCK -HOLDING thing) for t2) 
((TRUCK -HOLDING thing) for t3)) 
(t2 (goto place) ((TRUCK-LOCATION place) for t3)) 
(t3 (putdown thing)))) 

(method

(context (LOCATION thing UNKNOWN))

(task-net


(t0 (goto WAREHOUSE))))) 

1 
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Deductive  ControllerMode
Estimation

Mode
Reconfiguration

• RAPS Exploits contingencies by performing functionally 
redundant method selection 

– Methods are chosen based on the current situation. 
– If a method fails, another is tried instead. 
– Tasks do not complete until satisfied. 
– Methods can include monitoring subtasks to deal with 

contingencies and opportunities. 

�Methods selected reactively 
�Model -predictive dispatch 

�Goals explicitly observable and controllable 
�Model -based execution 

Robust Task Execution: RAPS [Firby PhD] 

Control Sequencer 

Environment Model 

CommandsObservations 

Control Program 

Kirk Model-based ExecutiveRMPL Model-based Program 

location goalslocation estimates 

Selects consistent 
threads of activity 

from redundant methods 

Tracks 
location 

Finds least 
cost paths 

� Executes concurrently 
� Preempts 
� non -deterministic choice 
� A[l,u ] timing 
� A at l location 

HOMEHOME

T 
W 
O 

Enroute 
COLLECTION POINTCOLLECTION POINT RENDEZVOUSRENDEZVOUS

Diverge 
SCIENCE AREA 1’SCIENCE AREA 1’

SCIENCE AREA 3SCIENCE AREA 3

Landing Site: ABC 

Landing Site: XYZ 

O 
N 
E 

SCIENCE AREA 1SCIENCE AREA 1

Executive 
• pre-plans activities 
• pre-plans paths 
• dynamically schedules [Tsmardinos et al.] Plant 

Schedules and Dispatches 
Activities Dynamically 

Outline 

• Safe Procedural Execution 
• Model-Predictive Dispatch 

– Model-based Programming 
– Temporal Plan Networks (TPN) 
– Activity Planning (Kirk) 
– Unifying Activity and Path Planning 

• Model-based Reactive Planning 

Example: Cooperative Mars Exploration 

How do we coordinate heterogeneous teams of orbiters, 
rovers and air vehicles to perform globally optimal 
science exploration? 

Properties: 
� Teams exploit a hierarchy of complex strategies. 
� Maneuvers are temporally coordinated. 
� Novel events occur during critical phases. 
� Quick responses draw upon a library of contingencies. 
� Selected contingencies must respect timing constraints. 

HOMEHOME

TWO 

EnrouteCOLLECTION POINTCOLLECTION POINT RENDEZVOUSRENDEZVOUS

Diverge 
SCIENCE AREA 1’SCIENCE AREA 1’

SCIENCE AREA 3SCIENCE AREA 3

Landing Site: ABC 

Landing Site: XYZ 

ONE 

SCIENCE AREA 1SCIENCE AREA 1

Example: Cooperative Mars Exploration Reactive Model-based Programming 

Idea: Describe team behaviors by starting with a rich concurrent , 
embedded programming language (RMPL,TCC, Esterel): 

� c 
� If c next A 
� Unless c next A 
� A, B 
� Always A 

• Sensing/actuation activities 
• Conditional execution 
• Preemption 
• Full concurrency 
• Iteration 

� A [l,u] • Timing 

Add temporal constraints: 

� Choose {A, B} • Contingency 

Add choice (non-deterministic or decision-theoretic): 

2
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Example Enroute Activity: 

Enroute 

RendezvousRendezvous Rescue AreaRescue Area

Corridor 2 

Corridor 1 

RMPL for Group-Enroute 

Activities: 
Group-Enroute()[l,u] = { 

choose { 
do { 

Group-Traverse-Path(PATH1_1,PATH1_2,PATH1_3,RE_POS)[l*90%,u*90%]; 
} maintaining PATH1_OK, 
do { 

Group-Traverse-Path(PATH2_1,PATH2_2,PATH2_3,RE_POS)[l*90%,u*90%]; 
} maintaining PATH2_OK


};

{


Group-Transmit(OPS,ARRIVED)[0,2], 
do { 

Group-Wait(HOLD1,HOLD2)[0,u*10%] 
} watching PROCEED 

} 
} 

RMPL for Group-Enroute 

Sequentiality: 
Group-Enroute()[l,u] = { 

choose { Concurrency : 
do { 

Group-Traverse-Path(PATH1_1,PATH1_2,PATH1_3,RE_POS)[l*90%,u*90%]; 
} maintaining PATH1_OK, 
do { 

Group-Traverse-Path(PATH2_1,PATH2_2,PATH2_3,RE_POS)[l*90%,u*90%]; 
} maintaining PATH2_OK


} ;

{


Group-Transmit(OPS,ARRIVED)[0,2], 
do { 

Group-Wait(HOLD1,HOLD2)[0,u*10%] 
} watching PROCEED 

} 
} 

RMPL for Group-Enroute 

Group-Enroute()[l,u] = { 
choose { 

do { 
Group-Traverse-Path(PATH1_1,PATH1_2,PATH1_3,RE_POS)[l*90%,u*90%]; 

} maintaining PATH1_OK, 
do { 

Group-Traverse-Path(PATH2_1,PATH2_2,PATH2_3,RE_POS)[l*90%,u*90%]; 
} maintaining PATH2_OK


};

{


Group-Transmit(OPS,ARRIVED)[0,2], 
do { 

Group-Wait(HOLD1,HOLD2)[0,u*10%] 
} watching PROCEED 

} 
} 

RMPL for Group-Enroute 

Conditionality
Group-Enroute()[l,u] = { 

choose { and Preemption: 
do { 

Group-Traverse-Path(PATH1_1,PATH1_2,PATH1_3,RE_POS)[l*90%,u*90%]; 
} maintaining PATH1_OK, 
do { 

Group-Traverse-Path(PATH2_1,PATH2_2,PATH2_3,RE_POS)[l*90%,u*90%]; 
} maintaining PATH2_OK


};

{


Group-Transmit(OPS,ARRIVED)[0,2], 
do { 

Group-Wait(HOLD1,HOLD2)[0,u*10%] 
} watching PROCEED 

} 
} 

RMPL for Group-Enroute 

Temporal Constraints:
Group-Enroute()[l,u] = { 

choose { 
do { 

Group-Fly-Path(PATH1_1,PATH1_2,PATH1_3,RE_POS)[l*90%,u*90%]; 
} maintaining PATH1_OK, 
do { 

Group-Fly-Path(PATH2_1,PATH2_2,PATH2_3,RE_POS)[l*90%,u*90%]; 
} maintaining PATH2_OK


};

{


Group-Transmit(OPS,ARRIVED)[0,2],

do {


Group-Wait(HOLD1,HOLD2)[0,u*10%]

} watching PROCEED


}


} 

3 
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RMPL for Group-Enroute 

Non-deterministic 
Group-Enroute()[l,u] = { 

choose {	 choice: 
do { 

Group-Traverse-Path(PATH1_1,PATH1_2,PATH1_3,RE_POS)[l*90%,u*90%]; 
} maintaining PATH1_OK, 
do { 

Group-Traverse-Path(PATH2_1,PATH2_2,PATH2_3,RE_POS)[l*90%,u*90%]; 
} maintaining PATH2_OK 

}; 
{


Group-Transmit(OPS,ARRIVED)[0,2],

do {


Group-Wait(HOLD1,HOLD2)[0,u*10%]

} watching PROCEED


}


} 

Model-Predictive Dispatch for RMPL 

How do we provide fast, temporally flexible planning for 
contingent method selection? 

•	 Graph-based planners support fast planning. 
•	 … but plans are totally order. 
•	 Desire flexible plans based on simple temporal networks 

(e.g., Constrain-based Interval Planning). 

How do we create temporally flexible plan graphs? 
•	 Augment simple temporal networks 

with activities & choice. 
� temporal plan network TPN). 

RMPL Compiler 

Temporal Plan Network (TPN) with STN 

Reactive Temporal Planner � Selects schedulable 
execution threads of 
TPN 

Reactive Model 
Programming Language 

Concurrent Plan 
� Plan = Execution 

threads related by 
Simple Temporal Net 

� Represents all 
RMPL executions 

-based 

Model-Predictive Dispatch for RMPL Outline 

•	 Safe Procedural Execution 
•	 Model-Predictive Dispatch 

– Model-based Programming 
– Temporal Plan Networks (TPN) 
– Activity Planning (Kirk) 
– Unifying Activity and Path Planning 

• Model-based Reactive Planning 

Enroute Activity: 

• Start with flexible plan representation 

Enroute 
1 

4 5 

8 

9 10 

13 

2 

11 12 

Group Traverse Group Wait 

Group Transmit 

Science Target 

Activity (or sub-activity) 

Enroute Activity: 

• Start with flexible plan representation 

1 

4 5 

8 

2 

[405, 486] 

Group Traverse Group Wait 

Group Transmit 

[0, 54] 

[0, 2] 

[0, ] 

[0, 0][0, 0] 

[0, 0] 

[0, 0] 

[0, 0] [0, 0] 

Science Target 

Enroute [450,540] 

Activity (or sub-activity) 

Duration (temporal constraint) 

4 
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Enroute Activity: 

• Add conditional nodes 

3 

1 

4 5 

8 

2 

Group Traverse 

[405, 486] 

[405, 486] 

Group Traverse Group Wait 

Group Transmit 

[0, 54] 

[0, 2] 

[0, ] 

[0, 0] 

[0, 0] 

[0, 0] 

[0, 0] 

[0, 0] 

[0, 0] 

[0, 0] 

[0, 0] [0, 0] 

Science Target 

Enroute [450,540] 

Activity (or sub-activity) 

Duration (temporal constraint)


Conditional node


Outline 

• Safe Procedural Execution 
• Model-Predictive Dispatch 

– Model-based Programming 
– Temporal Plan Networks (TPN) 
– Activity Planning (Kirk) 
– Unifying Activity and Path Planning 

• Model-based Reactive Planning 

Planning Group-Enroute 

Group-Enroute 
[500,800] 

To Plan: 

3 

6 

4 5
[405,486] 

Ask(PATH1=OK) 

1 2 

7 
Ask(PATH2=OK) 

8 

[405,486] 

[450,540] 

Ask(PROCEED) 

11 

9 10
[0,54] 

12 

1 
3 

[0,2] 

[0,¥] 

[0,¥] [0,¥] 

14 15 

Tell(PATH1=OK) 

[450,450] 
16 17 

Tell(PROCEED) 

[200,200] 

s e 

[10,10] [0,¥] 

Group Traverse 

Group Traverse Group Wait 

Group Transmit 

Science Target 

• Instantiate Group-Enroute 
• Add External Constraints (Tells) 

Enroute Activity: 

•Add temporally extended, symbolic constraints 

3 

1 

4 5 

8 

9 10 

13 

2 

6 7 11 12 

Group Traverse 

[405, 486] 

[405, 486] 

Group Traverse Group Wait 

Group Transmit 

[0, 54] 

[0, 2] 

[0, ] 

[0, 0] 

[0, 0] 

[0, 0] 

[0, 0] 

[0, 0] 

[0, 0] 

[0, 0] 

[0, 0] [0, 0] 

Ask( PATH1 = OK) 

Ask( PATH2 = OK) 

Ask( EXPLORE = OK)Science Target 

Enroute [450,540] 

Activity (or sub-activity) 

Duration (temporal constraint) 

Conditional node 

Symbolic constraint (Ask,Tell) 

Planning Group-Enroute 

Group-Enroute 

[450,540] 

3 

6 

4 5
[405,486] 

Ask(PATH1=OK) 

1 2 

7 
Ask(PATH2=OK) 

8 

[405,486] 

Ask(PROCEED) 

11 

9 10
[0,54] 

12 

1 
3 

[0,2] 

[0,¥] 

Group Traverse 

Group Traverse Group Wait 

Group Transmit 

Science Target 

To Plan: 
• Instantiate Group-Enroute 

Generates Schedulable Plan 
Group-Enroute 

[500,800] 

To Plan: 

3 

6 

4 5
[405,486] 

Ask(PATH1=OK) 

1 2 

7 

Ask(PATH2=OK) 

8 

[405,486] 

[450,540] 

Ask(PROCEED) 

11 

9 10 
[0,54] 

12 

13 

[0,2] 

[0,¥] 

14 15 

Tell(PATH1=OK) 

[450,450] 
16 17 

Tell(PROCEED) 

[200,200] 

s e 

[10,10] [0,¥] 

[0,¥] [0,¥] 

Group Traverse 

Group Traverse Group Wait 

Group Transmit 

Science Target 

• Instantiate Group-Enroute • Trace Trajectories 
• Add External Constraints • Check Schedulability 

• Satisfy and Protect Asks 

5 
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Trace Trajectories Trace Trajectories 

• Find paths from start-node to end-node • Not a decision-node: Follow all outarcs 

1 2 

3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 

10 11 12 

13 14 

Start End 

15 16 17 18 

1 2 

3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 

10 11 12 

13 14 

Start End 

15 16 17 18 

Trace Trajectories Trace Trajectories 

• Not a decision-node: Follow all outarcs • Not a decision-node: Follow all outarcs 

1 2 

3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 

10 11 12 

13 14 

Start End 

15 16 17 18 

1 2 

3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 

10 11 12 

13 14 

Start End 

15 16 17 18 

Trace Trajectories Trace Trajectories 

• Decision-node: Select a single outarc • Not a decision-node: Follow all outarcs 

1 2 

3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 

10 11 12 

13 14 

Start End 

15 16 17 18 

1 2 

3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 

10 11 12 

13 14 

Start End 

15 16 17 18 
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Trace Trajectories Trace Trajectories 

• Continue • Not a decision-node: Follow all outarcs 

1 2 

3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 

10 11 12 

13 14 

Start End 

15 16 17 18 

1 2 

3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 

10 11 12 

13 14 

Start End 

15 16 17 18 

Trace Trajectories Trace Trajectories 

• Continue 

1 2 

3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 

10 11 12 

13 14 

Start End 

15 16 17 18 

1 2 

3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 

10 11 12 

13 14 

Start End 

15 16 17 18 

Check Schedulability Check Schedulability 

• Don’t test consistency at each step. 
�Only when a path induces a cycle, • Example: Inconsistent


check for negative cycle in the STN distance graph


[18,20] [18,20] 

1 2 

3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 

10 11 12 

13 14 

15 16 17 18 

[0,0] 

[0,0] 

[0,0] [0,0] 

[0,0] 

[0,0] 
[0,0] 

[0,0] 

[0,¥] 

[2,3] 

[15,16] 

[4,6] 

[5,5][3,8] 

[
[0,0] 

1 2 

3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 

10 11 12 

13 14 

15 16 17 18 

[0,0] 

[ [

[

[
[

[

[0,0] 

[0,¥] 

[

[

[

[5,5][3,8] 

0,0] 

0,0] 0,0] 

0,0] 

0,0] 
0,0] 

0,0] 

2,3] 

15,16] 

4,6] 

7 
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Trace Alternative Trajectories Trace Alternative Trajectories 

• Backtrack to choice • Complete paths 

1 2 

3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 

10 11 12 

13 14 

15 16 17 18 

[18,20] 

[0,0] 

[0,0] 

[0,0] [0,0] 

[0,0] 

[0,0] 
[0,0] 

[0,0] 

[0,0] 

[0,¥] 

[2,3] 

[15,16] 

[4,6] 

[5,5][3,8] 

[0,0] 

[0,0] [12,13] 

[0,0] 

1 2 

3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 

10 11 12 

13 14 

15 16 17 18 

[18,20] 

[0,0] 

[0,0] 

[0,0] [0,0] 

[0,0] 

[0,0] 
[0,0] 

[0,0] 

[0,0] 

[0,¥] 

[2,3] 

[15,16] 

[4,6] 

[5,5][3,8] 

[0,0] 

[0,0] [12,13] 

[0,0] 

How Do We Handle Asks? 

Group-Enroute Satisfying Asks 

3 

6 

4 5
[405,486] 

Ask(PATH1=OK) 

1 2 

7 
Ask(PATH2=OK) 

8 

[405,486] 

[450,540]

Ask(PROCEED) 

11 

9 10
[0,54] 

12 

1
3

[0,2]

[0,¥]

[0,¥] [0,¥] 

14 15 

Tell(PATH1=OK) 

[450,450] 
16 17

Tell(PROCEED) 

[200,200]

s e

[10,10] [0,¥]

Group Traverse 

Group Traverse Group Wait 

Group Transmit 

Science Target

[500,800] 
• Compute bounds on activities. 
• Link ask to equivalent, overlapping tell. 
• Constrain tell to contain ask. 

5 

7 8 9

10 11 12 

6

ask(c)

)tell(c

[4,6] [5,8] [7,11] 

[4,6] [8,11] 

[4,6] [6,9] [7,10]Unconditional planning approach: 
• Guarantee satisfaction of asks at compile time. 
• Treatment similar to causal-link planning 

Avoiding Threats Symbolic Constraint Consistency 

• Identify overlapping Inconsistent activities. • Promote or demote 

[4,6] [5,8] [7,11] 

5 

7 8 9

10 11 12

6

tell(c)

[0,inf]

[4,6] [5,8] [7,9] 

5 

7 8 9

10 11 12

6

tell(c) 

[4,6] [8,11] [4,6] [8,11] 

tell(�c) tell(�c)
[4,6] [6,9] [7,10] [4,6] [7,9] [7,10] 

8 
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How do we optimally select 

activities and paths?


Background: Can perform global path planning using 
Rapidly -exploring Random Trees (RRTs) (la Valle). 

Approach: 
1. Search for globally optimal activity and path plan by 

• unifying TPN & RRT graphs, and 
• by searching hybrid graph best first. 

2. Refine plan using receding horizon control. 

Enroute Activity: 

•Closer look at Group Traverse sub-activity 

Enroute [450,540] 
1 2 

[0, 0] Group Traverse Group Wait [0, 0] 

[0, 0] 4 
[405, 486] 

5 [0, 0] [0, 0] 9 
[0, 54] 

10 [0, 0] 
Ask( PATH1 = OK) Science Target Ask( PROCEED) 

3 8 13 
[0, 0] Group Traverse [0, 0] 

[0, 0] 
Group Transmit [0, ] 

[405, 486] [0, 2]
6 7 11


Ask( PATH2 = OK)

12 

Traverse to Science Target 

Group Traverse sub-activity: 

•Traverse through way points to science target 

Group Traverse [405, 486] 

3 

4 

8 

6 7 

[0, 0] 
[0, 0] 

Ask( PATH2 = OK) 
5 

Group Traverse [405, 486] 

[0, 0] [0, 0] 

Ask( PATH2 = OK) 

3 

4 

8 

6 7 

[0, 0] 
[0, 0] 

5 

•One obstacle between nodes 4 and 5 
•Two Obstacles between nodes 6 and 7 

[0, 0] [0, 0] 

Group Traverse sub-activity: 

ObstacleObstacle

ObstacleObstacle ObstacleObstacle

Group Traverse sub-activity: 

•Non-explicit representations of obstacles obtained from an increment al 
collision detection algorithm 

3 

4 

8 

6 7 

[0, 0] [0, 0] 

5 

[0, 0] [0, 0] 

RRT: Example 

Path 1 

3 

4 

6 

[0, 0] [0, 0] 

[0, 0] [0, 0] 

Path 2 

8 

7 

5 

9 
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RRT: Example 

Planner considers rovers taking Path 1: 

xinit 
Path 1 

[0, 0] 

3 

4 

6 

[0, 0] 

Path 2 

8 

7 

[0, 0] 

5 

[0, 0] 

xgoal 

RRT: Example 

Path 1 

xinit x
Xobs 

goal 

4 5 

RRT: Example RRT: Example 

Path 1 Path 1 

4 5 

xinit xgoal 

Xobs 4 5 

xinit xgoal 

Xobs 

RRT: Example RRT: Example 

Path 1 Path 1 

4 5 

xinit xgoal 

Xobs 4 5 

xinit xgoal 

Xobs 

10 
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11

4 5

xinit

Path 1

xgoal

Xobs

RRT:Example

4 5

xinit

Path 1

xgoal

Xobs

Common Node

RRT:Example

4 5

xinit

Path 1

xgoal

Xobs

RRT:Example

4 5

xinit

Path 1

xgoal

Xobs

RRT:Example

4 5

xinit

Path 1

xgoal

Xobs

RRT:Example Model-Predictive Dispatch

Goal: Fast, robust, temporal execution with contingencies,
in an uncertain environments.

Solution: Model-predictive Dispatch, a middle ground between 
non-deterministic programming and temporal planning.

• Rich embedded language, RMPL, for describing complex 
concurrent team strategies extended to time and contingency.

• Kirk Interpreter “looks” for schedulable threads of execution 
before “leaping” to execution.

• Temporal Plan Network provides a flexible, temporal, graph-
based planning paradigm built upon Simple Temporal Nets.

• Global optimality achieved by unifying activity planning and 
global kino-dynamic path planning.
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Deductive  ControllerMode
Estimation

Mode
Reconfiguration

PDE

BC

Flight
Computer

Reactive
Planner

Reactive Planning of Hidden States 
in Large State Spaces Through 
Decomposition and Serialization 

Brian C. Williams 
Joint with 

Seung H. Chung 

16.412J/6.834J 
March 16 th, 2005 

Control Sequencer 

Environment Model 

CommandsObservations 

Control Program 

Kirk Model-based ExecutiveRMPL Model-based Program 

location goalslocation estimates 

Selects consistent 
threads of activity 

from redundant methods 

Tracks 
location 

Finds least 
cost paths 

� Executes concurrently 
� Preempts 
� non -deterministic choice 
� A[l,u ] timing 
� A at l location 

HOMEHOME

T 
W 
O 

Enroute 
COLLECTION POINTCOLLECTION POINT RENDEZVOUSRENDEZVOUS

Diverge 
SCIENCE AREA 1’SCIENCE AREA 1’

SCIENCE AREA 3SCIENCE AREA 3

Landing Site: ABC 

Landing Site: XYZ 

O 
N 
E 

SCIENCE AREA 1SCIENCE AREA 1

Executive 
• pre-plans activities 
• pre-plans paths 
• dynamically schedules [Tsmardinos et al.] Plant 

Schedules and Dispatches 
Activities Dynamically 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Outline 
• The need for model-based reactive planning 
• The Burton model-based reactive planner 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

DS 1 Attitude Control System 

z facing thrusters x facing thrusters 

1553 bus 

C
om

m
ands

D
ata N2H4 

He
SRU 

PDU 

GDE 

PASM 

DSEU 

PEPE 

Flight 
Computer 

BC 

PDE 

Livingstone reconfigured modes using one step 
commands. But how does the flight computer really 
open a valve? 

• Requires turning on device drivers 
• Requires repairing bus controllers 
• Sending commands 
• Powering down devices . . . 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Remote 
Terminal 

Remote 
Terminal 

Driver 

Bus 
ControlComputer 

Valve 

Driver 

Valve 
• Device modes are changed through indirect commanding . 

• Communication paths are established by reconfiguring other devices. 

• The task of reconfiguring devices in the proper order generalizes state-
space planning to handle indirect effects. 

• To achieve reactivity all possible plans for all possible goal states should be 
pre -compiled (a generalization of universal plans). 

� To achieve compactness we decompose these universal plans according 
to a goal/sub-goal hierarchy. 

How do we reconfigure a valve? 

Massachusetts Institute of TechnologyMERS 
M o d e l- based Embedded & Robotic Systems Group 

Mode Reconfiguration 

Model -based Programming of Intelligent Embedded Systems and Robotic Explorers 
[Williams et al., IEEE’03] 

Reactive Planner for a Model -based Executive 
[Williams & Nayak, IJCAI 97] 

Goal 
Interpreter 

Configuration 
Goal 

Command 

Goal State 

State Estimate 
(Current) 

Reactive 
Planner 

Command

Goal State

State Estimate
(Current)

1
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CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Example: Driver Valve Command Sequence 

Valve Driver dr Valve vlv 

vcmdindcmdin 

Commands Driver State Valve State 
ME: dr = off, vlv = open 
GI: dr = off, vlv = closed 

MRP dcmdin = on 
ME: dr = on, vlv = open 
MRP dcmdin = close 
ME: dr = reset failure, vlv = open 
MRP dcmdin = reset 
ME: dr = on, vlv = open 
MRP dcmdin = off 
ME: dr = off, vlv = open 

Goal: No thrust 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

To achieve reactivity we eliminate all forms of search. 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Model-based Reactive Planning 

Achieved by: 

1. Eliminate Indirect Control 

. . . through Compilation 

2. Eliminate Search for Goal Ordering 

. . . through Reversibility and Serialization 

3. Eliminate Search to find Suitable Transitions 

. . . by Constructing Hierarchical Polices 
CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Model-based Reactive Planning 

Achieved by: 

1. Eliminate Indirect Control 

. . . through Compilation 

2. Eliminate Search for Goal Ordering 

. . . through Reversibility and Serialization 

3. Eliminate Search to find Suitable Transitions 

. . . by Constructing Hierarchical Polices 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

To Handle Indirect Control . . . 
dcmdout = vcmdin 

off 

on 

failed 

resettable 

dcmdin = offdcmdin = on 

dcmdin = reset 

dcmdin = off 

dcmdin = dcmdo u t  

closed 

open 

stuck 
closed 

stuck 
open 

vcmdin = closevcmdin = open 

inflow = outflow 

vcmdindcmdin 

flowin 

flowout 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

. . . Compile Out Constraints 

closed 

open 

stuck 
closed 

stuck 
open 

vcmdin = closevcmdin = open 

off 

on 

failed 

resettable 

dcmdin = offdcmdin = on 

dcmdin = reset 

dcmdin = off 

dcmdin = dcmdo u t  inflow = outflowinflow = outflow

dcmdout = vcmdin 

driver = ondriver = on 

dcmdin = closedcmdin = open 

vcmdindcmdin 

flowin 

flowout 

2
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CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

. . . Compile Out Constraints 

closed 

open 

stuck 
closed 

stuck 
open 

off 

on 

failed 

resettable 

dcmdin = offdcmdin = on 

dcmdin = reset 

dcmdin = off 

driver = ondriver = on 

dcmdin = closedcmdin = open 

dcmdin 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

To Compile Out Constraints 
• Eliminate intermediate variables. 

� Transitions are conditioned on mode and control variables 

• Generate transitions as prime implicates: 

F i � next(yi i) 

where F i is a conjunction of mode and control variable 
assignments. 

�

– 

= e

Prime implicates for transitions enumerated using OpSAT 

40 seconds on SPARC 20 for 12,000 clause spacecraft model. 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Achieved by: 

1. Eliminate Indirect Effects 

. . . through Compilation 

2. Eliminate Search for Goal Ordering 

. . . through Reversibility and Serialization 

3. Eliminate Search to find Suitable Transitions 

. . . by Constructing Hierarchical Polices 
CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

ValveDriver 

command 

• Example 
– Current State: driver = on, valve = closed 
– Goal State: driver = off, valve = open 
– 

Why Search is Needed 
1) An achieved goal can be clobbered by a subsequent goal. 

� Achieve Valve goal before Driver goal 

Model-based Reactive Planning 

Achieving (driver = off) and then (valve = open) clobbers (driver = off) 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Observation: Engineered systems tend not to have loops 

Remote 
Terminal 

Remote 
Terminal 

Bus 
Control

Computer 
Valve 

Valve 

Driver 

Driver 

� Work conjunctive goals upstream from outputs to inputs 

– G of compiled transition system S 
• vertices are state variables. 
• edge from v i to v j if v j v i. 

dcmdin 

Driver 

Valve 

– 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

• y7

� y7 

Solution 

13 

12 

9 

11 

8 

10 

7 

4 

6 

3 

5 

2 

1 

UnaffectedAffected 

�

• Simple check: 
– Number causal graph depth first 
– achieve goals in order of increasing depth first number. 

Define: Causal Graph 

’s transition is conditioned on 

Requirement: The causal graph is acyclic. 

The only variables used to set some variable ( ) is its 
ancestors , 

can be changed without affecting its descendants . 

Safe to achieve goals in an upstream order. 

3
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CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Latch1 

Switch 

data 

• Example 
– 

achieved concurrently. 

Why Search is Needed 
2) Two goals can compete for the same variable in their 

Latch2 

1 

2 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

• 

13 

12 

9 

11 

8 

10 

7 

4 

6 

3 

5 

2 

1 

UnaffectedNot Shared 

Shared 

13 

12 

9 

11 

8 

10 

7 

4 

6 

3 

5 

2 

1 

Unaffected 

Not Shared 

• 

• 
• 

Latch1 and Latch2 compete for the position of Switch if latch goals 

subgoals . 
Sibling goals (7,4) may both need shared ancestors. 

But ancestors no longer needed once goal (7) is satisfied. 

Solution: Solve one goal before starting next sibling (Serialization). 
Feature: Generates first control action of plan first! 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Latch1 

Switch 

data 

• Example 
– Assume Switch can be used once, 
– Then Latch1 must be latched before Latch2. 

Why Search is Needed 

Latch2 

• But irreversible effects aren’t desirable for reactive planners 

�Don’t allow irreversible actions 
�. . . Except to repair failure modes 

1 

2 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Solution: Mark Allowed Transitions/Assignments 

off 

on 

failed 

resettable 

dcmdin = offdcmdin = on 

dcmdin = reset 

dcmdin = off 

closed 

open 

stuck 
closed 

stuck 
open 

driver = ondriver = on 

dcmdin = closedcmdin = open 

dcmdin 

Driver 
Valve 

1233) A state transition of a subgoal variable has irreversible effect. 

• Mark all control variable assignments allowed: 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Solution: Mark Allowed Transitions/Assignments 

off 

on 

failed 

resettable 

dcmdin = offdcmdin = on 

dcmdin = reset 

dcmdin = off 

closed 

open 

stuck 
closed 

stuck 
open 

driver = ondriver = on 

dcmdin = closedcmdin = open 

dcmdin 

Driver 
Valve 

123 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Solution: Mark Allowed Transitions/Assignments 

off 

on 

failed 

resettable 

dcmdin = offdcmdin = on 

dcmdin = reset 

dcmdin = off 

closed 

open 

stuck 
closed 

stuck 
open 

driver = ondriver = on 

dcmdin = closedcmdin = open 

dcmdin 

Driver 
Valve 

123 

• Mark all control variable assignments allowed: 

• For each mode variable v, in decreasing order of DF number: 

• Select each transition of v, whose guard has only allowed assignments. 

• Mark all control variable assignments allowed: 

• For each mode variable v, in decreasing order of DF number: 

• Select each transition of v, whose guard has only allowed assignments. 

• Given current assignment v = I for v: 

• Mark assignments and transitions in SCC allowed. 

• Find strongly connected component of selected transitions that contains I. 

4
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CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Solution: Mark Allowed Transitions/Assignments 

off 

on 

dcmdin = offdcmdin = on 

closed 

open 

stuck 
closed 

stuck 
open 

driver = ondriver = on 

dcmdin = closedcmdin = open 

dcmdin 

Driver 
Valve 

123 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Solution: Mark Allowed Transitions/Assignments 

off 

on 

dcmdin = offdcmdin = on 

closed 

open 

stuck 
closed 

stuck 
open 

driver = ondriver = on 

dcmdin = closedcmdin = open 

dcmdin 

Driver 
Valve 

123 

• Mark all control variable assignments allowed: 

• For each mode variable v, in decreasing order of DF number: 

• Select each transition of v, whose guard has only allowed assignments. 

• Given current assignment v = I for v: 

• Mark assignments and transitions in SCC allowed. 

• Find strongly connected component of selected transitions that contains I. 

• Mark all control variable assignments allowed: 

• For each mode variable v, in decreasing order of DF number: 

• Select each transition of v, whose guard has only allowed assignments. 

• Given current assignment v = I for v: 

• Mark assignments and transitions in SCC allowed. 

• Find strongly connected component of selected transitions that contains I. 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Solution: Mark Allowed Transitions/Assignments 

off 

on 

dcmdin = offdcmdin = on 

closed 

open 

driver = ondriver = on 

dcmdin = closedcmdin = open 

dcmdin 

Driver 
Valve 

123 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Achieved by: 

1. Eliminate Indirect Effects 

. . . through Compilation 

2. Eliminate Search for Goal Ordering 

. . . through Reversibility and Serialization 

3. Eliminate Search to find Suitable Transitions 

. . . by Constructing Hierarchical Polices 

• Mark all control variable assignments allowed: 

• For each mode variable v, in decreasing order of DF number: 

• Select each transition of v, whose guard has only allowed assignments. 

• Given current assignment v = I for v: 

• Mark assignments and transitions in SCC allowed. 

• Find strongly connected component of selected transitions that contains I. 

Model-based Reactive Planning 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Solution 

• Convert automata into hierarchical policies, one per automaton 

closed 

open 

fail 

Goal 

fail 

driver = on idle 

idle driver = on 

Current 

Open 

Closed 

Stuck 

Open Closed 

driver = ondriver = on 

– 
state, given current state. 

– 
– Ensures only reversible transitions are taken, 

by only using transitions marked allowed. 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

ValveDriver 

fail 

Goal 

fail 

driver = on idle 

idle driver = on 

Current 

Open 

Closed 

Stuck 

Open Closed 

Goal 

idle 

idle 

Current 

On 

Off 

Resettable 

On Off 

12 

cmd = close cmd = open cmd = open 

cmd = close 

Policy selects first transition towards achieving each automata goal 

Policy maps goals to subgoals and commands, in proper order 

Plan by passing sub-goals up causal graph 

cmd = open 

cmd = close 

cmd = on 

cmd = off 

Goal: Driver = off, Valve = closed 

cmd = reset cmd = off 

Current: Driver = off, Valve = open 

5
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CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

ValveDriver 

fail 

Goal 

fail 

driver = on idle 

idle driver = on 

Current 

Open 

Closed 

Stuck 

Open Closed 

Goal 

idle 

idle 

Current 

On 

Off 

Resettable 

On Off 

12 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

ValveDriver 

Send: 

fail 

Goal 

fail 

driver = on idle 

idle driver = on 

Current 

Open 

Closed 

Stuck 

Open Closed 

Goal 

idle 

idle 

Current 

On 

Off 

Resettable 

On Off 

12 

Plan by passing sub-goals up causal graph 

cmd = open 

cmd = close 

cmd = on 

cmd = off 

Goal: Driver = off, Valve = closed 

cmd = reset cmd = off 

Current: Driver = off, Valve = open 

Plan by passing sub-goals up causal graph 

cmd = on 

cmd = open 

cmd = close 

cmd = on 

cmd = off 

Goal: Driver = off, Valve = closed 

cmd = reset cmd = off 

Current: Driver = off, Valve = open 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

12 ValveDriver 

fail 

Goal 

fail 

driver = on idle 

idle 

Current 

Open 

Closed 

Stuck 

Open Closed 

Goal 

idle 

idle 

Current 

On 

Off 

Resettable 

On Off 

driver = on 

Failed 
Resettable 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

ValveDriver 

fail 

Goal 

fail 

driver = on idle 

idle 

Current 

Open 

Closed 

Stuck 

Open Closed 

Goal 

idle 

idle 

Current 

On 

Off 

Resettable 

On Off 

driver = on 

12 

Current: Driver = resettable, Valve = open 

Plan by passing sub-goals up causal graph 

cmd = open 

cmd = off 

Goal: Driver = off, Valve = closed 

cmd = reset cmd = off 

cmd = close 

cmd = on 

Plan by passing sub-goals up causal graph 

cmd = open cmd = on 

cmd = off 

Goal: Driver = off, Valve = closed 

cmd = reset cmd = off 

cmd = close 

Current: Driver = resettable, Valve = open 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

ValveDriver 

fail 

Goal 

fail 

driver = on idle 

idle 

Current 

Open 

Closed 

Stuck 

Open Closed 

Goal 

idle 

idle 

Current 

On 

Off 

Resettable 

On Off 

Send 

driver = on 

12 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

ValveDriver 

fail 

Goal 

fail 

driver = on idle 

idle driver = on 

Current 

Open 

Closed 

Stuck 

Open Closed 

Goal 

idle 

idle 

Current 

On 

Off 

Resettable 

On Off 

Send 
12 

Plan by passing sub-goals up causal graph 

cmd = open cmd = on 

cmd = off 

Goal: Driver = off, Valve = closed 

cmd = reset 

cmd = reset cmd = off 

cmd = close 

Current: Driver = resettable, Valve = open 

Plan by passing sub-goals up causal graph 

cmd = open 

cmd = close 

cmd = on 

cmd = off 

Goal: Driver = off, Valve = closed 

cmd = close 

cmd = reset cmd = off 

Current: Driver = on, Valve = open 

6
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CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

ValveDriver 

fail 

Goal 

fail 

driver = on idle 

idle driver = on 

Current 

Open 

Closed 

Stuck 

Open Closed 

Goal 

idle 

idle 

Current 

On 

Off 

Resettable 

On Off 

Send 
12 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

ValveDriver 

fail 

Goal 

fail 

driver = on idle 

idle driver = on 

Current 

Open 

Closed 

Stuck 

Open Closed 

Goal 

idle 

idle 

Current 

On 

Off 

Resettable 

On Off 

Success 

12 

Plan by passing sub-goals up causal graph 

cmd = open 

cmd = close 

cmd = reset cmd = off 

cmd = on 

cmd = off 

Goal: Driver = off, Valve = closed 

cmd = off 

Current: Driver = on, Valve = closed 

Plan by passing sub-goals up causal graph 

cmd = open 

cmd = close 

cmd = reset cmd = off 

cmd = on 

cmd = off 

Goal: Driver = off, Valve = closed 

Current: Driver = off, Valve = closed 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

• 
– out interactions 
– Confirm schematics are loop free. 
– Depth first number variables. 

• 
– Given initial state 

• Identify allowed transitions and assignments 
– Given autonomous jump to failure state 

• Identify allowed transitions and assignments 

• 
– Work conjunctive goals from outputs to inputs. 
– Achieve goals serially. 
– Only perform reversible transitions. 
– Lookup control actions and sub 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Complexity of Reactive Planning 

• 
• 

Valve1 = open Valve2 = open Driver1 = off Driver2 = off 

Driver1 = on Driver2 = on 

Hierarchical, Model-based Reactive Planning 
Compile-time Analysis: 

Compile-

Periodic, Run-time Analysis: 

Run-time Plan Execution: 

-goals in policies 

Worst Case per action: Depth * Sub-goal branch factor 
Average Cost per action: Sub-goal branch factor 

CU = on 

CU = on 

CU = on 

CU = on 

CU = on CU = on 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

– compose each cycle into a single component. 

Bus 
ControlComputer 

Antenna 

Antenna 

Amplifier 
Transmitter 

Amplifier 
Transmitter 

• What if causal graph G contains cycles? 
• Solution: 

– ) 

• New causal graph G’ is acyclic, 
• 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Composing Cyclic Components 

off 

on 

cmdT = off 

Transmitter Amplifier 

cmdT = on 
A = offA = off 

off 

on 

cmdA = off 
cmdA = on 

T = on 

onT 
onA 

onT 
offA 

offT 
offA 

offT 
onA 

cmdT = offcmdT = on 

cmdA = off 

cmdA = on 

� 

cmdA = off 

What If Plan is Not Serializable? 

K-band 

K-band 

Isolate the cyclic components (compute SCCs

Goals of G’ are serializable 

7
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Bus
Controller

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Policy for Composed Components 

onT 
onA 

onT 
offA 

offT 
offA 

offT 
onA 

cmdT = offcmdT = on 

cmdA = off 

cmdA = on 

cmdA = off 

�

cmdT = on 

Goal 

cmdT = on 

cmdA = on idle 

idle cmdA = off 

Current 

OnT, OnA 

OnT, OffA 

OffT, OffA 

OnT, OnA OnT, OffA 

idle 

cmdT = off 

cmdA = off 

OffT, OffA 

fail 

fail 

fail 

OffT, OnA 

fail fail cmdA = off idleOffT, OnA 

• Problem: Composition grows 
exponential in space usage. 

• Solution: Use BDD encoding 
(Seung Chung SM). 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Model-based Reactive Planning 

1. Compile away constraints from the model 
2. Compile away cyclic components 
3. Plan serially pursuing causal graph upstream 
4. Generate actions using hierarchical policies 

Only performs reversible actions 
Responds to failure at each step 
Average cost per step = subgoal branching factor 

CSAIL Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Next Challenge: Mars Smart Lander (2009) 

Mission Duration: 1000 days 
Total Traverse: 3000-69000 meters 
Meters/Day: 230-450 
Science Mission: 7 instruments, sub-surface science 
package (drill, radar), in-situ sample “lab” 

Technology Demonstration: 
(2005). 

Model-based Programming 
of Embedded Systems 

• To survive decades embedded systems orchestrate 
complex regulatory and immune systems. 

• Future systems will be programmed with models, 

describing themselves and their environments. 

• Runtime kernels will be agile, deducing and planning by 
solving optimization problems with propositional 
constraints. 

• Model-based reactive planners respond quickly to failure, 
while using compile-time analysis of structure to respond 
quickly and concisely to indirect effects. 

Appendix 1 

Handling Cycles In
The Causal Graph 

Slides by Seung Chung 

Massachusetts Institute of TechnologyMERS 
M o d e l- based Embedded & Robotic Systems Group 

Telecommunication Subsystem Example 

• Computer 
– Controls the devices and sends data to the devices. 

• Bus Controller 
– Routes the commands and the data to the appropriate devices. 

• Transmitter 
– Generates a signal that corresponds to the data to be transmitte d. 

• Amplifier 
– Amplifies the signal and transmits it to an antenna. 

Computer 

Antenna 

Antenna 

AmplifierTransmitter 

AmplifierTransmitter 

Bus 
Controller 

AmplifierTransmitter

AmplifierTransmitter

8
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Massachusetts Institute of TechnologyMERS 
M o d e l

Interdependent Components 

• Turning the transmitter on or off can 
generate a noise (i.e. transient signal). 

• The transient signal may damage the 
amplifier. 

• The amplified transient signal may 
damage other devices down stream of 
the amplifier. 

• Constraint on the system: 
– The amplifier must be turned off before 

the transmitter can be turned on or off. 
– The transmitter must be turned on 

before the amplifier can be turned on. 

off 

onTransmitter 

Amplifier 

B = on 
A = off 
cmdT = off 

B = on 
A = off 

cmdT = on 

off 

on 

B = on 
cmdA = off 

B = on 
T = on 

cmdA = on 

Massachusetts Institute of TechnologyMERS 
M o d e l

Composing Strongly Connected CA 

• Compose all automata into a single automaton 

RSCC = � Ri 

Transmitter Amplifier 

off 

on 

B = on 
A = off 
cmdT = off 

B = on 
A = off 

cmdT = on 

off 

on 

B = on 
cmdA = off 

B = on 
T = on 

cmdA = on 

B = on 
cmdA = off 

onT 
onA 

onT
offA 

offT
offA 

offT 
onA 

B = on 
cmdT = off 

B = on 
cmdT = on 

B = on 
cmdA = off 

B = on 
cmdA = on 

- based Embedded & Robotic Systems Group - based Embedded & Robotic Systems Group 

Massachusetts Institute of TechnologyMERS 
M o d e l

Interdependent Concurrent Transitions 

One Transition Missing! 

? 
onT 
onA 

onT
offA 

offT
offA 

offT 
onA 

B = on 
cmdT = off 

B = on 
cmdT = on 

B = on 
cmdA = off 

B = on 
cmdA = on 

B = on 
cmdA = off 

off 

on 

B = on 
A = off 
cmdT = off 

B = on 
A = off 

cmdT = on 

off 

on 

B = on 
cmdA = off 

B = on 
T = on 

cmdA = on 

B = on 
T = on 

cmdA = on 

B = on 
A = off 

cmdT = off 
B = on 

cmdT = off 
cmdA = on 

Massachusetts Institute of TechnologyMERS 
M o d e l

B = on 
T = on 

cmdA = on 

B = on 
A = off 

cmdT = off 
B = on 

cmdT = off 
cmdA = onHazard! 

Simultaneous Commanding 

• 
transition. 

• The transmitter must be commanded “off” and the 
commanded “on” precisely at the same time. 

• Unless system is perfectly synchronous, simultaneous commanding
cannot be guaranteed. 

• 
commanded off, the amplifier can be damaged. 

- based Embedded & Robotic Systems Group 

A = off A = on 

T = off T = on 
T = off 
A = on 

T = on 
A = off 

- based Embedded & Robotic Systems Group 

A = off A = on 

T = off T = on 
T = off 
A = on 

T = on 
A = off 

Both the transmitter and the amplifier depend on one another for the 

amplifier must be 

If the amplifier were commanded on first, and then the transmitter is 

Massachusetts Institute of TechnologyMERS 
M o d e l

Concurrent Automata (CA) 

• Synchronous 
– 

step. 

• Interleaved execution within a time step 
– 
– Devices are not synchronized. 

off 

on 

Transmitter Amplifier 

B = on 
A = off 
cmdT = off 

B = on 
A = off 

cmdT = on 

off 

on 

B = on 
cmdA = off 

B = on 
T = on 

cmdA = on 

off 

on 

Bus Controller 

cmdB = offcmdB = on 

Massachusetts Institute of TechnologyMERS 
M o d e l

Assuring Proper Execution of 
Interdependent Transitions 

• Enforce concurrency as interleaving: 

Amplifier 

Transmitter 

B = on 
T = on 

B = on 
A = off 

cmdA = on 

cmdT = off 

T = on T = onB = on 

A = offA = off 
B = on 

cmdA = on 

cmdT = off 

- based Embedded & Robotic Systems Group 

Assume that each automaton performs a single state transition at each time 

A single main processor executes synchronous activities by interleaving. 

- based Embedded & Robotic Systems Group 

– For a given transition, the interdependent state constraints 
become the pre- and post-conditions. 

– No change to all other automata that are not independent. 

A = off A = on 

T = off T = on 

A = off A = on 

T = off T = on 

9
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Incremental 
Path Planning 

Continuous Planning and Dynamic A* 

Prof. Brian Williams 
(help from Ihsiang Shu) 

16.412/6.834 Cognitive Robotics 
March 16 th, 2004 

Outline 

� Optimal Path Planning in 
Partially Known Environments. 

� Continuous Optimal Path Planning 
�Dynamic A* 
�Incremental A* (LRTA*) [Appendix] 

[

1. Generate global path plan from initial map. 

2. Repeat until goal reached or failure: 
� Execute next step in current global path plan 
� Update map based on sensors. 
� If map changed generate new global path 

from map. 

Compute Optimal Path 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

Zellinsky, 92] 

Begin Executing Optimal Path 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

� 

� Uses sensors to detect discrepancies along way. 

Obstacle Encountered! 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

� 

� 

Robot moves along backpointers towards goal. At state A, robot discovers edge from D to H is blocked (cost 5,000 units). 
Update map and reinvoke planner. 

1 
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Continue Path Execution 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

� A’s previous path is still optimal. 
� Continue moving robot along back pointers. 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

� 

� 

Second Obstacle, Replan! 

At C robot discovers blocked edges from C to F and H (cost 5,000 units). 
Update map and reinvoke planner. 

h = 5 

Path Execution Achieves Goal 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

� Follow back pointers to goal. 
� No further discrepancies detected; goal achieved! 

Outline 

� Optimal Path Planning in 
Partially Known Environments. 

� Continuous Optimal Path Planning 
�Dynamic A* 
�Incremental A* (LRTA*) [Appendix] 

What is Continuous 
Optimal Path Planning? 
� Supports search as a repetitive online process. 
� Exploits similarities between a series of

searches to solve much faster than 
solving each search starting from scratch. 

� Reuses the identical parts of the previous search
tree, while updating differences. 

� Solutions guaranteed to be optimal. 
� On the first search, behaves like traditional 

algorithms. 
� 

� Incremental A* A* behaves exactly like A*. 

[
1. Generate global path plan from initial map. 

2. Repeat until Goal reached, or failure. 
� Execute next step of current global path plan. 
� Update map based on sensor information. 
� 

� 1 to 3 orders of magnitude speedupD* behaves exactly like Dijkstra’s . 

Dynamic A* (aka D*) 
Stenz, 94] 

Incrementally update global path plan from map 
changes . 

relative to a non-incremental path planner. 

2
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Map and Path Concepts 
� 

Cost to move from Y to X. 

� : 

� : 
True optimal path cost to Goal from X. 

� : 
Estimate of optimal path cost to goal from X. 

� from X to Y. 
Y is the first state on path from X to G. 

D* Search Concepts 
� : 

�NEW : has no estimate h. 
�OPEN : estimate needs to be propagated. 
�CLOSED : estimate propagated. 

� OPEN list : 
States with estimates to be propagated to other states. 
�States on list tagged OPEN 
�Sorted by key function k (defined below). 

c(X,Y) : 

c(X,Y) is undefined if move disallowed. 
Neighbors(X) 
Any Y such that c(X,Y) or c(Y,X) is defined. 

o(G,X) 

h(G,X) 

b(X) = Y : backpointer 

State tag t(X) 

D* Fundamental Search Concepts 
� 

Minimum of 
�

�
was placed on the OPEN list. 

� Lowered state 
�Propagate decrease to descendants and other nodes. 

� Raised state 
�

�Try to find alternate shorter paths. 

Running D* First Time on Graph 

Initially 
� Mark G Open and Queue it 
� Mark all other states New 
� 

� If X is marked Closed, then 
� ) 
� 

k(G,X) : key function 

h(G,X) before modification, and 
all values assumed by h(G,X) since X 

: k(G,X) = current h(G,X), 

: k(G,X) < current h(G,X), 
Propagate increase to dscendants and other nodes. 

Run Process_States on queue until path found or empty. 

When edge cost c(X,Y) changes 

Update h(X 
Mark X open and queue with key h(X ). 

Use D* to Compute Initial Path 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 
NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

States initially tagged NEW (no cost determined yet). 

Use D* to Compute Initial Path 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 
NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

OPEN 

NEW 

NEW 

OPEN List 

� Add Goal node to the OPEN list. 
� Process OPEN list until the robot’s current state is CLOSED. 

8: 
9: for each neighbor Y of X: 
10: 
11: ) 
12: ) 
13: 

h = 0 

(0,G) 1 

if kold = h(X ) then 

if t(Y ) = NEW or 
(b(Y ) = X and h(Y ? h(X ) + c(X,Y)) or 
(b(Y ? X and h(Y ) > h(X ) + c(X,Y)) then 
b(Y ) = X; Insert(Y,h(X ) + c(X,Y )) 

3
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� Remove from Open list , state X with lowest k 
� 

�

�

�

Use D* to Compute Initial Path 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 
NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

OPEN 

NEW 

NEW 

OPEN List 

� Add new neighbors of G onto the OPEN list 
� 

8: 
9: for each neighbor Y of X: 
10: if or 
11: ) 
12: ) 
13: 

h = 0 

Process_State: New or Lowered State 

If X is a new/lowered state, its path cost is optimal! 
Then propagate to each neighbor Y 

If Y is New, give it an initial path cost and propagate. 
If Y is a descendant of X, propagate any change. 
Else, if X can lower Y’s path cost, 
Then do so and propagate. 

(0,G) 1 

Create backpointers to G. 

if kold = h(X ) then 

t(Y ) = NEW 
(b(Y ) = X and h(Y ? h(X ) + c(X,Y)) or 
(b(Y ? X and h(Y ) > h(X ) + c(X,Y)) then 
b(Y ) = X; Insert(Y,h(X ) + c(X,Y )) 

Use D* to Compute Initial Path 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 1 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

OPEN 

NEW 

NEW 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

NEW 

OPEN List 

� Add new neighbors of G onto the OPEN list 
� 

8: 
9: for each neighbor Y of X: 
10: if or 
11: ) 
12: ) 
13: 

Use D* to Compute Initial Path 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

OPEN 

OPEN 

NEW 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

3 

OPEN List 

� Add new neighbors of K on to the OPEN list 
� 

8: 
9: for each neighbor Y of X: 
10: if or 
11: ) 
12: ) 
13: 

(1,K) (1,L) (1,O) 2 
(0,G) 1 

Create backpointers to G. 

if kold = h(X ) then 

t(Y ) = NEW 
(b(Y ) = X and h(Y ? h(X ) + c(X,Y)) or 
(b(Y ? X and h(Y ) > h(X ) + c(X,Y)) then 
b(Y ) = X; Insert(Y,h(X ) + c(X,Y )) 

(1,K) (1,L) (1,O) 2 
(1,L) (1,O) (2,F) (2,H) 

(0,G) 1 

Create backpointers . 

if kold = h(X ) then 

t(Y ) = NEW 
(b(Y ) = X and h(Y ? h(X ) + c(X,Y)) or 
(b(Y ? X and h(Y ) > h(X ) + c(X,Y)) then 
b(Y ) = X; Insert(Y,h(X ) + c(X,Y )) 

Use D* to Compute Initial Path 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 2 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

OPEN 

NEW 

NEW 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

NEW 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

4 

OPEN List 

� Add new neighbors of L, then O on to the OPEN list 
� 

8: 
9: for each neighbor Y of X: 
10: if or 
11: ) 
12: ) 
13: 

Use D* to Compute Initial Path 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

OPEN 

NEW 

NEW 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

4 

5 

OPEN List 

� Continue until current state S is closed. 

(1,L) (1,O) (2,F) (2,H) 3 
(1,K) (1,L) (1,O) 2 

(2,F) (2,H) (2,I) (2,N) 

(0,G) 1 

Create backpointers . 

if kold = h(X ) then 

t(Y ) = NEW 
(b(Y ) = X and h(Y ? h(X ) + c(X,Y)) or 
(b(Y ? X and h(Y ) > h(X ) + c(X,Y)) then 
b(Y ) = X; Insert(Y,h(X ) + c(X,Y )) 

(2,F) (2,H) (2,I) (2,N) 
(1,L) (1,O) (2,F) (2,H) 3 
(1,K) (1,L) (1,O) 2 

(2,H) (2,I) (2,N) (3,C) 

(0,G) 1 

4
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Use D* to Compute Initial Path 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

OPEN 

OPEN 

NEW 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

4 

5 
6 

OPEN List 

� Continue until current state S is closed. 

Use D* to Compute Initial Path 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

NEW 

OPEN 

NEW 

NEW 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

NEW 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

4 

5 

7 

OPEN List 

� Continue until current state S is closed. 

(2,F) (2,H) (2,I) (2,N) 

(2,H) (2,I) (2,N) (3,C) 

(1,L) (1,O) (2,F) (2,H) 3 
(1,K) (1,L) (1,O) 2 

(2,I) (2,N) (3,C) (3,D) 

(0,G) 1 

(2,F) (2,H) (2,I) (2,N) 

(2,H) (2,I) (2,N) (3,C) 
(2,I) (2,N) (3,C) (3,D) 6 

(1,L) (1,O) (2,F) (2,H) 3 
(1,K) (1,L) (1,O) 2 

(2,N) (3,C) (3,D) (3,E) (3,M) 

(0,G) 1 

Use D* to Compute Initial Path 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 3 h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 0 

h = 1 

NEW 

OPEN 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 4 (2,F) (2,H) (2,I) (2,N) 
(1,L) (1,O) (2,F) (2,H) 3 
(1,K) (1,L) (1,O) 2 
(0,G) 1 
OPEN List 

Continue until current state S is closed. 

FCAS 

KHDB 
h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 2 

h = 1 

NEW 

NEW 

OPEN 

NEW 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

5 (2,H) (2,I) (2,N) (3,C) 
(2,I) (2,N) (3,C) (3,D) 6 
(2,N) (3,C) (3,D) (3,E) (3,M) 7 
(3,C) (3,D) (3,E) (3,M) 8 

� 

Use D* to Compute Initial Path 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

NEW 

OPEN 

NEW 

NEW 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

4 

5 

9 

OPEN List 

� Continue until current state S is closed. 

(2,F) (2,H) (2,I) (2,N) 

(2,H) (2,I) (2,N) (3,C) 
(2,I) (2,N) (3,C) (3,D) 6 
(2,N) (3,C) (3,D) (3,E) (3,M) 7 
(3,C) (3,D) (3,E) (3,M) 8 

(1,L) (1,O) (2,F) (2,H) 3 
(1,K) (1,L) (1,O) 2 

(3,D) (3,E) (3,M) (4,A) 

(0,G) 1 

Use D* to Compute Initial Path 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

NEW 

OPEN 

OPEN 

NEW 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

4 

5 
(2,I) (2,N) (3,C) (3,D)6 
(2,N) (3,C) (3,D) (3,E) (3,M)7 
(3,C) (3,D) (3,E) (3,M)8 

(3,D) (3,E) (3,M) (4,A)9 

(1,L) (1,O) (2,F) (2,H)3 
(1,K) (1,L) (1,O)2 

10 

(0,G)1 
OPEN List 

� Continue until current state S is closed.. 

Use D* to Compute Initial Path 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

NEW 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

13 
12 
11 

14 

(3,E) (3,M) (4,A) (4,B)10 
OPEN List 

� Continue until current state S is closed. 

(2,F) (2,H) (2,I) (2,N) 

(2,H) (2,I) (2,N) (3,C) 

(3,E) (3,M) (4,A) (4,B) 

(3,M) (4,A) (4,B) (4,J) 

5
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Use D* to Compute Initial Path 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

NEW 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

(3,M) (4,A) (4,B)12 
13 

(3,M) (4,A) (4,B) (4,J)11 

14 

(3,E) (3,M) (4,A) (4,B)10 
OPEN List 

� Continue until current state S is closed. 

Use D* to Compute Initial Path 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

14 

13 
(3,M) (4,A) (4,B)12 
(3,M) (4,A) (4,B) (4,J)11 

15 

(3,E) (3,M) (4,A) (4,B)10 
OPEN List 

� Continue until current state S is closed. 

(4,B) (4,J) (5,S) 

Use D* to Compute Initial Path 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

(3,M) (4,A) (4,B)12 
(4,B) (4,J) (5,S)13 

(4,J) (5,S)14 

(3,M) (4,A) (4,B) (4,J)11 

15 

(3,E) (3,M) (4,A) (4,B)10 
OPEN List 

� Continue until current state S is closed. 

Use D* to Compute Initial Path 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

(3,M) (4,A) (4,B)12 
(4,B) (4,J) (5,S)13 

(4,J) (5,S)14 

(3,M) (4,A) (4,B) (4,J)11 

(5,S)15 

(3,E) (3,M) (4,A) (4,B)10 
OPEN List 

� Continue until current state S is closed. 

D* Completed Initial Path 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

(4,B) (4,J) (5,S)13 

(4,J) (5,S)14 
(5,S)15 

(3,M) (4,A) (4,B)12 
(3,M) (4,A) (4,B) (4,J)11 

NULL16 

(3,E) (3,M) (4,A) (4,B)10 
OPEN List 

� Done: Current state S is closed, and Open list is empty. 

Begin Executing Optimal Path 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

� 

� Uses sensors to detect discrepancies along way. 
Robot moves along backpointers towards goal 

6
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Obstacle Encountered! 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

� 

� 

Running D* After Edge Cost Change 

� If X is marked Closed, then 
�

�

�

�until path to current state is shown optimal, 
�or queue Open List is empty. 

At state A, robot discovers edge D to H is blocked off (cost 5,000 units). 
Update map and reinvoke D* 

When edge cost c(X,Y) changes 

Update h(X) 
Mark X open and queue, key is new h(X). 

Run Process_State on queue 

D* Update From First Obstacle 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

3 
2 

4 

OPEN List 

Function: Modify ) 
1: 
2: 

3: 

� Assign cost of 5,000 for D to H 
� Propagate changes starting at H 

D* Update From First Obstacle 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 5002 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

3 
4 

OPEN List 

� Raise cost of H’s descendant D, and propagate. 

8: 
9: for each neighbor Y of X: 
10: 
11: ( ) )) or 
12: ) 
13: 

(2,H) 1 

-Cost(X,Y,eval
c(X,Y ) = eval 
if t(X ) = CLOSED 
then Insert(X,h(X )) 

return Get-Kmin() 

(3,D) 2 
(2,H) 1 

if kold = h(X ) then 

if t(Y ) = NEW or 
b(Y ) = X and h(Y ? h(X ) + c(X,Y

(b(Y ? X and h(Y ) > h(X ) + c(X,Y)) then 
b(Y ) = X; Insert(Y,h(X ) + c(X,Y )) 

Raised State 

� 

� Y. 
� h(Y ) = [

� Propagate X’s cost to each neighbor Y 
� If Y is New, Then give it an initial path cost and propagate. 
� 

� If X can lower Y’s path cost, 
� 

� If Y can lower X’s path cost, and Y is suboptimal, 
� 

�Postponement avoids creating cycles. 

h = 5002 

D* Update From First Obstacle 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

3 
4 

OPEN List 

� D may not be optimal, check neighbors for better path. 
� 

4: 
5: for each neighbor Y of X: 
6: ) 
7: 

OPEN 

Process_State:  

If X is a raise state its cost might be suboptimal. 
Try reducing cost of X using an optimal neighbor 

h(X ) before it was raised] 

If Y is a descendant of X, Then propagate ANY change . 

Postpone: Queue X to propagate when optimal (reach current h(X)) 

Postpone: Queue Y to propagate when optimal (reach current h(Y )). 

(3,D) 2 
(2,H) 1 

Transitioning to I is better, and I’s path is optimal, so update D. 

if kold < h(X ) then 

if h(Y = kold and h(X ) > h(Y ) + C(Y,X) then 
b(X ) = Y; h(X ) = h(Y ) + c(Y,X); 

7
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D* Update From First Obstacle 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

4 

1 
OPEN List 

� All neighbors of D have consistent h-values. 
� No further propagation needed. 

Continue Path Execution 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

4 

1 
OPEN List 

� A’s path optimal. 
� 

NULL 3 
(3,D) 2 

NULL 3 
(3,D) 2 

Continue moving robot along backpointers. 

Second Obstacle! 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

3 
2 

4 

OPEN List 

� 

� 

Function: Modify ) 
1: 
2: 

3: 

D* Update From Second Obstacle 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 5002 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

3 
4 

OPEN List 

� Processing F raises descendant C’s cost, and propagates. 
� Processing H does nothing. 

8: 
9: for each neighbor Y of X: 
10: 
11: ( ) )) or 
12: ) 
13: 

(2,F) (2,H) 1 

At C robot discovers blocked edges C to F and H (cost 5,000 units). 
Update map and reinvoke D* until H(current position optimal). 

-Cost(X,Y,eval
c(X,Y ) = eval 
if t(X ) = CLOSED 
then Insert(X,h(X )) 

return Get-Kmin() 

(3,C) 2 
(2,F) (2,H) 1 

if kold = h(X ) then 

if t(Y ) = NEW or 
b(Y ) = X and h(Y ? h(X ) + c(X,Y

(b(Y ? X and h(Y ) > h(X ) + c(X,Y)) then 
b(Y ) = X; Insert(Y,h(X ) + c(X,Y )) 

h = 4 

D* Update From Second Obstacle 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

Closed 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

Open 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

3 
4 

OPEN List 

� C may be suboptimal, check neighbors; � Better path through A! 
� However, A may be suboptimal, and updating would create a loop! 

h = 5002h = 5 

4: 
5: for each neighbor Y of X: 
6: ) 
7: 

D* Update From Second Obstacle 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

4 

OPEN List 

� Don’t change C’s path to A (yet). 
� Instead, propagate increase to A. 

h = 5002 

15: for each neighbor Y of X: 
16: 
17: 
then 
18: 

h = 5003 

(3,C) 2 
(2,F) (2,H) 1 

if kold < h(X ) then 

if h(Y = kold and h(X ) > h(Y ) + C(Y,X) then 
b(X ) = Y; h(X ) = h(Y ) + c(Y,X); 

(4,A) 3 
(3,C) 2 
(2,F) (2,H) 1 

if t(Y) = NEW or 
(b(Y) = X and h(Y) ? h(X) + c(X,Y)) 

b(Y) = X; Insert(Y,h(X) + c(X,Y)) 

8
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Raised State 

� 

� Y. 
� h(Y ) = [

� propagate X’s cost to each neighbor Y 
� If Y is New, Then give it an initial path cost and propagate. 
� 

� If X can lower Y’s path cost, 
� 

� 
� Postpone: 

�Postponement avoids creating cycles. 

D* Update From Second Obstacle 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 5003 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

4 

OPEN List 

� A may not be optimal, check neighbors for better path. 
� 

4: 
5: for each neighbor Y of X: 
6: ) 
7:

h = 5002 

Process_State:  

If X is a raise state its cost might be suboptimal. 
Try reducing cost of X using an optimal neighbor 

h(X ) before it was raised] 

If Y is a descendant of X, Then propagate ANY change . 

Postpone: Queue X to propagate when optimal (reach current h(X)) 
If Y can lower X’s path cost, and Y is suboptimal, 

Queue Y to propagate when optimal (reach current h(Y )). 

(4,A) 3 
(3,C) 2 
(2,F) (2,H) 1 

Transitioning to D is better, and D’s path is optimal, so update A. 

if kold < h(X ) then 

if h(Y = kold and h(X ) > h(Y ) + C(Y,X) then 
b(X ) = Y; h(X ) = h(Y ) + c(Y,X ); 

D* Update From Second Obstacle 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

4 

OPEN List 

� A may not be optimal, check neighbors for better path. 
� 

4: 
5: for each neighbor Y of X: 
6: ) 
7:

h = 5002 

� Remove from Open list , state X with lowest k 
� 

�

�

�

(4,A) 3 
(3,C) 2 
(2,F) (2,H) 1 

Transitioning to D is better, and D’s path is optimal, so update A. 

if kold < h(X ) then 

if h(Y = kold and h(X ) > h(Y ) + C(Y,X) then 
b(X ) = Y; h(X ) = h(Y ) + c(Y,X ); 

Process_State: New or Lowered State 

If X is a new/lowered state its path cost is optimal, 
Then propagate to each neighbor Y 

If Y is New, give it an initial path cost and propagate. 
If Y is a descendant of X, propagate any change. 
Else, if X can lower Y’s path cost, 
Then do so and propagate. 

D* Update From Second Obstacle 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

OPEN List 

� A can improve neighbor C, so queue C. 

for each neighbor Y of X: 
17: ) 
18: 
19: else 
20: ) ) then 
21: 

h = 5 

D* Update From Second Obstacle 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

OPEN 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

5 

OPEN List 

� C lowered to optimal; no neighbors affected. 
� 

h = 4 h = 5 

8: 
9: for each neighbor Y of X: 
10: 
11: ) 
12: ) 
13: 

(4,A) 3 
(3,C) 2 

(5,C) 4 

(2,F) (2,H) 1 

if (b(Y ) = X and h(Y ? h(X ) + c(X,Y )) then 
b(Y ) = X; Insert(Y,h(X ) + c(X,Y )) 

if b(Y ? X and h(Y ) > h(X ) + c(X,Y
Insert(X,h(X )) 

(5,C) 4 
(4,A) 3 
(3,C) 2 
(2,F) (2,H) 1 

Current state reached, so Process_State terminates. 

if kold = h(X ) then 

if t(Y ) = NEW or 
(b(Y ) = X and h(Y ? h(X ) + c(X,Y)) or 
(b(Y ? X and h(Y ) > h(X ) + c(X,Y)) then 
b(Y ) = X; Insert(Y,h(X ) + c(X,Y )) 

9
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h = 5 

Complete Path Execution 

FCAS 

KHDB 

GLIE 

ONMJ 

h = 5 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 4 

h = 4 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 3 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 1 

h = 2 

h = 1 

h = 0 

h = 1 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

CLOSED 

� Follow back pointers to Goal. 
� No further discrepancies detected; goal achieved! 

D* Pseudo Code 
Function: Process
1: X = Min
2: if X=NULL then return 
3: -
4: 
5: for each neighbor Y of X: 
6: 
7: 
8: 
9: for each neighbor Y of X: 
10: 
11: 
12: 
13: 
14: else 
15: for each neighbor Y of X: 
16: 
17: 
18: 
19: else 
20: 
21: 
22: else 
23: 
24: 
25: 
26: return Get-

Function: Modify-
1: 
2: 

3: return Get-

new) 
1: 

hnew 
2: 

hnew) 
3: else 

new) 
4: new; 
5: 

-State() 
-State() 

-1 
kold = Get Kmin(); Delete(X) 
if kold < h(X) then 

if h(Y) = kold and h(X) > h(Y) + C(Y,X) then 
b(X) = Y; h(X) = h(Y) + c(Y,X); 

if kold = h(X) then 

if t(Y) = NEW or 
(b(Y) = X and h(Y) ? h(X) + c(X,Y)) or 
(b(Y) ? X and h(Y) > h(X) + c(X,Y)) then 
b(Y) = X; Insert(Y,h(X) + c(X,Y)) 

if t(Y) = NEW or 
(b(Y) = X and h(Y) ? h(X) + c(X,Y)) then 
b(Y) = X; Insert(Y,h(X) + c(X,Y)) 

if b(Y) ? X and h(X) > h(X) + c(X,Y) then 
Insert(X,h(X)) 

if b(Y) ? X and h(X) > h(Y) + c(Y,X) and 
t(Y) = CLOSED and h(Y) > kold then 
Insert(Y,h(Y)) 
Kmin() 

Cost(X,Y,eval) 
c(X,Y) = eval 
if t(X) = CLOSED 

then Insert(X,h(X)) 
Kmin() 

Function: Insert(X, h
if t(X) = NEW 
then k(x) = 

else if t(X) = OPEN 
then k(X) = min(k(X), 

k(X) = min(h(X), h
h(X) = h
t(X) = OPEN 

Recap: Dynamic A*Recap: Continuous Optimal Planning 

1.	 Generate global path plan from initial map. 

2.	 Repeat until Goal reached, or failure. 
�	 Execute next step of current global path plan. 
�	 Update map based on sensor information. 
�	 Incrementally update global path plan from map changes. 

�	 1 to 3 orders of magnitude speedup 
relative to a non-incremental path planner. 

� Supports search as a repetitive online process. 
� Exploits similarities between a series of searches to

solve much faster than from scratch. 
� Reuses the identical parts of the previous search

tree, while updating differences. 
� Solutions guaranteed to be optimal. 

� On the first search, behaves like traditional Dijkstra. 

10 
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Visual Interpretation using 

Probabilistic Grammars 


Paul Robertson
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Model-Based Vision


• What do the models look like 
• Where do the models come from


• How are the models utilized 

2 
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The Problem


3 
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Optimization/Search Problem


Find the most likely interpretation of the 
image contents that: 

1.	 Identifies the component parts of the 
image correctly. 

2.	 Identifies the scene type.

3.	 Identifies structural relationships between 

the parts of the image. 
Involves: Segmenting into parts, naming the 

parts, and relating the parts. 
7 
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Outline


•	 Overview of statistical methods used in 
speech recognition and NLP 

•	 Image Segmentation and Interpretation 
– image grammars 
– image grammar learning 
– algorithms for parsing patchwork images. 

8 
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Not any description – the best

s s 

np vp vp 

np np 
pp 

np 
np 

noun noun verb noun 
verb noun prep noun 

swat flies like ants 
swat flies like ants 

Bad parse Good parse 

9 
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What’s similar/different between image 

analysis and speech recognition/NLP?


• Similar 
– An input signal must be processed. 
– Segmentation. 
– Identification of components.

– Structural understanding. 

• Dissimilar 
– Text is a valid intermediate goal that separates Speech 

recognition and NLP. Line drawings are less obviously 
useful. 

– Structure in images has much more richness.


10 
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Speech Recognition and NLP


Speech Recognition                        Natural Language Processing 

Part ofSegmentation Sentencespeechinto words tagging Parsing 

• Little backward flow 
• Stages done separately. 
• Similar techniques work well in each of these phases.

• A parallel view can also be applied to image analysis.


11 
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Speech Understanding


• Goal: Translate the input signal into a sequence of words. 
– Segment the signal into a sequence of samples. 

• A = a1, a2, ..., am ai ∈ 

– Find the best words that correspond to the samples based on: 
• An acoustic model. 

– Signal Processing 
– Prototype storage and comparator (identification) 

• A language model. 
• W = w1, w2, ..., wm wi ∈


– Wopt = arg maxw P(W|A)

– Wopt = arg maxw P(A|W) P(W)


• (since P(W|A) = P(A|W) P(W) / P(A) [Bayes]) 
• P(A|W) is the acoustic model. 
• P(W) is the language model. 

12 
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language modeling for speech

n 

(	 (
W P ) =∏ w P i | w1,..., wi − 1) 
i=1


n


(	 (W P ) =∏ w P i | Φ(w1,..., wi − 1)) 
i=1


n


(	 (W P ) =∏ w P i | Φi − 1) 
i=1 

(w P i | wi − 1, wi − 2) = f (wi | wi − 1, wi − 2)

(
w P i | wi − 1, wi − 2) = λ3 f (wi | wi − 1, wi − 2) + λ 2 f (wi | wi − 1) + λ1 f (wi) 

λ1 + λ 2 + λ3 = 1 

•	 Using the above

–	 P(W) can be represented as a HMM and solved efficiently using 

the Viterbi algorithm. 
–	 The good weights λ1, λ2, and λ3 can be computed using the Baum-

Welch algorithm. 
13 
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Natural Language Processing

•	 Part of correctly understanding a sentence comes from 

correctly parsing it. 
•	 Starting with a word list, parsing involves two separable 

activities: 
– Part of speech tagging.


• Find the most probable assignments of parts of 
speech. 

– Parsing the words into a tree. 
• Find the most probable parse tree. 

s


np vp vp


s 

ppnp np	 np 
npnoun noun verb noun 

verb noun prep noun 
swat flies like ants swat flies like ants 

14 
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Part-of-speech tagging


•	 Goal: Assign part-of-speech tags to each 
word in the word sequence. 
– Start with the word sequence 

• W = w1, w2, ..., wm wi ∈ 

– Find the best tags for each word

• T = t1, t2, ..., tm ti ∈ 

15 
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w P 1, n) = ∑ w P , 1 n, t , 1 n + 1)( ( 
t , 1 n +1 

(Topt = max arg t , 1 n t P , 1 n | w , 1 n ) 
(Topt = max arg t , 1 n t P , 1 n, w , 1 n ) 

( (w P n | w , 1 n − , 1 t , 1 n ) = w P n | tn ) 
( (t P n | w , 1 n − 1, t , 1 n − 1) = t P n | tn − 1) 

n 

w P 1, n) = ∑∏ w P i | ti ) t P i + 1 | ti )( ( ( 
t , 1 n +1 i =1 

n 

( ( ( i ,w P ,1 n) = ∑∏ w P i | ti ) t P i + 1 | t t i − 1) 
t , 1 n +1 i =1 

•Topt is the path the HMM traverses in producing the output 
(since the states of the HMM are the tags). 

• Use Viterbi algorithm to find the path.

16 
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PCFG’s

•	 Better language models lead to better results.

•	 Considering the grammar instead of a simple sequence of 

words, the relationships are more meaningful. 
•	 PCFG is <W, N, N1, R> 

–	 W is a set of terminal symbols 
– N is a set of non-terminal symbols

– N1 is the starting symbol

–	 R is a set of rules. 

•	 Each rule Ni→RHS has an associated probability P(Ni→RHS)
which is the probability of using this rule to expand Ni 

•	 The probability of a sentence is the sum of the 
probabilities of all parses. 

•	 Probability of a parse is the product of the probabilities of 
all the productions used. 

•	 Smoothing necessary for missing rules.

17 
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Example PCFG

s → np vp 0.8 
s → vp 0.2 
np → noun 0.4 
np → noun pp 0.4 
np → noun np 0.2 
vp → np vp 0.3 
vp → np vp 0.3 
vp → np vp 0.2 
vp → np vp 0.2 
pp → prep np 1.0 
prep→ like 1.0 
verb→ swat 0.2 
verb→ flies 0.4 
verb→ like 0.4 
noun→ swat 0.1 
noun→ flies 0.4 
noun→ ants 0.5 

• Good parse = .2x.2x.2x.4x.4x1.0x1.0x.4x.5 = 0.000256 
• Bad parse =.8x.2x.4x.1x.4x.3x.4x.4x.5  = 0.00006144


18 
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Why these techniques are dominating 

language research


•	 Statistical methods work well

–	 The best POS taggers perform close to 97% accuracy compared to 

human accuracy of 98%. 
–	 The best statistical parsers are at around 88% vs an estimated 95% 

for humans. 
•	 Learning from the corpus 

–	 The grammar can be learned from a representative corpus. 
•	 Basis for comparison 

–	 The availability of corpora with ground truth enables researchers to 
compare their performance against other published 
algorithms/models. 

•	 Performance 
–	 Most algorithms at runtime are fast. 

19 
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Build Image Descriptions


20 
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Patchwork Parsing


•	 Use semantic segmentation to produce a set of 
homogeneous regions 

•	 Based on the contents of the regions and their shape 
hypothesize region contents. 

•	 Region contents is ambiguous in isolation

–	 Use contextual information to reduce ambiguity. 

•	 The image must make sense 
–	 We must be able to produce a parse for it. 

•	 Our interpretation of the image approximates the most 
probable parse. 
–	 Success of the picture language model determines whether most-

probable-parse works. 

•	 Do it (nearly) as well as human experts

21 
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22 

FieldField 

Field 

Town 

R
oad 

River 

r1 r2 r3 

r4 

r5 

r6 

r7 

r8 

r9 

Lake 

Swamp 

Swamp 
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Segmented image labeling


• The image contains n regions r1,n. 
• Each region has a set of neighbors n1,n. 
• P(r1,n) is the sum of the disjoint labelings. 

r P ,1 n ) = ∑ r P ,1 n , l ,1 n )( ( 
l , 1 n 

23 
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• We wish to find the labeling L1,n.


L ,1 n = max arg 
l , 1 n 

= max arg 
l , 1 n 

= max arg 
l , 1 n 

= max arg 
l , 1 n 

n 

∏

i =1 
n 

∏

i =1 

n 

∏

i =1 

n 

∏

i =1 

n r l P i )( i | i , 

r l n P r l P i )( i | i ) ( i | i , 
r n P i )( i | 

l n P r l P i )( i | i ) ( i |

r n P i )
( i | 

l n P r l P i )( i | i ) ( i | 

• P(li|ri) is the optical model. 
• P(ni|li) is the picture language model. 

24 
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Segmentation


25 
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The optical model

•	 Filters produce useful features from the original image.

•	 Semantic Segmentation produces regions. 
•	 Prototype database and comparator produce evidence for labeling 

each region. 

(setq *region-optical-evidence*
'((r1 (field . .5) (swamp . .2) (town . .1) (lake . .1) (road . .05) (river . .05)) 

(r2 (field . .5) (swamp . .2) (town . .1) (lake . .1) (road . .05) (river . .05)) 
(r3 (field . .5) (swamp . .2) (town . .1) (lake . .1) (road . .05) (river . .05)) 
(r4 (field . .1) (swamp . .1) (town . .1) (lake . .3) (road . .1)  (river . .3))
(r5 (field . .1) (swamp . .1) (town . .3) (lake . .1) (road . .3)  (river . .1))
(r6 (field . .1) (swamp . .1) (town . .1) (lake . .3) (road . .1)  (river . .3))
(r7 (field . .3) (swamp . .4) (town . .1) (lake . .1) (road . .05) (river . .05)) 
(r8 (field . .3) (swamp . .4) (town . .1) (lake . .1) (road . .05) (river . .05)) 
(r9 (field . .1) (swamp . .2) (town . .5) (lake . .1) (road . .05) (river . .05)) 

)) 

R = {< r 1,{< l 1, P (l 1 | r 1) >,...} >,...} 
n 

( j |∀ri ∈ R : ∑ r l P i ) ≤ 1 
j =1	 26 
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Language Model


I1 

... 

E1 

E2 

E3E4 

En ... 

... 

... In 

I2 

• Regions have internal and external neighbors.


• Rule for a region looks this: 

<Label, Internal, External, Probability> 

<Field, (I1, I2, ... In), (E1, E2, E3, E4,... En), 0.3> 27 
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E1

En...

...

I2

Occluding boundary


E
...


2


E3E4 

...In 

or 
Cloud 

• Regions may be occluded. 

•Rule for a region looks this:

<Field, (*, In), (*, E2, E3, E4,... En), 0.3>
 28 
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Structured Regions


29 

I1 

... 

E1 

E2 

E3E4 

En... 

... 

... Im 

I2 
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Example rules


FieldField 

Field 

Town R
oad 

River 

Lake 

Swamp 

Swamp 

• P1: <lake, (), (field), 1.0> 

• P2: <field, (lake, *), (road *), 0.33> 
• P3: <field, (*), (*, road, town, river),   0.33> 

• P4: <field, (*), (*, river, swamp),       0.33> 
• P5: <swamp, (*), (* field river),        0.5> 
• P6: <swamp, (*), (* river town road),  0.5> 

• P7: <river, (*), (* field town swamp * swamp field), 1.0> 

• p8: <town, (),  (field road swamp river),  1.0> 

30 
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Supervised Learning


31 
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Smoothing and occlusion


•	 Whenever we generate a rule, we also make rules for 
degenerate cases. 
<Field, (), (E1, E2, E3), p?> 
<Field, (), (*, E2, E3), p?> 
<Field, (), (E1, *, E3), p?> 
<Field, (), (E1, E2, *), p?> 
<Field, (), (*, E3), p?> 
<Field, (), (*, E2), p?>


<Field, (), (*, E1), p?>


•	 Represent grammar as a lattice of approximations 
to the non-occluded rule. 

32 
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(*) Top=1


(Field *)=1 (Road *)=1 (Swamp *)=1 (River *)=1 

(Field Road *)=1 (Field Swamp *)=1(Field River *)=1 (Road Swamp *)=1(Road River *)=1(Swamp River *)=1 

(Field Road Swamp *)=1 (Field Swamp River *)=1 (Field Road River *)=1 (Road Swamp River *)=1 

(Field Road Swamp River)=1 

() Bottom=0 33 
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Fields1 Lake 

Fields3 

Road 

Fields3 

Image1 
Fields2 Fields2 Fields1 

Town 

Town 
River 

Lake 

Swamp1 
Swamp1 

Swamp2 
Swamp2 

A successful parse: 
((r4 Lake () (Fields1) p1) (Fields1 (Lake) (Road *) p2) (Fields3 () (River Town Road *) p3) (Town () 
(swamp2 River Field1) p8) (River () (Fields3 Town Swamp2 Swamp1 Fields2 *) p7) (Swamp2 () 
(Town Road River *) p6) (Swamp1 () (River Fields *) p5) (Fields2 () (River Swamp1 *) p4)) 

Probability of image:

P(Lake|r4)P(p1)P(Field|r3)P(p2)P(Field|r2)P(p3)P(Field|r1)P(p4)P(Swamp|r7)P(p5)P(Swamp|r8)P(p6) 
P(River|r6)P(p7)P(Town|r9)P(p8) 34 

R
oad 

River 
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Segmenting the rule sets


35 
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Network Search Parse

•	 Find parses in order or probability. 
•	 Keep sorted list of partial parses (most probably first):


–	 < bindings, unprocessed regions, probability> 

•	 Start with: 
–	 (<(), (r1,r2,r3,r4,r5,r6,r7,r8,r9), 1.0>) 

•	 At each step extend the most probable: 
–	 (<(r2=river, r5=swamp, r8=road, r6=field, r9=town) 


(r2,r3,r4,r5,r6,r7,r8,r9) 0.5> ...)


•	 When applying a rule bound regions must match, unbound 
regions are bound. 

•	 First attempt to extend a parse that has a null “unprocessed 
regions” is the most probably parse. 

36 
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Network Search Performance


.. . 

r1 r2	 r3 r4 ...


•	 At each stage if there are m possible labelings of the 
region, and for each labeling if there are k rules, then for 
an image with n regions the cost of the network search 
parsing algorithm is: 
–	 O((k*m)n) 

•	 Even with only 9 regions, 9 rules, and 6 possible labelings 
per region there are of the order of 1015 candidates. 

•	 Algorithm only terminates on VERY small examples. 

37 
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Monte-Carlo Parse


.. . 

r1 r2	 r3 r4 ... 

•	 Select a complete parse at random as follows: 
(dotimes (i N)


(start-new-parse)

(dolist (r region-list)


(setq l (select-at-random (possible-labels-of r)))

(setq r (select-at-random (rules-that-generate l))))


(store-random-parse))

•	 Most frequently occurring parse will approach the most 

probable parse as N is increased. 
•	 How big does N have to be? 

38 
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Example Monte-Carlo Parse

>> (parse-image-mc *all-regions* *rules* *region-optical-evidence*)

(((L1 . LAKE) (F1 . FIELD) (IM . IMAGE1) (RD . RIVER) 

(S2 . SWAMP) (F3 . ROAD) (TN . TOWN) (F2 . RIVER) ...) NIL 4.2075E-9)


>> (dotimes (i 100) (next-parse-mc))

NIL

>> (first (setq *monte-carlo-parses* (sort *monte-carlo-parses* by-third))) 

(((L1 . LAKE) (IM . IMAGE1) (S2 . SWAMP) (F1 . FIELD) 

(RD . ROAD) (TN . TOWN) (F3 . FIELD) (RV . RIVER) ...) NIL 1.5147E-6)


>> (dotimes (i 100) (next-parse-mc))

NIL

>> (first (setq *monte-carlo-parses* (sort *monte-carlo-parses* by-third))) 

(((F2 . FIELD) (S2 . SWAMP) (IM . IMAGE1) (F1 . FIELD) 

(L1 . LAKE) (S1 . SWAMP) (RV . RIVER) (RD . ROAD) ...) NIL 2.4257475E-6)

>> (dotimes (i 100) (next-parse-mc))

NIL


>> (first (setq *monte-carlo-parses* (sort *monte-carlo-parses* by-third)))

(((F2 . FIELD) (S2 . SWAMP) (IM . IMAGE1) (F1 . FIELD) 

(L1 . LAKE) (S1 . SWAMP) (RV . RIVER) (RD . ROAD) ...) NIL 2.4257475E-6)

>> 
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Monte-Carlo Performance


•	 Iterate until standard deviation < ε 
–	 As each sample is generated compute its probability. 
–	 Compute the standard deviation of the sample probabilities. 

•	 We can make the error arbitrarily small by picking arbitrarily 
small ε. 

•	 Best parse is the one from the sample with the highest 
probability. 
(while (> (standard-deviation samples) epsilon)


(start-new-parse)

(dolist (r region-list)


(setq l (select-at-random (possible-labels-of r)))

(setq r (select-at-random (rules-that-generate l))))


(store-random-parse))


40 
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4 

6 

Monte-Carlo Parsing Performance
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Example of correctly parsed image


42 
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Nicholas Roy 

Dialogue as a 
Decision Making Process 

Challenges of Autonomy in the Real 
World 

Wide range of sensors 

Noisy sensors 
World dynamics 

Adaptability 
Incomplete information 

Robustness under 
uncertainty 

Minerva Pearl 

Predicted Health Care Needs 

By 2008, need 450,000 additional nurses: 
Monitoring and walking assistance 
30 % of adults 65 years and older have fallen this year 

Alexander 2001Cost of preventable falls: 
$32 Billion US/year 

Intelligent reminding 

Cost of medication non-compliance: 
Dunbar-Jacobs 2000 $1 Billion US/year 

Spoken Dialogue Management 

We want... 
Natural dialogue... 
With untrained (and untrainable) users...

In an uncontrolled environment...

Across many unrelated domains


Cost of errors... 
Medication is not taken, or taken incorrectly 
Robot behaves inappropriately 
User becomes frustrated, robot is ignored, and becomes 
useless 

How to generate such a policy? 
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Perception and Control 

Control 

World state 

Probabilistic 
Perception 

Markov Decision Processes 

A Markov Decision Process is given formally by the following: 
a set of states S={s1, s2, ..., sn}

a set of actions A={a1, a2, ..., am}

a set of transition probabilities T(si, a, sj) = p(sj |a, si)

a set of rewards R: S ×A? ´

a discount factor g� [0, 1]

an initial state s0˛ S


Bellman's equation (Bellman, 1957) computes the expected 
reward for each state recursively, 

and determines the policy that maximises the expected, 
discounted reward 

The MDP in Dialogue Management 

State: Represents desire of user 
e.g. want_tv, want_meds 
Assume utterances from speech recogniser give 
state 
e.g. I want to take my pills now.

Actions are: robot motion, speech acts 

Reward: maximised for satisfying user task 

Probabilistic Methods for Dialogue 
Management 

Markov Decision Processes model action 
uncertainty 

(Levin et. al, 1998, Goddeau & Pineau, 2000) 

Many techniques for learning optimal policies, 
especially reinforcement learning 

(Singh et al. 1999, Litman et al. 2000, Walker 2000) 

The POMDP in Dialogue Management 

State: Represents desire of user
e.g. want_tv, want_meds 

This state is unobservable to the dialogue system

Observations: Utterances from speech recogniser

e.g. .I want to take my pills now.
The system must infer the user's state from the possibly noisy or 
ambiguous observations 
Where do the emission probabilities come from? 

At planning time, from a prior model 
At run time, from the speech recognition engine 

Markov Decision Processes 

Model the world as different states the system can be in 
e.g. current state of completion of a form

Each action moves to some new state with probability p(i; j) 

Observation from user determines posterior state 
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Markov Decision Processes 

Optimal policy maximizes expected future (discounted) reward 

Policy found using value iteration 

Markov Decision Processes 

Since we can compute a policy that maximises

the expected reward...


then if we have ...

a reasonable reward function 

a reasonable transition model


Do we get behaviour that satisfies the user?


Fully Observable State Representation Fully Observable State Representation 

Advantage: No state identification/tracking problems
Disadvantage: What if the observation is noisy or false?

Perception and Control Talk Outline 

Robots in the real world 

Partially Observable Markov Decision 
Processes 

Solving large POMDPs 

Deployed POMDPs 

Probabilistic 
Perception 

Model 

Robust 
Control 

World state 

P(x) argmax P(x) 
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Control Models 

Markov Decision Processes 
Probabilistic 
Perception 

Model 
P(x ) ) Control 

World stateBrittl
eargmax P(x 

World state 

Probabilistic 
Perception 

Model 
P(x ) Control 

Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes 

POMDPs 

States S1 

Rewards R1 

S2 

T(sj|ai i) 

Z2 

b1Beliefs 

Z1Observations 

a1Actions 

O(zj|si) 

b2 

Hidden 
Observable 

Sondik, 1971 

, s

Navigation as a POMDP 

State Space 

State is hidden from the controller 

Action, observation 

Controller chooses actions based 
on probability distributions 

The POMDP in Dialogue Management 

State: Represents desire of user 
e.g. want_tv, want_meds 
This state is unobservable to the dialogue system 

e.g. .I want to take my pills now. 
Observations: Utterances from speech recogniser 

The system must infer the user's state from the possibly 
noisy or ambiguous observations 
Where do the emission probabilities come from? 

At planning time, from a prior model 
At run time, from the speech recognition engine 

Actions are still robot motion, speech acts 
Reward: maximised for satisfying user task 

want_NBC 

The POMDP in Dialogue Management 

want_CBS 

want_NBC 

The POMDP in Dialogue Management 

Probability still distributed 
among multiple states 

want_ABC 

want_CBS 

4
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The POMDP in Dialogue Management 

want_NBC 

He wants the 
schedule for 

NBC! 

want_ABC 

The POMDP in Dialogue Management 

want_ABC 

Dateline is 
on NBC 

right now. 
want_NBC 

want_CBS 

want_CBS 
request_done 

Probability mass still distributed among multiple 
states, but mostly centered on the true state now 

Probability mass shifts to a new state as a result of 
the action. 

POMDP Advantages 

Models information gathering 
Computes trade-off between: 

Getting reward

Being uncertain


Am I here, or over there? 

A Simple POMDP 

p(s) 

State is hidden 

s1 

s3 

s2 

MDP makes decisions based on uncertain foreknowledge 
POMDP makes decisions based on uncertain knowledge 

POMDP Policies POMDP Policies 

Current 
belief 

Optimal 
Action 

p(s) 

Belief Space Value Function over Belief Space 

Belief Space 

Current 
belief 

Optimal 
Action 
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Littman et al. 1997 
Hauskrecht 2000

Scaling POMDPs 

This simple 20 state 
maze problem takes 
24 hours for 7 steps 
of value iteration. Goal 

1 hour, Zhang & Zhang 2001 

The Real World 

Maps with 20,000 states 

600 state dialogues 

Structure in POMDPs 

Factored models 

Information Bottleneck models 

Hierarchical POMDPs 

Many others 

but not usually. 

The controller may be globally 
uncertain... 

Belief Space Structure 

Boutilier & Poole, 1996 
Guestrin , Koller & Parr, 2001 

Poupart & Boutilier, 2002 

Pineau & Thrun, 2000 
Mahadevan & Theocharous 2002 

If uncertainty has few degrees of freedom, 
belief space should have few dimensions 

Belief Compression 

Each mode has few 
degrees of freedom 

Previous models 

Compressed POMDPs 

Control Models 

Probabilistic 
Perception 

Model 
Control 

World state World state 

Probabilistic 
Perception 

Model 
Control

Brittl
e 

World state 

Probabilistic 
Perception 

Model 
P(x ) ) Control 

Intrac
table

P(x) argmax P(x ) P(x) 

Low-dimensional P(x 
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Model Parameters 

Reward function 

R(b) 

s1 s2 s3 

p(s) 

Back-project to high 
dimensional belief 

�== 
S 

b sRspsREbR )()())(()( 

Compute expected reward from belief:~ 
~ 

The Augmented MDP 

Represent beliefs using 

~ 
b = );( bHmaxarg sb )( 

s 

N 

bH log)( sp ))( -= � sp 2 (i i 
i = 1 

Discretise into 2-dimensional belief space MDP 

Model Parameters 

Use forward model 

Augmented MDP 

1.	 Discretize state-entropy space 

2.	 Compute reward function and transition 
function 

3.	 Solve belief state MDP 

bi 

bj 

bk 
a 

z1 

pi(s) pj(s) 

bi bj 

a, z1 

Low dimension 

Full dimension 

a, z1

Deterministic process 

z1

Stochastic process 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ ~ 

MDP GraphNursebot Domain 

Medication scheduling 
Time and place tracking 
Appointment scheduling 
Simple outside knowledge 
e.g. weather
Simple entertainment 
e.g. TV schedules

Sphinx speech recognition, Festival speech 
synthesis 
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An Example Dialogue 

Observation True State Belief Entropy Action Reward 
hello request begun 0.406 say hello 100 
what is like start meds 2.735 ask repeat -100 
what time is it for will the want time 0.490 say time 100 
was on abc want tv 1.176 ask which station -1 
was on abc want abc 0.886 say abc 100 
what is on nbc want nbc 1.375 confirm channel nbc -1 
yes want nbc 0.062 say nbc 100 
go to the that pretty good what send robot 0.864 ask robot where -1 
that that hello be send robot bedroom 1.839 confirm robot place -1 
the bedroom any i send robot bedroom 0.194 go to bedroom 100 
go it eight a hello send robot 1.110 ask robot where -1 
the kitchen hello send robot kitchen 1.184 go to kitchen 100 

State Domain 

Larger Slope == 
Better Performance 

Accumulation of Reward – Simulated 7 

State Domain POMDP Dialogue Manager PerformanceAccumulation of Reward – Simulated 17 

POMDP Dialogue Manager Performance POMDP Dialogue Manager Performance 
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Example Reduction 

appropriate number of 
bases, depending on 
beliefs encountered 

Finding Dimensionality 

E-PCA will indicate 

Planning 

S1 

E-PCA 

S2 

S3 
Original POMDP Low-dimensional 

belief space 

Planning 

S1 

S2 

E-PCA Discretize 

S3 
Original POMDP Low-dimensional Discrete belief 

belief space space MDP 

Model Parameters 

Reward function 

s1 s2 s3 
dimensional belief 

�== 
S 

bE 

Compute expected reward from belief:~ 
~R(b) 

p(s) 

Back-project to high 

s R s p s R b R ) ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( 

Model Parameters 

Transition function 

~ bj ~ ~ 
T(bi, a, b )=?j

~ 
bi 
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Model Parameters 

Use forward model 

~ bj	 z1 

~ abk 

~ bi	 a, za, zz111

pi(s) pj(s) 

bi bj 

Low dimension 

Full dimension 

~ ~ 

Deterministic processStochastic process 

Model Parameters 

Use forward model 

b~

j z1 ~ ~


z2 
T(bi, a, bj) � p(z|s)bi(s|a)

~ bb aa
kk if bj(s) = bi(s|a,z)

~

~ bibi

bq = 0

otherwise 

E-PCA POMDPs 

1.	 Collect sample beliefs 

2.	 Find low-dimensional belief representation 

3.	 Discretize 

4.	 Compute reward function and transition 
function 

5.	 Solve belief state MDP 

Robot Navigation Example 

Initial Distribution 

Goal state 
True robot position 

Goal position 

Robot Navigation Example 

True robot position 
Goal position 

People Finding as a POMDP 

Factored state space 
2 dimensions: fully-observable robot position 
6 dimensions: distribution over person positions 

Regular grid gives ˜ 10 16 states 
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Variable Resolution Discretization 

Variable Resolution Dynamic Programming (1991) 

Parti-game (Moore, 1993) 

Variable Resolution Discretization (Munos & Moore, 
2000) 

POMDP Grid-based Approximations (Hauskrecht, 
2001) 

Hansen, 2001) 

Variable Resolution 

Parti-Game 

Instance-based 
Nearest-neighbour state 
representation 

Deterministic 

Utile Distinction Trees 

Instance-based 
Stochastic 
Reward statistics splitting 
criterion 

Suffix tree representation 

Combine the two approaches: 
“Stochastic Parti-Game” 

Improved POMDP Grid-based Approximations (Zhou & 

Variable Resolution 

Non-regular grid using samples 

b1 
b2 b3 b4 

b5 

T(b1, a1, b2) 

T(b1, a2, b5) 

Compute model parameters using nearest-neighbour 

~ ~ 

~ ~ 

~ 

~ 
~ 

~ ~ 

Refining the Grid 

V(b1) 
~ 

V(b' 1) 
~ 

b1
~

b' 
~

Sample beliefs according to policy 

Construct new model 

Keep new belief if V(b' 1) > V(b1) 
~ ~ 

The Optimal Policy 

Original distribution 

Reconstruction using 
EPCA and 6 bases 

Robot position 
True person position 

Policy Comparison 

0 

50 

100 

150 

200 

250 

True MDP Closest Densest Maximum 
Likelihood 

E-PCA Var. Res. 
E-PCA 

Average time to find person 

T
im

e 

E-PCA: 72 states 
Var. Res. E-PCA: 260 states 
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Summary 

POMDPs for robotic control improve system 
performance 

POMDPs can scale to real problems 

Belief spaces are structured 
Compress to low-dimensional statistics 

Find controller for low-dimensional space 

Open Problems 

Better integration and modelling of people 

Better spatial and temporal models 

Integrating learning into control models 

Integrating control into learning models 
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The following are recent papers in cognitive robotics recommended by many of the key researchers in the field. We 
recommend that you draw upon this reading list during the development of your advanced lecture and course project.  This 
page is not definitive, and may be refined over the semester. 

Note that many of these references are only partial, but they should offer clues as to where to look. Also take ample 
advantage of the web's search capabilities. Most authors these days post their recent papers.    

In many fields high quality technical papers appear in journals.  In the field of artificial intelligence you’ll find most of the 
cutting edge research in conferences, most of which are considered journal quality.  Conferences relevant to intelligent 
embedded systems include the National Conference on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI), International Joint Conference on 
Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI), Autonomous Agents (AA), Artificial Intelligence in Planning and Scheduling (AIPS), 
Reasoning Under Uncertainty (UAI), Knowledge Representation and Reasoning (KRR), Machine Learning (ML), and 
Hybrid Systems (HS).   

There are many parallel journals, including the venerable Artificial Intelligence Journal (AIJ), and the more hip, online 
Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research (JAIR), Machine Learning and the Journal of Constraint Systems.   

The following suggested papers and URLs are provided thanks to: 

Craig Boutilier, Adnan Darwiche, Vineet Gupta, Leslie Kaelbling, Henry Kautz, Pandu Nayak, Judea Pearl, Bart Selman, 
Dave Smith, Manuela Veloso, Dan Weld and Feng Zhao. 

  

Cognitive Robotics: 

   Robotic Soccer 

   Asada and Kitano (eds.), RoboCup-98: Robot Soccer World Cup II, , Springer Verlag, 1999. 

  Manuela Veloso, Michael Bowling, Sorin Achim, Kwun Han and Peter Stone. The CMUnited-98 
Champion Small Robot Team, in Asada and Kitano (eds.) 77-92. 

   at Cornell. http://robocup.mae.cornell.edul
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  Autonomous Space Probes: 

  Remote Agent Autonomous Control Experiment  
http://rax.arc.nasa.gov

 

Reactive Programming: 

Esterel and Lustre are the primary languages, and are doing very well for embedded systems programming.  

 Esterel language page, http://www-sop.inria.fr/meije/esterel/esterel-eng.html 
 
This page distributes the entire Esterel system, and has papers and pointers to the other languages. 

 

State Estimation and Mapping: 

 Stephen Se, David Lowe and Jim Little, Mobile robot localization and mapping with uncertainty using scale-invariant 
visual landmarks, International Journal of Robotics Research, 21, 8 (2002), pp. 735-758. 
Vision-based localization. 

 S. Thrun, D. Fox, W. Burgard, and F. Dellaert. Robust monte carlo localization for mobile robots. Artificial Intelligence, 
128(1-2), 2001. 
 
A hybrid approach to particle filters for localization. 

 Paul M. Newman and John J. Leonard Consistent Convergent Constant Time SLAM. International Joint Conference on 
Artificial Intelligence, Acapulco Mexico, August 2003. 
 
A constant-time map-building algorithm. 

 S. Thrun, D. Koller, Z. Ghahramani, H. Durrant-Whyte, and A.Y. Ng. Simultaneous mapping and localization with 
sparse extended information filters:theory and initial results. In Workshop on Algorithmic Foundations of Robotics, Nice, 
France, 2002 
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Another constant-time map-building algorithm. 

 Mark A. Paskin (2003). Thin Junction Tree Filters for Simultaneous Localization and Mapping. In G. Gottlob and T. 
Walsh eds., Proceedings of the Eighteenth International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence 
 
Yet another constant map-building algorithm. 

  Vandi Verma, Geoff Gordon, Reid Simmons, and Sebastian Thrun, Particle Filters for Rover Fault Diagnosis, IEEE 
Robotics & Automation Magazine special issue on Human Centered Robotics and Dependability, June 2004. 
 
Fault State Estimation. 

  Hanna Pasula, Stuart Russell, Michael Ostland, and Ya'acov Ritov, ``Tracking many objects with many sensors.'' In Proc. 
IJCAI-99, Stockholm, 1999  
 
Traffic state estimation using particle filters and Bayesian estimation. 

 

Constraint Programming: 

 Mariott and Stuckey, The book "Programming with Constraints".  

 Van Hentenryck, Saraswat et al., Strategic directions in constraint programming, ACM Computing Surveys, 1996. (in 
directory). 

 Gupta et al., TCC. 

There is a huge number of materials available on constraint programming. 
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Reinforcement Learning: 

 Surveys: 

  Leslie Pack Kaelbling and Michael L. Littman and Andrew W. Moore, Reinforcement Learning: A Survey, 
Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research, 1996, v. 4, 237-285. 
 
Very nice short survey of reinforcement learning. 

  Richard S. Sutton and Andrew G. Barto, Reinforcement Learning: An Introduction, MIT Press, 
Cambridge, MA, 1998. 
 
A very nice treatment of reinforcement learning from an introductory level: very well presented and an easy read. 

 Dimitri P. Bertsekas and John. N. Tsitsiklis, Neuro-dynamic Programming, Athena, Belmont, MA, 1996. 
 
Reinforcement learning in much more detail (a bit less accessible as an introduction than Sutton's book, but very comprehensive in 
the treatment of approximation). 

  

 Some classics: 

 Christopher J. C. H. Watkins and Peter Dayan, Q-Learning, Machine Learning, v. 8, 279-292, 1992. 

 Andrew W. Moore and Christopher G. Atkeson, Prioritized Sweeping---Reinforcement Learning with Less 
Data and Less Time, Machine Learning, v 13, 103-130, 1993. 

 Andrew W. Moore and Christopher G. Atkeson, The Parti-game algorithm for Variable Resolution 
Reinforcement Learning in Multidimensional State Spaces, Machine Learning, v 21, 199-234, 1995. 

 Use of function approximation for reinforcement learning: 

 Gerald J. Tesauro, TD-Gammo, A Self-teaching Backgammon Program, Achieves Master-Level Play, 
Neural Computation, v 6, 215-219, 1994. 
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 John H. Tsitsiklis and Benjamin Van Roy, Feature-Based Methods for Large Scale DynamicProgramming, 
Machine Learning, v. 22, 59--94, 1996. 

  

Decision Theoretic Planning and Markov Decision Processes: 

  Surveys: 

 Blythe, AI Magazine 20(2). 
 
Short survey 

 Craig Boutilier and Thomas Dean and Steve Hanks, Decision Theoretic Planning: Structural Assumptions 
and Computational Leverage, Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research , v 11, 1-94, 1999. 
 
Longer survey covering AI-style representation and solution methods. 

  The use of search techniques to solve MDPs 

A. G. Barto and S. J. Bradtke and S. P. Singh, Learning to Act using Real-Time Dynamic Programming, 
Artificial Intelligence, v. 72 (1-2) 81-138, 1995. 

 The use of AI style representations and planning-style abstraction and regression techniques 

 Richard Dearden and Craig Boutilier, Abstraction and Approximate Decision Theoretic Planning, artificial 
intelligence, v. 89, 1997, 219-283. Also see AAAI-94. 

 Craig Boutilier and Richard Dearden and Moises Goldszmidt, Stochastic Dynamic Programming with 
Factored Representations, Artificial Intelligence, to appear, 1999 (see also IJCAI-95). 

 The use of sampling techniques 

 Michael Kearns and Yishay Mansour and Andrew Y. Ng, A Sparse Sampling Algorithm for Near-optimal 
Planning in Large Markov Decision Processes, IJCAI, 1999. Stockholm, 1324--1331. 
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Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes: 

  Surveys: 

  William S. Lovejoy, A Survey of Algorithmic Methods for Partially Observed Markov Decision Processes, 
Annals of Operations Research, vol. 28, 47-66 , 1991. 

  George E. Monahan, A Survey of Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes: Theory, Models and 
Algorithms, Journal of Management Science, vol. 28, page 1-16, 1982. 

 Incremental pruning for POMDPs: 

 Anthony R. Cassandra and Michael L. Littman and Nevin L. Zhang, Incremental Pruning: A Simple, Fast, 
Exact Method for POMDPs, UAI, Providence, RI, 54-61, 1997. 
 
Makes a big computational difference. 

 State of the art: 

 Pascal Poupart and Craig Boutilier, Value-directed Compression of POMDPS, NIPS, Vancouver, BC, 
1547-1554, 2003. 
 
Linear compression of POMDPS. 

 Joelle Pineau, Geoff Gordon and Sebastian Thrun, Point-based value iteration: An anytime algorithm for 
POMDPs, IJCAI, Acapulco, Mexico 2003. 
 
The fastest solver of large POMDPs available. 
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 Model-based Autonomous Systems: 

 Diagnosis, repair and control. 

 W. Hamscher, L. Console and J. de Kleer (Ed.), Readings in Model-based Diagnosis, Morgan Kaufman, San Mateo, 
CA, 1992. 

 Proceedings of the International Workshop on Principles of Diagnosis. 

 Qualitative modeling and simulation. 

 D. Weld and J. de Kleer (Ed.), Readings in Qualitative Physics, Morgan Kaufman, San Mateo, CA, 1990. 

  J. de Kleer and B. Williams (Ed.), Special issue on qualitative reasoning about physical systems II, Artificial 
Intelligence, 51, 1991.  

  Proceedings of the International Workshop on Qualitative Reasoning about Physical Systems. 

  

Planning with Discrete Events: 

 Surveys 

 Daniel Weld, An introduction to least-commitment planning, AI Magazine, 27--61, Winter, 1994. 

 Daniel Weld, Recent advances in AI planning. AI Magazine, summer 1999. 
http://www.aaai.org/Papers/Magazine/20-02/Weld.pdf 
 
Covers satplan, graphplan, sat engines and reactive planning and execution.  

  Rao, recent planning tutorial at AAAI or IJCAI. 
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 Proceedings of the International Conference on Artificial Intelligence Planning and Scheduling Systems. 

  Causal Link Planning 

  See Weld survey, 1994. 

 Manuela Veloso and Jim Blythe. Linkability: Examining causal link commitments in partial-order planning, 
Proceedings of the Second International Conference on AI Planning Systems, 170-175, June 1994. 

  Planning as propositional satisfiability 

 Kautz and Selman, on Satplan planner. 
http://www.research.att.com/~kautz/papers-ftp/plan.ps

 Kautz and Selman, on Black box constraint solver. 
http://www.research.att.com/~kautz/papers-ftp/ijcai99blackbox.ps

 Graphplan 

 Blum, A. and Furst, M.L. (1995). Fast planning through planning graph analysis. Proc. IJCAI-95, Montreal, 
Canada. 

 Conditional planning 

  Hector Geffner, AIPS submission, 2000? 

  Weld, SGP paper, AAAI, 1998. 
 
Has a free lisp implementation, but it's not super scalable i.e. O(number of possible worlds). Paper is pretty technical. 

 

Model-based Reactive Planning: 

 Williams, B.C. and P.P. Nayak, "A Reactive Planner for a Model-based Executive," Proceedings of the International 
Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Nagoya, Japan, 1997 
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 Rune Jensen and Manuela Veloso, OBDD-based universal planning: Specifying and solving planning for 
synchronized agents in non-deterministic domains, Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research, 2000, to appear. 

 

Interleaved Planning and Execution: 

 Ambros-Ingerson, J and Steel, S. "Integrating Planning, Execution, and Monitoring", AAAI, 1988, pages= 735--740. 

 Keith Golden, paper in International Conference on AI Planning and Scheduling, 1998?. 

 James Firby, An Investigation into Reactive Planning in Complex Domains. AAAI, 1987?, 202--206  

 Reid Simmons, Task Control Architecture. See Reid Simmons web page, www.cs.cmu.edu. 

 Georgeff and Lansky, Procedural Reasoning System. Reference TBD. 

 

Learning in Planning and Execution: 

 Manuela Veloso, Jaime Carbonell, M.Alicia Perez, Daniel Borrajo, Eugene Fink, and Jim Blythe. Integrating planning and 
learning: The PRODIGY architecture, Journal of Experimental and Theoretical Artificial Intelligence, 7(1):81-120, 1995.  

 Karen Haigh and Manuela Veloso. Learning situation-dependent costs: Improving planning from probabilistic robot 
execution. Robotics and Autonomous Systems, 1999. 

 Jim Blythe and Manuela Veloso, Analogical replay for efficient conditional planning. Proceedings of AAAI-97, 668--673. 

 Scott Lenser and Manuela Veloso, Sensor Resetting Localization for Poorly Modelled Mobile Robots, ICRA-2000, to 
appear. 
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Planning and Execution with Resources and Time: 

Survey: 

 Smith, Frank and Jonsson, "Bridging the gap between planning and scheduling." Survey paper. See 
Professor Williams for a copy of the paper. 

Temporal Planning: 

  Weld and Smith , paper on temporal graphplan, IJCAI 1999. 

  Jonsson, Morris, Muscettola and Rajan, paper on the remote agent planner, AIPS 2000.  

  Penberthy & Weld, paper on Zeno, AAAI, 1994 . 

 Joslin & Pollack, paper on Descarte, AAAI, 1996. 

Scheduling: 

 Beck & Fox, AI Magazine 19(4). 

Metric Quantities: 

  Wolfman & Weld, paper on LPSAT, IJCAI, 1999. 

  Kautz & Walser, paper on ILP planning, AAAI, 1999  

  Vossen et al, IJCAI, 1999. 

  Penberthy & Weld, paper on Zeno, AAAI, 1994. 

Executing Temporal Plans: 

 Muscettola and others on efficient plan running. See Professor Williams for suggested papers. 
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Bayesian Networks in Embedded Systems: 

  Daphne Koller et al., Object-Oriented Bayesian Networks,UAI, 1997. 
 
A structured language for Bayes nets (best student paper award).. 

 Daphne Koller et al., Effective Bayesian Inference for Stochastic Programs, AAAI 97. 
 
A general inference procedure.  

  Material related to the Bayesian network class taught by Darwiche and Pearl can be found at UCLA: 
http://www.cs.ucla.edu/~darwiche/cs262a/

  Judea Pearl, new book on causality, chapter 1. 
http://bayes.cs.ucla.edu/jp_home.html 
 
Overview of the transition from probabilistic to causal Bayesian nets. 

  http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~murphyk/Bayes/bayes.html 
 
This is a nice introduction/overview of work in Bayesian networks, with links to some standard references and tutorials on both inference and 
learning. 

  http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~murphyk/pomdp.html 
 
This page includes recent and survey papers related to POMDPs and decision theoretic planning. 

  UAI-oriented graduate class web pages with tutorials, class notes, links to free software, etc. Common core includes basic semantics of Bayes 
Nets and inference. Many expand on advanced inference and learning.: 

  Stanford: http://www.stanford.edu/class/cs228/

  Harvard: http://deas.harvard.edu/courses/cs281r/

  Duke: http://www.stat.duke.edu/courses/Spring99/sta294/
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  UC Irvine: http://www.ics.uci.edu/~dechter/275B.html

  

Multi-agent Systems: 

  Surveys: 

  Peter Stone and Manuela Veloso, Multiagent Systems: A survey from a machine learning perspective, 
Autonomous Robots, 2000, to appear. 

 

Automated Verification: 

  Symbolic model checking: 

  Ken McMillan --- Symbolic Model Checking. Kluwer Publishers. 
 
The key book in the area --- he started it all. 

 Edmund Clark group at CMU. 

  Satisfiability and compilation in verification: 

  Daniel Jackson, MIT. Nitpick system.  

 recent work by Vardi and colleagues on model checking.  

 

Hybrid Systems: 
 Alur, Courcoubetis, Halbwachs et al --- The algorithmic analysis of hybrid systems. Theoretical Comp. Sci. Vol 138, 1995. 
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This is the basic paper which lays out the definition of hybrid automata, proves the undecidability of verification, and has some simple 
examples. 

 Henzinger, Kopke, Puri and Varaiya --- What is decidable about Hybrid Automata? Journal of Computer and System Sciences, 
57(1):94-124, August 1998.  
 
Summarizes the state of the art in the area. 

 Henzinger, Ho and Wong-Toi --- HyTech. http://www-cad.eecs.berkeley.edu/~tah/HyTech/ 
 
Hytech is he best known engine for Hybrid verification --- you can easily teach the algo in 15 minutes in a lecture. 

 Alur and Dill -- A Theory of Timed Automata. Theoretical Comp. Sci. 1994.  
 
The key paper on Timed automata. Beautifully written too! 

 Nerode and Kohn, work on topological structures for hybrid systems. 

 Ansaklis et al.'s work on Petri net model for hybrid systems. 

 Berkeley's work (Shankar Sastry, Claire Tomlin et al.):  
timed finite state automata, optimization methods. 

 Caine's work (at McGill) on partition systems  
 
(similar to the phase space partition work of Feng Zhao). 

 

Fast Deduction and Search 

 Fast propositional satisfiability algorithms: 

 Bayardo Jr., R.J. and Schrag, R.C. (1997). Using CSP look-back techniques to solve real world SAT 
instances. Proc. AAAI-97, Portland, OR. 
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 Li, Chu Min and Anbulagan (1997). Heuristics based on unit propagation for satisfiability problems. Proc. 
IJCAI-97, Nagoya, Japan. 

  Selman, B., Kautz, H., and Cohen, B. (1994). Noise strategies for local search. Proc. AAAI-94, Seattle, 
WA. 

 Nayak and Williams, incremental truth maintenance, AAAI, 1998?. 

 Randomized systematic search (heavy tails): 

 http://www.research.att.com/~kautz/papers-ftp/heavytails.ps  
(Journal of Automated Reasoning, to appear) 

 Gomes, C.P., Selman, B., and Kautz, H. (1998). Boosting combinatorial search through randomization. 
Proc. AAAI-98, Madison, WI. 

Knowledge Compilation and Theory Approximation: 

 Compiling propositional theories: ps file sent from Darwiche. See Professor Williams for a copy of the paper. 

 Selman and Kautz:  

 http://www.acm.org/pubs/articles/journals/jacm/1996-43-2/p193-selman/p193-selman.pdf

 http://www.research.att.com/~kautz/papers-ftp/kc-horn.ps

 http://www.research.att.com/~kautz/papers-ftp/kc-assim.ps

  Schaerf, Cadoli, & Liberatore[ Paolo Liberatore [liberatore@dis.uniroma1.it] and Marco Cadoli [cadoli@dis.uniroma1.it]] 

  Liberatore KR-1998, On the compilability of diagnosis, planning, reasoning about actions, belief revisions, 
etc.  

  Many others by Liberatore, with similar worst-case negative results.  
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  Cadoli,Survey on knowledge compilation, ACM. 
 
The standard reference, although a bit has happened since then. The specific reference appears in the Darwiche paper on compiling 
to DNNF. 

 Compiling Bayesian networks  

 http://singapore.cs.ucla.edu/darwiche/jair-f.ps
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Brian Bairstow 

16.412 Problem Set #1 

 

Part A: 

 

Cooperative Robotics 

 

 In cooperative robotics, the group of robots have the same goals, and thus it is 

most efficient if they work together to achieve those goals.  They can simultaneously 

work on different aspects of the goals, or can combine their efforts to do tasks that aren’t 

possible individually.  If the problem is simple, or if enough is known about the situation, 

then the individuals can deduce what the other robots will do and thus what they need to 

do.  However, this is often not the case and then coordination is required. 

  

Machine Learning 

 

 Machine learning is essentially the recognition and extrapolation of patterns.  This 

can be important to robotics, since the “artificial intelligence” of current robots is 

typically a set of commands for various circumstances.  However, with elegant enough 

algorithms for machine learning, one can imagine a machine that can eventually teach 

itself unexpected things.  This capacity to learn could develop an “artificial intelligence” 

which is more meaningful than an array of specifically instructed behaviors. 
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Neural Networks 

 

 Neural networks consist of nodes which pass data via links to other nodes.  They 

are good at learning because the weightings of the links can be altered to adjust the output 

of the neural network.  Thus the network can be trained on data until the outputs match 

the expected outputs.  One use for this is to make parametric approximations of 

complicated models, so that a neural network can quickly come up with low fidelity 

results. 
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Part D: 

 

Task Directed Imaging in Unstructured Environments by Cooperating Robots 

Vivek A. Sujan 

http://www.ee.iitb.ac.in/~icvgip/PAPERS/115.pdf 

 

 This paper covers visual sensing strategies for robots working on a task.  The 

issue is to place sensors in order to see certain targets.  Depending on the degree of sensor 

articulation, there is more or less leeway.  With multiple robots sharing information, the 

problem of optimizing camera placements is more interesting.  Sensor fusion can be used 

to combine the data, and areas which aren’t visible from one robot could be viewed with 

the other robot.  A goal is to create a 3D geometric model by using multiple sensors. 

 The paper goes on to describe an algorithm to optimize camera pose while 

considering factors such as depth of field, target resolution, and visibility.  A simulation 

was run on the algorithm. 

 This paper brings up a useful topic for rovers working together in the same area.  

One consideration in planning of cooperative robots is combining their sensor data in 

useful ways.  For instance, when traversing difficult terrain it can be useful for a 

stationary rover to observe a moving rover to make sure everything goes well.  This paper 

is not applicable for programmatic planning such as how to assign rovers to different 

geographic areas, except that it suggests that rovers can work well together.
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Using Cooperative Robots for Explosive Ordinance Disposal 

James McLurkin 

 

 This paper discussed techniques for using a number of cooperative robots for 

unexploded ordinance removal.  Typically this will take place in an unconstrained and 

unknown environment, which is the case with Mars exploration.  Ordinance removal is 

one of the most applicable areas for autonomous cooperative robots.  Due to the large 

number of mines in a minefield and the desire to find them quickly, multiple robots 

would be used, and thus cooperation is useful to make them efficient.  This paper 

explored using a “behavior-based approach to form a structured community from the 

local interactions of simple individuals.”  These behaviors included clustering and 

dispersal to produce a swarm with the desired density of robots.  Experiments were done 

with micro-robots to analyze the applicability of the behaviors. 

 This is applicable to Mars exploration in that it discusses how to cover ground 

with multiple robots.  It is a good examination of cooperative techniques.  The strategies 

used are probably too simple for Mars exploration, and they promote redundancy to 

ensure that mines are found.  In Mars exploration redundancy is inefficient, because 

though you might find an interesting objective you would have missed, you would be 

better off covering brand new territory. 

 This paper relates to a different scope than the imaging paper, in that this is 

related to how to move the rovers relative to each other in order to find an objective, 

while the imaging paper was more interesting in placing the rovers relative to each other 

after the objective is found. 
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Scene Understanding using Cooperative Robotics 

Declan O’Beirne, Michael Schukat 

http://corrib.it.nuigalway.ie/ResearchDay2004/infotech/O_BeirneDeclan.pdf 

 

 This paper is about object recognition combined with cooperative mapping.  The 

goal is for a team of robots to map a complex environment using the objects within as 

landmarks.  The benefits of cooperation in mapping include concurrency, reliability, and 

accuracy.  Greater accuracy comes from multiple robots viewing the same object, which 

should provide a more accurate estimate of position and ameliorate sensor errors.  Also 

multiple robots can view an object from different angles to get better 3D data.  This 3D 

data can be used to create 2D images for object recognition. 

 This topic is similar to the first Imaging paper in that it concerns relative positions 

of robots in observing and object.  This paper is more focused on mapping using visual 

object recognition.  Like the Imaging paper, it suggests advantages for performing 

exploration with multiple cooperative rovers.  However, positioning rovers for Martian 

surface exploration could be done differently with techniques such as GPS. 
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Part E: 

 

 I think an interesting topic would involve autonomous cooperative robots for 

unexploded ordinance removal.  Utility would be provided by quickly and redundantly 

searching area.  Number of robots and strategy used would be variables.  Modeling the 

environment and the robots themselves might be a lot of work even before strategies 

could be implemented. 

 The world could be modeled as a grid, and the robots could move around up, 

down, left, and right.  Exploring a space once could be worth 2 points, while exploring it 

a second time could be worth 1 additional point.  The project could explore different 

strategies to try to maximize the score achieved in a minimum number of moves.  The 

world should be extremely simple at first, because even that could take a lot of coding, 

and it is not the interesting part of the project. 

 This is a project I would be interested in pursuing. 
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
16.412J/6.834J Cognitive Robotics 

Problem Set 1 
Cognitive Robot Types, Topics and Reasoning Methods 

Lawrence Bush 

February 15, 2005 

Part A: Topics of Fascination 

In this section I will discuss the following three topics of interest in the area of reasoning applied to 
robotics: 

Collaborative Task Execution 
Resource Allocation 
Learning 

Collaborative Task Execution and Resource Allocation 

Collaborative Task Execution and Resource Allocation are closely related. Therefore, I will address them 
together.  The objective of collaboration is to produce a higher quality result than could be achieved alone. 
The objective of resource allocation is to increase efficiency or lower costs.  These two concepts embody 
the quality – cost tradeoff of many operations research optimization problems. 

The central idea is that teams or colonies of robots would need to be able to self organize in a way that 
allocates them in an efficient manner.  The tasks that need to be done would change as time goes on. 

For a given task, the robots need to decide who does what.  For example, in a search and rescue operation, 
the robots need to spread out over an area to search for the missing person.   

The way in which the robots are deployed will significantly affect the success of the mission.  Suppose that 
prior knowledge indicates that the missing person is more likely to be in one location over another.  Also, 
certain areas are easier (lower cost) to search than others. Consequently, if each robot operates 
independently, they may all choose the area that is easiest to search and has the highest probability of 
success while neglecting other areas.  A more optimal solution can be found.  Therefore, another way to 
collaborate is desirable for this application. 

The robot allocation could be centrally planned and modeled as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) or 
constraint satisfaction problem or it could be constructed using a market-based approach.  These are very 
interesting approaches and will be discussed more in Part D.   

Learning 

Learning is a very broad topic in artificial intelligence.  The index of  Artificial Intelligence, A Modern 
Approach 2nd Edition, by Stuart Russell and Peter Norvig (AIMA) lists over 100 pages in the book that 
address the topic of learning.  The broad reaching nature of the topic is captured in titles like “universal 
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reinforcement learner.”  While that goal seems intractable, robots still need to be able to perceive reason 
and act in new and changing environments.  

A variety of learning methods have been studied for many applications.  Traditional learning algorithms 
have a narrow application scope.  These approaches are very interesting, important and challenging. 
However, robots need to learn from experience in a more general sense.  They need to learn to identify 
what is important, internalize this into their knowledge base and use it to make decisions in the future.  
Two approaches to this problem are recurrent neural networks (http://www.idsia.ch/~juergen/rnn.html) and 
optimal ordered problem solver (http://www.idsia.ch/~juergen/oops.html). The referenced web site is flat 
out fascinating.  With that said, I find this reasoning area to be overly ambitious.  My approach to a 
problem this big is to nibble away at the edges.  In short, I intend to choose a problem that is more specific 
and narrower in scope. 

A Summary of Robotics 

This section provides an overall view of robotics.  I wrote this section in order to become familiar with the 
different types of robots, sensors, reasoning techniques and applications in the field.  This section 
essentially summarizes Chapter 25 of AIMA.   

This section is organized in the following order: 

• Sensors 
• Reasoning 
• Types of Robots 
• Applications 

A robot is a feedback and control system that involves sensing and reasoning about its environments, which 
leads to a decision on how to act.  The first three parts of this section are organized in the order in which 
they are used in a feedback and control system.  The final part covers how robots can be applied. 

Sensors 

There are many kinds of sensors that a robot can use [1] to sense its environment: 

Range Finders 
Laser Range Finder 
Sonar 
Global Positioning System 
Tactile Sensors (whiskers) 

Imaging Sensors 
 Camera 
 Infrared 

Other 
 Temperature 
 Odor 
 Acoustic 
 Velocity 
 Light Intensity 

The sensors that are chosen for the particular application become part of the feedback loop described 
above.  This feedback loop is sometimes called perception.  Perception is essentially a filtering task, which 
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involves sensing, updating the internal belief state and acting.  For example, the important and well-studied 
localization problem involves sensing the robot’s location (i.e. using a range finder), updating the robot’s 
estimated location (i.e. Kalman Filter) and moving in the direction that leads to the goal. 

Proprioceptive Sensors are another class of sensors that measure the internal state of the robot.  Some 
examples of these are: 

• Inertial (gyroscope) 
• Force / torque sensors 
• Odometer 

While these measure the internal state of the robot, they can also be used to improve the robot’s 
interpretation of its environment.  For example, an inertial sensor will reduce the position uncertainty in a 
localization task. 

Reasoning 

After sensing the environment, a robot must update its internal state and make a decision about how to act. 
This reasoning step can have a variety of objectives, for example: 

• Localization 
• Mapping 
• Task Planning 
• Resource Allocation 
• Generic Search 
• Learning (in general) 

Acting (Types of Robots) 

The manifestation of the acting step depends on the type of robot and how it can affect its environment. 
Robots can be grouped into 3 types: manipulators, mobile and hybrid robots.  Manipulators are able to 
change their environment through grasping, pushing, lifting etcetera.  An assembly line robot is a popular 
example of this type of robot. 

A mobile robot is able to move about via wheels or legs.  Some examples of mobile robots are unmanned 
land vehicle, unmanned air vehicle, autonomous underwater vehicles, and planetary rovers. 

A hybrid robot is a mobile robot equipped with manipulators, for example a humanoid robot. 

Applications 

A robot’s ability to sense, reason and interact with its environment is application dependent.  Robots are 
used in industry, exploration, health care and personal services.  The following are some possible 
applications: 

• Industry 
o Mining 
o Agriculture 
o Material Handling 
o Welding 
o Painting 
o Harvest 
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o Excavate Earth 
• Transportation 

o Of goods between warehouses 
o Retrieving items from a warehouse 

• Exploration 
o 3-D map of a mine 
o Mars 
o Robotic arms assist astronaut in deploying and retrieving satellites 
o Military “drones” 

• Health care 
o Assist surgeons with instrument placement (heart, eyes, brain) 
o Aides for the elderly (robotic walkers, pill reminders) 

• Personal Services (perform daily tasks) 
o Vacuum cleaners 
o Lawn mowers 
o Golf caddies  
o Snow removal 

• Public Safety 
o Search and Rescue 
o Fire fighting 

• Entertainment 
o Robot dog 
o Robotic soccer 

• Human Augmentation 
o Walking machines 
o Robotic teleoperation (hepatic interface) 

Current Research Areas 

The above section provides a survey of the relevant areas of Robotics.  This section serves to identify 
where the current research areas are.  In order to do this, I surveyed the research accepted at the 
Proceedings of the Fourth International Cognitive Robotics Workshop, Valencia, Spain, August 23-24, 
2004.  I took the approach of summarizing every paper at the conference in order to find out what is 
important. 

I review each paper in a necessarily short format, which includes a summary of the main components of the 
paper and a list of the application, type of reasoning and techniques used to solve the problem. 

Paper: Specifying Failure and Progress Conditions in a Behavior-Based Robot Programming System,  
Authors: F. Kabanza, K. B. Lamine 

Uses Linear Temporal Logic to monitor the progress of a behavior-based robotic system toward a global 
goal. 

Application: Navigation 
Form of Reasoning: Progress Monitoring 
Techniques: Linear Temporal Logic 

Paper: Robel: Synthesizing and Controlling Complex Robust Robot Behaviors,  
Authors: B. Morisset, G. Infante, M. Ghallab, F. Ingrand 
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Uses a Markov Decision Process to model / learn the relationship between the supervision state and the 
proper action.  The objective is a high level task, thus the actions are modeled using a Hierarchical Task 
Network. 

Application: Navigation 
Form of Reasoning: Progress Monitoring and Policy Learning 
Techniques: MDP 

Paper: Patterns in Reactive Programs,  

Author: P. Haslum


Discusses analogous software design patterns and reactive task procedures. 


Application: Unmanned Air Vehicle Navigation and target tracking  

Form of Reasoning: Navigation and Tracking

Techniques: Object Oriented Programming and Design


Paper: Decision Theoretic Planning for Playing Table Soccer,  

Authors: M. Tacke, T. Weigel, B. Nebel 


Maximum expected utility action selection (decision theoretic planning) using forward simulation.


Application: Robotic Table Soccer (Foosball) 

Form of Reasoning: Planning 

Techniques: Forward Simulation 


Paper: On-line Decision Theoretic Golog for Unpredictable Domains,  

Authors: A. Ferrein, C. Fritz, G. Lakemeyer


This paper integrates a decision theoretic planner with real-time updatable location uncertainty. 


Application: Robotic Soccer (RoboCup) 

Form of Reasoning: Planning 

Techniques: Decision Theoretic Planning 


Paper: Learning Partially Observable Action Models,  

Author: E. Amir


This paper presents principles and algorithms for learning and filtering a logical action model. 


Application: Turning on a light. 

Form of Reasoning: Learning 

Techniques: MDP, POMDP, HMM, EM, STRIPS 


Paper: Building Polygonal Maps from Laser Range Data,  

Authors: J. Latecki, R. Lakaemper, X. Sun, D. Wolter 


This paper presents a heavily feature based localization and mapping approach (to the exclusion of

odometer data). 


Application: Generic Navigation 
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Form of Reasoning: Localization and Mapping 

Techniques: Shape Based Object Recognition 


Paper: Hierarchical Voronoi-based Route Graph Representations for Planning, Spatial

Reasoning and Communication,  

Authors: J. O. Wallgr¨un 


This paper presents a new graph based path planning approach. 


Application: Office Robot 

Form of Reasoning: Path Planning 

Techniques:  Spatial Representation, Graph Model 


Paper: Schematized Maps for Robot Guidance,  

Authors: D. Wolter, K-F Richter 


This paper presents a multi-robot central localization, mapping and path planning system. 


Application: Service Robots

Form of Reasoning: Navigation 

Techniques:  Shape Matching, Multi-robot learning


Paper: How can I, robot, pick up that object with my hand,  

Authors: A. Morales, P.J. Sanz, A.P. del Pobil 


This paper presents vision based feature selection learning for reliable grasp comparison and prediction. 


Application:   Service robots 

Form of Reasoning: Grasping

Techniques: Nearest Neighbor Classification 


Paper: On Ability to Automatically Execute Agent Programs with Sensing,

Authors: S. Sardina, G. DeGiacomo, Y. Lesperance, H. Levesque 


This paper addresses the inconsistency of real time sensing uncertainty into an entailment and consistency-

based paradigm. 


Application:  Lumberjacking 

Form of Reasoning: Planning 

Techniques: Situation Calculus (Golog) 


Paper: Have Another Look: On Failures and Recovery in Perceptual Anchoring,

Authors: M. Broxvall, S. Coradeschi, L. Karlsson, A. Saotti 


This paper addresses perceptual error recognition and recovery. 


Application: Generic Navigation 

Form of Reasoning: Knowledge Based Planning, Recovery from Perceptual Errors 

Techniques: Anchoring 


Paper: Flexible Interval Planning in Concurrent Temporal Golog,  
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Authors: A. Finzi, F. Pirrri 

This paper discusses resource allocation and the exploration / exploitation tradeoff. 

Application: Search and Rescue team

Form of Reasoning: Multi-Agent Planning and Scheduling of Localization and Mapping

Techniques: Situation Calculus (Golog) 


Paper: Imitation and Social Learning for Synthetic Characters,  

Authors: D. Buchsbaum, B. Blumberg, C. Breazeaal 


This paper discusses a method to identify actions and goals through imitation. 


Application: Watching Cartoons 

Form of Reasoning: Action and Goal Identification, Imitation Learning

Techniques:  Simulation theory 


Paper: On Reasoning and Planning in Real-Time: An LDS-Based Approach,  

Authors: M. Asker, J. Malec


This paper addresses the complexity of Labeled Deduction Systems for planning. 


Application:   Theoretical 

Form of Reasoning: Planning 

Techniques: Labeled Deductive Systems,  


Paper: Exploiting Qualitative Spatial Neighborhoods in the Situation Calculus,  

Authors: F. Dylla, R. Moratz 


This paper integrates a spatial theory into situation calculus (Golog) for robot navigation.


Application: General robot navigation. 

Form of Reasoning: Localization, Mapping and Navigation 

Techniques: Dipole Calculus, Line Segment Calculus, and Situation Calculus 
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Part D: Researching a Critical Reasoning Method 

In this section I discuss three papers in the area of multi-agent planning.  The three papers are applicable to 
the resource allocation reasoning capability described in Part B.  Specifically, the application is a robotic 
search and rescue team.  This team would be capable of collaboratively searching a pre-defined area.  The 
search plan would need to balance multiple priorities, robot abilities and initial conditions.  The team would 
be connected via wireless communication.  One of the reasoning capabilities that this would require is 
resource allocation. 

The three papers each provide a different perspective on how to solve the multi-agent planning / resource 
allocation problem in a distributed system.  I selected these three papers primarily because they represent 
the 3 main schools of thought in this area, which are: 

• Distributed Markov Decision Process 
• Distributed Constraint Satisfaction 
• Market Based Framework 

Title: Using Cooperative Mediation to Solve Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problems 
Authors: Mailler,Roger; and Lesser,Victor 
Publication: Proceedings of Third International Joint Conference on Autonomous Agents and 

MultiAgent Systems (AAMAS 2004) 

Why I selected this paper: 

I selected this paper because it is relevant to the problem (distributed resource allocation), it used one of the 
three primary ways of addressing the problem, it was in a respected publication (AAMAS 2004) and I was 
impressed by one of it’s authors, Victor Lesser, who had a mind-boggling 7 papers accepted to the same 
conference.   

Major contribution: 

This paper presents a new algorithm (Asynchronous Partial Overlay) to solve the distributed constraint 
satisfaction problem.  The major contribution involves a mediator agent, who takes over the process 
(effectively centralizing it) when the distributed constraint satisfaction (DCSP) fails to solve the problem. 
Depending on the situation, the mediator agent may centralize only a portion of the graph. 

Computer simulations show that the new algorithm is faster than the current best algorithm (Asynchronous 
Weak-Commitment).  A proof shows that the distributed portion knows if it is locally unsolvable, the local-
centralized protocol is dead-lock free and the worst case fully centralized solution will always find a 
solution if one exists (or terminate if a solution does not exist). 

Strengths: 

The strengths of this presentation are the inclusion of algorithm pseudo code, the clearness of the example 
problem, and the combined use of simulation and mathematical proofs. 

Weaknesses: 

I found no notable weaknesses. 
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Title: Hoplites: A Market-Based Framework for Planned Tight Coordination in 
Multi-robot Teams 

Authors: N. Kalra, D. Ferguson, and A. Stentz 
Publication: Proceedings of the International Conference on Robotics and Automation, April, 2005. 

Why I selected this paper: 

I selected this paper because it is relevant to the problem (coordination in multi-robot teams), it used one of 
the three primary ways of addressing the problem (market based framework), it is a fascinating subject and 
has a cool name. 

Major contribution: 

The major contribution of this paper is a new market based coordination method that improved (over 
MVERT, P-MVERT and PC-MVERT) significantly the quality of the results.   

With that said, the way in which the auction based coordination was orchestrated bears some explanation. 

In most market-based resource allocation methods, each robot earns points, which measure how much the 
robot’s action moved the team toward its goal.  Each task also has a team resource cost.  The robots can 
trade tasks though auctions and negotiations in order to get the most profitable tasks. 

In the Hoplites method there are 2 modes, active and passive.  In the passive mode, the agents formulate 
and trade plans, which inform each other of their intentions.  This allows team members to make informed 
decisions.  In the active mode, teammates publish plans that require participation to work.  They them pay 
for that participation.  These active plans do not always work, however, they are initiated when tight 
coordination is required to achieve for a more optimal solution. 

Strengths: 

The new algorithm improved significantly the quality of the coordination results.  I was particularly 
impressed that the made an effort to optimize the other algorithms to the application before comparing 
them.  The algorithm was also demonstrated in real robots, which is even more interesting. 

Weaknesses:

 I found no notable weaknesses. 
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Title: Multi-agent Planning with Factored MDPs 
Authors: Carlos Guestrin, Daphne Koller, and Ronald Parr 
Publication: Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems NIPS-14, 2001 
Invited Talk: Proceedings of Third International Joint Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multi-

Agent Systems (AAMAS 2004) 

Why I selected this paper: 

I selected this paper because it is relevant (multi-agent planning) and it was by an author (Daphne Koller) 
whose book on Bayesian Networks I have read and liked. The paper was also an invited talk in a respected 
conference (Proceedings of Third International Joint Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent 
Systems), which gave it added credibility. 

Major contribution: 

This paper explains a new way to decompose the value function of an MDP in order to make the algorithm 
tractable in a distributed framework.  This is an approximate method, which achieves close to the 
theoretically optimal results. 

Essentially, you can use an MDP to find the optimal policy for a resource allocation problem.  However, to 
do this in a distributed sense, each agent needs to know its portion of the overall system reward, in order for 
it to make a decision.  This decomposition method provides new way to figure out each agent’s portion. 

Strengths: 

The author explains some concepts well.  The idea is very interesting. 

Weaknesses: 

This author explains things very well in her book.  This algorithm is really interesting, however, it requires 
more than 7 pages to explain precisely. 
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Part E: A Simple Project For Your Cognitive Robot 

Application: Search and rescue mission. 
Reasoning:  Collaborative Resource Allocation 

Motivation 

Resource allocation is an important form of reasoning because it is a step toward high-level reasoning. 
Essentially, resource allocation is deciding what to do next in the context of a society.  The robots are 
deciding what they can do that will be of greatest benefit to the society as a whole.  Regardless of whether 
this uses a cooperative of competitive motivation mechanism, the robots want to do the task that is most 
beneficial.  For this project, I propose a decision domain that does not require a complicated knowledge 
base, which will allow us to do research in high-level decision-making. 

Setup 

My project involves the simulation of a simulated robotic search and rescue team.  The team will consist of 
ground moving wheeled robots.  The search area will be represented as a grid.  The team will 
collaboratively search the pre-defined area.  The search plan would need to balance differing robot abilities 
and initial conditions. The team would be connected via wireless communication.  The reasoning 
capabilities that this would require are collaborative learning, resource allocation.   

Algorithms 

I have reviewed 3 different types of algorithms for solving this type of problem.  Each of the algorithms is 
better than the ones that it was compared to.  My proposal is to implement all 3 and compare them to each 
other, in our problem domain.  We will then use the best of the 3 algorithms as our new starting point and 
improve upon it. 

Note: The MDP algorithm cannot be implemented directly from the description in the paper.  I would need 
to get clarification from the author on the details of the algorithm. 

The teams will use the following collaboration schemes: 

1.	 An auction based collaboration scheme similar to the one presented in “Hoplites: A Market-
Based Framework for Planned Tight Coordination in Multi-robot Teams,” by N. Kalra, D. 
Ferguson, and A. Stentz.  

2.	 The MDP based algorithm presented in “Multi-agent Planning with Factored MDPs,” by 
Carlos Guestrin, Daphne Koller, and Ronald Parr. 

3.	 The constraint satisfaction based algorithm presented in “Using Cooperative Mediation to 
Solve Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problems,” by Mailler, Roger; and Lesser, Victor. 

Note: The probability that I will pursue this project is .75. 
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A summary of last year’s projects: 

This section provides a summary of the projects (on the web site) from last year’s Cognitive Robotics class. 
I wrote this section to help formulate the scope and range of topics for an acceptable course project.  

I review each paper in a necessarily short format, which includes a summary of the main components of the 
paper and a list of the application, type of reasoning and techniques used to solve the problem. 

Paper: Model-based Programming for Cooperating Vehicles 
Seung Chung  
Robert Effinger 
Thomas Léauté  
Steven D. Lovell  

This project studied cooperative path planning for autonomous UAV forest fire-fighting. 

Application: Forest Fire-Fighting with Autonomous Cooperative UAVs 
Form of Reasoning: Path Planning, Goal (Mission) Planning 
Techniques: D*-Lite, Dynamic Backtracking, Strategy-driven Kino-dynamic Cooperative 

Path Planning, Receding Horizon Continuous Planner 

Paper: Cooperative Q-Learning  
Lars Blackmore  
Steve Block  

This project compared cooperative and independent Q-Learning for learning a navigation policy about a 
maze. 

Application: Robot navigation 
Form of Reasoning: Cooperative Navigation Policy Learning 
Techniques: Cooperative Q-Learning, MDP 

Paper: SLAM for Dummies 
Morten Rufus Blas  
Soren Riisgaard 

This group implemented and wrote a tutorial for SLAM. 

Application: Generic Localization and Mapping 
Form of Reasoning: Localization and Mapping 
Techniques: SLAM 

Paper: Towards Visual SLAM in Dynamic Environments 
Vikash Mansinghka  


This project critiqued and developed some new concepts for Visual SLAM. 


Application: Navigation (Localization and Mapping) 

Form of Reasoning: Localization and Mapping 

Techniques: Visual SLAM 


12 
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Paper: Autonomous Visual Tracking Algorithms 
Alexander Omelchenko 

This project investigated the visual tracking of ground vehicles via the collaboration between an 
autonomous UAV and a rover (ground vehicle).  

Application: Visual tracking of ground vehicles 
Form of Reasoning:  Tracking  
Techniques: Image Processing: Contour Tracking and Center of Mass Tracking 

13 
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1 Thomas Coffee 16.412J Problem Set #1 

16.412J Problem Set #1


Part B: Your Cognitive Robot 

It seems inevitable that mechanical agents will continue to precede human explorers in novel and/or hostile environments, 
particularly as the hardware and software capabilities of these agents improve. However, time delays in communication 
currently impede high-fidelity telepresence in remote locations such as the Martian surface. Such fidelity can be largely 
improved to the extent that lower-level behaviors of human explorers can be captured and integrated into autonomous 
agents, so that only higher-level behaviors—with time scales comparable to communication intervals—require active human 
involvement. 

Programming these lower-level behaviors directly has proven costly and error-prone. Learning systems present an 
alternative, more flexible, and potentially more cost-effective approach to achieving integrated low-level autonomous 
capabilities. By observing human low-level behaviors under similar conditions, they can gradually anticipate certain classes 
of human actions under most circumstances, providing substantial savings in communication. This approach benefits from 
continuous, gradual improvement: initial behaviors can be developed based on simulations in local analog environments, 
then continually refined based on human input in the actual remote environment. The mechanical agent grows increasingly 
capable over time, always providing the ability to test the next stage of development before committing it to autonomous 
control. Confidence is improved by the fact that human operators and the remote agent work from precisely the same input 
data, to the extent feasible. Moreover, with sufficient robustness, any undesirable actions taken in exceptional circumstances 
can be reversed and corrected by human operators. 

I envision a cognitive robot capable of learning by observation some of the principal but relatively unsophisticated tasks 
associated with remote exploration, such as navigation, interest feature identification, and diagnostic feature inspection. 
Ideally, such an agent could be trained in inexpensive Earth-based simulations and then deployed to remote locations like 
the Martian surface, where its performance would improve over time. 

Part A: Topics of Fascination 

An agent like the one described above will draw upon three core areas of research: 

1. Knowledge Representation. Clearly the agent will require mechanisms for representing the behavior rules it has learned, 
but the main applications of well-developed representational schemes will lie in effectively managing the input data from its 
environment. A hierarchical ontology, likely containing several specialized elements, will be required to abstract visual and 
other sensory stimuli to a level providing appropriate inputs to decision algorithms. Due to the complexity of these elements 
of the system, I plan to avoid the complexities of real-world knowledge representation and develop decision algorithms 
based on data from "toy" examples. 
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2 Thomas Coffee 16.412J Problem Set #1 

2. Statistical Learning. The agent must be able to observe the behaviors of a human operator in an environment and 
develop decision strategies based on patterns extracted from this sample data. The agent must also be able to dynamically 
incorporate new sample data during its operations and incorporate new inferences into its strategic model. The complexity 
of the model should be optimally adjusted to the volume of training data available, and should be independently controllable 
by the method based on resource constraints. 

3. Probabilistic Reasoning. While arguably a component of statistical learning, I regard the agent's actual decision 
procedures as a somewhat distinct element of the system, which may be handled independently from the formulation of 
those procedures based on learning. The execution of these decision procedures will almost certainly require probabilistic 
inference, although the specific methods involved will depend upon the strategies produced by the learning framework. 

Part C: Making Your Cognitive Robot 

I regard statistical learning as the most fundamental element of the system described above, and most worthy of further 
investigation: by comparison, knowledge representations are more specific and complex, and probabilistic reasoning 
methods are better understood. This agent would ideally be able to perform uninformed pattern recognition— that is, without 
the aid of pre-defined model hypotheses— on behaviors exhibited by humans based on compatible input data streams. While 
the system may rely initially upon more fundamental models of various phenomena, behaviors specific to the exploration 
activities should be entirely learned, so that they can be dynamically modified with ease. For feasibility, the system should 
be able to identify and adapt its effective prioritization of available indicators in evolving its decision strategies. The 
method(s) used should be dynamically extensible as the training data set is enlarged. 

Part D: Researching a Critical Reasoning Method 

The primary motivations for algorithm selection will come from flexibility— the ability to recognize general patterns and 
estimate general functions— and feasibility— the ability to perform classification and decision-making using a compact 
strategic representation. Hence the general thrust of this effort will lie in searching for powerful generalizations of more 
elementary schemes (e.g., parameter decision trees constructed by ID3). This intuition motivates discussion of the following 
three papers from the recent literature: 

1. Weiss SM, Indurkhya N. 1995. Rule-based machine learning methods for functional prediction. Journal of Artificial 
Intelligence Research 3:383-403. 

The authors initially show how to generalize traditional discrete decision trees used for classification to regression trees used 
for functional estimation. Like decision trees, regression trees perform partitioning based on a disjunctive normal form 
strategy, which has advantages for clarity of knowledge organization and traceability to features. However, for pattern 
recognition applications, they propose a more general rule-based approach to regression, which eliminates the DNF 
constraint and can potentially find much more compact representations. This can be important for large spaces, and can 
potentially find rules with substantially clearer interpretations. Through a number of real-world examples, they show that 
rule-based regression algorithms using numerical optimization techniques can significantly outperform tree-based methods 
both in performance and speed. They also show how this approach can be effectively combined with partitioning and 
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3 Thomas Coffee 16.412J Problem Set #1 

nearest-neighbor methods (e.g., bounding pseudo-classes on the basis of a fixed neighborhood population) in order to 
improve performance still further. They also pursue sample storage compression enhancements with some success. 

The methods presented here move in the desired direction in terms of generalizing the approach to classification and 
estimation, and provide concrete algorithms and examples demonstrating their effectiveness in certain situations not unlike 
exploration behavior. However, the fundamental methodology still relies upon complete storage of training samples and a 
somewhat discretized pseudo-classification approach to pattern decomposition. That is, rule-based regression may not be 
general enough to provide the kind of dynamic adaptability and scaling to training data desirable in our agent. The other 
papers in this collection introduce and develop a more general approach based on "support vectors," which may provide a 
better high-level framework for our applications. 

2. Boser BE, Guyon IM, Vapnik VN. 1992. A training algorithm for optimal margin classifiers. In: Proceedings of the 
5th Annual ACM Workshop on Computational Learning Theory, Pittsburgh, PA. 144-152. 

These authors take a step beyond both tree-based and rule-based parametric decision methods by devising a method to 
effectively reparametrize the space of observations according to the most useful global indicators. That is, they construct a 
dynamically generated basis for the input space using "support vectors" optimally chosen to maximize the resolution of the 
boundary between decision classes. This provides significant improvement on traditional regression-based approaches, 
which tend to smooth over any atypical patterns as represented in the original input basis. Their training algorithm also 
grows dynamically with new input data, while incorporating many other linear and nonlinear methods as special cases. 
Moreover, the authors show how to construct a dual space representation (of reduced dimension) for the actual decision 
kernel, which allows the underlying quadratic optimization problem to be solved efficiently using standard numerical 
techniques. The authors demonstrate empirical performance on many classical pattern recognition problems (such as 
handwritten digit recognition) significantly exceeding other leading algorithms, in some cases even those with pre-defined 
task-specific models for those problems. 

This approach demonstrates both generality for uninformed pattern recognition and dynamic adaptation and scaling to 
enlarging training data sets that we desire for our agent. By comparison to the Weiss et al. paper, however, it still does not 
demonstrate applications to functional estimation as well as pattern recognition, which will also be a key element of the 
agent's exploratory behavior. For this further development, we turn to the last paper in this collection. 

3. Vapnik V, Golowich S, Smola A. 1997. Support Vector Method for Function Approximation, Regression Estimation, 
and Signal Processing. In: Neural Information Processing Systems, Vol. 9. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. 

In this paper, the authors extend the support vector method to three critical classes of applications: function approximation, 
regression estimation (the principal subject of Weiss et al.), and signal processing. The primary content of the paper consists 
of explicit mathematical algorithms for carrying out each of these tasks in a generalized fashion, but relatively simple 
example applications are demonstrated for each one, with sufficient realism to provide indicators about performance. The 
authors show in general how the reduced effective dimensionality of the support vector basis translates into lower 
complexity in all these areas; that is, complexity is driven by the desired complexity of the result rather than the complexity 
of the initial parametrization of the problem. Performance bounds are generally impressive, demonstrating feasibility for a 
wide range of problems. 
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4 Thomas Coffee 16.412J Problem Set #1 

Ultimately, it seems likely that our agent may be built upon a support vector machine architecture, which may or may not 
rely on some initial modeling knowledge, depending upon the simplicity of the "toy" environment chosen for development 
and testing. For explicitly discrete classes of problems, rule-based methods may yet be of some utility, since they generally 
afford simpler symbolic representations. 

Part E: A Simple Project for Your Cognitive Robot 

One potentially feasible project for developing this framework might pursue a specific two-dimensional visual task, using 
human training data captured by a PC-based input device (such as a mouse). To truly demonstrate the success of the 
architecture, the task should be sufficiently complex as to defy simple rule-based description, as might be encoded directly 
in software by a programmer well-versed in the activity. A plausible analogy with exploration tasks (navigation and/or 
feature recognition), such as locating a target, would be preferable though not essential. It might be beneficial for 
pre-defined agent models and sample training data to be produced by different people, so as to enforce the uninformed 
pattern recognition aspect of the problem. 
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16.412 Pset #1 
Shuonan Dong 
2/15/05 
 
Part A: Topics of Fascination 
1. Probabilistic reasoning  

 
When an autonomous agent is interacting with the real world, it is often the case that the 
environment is non-deterministic. This could occur if the agent is dealing with a dynamic 
environment, or if the agent needs to interact with human beings. In such situations, the 
agent may need probabilistic reasoning techniques to model the environment and make 
decisions. If the agent can make observations over time, then techniques such as hidden 
Markov models, Kalman filters, and dynamic Bayesian networks could be useful to make 
future predictions. Probabilistic reasoning techniques could be useful in applications such 
as speech recognition. 

 
2. Machine learning with incomplete data 

 
One possible attribute of an intelligent system is the capability to learn to make correct 
decisions based on available and possibly incomplete training data. It may require 
learning probability models such as Bayesian networks and making maximum probable 
hypotheses. Algorithms such as Markov chain Monte Carlo and expectation-
maximization, and models such as Kernel models and neural networks may be useful. 

 
3. Communicating, perceiving, and acting 

 
A robot that needs to interact with the environment must have a variety of methods of 
sensing and communication. Language recognition, tactile sensing, and visual image 
processing become critical for an interactive robot. In visual perception, object 
recognition, edge detection, contour mapping, and motion detection would be useful to 
study. 
 
 
Part B: Favored Cognitive Robot 
 
Current spacesuit development has been focused largely on the mechanical design, and 
little work has been done with respect to information interfacing with the astronaut. As a 
far-stretched idea, it may be useful for an astronaut to have immediate computer access 
within the spacesuit, where the information is projected onto the suit helmet. The controls 
to such a device could be voice-activated, or controlled by motion in the rest of the 
spacesuit. Imagine if an astronaut needed to get to a target ground feature that is not in 
plain view. S/he could pull up an archived aerial map of the area on the display, select an 
area on the display by simply moving his/her arm and finger in a circular motion, and the 
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computer would be able to acknowledge the selected feature and have the map generate 
an optimal safest path to the feature. The astronaut can then follow the path in real time 
toward the destination. 
 
In this complex system, I would like to focus on the motion control interface. If one has 
seen the Hollywood film Minority Report, or played video games with similar motion 
controls, then one has a good idea of how this interface is desired to work. Essentially the 
goal is that an astronaut can give commands by making some kind of gesture, since other 
forms of inputs (such as a keyboard) can be cumbersome or difficult to implement.  
 
The spacesuit would need to sense the motion of the user, filter the important input 
signals, recognize the command, and respond accordingly. To implement these functions, 
the system needs a motion sensing system to gather the input data, probabilistic reasoning 
techniques to filter the data, and pattern recognition capabilities to actually use the data. 
Figure 1 shows a flow diagram of how a user command is detected. 
 
 
 
 
 

Hand 
motion 

 

Command 
generation 

Pattern 
matching 

Filtered 
signal 

Signal 
detection 

 
 
Figure 1. Motion controlled interface breakdown 
 
 
Part C: Important Form of Reasoning 
 
It seems that a difficult aspect of pattern recognition in the case mentioned in Part B is 
the uncertainty in the pattern of motion that the agent must sort through. Once the agent 
decides on a set of possible patterns that a person is trying to convey, then the actual 
pattern matching step only deals with deterministic patterns and should be much easier. 
Therefore the machine’s ability for probabilistic reasoning should be the first issue to be 
addressed. 
 
Part D: Researching a Critical Reasoning Method 
 
On the topic of probabilistic reasoning, I have found a myriad of papers about Bayesian 
networks and various aspects of Markov Decision Processes. Having little initial 
knowledge on the relevance of these papers on my project goal, the following three 
papers were somewhat chosen at random from the Uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence 
Conference Proceedings. 
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1. Myers, J. W., Laskey, K. B., and Levitt, T. S., Learning Bayesian Networks from 
Incomplete Data with Stochastic Search Algorithms 

 
Current research in Bayesian networks generally assume complete data so that the 
Bayesian network problem can be reduced to learning the graph structure and parameters. 
However, problems arise when there is incomplete data because there are no closed form 
expressions for the scoring metric used to evaluate network structures. Some researchers 
have taken parametric approaches such as the expectation-maximizatino (EM) algorithm, 
but this method is prone to “getting stuck” on local optima. 
 
Myers et al. propose a stochastic search method to avoid the local optima problem. They 
use a combination of evolutionary algorithms (EA) and Markov chain Monte Carlo 
(MCMC) algorithms to create a new algorithm called the Evolutionary Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo (EMCMC) in order to learn Bayesian networks from incomplete data. 
 
The evolutionary algorithm is similar to the evolution processes that occur in nature. 
Evolutionary algorithms consist of “a population of individual solutions that are selected 
and modified in order to discover overall better solutions in the search space.”  
 
Initially, a population of solutions are selected, from which individuals are chosen based 
on how good a solution it provides. These individuals are genetically modified using the 
common genetic operators crossover and mutation. Thus evolutionary algorithms deal 
with incomplete data by “turning the incomplete data problem into a complete data 
problem by evolving the missing data and imputing these values into the data.” 
 
The Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm is often used to model systems that seek a 
minimal free energy state. The microstate of a system, or the state of a system’s atomic 
structure, has an associated energy, E(s). For a given microstate of a system, the 
equilibrium probability that minimizes free energy is given by the Boltzman distribution. 
Markov chains are useful because they can be designed to converge to a stationary 
distribution (such as Boltzman distribution), and from that point the convergent 
distribution is the only one necessary to predict occurrences in the future.  
 
Evolutionary algorithms “sample from modes of the distribution of interest.” “Markov 
chain Monte Carlo algorithms evolve to sample from the target stationary distribution.” 
Since EA improve fitness through exchanging information, “the same approach with 
MCMC will speed convergence by finding better fit solutions faster.” Empirical results 
show that the MCMC with adaptive mutation has a much faster rate of convergence than 
regular MCMC algorithm. 
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2. Flores, M. J., Gámez, J.A, and Olesen, K G., Incremental Compilation of Bayesian 
Networks 

 
Bayesian networks are usually compiled into a junction tree or a join tree (JT) before 
probability propagation is performed. The compilation process is usually performed as 
one unit, where the entire join tree is created from the Bayesian network. If the network 
gets modified, the whole tree needs to be recompiled. The authors of this paper have 
devised a method for incrementally compiling a Bayesian network so that it increases the 
efficiency and stability of the join tree. 
 
This paper was chosen because it may be useful to have the capability to deal with a 
more dynamic Bayesian network in an efficient way. Since the states of the environment 
that I will be dealing with in my project goal may not be completely determinable at the 
beginning, the generated Bayesian network may need to be modified through time, and 
thus it may be necessary to incrementally compile the network to a join tree. 
 
The paper provides algorithms for dealing with all the structural changes in a Bayesian 
network, including modification of the probability distribution for a variable, 
modification of the states of a variable, removing an arc, adding an arc, removing a node, 
and adding a node. It starts off by decomposing the Bayesian network into its maximum 
prime subgraphs (MPS), which contain minimal triangulation. Then these MPSs can be 
triangulated independently.  
 
The paper provides a clear set of algorithms for dealing with the steps for incremental 
compilation. Modifying potentials and the states of a variable generally leave the 
structure of the network the same, and thus can be simply updated in the join tree. When 
removing or adding an arc to the network, large changes could be made due to cycles in 
the network. Thus “it is beneficial to be able to identify the minimal part of the join tree 
that could be affected by the change and concentrate on a retriangulation of only that part. 
The removal or addition of a node can be performed by first removing or adding all the 
necessary arcs around the node, and then simply removing or adding the node itself. 
 
3. Dearden, R., Friedman, N., and Andre, D., Model Based Bayesian Exploration 
 
Reinforcement learning deals with the learning process of an agent in a dynamic 
environment, where the agent has the choice of exploring an untested set of actions or 
choosing a previously used set of actions that are known to be good (i.e. exploitation). 
Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) are useful frameworks to support reinforcement 
learning by enabling us to determine the actions that would maximize the expected future 
reward.  
 
It may be useful to create a model of the dynamics of the environment so that the 
expected values of actions in the environment can be easily determined. Modeling the 
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environment can aid the efficiency of computation because it reduces repetition of 
approximating value functions that measure the desirability of each environment state.  
 
The paper shows “how to maintain Bayesian belief states about MDPs” and “how to use 
the Bayesian belief state to choose actions in a way that balances exploration and 
exploitation. The paper was chosen because it provides a possible useful approach to 
reinforcement learning systems, which may be handy for my project. 
 
 
Part E: A Simple Project 
 
The complex system described in Part B can be toned down to a two-dimensional pattern 
matching problem. A user can make a motion using a mouse on a computer, and the goal 
of the agent is to learn this motion and correctly identify it as a certain command. The 
agent would need to filter out random motions of the mouse input to capture the 
important information. It then needs to build a library of the meanings of these motions, 
and after a period of training, be able to correctly identify the command.  
 
This project is feasible and challenging enough that there is a relatively high probability 
that I will pursue this project during this course. 
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Kaijen Hsiao


Part A: Topics of Fascination


1) I am primarily interested in SLAM. I plan to do my project on an 
application of SLAM, and thus I am interested not only in the method we 
learned about in class, but also the method outlined in the DP-SLAM 
reading on the course webpage. I only want to implement one method, but I 
need to know how both methods work so that I can figure out which is 
easiest/best to implement. I will probably want to do my advanced lecture 
on a SLAM algorithm. 

2) I am also interested in probabilistic roadmaps. We covered basic 
probabilistic roadmaps in class, which is something that I use in my own 
research, to control two simulated robotic arms. I am also interested in 
learning more about RRTs and MOPs, and would not mind doing an advanced 
lecture on a specific algorithm related to them. 

3) Finally, as a topic I am very interested in learning about in class 
that hasn't been covered, I am particularly interested in MDPs and POMDPs. 
I have learned about HMMs, but not about POMDPs, and the information in 
Russell and Norvig is woefully inadequate. 

Part D: Researching a Critical Reasoning Method 
Paper 1: Thrun, Sebastian."A probabilistic online mapping algorithm for 
teams of mobile robots." International Journal of Robotics Research, 
20(5):335-363, 2001.

 The SLAM algorithm we learned about in class (Leonard's method of 
using multiple overlapping submaps with Kalman filters) is useful when 
errors in your robot's motion can be accurately represented using a 
Gaussian. However, for robots with nonlinear, inaccurate motion, using a 
Gaussian to represent the robot pose can be a poor approximation. 
Instead, one can use particle filters, which represent the robot pose 
essentially with a cloud of possible poses. Instead of a mean and 
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covariance matrix, the uncertainty in the robot pose can be captured by 
recording a large set of 'particles' that each contains one possible robot 
pose. Each particle is weighted by the probability that the robot is 
actually in that pose based on the latest observation. At each time step, 
the particles are sampled according to their probabilities, and the motion 
model is used to extend them according to the new motion input (with 
randomly sampled error included). Thus, the particle cloud expands as the 
robot moves, but a good observation will weight only those particles that 
are likely correct with a high weight, causing the cloud to shrink again. 
This is also a good method to represent branching hypotheses; for 
instance, if the robot could likely be in one of two separate places, the 
standard Kalman filter method cannot represent this fact with a Gaussian.

 The idea of particle filters is the basis for a whole set of major 
SLAM algorithms, mostly developed by Sebastian Thrun. The reason I picked 
this paper is because, unlike later papers that all assume that you know 
all about particle filters and basic SLAM, it gives a coherent explanation 
that starts from the beginning. This includes what particle filters are, 
as well as how to do other low level details of the SLAM algorithm, such 
as how to compute the most likely robot pose given a map estimate (using 
gradient ascent), or how to represent the map as an occupancy grid whose 
squares reflect the probability that there is an obstacle there.

 The actual system discussed in this paper is somewhat primitive 
compared to later particle-filter-based SLAM algorithms. In summary: the 
robot uses a laser rangefinder, and the map is represented using an 
occupancy grid rather than landmarks. However, only the maximum 
likelihood map is kept track of, rather than multiple map hypotheses, as 
we will see in later papers. The system is able to close loops, but it 
does so in one lump adjustment using a lot of gradient ascent once a 
conflict is found. The paper also discusses mapping with multiple robots 
that can communicate with each other constantly (one robot is the 'team 
leader', and new robots must be able to localize themselves in the team 
leader's map, at which point they start adding to the map just as the 
first robot does) and 3-D structural and texture mapping (their robot gets 
a panoramic camera; the 3-D info is not used in SLAM in any way, the 3-D 
images are just built using the SLAM results).

 The algorithm used in this paper will probably not be used for my 
cognitive robot, but many of the low-level details from this paper will 
probably be used, and knowing this algorithm helps one to understand the 
algorithms in later papers. While it might be useful for multiple spy 
robots to be able to make the map together, it is not necessarily safe to 
assume that they can be in constant communication with each other. 
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Paper 2: M. Montemerlo, S. Thrun, D. Koller, and B. Wegbreit. "FastSLAM: A 
factored solution to the simultaneous localization and mapping problem." 
In Proceedings of the AAAI National Conference on Artificial Intelligence, 
Edmonton, Canada, 2002. AAAI.

 FastSLAM appears to be a well-known, much-used algorithm, which is 
why I chose this paper. As before, a laser rangefinder is used to collect 
data, and the algorithm is based on particle filters. Unlike the last 
paper, landmarks are used rather than occupancy maps. Also unlike the 
last paper, each particle contains not only the robot pose, but also a 
Gaussian for each landmark in the map. Thus, each particle records one 
hypothesis for the map, and these can diverge widely if need be, rather 
than relying only on the one maximally likely map as in the last paper. 
Despite estimating the full posterior distribution over both the robot 
pose and all the landmark locations, the computation time scales 
logarithmically with the number of landmarks in the map (O(M logK), where 
M is the number of particles and K is the number of landmarks). This is 
not quite as good as Leonard's submap algorithm's time complexity of O(1), 
but it appears to be quite sufficient for quite large maps (with 1 million 
landmarks) even with only 100 particles, and was just as accurate as 
Leonard's method on the locations tried.

 This paper also discusses the data association problem, which is 
the problem of deciding whether a landmark is the same as one you've seen 
before (and which one it is) or if it's a new one, which is another 
low-level detail not often covered in these papers.

 For my cognitive robot, I would use a particle-filter algorithm, 
but may or may not want to use landmarks (vs. an occupancy map). If I 
were to use landmarks, this is probably the algorithm to use. 

Paper 3: "DP-SLAM: Fast, Robust Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 
Without Predetermined Landmarks." Austin Eliazar and Ronald Parr, 18th 
International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (Acapulco, 
August 2003).

 This paper is on the reading list for the class, and thus it is 
the one I started with before realizing that I had no idea what particle 
filters were. However, after reading the first two papers (the algorithm 
in this paper is an extension of the work in the first two papers), it 
becomes much easier to understand.

 The algorithm in this paper combines features of the first two 
papers. Like FastSLAM, it represents the entire map with each particle, 
and can thus keep track of hundreds of candidate maps. However, unlike 
FastSLAM, and like the first paper, it uses an occupancy grid as its map 
representation. As before, a laser rangefinder is used to collect data. 
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The main idea is that it finds a way to make copying of particles feasible 
when each particle has to keep track of an entire occupancy grid. If each 
new particle just copied over the old map and changed it, it would take 
O(MP) time, where M is the size of the grid and P is the number of 
particles. Instead, the algorithm presented keeps a particle ancestry 
tree, so that each particle does not have to contain the entire map. Each 
square of the occupancy grid keeps a separate tree that keeps track of the 
IDs of every particle that has made changes to the occupancy of that 
square, along with their observations. Each particle keeps track of its 
ancestors, and thus when the particle wants to find the value of a grid 
square, it checks each of its ancestors to find the most recent change to 
that square. If nobody has changed that square, the occupancy of that 
square is unknown. 
The complexity of this algorithm can become somewhat bad (O(ADPlgP), where 
A is the area that the laser sweeps out, D is the depth of the ancestry 
tree, P is the number of particles, and M is the size of the occupancy 
grid), but in their experiments, the complexity was closer to 
A*lg(squared)P, which is < M. 
If I wanted to use an occupancy grid rather than landmarks for my 
cognitive robot, this is probably the algorithm I would use. 

Part E: A Simple Project For Your Cognitive Robot 
My cognitive robot was a tiny spy robot (think cockroach-bot), capable of 
slipping in through a crack in a building and autonomously mapping the 
place while detecting motion and trying to avoid being seen. Even though 
I would do my project in simulation, the full capabilities of such a robot 
would be too much to implement.

 Thus, here is a manageable project that embodies the salient 
features: a tiny simulated robot, driven by a human (to avoid having to 
develop a solid exploration function) to map the inside of a simulated 
building using either FastSLAM or DP-SLAM. Even ignoring the 
motion-detection-and-people-avoidance problem, this is already a 
significant project. This is because the tiny size of the robot requires 
the robot to do things a bit differently than most SLAM robots. The robot 
would have to be able to get over low thresholds and the like, and so a 
real-life tiny spy robot would probably have to be legged, likely giving 
it terrible odometry. (The simulated robot need not be legged; it just 
needs to approximate the movements of a legged robot.) 
While no tiny laser rangefinders are currently available, it is quite 
conceivable that a tiny laser rangefinder could be developed. This is 
because the laser itself is just a tiny diode; most of the mechanism of a 
laser rangefinder is for precisely aiming the laser. If a MEMS device 
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with tiny mirrors could be built to do that job, a laser rangefinder could 
be made that was tiny enough to fit on a tiny cockroach-bot. However, the 
robot would have to creep along walls to avoid being seen, rather than 
charging down the middle of large corridors, possibly complicating the 
typical problem of exploring corridors and rooms. 
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Jason Miller 
2/18/2005 
6.834J Problem Set #1 

Part A 

Fault detection and diagnosis: When operating in real-world environments, autonomous systems 
must be able to monitor themselves and react appropriately when a failure occurs. In some 
cases, the system may be able to work around the fault and continue.  In others, it is sufficient to 
avoid making the problem worse and await further instructions. In either case, the system must 
be able to use limited numbers of sensors (which may themselves be noisy or faulty) to 
determine, first, that something is wrong and, second, identify the specific fault that has 
occurred. Both of these things can be difficult, especially given limited computational resources 
and real-time constraints.  I would like to learn more about current techniques used to solve these 
problems in systems such as rovers and space probes. 

Detection and tracking of moving objects: In the version of SLAM presented in class, an 
assumption was made that the world was static, i.e. that any changes perceived by the sensors 
were a result of the robot’s actions. I would like to learn more about techniques that could 
remove this restriction and allow a robot to deal with other moving objects in the environment. 
These objects might be obstacles (like other cars on the road for a driving robot) or things to 
interact with (like other robots or the ball for soccer-playing robots).  The first problem is to 
separate moving objects from the static background, especially when the robot (and its sensors) 
may itself be moving.  The second problem is to track these objects and estimate their 
trajectories for purposes of avoiding, following or intercepting them. 

Face detection and recognition in computer vision: To interact naturally with humans, it is 
helpful for robots to be able to detect and recognize faces.  The first step is simply for the robot 
to recognize that it is looking at some face. This information can used to count or track people in 
its view since each person has exactly one face. In addition, a system such as an intelligent kiosk 
might want to know when a person is in front of it and looking in its direction. The movement of 
facial features can even be used to control aspects of a user interface. Even better than detecting 
that there is some person in a scene is the ability to recognize who that person is.  This is useful 
for surveillance or access control but can also allow a robot to customize its behavior to an 
individual. Both of these problems are complicated by the fact that, in the real world, people 
tend to move around and may not be looking directly into the camera. I would like to learn more 
about current techniques to identify and recognize faces, even when they are misaligned or 
partially obscured. Some of these techniques operate on still images while others use video to 
aggregate data from a variety of angles. 
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Part D 

R. Washington, “On-Board Real-Time State and Fault Identification for Rovers,” In Proceedings 
of the 2000 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation. 

This paper was selected because it describes a fault detection and identification system for a 
rover-type robot.  My robot would have appendages similar to what might be found on a rover 
and could therefore suffer similar types of failures. This system is based on the more traditional 
(than the next paper) techniques of Markov models and Kalman filters but attempts to fuse the 
two to reduce the computational burden of state estimation.  In my robot, this work could be used 
to detect faults in the appendages or drive system. 

The system presented is a hybrid of a discrete-state Markov model and a continuous state 
Kalman filter. In this context, the state space includes both normal states of the robot and states 
where one or more faults have occurred.  Thus, by estimating which state the robot is in, we 
determine both that a fault has occurred and identify which fault it is likely to be.  A Markov 
model is used to represent different global modes of rover operation (e.g. idle, driving, drilling).  
Different modes imply different “normal” versus “fault” behavior.  For example, sensor values 
indicating a high drive current may be normal in some modes but indicate a fault in others. The 
Markov model state is then used to set the parameters and state space for a Kalman filter.  The 
Kalman filter uses sensor data to estimate the continuous state within the Markov mode.  In this 
way the system prunes the state space that must be estimated by the Kalman filter. The 
estimated state from the Kalman filter is then propagated back to the Markov model in the form 
of a simulated “observation” matrix. 

However, when the system changes from one state in the Markov model to the next, it must carry 
over the continuous state to form the new initial conditions for the Kalman filter.  Therefore, 
different instances of the discrete states are actually made unique by the continuous state fed into 
them. This effectively increases the number of possible Markov model states and can lead to an 
explosion of model size.  Therefore, the system limits the number of Markov states to ensure that 
the computational complexity stays bounded.  This means that some improbable states will be 
lost and it is possible for the state update formula to return a null state. They claim that this 
problem has been addressed in previous work but do not explain it here. 

Based on their results, this system does a decent job detecting faults on a rover type robot and 
runs in a reasonable amount of time with limited computational resources.  However, the system 
requires a large number of Kalman filter parameters and seems to be very sensitive to their 
values. It would most likely require a large amount of data to be collected from various trials of 
the robot to properly establish these values. In addition, the limitation on the size of the Markov 
model limits the accuracy of the state estimations. While this is clearly a limitation, it also 
allows for a trade off between computation and accuracy. If more computational resources are 
available, the Markov model can be allowed to grow larger, increasing it’s accuracy. 
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V. Verma, G. Gordon, R. Simmons and S. Thrun, “Particle Filters for Rover Fault Diagnosis,” 
IEEE Robotics and Automation Magazine special issue on Human Centered Robotics and 
Dependability, June 2004. 

This paper was selected because it presents an alternative solution to the fault-monitoring and 
identification problem on rover-type robots.  It is based on a substantially different idea than the 
previous paper thereby broadening my view of the topic.  Again, the algorithms presented would 
be applicable to monitoring faults in the appendages or drive system. 

Most traditional techniques for fault detection (e.g. the first paper) attempt to approximate the 
problem that needs to be solved in order to reduce computational complexity.  In the previous 
paper, this took the form of limiting the size of the state space. This paper uses a technique 
called particle filtering to find an approximate solution to the complete, complex problem.  The 
basic idea behind particle filtering is to use a Monte Carlo technique to pull samples (“particles”) 
from the true solution. The distribution of the samples is then taken as an approximation of the 
true distribution. The main problem with particle filters is that a large numbers of particles must 
be drawn in order to accurately estimate the state when there are low probability states (e.g. fault 
states).  This tends to negate the advantage of using particle filters in the first place. 

This paper presents three techniques which allow particle filters to accurately model low 
probability states using fewer particles. The first technique assigns a risk factor to different 
states and uses it to influence the choice of particles. Fault states, which are usually low-
probability but high risk to the mission, get a higher risk factor and are therefore more likely to 
be sampled. This helps to ensure that potentially serious faults will not be over-looked, even 
when using relatively small numbers of particles. The second technique groups together multiple 
fault states that have similar symptoms (like wheel failures) and treats them as a single state 
which now has a higher probability. If this merged state begins to become more probable (i.e. it 
appears that one of the faults in the grouping has occurred) it can be decomposed into individual 
states to find the exact fault. The third technique incorporates sensor data into the choice of 
particles, thereby making it more likely that states which explain those data will be sampled. 

Using these techniques the authors demonstrate impressive accuracy using relatively small 
numbers of particles. However, they do not provide data on the actual amount of computation 
required to implement their system so it is difficult to compare it directly to the results from the 
previous paper. 

J.L. Bresina and R. Washington, “Robustness via Run-time Adaptation of Contingent Plans,” 
Proceedings of the AAAI-2001 Spring Syposium: Robust Autonomy. Stanford, CA. 

This paper was selected to help answer the question of what happens after a fault is detected.  
The authors describe a command language and execution environment which allows for plans to 
be dynamically altered in response to failures or new opportunities without requiring a full-
blown re-planning.  It is especially useful in environments like the current Mars rovers where the 
robot is not capable of doing its own planning to begin with. 
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In this system, it is assumed that the robot receives a plan from an external source and then 
operates autonomously until its next scheduled plan upload.  With existing technology, if the 
robot experiences a failure and cannot complete its plan, it will sit idle until it can receive 
instructions. Using the system proposed here, the uploaded plan would include alternate plans 
that could be executed if the robot detects that conditions were not as expected. This could allow 
a rover to try alternate techniques to achieve its goals or even switch to different goals if it 
encounters a difficulty with the original plan. 

Two core techniques are presented, plan step skipping and alternate plan merging. Using plan 
step skipping, the robot would be able to skip over portions of the plan which are no longer 
reasonable and continue on with the rest of the plan, thereby achieving at least some of its 
original goals. For example, if a plan included taking several types of measurements but of the 
instruments had a failure, the other measurements could still be performed. Using plan merging, 
the robot would able to splice in a plan fragment either by inserting it between plan steps or 
replacing existing ones. This could allow the robot to retry an action which has failed, perform 
alternate actions if it continues to fail or perform extra actions if resources permit. The key to 
making this work it to assign utilities to different portions of the plan and the alternate plan 
fragments. Each plan step also includes conditions which must be met for the step to be 
executed. If the robot finds that a step cannot be executed, it can consider skipping steps or 
merging alternate plans to find the new plan with the highest expected utility. 

This paper is an interesting extension to the status quo for rover control. It allows rovers to 
execute complex alternate plans by simply recalculating utility functions.  While the resulting 
plans are more limited than you would get from a complete replanning, the reduced 
computational complexity makes it a good solution where computational resources on the robot 
are extremely limited. 

Part E 

The robot proposed in part B would be a very ambitious project.  I believe that a manageable 
alternative would be to design one or two appendages, model them in a simulation and 
implement a fault detection system for those appendages. Since I would not have an actual 
robot, I would have to simulate failures and sensor noise. I could create a library of motion plans 
for the appendages by hand rather than implementing a planner. 

I’d say the chances of my pursuing this project are about 40% but I would still like to pursue a 
project having something to do with fault detection and replanning. 
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Course 16.412- Cognitive Robotics   Henry Lefebvre de Plinval-Salgues 
PS #1 
 
 
 
 

Part A 
 
I am fascinated with the following topics: 
 
*Path Planning:  
I am interested in learning answers to the following questions:  
How to plan a shortest / fastest / cheapest path in a known map to reach a goal ? How to 
include constraints, like moutains / threats ? How to deal with unpredictable threats ? 
How to make a smooth path from a coarse path (for instance drawn by a human being as 
a draft) ?  
 
*SLAM 
How to build a map of the robot’s environment while locating itself on it ? Which 
strategy for team of robots performing SLAM (like: half of them moving, the rest 
remaining as landmarks, etc) ? 
 
*Voice & Vision 
I am fascinated with the idea of a robot being able to interpret its vision / noise 
environment. I would like to learn more about how a robot can  deduce from a snapshot 
of its environment the things that are actually surrounding it. I would like to learn more 
about the strategies to identify a known object when it is hidden or seen from another 
point of view. I would like to learn how the voice recognition softwares work. 
 
 
 

Part B 
 

Basically, I am fascinated with intelligent systems related with aeronautics and 
space. 

 
My dream scenario could be: a group of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (planes or 

helicopters), performing a rescue in a moutainous area.  
The UAVs would have to plan a path to find the people they are looking for: in 

some scenario, they can have a precise position (through GPS safety device for instance), 
but in some others, they would have to set a strategy to scan the whole area methodically. 

They would have in some missions a precise knowledge of the position of the 
obstacles, and in some others no knowledge. In the later case, they would have to perform 
SLAM. In both cases, they should be able to include to their map new obstacles not 
mentionned before. 
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They should cooperate together to broadcast data about obstacles, people to 
rescue, area already scanned, and might need each others to perform the rescue. 

They may also be able to understand new orders given by human beings 
coordinating their action from Headquarters. 

They would also ideally include some vocal recognition software to understand 
the people they are saving (if they have for instance a special need, or if their legs are 
broken and some special care is to be taken), and also a psychological software to take 
care of the people possibly shocked by their trial. 
 
Architecture Diagram: 
 

 
 
 
 

Another idea could be a group of military UAVs having a target and cooperating 
to attack them at the very same time, while avoiding threats (known or pops-up).  
 
 
 

Part C 
 

The most important reasoning capability is the path planning part. 
 Indeed, the very first thing that we ask our UAVs to do is to find the peope. 
 This capability consists of being able to set a path, either to the known position of 
the people to rescue, or to methodically scan the whole area. In both cases, the UAVs 
need to be as fast as possible, while taking the obstacles into account. Some new 
obstacles may appear, since their map may be incomplete. 
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 Another dimension of this capability is the cooperation within the team, although 
I don’t see if it is too ambitious for this project. The UAVs should be able to broadcast 
their new knowledge about obstacles, areas already scanned, position of the people… 
They also need to avoid collision with each other. 
 
 
 
 

Part D 
 

Paper 1 
 
Title 
Experimental Demonstration of Multiple Robot Cooperative Target Intercept, T W 
McLain, R W Beard, J M Kelsey 
 
Why I chose this paper 
I chose this paper because it deals with path planning for a team of robots cooperating to 
attack several targets at the very same time. This topic is obviously close to my project in 
that it implements path planning for a team of robot. Moreover, the constraints in this 
paper are close to those in my project: threats here are similar to the presence of 
mountains in my projects. Pop-up threats are similar to mountain not present on the 
robots’s map.  
 
Major contributions 
Its major contribution is to show an experimental demonstration of the concept. The 
robots achieve to plan their path in cooperation so as to reach the targets at the same time. 
The paper present a method to write the goal in a way that makes the decentralization 
easy. It presents also a way to generate kinematically acceptable paths. 
 
Strengths
The paper presents a decentralized control strategy for the team to reach the targets 
together. It presents a method to generate trajectory according to the kinematic 
constraints. It shows the success of experiments made on those principles. 
 
Weaknesses  
The control strategy is not explained very well. 
 
Relationship with the system I want to implement 
In this paper, a team of robots plan their paths to targets they want to reach at the very 
same time. In my project, I will also work on path planning, and, if possible, also for a 
team of robots.  The threats that the robots in this paper want to avoid are similar to the 
mountains my robots will avoid. 
 
 

Paper 2 
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Title 
Probabilistic Path Planning for UAVs, A Dogan 
 
Why I chose this paper  
This paper presents a probabilistic approach to path planning, which I find interesting. It 
also presents a smart way of making the trade-off between the length of the path and the 
probability to be shot down by the threats. 
 
Major contributions
This paper presents a new probabilistic approach to path planning for a team of UAVs. 
It makes such a parametrization of the problem that the user can easily make a trade-off 
between his desire for a short path and his frighten of the threats. 
 
Strengths
The approach being probabilistic, it can be used in the same way for pop-up threats, 
without changing anything. 
 
Weaknesses  
The method presented does not avoid limit cycle in the paths. Even though it detects 
them, it is too late. 
Also, the local minimization method does not provide an optimal path. 
 
Relationship with paper1 
This paper covers another aspects of my project: it deals more with the way of 
representing the constraints / threats. Also, it is for a single robot, not for a team as paper 
1. 
 
Relationship with the system I want to implement 
I am interested in the idea of using a probabilistic description of the moutains. In my 
project, the robots may have or not a map. In any case, this map is not perfect, so a 
probabilistic description may fit well with my goal. 
 
 

Paper 3 
 
Title 
Applying Kinodynamic Randomized Motion Planning with a Dynamic Priority System to 
Multi-Robot Space Systems, C M Clark, T Bretl, S Rock 
 
Why I chose this paper  
In this paper, a new dynamic priority system is presented. Thanks to it, the robots whose 
environment is the most crowded has the highest priority to plan its path. 
 
Major contributions
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This paper shows a new method to avoid collision: instead of the static priority system 
existing before, it presents a dynamic priority system, where the robots whose 
environments are the most crowded can decide their paths before others. 
 
Strengths
Thanks to the algorithm presented in this paper, a large team of robots can perform path 
planning while avoiding collisions, by setting cleverly the priorities between the various 
robots. 
 
Weaknesses
No special weakness noted. 
 
Relationship with papers 1 and 2 
This paper is more interested in collision avoiding, while paper 1 deals with cooperation 
to reach the goals at the same time. Paper 2 dealt with a probabilistic representation of the 
constraints. 
 
Relationship with the system I want to implement 
In the system I want to implement, I need a strategy to set the priorities in the team of 
robots. For instance, if the position of the people to rescue is unknown, they have to 
cooperate, in a certain priority order, to scan the whole area. 
 
 
 
 
 

Part E 
 

For my project, I would like to design an intelligent code for UAVs trying to 
rescue people lost in mountains, while avoiding obstacles. 

There are various levels in this project, which I could do depending on how hard 
they are: 
-at a first level, one helicopter (here a point with basic kinematic restrictions) planning 
the fastest path to reach a known goal, in a known moutainous environment. 
-adding unknown threats. 
-having the goal uncertain / completely unknown. 
-adding other helicopters to cooperate (share map updates / people position updates / 
threats knowledge updates). 
-adding helicopter-like behaviour for the motion / adding fuel constraints. 
-adding altitude changes. 
-multiple people to save. 
-being as far as possible reachable by radio from the base. 
 

I guess I could do the 3~4 first points. However, I do not know how ambitious it 
is. 
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 I will actually pursue this project, or maybe do something slightly different and 
still related with Aeronautics/Space (for instance a team of UAVs attacking a 
target/several targets in ennemy territory). However, again, I do not know what is 
interesting or not, ambitious or not in this project. 
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16.412J - Cognitive Robotics 
 

Problem Set #1 
 

Jeremie Pouly 
 
 
 
Part A: 
 
The three topics in reasoning applied to embedded systems I would like to learn more 
about are the following. The first two are related to the project I would like to pursue, and 
the third one to something I already partially study and that is a real key issue for 
incoming space exploration. 
 
• Search algorithms: I don’t know much about this topic which is the most important 

for chess players. Today’s computers allow us to do amazing calculations and to 
explore tons of possibilities in very short times, and it is easy to forget that for even 
pretty simple real-life problems, the pool of answers in so huge that we can’t just 
explore everything. The real issue when we want to solve a problem is not the 
capability of the computer to theoretically solve it, but rather the time it needs to 
solve it. Indeed if it will need six months to find an answer, it can be useless since the 
problem itself could change during these six months. This is even truer for potentially 
infinite problems such as what a chess player should play in a certain chessboard 
configuration. Most of the time there won’t be any solutions that will lead to victory 
whatever the human player choose to play (100% probability victory). In such cases 
we have to decide when to stop the algorithm searching for the best move, knowing 
that it could be a potentially better move that has not been found yet. As the limit is 
usually given by the calculation time – actually it is the deepness of the search but 
this is chosen functioned of the calculation time – the real challenge is to find faster 
search algorithms. Thus the level of a chess player is firstly given by the search 
algorithm that it uses. 

 
• Machine learning: by that I mean the ability of a computer program to evaluate from 

its original state to improve its performance. This is also a real issue in robotics and 
any AI system. Theoretically I believe that if we can develop a good enough learning 
process, we will be able to create human-like robot able to grow up from “childhood-
like state” to adult state and that will really be unique and autonomous as we are. As 
far as current interest, I would like to learn more about this topic because this is the 
real essence of AI and robots. If we are to send robots on Mars, it would be a real 
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improvement if those could act more by themselves and not wait all the time for the 
eight minutes communication delay with Earth. However as we don’t really know the 
Martian environment, this could only succeed if the robots are able to learn alone 
from what they see and touch. Closer to my project, it can be useful to develop a 
chess player that can improved itself by playing against the same group of human and 
even against humans in general (for I think humans in general – with the exception of 
world champions – tend to play according to a certain scheme). It could allow the AI 
chess player to define its own heuristic process that will lead it to victory. 

 
• Communication with humans: Future space exploration should involve human / 

robot cooperation since one day we will be bored to send only robots and we will like 
to bring the space exploration to another level, and because, at the same time, it’s 
cheaper and safer to send robots than humans. Then if we want to use both robots and 
humans in cooperation, we must find a way for them to communicate while carrying 
a mission on Mars for example. The robots are currently seen as “extra-hands” for the 
astronauts, therefore they must be able to understand the orders and request the 
humans will tell them. This is the first part of communication and I already worked 
on this problem of voice recognition. I coded a Matlab program able to recognize a 
small dictionary based on voice characteristics. But at the same time robots should be 
able to address concerns, warning or simple answers to the astronauts: we would 
largely improve the cooperation if communication could go both ways. I would be 
glad to conceive a robot able to discuss with humans, play trivia or tell jokes and 
stories in a pretty fluent language – even limited to certain fields. 

 
 
Part D: 
 
I chose three papers on computer chess player dealing with both learning and search 
algorithms as it is the foundation of the AI that I will use. My last paper is not directly 
related to what I will do during my project, but is rather an opening to show what we can 
do with AI chess player beside only play normal chess. 
 
 
“An Evolutionary Approach for the Tuning of a Chess Evaluation Function using 
Population Dynamics”. Graham Kendall, Glenn Whitwell. 
 
I chose this paper because it explains how to use computers real power, which is to be 
able to do the same thing hundreds of time in a really short time with no error, to find the 
best chess evaluation function. It has the advantage of giving an optimal evaluation 
function with a rather low cost. I also chose this article because it shows that even light 
modifications to the base of the chess player, like the weighing of the pieces, can really 
change the way the AI plays. 
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The paper presents how to use machine learning in order to find the optimal evaluation 
function just by comparison between all the possibilities. Instead of imposing a certain 
weighing to the evaluation function, the idea of the article is to use machine learning 
techniques to allow the computer to choose the best estimate of the optimal evaluation 
function within a random population. The algorithm first step is to generate the random 
population of evaluation function candidates. Then the members of the population 
compete against each other, to find out which one is the more efficient. When a candidate 
looses a game, it is discarded from the pool and a clone of the winning candidate is added 
to the population instead, in order to accelerate the convergence, until there is only one 
member left in the population. The authors point out that if we apply just a naïve method 
like that, we might end up with the best estimate of the optimal evaluation function 
within the population, but this may still be far from the optimal itself. In order to reach 
this objective, they present another way to replace the discarded candidates by a 
crossover evaluation function child of the two parents with weightings which depends 
upon the result of the game and the standard deviation of the parents’ parameters. This 
allows us to find a final function, toward which the population is converging, closer from 
the optimal evaluation function. If the initial repartition of the population was fair 
enough, we will hopefully find the optimal itself. The final evaluation function that 
comes up at the end of this algorithm is then tested successfully against a commercial 
chess program which proves the efficiency of the method. 
What I liked in this article is the idea that a simple algorithm can lead to a great 
improvement of the chess player. Indeed both the original idea to optimize the evaluation 
function and the way to do it are at the same time simple and smart and the results are 
great. On the other hand, there are maybe some points that need more explanations like 
the fact that the members of the population compete only against some other members 
and not all of them. Maybe one kind of weighting might be efficient against another one 
but worse in average… At the same time this is only validate for three moves ahead, 
which is pretty low for computer chess and one can think that it could for example help 
the bishops against the knights since the latter needs more moves to be efficient. 
Compare to the two other papers, this article is like a first step as it chooses the 
coefficients that will be used in the search algorithm. It is therefore needed if we want the 
search to be efficient and it must be done before trying to improve the search itself. 
It will apply this method to my chess player because it leads straight forward to the 
optimal evaluation function for the search algorithm. 
 
“New Advance in Alpha-Beta Searching”. Jonathan Scaeffer, Aske Plaat. 
 
I chose this article because it describes the core of any computer chess player: the alpha-
beta searching. Indeed most chess players use this pretty simple and brute algorithm. I 
found the paper interesting because it states how this algorithm works, what are its 
strengths and it weaknesses, and above all what can be done to improve it despite the 
years of researches already spent on it. 
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After recalling the importance of the Alpha-Beta algorithm in game tree search, the paper 
summarizes its evolution from the earlier version to the actual one. It points out four 
improvements that have already been done and then presents three new enhancements. 
The first four modifications that has been done is the use of transposition tables to reduce 
the complexity of the tree by recognizing previously visited nodes (cutoffs), and buy 
calculation time with memory resources. Then move ordering can maximize cutoffs 
effectiveness (using a transposition table) if we sort the moves at each nodes in a best-to-
worst order instead of a depth order. The heuristic choice of the search window at the 
beginning of the search also helps a lot to eliminate many nodes that with a certain level 
of confidence shouldn’t lead to the best solution. And finally, we can save resources 
using a variable search depth that allocates more resources to the promising nodes and 
leaves aside the weaken ones. The paper then proposes three new enhancements to the 
current version of the Alpha-Beta search used for computer chess. The first idea is useful 
if the search algorithm ends in a fail low - the value of the first move is less than the 
search window - because of an unlucky guess of the search window. The authors propose 
to restart the algorithm using the transposition table to seed a new search which seems to 
improve the quality of the search even if it is hard to evaluate the real value of the 
improvement. The second idea helps to narrow the search window with a guessing of the 
values that we should obtain at the end of the algorithm so that the calculations time is a 
lot smaller. It uses the evaluation function score from previous iterations, according to the 
MTD algorithm, which improves the algorithm by 9%. Finally the last enhancement is an 
attempt to maximize the benefits of the transposition table by doing additional lookups 
after cutoffs. This is called the Enhanced Transposition Cutoffs and it leads to a reduction 
of the search tree by 28%. The results are illustrated with experiments comparing current 
computer chess player with specific one that present these new enhancements and it 
appears that with the three new ideas presented in this article we may be able to reduce 
the search effort in chess by 35%. 
The strengths of this paper are all the tricks it gives to improve the Alpha-Beta search – 
both the old and the new ones – but at the same time this looks a little bit like a laundry 
list. Indeed, there is no link between the tricks and the theoretical justifications are often 
dark. They seem to present empirical process that the reader has to believe rather than 
theoretical analysis. 
This paper is dealing with the main aspect of the chess player which is the search 
algorithm and it is the continuation of the first paper in a sense that it finds some tricks to 
improve the search algorithm using the evaluation function designed in the first paper. 
In my project, the results presented in this paper will be very useful because it will allow 
me to improve the efficiency of the Alpha-Beta search in order to construct deeper trees 
with less time resources. 
 
“Information-Theoretic Advisors in Invisible Chess”. Bud, Albrecht, Nicholson, 
Zukerman. 
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This article is a little bit different from the two first one because it won’t be useful 
directly for my project. However it gives a good idea on how to use chess as a test for 
decision making strategy in complicated real-life problems. I am really interested in chess 
player by themselves because it is fun to apply my computer science knowledge on a 
game, but at the same time I am also interested in creating a pseudo-AI able to play chess 
because it is the first step to develop more powerful AI for real-life robots. This paper is 
therefore really appropriated since it shows how we could use chess as a test for real-
world strategic situations. 
If games have some properties of real-world situations the main difference between chess 
and most of the real life problems is the level of uncertainty. Indeed, whereas real-life is 
full of uncertainty, chess are known to be one of the only games with no uncertainty at 
all. Therefore, in order to use chess as a test-bed for real-world problems, the article 
introduces the concept of invisible chess. This is basically a normal chess game except 
that each player has a certain number of pieces that his opponents can’t see. This is 
interesting because by choosing the number of pieces that are unknown, we can change 
the degree of uncertainty of the game – to match real-world situation – and as it is still 
chess we can keep a high strategic level. Since each player can’t see some pieces of the 
other player, if we were to use only normal chess trees to find the best move, there would 
be a combinatorial explosion. The authors propose to counterbalance the new strategic 
complexity of invisible chess by adding an Information Theoretic Advisor to the Strategic 
Advisor. Indeed the early results – tests using only the strategic advisor – tend to show 
that the player with more information about the game will win more often, which seems 
pretty obvious. We can therefore increase the chances of success by using a weighed 
combination of the two kinds of advisor. According to the results presented in the 
articles, the efficiency of the algorithm is better if we use a combination of the two 
advisors; however, if the weightings are too much in favor of one advisor the results 
become quickly worse. 
Thus this paper proves that we can use chess to demonstrate results about more 
complicated problems closer to real-world situations. I liked this idea of using chess as a 
demonstration field for something (uncertainty in this article) that has nothing to do with 
this game, because it illustrates why chess has been such an important step in AI 
development. However, the paper misses some details about the strategic advisor they 
used and what could be the applications in real-world situations of these results. 
Moreover, I think that more experimental data on the advisors, with maybe more that 
only three ratios for the relative influence of the advisors could have brought interesting 
subtle differences in the results. 
This paper is like an opening after the two first articles, showing that we can test with 
chess more that only strategic issues. This is the main reason why I chose it. 
This paper won’t really help me in my project, but it could help me after my project if I 
want to use what I did in another context. 
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Part E: 
 
During the last third of the class I would like to conceive a chess player applying 
improved search algorithms – based on my computer knowledge – and heuristic 
processes – based on my chess experience. I would also like to include machine learning 
to have the AI improving its level with games. This project could be done by a group of 
students designing the core of the AI together, but each developing his own version of the 
chess player so that we can have them play against each other at the end of the term to 
see the relative efficiency of the heuristic processes. 
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
 

16.412J/6.834J Cognitive Robotics 
  

Problem Set #1   Due: in class Wed, 2/16/05   

Background 
 
The purpose of this problem set is two fold.  First it will help me to get a 
sense of the kinds of cognitive robots that you are particularly interested in, 
and the types of reasoning methods you would like to learn more about.  
Second, it will help you to start thinking about the topic you would like to 
present in your advanced lecture, to think about the project you would like to 
pursue, and to think about the advanced reasoning methods you will want to 
learn in order to support these two objectives. 
  
Note that parts B-E do not commit you to a final project; they are thought 
exercises.  You will have the first third of the course to think much more 
about your project.  The purpose of this question is to get you thinking from 
day one about what you would like to accomplish in this course, and to keep 
this in mind as you attend future lectures. 
 
Finally, for this exercise please go the extra mile.  I expect you to push your 
thinking, creativity, and literature investigation beyond what is obvious.  
This is a prerequisite to do well in this course. 

Submitting Your Problem Set   
 
Please turn in a hardcopy of your problem set at lecture on the due date.  In 
addition, in order to help you pick partners for your advanced lecture and for 
your final project, we will be posting your answers to parts A, D and E on 
the class web page.  
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Part A: Topics of Fascination 
 
Please list three topics in reasoning applied to robotics or embedded systems 
that you would like to learn more about.  Please write at least a paragraph for 
each topic, being as specific and as current as possible.  To familiarize your 
self with the major topics of reasoning, you can review an Artificial 
Intelligence text book, such as Artificial Intelligence a Modern Approach, by 
Russell and Norvig, and by looking at the beginning and ends of the 
chapters.  Next use the web to explore advanced aspects of these topics in 
further detail.  You might want to try sites like www.aaai.org, which 
includes an archive of AI topics, or the online journal, www.jair.org. These 
are just a few of the online resources available.  You might also want to use 
the web to follow the trail of some of the authors referenced by Russell and 
Norvig.  Most authors post their papers on the web. 

Part B: Your Cognitive Robot 
 
Describe your dream scenario for a cognitive robot that you would like to 
invent.  It could be anything that strikes your fancy.  For example, it could 
be a colony of rovers exploring Mars, an intelligent kitchen that is expert in 
the culinary arts, a micro robot navigating space station, a nano-tech mouse 
trap, a high tech Shakespearean theatre, or some other clever device.  
Describe what the system is and scenarios in which it would act 
intelligently. Next describe the basic, top-level functions that the system 
performs.  Finally, describe the different reasoning capabilities that the robot 
will require in order to provide these functions.  Include a description of 
each capability and a software architecture diagram for how these functions 
are combined together. 

Part C: Making your Cognitive Robot 
 
Pick one form of reasoning that you feel is the most important for making 
your system act capably.  Argue why this aspect is of particular importance. 
Describe this capability as precisely as you can. 
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Part D: Researching a Critical Reasoning Method 
 
Explore this form of reasoning in greater detail.  Identify three papers on this 
topic that were published within the last five years.  In addition to the web, I 
suggest you familiarize yourself with the LCS (Lab for Computer Science) 
Reading room. There should be a range of journals and conference 
proceedings, such as the journal of machine learning, artificial 
intelligence journal (AIJ), journal of artificial intelligence research (JAIR), 
the national conference on artificial intelligence (AAAI), international 
joint conference on artificial intelligence (IJCAI), European conference 
of artificial intelligence (ECAI), international conference on automated 
planning and scheduling (ICAPS/AIPS), conference on reasoning about 
uncertainty in AI (UAI), conference on neural information processing 
systems (NIPS), internationals conference on multi-agent systems (ICMAS), 
conference on autonomous agents, and a host of others. 
 
Write a brief critique (~ 1 typed page per paper) of the three papers.  For 
each paper include why you selected the paper, summarize its major 
contributions, strengths and weaknesses, describe its relationship to the other 
two papers, and describe how it applies to the cognitive robotic system that 
you proposed in part B. 

 

Part E: A Simple Project For Your Cognitive Robot 
  
Describe a manageable project that you might pursue during the last third of 
the semester.  This project should embody the salient features of the 
embedded system described in Part B, and should demonstrate the reasoning 
capability in Part C.   
 
The project proposed in this part does not need to be the final project that 
you will pursue in the course; this is your choice.  However, the purpose of 
this problem set is to get you thinking about your final project from the start, 
hence I encourage you to pick something that you consider to be close.  
Please be as detailed as possible in your project description.  Your effort 
here will help you to focus your efforts during the remainder of the semester. 
  
Finally, please indicate the likelihood that you will actually pursue this 
project during this course. 
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
 

16.412J/6.834J Cognitive Robotics 
 
 
Problem Set #2        Due: in class Wed, 3/9/05 
 
Background 
 
In order for cognitive robots to act responsively, intelligently and safely within the real 
world, they must be able to reason at lightening speeds.  Towards this end, performance 
evaluation of novel reasoning algorithms is used as an important measure of progress.   In 
particular, an important requirement for any publication of a novel algorithm is a careful 
performance analysis compared to the state of the art.  Likewise, many reasoning 
disciplines have developed the practice of publishing survey evaluation articles or by 
running competitions, such as the AI Planning competition, to evaluate performance.  
These evaluations are facilitated by sets of common benchmarks, many of which are 
publicly available over the web.   
 
In these evaluations a number of performance metrics are used, depending on the 
properties of the algorithms.  However, the most common are speed and memory usage.  
Whenever possible, processor independent metrics are used for evaluation.  For example, 
the speed of a suite of systematic search algorithms might be measured in terms of the 
number of search nodes expanded, and memory in terms of the maximum number of 
search nodes placed on the search queue at any point in time.  In other cases, the 
algorithms being compared are sufficiently different that the actual processor speed and 
memory usage are the only common denominators.  To gain insight, performance is often 
measured as a function of a range of parameters that summarize certain characteristics of 
the problem being solved.  For example, for constraint satisfaction problems, a common 
parameter is the ratio of constraints to number of variables that appear in the problem. 
 
Objective 
 
A recently emerging category of reasoning algorithm that has not been well characterized 
is the set of algorithms for solving finite domain constraint optimization problems (COP) 
– in particular valued constraint satisfaction problems (valued CSPs) and optimal CSPs.  
The objective of this problem set is for the class to collectively evaluate a set of three 
representative algorithms from this category, and to assemble a survey article of the 
results.  The three algorithms to be evaluated are: 
  

Algorithm A: Conflict directed A* Search 
Algorithm B: Branch-and-bound using Russian Doll Search 
Algorithm C: Decomposition and Dynamic Programming 
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Provided below are descriptions of the algorithm variants that we are asking you to 
evaluate, and relevant references for those algorithms.  Each algorithm is to be evaluated 
against a set of benchmarks provided below.  These benchmarks include both randomly 
generated and real world problems of varying levels of complexity. 
 
Logistics 
 
Each of you will be responsible for implementing one (and only one) of the algorithms, 
(A, B or C), which you will do together with a partner, unless you choose to implement 
the algorithm alone.  Each team will then work with one other team to write up an 
evaluation of the relative performance of the two algorithms on the common benchmarks. 
 
Please choose a partner with whom you want to work with, in order to implement one of 
the three algorithms (A, B, or C).   We plan to have roughly two teams implement each 
algorithm, and will make the assignment of algorithms to teams next Wednesday (Feb 
23rd).  In class next week we will ask you to provide us the name of your partner and any 
preference you have of the algorithm you implement.  Please review the material below 
and the references provided to help you to make your decision.   
 
For the implementation, you are free to choose your favorite programming language. For 
one of the algorithms, Algorithm A, we provide a software component that is written in 
C/C++.  Hence those teams responsible for Algorithm A will need to be familiar with 
C/C++ and/or interfacing to C++. 
 
In order to compare the relative performance of the algorithms, we will form “super-
teams,” by pairing each team working on an algorithm (e.g., A) with another team 
working on a different algorithm (e.g., B).   
 
Algorithm Evaluation 
 
Each team of two students should evaluate its implementation on each of the example 
problems described at the end of this document.  Note that it may not be possible to solve 
every example problem with your algorithm.  For each example that your approach could 
solve, indicate the value of the optimal solution, the required run-time and memory 
usage.  In addition to absolute processor time and memory usage, please come up with 
processor independent measures of performance (e.g., in terms of search tree nodes) and 
report your algorithm’s performance in terms of those units.  For each example that could 
not be solved by your implementation, indicate whether the program ran out of time or 
ran out of memory.  You may terminate the program on any example that takes more than 
10 minutes (600 seconds) to solve. 
 
Each “super-team” will write up an evaluation comparing their two algorithms against 
each other (e.g., A vs. B). 
 
Materials Submitted on Due Date 
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On the due date, each super-team (that is, group of four students) should submit to the 
course secretary, Brian O’ Conaill , a hardcopy report, and an 
electronic version of the report, according to the guidelines specified below. 
 
In addition, each super-team should submit an electronic copy of the implementation of 
their two algorithms, including a short summary of how to run the algorithms. 
 
Content of Your Reports  
 
Each super-team should submit one report.  Your report should include a pedagogical 
description of each algorithm implemented, including a simple walked through example 
for illustration.  This should be followed by an analysis of your benchmark results of the 
two algorithms. 
 
Each pair is responsible for writing up the description of their respective algorithm, and 
for analyzing the performance of their algorithm on the benchmarks.  The collective 
super-team is responsible for the comparison of the two algorithms.  To give us a sense of 
the contribution that each team member has made, please indicate the author or authors of 
each section of the report, and please provide a summary of the contribution each team 
member makes to the implementations. 
 
More specifically, each report should consist of the following parts: 
 

Part 1. Describe the two algorithms.  Explain the key ideas underlying each 
algorithm and provide pseudocode for each algorithm. Explain how the two 
algorithms work by walking through a small, pedagogical example. 
 
Part 2. Briefly describe your implementations, and show a sample run of your 
programs on an example.  The sample run should show the optimal solution, and 
some meaningful intermediate steps. 
 
Part 3. In tabular form, report the results of running the two algorithms on each 
benchmark problem. If the algorithm halted, report the value of the optimal solution 
and the run-time, else indicate whether the algorithm ran out of time or out of 
memory (see the above section on “algorithm evaluation” for further guidelines). 
 
Part 4. Discuss your results: Which algorithm performed better on which problems? 
Identify properties of the problems that seem to positively or negatively affect the 
performance of each algorithm.  What do you think are the strengths and weaknesses 
of one algorithm over the other? How difficult would it be to extend them to generate 
the next best solution, or all solutions? Can you think of possible extensions or 
improvements? 
 
Part 5. Summarize each team member’s contribution to the implementation and 
evaluation of the two algorithms. 
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Appendix.  In an appendix to your report, provide a print out of the source code of 
your programs. 

 
 
Algorithm A: Conflict-directed A* Search 
 
Implement conflict-directed A* (CDA*) to compute optimal solutions for valued 
constraint satisfaction problems (VCSPs). 
 
In order to apply CDA* to a VCSP, you first need to write a compiler that maps a VCSP 
into an optimal constraint satisfaction problem (OCSP).  This may be accomplished by 
applying the transformation shown in lecture by Martin Sachenbacher, and involves 
introducing a decision variable for each soft constraint. 
 
Next, implement CDA* by using a search queue to enumerate the assignments to the 
decision variables in best-first order, testing complete assignments for consistency, and 
using conflicts obtained from inconsistent assignments to guide the expansion of the 
search tree. 
 
CDA* as described in the paper by Williams and Ragno optimizes child expansion by 
expanding only the best child and next best sibling of a search node, rather than 
expanding all of its children at once.  If you would like, you can simplify your 
implementation of the algorithm by omitting this improvement and expanding all 
children of a search node at once (however, we would be delighted if you implemented 
the original algorithm). 
 
In order to facilitate implementation of the algorithm, we provide a component, called 
ISAT, which tests assignments for consistency with a set of constraints given as clauses 
in propositional state logic, and returns a conflict in the case of inconsistency. 
Propositional state logic is a propositional logic in which all propositions are assignments 
to a set of finite domain variables.  Note that ISAT is written in C++, hence your 
implementation of CDA* will either need to make a foreign function call to ISAT or you 
will need to implement CDA* in C++.  You can obtain a CD containing the C/C++ code 
of ISAT and a description of how to use ISAT from the course secretary, Brian 
O’Conaill .  Should you have any further questions regarding ISAT, 
please do not hesitate to direct your question to Shen Qu. 
 
 
Further reading: 
 

• Brian C. Williams and Robert Ragno: Conflict-directed A* and its Role in Model-
based Embedded Systems.  To appear in the Special Issue on Theory and 
Applications of Satisfiability Testing, Journal of Discrete Applied Math 
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Algorithm B: Branch-and-Bound using Russian Doll Search 
 
Implement the Russian Doll Search (RDS) algorithm by Verfaillie, Lemaitre and Schiex 
for solving valued constraint satisfaction problems (VCSPs). 
 
RDS is a branch-and-bound algorithm that replaces one search by n searches on 
successively larger subproblems (n is the number of variables in the problem).  RDS 
records the result for each subproblem, and uses it to improve the lower bounds of partial 
assignments when solving the next largest subproblem. 
 
Further reading: 
 

• Gerard Verfaillie, Michel Lemaitre and Thomas Schiex: Russian Doll Search for 
Solving Constraint Optimization Problems.  In Proceedings of the National 
Conference on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI-96), pages 181-187, 1996. 
(http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/article/verfaillie96russian.html) 

 
• Rina Dechter: Constraint Processing.  Morgan Kaufmann Publishers, 2003. 

Chapter 13 (Constraint Optimization) 
 
 
 
Algorithm C: Decomposition and Dynamic Programming 
 
Implement an algorithm that solves valued constraint satisfaction problems (VCSPs) by 
decomposing the problem into a bucket tree, and computing optimal solutions by 
performing dynamic programming on the tree. 
 
In order to decompose the problem into a bucket tree, represent the network of 
constraints in the problem as a graph, such that each variable corresponds to a graph 
node, and each constraint corresponds to a graph hyper-edge that connects all of the 
variables that appear in the constraint.  Next use the greedy min-fill (MF) heuristics 
described in the lecture by Martin Sachenbacher and in the book by Dechter to compute a 
bucket tree from the constraint graph.  
 
To perform dynamic programming on the tree, implement a message-passing scheme that 
processes the tree from bottom to top, combines the constraints in each tree node, projects 
them on to the variables shared with its parent node, and sends the result to the parent 
node (this algorithm is called cluster-tree elimination (CTE) in the paper by Kask, 
Dechter and Larrosa below).  Output the value of the optimal solution as the value of the 
best assignment in the root node of the tree. 
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Further reading: 
 

• Kalev Kask, Rina Dechter and Javier Larrosa: Unifying Cluster-Tree 
Decompositions for Automated Reasoning, University of California at Irvine 
Technical Report, 2003 (http://www.ics.uci.edu/~dechter/publications/r109.html) 

 
• Rina Dechter: Constraint Processing.  Morgan Kaufmann Publishers, 2003. 

Chapter 9 (Tree Decomposition) 
 
 
 
Benchmark Problems 
 
On the course website , we provide a repository 
of benchmark examples to run your algorithm on. All files are given in the WCSP format, 
which is a simple, low-level format for instances of Valued Constraint Satisfaction 
Problems (VCSPs), where a cost is associated with each tuple of a constraint, and the 
goal is to find a complete assignment with minimum cost.  For a description of the 
format, see: 
http://carlit.toulouse.inra.fr/cgi-bin/awki.cgi/CpWcspFormats 
 

• Folder “Academic” contains some small, academic problems (n-queens problem, 
crypto-arithmetic puzzles, and zebra puzzle): 

 
o 4wqueens.wcsp (4 variables, 10 constraints) 
o 8wqueens.wcsp (8 variables, 36 constraints) 
o 16wqueens.wcsp (16 variables, 136 constraints) 
o donald.wcsp (15 variables, 51 constraints) 
o send.wcsp (11 variables, 32 constraints) 
o zebra.wcsp (25 variables, 19 constraints) 

 
 

• Folder “Random” contains randomly generated problems, which are sorted into 
four different problem classes according to the density of the constraint network 
and the tightness of the constraints (sparse/loose, sparse/tight, dense/loose, and 
dense/tight): 

 
o Vcsp40_10_13_60_1-5.wcsp (40 variables, 100 constraints) (5 instances) 
o Vcsp25_10_21_85_1-5.wcsp (25 variables, 64 constraints) (5 instances) 
o Vcsp30_10_25_48_1-5.wcsp (30 variables, 109 constraints) (5 instances) 
o Vcsp25_10_25_87_1-5.wcsp (25 variables, 75 constraints) (5 instances) 

 
 

• Folder “Celar” contains real-world radio link frequency assignment problems 
arising in wireless communication networks (courtesy for these examples is 
Centre d'Electronique de l'Armement, France). For further documentation, see 
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http://fap.zib.de/problems/CALMA/ 
http://www.inra.fr/bia/T/schiex/Doc/CELAR.shtml 

 
o CELAR6-SUB0.wcsp (16 variables, 207 constraints) 
o CELAR6-SUB1-24.wcsp (14 variables, 300 constraints) 
o CELAR6-SUB2.wcsp (16 variables, 353 constraints) 

 
 

• Folder “Dimacs” contains real-world circuit fault analysis examples from the 
Second Discrete Mathematics and Computer Science (DIMACS) challenge.  For 
further documentation, see 
http://mat.gsia.cmu.edu/challenge.html  
http://www.intellektik.informatik.tu-
darmstadt.de/SATLIB/Benchmarks/SAT/DIMACS/BF/descr.html

 
o ssa0432-003.wcsp (435 variables, 1027 constraints) 
o ssa2670-141.wcsp (986 variables, 2315 constraints) 
o ssa2670-130.wcsp (1359 variables, 3321 constraints) 
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Chapter 1 

Comparative Performance Analysis 

Lawrence Bush, Brian Bairstow, Thomas Coffee and Shuonan Dong 

Introduction 

In this paper we compare the performance of two algorithms on a set of weighted constraint satisfaction 
problems (WCSP).  The two algorithms that we compare are Branch and Bound using Russian Doll Search 
(RDS) and Bucket Tree Elimination (BTE).  The RDS algorithm is a depth first search of the variable 
assignment tree with significant optimization by construction tight bounds for the search.  The BTE 
algorithm is a variable elimination algorithm.  A WCSP is a type of Valued Constraint Satisfaction Problem 
(VCSP), where there is a cost associated with each possible assignment of variables within a constraint (a 
tuple), and the goal is to find a complete assignment with minimum cost.  The set of WCSPs that we tested 
our algorithms on include 6 academic problems, 20 randomly generated problems, which systematically 
vary in constraint density and tightness, 3 radio link frequency assignment problems and 3 circuit fault 
analysis problems.  In addition to timing the algorithms, we will use platform independent metrics to 
compare them.   

In this paper, we provide a background of the two algorithms being compared, an explanation of the 
experiments that we ran, the results of those experiments, a description of the time and space complexity 
metrics used to compare the algorithms, and a discussion of our observations about these results. 
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Algorithm Descriptions 

The Russian Doll Search Algorithm 

The RDS algorithm is a depth first search of the variable assignment tree with significant optimization by 
construction tight bounds for the search.  The Russian Doll Search runs on increasingly larger sub
problems in order to improve the lower bound on the global valuation of any partial assignment.  The paper 
[1] addressed constraint optimization and the inefficiency of complete tree search methods.  It described the 
problem that Depth First Branch and Bound has with poor quality lower bounds, even when using Forward 
Checking (note that Forward Checking is efficient on constraint satisfaction problems).   

The simplest way to explore a valued constraint satisfaction problem (VCSP) is to do depth-first or 
breadth-first search over all of the variables to find the assignment with the best value.  Of these two 
methods, depth-first is clearly better, since it saves space and the whole tree must be searched anyway. 
However, this method quickly blows up in time complexity since the number of nodes in the tree grows 
exponentially. 

Branch and Bound is an improvement on depth-first search, which allows paths to be discontinued when 
they are known to be suboptimal.  It works by giving a lower bound to the value at each node, and having 
an upper bound based on the value of the best solution found thus far.  At each step the algorithm only 
ventures further into the tree if this lower bound is better than the upper bound.  When a complete solution 
is found with a better value, it becomes the new incumbent upper bound against which the lower bounds 
are compared.  Thus ignoring portions of the tree, which are quickly found to be bad, saves time. 

Unfortunately, Branch and Bound is only as good as its estimate for lower bound.  The typical lower bound 
used for VCSP’s is just the sum of the constraints of the variables assigned thus far.  This bound is not very 
tight, as it assumes all future constraints will be met perfectly, and is thus often too optimistic. 

Russian Doll Search (RDS) is a special method of using Branch and Bound that replaces one search with 
multiple searches on successively large sub-problems.  It starts with the last variable first, and solves the 
VCSP for that variable alone.  Then it adds the second to last variable and solves that sub-problem, and so 
forth. The benefit gained is that at any point the optimal solution for each smaller sub-problem is known, 
which can be used in the calculation for the lower bound. 

Effectively the lower bound becomes: 

lb’ = lb + a 

where lb’ is the lower bound in RDS, lb is the normal lower bound, and a is the optimal value for the sub
problem containing all the variables lower in the tree. This gives a tighter lower bound, and can potentially 
be valuable in speeding up the Branch and Bound algorithm. 

Bucket Tree Elimination 

The Bucket Tree Elimination (BTE) described in [2], is a decomposition algorithm.  The BTE algorithm 
determines the optimal solution to a VCSP through recursive variable elimination: at each step of the 
algorithm, a variable is removed from the variable set and the VCSP is reduced to an equivalent problem 
among the other variables.  The assignments of eliminated variables in the optimal solution can be 
determined by back-tracking the elimination procedure. 

Eliminating a variable v and constructing an equivalent problem requires two steps. First, the set of 
constraints C incident on v is combined into a single constraint on the set of all variables VC incident on C. 
Second, the combined constraint is projected onto the reduced variable set VC \ {v} , selecting an optimal 
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assignment to v for the valuation of each tuple in the new constraint. An optimal solution to the resulting 
problem corresponds to an optimal solution to the original problem; moreover, the assignment to v can be 
recovered from the assignments to VC \ {v} using the combined constraint generated in the first step. 

The resource requirements of the algorithm are strongly influenced by the order in which variables are 
eliminated. The number of tuples in a constraint is related exponentially to the number of incident 
variables, hence we wish to minimize the number of relations added between variables when new 
constraints are generated.  Finding such an optimization is generally NP-hard, therefore, we employ a 
greedy heuristic method (minimum fill) to generate an approximation to the optimal variable ordering: at 
each step, we eliminate the variable with the least number of previously independent neighbor pairs in the 
constraint graph. 

Results 

This section explains how we tested our implementations on a set of WCSP problem.  A WCSP is a type of 
Valued Constraint Satisfaction Problem (VCSP), where there is a cost associated with each possible 
assignment of variables associated with a constraint.  The goal is to find a complete assignment with 
minimum cost.  The set of (32) WCSPs that we tested our algorithms on include 6 academic problems, 20 
randomly generated problems, which systematically vary in constraint density and tightness, 3 radio link 
frequency assignment problems and 3 circuit fault analysis problems. 

The RDS implementation was able to solve 5 of the 32 WCSPs within a 600 second time limit.  The BTE 
algorithm was able to solve 3 of the 32 WCSPs before running out of memory.   

The results from the problems that were successfully solved are summarized in Table 1. The problems 
solved are all academic.  Neither algorithm is able to solve the real world problems in a timely manner, 
which is the ultimate objective.  

The RDS algorithm was implemented in C++ and compiled under Microsoft Windows 2000, using the 
Cygwin / GNU g++  compiler using –O3 optimization level.  The computer that the tests were run on has 
an Intel Xeon 3.06 GHz CPU with 1GB of RAM. 

The BTE algorithm was implemented in Wolfram Mathematica using kernel version 5.1.0.0 under 
Microsoft Windows 2000. Computer tests were run using an Intel Pentium 4 2.20 GHz CPU with 1 GB of 
RAM. Kernel caches were cleared prior to each benchmark test execution. 

Comparison of Metrics 

Time Complexity 

We chose system independent measures of performance in order to compare the time complexity of our 
algorithms. However, fundamental differences in the algorithms made it challenging to perform direct 
comparisons between the two. 

In the Russian Doll Search, the main computational activity is the evaluation of constraint costs for given 
variable assignments. At each node in the assignment tree, the total cost of the constraint set is summed 
then added to the sub-problem optimal cost in order to establish the lower bound for the cost. The 
evaluation procedure requires comparing constraint tuples to the variable assignment to find the cost for the 
constraint. Comparing a tuple to the assignment requires the algorithm to go through each variable in the 
tuple.  Consequently, larger tuples can take a longer time. The metrics used for time complexity were nodes 
visited, tuples evaluated, and variables evaluated. 
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In the Bucket Tree Elimination algorithm, the main computational activity is the summation of constraint 
costs to build cost arrays for combined constraints, and the minimization across eliminated variables to 
project constraints onto variable subsets. When two constraints are combined, the cost of each tuple in the 
combined constraint is computed as the sum of the costs of the intersecting tuples in the original 
constraints. When a constraint is projected onto a subset of variables, the cost of each tuple in the projected 
constraint is computed as the minimum of the costs of the intersecting tuples in the original constraint. The 
former operation requires integer additions, the latter integer comparisons. We counted these integer 
operations independently to be used as metrics for time complexity. 

Thus while RDS spends most of its time searching for intersecting tuples in the original constraints to 
evaluate candidate assignments, BTE stores assignment cost values in random access arrays, and spends 
most of its time combining and projecting constraints to build these cost arrays. Although both involve 
integer operations, the fundamentally different character of these operations made direct comparisons 
difficult. However, the above metrics provide a basis for comparing the performance drivers of the two 
algorithms. 

Verification of Metrics 

In order to see how well these metrics measure relate to run time, we plotted program execution time versus 
each of the metrics, for the two algorithms, and checked the linear fit.  We used the "least squares" method 
to calculate a straight line that best fit the data. We then looked at the R-squared value to gauge the 
strength of this relationship. This gave us insight into the validity of the metrics.   
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For the BTE algorithm, the two metrics that were suspected to impact run time were the combination sums, 
which are integer addition operations of cost values among the constraint tensors, and the projection 
minimums, which are integer comparison operations.  We correlated these two metrics with program 
execution time.  Figure 1 shows a strong correlation (R2=0.9993) for combination sums, and Figure 2 
shows very little correlation (R2=0.1873) for projection minimums. Therefore it is most reasonable to 
associate the combination sum operations with the time complexity of the algorithm. 

Combination Sums vs. Run Time 
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Figure 1. The combination sums metric correlates very well with run time. 
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Figure 2. The projection mins metric correlates poorly with run time. 
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For the RDS algorithm, the simple nodes visited metric correlated the best (R2 = 0.99) of the metrics tested, 
as shown in Figure 3.  Surprisingly, the more complex the metric was, the worse it did. However, all of the 
metrics had an R2 above 0.9, which implies that each is a fairly accurate indicator of problem complexity. 
However, the linear fit is suspect because three of the points are clustered near (0,0), and the other two are 
clustered very high up. 
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Figure 3a. 
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Evaluated Variables vs. Run Time 
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Figure 3. Three metrics—nodes visited, evaluated tuples, and evaluated variables—are correlated with run time. 
Nodes visited shows the best correlation. 
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Space Complexity 

For BTE, the major driver for memory usage is the storage of large constraints generated by recursive 
combination. Thus space complexity is measured as the maximum number of valuations stored by all 
constraints at any given step. Figure 4 shows the space complexity of the BTE algorithm as generated by 
the three benchmark problems that successfully ran. The regression with zero y-intercept is linear, with 
R2=0.93. This seems to indicate a linear space complexity, O(kn) with k ≈ 8×104. Theoretically, the worst 
case space complexity for BTE should be exponential. Due to the limited data that we have, the space 
complexity analysis is by no means conclusive. If we had the memory capability on our machine to run 
more problems, we can complete a more meaningful space complexity analysis. 

Space Complexity for BTE 
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Figure 4. The space complexity for BTE is not very conclusive for the three problems that successfully ran. 

Memory is not an issue for the RDS algorithm because it is based on a depth-first search, and only stores 
the current assignment.  The RDS algorithm implementation only keeps 1 copy of each assignment variable 
in memory at a time, with the exception of temporary variables.  Consequently, memory use is linear (O(n)) 
to the number of problem variables.  This is a search algorithm rather than a variable elimination algorithm. 
As such, only 1 copy of the constraints is kept in memory at a time.  Therefore, memory use is also linear to 
the number of tuples and variables in the constraints. 

Comparison of Results 

Neither algorithm was able to solve the majority of the problems. The BTE algorithm ran out of memory 
for all problems except three. The RDS algorithm took longer than ten minutes to reach a solution for all 
but five problems. 

The results from the problems that were successfully solved are summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Summary of results from BTE and RDS. 

Bucket Tree Elimination Russian Doll Search 

Problem 

Absolute 
Run Time 
(Seconds) 

Combination 
Sums 

(Integer 
Additions) 

Projection 
Mins (Integer 
Comparisons) 

Space 
Complexity 

Count 

Absolute 
Run Time 
(Seconds) 

Nodes 
Visited 

Evaluated 
Tuples 

Evaluated 
Variables 

4 Queens 0.0178 340 516 173 0.0004 16 497 593 
8 Queens 65.88 19173960 10025650 392150 0.025 3984 415893 458106 
16 Queens - - - - 459 13531728 9.995E+09 1.05E+10 
Zebra 34.36 10438905 24309768 2098552 0.5 35720 438218 6057780 
Send - - - - 397 10340430 1.162E+10 1.3E+10 

Run times are shown in wall clock time; however, these comparisons offer limited insight. The two 
algorithms were run on different machines; moreover, BTE simulations were run using the Mathematica 
kernel on interpreted symbolic expressions, while RDS was compiled from C++ using machine arithmetic. 
These differences may easily account for the few orders of magnitude observed between the respective 
results. 

System-independent metrics may be roughly compared between the two algorithms since both measure 
machine integer operations. The number of evaluated tuples in RDS effectively counts individual integer 
comparisons, as does the projection mins metric in BTE; the combination sums metric in BTE effectively 
counts integer additions. Both metrics show comparable orders of magnitude to evaluated tuples in RDS for 
the 4 queens and zebra problems, though the results diverge substantially for 8 queens, as discussed earlier. 
Essentially, the RDS algorithm is able to effectively exploit the sub-problem bounds in the highly 
connected queens problems, compared to the BTE algorithm.  This asset becomes more pronounced as the 
problem size grows.  The culmination of this is the RDS’s ability to solve the 16 queens problem, while the 
BTE algorithm was unable to do so. 

Relative running times provide more insight into algorithm performance and asymptotic complexity. The 
BTE algorithm required relatively longer run time on the 8 queens problem, as expected given the high 
connectivity of its constraint graph. For this problem, the algorithm must generate very large cost arrays 
during the initial stages of the decomposition.  Conversely, the RDS algorithm did relatively well on the 
highly connected queens problems, but not as well (in terms of both running time and platform independent 
metrics) on the less connected zebra problem.   

BTE completed fewer benchmark problems with available resources due to substantially greater memory 
requirements. While partially attributable to implementation, the BTE algorithm requires fundamentally 
greater memory allocations to store large combined constraints, particularly in highly connected problems. 
More efficient techniques for storage and operations with cost arrays may reduce the redundancy inherent 
in the current implementation and realize significant performance gains. 

In general, it would appear that RDS exhibits faster running times and significantly lower memory 
requirements. Time comparisons are not necessarily valid due to differences in processor speed and 
implementation. RDS was able to solve a larger number of problems, due to space complexity issues in 
BTE. Since RDS had very low space complexity, it could have conceivably completed more or all of the 
problems with a large amount of time. However the time complexity seemed to grow rapidly with problem 
difficulty, so this was probably not feasible. 
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Chapter 2 

Russian Doll Search Algorithm Analysis 

Lawrence Bush, Brian Bairstow 

Introduction 

In this paper we discuss our implementation and testing of the Russian Doll Search (RDS) algorithm.  This is a 
Branch and Bound (depth first search with bounds) algorithm, which uses the RDS to compute tighter bounds. 
We examine the performance of the algorithm on a set of weighted constraint satisfaction problems (WCSP).  A 
WCSP is a type of Valued Constraint Satisfaction Problem (VCSP), where there is a cost associated with each 
possible assignment of variables associated with a constraint.  The goal is to find a complete assignment with 
minimum cost.  The set of WCSPs that we tested our algorithms on include 6 academic problems, 20 randomly 
generated problems, which systematically vary in constraint density and tightness, 3 radio link frequency 
assignment problems and 3 circuit fault analysis problems. 

In addition to timing the algorithms, we used platform independent metrics which allowed us to compare this 
algorithm to the Bucket Tree Elimination (BTE) algorithm in Chapter 1. 
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The Russian Doll Search Algorithm 

Algorithm Description: 

Background 

The following paper provided the basic algorithm we used in our study:   

G. Verfaillie, M. Lemaitre, and T. Schiex. Russian Doll Search for Solving 
Constraint Optimization Problems. In Proc. of the 13th National Conference on 
Artificial Intelligence (AAAI-96), pages 181--187, Portland, OR, USA, 1996. 
http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/verfaillie96russian.html 

The paper addressed constraint optimization and the inefficiency of complete tree search methods.  It described 
the problem that Depth First Branch and Bound has with poor quality lower bounds, even when using Forward 
Checking (note that Forward Checking is efficient on constraint satisfaction problems).  The paper introduced 
Russian Doll Search, which runs on increasingly larger sub-problems in order to improve the lower bound on 
the global valuation of any partial assignment.  They found that the algorithm yielded surprisingly good results, 
and we were interested in verifying those findings. 

Theory 

The simplest way to explore a valued constraint satisfaction problem (VCSP) is to do depth-first or breadth-first 
search over all of the variables to find the assignment with the best value.  Of these two methods, depth-first is 
clearly better, since it saves space and the whole tree must be searched anyway.  However, this method quickly 
blows up in time complexity since the number of nodes in the tree grows exponentially. 

Branch and Bound is an improvement on depth-first search, which allows paths to be discontinued when they 
are known to be suboptimal.  It works by giving a lower bound to the value at each node, and having an upper 
bound based on the value of the best solution found thus far.  At each step the algorithm only ventures further 
into the tree if this lower bound is better than the upper bound.  When a complete solution is found with a better 
value, it becomes the new incumbent upper bound against which the lower bounds are compared.  Thus 
ignoring portions of the tree, which are quickly found to be bad, saves time. 

Unfortunately, Branch and Bound is only as good as its estimate for lower bound.  The typical lower bound 
used for WCSP’s is just the sum of the constraints of the variables assigned thus far.  This bound is not very 
tight, as it assumes all future constraints will be met perfectly, and is thus often too optimistic. 

Russian Doll Search (RDS) is a special method of using Branch and Bound that replaces one search with 
multiple searches on successively large sub-problems.  It starts with the last variable first, and solves the VCSP 
for that variable alone.  Then it adds the second to last variable and solves that sub-problem, and so forth.  The 
benefit gained is that at any point the optimal solution for each smaller sub-problem is known, which can be 
used in the calculation for the lower bound. 

Effectively the lower bound becomes: 

lb’ = lb + a 

where lb’ is the lower bound in RDS, lb is the normal lower bound, and a is the optimal value for the sub
problem containing all the variables lower in the tree.  This gives a tighter lower bound, and can potentially be 
valuable in speeding up the Branch and Bound algorithm. 
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Method 

This section explains the logical flow of the RDS algorithm.  The program starts by reading in the WCSP file 
and extracting the data about constraints, variables, domain values, and so on.  It then begins the RDS algorithm 
with an empty set of variable assignments.  It starts by calling Branch and Bound with the smallest sub
problem, and works up to the full problem.  Each time RDS calls Branch and Bound, it passes it the optimal 
assignment of the previous sub-problem and the optimal costs for all of the sub-problems done thus far.  In 
numerical terms, it works from sub-problem n-1 to sub-problem 0.  When it has a complete assignment, it 
outputs the assignment and the corresponding value.  If any sub-problem returns a value that is worse than the 
global upper bound, then it returns failure.  This process is shown in the flowchart below. 
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The Branch and Bound algorithm is complicated, and is, therefore, illustrated in a separate flowchart below: 
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This is the Branch and Bound algorithm for a sub-problem i.  The Branch and Bound function gets the optimal 
assignment to the previous sub-problem (i+1) and the optimal costs for all completed sub-problems (i+1 to n) as 
inputs.  It calculates the initial upper bound by evaluating all the values for the newest variable combined with 
the optimal variable assignment of the previous sub-problem.  For example, if the previous sub-problem had 
assignments [0 3 2], and the newest variable has domain size 4, then the new upper bound will be min([0 0 3 2], 
[1 0 3 2], [2 0 3 2], [3 0 3 2], global upper bound).  This is a slightly better method than assuming the worst 
cases for all of the new constraints, because it can give a tighter upper bound and sometimes find an answer 
with cost 0. 

Then the algorithm initializes the variable assignment.  The variable assignment is a list of variable objects, 
which each contain data for variable number and domain value.  The variable assignment is set to contain a 
single variable with number i and value 0. 

The algorithm then checks if all the variables (from i to n-1) have been assigned.  If so, then the assignment is 
complete so it evaluates it to compare to the incumbent.  If the value is better, then it is set as the new 
incumbent.  Then it proceeds to the “Last value?” function. 

If the variables were not all assigned, then the program compares the current estimate for lower bound (using 
the optimal value for future sub-problems) to the incumbent upper bound.  If the lower bound is better, then the 
algorithm moves down the tree to the next variable by adding the variable to the assignment list with domain 
value 0, and then returns to the ”Last variable?” step.  If the lower bound is not better, then there is no point in 
moving down the tree, so it goes to the “Last value?” step. 

The “Last value?” function checks if the domain value of the last variable is at its maximum yet.  If the value is 
not at its maximum, then the algorithm increments the domain value of the last variable and returns to the “Last 
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variable?” step.  If it is the last value, then it “backs up” to the previous variable by removing the last variable in 
the list.  If this makes the list empty, then the tree has been explored, and it returns the incumbent as the answer. 
If the list still has variables in it, then the algorithm returns to the “Last value?” step in order to continue 
exploring the tree. 

In this manner the algorithm moves through the tree.  It moves down when the lower bound is promising. 
When it has a complete assignment it considers setting a new incumbent.  When it does not want to move down 
in the tree, it moves to the right, and when it cannot move to the right it returns back up the tree.  If it moves up 
past the top of the tree, then it is done. 

Short Example 

In this section, we will explain how the algorithm would solve a very simple problem, called the “2 queens 
problem.”  This problem is how to put 2 queens onto a 2 by 2 chess board such that neither can take each other. 
To do this, they must not be diagonal, across or down from each other.  Each piece is represented as variable 0 
and 1, which indicates its, column.  The row of each piece is represented as a domain value (0 or 1). 

 	The RDS starts with the sub-problem of only variable 1. 

 	Branch and Bound initializes upper bound to the global upper bound (5), and initializes the assignment 
to [(variable 1, value 0)]. 

 	This is a complete assignment, so it compares it to the global upper bound and finds that it is better, so 
the new upper bound is 0, and the corresponding assignment is [(variable 1, value 0)]. 

 	Then it moves to the right to [(variable 1, value 1)] and evaluates it, but it is not better than 0, so the 
incumbent does not change.  Since 1 is the last value for variable 1, it backs up to [ ], which is empty 
so it returns the incumbent.  Note that if it was not a full assignment, it still would not progress down 
the tree because the lower bound = 0 is not better than the upper bound = 0. 

 	Then RDS starts the sub-problem with variables 0 and 1, which is the full problem. 

 	Branch and Bound initializes the upper bound to min([0,0],[1,0],global upper bound) = 5, and 
initializes the assignment to [(variable 0, value 0)]. 

 	This is not a complete assignment, and lower bound = 0 < upper bound = 5, so it moves to the next 
variable. 

 	The assignment is now [(variable 0, value 0),(variable 1, value 0)] which is complete, but the value is 
5, which does not beat the incumbent.  It then increments the value of variable 1 to value 1, so the 
assignment is [(variable 0, value 0),(variable 1, value 1)].  This still does not beat the incumbent, and 
value 1 is the maximum domain value for variable 1, so it backs up by removing variable 1 from the 
list, and incrementing variable 0, so the assignment is [(variable 0, value 1)]. 

 	Once again, lower bound = 0 < upper bound = 5, so it adds variable 1 again to get [(variable 0, value 
1),(variable 1, value 0)]. The value of this assignment is 5, which it does not beat the incumbent.  It 
then increments the value of variable 1 to value 1, so the assignment is [(variable 0, value 1),(variable 
1, value 1)].  This still does not beat the incumbent, and the value of variable cannot be incremented, 
so it backs up by removing variable 1 from the list.  Now the value of variable 0 cannot be 
incremented, so variable 0 is removed from the list.  At this point the assignment list is empty, so the 
incumbent is returned. 

 	Since the incumbent has upper bound greater than or equal to the global upper bound, RDS returns a 
failure, and the CSP is unsolvable. 
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Tuples

Implementation 

Code Structure: 

This section describes the code structure. We implemented the RDS algorithm in C++ which is an object 
oriented language. Our implementation included 5 classes: constraints, tuples, tuple, variables and variable. 
The constraints class holds all of the problem constraints and executes functions on these constraints. The 
constraints are made up of a set of tuple sets. The class “tuples” is a set of tuples that make up 1 sub-constraint. 
An object of type “tuples” contains multiple objects of type “tuple.” These each in turn contain a set of 
variables that is contained in a class of type “variables.” This class hierarchy is shown below. 
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The most significant member functions of the constraints class are get_next_value(), get_next_variable() and 
back_up() which enable traversal of the assignment tree.  The following table shows the class interface 

description: 

constraints 
-number_of_variables : int 
-maximum_domain_size : int 
-number_of_constraint_groups : int 
-global_upper_bound : double 
-upper_bound : double 
-global_lower_bound : double 
-X : variables 
-tuples_vector : vector<tuples> 
-current_assignment : variables 
-next_variable : int 
-next_value : int 
+constraints(in number_of_variables_in : int, in maximum_domain_size_in : int, in number_of_constraint_groups_in : int, in global_upper_bound_in : int, in X_in : variables) 
+insert_tuples(in ts_in : tuples) 
+get_number_of_constraint_groups() : int 
+get_number_of_variables() : int 
+operator [](in k : int) : tuples 
+size() : int 
+initialize_upper_bound(inout sa : variables, in ca : variables, inout operations : int) : double 
+get_upper_bound() : double 
+get_global_upper_bound() : double 
+print(inout out : ostream) 
+is_last_value(in ca_in : variables) : bool 
+is_last_variable(in ca_in : variables) : bool 
+initialize_assignment(in initial : int) : variables 
+increment_first_value(in ca_in : variables) : variables 
+get_next_value(in ca_in : variables) : variables 
+get_next_variable(in ca_in : variables) : variables 
+back_up(in ca_in : variables) : variables 
+get_next_assignment() : variables 
+evaluate(in ca_in : variables, inout operations : int, in additional_cost : double, in upper_bound : double) : double 
+evaluate(in ca_in : variables, inout operations : int) : double 
+bind_next_assignment() : variables 
+sort_tuples_by_num_non_default_cost() 

The most significant member function of the ‘tuples’ class is evaluate(), which ascribes a value to the current 
assignment.  It iterates through each tuple object that it contains and calls the evaluate() function on each of 
these.  It combines these using a binary operator.  The following table shows the class interface description: 

tuples 
-constraint_arity : int 
-default_cost : double 
-number_of_tuples : int 
-tuple_vector : vector<tuple> 
-cX_indecies : vector<int> 
+tuples() 
+tuples(in constraint_arity_in : int, in default_cost_in : int, in number_of_tuples_in : int, in cX_indecies_in : vector<int>) 
+insert(in t_in : tuple) 
+remove() 
+get_constraint_arity() : int 
+get_default_cost() : double 
+get_number_of_tuples() : int 
+get_cX_indecies() : vector<int> 
+operator [](in k : int) : tuple 
+size() : int 
+print(inout out : ostream) 
+constraintdefined(in ca_in : variables) : bool 
+evaluate(in ca_in : variables) : double 
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The most significant member function of the tuple class is also evaluate().  The evaluate function is called by a 
‘tuples’ object during evaluation.  The tuple::evaluate() member function determines if the current assignment 
matches it by iterating through the variables passed into it and comparing them to the tuple variable 
assignments.  The following table shows the class interface description: 

tuple 
-c_vars : variables 
-non_default_value : double 
-constraint_arity : int 
+tuple() 
+tuple(in c_vars_in : variables, in non_default_value_in : int) 
+get_non_default_value() : double 
+operator [](in k : int) : variable 
+size() : int 
+print(inout out : ostream) 
+evaluate(in ca_in : variables) : double 

The variables and variable class together perform the lower level evaluation operations such as determining if 
the current variable assignments contain and match the tuple assignments.  The following 2 tables show the 
class interface descriptions: 

variables 
-variable_list : vector<variable> 
+variables() 
+insert(in v : variable) 
+remove() 
+operator [](in k : int) : variable 
+size() : int 
+get_variable_list() : vector<variable> 
+print(inout out : ostream) 
+isIn(in index : int) : bool 
+isMatched(in a : variable) : bool 
+matches(in ca_in : variables) : bool 
+empty() : bool 
+back() : variable 

variable 
-var_index : int 
-domain_size : int 
-domain_value : int 
+variable() 
+variable(in var_index_in : int, in domain_size_in : int, in domain_value_in : int) 
+get_domain_value() : int 
+get_var_index() : int 
+get_domain_size() : int 
+increment_domain_value() : bool 
+max_domain_value() : bool 
+next_domain_value() : bool 

The program is driven by the ‘main’ function in the ‘rds_driver.cpp’ file, which parses in the data and calls the 
RDS algorithm function. 
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---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

Sample Runs : Walk Through (RDS) 

This section includes the output and explanation of 2 sample RDS runs. 

• 4 weighted queens problem 
• 8 weighted queens problem 

4 weighted queens problem 
The following is a sample run for the 4 weighted queens problem. 

Branch and Bound never meaningfully runs for this problem because optimal solutions for each sub-problem 
are found while building upper bounds. Notice that at each step the answer to the sub-problem simply builds on 
the previous sub-problem assignment. 

Initial Variable Assignment:
Variable Index: 0, Domain Size: 4, Domain Value: -1
Variable Index: 1, Domain Size: 4, Domain Value: -1
Variable Index: 2, Domain Size: 4, Domain Value: -1
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 4, Domain Value: -1 

Sub-problem Optimum: 0 

Print all Variables: 

Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 4, Domain Value: 1 


Sub-problem Optimum: 0 


Print all Variables: 

Variable Index: 2, Domain Size: 4, Domain Value: 3

Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 4, Domain Value: 1 


Sub-problem Optimum: 0 


Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 1, Domain Size: 4, Domain Value: 0
Variable Index: 2, Domain Size: 4, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 4, Domain Value: 1 

Sub-problem Optimum: 0 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 0, Domain Size: 4, Domain Value: 2
Variable Index: 1, Domain Size: 4, Domain Value: 0
Variable Index: 2, Domain Size: 4, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 4, Domain Value: 1 

Final Value: 0 

Final Variable Assignments:
Variable Index: 0, Domain Size: 4, Domain Value: 2
Variable Index: 1, Domain Size: 4, Domain Value: 0
Variable Index: 2, Domain Size: 4, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 4, Domain Value: 1 

8 weighted queens problem 

We also describe a sample run for the 8 weighted queens problem.  However, due to its length, it is included in 
Appendix RDS-B. 
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Optimizations  

After implementing the RDS algorithm we attempted to improve upon it.  First we will explain 3 optimizations 
that improved the performance of the algorithm.  Then we will discuss a few attempts that show promise, but 
did not improve the performance of the algorithm.   

3 optimizations that improved the algorithm: 

Initial upper bound optimization: 

The key idea of the RDS algorithm is to compute a tighter lower bound.  The paper also indicates that a tighter 
initial upper bound can be computed.  However, the exact way to do this is defined quite loosely.   

An initial upper bound is computed for each sub-problem.  In order to improve the upper bound computation we 
evaluate all the values for the newest variable combined with the optimal variable assignment of the previous 
sub-problem.  For example, if the previous sub-problem had assignments [0 3 2], and the newest variable has 
domain size 4, then the new upper bound will be min([0 0 3 2], [1 0 3 2], [2 0 3 2], [3 0 3 2], global upper 
bound). This is a slightly better method than assuming the worst cases for all of the new constraints, because it 
can give a tighter upper bound and sometimes find an answer with cost 0.  Note that if this upper bound is equal 
to the upper bound of the previous sub-problem, then we can immediately return the newly found solution. 
Otherwise, we proceed with the BNB algorithm using this tighter upper bound.   

We found that this optimization cuts the run time of the 8 weighted queens problem by two-thirds.   

Evaluate only until we pass the upper bound: 

A second optimization that we performed is to only evaluate an assignment until we pass the current upper 
bound. As we evaluate an assignment, we must go through each tuple set that applies.  Once we have exceeded 
the current upper bound, further evaluation of tuple sets is unnecessary because we already know the variable 
assignment is suboptimal.  Therefore, we pass in the future value (of the previous sub-problem) and the current 
upper bound.  If the cost of the variables assigned so far (from the top of the assignment tree to the current 
level) plus the future cost exceeds the current upper bound at any point in the evaluation procedure, then we can 
end the evaluation.  The BNB algorithm immediately discards this assignment because it is poorer than the 
current best-known assignment.  

Sort constraints (shortest first): 

Our third optimization builds upon our second by sorting the constraints (shortest first).  The complete 
constraint set is made up of a set of tuple sets.  These tuple sets have a default value and non-default values. 
The tuple sets will contain n tuples.  If we sort these sets so that the smaller sets (fewer tuples) are first, we will 
avoid evaluating some of the longer sets.  Our second optimization terminates the evaluation when we exceed 
the upper bound.  This strategy is improved further by sorting the tuple sets.   

We should also point out that we tried sorting the tuples by their cost range.  The cost range is the difference 
between their maximum and minimum cost.  The idea here is that the tuples with a large cost range would cause 
the evaluation (probabilistically) to exceed the upper bound more quickly.  This would cause the evaluation to 
terminate more quickly.  However, the previous tuple sorting strategy proved better.   
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3 optimizations that show promise, but did not demonstrate improvement: 

Sort the variables by a metric: 

One optimization strategy that we experimented with is to sort the order of the variables (using a variety of 
metrics). 

We know that variable ordering significantly affects the performance.  We proved this by adapting the 
implementation to allow any variable ordering.  In this new implementation we do not use the variable index to 
keep track of the variable order, since the variable index is independent of the ordering.  We then swapped the 
variable order and ran the algorithm.  The algorithm ran much faster one-way versus the other. 

To exploit this fact, we implemented a few ordering strategies that seemed promising.  One promising idea is to 
use an ordering that creates a lower bound that is closer to the true optimal solution.  Another idea is to put 
variables at the top of the tree that have a wide value range.  This could cause the variables at the top to 
contribute heavily to the cost and consequently terminate that branch early.  Another strategy is to use some 
connectedness value to put the well-connected variables at the bottom.  This could create a higher upper bound. 
It should also result in less connected variables at the top, which are less likely to combine poorly with the sub
problems.  Another misguided strategy is to put the well-connected variables at the top; this could make the 
sub-problem bound more accurate because it is less related to the next problem.  This is akin to the maximum 
occurrence minimum size clause (MOMS) variable ordering strategy commonly employed in the DPLL 
algorithm. 

None of these strategies worked.  Part of the problem is that the newer implementation that does not use the 
indices has a bit more C++ object related overhead.  We believe that a sorting mechanism that is able to clearly 
separate less connected variable sets into groups would improve the algorithm.   

Store the previous variable value and iterate around them: 

A second strategy that we experimented with is to keep the previous sub-problem assignment and iterate 
through the values in round-robin fashion.  Our initial implementation re-initializes all values to 0 and then 
traverses them from 0 to n-1.  A novel notion is that the previous assignment has some relationship to the best 
assignment of the next problem with one additional variable.  Therefore, we stored the values and used them as 
the initial value for the next problem.  This strategy seemed to work very well in the lower sub-problems. 
However, the strategy broke down on the problems that included most or all of the variables.  Since that is 
where most of the work is done, this strategy reaped little or no gain.  

Start with a zero upper bound and iterate upward: 

A third strategy that we employed is to set the global upper bound to 0 and run RDS.  If RDS fails, then set the 
global upper bound to 1, etcetera, until a solution is found.  This idea seems promising, particularly if the 
solution is near 0.  However, if the solution is not near 0, this appears to be a poor strategy.  However, this issue 
can be overcome by starting at ½ the known upper bound.  If the algorithm fails, then we increase the upper 
bound by ¼ the known upper bound.   This would result in O(log2(N)) RDS calls. 

However, this is a moot point.  The problems that we are searching have so many sub-problems with solutions 
(assignments) that are grossly sub-optimal.  In other words, even if we set the global upper bound to 0, when the 
optimal solution is 10, we may still search a large portion of the tree because many branches and sub-problems 
have very low evaluations.  This point is explained below in the Limitation of Bounding section. 
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Results 

This section explains how we compiled, ran and timed our implementation on a set of WCSP problem. A 
WCSP is a type of Valued Constraint Satisfaction Problem (VCSP), where there is a cost associated with each 
possible assignment of variables associated with a constraint.  The goal is to find a complete assignment with 
minimum cost.  The set of (32) WCSPs that we tested our algorithms on include 6 academic problems, 20 
randomly generated problems, which systematically vary in constraint density and tightness, 3 radio link 
frequency assignment problems and 3 circuit fault analysis problems. 

The following is a list of the results of the RDS algorithm runs on the benchmark problems: 

Problem Name Number of 
Variables 

Run Time 
(Seconds) 

Evaluated 
Tuples 

Evaluated 
Variables 

Nodes 
Visited 

Optimal 
Value 

4wqueens       4 0.0004     497     593 16 0 
8wqueens       8 0.0250  415,893 458,106 3,984 2 
16wqueens   16 459.0000  9,994,872,751 10,537,435,275  13,531,728 2 
zebra        25 0.5000  4,438,218 6,057,780 35,720 0 
send 11 397.0000 11,620,072,119 13,022,229,607 10,340,430 0 
donald     - - - - -
CELAR6-SUB0   - - - - -
CELAR6-SUB1-24  - - - - -
CELAR6-SUB2    - - - - -
ssa0432-003 - - - - -
ssa2670-130 - - - - -
ssa2670-141 - - - - -
vcsp25_10_21_85_1  - - - - -
vcsp25_10_21_85_2  - - - - -
vcsp25_10_21_85_3  - - - - -
vcsp25_10_21_85_4  - - - - -
vcsp25_10_21_85_5  - - - - -
vcsp25_10_25_87_1  - - - - -
vcsp25_10_25_87_2  - - - - -
vcsp25_10_25_87_3  - - - - -
vcsp25_10_25_87_4  - - - - -
vcsp25_10_25_87_5  - - - - -
vcsp30_10_25_48_1  - - - - -
vcsp30_10_25_48_2  - - - - -
vcsp30_10_25_48_3  - - - - -
vcsp30_10_25_48_4  - - - - -
vcsp30_10_25_48_5  - - - - -
vcsp40_10_13_60_1  - - - - -
vcsp40_10_13_60_2  - - - - -
vcsp40_10_13_60_3  - - - - -
vcsp40_10_13_60_4  - - - - -
vcsp40_10_13_60_5  - - - - -
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The algorithm was implemented in C++ and compiled under Microsoft Windows 2000, using the Cygwin / 
GNU g++  compiler using –O3 optimization level.  The computer that the tests were run on has and Intel Xeon 
3.06 GHz CPU with 1GB of RAM.   

The runs were timed in 2 different ways, depending on their duration.  If a run was over 1 second, then it was 
we used the time( ) function which returns a type ‘time_t’ which is accurate to the second.  If a run was under 1 
second, then we used the ‘timer.h’ class provided by David Musser and referenced in his book “STL Tutorial 
and Reference Guide, Second Edition: C++ Programming with the Standard Template Library,” Addison-
Wesley, Reading, MA, 2001.  This class runs the algorithm N times on the problem until the time exceeds 1 
second.  It then computes the time as 1 / N. This way, we were able to see a difference in the easier problems. 

Discussion of Results 

Our implementation was able to solve only 5 of the 32 WCSPs within a 600 second time limit.  While this does 
not seem very good, it is useful to consider the number of nodes that would exist in each problem’s assignment 
tree. If the algorithm were not bounded, it would have to traverse all of these nodes in order to find the optimal 
(complete) solution.  The first 3 of these problems (weighted queens) are very similar.  The differences are how 
they are weighted and the number of queens.  It is interesting to note that as the problem gets more complex, the 
bounding mechanism becomes more valuable.  With that said, the problems shown below are all academic.  The 
algorithm is still not able to solve the real world problems in a timely manner, which is the ultimate objective.  

Problem Name Number of 
Variables 

Run Time 
(Seconds) Total Nodes Nodes per Second 

4wqueens       4  0.0004    256  613,096 
8wqueens       8  0.0250  16,777,216   671,102,062 
16wqueens   16  459.0000 18,446,744,073,709,600,000  40,188,984,910,042,600 
zebra        25  0.5000    167,814,181   335,629,033 
send 11  397.0000    648,000,000 1,632,242 

Metrics: 

Memory was not an issue for our algorithm.  The RDS algorithm implementation only keeps 1 copy of each 
variable in memory at a time, with the exception of temporary variables.  Therefore, memory use is linear to the 
number of variables.  This is a search algorithm rather than a variable elimination algorithm.  Therefore, only 1 
copy of the constraints is kept in memory at a time.  Therefore, memory use is also linear to the number of 
tuples and variables in the constraints. 

The time complexity was our main concern.  The algorithm searches a tree, so a larger tree will take longer to 
search. This suggests number of nodes as a metric.  The main time consumer in our algorithm is evaluating the 
constraints.  Constraint evaluation requires comparing constraint tuples to our variable assignment to find the 
cost for the constraint.  Comparing a tuple to our assignment requires us to go through each variable in the 
tuple; so larger tuples can take a longer time.  We implemented three system-independent metrics to track time 
complexity.  One is simply the number of nodes visited in the search tree.  The second is the number of tuples 
evaluated.  The third is the number of variables evaluated. 
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To get some insights about the validity of the metrics (how these metrics measure relate to run time), we plotted 
program execution time versus each of the metrics, for the two algorithms, and checked the linear fit.  We used 
the "least squares" method to calculate a straight line that best fit the data.  We then looked at the R-squared 
value to gauge the strength of this relationship.  These plots are below.  
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The simple nodes visited metric did the best with R^2 = 0.99.  Surprisingly, the more complex the metric was, 
the worse it did. Each metric had an R^2 above 0.9, which implies that each metric is fairly accurate. 
However, the linear fit might be suspect because three of the points are clustered near (0,0), and the other two 
are clustered very high up. 

Observations: 

Strengths/Weaknesses 

One of the strengths of Russian Doll Search is that it has very low space complexity since it is a depth-first 
search. Most of the memory usage comes from reading in the constraint problem data, and after that the 
problem is linear ( O(n) ) with the number of variables. 

The Russian Doll Search seems to run very quickly on loosely constrained problems, because it quickly reaches 
the bottom and gets a strong upper bound to make the rest of the search run quickly.  However, in difficult 
problems the time blows up at some point.  The sub-problems go very quickly until a sub-problem is reached in 
which it is difficult to find a new incumbent.  Thus in its worst case, each iteration runs like depth-first search 
and is O(n^2). 

Limitations of Bounding 

The RDS does not work well when the optimal solution is X when there are N variables assigned, but there are 
many variable assignments that valuate to lower than X when fewer than N variables are assigned.  For 
example, suppose we have an assignment tree of depth N, where every node in the first N-1 levels evaluates to 
0, but every node at depth N evaluates to 1, with the exception of the right most node.  In this case, we would 
have to traverse every node in the tree, regardless of how well we set our upper and lower bound.  This is an 
extreme case, however, it clearly shows the limitations of the RDS algorithm. 

Possible Extensions and Improvements 

The RDS algorithm could be extended to find all solutions instead of just one.  It would not be hard to 
implement, but it would reduce the effectiveness of Branch and Bound because it would have to search when lb 
<= ub, not just when lb < ub. 

The program could also be extended to find the next-best solution. To find the next-best solution up until the 
point the best answer is found, you just need to have a second incumbent that stores the previous incumbent 
when the incumbent changes.  However, to be complete in finding the second-best solution the tree would 
basically need to be searched again while ignoring all the best solutions. 

Summary 

In this paper we discussed our implementation and testing of the Russian Doll Search (RDS) algorithm.   This 
included details regarding the algorithm, implementation, timing and platform independent metrics.  The 
algorithm performed will on academic problems.  While this is a big improvement over the Branch and Bound 
algorithm, it is not sufficient to solve real world problems.  With that said, we look forward to comparing our 
results to the Decomposition and Dynamic Programming (DDP) algorithm.   
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Appendix RDS-A: Contributions 

Team 3: Lawrence Bush, Brian Bairstow 

Both team members made significant contributions to the project.  Where one team member 
may have written the code, the other team member often helped clarifying the algorithm, 
optimizing, and error checking the code.  Both team members also contributed significantly 
to the write-up. 

Lawrence Bush: 

Code: 	 Wrote initial code framework. 
Wrote the I/O code. 
Wrote initial Branch and Bound Code. 
Optimized the C++ implementation. 
Optimized the algorithm logic. 

  Ran the tests. 

Paper: 	 Wrote the framework of the paper. 
  Wrote optimization discussion. 

Wrote C++ implementation description. 
Wrote the Optimizations section. 
Wrote the results and results discussion section. 

  Created the metrics graphs. 
Contributed to the observations section. 

  Contributed to writing, editing, formatting and concept review. 
Wrote the introduction and summary. 

Brian Bairstow: 

Code: 	 Wrote initial Russian Doll Search Code. 
Implemented the evaluation functionality. 

Paper: 	 Wrote the Russian Doll Search description. 
  Contributed to the observations section. 
  Contributed to writing, editing and concept review. 
  Wrote the walk through description. 

Annotated the sample runs/walk through. 
  Wrote the metrics section. 
  Contributed to the observations section. 
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---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

Appendix RDS-B: Sample Run : Walk Through (RDS) 

This section includes the output and explanation of 1 sample RDS run. 

• 8 weighted queens problem 

8 weighted queens problem 

The following is a sample run for the 8 weighted queens problem. 

For all the sub-problems shown, the future sub-problems have optimal cost 0.  Thus you can notice that the

“Evaluates to:” and “Current lb:” lines are always equal.  If the future cost was x, the “Current lb:” line would

be x larger than the “Evaluates to:” line. 


Sub-problem 5 is fully annotated below; the other sub-problems have brief notes. 

The outputs of Sub-problems 0 and 1 have been cut from here because those take up 800 pages. 


//comments are marked with double slashes 

Final Assignment: 

Value: 2 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 0, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 1, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 4
Variable Index: 2, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 6
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 0
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 2 

Sample Run: 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 0, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: -1
Variable Index: 1, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: -1
Variable Index: 2, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: -1
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: -1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: -1
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: -1
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: -1
Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: -1
Sub-problem Optimum: 0 

Print all Variables: 

Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1 


//Above is the solution to sub-problem 7.
//A solution for sub-problem 7 is found immediately when
//finding the upper bound, so Branch and Bound is not
//actually run. 

Sub-problem Optimum: 0 

Print all Variables: 

Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 6

Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1 


//Above is the solution to sub-problem 6. 
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---------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

//A solution for sub-problem 6 is found immediately when
//finding the upper bound, so Branch and Bound is not
//actually run. 

//In-depth example of solving sub-problem 5
//Start at variable 5, value 0 

Print all Variables: 

Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 0

Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 1 

//lower bound is not lower than upper bound, so move to next value 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 1 

//lower bound is not lower than upper bound, so move to next value 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 2
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 1 

//lower bound is not lower than upper bound, so move to next value 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 1 

//lower bound is not lower than upper bound, so move to next value 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 4
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 1 

//lower bound is not lower than upper bound, so move to next value 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Evaluates to: 0 
Current lb: 0 
Current ub: 1 

//lower bound is less than upper bound, so move to next variable 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 0
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 1 

//lower bound is not lower than upper, bound, so move to next value 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 1 
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---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

//lower bound is not lower than upper bound, so move to next value 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 2
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 1 

//lower bound is not lower than upper bound, so move to next value 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 1 

//lower bound is not lower than upper bound, so move to next value 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 4
Evaluates to: 10 
Current lb: 10 
Current ub: 1 

//lower bound is not lower than upper bound, so move to next value 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Evaluates to: 10 
Current lb: 10 
Current ub: 1 

//lower bound is not lower than upper bound, so move to next value 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 6
Evaluates to: 9 
Current lb: 9 
Current ub: 1 

//lower bound is not lower than upper bound, so move to next value 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Evaluates to: 0 
Current lb: 0 
Current ub: 1 

//lower bound is not lower than upper bound, so move to next value 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 0
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 1 

//lower bound is lower than upper bound, so move to next variable 

Print all Variables: 

Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5

Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7 
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---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Evaluates to: 0 
Current lb: 0 
Current ub: 1 

//complete assignment, and lower bound is less than upper bound,
//so new incumbent 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 2
Evaluates to: 0 
Current lb: 0 
Current ub: 0 

//lower bound is not lower than upper bound, so move to next value 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 0 

//lower bound is not lower than upper bound, so move to next value 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 4
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 0 

//lower bound is not lower than upper bound, so move to next value 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 0 

//lower bound is not lower than upper bound, so move to next value 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 6
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 0 

//lower bound is not lower than upper bound, so move to next value 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 0 

//variables 6 and 7 are both at the maximum domain value, so back up
//twice 

Print all Variables: 
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---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 6
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 0 

//lower bound is not lower than upper bound, so move to next value 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Evaluates to: 0 
Current lb: 0 
Current ub: 0 

//variable 5 is at the maximum domain value, so back up. 

Print all Variables: 
//now the variable list is empty, so the sub-problem is complete
//and it returns the following answer:
Sub-problem Optimum: 0 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1 

//Above is the solution to sub-problem 5.

//This optimal cost and variable assignment is used in future

//sub-problems.


Sub-problem Optimum: 0 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 0
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1 

//Above is the solution to sub-problem 4.
//A solution for sub-problem 4 is found immediately when
//finding the upper bound, so Branch and Bound is not
//actually run 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 0
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Evaluates to: 0 
Current lb: 0 
Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 0
Evaluates to: 9 
Current lb: 9 
Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Evaluates to: 10 
Current lb: 10 
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---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 

Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1

Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 2

Evaluates to: 10 
Current lb: 10 
Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Evaluates to: 0 
Current lb: 0 
Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 0
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Evaluates to: 10 
Current lb: 10 
Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 2
Evaluates to: 10 
Current lb: 10 
Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Evaluates to: 10 
Current lb: 10 
Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 4
Evaluates to: 10 
Current lb: 10 
Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Evaluates to: 0 
Current lb: 0 
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---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 0
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Evaluates to: 10 
Current lb: 10 
Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 2
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Evaluates to: 10 
Current lb: 10 
Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 4
Evaluates to: 10 
Current lb: 10 
Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Evaluates to: 10 
Current lb: 10 
Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 6
Evaluates to: 9 
Current lb: 9 
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---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Evaluates to: 0 
Current lb: 0 
Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 0
Evaluates to: 10 
Current lb: 10 
Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Evaluates to: 9 
Current lb: 9 
Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 2
Evaluates to: 0 
Current lb: 0 
Current ub: 1 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 0 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 4
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 0 

Print all Variables: 

Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1 
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---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 0 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 6
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 0 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 0 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 6
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 0 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Evaluates to: 0 
Current lb: 0 
Current ub: 0 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 4
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 0 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 0 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 6
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
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---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------- 

Current ub: 0 

Print all Variables: 

Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1

Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7

Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 0 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 2
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 0 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Evaluates to: 0 
Current lb: 0 
Current ub: 0 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 4
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 0 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 0 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 6
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 0 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Evaluates to: 1 
Current lb: 1 
Current ub: 0 

Print all Variables: 
Sub-problem Optimum: 0 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5
Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7
Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 2 

Sub-problem Optimum: 0 

Print all Variables: 
Variable Index: 2, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 4
Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1
Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3
Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5 
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---------------------------------------------------- 

Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7

Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 2

//Above is the solution to sub-problem 3. 

//Sub-problems 0 and 1 take up 800 pages, so they have
//been cut out. 

Final Solution: 

Value: 2 


Print all Variables: 

Variable Index: 0, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 1

Variable Index: 1, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 4

Variable Index: 2, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 6

Variable Index: 3, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 3

Variable Index: 4, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 0

Variable Index: 5, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 7

Variable Index: 6, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 5

Variable Index: 7, Domain Size: 8, Domain Value: 2 
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Appendix RDS-C: Code Print Out 
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1 C:\Documents and Settings\larrybush\Desktop\combined writeup\team3_only\code\readme.txt 

Instructions: 

The algorithm was implemented in C++ and compiled under Microsoft Windows 2000, using the 

Cygwin / GNU g++ compiler using –O3 optimization level. 

The computer that the tests were run on has and Intel Xeon 3.06 GHz CPU with 1GB of RAM. 


The program can be compiled and run using the included Makefile.


To run the program, put this folder in a place that you can navigate to through Cygwin.

Run Cygwin.

Navigate to the folder (rdsv17o2).

Type make.


This will compile the program and run all of the benchmark examples.
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1C:\Documents and Settings\larrybush\Desktop\combined writeup\team3_only\code\makefile
#Larry Bush and Brian Bairstow
#Russian Doll Search Make File
#16.412J/6.834J COGNITIVE ROBOTICS 
#Prof. Brian Williams

runtests:
 g++ -O3 rds_driver.cpp -o rds_driver.exe -D_GLIBCPP_CONCEPT_CHECKS
 ./rds_driver.exe ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/4wqueens.wcsp ./out/4wqueens.wcsp_out.txt ./out/

collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/8wqueens.wcsp ./out/8wqueens.wcsp_out.txt ./out/

collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/zebra.wcsp ./out/zebra.wcsp_out.txt ./out/collective_out

.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/send.wcsp ./out/send.wcsp_out.txt ./out/collective_out.

txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/16wqueens.wcsp ./out/16wqueens.wcsp_out.txt ./out/

collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/CELAR6-SUB0.wcsp ./out/CELAR6-SUB0.wcsp_out.txt ./out/

collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/CELAR6-SUB1-24.wcsp ./out/CELAR6-SUB1-24.wcsp_out.txt ./

out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/CELAR6-SUB2.wcsp ./out/CELAR6-SUB2.wcsp_out.txt ./out/

collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/donald.wcsp ./out/donald.wcsp_out.txt ./out/

collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/ssa0432-003.wcsp ./out/ssa0432-003.wcsp_out.txt ./out/

collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/ssa2670-130.wcsp ./out/ssa2670-130.wcsp_out.txt ./out/

collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/ssa2670-141.wcsp ./out/ssa2670-141.wcsp_out.txt ./out/

collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp25_10_21_85_1.wcsp ./out/vcsp25_10_21_85_1.wcsp_out.

txt ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp25_10_21_85_2.wcsp ./out/vcsp25_10_21_85_2.wcsp_out.

txt ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp25_10_21_85_3.wcsp ./out/vcsp25_10_21_85_3.wcsp_out.

txt ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp25_10_21_85_4.wcsp ./out/vcsp25_10_21_85_4.wcsp_out.

txt ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp25_10_21_85_5.wcsp ./out/vcsp25_10_21_85_5.wcsp_out.

txt ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp25_10_25_87_1.wcsp ./out/vcsp25_10_25_87_1.wcsp_out.

txt ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp25_10_25_87_2.wcsp ./out/vcsp25_10_25_87_2.wcsp_out.

txt ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp25_10_25_87_3.wcsp ./out/vcsp25_10_25_87_3.wcsp_out.

txt ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp25_10_25_87_4.wcsp ./out/vcsp25_10_25_87_4.wcsp_out.

txt ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp25_10_25_87_5.wcsp ./out/vcsp25_10_25_87_5.wcsp_out.

txt ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp30_10_25_48_1.wcsp ./out/vcsp30_10_25_48_1.wcsp_out.

txt ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp30_10_25_48_2.wcsp ./out/vcsp30_10_25_48_2.wcsp_out.

txt ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp30_10_25_48_3.wcsp ./out/vcsp30_10_25_48_3.wcsp_out.

txt ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp30_10_25_48_4.wcsp ./out/vcsp30_10_25_48_4.wcsp_out.

txt ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp30_10_25_48_5.wcsp ./out/vcsp30_10_25_48_5.wcsp_out.

txt ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp40_10_13_60_1.wcsp ./out/vcsp40_10_13_60_1.wcsp_out.

txt ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp40_10_13_60_2.wcsp ./out/vcsp40_10_13_60_2.wcsp_out.

txt ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp40_10_13_60_3.wcsp ./out/vcsp40_10_13_60_3.wcsp_out.
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2 C:\Documents and Settings\larrybush\Desktop\combined writeup\team3_only\code\makefile 
txt ./out/collective_out.txt

./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp40_10_13_60_4.wcsp ./out/vcsp40_10_13_60_4.wcsp_out.

txt ./out/collective_out.txt


 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp40_10_13_60_5.wcsp ./out/vcsp40_10_13_60_5.wcsp_out.

txt ./out/collective_out.txt


rds_compile_and_run:
g++ -O3 rds_driver.cpp -o rds_driver.exe -D_GLIBCPP_CONCEPT_CHECKS

 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/zebra.wcsp ./out/zebra.wcsp_out.txt ./out/collective_out 
.txt 

clear:
 ./rds_driver.exe ./out/collective_out.txt 

test:
 g++ -O3 rds_driver.cpp -o rds_driver.exe -D_GLIBCPP_CONCEPT_CHECKS

./rds_driver.exe ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/4wqueens.wcsp ./out/4wqueens.wcsp_out.txt ./out/

collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/8wqueens.wcsp ./out/8wqueens.wcsp_out.txt ./out/

collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/zebra.wcsp ./out/zebra.wcsp_out.txt ./out/collective_out 

.txt 

runtests2:
 g++ -O3 rds_driver.cpp -o rds_driver.exe -D_GLIBCPP_CONCEPT_CHECKS

./rds_driver.exe ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/send.wcsp ./out/send.wcsp_out.txt ./out/collective_out. 

txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/4wqueens.wcsp ./out/4wqueens.wcsp_out.txt ./out/

collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/8wqueens.wcsp ./out/8wqueens.wcsp_out.txt ./out/

collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/zebra.wcsp ./out/zebra.wcsp_out.txt ./out/collective_out 

.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/16wqueens.wcsp ./out/16wqueens.wcsp_out.txt ./out/

collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/CELAR6-SUB0.wcsp ./out/CELAR6-SUB0.wcsp_out.txt ./out/

collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/CELAR6-SUB1-24.wcsp ./out/CELAR6-SUB1-24.wcsp_out.txt ./

out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/CELAR6-SUB2.wcsp ./out/CELAR6-SUB2.wcsp_out.txt ./out/

collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/donald.wcsp ./out/donald.wcsp_out.txt ./out/

collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/send.wcsp ./out/send.wcsp_out.txt ./out/collective_out. 

txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/ssa0432-003.wcsp ./out/ssa0432-003.wcsp_out.txt ./out/

collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/ssa2670-130.wcsp ./out/ssa2670-130.wcsp_out.txt ./out/

collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/ssa2670-141.wcsp ./out/ssa2670-141.wcsp_out.txt ./out/

collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp25_10_21_85_1.wcsp ./out/vcsp25_10_21_85_1.wcsp_out. 

txt ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp25_10_21_85_2.wcsp ./out/vcsp25_10_21_85_2.wcsp_out. 

txt ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp25_10_21_85_3.wcsp ./out/vcsp25_10_21_85_3.wcsp_out. 

txt ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp25_10_21_85_4.wcsp ./out/vcsp25_10_21_85_4.wcsp_out. 

txt ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp25_10_21_85_5.wcsp ./out/vcsp25_10_21_85_5.wcsp_out. 

txt ./out/collective_out.txt
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp25_10_25_87_1.wcsp ./out/vcsp25_10_25_87_1.wcsp_out. 

txt ./out/collective_out.txt 
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3 C:\Documents and Settings\larrybush\Desktop\combined writeup\team3_only\code\makefile
 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp25_10_25_87_2.wcsp ./out/vcsp25_10_25_87_2.wcsp_out.


txt ./out/collective_out.txt

 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp25_10_25_87_3.wcsp ./out/vcsp25_10_25_87_3.wcsp_out.


txt ./out/collective_out.txt

 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp25_10_25_87_4.wcsp ./out/vcsp25_10_25_87_4.wcsp_out.


txt ./out/collective_out.txt

 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp25_10_25_87_5.wcsp ./out/vcsp25_10_25_87_5.wcsp_out.


txt ./out/collective_out.txt

 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp30_10_25_48_1.wcsp ./out/vcsp30_10_25_48_1.wcsp_out.


txt ./out/collective_out.txt

 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp30_10_25_48_2.wcsp ./out/vcsp30_10_25_48_2.wcsp_out.


txt ./out/collective_out.txt

 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp30_10_25_48_3.wcsp ./out/vcsp30_10_25_48_3.wcsp_out.


txt ./out/collective_out.txt

 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp30_10_25_48_4.wcsp ./out/vcsp30_10_25_48_4.wcsp_out.


txt ./out/collective_out.txt

 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp30_10_25_48_5.wcsp ./out/vcsp30_10_25_48_5.wcsp_out.


txt ./out/collective_out.txt

 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp40_10_13_60_1.wcsp ./out/vcsp40_10_13_60_1.wcsp_out.


txt ./out/collective_out.txt

 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp40_10_13_60_2.wcsp ./out/vcsp40_10_13_60_2.wcsp_out.


txt ./out/collective_out.txt

 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp40_10_13_60_3.wcsp ./out/vcsp40_10_13_60_3.wcsp_out.


txt ./out/collective_out.txt

 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp40_10_13_60_4.wcsp ./out/vcsp40_10_13_60_4.wcsp_out.


txt ./out/collective_out.txt

 ./rds_driver.exe ./benchmarks/vcsp40_10_13_60_5.wcsp ./out/vcsp40_10_13_60_5.wcsp_out.


txt ./out/collective_out.txt
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1 C:\Documents and Settings\larrybush\Desktop... writeup\team3_only\code\rds_driver.cpp


//

//Massachusetts Institute of Technology

//16.412J/6.834J Cognitive Robotics

//

//Russian Doll Search

//

//Problem Set #2

//Due: in class Wed, 3/9/05

//

//Lawrence Bush, Brian Bairstow

//

// _________________________________________ 

//

// _________________________________________ 

// Russian Doll Search - Main program.


#include<iostream>

#include
#include
#include

<iomanip>
<string>
<fstream>


#include<vector>

#include
#include

<string>
<sstream>


#include "variable.h"

#include "variables.h"

#include "tuple.h"

#include "tuples.h"

#include "constraints.h"


//uncomment the next line to see the full walk through output

//#define DEBUG_OUTPUT_PROBLEM_FILE

//timer code

//#include "long_timer.h"

#include "timer.h"


using namespace std;


variables bnb(constraints C, std::ostream & out, int initial, vector<double> & future_cost 
, variables sa, vector<unsigned long long int> & operations, time_t & time_limit,int &
 variable_counter) { 

if(time_limit < time(0)) { return variables(); }

 variables ca = C.initialize_assignment(initial); 

// double old_sa_eval = C.evaluate( sa,operations );// the following line is quicker,
but this one would work also 

double old_sa_eval = future_cost[initial+1];

C.initialize_upper_bound(sa, ca, operations);

double new_sa_eval = C.evaluate(sa,operations );

if(new_sa_eval==old_sa_eval) {


future_cost[initial] = new_sa_eval;

return sa;


}


double
double

 ub=C.get_upper_bound();
 lb=0;

double eval; 

while(1) {

if(time_limit < time(0)) { return variables(); }


#ifdef DEBUG_OUTPUT_PROBLEM_FILE
  ca.print(out); 
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2 C:\Documents and Settings\larrybush\Desktop... writeup\team3_only\code\rds_driver.cpp 
#endif 

if(ca.empty()){

future_cost[initial] = ub;

return sa;


}

eval = C.evaluate(ca,operations, future_cost[initial+ca.size()], ub );

// eval = C.evaluate(ca,operations);// the above line is faster, but this one

would work also
 lb = eval + future_cost[initial+ca.size()];

#ifdef DEBUG_OUTPUT_PROBLEM_FILE
  out << "Evaluates to: " << eval << endl;
  out << "Current lb: " << lb << endl;
  out << "Current ub: " << ub << endl;
  out << "----------------------------------------------------"<<endl;
#endif 

// terminal case

// change the ub if applicable

// even if it is ok, go to the right/up

if(C.is_last_variable(ca)){// last variable


// if last variable, and eval < ub, then set ub = eval (ub is current best 
assignment cost)

if(lb<ub){

    ub=lb;

    sa  = ca;


} 

if(C.is_last_value(ca)){// last value 

    ca  = C.back_up(ca);


operations[2]+=1;


 } else {// not last value 
// if last variable and if not last value, try next value

    ca  = C.get_next_value(ca);

operations[2]+=1;


}


///////////////////////////////////////////

} else {// not last variable yet


// if eval >= ub && not last value, then try next value or go up(if last 
value) 

// if eval < ub, then try next variable 

if(lb<ub){//good, then try next variable

    ca  = C.get_next_variable(ca);


operations[2]+=1;

} else {// if eval >= ub && not last value, then try next value or go up(if 

last value) 
if(C.is_last_value(ca)){// last value


     ca  = C.back_up(ca);

operations[2]+=1;


} else {// not last value // not last variable 
// if not last value, try next value

     ca  = C.get_next_value(ca);

operations[2]+=1;


}


 }

 } 
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3 C:\Documents and Settings\larrybush\Desktop... writeup\team3_only\code\rds_driver.cpp
 } 

} 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

double rds(constraints C, ostream & out, vector<unsigned long long int> & operations,
time_t & time_limit,int & variable_counter)

{ 
int n = C.get_number_of_variables();

 vector<double> future_costs(n+1, -1);
variables sa; //subproblem assignment

 future_costs[n] = 0; 

for(int i = n-1; i >= 0; i--)
{
 sa = bnb(C, out, i, future_costs, sa, operations, time_limit, variable_counter);

if(time_limit < time(0)) { return -1; } 

#ifdef DEBUG_OUTPUT_PROBLEM_FILE
  out << "Subproblem Optimum:  " << future_costs[i] << endl;
  sa.print(out);

out << endl ;
#endif 

if(sa.empty()) {

return -2;


}


if(future_costs[i] >= C.get_global_upper_bound())
{

#ifdef DEBUG_OUTPUT_PROBLEM_FILE
   out << endl << "Failure";

//if for any subproblem that cost is worse than the global upper bound
// then it is going to fail on any macro problem, so return flag

#endif 
return -2;//flag

}
}
//#ifdef DEBUG_OUTPUT_PROBLEM_FILE 
out << endl << endl << "Value: " << future_costs[0] << endl;


 sa.print(out);

//#endif 

return future_costs[0]; 

} 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

// This function converts doubles to strings. 

string ltos(unsigned long long int d) {
 ostringstream ost;

ost<<d; 
return ost.str();

}
string dtos(double d) {
 ostringstream ost;

ost<<d; 
return ost.str();

}
int main(int argc, char *argv[] ) { // start of main, with input of file argument and the 
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 number of arguments

 vector<unsigned long long int> operations_old;

vector<unsigned long long int> operations;


int time_duration = 599; 

if (argc == 2 ) {  // if there are 2 arguments

//open out file


  ofstream collective_out;

collective_out.open(argv[1],ios::out);//write / clear


if (collective_out == NULL) {// error of out file could not be opened
   cerr << "Error, could not clear the collective outfile" << endl;

exit(0);
} 

// 0 is tuple  count

// 1 is variable count

// 3 is nodes visited


  collective_out <<"Problem_Name "<<" Number of Variables"<<" Number of Nodes"<< 
"Run_Time(seconds)"<<" Evaluated Tuple"<<" Evaluated Variables"<<" Nodes Visited"< 
<" Optimal_Value"<<endl;

collective_out.close();//close output file

cout<< "Cleared the file : " << argv[1] << endl << endl ;


  cout <<"Problem_Name "<<"Run_Time(seconds)"<<" Operation_Counts"<<endl;

exit(0);


 } 

if (argc != 4 ) {  // if there are not 4 arguments

// Error message and command line argument instructions

cout<< "Command line arguments:\n" << "example:\n" << "problem_in_file_name

problem_out_file_name collective_out.txt\n";
exit(0);

} else {
cout<< "There are 4 Command line arguments: "<< argv[0] << " and " << argv[1] << "

 and " << argv[2] << " and " << argv[3] << ".\n" << endl;

 } 

//open out file
 ofstream out;

 out.open(argv[2],ios::out);


if (out == NULL) {// error of out file could not be opened

  cerr << "Error, could not open the file file" << endl;


exit(0);

}


//open out file
 ofstream collective_out;


collective_out.open(argv[3],ios::app);//append

if (collective_out == NULL) {// error of out file could not be opened


  cerr << "Error, could not open the collective outfile" << endl;

exit(0);


}


 string input_file_name = argv[1];

 cout << "Input Filename = "<<input_file_name<<"\n";


 ifstream in;

 in.open(argv[1],ios::in);


if (in == NULL) {// error message if in file could not be opened

  cerr << "Error, could not open the output file" << endl;


exit(0);

}
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// Instantiate variables for file input 
 string problem_name;


int number_of_variables;

int maximum_domain_size;

int
int

 number_of_constraint_groups;
global_upper_bound;


// Read in the problem header:
in>>problem_name>>number_of_variables>>maximum_domain_size>>

number_of_constraint_groups>>global_upper_bound;

// Output the problem header:

 cout<<problem_name<<" "<<number_of_variables<<" "<<maximum_domain_size<<" "<

<number_of_constraint_groups<<" "<<global_upper_bound<<endl;


 variables X; // X is a set of variables 

// Read in the domain sizes and initialize the variables. 
for(int count_var_index = 0; count_var_index < number_of_variables ; count_var_index+ 
+){ 

int next_variable_domain_size;

in>>next_variable_domain_size;

// cout<<next_variable_domain_size<<endl; 

int domain_value = -1; 

// variable next_variable(count_var_index, next_variable_domain_size, 

domain_value);


X.insert( variable(count_var_index, next_variable_domain_size, domain_value) );
// cout<<next_variable<<endl;

 }

 X.print(out);

 constraints C(number_of_variables, maximum_domain_size,number_of_constraint_groups, 
global_upper_bound, X); 

// vector<constraint> constraint_vector; 

int
int

 constraint_arity;
next_variables_in_constraint;


int default_cost;

int
int
int

 number_of_tuples;
next_tup_value;
non_default_value; 

// Read in each constraint group: 
for(int count = 0; count < number_of_constraint_groups ; count++){ 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Read constraint group header line (num vars, each var, default cost, num

tuples). 

// Read number of variables in the constraint (constraint arity).

in>>constraint_arity;

// Read the indecies of variables in the constraint.

// Note: we have to remember this order, so we can apply the right value


assingment to the right variable.

// This should be an iterable set of variables.


 vector<int> cX_indecies; // cX is the subset of variable indecies in the 

constraint. 

for(int count_constraint_arity = 0; count_constraint_arity < constraint_arity ;
count_constraint_arity++){


in>>next_variables_in_constraint;

cX_indecies.push_back(next_variables_in_constraint);


} 
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// Read the Default cost value.
in>>default_cost;
// Read the Number of tuples (variable set assignments) without the default cost.

 in>>number_of_tuples; 

// create the constraint 
//constraint temp_constraint(constraint_arity, default_cost, number_of_tuples,

cX_indecies); 

// create the tuple set
  tuples temp_tuples(constraint_arity, default_cost, number_of_tuples, cX_indecies);

// cout<<number_of_tuples_without_default_cost_value<<endl;
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// 

// Read in each constraint tuple (variable set assignments without the default
cost).

for(int count_number_of_tuples = 0; count_number_of_tuples < number_of_tuples ;
count_number_of_tuples++){

   variables c_vars; // a set of variables in the sub-constraint 

// Read each the tuple: 
// Here we should iterate through the variable set. 
// Then create a variable / value "pairing" which goes into a value object. 
// The value objects are the combined into a constraint object, which also

contains the default value. 

for(vector<int>::iterator count_icx = cX_indecies.begin(); count_icx != 
cX_indecies.end() ; count_icx++ ){

// for(int count_number_of_variables_in_constraint= 0;

count_number_of_variables_in_constraint < number_of_variables_in_constraint ;

count_number_of_variables_in_constraint++){


// read the n tuple assignments
in>>next_tup_value;

    c_vars.insert( variable(*count_icx, X[*count_icx].get_domain_size(), 
next_tup_value) );

} 

// read the non-default cost.  
in>>non_default_value;
// Create a new value.

   tuple temp_tuple = tuple(c_vars,non_default_value);
temp_tuples.insert(temp_tuple);

}
C.insert_tuples(temp_tuples);


}// end read each constraint group


 C.sort_tuples_by_num_non_default_cost();

 in.close();//close input file 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////

////////////////////////////////////////////////////

///// /////

///// Time Trials /////

///// /////

////////////////////////////////////////////////////

////////////////////////////////////////////////////

///// To seconds trials first /////

////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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 srand(time(0));//timer


time_t initial, final;

initial = time(0);


 time_t time_limit = initial + time_duration;

int memory_used = 0;

int variable_counter = 0;

//operations=0;
operations.clear();

operations.push_back(0);//

operations.push_back(0);//

operations.push_back(0);//


///////////////////////

/// run rds ///

///////////////////////

double optimal_value = rds(C, out,operations, time_limit, memory_used);


 cout<<"hi"<<endl;

final = time(0);

double elapsed_seconds = difftime(final,initial);


if(elapsed_seconds> 1){ 

////////////////////

// output lines //

////////////////////

// parse the problem name


  string problem_name = argv[1];

string::size_type ssl = problem_name.find("/");

problem_name.replace(0,ssl+1,"");

ssl = problem_name.find("/");

problem_name.replace(0,ssl+1,"");

ssl = problem_name.find(".");

problem_name.replace(ssl,ssl+4,"");

////////////////////////////////////

  string optimal_value_string=dtos(optimal_value);

if(optimal_value == -1){ optimal_value_string = "time expired"; }

if(optimal_value == -2){ optimal_value_string = "failure";}


  collective_out <<problem_name<<"  "<<C.get_number_of_variables()<<"  "<< C. 
get_number_of_nodes() <<string(31-problem_name.length()-dtos(elapsed_seconds).length
(),' ')<<elapsed_seconds <<string(18-ltos(operations[0]).length(),' ')<< ltos 
(operations[0]) <<string(18-ltos(operations[1]).length(),' ')<< ltos(operations[1]) < 
<string(18-ltos(operations[2]).length(),' ')<< ltos(operations[2]) <<string(15-
optimal_value_string.length(),' ')<<" "<< optimal_value_string <<endl<<flush;

  cout <<problem_name<<" "<<C.get_number_of_variables()<<" "<< C. 
get_number_of_nodes() <<string(31-problem_name.length()-dtos(elapsed_seconds).length
(),' ')<<elapsed_seconds <<string(18-ltos(operations[0]).length(),' ')<< ltos 
(operations[0]) <<string(18-ltos(operations[1]).length(),' ')<< ltos(operations[1]) < 
<string(18-ltos(operations[2]).length(),' ')<< ltos(operations[2]) <<string(15-
optimal_value_string.length(),' ')<<" "<< optimal_value_string <<endl<<flush;

////////////////////

 } else {
////////////////////////////////////////////////////

////////////////////////////////////////////////////

////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// if it is a short time frame, then use this more precise method: 

// timer declarations 

unsigned int reps;

unsigned long N;

N=10;


 reps = 10;

srand(time(0));//timer
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  timer tim;


//
tim

Compute the baseline time for N
.start_baseline(reps);


do {
//////////////////////////////

// Baseline Operations Here

// (anything that isn't really the algorithm

//////////////////////////////

// nothing //

// End of Baseline Operations

///////////////////////////////


} while (tim.check());

  tim.report(false);

  time_t time_limit = time(0) + time_duration;

  tim.start(reps, N);


do {


//////////////////////////////

// Baseline Operations Here

// (anything that isn't really the algorithm

//////////////////////////////


// End of Baseline Operations

///////////////////////////////

// Main Timed Operation

// this is the actual timing

// for(int count_rds=1;count_rds<20000;count_rds++) {

//operations=0;

// 0 is tuple count

// 1 is variable count

// 3 is nodes visited


 operations.clear();

operations.push_back(0);//

operations.push_back(0);//

operations.push_back(0);//

double optimal_value = rds(C, out,operations, time_limit, variable_counter);

//////////////////////////////////////


}

while (tim.check());


  tim.report(false);

  cout<<"longer that 3 seconds"<<endl;

elapsed_seconds = tim.report();

tim.report(false);


////////////////////

// output lines //

////////////////////


  string problem_name = argv[1];

string::size_type ssl = problem_name.find("/");

problem_name.replace(0,ssl+1,"");

ssl = problem_name.find("/");

problem_name.replace(0,ssl+1,"");

ssl = problem_name.find(".");

problem_name.replace(ssl,ssl+4,"");


  string elapsed_seconds_string=dtos(elapsed_seconds);

  string optimal_value_string=dtos(optimal_value);


if(optimal_value== -1){ optimal_value_string = "time expired";}

if(optimal_value== -2){ optimal_value_string = "time expired";}


  collective_out <<problem_name<<"  "<<C.get_number_of_variables()<<"  "<< C. 
get_number_of_nodes() <<string(31-problem_name.length()-dtos(elapsed_seconds).length
(),' ')<<elapsed_seconds <<string(18-ltos(operations[0]).length(),' ')<< ltos 
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(operations[0]) <<string(18-ltos(operations[1]).length(),' ')<< ltos(operations[1]) < 
<string(18-ltos(operations[2]).length(),' ')<< ltos(operations[2]) <<string(15-
optimal_value_string.length(),' ')<<" "<< optimal_value_string <<endl<<flush;

  cout <<problem_name<<" "<<C.get_number_of_variables()<<" "<< C. 
get_number_of_nodes() <<string(31-problem_name.length()-dtos(elapsed_seconds).length
(),' ')<<elapsed_seconds <<string(18-ltos(operations[0]).length(),' ')<< ltos 
(operations[0]) <<string(18-ltos(operations[1]).length(),' ')<< ltos(operations[1]) < 
<string(18-ltos(operations[2]).length(),' ')<< ltos(operations[2]) <<string(15-
optimal_value_string.length(),' ')<<" "<< optimal_value_string <<endl<<flush; 

//sa.print(collective_out);//you can print out the final assignment again here if 
you wish. 

////////////////////

 }

 out.close();//close input file 

return 0; 

} 
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// File:  constraints.h

//

//Massachusetts Institute of Technology

//16.412J/6.834J Cognitive Robotics

//

//Russian Doll Search

//

//Problem Set #2

//Due: in class Wed, 3/9/05

//

//Lawrence Bush, Brian Bairstow

//

// _________________________________________ 

//

//


#ifndef _constraints_h_

#define _constraints_h_

#include
#include

 <string>
<vector>


#include
#include 

<algorithm>
"variable.h"


#include "variables.h"

#include "tuples.h"

using namespace std;


// constraints class

//

//

class constraints {


public:

//constraints() {} // default constructor // not needed or wanted

// Constructor - assigns all variable attributes

constraints(int number_of_variables_in, int maximum_domain_size_in, int

number_of_constraint_groups_in, int  global_upper_bound_in, variables X_in)


: number_of_variables(number_of_variables_in), maximum_domain_size
(maximum_domain_size_in),number_of_constraint_groups(number_of_constraint_groups_in),
global_upper_bound(global_upper_bound_in), X(X_in)
{
 global_lower_bound = 0;

}


void insert_tuples(tuples ts_in){ // insert a variable object into the container
tuples_vector.push_back(ts_in);

} 

int get_number_of_constraint_groups() const {return number_of_constraint_groups;}
int get_number_of_variables() const {return number_of_variables;} 

// assessor operator, returns player k
tuples operator[](int k) const

 {


return tuples_vector[k];

}


int get_number_of_nodes() { 

  vector<variable> vl = X.get_variable_list();


int number_of_nodes=1;

for(vector<variable>::iterator i = vl.begin(); i != vl.end(); i++)

{

 number_of_nodes *= i->get_domain_size();// metric counter

 }

return number_of_nodes;
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 } 

int size() { return tuples_vector.size(); } // returns the number of tuple in the 
container 

double initialize_upper_bound(variables & sa, variables ca, vector<unsigned long long 
int> & operations) { 

  upper_bound = 999999999;

double temp;


  variables tempvar;

int i;


for(i = 0; i < sa.size(); i++)

{ 


   ca.insert(sa[i]);

}


for(i = 0; i < ca[0].get_domain_size(); i++)
{

 temp = evaluate(ca,operations);


if(temp < upper_bound)

{

 upper_bound = temp;

tempvar = ca;

}

if(i < ca[0].get_domain_size()-1)


    ca  = increment_first_value(ca);

operations[2]+=1;


}


  sa = tempvar; 
//if(upper_bound==sa_eval) {upper_bound -= 1; cout<<"ub == sa_eval"<<endl;} //

obsolete not 
return upper_bound;


} 


double get_upper_bound() { 
return upper_bound;


}

double get_global_upper_bound() {


return global_upper_bound;

} 


// print tuple container
void print(std::ostream & out) { 

  out << "----------------------------------------------------"<<endl;
  out << "Tuple Sets Statistics: \n";
  out << "----------------------------------------------------"<<endl;
  out << "Number of Variables: "<< number_of_variables << endl;
  out << "Domain Sizes: "<< maximum_domain_size << endl;
  out << "Number of Tuple Sets: "<< number_of_constraint_groups << endl;
  out << "Global Upper Bound: "<< global_upper_bound << endl;
  out << "----------------------------------------------------"<<endl;
  out << "Print all Tuple Sets: \n";
  out << "----------------------------------------------------"<<endl; 

for( int i = 0 ; i < size() ; i++ ) {

tuples_vector[i].print(out);


}

}


bool is_last_value(variables & ca_in)

{
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if(ca_in.back().get_domain_value()==(ca_in.back().get_domain_size()-1)){


return true;

} else {


return false;

}


}


bool is_last_variable(variables & ca_in)

{


if(ca_in.back().get_var_index()==X.back().get_var_index()){

return true;


} else {

return false;


}

}


 variables initialize_assignment(int initial ){
current_assignment = variables();
next_variable = initial;
next_value = 0;
current_assignment.insert(variable(next_variable,X[next_variable].get_domain_size

(),next_value ));

return current_assignment;


}


 variables increment_first_value(variables ca_in)
{


int n = ca_in.size();

  vector<variable> temp(n);


for(int i = n - 1; i > 0; i--)
{

 temp[i] = ca_in[i];


ca_in.remove();

}

ca_in = get_next_value(ca_in);


for(int count_n = 1; count_n < n; count_n ++)

{

 ca_in.insert(temp[count_n]);

}

return ca_in;


}

 variables get_next_value(variables & ca_in){

  variable temp = ca_in.back();

  ca_in.remove();


if(!temp.increment_domain_value()) {

cout<<"Error, domain exceeded!\n";


}

ca_in.insert(temp);


return ca_in; 

return ca_in;

}


 variables get_next_variable(variables ca_in){ 

// insert the next variable if I can
ca_in.insert(variable(X[ca_in.back().get_var_index()+1].get_var_index(),X[ca_in. 

back().get_var_index()+1].get_domain_size(),0)); 
return ca_in;

} 
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 variables back_up(variables & ca_in){ 

if(ca_in.size()==0){return ca_in;}

ca_in.remove();

if(ca_in.size()==0){return ca_in;}


if(ca_in.back().increment_domain_value()) {

ca_in = get_next_value(ca_in);


} else {

ca_in = back_up(ca_in);


}

return ca_in;


}

 variables get_next_assignment(){ 

// insert the next variable if I can 
if(next_variable+1 != number_of_variables){

next_variable++;
current_assignment.insert(variable(next_variable,X[next_variable].

get_domain_size(),0));

return current_assignment;


}

// else increment the value 
while( 1 ){

   variable temp = current_assignment.back();

current_assignment.remove();

next_variable--;


if(!temp.next_domain_value()){

current_assignment.insert(temp);


    next_variable++;

return current_assignment;


}

}

return current_assignment;


} 

double evaluate(variables & ca_in,vector<unsigned long long int> & operations, double 
& additional_cost, double & upper_bound){ 

//operations += ca_in.size();// obsolete counter 

double return_value = 0; 
for( int i = 0 ; i < size() ; i++ ) {//size is the number of tuple sets

   return_value += tuples_vector[i].evaluate(ca_in, operations); 
if( (return_value + additional_cost) > upper_bound) { return return_value; }

}
return return_value;

} 

double evaluate(variables ca_in,vector<unsigned long long int> & operations){ 

//operations += ca_in.size();// obsolete counter 

double return_value = 0;

for( int i = 0 ; i < size() ; i++ ) {


return_value += tuples_vector[i].evaluate(ca_in, operations);

}
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return return_value;


}


 variables bind_next_assignment(){ 
// this function goes to the next value, rather than going deeper

// increment the value

while( 1 ){

   variable temp = current_assignment.back();

current_assignment.remove();

next_variable--;


if(!temp.next_domain_value()){

current_assignment.insert(temp);


    next_variable++;

return current_assignment;


}

}

return current_assignment;


}
// constraint sorts 
void sort_tuples_by_num_non_default_cost(){

sort(tuples_vector.begin(),tuples_vector.end(),less_size());

}

class less_size {

public:


bool operator()(tuples x, tuples y) const { return (x.get_number_of_tuples() < y. 
get_number_of_tuples()); }
}; 

private: 

int number_of_variables;

int maximum_domain_size;

int number_of_constraint_groups;

double
double
double

 global_upper_bound;
upper_bound;
global_lower_bound;

 variables X;

 vector<tuples> tuples_vector;


 variables current_assignment;

int next_variable;

int next_value;


}; 

#endif 
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// File:  tuples.h

//

//Massachusetts Institute of Technology

//16.412J/6.834J Cognitive Robotics

//

//Russian Doll Search

//

//Problem Set #2

//Due: in class Wed, 3/9/05

//

//Lawrence Bush, Brian Bairstow

//

// _________________________________________ 

//

// tuples.h - Contains a set of tuples and algorithm pertaining to them.

// Stores a vector of tuples.

//


#ifndef
#define
#include
#include

 _tuples_h_
_tuples_h_
<string>
<vector>


#include
#include 

<algorithm>
"variable.h"


using namespace std;


// tuples class

//

//

class tuples {


public:
 tuples() {} // default constructor 

// Constructor - assigns all variable attributes
tuples(int constraint_arity_in, int default_cost_in, int number_of_tuples_in, vector
<int> cX_indecies_in)

: constraint_arity(constraint_arity_in), default_cost(default_cost_in),

number_of_tuples(number_of_tuples_in), cX_indecies(cX_indecies_in)

{

}


void insert(tuple t_in){ // insert a variable object into the container

tuple_vector.push_back(t_in);


}


//remove a tuple from the container
void remove(){


tuple_vector.pop_back();

}


int get_constraint_arity() const {return constraint_arity;}

double get_default_cost() const {return default_cost;}

int get_number_of_tuples() const {return number_of_tuples;}

vector<int> get_cX_indecies() const {return cX_indecies;}


// assessor operator, returns player k
tuple operator[](int k) const

 {


return tuple_vector[k];

}


int size() { return tuple_vector.size(); } // returns the number of tuple in the 
container 

// print tuple container 
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void print(std::ostream & out) { 

  out << "----------------------------------------------------"<<endl;
  out << "----- Next Tuple Set -----"<<endl;
  out << "----------------------------------------------------"<<endl;
  out << "Tuple Set Arity: "<<constraint_arity<<endl;
  out << "Tuple Set Variables: ";

for(vector<int>::iterator iter = cX_indecies.begin();iter != cX_indecies.end();
iter++){ out << *iter << " ";}

  out << endl;
  out << "Tuple Set Default Value: "<<default_cost<<endl;
  out << "Tuple Set Size: "<<number_of_tuples<<endl;

  out << "----------------------------------------------------"<<endl;

  out << "Print each Tuple in this Tuple Set: \n";

  out << "----------------------------------------------------"<<endl;


for( int i = 0 ; i < size() ; i++ ) {

tuple_vector[i].print(out);

   out << "----------------------------------------------------"<<endl;
}

} 

bool constraintdefined(variables & ca_in) 
//This returns true if all the variables necessary for the constraint have been

defined.
 { 

for(int i = 0; i < constraint_arity; i++)
{ 

if(!ca_in.isIn(cX_indecies[i]))
return false;


}

return true;


} 

double evaluate(variables & ca_in, vector<unsigned long long int> & operations)
{ 

double temp; 

if(constraintdefined(ca_in)){ 

for( int i = 0 ; i < size() ; i++ )//Size is the number of tuple objects.
{ 

// 0 is tuple  count 
// 1 is variable count 
// 3 is nodes visited

 operations[0] += 1;// for each tuple evaluated
temp = tuple_vector[i].evaluate(ca_in, operations);
//operations[1] += tuple_vector[i].size();// count each variable in each 

tuple set evaluated
if(temp != -1)

{


return temp;

}


}

return default_cost;


}
return 0; //This must be the neutral value

 } 

private: 
int constraint_arity;
double default_cost;
int number_of_tuples;

 vector<tuple> tuple_vector; 
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 vector<int> cX_indecies;
}; 

#endif 
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// File:  tuple.h

//

//Massachusetts Institute of Technology

//16.412J/6.834J Cognitive Robotics

//

//Russian Doll Search

//

//Problem Set #2

//Due: in class Wed, 3/9/05

//

//Lawrence Bush, Brian Bairstow

//

// _________________________________________ 

//

//

// tuple.h - Contains a tuple class.

// Stores a tuple read in from file.

// A tuple is an assignment to a set of variables.

// More precisely, it is an ordered set of values

// assigned to the ordered set of variables.

//

// In this class, there is a set of vaiables that

// have an assignment.

//


#ifndef
#define
#include
#include

 _tuple_h_
_tuple_h_
<string>
<vector>


#include
#include 

<algorithm>
"variable.h"


using namespace std;


// tuple class

//

//

class tuple {


public:
 tuple() {} // default constructor 

// Constructor - assigns all variable attributes
tuple( variables c_vars_in, int non_default_value_in )

: c_vars(c_vars_in), non_default_value(non_default_value_in)

{

}


double get_non_default_value() const {return non_default_value;} 

// assessor operator, returns player k
variable operator[](int k) const

 {


return c_vars[k];

}


int size() { return c_vars.size(); } // returns the number of variable in variables 

// print draft list container
void print(std::ostream & out) {


  out << "Non-Default Tuple Cost: " << non_default_value << endl;

  out << "----------------------------------------------------"<<endl;


 c_vars.print(out);
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 } 

double evaluate(variables & ca_in, vector<unsigned long long int> & operations){ 

if(c_vars.matches(ca_in, operations)){ 

return non_default_value;

 } else {

return -1;


}

}


private: 
 variables c_vars; 

double non_default_value;
int constraint_arity; 

}; 

#endif 
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// File:  variables.h

//

//Massachusetts Institute of Technology

//16.412J/6.834J Cognitive Robotics

//

//Russian Doll Search

//

//Problem Set #2

//Due: in class Wed, 3/9/05

//

//Lawrence Bush, Brian Bairstow

//

// _________________________________________ 

//


// variables.h - Contains a variables class.

// Stores a vector of variables read in from file.

// Performs functions on the vector.

// This is a wrapper for a vector.

// The vector stores the list of all of the variables to pick from.

// 


#ifndef _variables_h_

#define _variables_h_

#include
#include

 <string>
<vector>


#include
#include 

<algorithm>
"variable.h"


#include <iostream>

#include <fstream>

using namespace std;


class variables {


public:
 variables() {} // default constructor 

void insert(variable v){ // insert a variable object into the container

variable_list.push_back(v);


}


// remove a variable object from the container
void remove(){


variable_list.pop_back();

}


// assessor operator, returns player k
variable operator[](int k) const

 {


return variable_list[k];

}


int size() { return variable_list.size(); } // returns the number of variables in the 
container

 vector<variable> get_variable_list() { return variable_list; } // returns the list of 
variables 

// print container
void print(std::ostream & out) { 

  out << "----------------------------------------------------"<< endl;
  out << "Print all Variables: \n"; 

for( int i = 0 ; i < size() ; i++ ) { 
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 out <<"Variable Index: " << variable_list[i].get_var_index() << ", Domain

Size: " << variable_list[i].get_domain_size() << ", Domain Value: " << variable_list 
[i].get_domain_value() << endl;

}

}


bool isIn(int & index)
{


for(int i = 0; i < size(); i++)

{


if(index == variable_list[i].get_var_index())
return true;


}

return false;


} 

bool isMatched(variable & a)
{ 

for(vector<variable>::iterator i = variable_list.begin(); i != variable_list.end()
; i++)

{ 
if(a.get_var_index() == i->get_var_index() && a.get_domain_value() == i-> 

get_domain_value())
return true;

} 

return false;

}


bool matches(variables & ca_in, vector<unsigned long long int> & operations) 
//This returns true if the variable assignments (ca_in) contains the tuple


assignments.(c_vars)

{ 

for(vector<variable>::iterator i = variable_list.begin(); i != variable_list.end()
; i++)

{ 
// 0 is tuple count

// 1 is variable count

// 2 is nodes visited


 operations[1]+=1;

if(!ca_in.isMatched(*i)) {


return false;

}


}


return true;

}


bool empty() { return variable_list.empty(); } 

 variable back() { 

return variable_list.back();


}


private: 
 vector<variable> variable_list; // private vector data member 

}; 
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#endif 
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1 C:\Documents and Settings\larrybush\Desktop\combined writeup\team3_only\code\variable.h


//

// File: variable.h

//

//

//Massachusetts Institute of Technology

//16.412J/6.834J Cognitive Robotics

//

//Russian Doll Search

//

//Problem Set #2

//Due: in class Wed, 3/9/05

//

//Lawrence Bush, Brian Bairstow

//

// _________________________________________ 

//

// variable.h - Contains a variable class.

// variable object stores variable information,

// and performs formated output and other

// functions on variable data.


#ifndef _variable_h_

#define _variable_h_

#include
#include

 <string>
<iostream>


#include <fstream>

using namespace std;

//

class variable {


friend std::ostream& operator << ( std::ostream& outstr,

const variable& v );


public:
 variable(){}; // default constructor --

// Constructor - assigns all variable attributes
variable( int var_index_in, int domain_size_in, int domain_value_in )

: var_index(var_index_in),domain_size(domain_size_in), domain_value

(domain_value_in)

{ 


} 

//**********************************************************

//**********************************************************

// Get functions to retrieve a statistic about the variable. 

//**********************************************************

//**********************************************************


int get_domain_value() const {return domain_value;} // returns variable value 

int get_var_index() const {return var_index;} // returns variable value 

int get_domain_size() const {return domain_size;} // returns variable value 


bool increment_domain_value()  {

  domain_value++;


if(domain_value >= domain_size) {

domain_value--;

return false; // check for going to far


} else {

return true;


}

}


bool max_domain_value() const {return domain_value==domain_size;} // returns variable 
value 
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bool next_domain_value(){

  domain_value++; 
return max_domain_value();


} // returns variable value 


private: 
//*********************************
//*********************************
// Private Data Members 
//*********************************
//*********************************
int var_index;
int domain_size;
int domain_value; 

}; 

//**********************************************************
// Overloaded non-member << operator
//**********************************************************
std::ostream & 
operator << ( std::ostream & outstr, const variable & v )
{ 
 outstr <<"Variable Index: " << v.get_var_index() << ", Domain Size: " << v. 

get_domain_size() << ", Domain Value: " << v.get_domain_value() << endl; 
return outstr;

} 

#endif 
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F R O N T M AT T E R

B OD Y

Chapter 3

Bucket Tree Elimination Algorithm Analysis 

Thomas Coffee and Shuonan Dong 

Introduction 

Valued constraint satisfaction problems (VCSPs) generalize traditional “hard” constraint satisfaction problems by 
assigning weighted costs to variable assignment options within each constraint. Hence so-called “soft” CSPs 
provide a more flexible approach to real-world problem solving. 

Like traditional CSPs, VCSPs are posed in terms of a set of variables with finite allowable domains. However, the 
constraints in VCSPs are not sets of allowable assignments to variable subsets, but mappings from variable subset 
assignments to values, often described as “costs.” The optimal solution is defined in terms of a combination 
operator specifying the total valuation of multiple constraints. 

Because VCSPs deal with multivariate optimization rather than simple boolean propagation, they generally require 
greater computational resources for solution than traditional CSPs. A number of algorithmic approaches have been 
developed to handle this class of problems. In this paper, we describe and analyze a decomposition algorithm 
known as Bucket Tree Elimination (BTE) described by Kask et al. (2003). 

1. The BTE Algorithm 

The BTE algorithm determines the optimal solution to a VCSP through recursive variable elimination: at each step 
of the algorithm, a variable is removed from the variable set and the VCSP is reduced to an equivalent problem 
among the other variables. The assignments of eliminated variables in the optimal solution can be determined by 
backtracking the elimination procedure. 

Eliminating a variable v and constructing an equivalent problem requires two steps. First, the set of constraints C 
incident on v is combined into a single constraint on the set of all variables VC incident on C . Second, the com
bined constraint is projected onto the reduced variable set VC \ 8v< , selecting an optimal assignment to v for the 
valuation of each tuple in the new constraint. An optimal solution to the resulting problem corresponds to an 
optimal solution to the original problem; moreover, the assignment to v can be recovered from the assignments to 
VC \ 8v< using the combined constraint generated in the first step. 

The resource requirements of the algorithm are strongly influenced by the order in which variables are eliminated. 
The number of tuples in a constraint is related exponentially to the number of incident variables, hence we wish to 
minimize the number of relations added between variables when new constraints are generated, as illustrated in 
Figure 1. Finding such an optimization is generally NP-hard, so we employ a greedy heuristic method to generate 
an approximation to the optimal variable ordering: at each step, we eliminate the variable with the least number of 
previously independent neighbor pairs in the constraint graph. This so-called “minimum fill” heuristic has demon
strated considerable success in practice. 
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2 Thomas Coffee Bucket Tree Elimination Algorithm Analysis 

Figure 1: The size of generated constraints depends strongly on the variable elimination order. The image at the right shows the optimal variable 
elimination order 8E, F, A, B, C, D< for the constraint graph at left among variables 8A, B, C, D, E, F< . The dotted line B -- C represents a new 
constraint added by the elimination of variable A , which neighbors both. 

The BTE algorithm may be summarized as follows: 

Algorithm 1. Bucket Tree Elimination. 

(1) Set i = 1 
(2) Let vi be the variable in the current VCSP with the least number of independent neighbor pairs 
(3) Let Ci be the set of constraints incident on vi 

(4) Combine the constraints in Ci to generate a new constraint ci among the variables VCi incident on Ci 

(5) Replace the variables V by the reduced set V \ 8vi< 
(6) Replace the constraints Ci by the projection of ci onto the variables VCi \ 8vi< 
(7) If the variable set is nonempty, set i = i + 1 and repeat from step (2) 
(8) For j = i, i - 1, …, 2, 1 

assign v j its optimal value according to the current assignment along with c j 
(9) Return the optimal assignment to the variables v j 

The execution of the algorithm generates large data structures, and will be illustrated by example along with the 
discussion of implementation in Section 2. 

2. Implementation and Examples 

We now illustrate the BTE algorithm and our implementation using an instance of the Queens Problem: place n 
queens on an n µ n chess board such that no two queens threaten one another. The VCSP below describes a soft 
constraint version of the Queens problem for n ã 4. 
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3 Thomas Coffee Bucket Tree Elimination Algorithm Analysis 

Constraint Representation 

Each constraint is represented as a list of k variables incident on the constraint, and a k -dimensional array contain
ing the cost valuations associated with the possible assignments to the variables. The indices of the ith dimension of 
the array correspond to the domain values of the ith variable. The constraints for the Four Queens Problem are 
shown in Figure 2. 
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4 Thomas Coffee Bucket Tree Elimination Algorithm Analysis 
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Figure 2: Constraints in the Four Queens Problem are represented by a list of incident variables and a corresponding array of valuations for 
assignments of the variables. The highlighted value corresponds to the assignment 8 3 Ø 2, 4 Ø 3< , which has a cost valuation of 5 under the 
constraint incident on 8 3, 4< . 
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5 Thomas Coffee Bucket Tree Elimination Algorithm Analysis 

Constraint Combination 

Constraints on multiple sets of variables are combined using a binary operator that evaluates each tuple in the 
combined constraint according to the sum of the values of the corresponding tuples in the constituent constraints. 
Figure 3 shows two of the constraints in the Four Queens Problem and their combination into a new constraint 
among all incident variables. 
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Figure 3: Two constraints in the Four Queens problem are combined into a single larger constraint by computing the sum of the values of 
corresponding tuples in the original constraints. The assignment 8 3 Ø 3, 1 Ø 1, 2 Ø 4< highlighted above has a valuation equal to the sum of the 
valuations of 8 1 Ø 1, 3 Ø 3< and 8 2 Ø 4, 3 Ø 3< in the parent constraints. 

Constraint Projection 

A constraint on a set of variables is projected onto a subset of these variables by assigning to each tuple the mini
mum valuation among the corresponding tuples in the original constraint. Figure 4 shows the projection of the 
combined constraint generated above onto a subset of its variables. 
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6 Thomas Coffee Bucket Tree Elimination Algorithm Analysis 
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Figure 4: A constraint is projected onto a subset of its variables by finding the minimum value among the corresponding tuples in the original 
constraint. The valuation of the assignment 82 Ø 3, 3 Ø 2< highlighted above in the projected constraint is the minimum of the valuations of the 
assignments 83 Ø 2, 1 Ø _, 2 Ø 3< in the parent constraint. 

Variable Ordering 

Our current implementation of the algorithm performs variable ordering separately using a minimal representation 
of the constraint graph, though this is not strictly necessary. The Four Queens Problem is strongly connected, and 
therefore imposes no preferences on variable ordering, though this is not the case in general. 

Variable Assignment 

After the bucket tree is constructed, the constraints generated by the combination steps are used to propagate the 
variable assignment backward along the elimination sequence. Figure 5 shows the constraints used to generate the 
assignment for the Four Queens Problem. 
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Figure 5: The succession of combined constraints shown here is used to assign the variables 8 1, 2, 3, 4< in reverse order. The assignment is 
updated beginning from the last constraint, and propagated upward to derive a complete assignment. First, the valuations of 8 4 Ø _< by the 
constraint on 8 4< yield the partial assignment 8 4 Ø 2< . Then the valuations of 8 3 Ø _, 4 Ø 2< by the constraint on 8 3, 4< yield the partial assignment 
8 3 Ø 4, 4 Ø 2< . The process continues to produce the assignment 8 1 Ø 3, 2 Ø 1, 3 Ø 4, 4 Ø 2< . 

3. Performance Benchmarks 

We characterized the performance of the algorithm according to three metrics, two dealing with time complexity 
(computation) and one with space complexity (memory): 

(1) Combination operations: the fundamental operation in the combination function is the summing of valuations 
on the Cartesian product of intersecting tuples. We counted the number of individual valuation sums per
formed during the execution. 

(2) Projection operations: the fundamental operation in projection is finding the minimum valuation among sets 
of consistent tuples. We counted the number of individual valuations considered by the minimization function. 
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(3) Constraint storage: the major driver for memory usage is the storage of large constraints generated by recur-
sive combination. We counted the maximum number of valuations stored by all constraints stored at any 
given step.

We tested the algorithm on a  number of standard benchmark problems,  as shown in Table 1.  Memory usage was
the primary limitation in our current implementation, which we hope to improve in the future by using sparse array
methods for constraint storage and processing. We have shown the values of our three performance benchmarks for
the examples completed.

Table 1. Results of Benchmark Problem Testing

Problem Termination Combination Sums Projection Mins
Max Valuations 
Stored

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

zebra

{1 Ø 1, 2 Ø 3, 3 Ø 5, 
4 Ø 4, 5 Ø 2, 6 Ø 1, 7 
Ø 5, 8 Ø 3, 9 Ø 2, 10 

Ø 4, 
11 Ø 1, 12 Ø 3, 13 Ø 

2, 
14 Ø 4, 15 Ø 5, 16 Ø 

5, 
17 Ø2, 18 Ø 1, 19 Ø 

4, 
20 Ø 3, 21 Ø 4, 22 Ø 

3, 
23 Ø 5, 24 Ø 1, 25 Ø 

2}

 10,438,905 10,025,650 392,150

4wqueens {1 Ø 3, 2 Ø 1, 
3 Ø 4, 4 Ø 2} 340 516 173

8wqueens
{1 Ø 2, 2 Ø 5, 3 Ø 7, 
4 Ø 4, 5 Ø 1, 6 Ø 8, 

7 Ø 6, 8 Ø 3}
19,173,960 24,309,768 2,098,552

16wqueens out of memory – – –

send out of memory – – –

ssa0432-003 out of memory – – –

vcsp40_10_13_60_1 out of memory – – –

vcsp25_10_21_85_1 out of memory – – –

vcsp25_10_25_87_1 out of memory – – –

vcsp30_10_25_48_1 out of memory – – –

Note: variables and assignments are indexed from one rather than zero in this representation.

Thomas Coffee Bucket Tree Elimination Algorithm Analysis 8
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4. Results and Discussion


Despite the small number of successful tests, we can draw some worthwhile insights from the above examples. 
Foremost, we may observe the strong dependence of algorithm performance on the connectedness of the constraint 
graph: the queens problems exhibit a denser structure, and while zebra involves a much larger variable space than 
8wqueens, the latter requires more operations and substantially more memory. The difference in memory usage 
profiles over the elimination history of the algorithm is shown in Figure 6. Because storage is driven by the maxi
mum number of variables related in a constraint, dense constraint graphs necessarily lead to large combined 
constraints near the beginning of an execution, whereas sparser constraint graphs tend to result in peaks midway 
through the decomposition. 
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Figure 6: Memory consumption profiles of the three benchmark problems completed reveal the different behaviors corresponding to different 
constraint graph structures. 

The bucket tree elimination method can be easily extended to produce multiple good solutions by taking different 
branches in the backward propagation, though finding the best suboptimal solutions could require significant 
additional computational effort. However, the most favorable applications of the algorithm seem to lie in sparse 
problems with a closely clustered optimal solution set. 

We hope to improve our implementation of the BTE algorithm by taking advantage of sparse array data representa
tions, which can be used to exploit the “ default cost” attribute common to many tuples within a given constraint. In 
fact, this was the original motivation for our data representation, but implementation issues left this capability 
undeveloped as of the time of this writing. With such an implementation, the “ sizes” of constraints (that is, number 
of non-default-valued tuples) would begin to play a significant role in the resources required to execute the 
algorithm. 
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1 aca-16412-mod-ProblemSet02-tcoffee-0r.nb 

Appendix BTE-A: Implementation Code


1. Utilities 

Off@General::spell1D


Disp@x_D := HPrint@xD; xL


Disp@x_, f_D := HPrint@f@xDD; xL


DispConstraints@cc_D := Disp@cc, TableForm ü Map@MatrixForm, #, 82<D &D


Pairs@x_D := Subsets@x, 82<D


MapGroup@expr_, f_D :=


Last ü Reap@MapThread@Sow, Part@List üüü 8expr, List ëü #<, All, Ordering@#DD &@f ëü exprDDD 

MapGroup@expr_, 8f_, m_List<D := 

With@8r = Range ü Length@mD<, With@8s = Sequence üü Flatten@Transposeü 8m, r<, 1D<, 

Flatten@#, 1D & ëü Last ü Reap@Sow@#, List ü Switch@f@#D, sDD & ëü expr, rDDD 

SparseArrayUnion@arrays_D := With@8rules = ArrayRules ëü arrays<, 

SparseArray@Join üü Most ëü rules, Dimensionsü First@arraysD, Max@Last ëü Last ëü rulesDDD 

2. Example Problem 

SetDirectory@"C:ëDocuments and SettingsëAdministratorëDesktopëDocumentsëaca 

Academicë16412 Cognitive Roboticsëaca-16412-ref-ProblemSet02Benchmarks"D 

C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\Documents\aca 
Academic\16412 Cognitive Robotics\aca-16412-ref-ProblemSet02Benchmarks 

p = q = 0; r = 8<;


data = Import@".\academics\4wqueens.wcsp", "Table"D;


nvars = dataP1, 2T


4


domains = dataP2T 

84, 4, 4, 4< 
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2 aca-16412-mod-ProblemSet02-tcoffee-0r.nb 

constraints = 

Normalü 8First ü First@#D, SparseArrayUnion@Last ëü #D< & ëü MapGroup@First ü Last ü Reap@ 

Drop@data, 2D ëë. 88_, v__, d_, l_<, c__< ß HSow ü 88v< + 1, SparseArray@Most@#D + 1 Ø 

Last@#D & ëü Take@8c<, lD, domainsP8v< + 1T, dD<; Drop@8c<, lDLD, FirstD; 

DispConstraints@constraintsD; 
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3. Algorithm Implementation 

Hyperedges@cc_D := First ëü cc 

hyperedges = Hyperedges@constraintsD 

88 1< , 8 2< , 8 3< , 8 4< , 8 1, 2< , 8 1, 3< , 8 1, 4< , 8 2, 3< , 8 2, 4< , 8 3, 4<< 
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Edges@hh_D := Union üü Pairs ëü hh 

edges = Edges@hyperedgesD 

88 1, 2< , 8 1, 3< , 8 1, 4< , 8 2, 3< , 8 2, 4< , 8 3, 4<< 

Neighbors@n_, ee_D := Flatten ëü Last ü 

Reap@Sow üüü Flatten@8ee, Reverse ëü ee<, 1D, Range@nD, DeleteCases@Union@#2D, #D &D 

neighbors = Neighbors@nvars, edgesD 

88 2, 3, 4< , 8 1, 3, 4< , 8 1, 2, 4< , 8 1, 2, 3<< 

FillNodeOrdering@bb_D := 

Ordering@Lengthü Select@Pairs@#D, ! MemberQ@Part@bb, #D, #2D & üü # &D & ëü bbD 

FillNodeOrdering@neighborsD 

8 1, 2, 3, 4< 

NodeOrder@n_, ee_, bb_D := Module@8v, edges = ee, neighbors = bb<, 

Flatten ü Last ü Reap ü Do@ 

v = Sow ü Take@FillNodeOrdering@neighborsD, 8i<D; 

edges = Union@DeleteCases@edges, 8v, _< … 8_, v<D, Pairs@neighborsPvTDD; 

neighbors = Neighbors@n, edgesD; 

, 8i, n<D 

D 

NodeOrder@nvars, edges, neighborsD 

8 1, 2, 3, 4< 

ProjectConstraint@c_, y_D := Module@8vars, inter, domain, codomain<, 

vars = First@cD; 

inter = Intersection@vars, yD; 

domain = Flatten@Position@vars, #D & ëü interD; 

codomain = Complement@Range ü Length@varsD, domainD; 

8inter, Map@Min ü Hp += Length@#D; #L & ü Flatten@#D &, 

Transpose@Last@cD, Orderingü Join@domain, codomainDD, 8Length@domainD<D<D 

DispConstraintsü 8constraintsP6T<; 

jjjjjjjjjjj

5 0 5 0 yi zz1 0 5 0 5 zzzzzJ N
3 5 0 5 0 z
zzzk 0 5 0 5 {
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DispConstraintsü 8ProjectConstraint@constraintsP6T, 81<D<; 
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CombineConstraints@cc : 8_<D := First@ccD 

CombineConstraints@cc : 8_, _<D := Module@8vars, inter, indices, coindices<, 

vars = First ëü cc; 

inter = Intersection üü vars; 

indices = Flatten ëü Outer@Position, vars, inter, 1D; 

coindices = MapThread@Delete@Range ü Length@#D, List ëü #2D &, 8vars, indices<D; 

8Flattenü 8inter, MapThread@Part, 8vars, coindices<D<, 

Hq += Times üü Dimensions@#D; #L & ü MapThread@Function@8x, y<, Map@# + y &, x, 8-1<DD, 

MapThread@Transpose@Last@#D, Ordering ü Join@##2DD &, 

8cc, indices, coindices<D, Length@interDD< 

D 

CombineConstraints@cc : 8__<D := Fold@CombineConstraints@8##<D &, First@ccD, Rest@ccDD 
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DispConstraints@constraintsP86<TD; 
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zzk 0 5 0 5 {


jjjjjjjjjjj

5 5 0 0 y
i zzzz2 5 5 5 0
zzzzzzz
J N
3 0 5 5 5


k 0 0 5 5 {


DispConstraintsü 8CombineConstraints@constraintsP86, 8<TD<; 

i i 10 y i 5 y i 10 y i 5 y yjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

jjjjjjjjjjj

zzzzzz
jjjjjjjjjjj

zzzzzz
jjjjjjjjjjj

zzzzzz
jjjjjjjjjjj

zzzzzz
zzzzzz10 5 10 5


0 zzzzz 0 zzzzz
z
zzzz5 zzzzz 5 z
zzzzk 5 { k 0 { k 5 { k 0 { z
zzzz

i y i 10 y i y i 10 y zzzzzzjjjjjjjjjjj

5 zzzzzzz
jjjjjjjjjjj

zzzzzzz
jjjjjjjjjjj

5 zzzzzzz
jjjjjjjjjjj

zzzzzzz
5 10 5 10 zzzzz5 zzzz 10 zzzz 5 zzzz 10 zzzz zzzzzzi 3 yjjjjjj

zz k 0 { k 5 { k 0 { k 5 {
1 zzzz

z
zzzzjjjjjjjjjjj

5 y i 0 y i y i 0 y z
zzzzz
k 2 { i zzz jjjjjjjjjjj

zzz jjjjjjjjjjj

5 zzz jjjjjjjjjjj

zzz10 zzzzz
5 zzzzz

10 zzzzz
5 zzzzz zzzzz10 zzz 5 zzz 10 zzz 5 z
zzk 10 { k 5 { k 10 { k 5 { z
zzzzz

jjjjjjjjjjj

5 y z
zzzzi 0 y i y i 0 y ijjjjjjjjjjj

zzzz jjjjjjjjjjj

5 zzzz jjjjjjjjjjj

zzzz zzzz zzzzzz
0 5 0 5
zzzzz

zzzzz
zzzzz

z
zzzz5 10 5 10 zz z
zzzzz zz z
z
k k 5 { k 10 { k 5 { k 10 { {


DispConstraints@constraintsP83, 6, 8<TD; 

i 0 yjjjjjjjjjjj

zz1 zzzzzH 3 L 
1 z
zzzk 0 {


jjjjjjjjjjj

5 0 5 0 y
i zzz
J 
1 N 

0 5 0 5 zzzzz3 5 0 5 0 z
zzk 0 5 0 5 {


jjjjjjjjjjj

5 5 0 0 y
i zzzz2 5 5 5 0
zzzzzzz
J N
3 0 5 5 5


k 0 0 5 5 {
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DispConstraintsü 8CombineConstraints@constraintsP83, 6, 8<TD<; 

jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

i 10jjjjjjjjjjj

i 
10


yzzzzzzzzzzz

ijjjjjjjjjjj

5

5

yzzzzzzzzzzz

ijjjjjjjjjjj

10

10


yzzzzzzzzzzz

ijjjjjjjjjjj

5

5


yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

yzzzzzzzzzzz
5
 5
0
 0

5
 5
0
 0
k k{ k{ k{ { 
6
 11
 6


6

6


11
ijjjjjjjjjjj

ijjjjjjjjjjj

yzzzzzzzzzzz

ijjjjjjjjjjj

ijjjjjjjjjjj

yzzzzzzzzzzz

yzzzzzzzzzzz

yzzzzzzzzzzz

6

6


11

11


11

11


3
ijjjjjj

yzzzzzz 
1
 6
 1
 6
k k{ k{ k{ {

1

6
 1


6

6


6
 1

6

6


ijjjjjjjjjjj

yzzzzzzzzzzz

ijjjjjjjjjjj

ijjjjjjjjjjj

yzzzzzzzzzzz

ijjjjjjjjjjj

yzzzzzzzzzzz

yzzzzzzzzzzz

2
k { 11
 11

11
11


11
 6
 11
 6
k k{ k{ k{ { 
5

5


5

5


0
 0

0

5


ijjjjjjjjjjj

ijjjjjjjjjjj

yzzzzzzzzzzz

ijjjjjjjjjjj

ijjjjjjjjjjj

yzzzzzzzzzzz

yzzzzzzzzzzz

yzzzzzzzzzzz

0

5
 10
 10

5
 5
10
 10
k k{ k{ k{ {k { 

BucketEliminate@n_, cc_D := 

Module@8constraints = cc, edges, neighbors, order<, 

First ü Last ü Reap@ 

vertices = Range@nD; 

edges = Edges ü Hyperedges@constraintsD; 

neighbors = Neighbors@n, edgesD; 

order = Disp ü NodeOrder@n, edges, neighborsD; 

Fold@ 

Function@8c, v<, HAppendTo @r, Total@Times üüü Dimensions ëü Last ëü #DD; #L & ü 

HAppend@#, ProjectConstraint@Sow ü Disp@CombineConstraints@#2D, FirstD, 

vertices = Complement@vertices, 8v<DDD & üü MapGroup@c, 

8MemberQ@First@#D, vD &, 8False, True<<DLD, constraints, orderD; 

DD 

buckets = BucketEliminate@nvars, constraintsD; buckets ëë ColumnForm 

81, 2, 3, 4<


81, 2, 3, 4<


82, 3, 4<


83, 4<


84<


881, 2, 3, 4<, 888815, 10, 10, 15<, 810, 5, 5, 10<, 815, 10, 10, 15<, 810, 5, 5, 10<<, 8815, 10

882, 3, 4<, 88815, 6, 11, 10<, 810, 5, 15, 5<, 810, 1, 6, 5<, 85, 0, 10, 0<<, 8812, 12, 7, 17<, 
883, 4<, 886, 11, 1, 6<, 811, 11, 6, 6<, 87, 7, 12, 11<, 85, 0, 10, 5<<< 
884<, 86, 0, 2, 5<< 
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@ D := @8 <, 

= @ 8n<D; 

@ @

= ü @ @cD P#T === D; 

P T = 

ü @ @ @cD üü @ @c D; 

D D; 

@ 8 @nD <D 

D 

BucketExpand n_, kk_ Module assign, new
assign Table All, 

Scan Function c, 

new First Select First , assign All &, 1
assign new
First Ordering Part Last , Sequence Part assign, First DDD, 1

, kk
MapThread Rule, Range , assign

BucketExpand@nvars, Reverse@bucketsDD 

81 Ø 3, 2 Ø 1, 3 Ø 4, 4 Ø 2< 

@ D := @ ü @ DD 

@ D := 

@8 = @ D <, 

p = q = = ; 

= P T; 

= P2T; 

= ü 8 ü @#D @ ëü # & ëü 

@ ü ü @ @ . < < ß 

H ü v< + @ @#D + 1 Ø @#D & ëü c< D, 

v< + 1T c< D; 

@ D; 

@ D 

D 

SolveWCSP n_, cc_ BucketExpand n, Reverse BucketEliminate n, cc

SolveWCSP path_
Module data Import path, "Table" , nvars, constraints, domains

0; r 8<

nvars data 1, 2
domains data
constraints Normal First First , SparseArrayUnion Last D< 

MapGroup First Last Reap Drop data, 2D ëë 88_, v__, d_, l_ , c__
Sow 88 1, SparseArray Most Last Take@8 , l

domainsP8 , dD<; Drop@8 , lDLD, First
DispConstraints constraints
SolveWCSP nvars, constraints

4. Algorithm Testing 

For each example, the output shows the original constraints, followed by a sequence of variable subsets corresponding to the 
new combined constraints generated during at each step of the execution. 
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paths = FileNames@"*.wcsp", ".", ¶D; paths ëë ColumnForm 

.\academics\16wqueens.wcsp 

.\academics\4wqueens.wcsp 

.\academics\8wqueens.wcsp 

.\academics\donald.wcsp 

.\academics\send.wcsp 

.\academics\zebra.wcsp 

.\celar\CELAR6-SUB0.wcsp 

.\celar\CELAR6-SUB1-24.wcsp 

.\celar\CELAR6-SUB2.wcsp 

.\dimacs\ssa0432-003.wcsp 

.\dimacs\ssa2670-130.wcsp 

.\dimacs\ssa2670-141.wcsp 

.\random\denseloose\vcsp30_10_25_48_1.wcsp 

.\random\denseloose\vcsp30_10_25_48_2.wcsp


.\random\denseloose\vcsp30_10_25_48_3.wcsp


.\random\denseloose\vcsp30_10_25_48_4.wcsp


.\random\denseloose\vcsp30_10_25_48_5.wcsp


.\random\densetight\vcsp25_10_25_87_1.wcsp


.\random\densetight\vcsp25_10_25_87_2.wcsp


.\random\densetight\vcsp25_10_25_87_3.wcsp


.\random\densetight\vcsp25_10_25_87_4.wcsp


.\random\densetight\vcsp25_10_25_87_5.wcsp


.\random\sparseloose\vcsp40_10_13_60_1.wcsp


.\random\sparseloose\vcsp40_10_13_60_2.wcsp


.\random\sparseloose\vcsp40_10_13_60_3.wcsp


.\random\sparseloose\vcsp40_10_13_60_4.wcsp


.\random\sparseloose\vcsp40_10_13_60_5.wcsp


.\random\sparsetight\vcsp25_10_21_85_1.wcsp


.\random\sparsetight\vcsp25_10_21_85_2.wcsp


.\random\sparsetight\vcsp25_10_21_85_3.wcsp


.\random\sparsetight\vcsp25_10_21_85_4.wcsp


.\random\sparsetight\vcsp25_10_21_85_5.wcsp


SolveWCSP@".\\academics\\zebra.wcsp"D 

0
ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

y
1 
zzzzzzzH 1 L 1 zzzzzz1 zzzk 1 { 

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

1 
1 
yzzzzzzzzH 22 L 0 zzzzzz1 zz

J 
1 
17 

N 

k 1 { 

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

1 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 

1 
0 
1 
0 

1 
1 
0 
1 

1 
1 
1 
0 

yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzk 1 1 1 0 1 { 
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J 
2 
20 

N 

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

0 
1 
1 
1 

1 
0 
1 
1 

1 
1 
0 
1 

1 
1 
1 
0 

1 
1 
1 
1 

yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

J 
3 
7 
N 

k 1 

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

0 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
0 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
0 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
0 

0 {
1 
1 
1 
1 

yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

J 
4 
14 

N 

k 1 

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

0 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
0 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
0 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
0 

0 {
1 
1 
1 
1 

yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

J 
5 
25 

N 

k 1 

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

0 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
0 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
0 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
0 

0 {
1 
1 
1 
1 

yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

J 
6 
13 

N 

k 1 

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

1 
0 
1 
1 

1 
0 
1 
0 
1 

1 
1 
0 
1 
0 

1 
1 
1 
0 
1 

0 {
1 
1 
1 
0 

yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

J 
6 
18 

N 

k 1 

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

0 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
0 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
0 
1 

0 
1 
1 
1 
0 

1 {
1 
1 
1 
1 

yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

J 
8 
12 

N 

k 1 

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

0 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
0 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
0 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
0 

0 {
1 
1 
1 
1 

yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

J 
9 
11 

N 

k 1 

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

1 
0 
1 
1 

1 
0 
1 
0 
1 

1 
1 
0 
1 
0 

1 
1 
1 
0 
1 

0 {
1 
1 
1 
0 

yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

J 
10 
21 

N 

k 1 

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

0 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
0 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
0 
1 

0 
1 
1 
1 
0 

1 {
1 
1 
1 
1 

yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

J 
16 
19 

N 

k 1 

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

1 
0 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
0 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
0 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

0 {
1 
1 
1 
1 

yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

J 
23 
16 

N 

k 1 

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

0 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
0 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
0 
1 

0 
1 
1 
1 
0 

1 {
1 
1 
1 
1 

yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzk 1 1 1 1 0 { 
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1
yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

1

1

1

1


yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

1

1

1

1


yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

1

1

1

1


yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

1

1

1

1


yyzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

1

1

1

1


yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

1

1

1

1


yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

1

1

1

1


yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

1

1

1

1


yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

1

1

1

1


yyzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

1

1

1

1


yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

1

1

1

1


yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

1

1

1

1


yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

yzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

iijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

1

1

1


jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

ijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj
k 

zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz

{k 

zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
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815, 19, 22, 24, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 23, 25, 6<


811, 12, 13, 14, 15<


816, 19, 17, 18, 20<


822, 21, 23, 24, 25<


821, 23, 24, 25<


81, 17, 2, 3, 4, 5<


82, 20, 3, 4, 5, 17<


83, 7, 4, 5, 17, 20<


84, 14, 5, 7, 17, 20<


85, 25, 7, 14, 17, 20<


87, 6, 8, 9, 10, 14, 17, 20, 25<


88, 12, 6, 9, 10, 14, 17, 20, 25<


89, 11, 6, 10, 12, 14, 17, 20, 25<


810, 21, 6, 11, 12, 14, 17, 20, 25<


811, 12, 14, 13, 6, 17, 20, 21, 25<


86, 12, 13, 14, 17, 20, 21, 25<


86, 13, 14, 17, 20, 21, 25<


86, 14, 17, 20, 21, 25<


816, 23, 17, 18, 20<


817, 20, 6, 21, 25, 18, 23<


86, 18, 20, 21, 23, 25<


86, 20, 21, 23, 25<


821, 23, 25, 6<


86, 23, 25<


86, 25<


86<


81 Ø 1, 2 Ø 3, 3 Ø 5, 4 Ø 4, 5 Ø 2, 6 Ø 1, 7 Ø 5, 8 Ø 3, 9 Ø 2, 10 Ø 4, 11 Ø 1, 12 Ø 3, 13 Ø 2, 14 Ø 4,

15 Ø 5, 16 Ø 5, 17 Ø 2, 18 Ø 1, 19 Ø 4, 20 Ø 3, 21 Ø 4, 22 Ø 3, 23 Ø 5, 24 Ø 1, 25 Ø 2< 

8p, q, r< 

810438905, 10025650, 
813435, 10910, 8405, 7905, 7875, 7850, 7825, 7800, 7775, 392150, 392125, 392100, 
392075, 391450, 78950, 16425, 3925, 3900, 15775, 3250, 750, 125, 25, 5, 1<< 
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zzzk 0 {
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zzz
H 3 L 

1 zzzzz1 z
zzk 0 {


i 1 yjjjjjjjjjjj

zzzz0
zzzzzH 4 L 
1
z
zk 0 {


jjjjjjjjjjj

5 5 0 0 y
i zzzzz1 5 5 5 0
J N zzzzzz2 0 5 5 5


k 0 0 5 5 {


jjjjjjjjjjj

5 0 5 0 y
i zzzzzzz
1 0 5 0 5
J N
3 5 0 5 0 z
zzzk 0 5 0 5 {


jjjjjjjjjjj

5 0 0 5 y
i zz1 0 5 0 0 zzzzzzJ N
4 0 0 5 0 z
zzk 5 0 0 5 {


jjjjjjjjjjj

5 5 0 0 y
i zzzz2 5 5 5 0
zzzzzJ N
3 0 5 5 5
z
zk 0 0 5 5 {


jjjjjjjjjjj

5 0 5 0 yi zzzzz2 0 5 0 5
J N zzzzzz4 5 0 5 0


k 0 5 0 5 {


jjjjjjjjjjj

5 5 0 0 y
i zzzzzz3 5 5 5 0
J N
4 0 5 5 5 z
zzzzk 0 0 5 5 {


8 1, 2, 3, 4< 

8 1, 2, 3, 4< 

8 2, 3, 4< 

8 3, 4< 

8 4< 

8 1 Ø 3, 2 Ø 1, 3 Ø 4, 4 Ø 2< 

8p, q, r< 

8 340, 516, 8 124, 40, 8, 1<< 

SolveWCSP@".\\academics\\8wqueens.wcsp"D 
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81, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8<


81, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8<


82, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8<


83, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8<


84, 5, 6, 7, 8<


85, 6, 7, 8<


86, 7, 8<


87, 8<


88<


81 Ø 2, 2 Ø 5, 3 Ø 7, 4 Ø 4, 5 Ø 1, 6 Ø 8, 7 Ø 6, 8 Ø 3<


8p, q, r< 

819173960, 24309768, 82098552, 263152, 33448, 4512, 728, 144, 16, 1<< 

SolveWCSP@".\\academics\\16wqueens.wcsp"D 

SolveWCSP@".\\academics\\send.wcsp"D 

SolveWCSP@".\\dimacs\\ssa0432-003.wcsp"D 

SolveWCSP@".\\random\\sparseloose\\vcsp40_10_13_60_1.wcsp"D 

SolveWCSP@".\\random\\sparsetight\\vcsp25_10_21_85_1.wcsp"D 

SolveWCSP@".\\random\\densetight\\vcsp25_10_25_87_1.wcsp"D 

SolveWCSP@".\\random\\denseloose\\vcsp30_10_25_48_1.wcsp"D 
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology


16.412J/6.834J Intelligent Embedded Systems 

Advanced Lecture Proposal, Warm-Up Completion 

Team preferences due Friday, March 11th 

Lecture Proposal due Wednesday, March 16th 

Objective 

The purpose of this exercise is for you to plan out your advanced lecture 
through a proposal. You will be giving your advanced lectures in teams of 
three (and perhaps two for some, depending on class size). 

For the advanced lecture, you and your team will select a synergistic set of 
one to three advanced research methods.  Typically the methods should have 
been published within the last five years. These should be methods for 
developing cognitive robots that perform some form of reasoning or learning 
within the sense/act loop. The methods should relate generally to material 
covered within the course. This is NOT a project or application presentation. 
Application is covered at the end of the semester. 

Also note that your advanced lecture need not be related to your final project. 
This is, however, an ideal opportunity to learn the background algorithms 
that you will incorporate into your project. 

Once you have selected a set of methods, you will then explore the relevant 
background material to understand these methods and their interrelationship 
deeply. Your team will present these methods clearly and pedagogically 
through an 80 minute lecture, and in the case of a three person team, will 
include a demonstration. An additional objective is to learn to develop an 
understanding of the literature in a collaborative context, through two 
partners (and in a few cases one partner). 

Finally, you will also turn your lecture slides into a tutorial, by providing a 
written dialogue for each slide. This will be posted on the web, and will 
allow students in future years to benefit from your efforts. 
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During lecture on Monday you summarized the advanced topic you were 
interested in. In this assignment you will form your team, choose a lecture 
title, and select your preference for lecture times, sending this information to 
us by this Friday (March 11th). For next Wednesday (March 16th) you will 
refine this selection into a concrete team proposal for your lecture.  For both 
parts of this assignment, each team should provide one submission. 

Advanced Lecture Team Preferences        due Friday, March 11th 

In the next two days, please form your lecture team, select a lecture title, and 
decide your preference for when you would like to give your advanced 
lecture. 

Advanced Lecture Title: 

Lecturer 1 – Name: email address: 
Lecturer 2 – Name: email address: 
Lecturer 3 – Name: email address: 

Lecture preference: (indicate first, second and third choice): 
First Pair (March 28, 30): 
Second Pair (April 6, 11): 
Third Pair (April 13, 20): 

Think carefully about when you would like to present your advanced lecture.  
The earlier you give your lecture, the more time that you will have available 
to complete your project. 

Advanced Lecture Proposal due Wednesday, March 16t 

For the following, please submit a hardcopy of your proposal in class, or to 
the course secretary.  

It is essential that you do the planning for your advanced lecture now, so that 
you will be able to present a high quality lecture starting the week after 
Spring vacation. 
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Part A 
List the title of your advanced lecture, the members of your team, and 
provide a list of the topics covered in your lecture. 

Part B 
List one to three papers that you will cover in your 80 minute lecture. Please 
provide full references for your papers, including a url for each, whenever 
available. 

Note that it is very difficult to effectively cover more than two algorithms 
within an 80 minute lecture. It is generally better to cover less, focusing on 
both concrete algorithms and examples. 

Part C 
Write a brief abstract advertising your lecture. This abstract should be no 
more than 150 – 200 words. The abstract should highlight the method being 
presented, the problem it solves, why it is important with respect to creating 
cognitive robots, what is innovative about the method, and where it has been 
applied. 

Part D 
Provide a list of at least four additional background references for your 
lecture. These references will provide the rest of the class with pointers to 
additional material related to your lecture. For each paper, include a full 
bibliographic reference, a url (if available) and a one or two sentence 
summary of how that paper is relevant to your lecture topic. 

Part E 
Summarize your plan for the division of labor between team members. 
When considering division of labor, remember that, in addition to presenting 
the lecture, you will need to annotate each of your lecture slides with a 
pedagogical explanation, and for three member teams, you will need to 
assemble a demonstration (see Part F). 

Part F (For teams of three) 

If you’ve formed a three person team, then you have the opportunity to 
complete this pedagogical process, by assembling a demonstration of your 
advanced lecture. We do not expect you to implement a demonstration of 
your presented algorithms from scratch; however, for many algorithms, you 
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can find implementations available on the web that you can use for 
demonstration. 

In those cases where a software demonstration is not available, consider 
other, creative ways for demonstrating the methods that you are teaching. 
For example, in the past, students have used members of the class to 
demonstrate the simulation of multi agent algorithms and agent architectures. 

For this part please describe a demonstration that you plan to provide during 
your advanced lecture. In addition, please provide references to any 
software or other materials that you will use. 
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Preparing and Delivering Your Lecture 

Part A Dry Run One Week Before Your Lecture 

To ensure that your lecture is polished, we would like each lecture team to 
give a dry run to another lecture team.  The teams for the first two lectures 
should give dry runs to each other, similar for lectures 3 and 4, and lectures 
5 and 6.  You should plan to give your dry run roughly a week before giving 
your advanced lecture. Please assemble your feedback at the time of the dry 
run. 

Team Giving Feedback: 

Each member of the team listening to a dry run should but together detailed 
written comments. In these comments please include the following: 

• Describe at least three things that you found positive about the presentation. 

• Describe at least three areas that you feel need to be improved. 

Please be as specific, detailed and constructive as possible. 

Submit a copy of each team member’s comments (with name indicated) to 
both the team that gave the dry run, and to Brian O’ Conaill. 

Team Receiving Feedback: 

Upon receiving comments on your dry run, write a short plan for improving 
your slides. Restate each area of improvement you received as feedback, and 
describe concrete modifications you will make to your presentation in order 
to address that point. Next, generate a second version of your slides that 
implements your plan. 

Please submit a copy of your plan to Brian O’Conaill. 

Part B Final  Lecture Preparations  Day Before Lecture 

Email your lecture slides electronically no later than the night before you 
give lecture. 
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Part C Evaluation of Lecture Day of Lecture 

Feedback is an important process of developing and evolving the lectures. 
Every student will be responsible for attending all lectures, and for providing 
feedback to each lecture team.  The evaluation form and instructions are at 
the end of this write up. Please take into consideration these two pieces of 
information in assembling your lecture. 

Part D Tutorial Extension To Your Lecture Slides         Four Days After 
Lecture 

Please write a summary of any changes you would make to your lecture 
slides, based on lessons that you learned from giving the presentation and 
student comments. 

Please revise your slides according to this summary, and augment your 
lecture slides with a textual explanation of each slide.  If you use Powerpoint, 
you can do this by filling out the notes page of each slide. 
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ORAL PRESENTATION FEEDBACK FORM 

Name: 

Date: 

Proposal____   Design Review____   Progress Report____   Final Report____ 
Other____ 

Comments 

Strategy/Purpose 1 2 3 4 n/a 

Strategy/Audience 1 2 3 4 n/a 

Structure 1 2 3 4 n/a 

Support/Evidence 1 2 3 4 n/a 

Delivery/Oral 1 2 3 4 n/a 

Delivery/Nonverbal 1 2 3 4 n/a 

Visual Aids 1 2 3 4 n/a 

Questions and Answers 1 2 3 4 n/a 

Comments: 

1 = Problematic 2 = Some Weaknesses 3 = Competent 4 = Well Done 
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SCORING GUIDELINES FOR TECHNICAL PRESENTATIONS 

Strategy/Purpose: Does the presentation meet its intended objective? 

Well done 4 Objective of the presentation is easily identified; content supports objective 
Competent 3 Objective is not immediately clear; some additional content needed to support objective 
Some Weaknesses 2 Objective is difficult to determine; additional content needed to support 

objective 
Problematic 1 Objective cannot be determined 

Strategy/Audience: Does the presentation address the intended audience? 

Well done 4	 Content, structure, and language of presentation geared to intended 
audience 

Competent 3	 Presentation is missing some content required by audience; some 
language used inappropriately (e.g., unfamiliar jargon, too much 
jargon) 

Some Weaknesses 2 Presentation is missing a substantial portion of content required by 
audience; uses some inappropriate or ineffective language 

Problematic 1 No organization apparent; content of presentation reflects interests of 
speaker but not of audience; inappropriate use of language 

Structure: Does the organization reflect the purpose of the presentation and the needs 
of the audience? 

Well done 4	 Appropriate use of direct/indirect structure; presentation organized 
according to audience’s needs; relationship between ideas clear; strong 
introduction and conclusion 

Competent 3	 Structure either too direct or too indirect; organization is evident but 
may be undermined by weak transitions or occasional digressions; 
introduction or conclusion does not accomplish its intended function 

Some Weaknesses 2 Direct or indirect structure used inappropriately; organization is 
confusing or unclear; weak introduction or conclusion 

Problematic 1 No discernible organization; thoughts in random order without 
connections between them 

Support/Evidence: Is the evidence used to support the argument concrete, relevant, 
credible, accurate and sufficient? 

Well done 4	 Argument is clearly supported by accurate evidence considered 
credible by the audience; sufficient detail to support the main points of 
the document 

Competent 3	 Many details support argument, but some are not fully elaborated or 
sufficiently specific; some evidence not relevant 

Some Weaknesses 2	 Some evidence is provided, but data not fully explained, relevant to the 
argument or credible; important pieces of evidence have not been 
included; some date inaccurate 

Problematic 1	 Little or no data to support the main ideas of the argument; much of the 
data is inaccurate 
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Delivery/Oral: How strong are the oral components of the presentation? 

Well done 4	 Speaker is fluent and poised; uses language comfortably and 
appropriately; speaks at an effective rate and volume; few fillers 

Competent 3	 Some degree of nervousness apparent; minor problems with language 
usage; speaker may speak too slowly or quickly, too loudly or softly; 
fillers are noticeable 

Some Weaknesses 2	 Speaker seems uncomfortable; several problems with language usage; 
speaker speaking much too slowly or quickly, too loudly or softly; 
fillers are noticeable 

Problematic 1	 Speaker is unable to deliver presentation coherently 

Delivery/Nonverbal: How strong are the nonverbal components of the presentation? 

Well done 4	 Speaker uses gestures comfortably in line with his/her own style; eye 
contact is appropriate for audience; use of space appropriate for the 
situation 

Competent 3	 Speaker gesturing too much or too little; eye contact may be slightly 
too much or too little; speaker may be moving around a little too much 
or not quite enough 

Some Weaknesses 2 Speaker gesturing too much or too little; using distracting gestures (e.g., 
playing with a ring); not enough eye contact; inappropriate use of space 

Problematic 1	 Nonverbal components of the presentation distract from ability of the 
audience to receive the message 

Visual Aids: Do the visual aids reinforce the message and add to the effectiveness of 
the presentation? 

Well done 4	 Appropriate visual aids are used; visual aids serve as a complement to 
the speaker and the message to be delivered; designed effectively; 
speaker uses visual aid easily 

Competent 3	 Appropriate visual aids are used; a few weaknesses is design; a few 
difficulties with use 

Some Weaknesses 2	 Choice of visual aid is poor; weaknesses with design; difficulties with 
use 

Problematic 1	 Inappropriate choice of visual aid; design detracts from speaker’s 
ability to deliver the message; inability of speaker to use visual aid 

Questions and Answers: Has the speaker handled the Q&A portion of the presentation 
competently? 

Well done 4	 Speaker answers questions knowledgeably, thoroughly, and concisely; 
process is handled smoothly 

Competent 3	 Speaker has some difficulty answering questions concisely; some 
problems responding to some questions (e.g., hostile questions, 
aggressive questions) 

Some Weaknesses 2	 Speaker is thrown off balance by questions; has difficulty responding to 
some questioners 

Problematic 1	 Speaker is unable to answer questions; loses control of the process 
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
 

16.412/6.834J Cognitive Robotics 
PS 4: Final Project Description 

 
Due Dates: Project Proposal - April 11th

Project Presentations – May 9th and 11th. 
Final Project Reports – May 11th. 

Objectives 
 
The purpose of the project is for you to develop a deep understanding of 
how to apply a focused set of methods towards the creation of a simple 
cognitive robot, to be able to communicate these methods to others in a 
simple and intuitive manner, and to be able to innovate upon these methods, 
or to lend novel insight into their behavior. 

More specifically, you should demonstrate the ability to: 

• Clearly state and motivate an interesting, focused innovation to 
cognitive robotics.  An innovation may be an innovative application, a 
novel algorithmic extension and/or the evaluation of an important 
analytical question (already exercised in PS2). 

• Extract and evaluate the relevant literature using the web and library 
resources (already exercised in PS3, your advanced lecture). 

• Provide a simple, clean tutorial explanation for one or two novel 
algorithms used in your project, and extract simple pedagogical 
examples that highlight the key features of the algorithm. 

• Implement and demonstrate the application of your algorithm in 
support of your project goals. 

• Evaluate the approach analytically and/or empirically. 
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Project Grading 
 

• A – represents mastery: the ability to analyze, extend and apply 
existing methods in a way that is novel and insightful; the ability to 
explain and motivate in a manner that is particularly intuitive.  

• B – represents solid competence: the ability to articulately motivate, 
explain, implement and evaluate a focused set (i.e., 1 or 2) of 
intelligent embedded systems methods.  

C – represents partial competence of the above. 

General 
• The results of your project are to be captured in a written document of 

roughly 10 to 30 pages (depending on team size - ~ 10 pages per 
member) and are to be presented orally, with slides.  

• You may, if negotiated with me in advance, feel free to use your work 
in this class to extend or complement the work you do within some 
other project.  

• You are welcome to work together in teams, just like in the real 
world. This will allow you to tackle more ambitious projects.  Teams 
of two typically work best. 

Each team may produce a single written reports are to be done, as everyone 
is to have that experience. 
 
Important Deadlines 
  
The project includes a project proposal (due Monday, April 11th), a 
presentation of results (May 9th and 11th) and a final report (due May 11th).  
The deadline for each is given below.   
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Project Proposal (due April 11th): 

 

The proposal will be up to 6 pages.  It will be due in class on Monday, 
April 11th.  The purpose is to for you to jump start the project before it is too 
late to get anything done, so take it seriously.  Use the project proposal time 
to do all your background work. 

Plan your project in two spirals, each of roughly equal length.  In the first 
spiral you should implement a complete, but simplified version of your 
system.  Stub out most of the difficult components, but make sure that you 
have place holders for all modules.  In addition, make sure that you have 
exercised all interfaces.  The purpose of the first spiral is to place on the 
table all key issues. 

During your second spiral, elaborate the modules to their full capability, in 
light of the time available.  At the end of the first spiral, make sure to 
carefully assess where you stand, and the difficulty of each module, and then 
adjust the scope of your project accordingly. 

Your proposal should include: 

• Cover page 

• Introduction, including motivation for the project and assessment of 
its value to the technical community. 

• Concise problem statement outlining of the objectives of the project. 

• Statement of previous work and methods that you build on.  This is 
where you do your background work. 

• Outline of the proposed technical approach. 

• Plans for Spiral 1 and Spiral 2. 

• Planning, including division of labor and time schedule. 

Also feel free to send me a one page email bouncing your ideas off me.  I’ll 
be on travel for a week, but will look at them when I return. 
 
Project Presentations (due May 9th and 11th): 
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You will give a brief presentation of what you’ve learned in your project.  
These presentations will be May 9th and 11th.  The exact length of the 
presentation depends on the number of projects, but estimate roughly 8 
minutes per person. 
 
Project Reports (due 11th): 
 

See the project objectives at the beginning of this handout for the key 
elements of your project report.   

Your final project report will be due at the end of the day during the final 
day of classes, May 11th.  Please submit your final project to the course 
Secretary, Brian O’Connail.  Include a hardcopy of your final project, and 
and a CD or .zip file, containing your project writeup, project presentation, 
source code for your project, and any explanation required to run your code. 
 
Types of Projects 

Projects can be one of the following types: 

• A simulated area exam. This concept is most familiar to Course 6 
students. You read a focused set of papers and do a scholarly critique. 
This should consist of one to two primary papers, or at most three, 
that describe a couple, closely related methods.  Part of the process is 
to pick a set of dimensions along which to compare and contrast the 
papers.  To demonstrate competence you should clearly explain the 
approaches and perform a careful analysis, often including an 
implementation of one or two of the methods and some empirical 
evaluation.  This is an enhancement of what you did in problem set 2. 
 
To demonstrate mastery you should move beyond comparison, 
highlighting novel insights about the work and by proposing 
interesting ways in which the different research approaches can be 
synthesized or extended. You conclude with a description of the 
degree to which you are moved, and why. 
 
For example, you could contrast a Bayes net approach to state 
estimation to estimation using probabilistic hybrid automata; you 
could compare two recent papers on planning based on propositional 
encodings, plan graphs and model-checking; or you could contrast 
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techniques for tracking hidden Markov models both from the POMDP 
and model-based reasoning literature. When you have a rough idea of 
what you might want to do, please bounce the idea off me.
I can suggest directions to focus, or perhaps 
recommend particular papers. 
 

• An extension. You pick one of the papers that describe an 
implemented idea for controlling a cognitive robot and you 
reimplement it, reporting on the surprises that emerge as you 
understand the work at the level required to write code. You then 
create and report upon a novel extension to that approach, reporting 
on the improvements you make.  Alternatively you propose a novel 
integration of two methods for creating a cognitive robot. 
 
For example, you could redo any number of the papers presented in 
the course: a model-based diagnosis system, a temporal planning and 
execution capability, a distributed system for solving POMDPs, …  
 
Remember that implementation has its risks, because everyone seems 
to overestimate what they can do by the end of the semester. On the 
other hand, if sufficient detail is given, and you are a good coder, this 
can be a lot of fun.  So assess your programming skills and select 
accordingly. 
 

• A novel cognitive robot application. You pick one or more methods 
from the papers you've read, perhaps find implementations available 
over the web, and you design and implement a novel cognitive robot. 
You demonstrate this capability in simulation, or if REALLY 
ambitious, on real hardware. You report the innovations of the design 
and any experimental results and findings. 
 
For example, you might want to prototype a simulated version of a 
soccer ball size micro-spacecraft that navigates around space station, 
looking for leaks in its hull. You might focus on the path planning 
problem, evaluating a variety of the path planning algorithms such as 
PLR, or you might try different approaches to reactive control, such as 
Jim Firby's RAPS system. 
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This project can be risky if you plan on integrating with a real system. 
This is well beyond the call of duty. Using a simulator is much safer, 
but still has risks. You can accomplish more by working in teams, and 
this is encouraged.  Be careful not to be exposed to weak-link 
problems exacerbated by the part-time, conflicting pull nature of 
student labor.  
 
Alternatively you might propose a novel cognitive robot, but then 
only implement a selected critical piece to assess feasibility.  Caution 
is advised, along with especially clear and modest goals. On the other 
hand, if you succeed this can be extremely rewarding. Once you come 
up with an idea I might be able to suggest places where you can get 
code or additional papers. 

 
Programming 
 

Your project should demonstrate some level of implementation, either by 
implementing a cognitive robotics algorithm or by applying that algorithm to 
the creation of an interesting cognitive robot.  The language you use is of 
your choice, and you may choose to use implementations of existing 
algorithms that authors may make available on the web.  Languages 
typically used include Java, C++, Lisp, Scheme, C, Prolog and Matlab. 
 
Project Do’s and Don’ts 
It is easy to select an over ambitious project.  Based on past experience, the 
following are some useful lessons: 

• Maintain a tight focus.  Go deep on two or even just one method.  
Beyond two methods it is very easy to produce a project that offers no 
deep insights.  Likewise, in an innovative extension or application, 
focus on one or at most two innovations. 

• Carefully evaluate what is practical from an implementation 
standpoint, based on your programming skills.  Most algorithms take 
two to four times longer to implement than most might expect. 

• Create a descope plan.  First brainstorm what you would like to 
accomplish in your project.  Then create three plans: 
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o An enhanced plan:  What you would like to accomplish in your 
wild dreams. 

o Baseline plan:  What you expect to accomplish, given a 
modicum of conservatism. 

o Minimal plan: A minimum project you need to accomplish to 
meet your learning goals.  Don’t be surprised if this is all you 
accomplish. 

• Start early, start early, start early …..  

Suggested Project Topics and Readings 

As a result of preparing for your advanced lectures, you should have a deep 
well of recent readings and methods to draw from.  A list of additional 
suggested readings for projects is included on the web.  This list of readings 
was recommend by a variety of researchers in autonomous systems, 
planning and scheduling, propositional reasoning and search, constraint and 
reactive programming, Bayesian inference, model-based reasoning, hybrid 
systems and formal verification.   
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Michael Terry 

16.412J/6.834J 

2/16/05 

Problem Set 1 

 

A. Topics of Fascination 

The first topic I would like to explore is probabilistic reasoning with Bayesian 

nets.   I see that reasoning under situations of uncertainty is a very important area of AI, 

and it is apparent that these techniques are the standard approach for effectively modeling 

this uncertainty.  I am particularly interested in learning how to model complex 

relationships between variables in spite of redundant links in Bayesian Nets.  Also, I 

would like to study to the automatic generation of Bayesian Nets from large training set. 

Secondly, I would like to investigate reasoning about opponents using game 

theory and Minimax search.  Beyond the typical examples using a single opponent (ie 

chess), I would like to explore further the idea of reasoning in a world with potentially 

more than one cooperating and/or adversarial agent. 

Finally, I would like to explore reasoning using first order logic.   As described in 

Russell and Norvig, these concepts and methods seem to be very refined for basic 

objects, their properties, and the relationships between them.  This is very useful for 

implementation of these properties in object-oriented data structures in any artificial 

intelligence application. 
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My cognitive robot is one that can sit down and play poker with expert-level 

opponents, and win the game consistently.  To achieve that end, the robot must be 

endowed with a number of capabilities related to vision, mechanics and control, as well 

as a multitude of reasoning capabilities for strategy. 

Simple object recognition would be required of the robot.  In order to assess 

information about the game, the robot must be able to view partially obstructed chip 

stacks in front of its opponents, as well as “community” and “hole” cards that are dealt.  

A more sophisticated vision algorithm would incorporate information from opponents’ 

mannerisms and body language.  These critical pieces of information are known in the 

poker world as “tells”. 

In addition, the robot must be capable of stacking and counting chips in order to 

mange its own chip stack and place bets.  To perform this function, pressure sensors and 

fine motor control of its “hands” would be required, along with the vision capabilities to 

determine chip denominations.  These tasks are very similar to the classic AI situation of 

stacking blocks. 

Finally, good strategy would require reasoning on many levels, with various 

levels of certainty regarding available information.  I would like to focus on a three level 

model.  At the highest level, the robot must be able to reason about its own hand given 

information about the community cards and opposition.  Then, it must be able to extract 

information about its’ opponents cards, given their tendencies and actions.  Finally, it 

must make a decision about what to do regarding levels one and two.  Against better 

opposition, the game could not be won by only thinking at two levels.  For example, one 

must add another level of reasoning, which involves understanding what your opponent 

B. My Cognitive Robot B. My Cognitive Robot 
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thinks you have.  However, I will argue that against average opposition, levels one and 

two are sufficient for a winning strategy.  

 

C. Game Theory and Minimax Search in a Multi-Agent Environment 

 An ability that is critical to determining a good strategy is being able to look at 

future moves of opponents, to determine which move will allow the robot to maximize its 

Expected Value over the current round, hand, session, or lifetime.  This is an extremely 

complex task that must be broken down into numerous subtasks.  I will investigate the 

standard approach to performing these functions via Minimax Search. 

 

D. Multi-Agent Game Theory and Minimax: Further Investigation 

 i.) Approximating Game-Theoretic Optimal Strategies in Full-scale Poker by 

Billings et. Al. 

 This paper’s main contribution is a model for reducing the search space of Poker 

minimax through the use of “bucketing”.  This concept is very basic, and is used by most 

human players.  Rather than describing a given situation using every detail, situation can 

be grouped into categories.  You will often hear poker players describe these situations, 

such as “I had top pair top kicker”, or “She turned a set on me”.  These situations 

frequently have their own notations (Top Pair Top Kicker = TPTK) in poker literature.  I 

find that Billings et Al. have performed an appropriate grouping of situations based on a 

particular poker expert/writer, David Sklansky’s rank of hands.  However, they have 

oversimplified the problem to poker involving only one opponent.  In real poker, you are 

very rarely up against one opponent, and so in some sense they’ve cheated by reducing 
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the minimax search space beyond what is useful.  I intend to use their bucketing system 

for my search without the two-agent reduction. 

 ii.) On Pruning Techniques for Multi-Player Games by Sturtevant and Korf. 

 The major contribution of this paper is that it shows that minimax search against 

multiple opponents, known as MaxN, has very limited capacity to be pruned via alpha-

beta and branch-and-bound pruning.  Using examples from the games of Sergeant Major 

and Hearts, they have shown a way to turn multiplayer minimax search into a “paranoid” 

two-player situation, in which every opponent has formed a coalition against you.  This is 

an oversimplification, probably induced by their bias toward the game of hearts.  In most 

games, each opponent is usually out for each other as much as they are out for you.  In 

hearts, however, when you are attempting to shoot the moon, at some point your 

opponents may form an explicit coalition against you.  This situation is exclusive to 

hearts, and I cannot think of another game where this is relevant.  

I think their point regarding the limited utility of pruning in Multi-Player minimax 

is valid.  However, I do not necessarily agree with the usefulness of transforming a MaxN 

tree into a simple two-player model.  Also, in their conclusion, they allude to the fact that 

the incorporation of domain knowledge is key to reducing the search space.  I will work 

to reduce this multi-player search space by incorporating deterministic and probabilistic 

knowledge about the game in my robot’s strategies. 

 

 iii.) Deep Blue by Campbell et. Al. 

 This paper describes and evaluates some of the design decisions regarding the 

design of Deep Blue.  I believe the major contribution of the design of this system was 
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not necessarily the intelligence (or lack thereof) behind its reasoning, but with the 

positive press and attention this brought to the AI community. 

I have mixed feelings regarding Deep Blue as an accomplishment in AI.  In some 

sense, the fact that this machine beat a world-class player is an accomplishment in 

computing, but not necessarily intelligence.  I liken this to a situation where our 

calculators reduce complex mathematical formulas in microseconds.  Although this is 

impressive, most people do not consider this a marvel of intelligence. 

The common understanding is that Deep Blue was a brute force attack on the 

search space.  As we begin to address more complex information spaces with search, it 

becomes increasingly important to incorporate knowledge from the particular domain to 

reduce that space.  This is essentially the theme that I introduced in the evaluation of the 

previous paper, and I hope to incorporate this notion into my implementation of strategy 

for games. 

 

E. Simple Project: Win Small Stakes Holdem 

 Although the challenges of playing poker in a physical world are great, the most 

difficult task for my robot is actually determining a winning strategy.  I would like to 

focus on this particular task, and the multiple levels of reasoning.  In particular, my goal 

is to be able to win Small-Stakes/Low-Limit Texas Holdem.  Although this game is 

characterized by poor opposition making numerous mistakes, it is by no means an easy 

game.  However, I am optimistic given the body of literature and availability of large sets 

of training data that this can be done in the last third of the course.  The likelihood of me 

choosing this project is very high. 
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 4 

2. Introduction 

 

The goal of this document is to give a tutorial introduction to the field of SLAM 

(Simultaneous Localization And Mapping) for mobile robots.  There are numerous 

papers on the subject but for someone new in the field it will require many hours of 

research to understand many of the intricacies involved in implementing SLAM.  The 

hope is thus to present the subject in a clear and concise manner while keeping the 

prerequisites required to understand the document to a minimum.  It should actually 

be possible to sit down and implement basic SLAM after having read this paper. 

 

SLAM can be implemented in many ways. First of all there is a huge amount of 

different hardware that can be used. Secondly SLAM is more like a concept than a 

single algorithm. There are many steps involved in SLAM and these different steps 

can be implemented using a number of different algorithms.  In most cases we explain 

a single approach to these different steps but hint at other possible ways to do them 

for the purpose of further reading. 

 

The motivation behind writing this paper is primarily to help ourselves understand 

SLAM better. One will always get a better knowledge of a subject by teaching it. 

Second of all most of the existing SLAM papers are very theoretic and primarily 

focus on innovations in small areas of SLAM, which of course is their purpose. The 

purpose of this paper is to be very practical and focus on a simple, basic SLAM 

algorithm that can be used as a starting point to get to know SLAM better.  For people 

with some background knowledge in SLAM we here present a complete solution for 

SLAM using EKF (Extended Kalman Filter).  By complete we do not mean perfect. 

What we mean is that we cover all the basic steps required to get an implementation 

up and running.  It must also be noted that SLAM as such has not been completely 

solved and there is still considerable research going on in the field. 

 

To make it easy to get started all code is provided, so it is basically just a matter of 

downloading it, compiling it, plugging in the hardware (SICK laser scanner, ER1 

robot) and executing the application; Plug-and-Play. We have used Microsoft Visual 
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 5 

C# and the code will compile in the .Net Framework v. 1.1. Most of the code is very 

straightforward and can be read almost as pseudo-code, so porting to other languages 

or platforms should be easy.  
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 6 

3. About SLAM 

 

The term SLAM is as stated an acronym for Simultaneous Localization And 

Mapping. It was originally developed by Hugh Durrant-Whyte and John J. Leonard 

[7] based on earlier work by Smith, Self and Cheeseman [6]. Durrant-Whyte and 

Leonard originally termed it SMAL but it was later changed to give a better impact. 

SLAM is concerned with the problem of building a map of an unknown environment 

by a mobile robot while at the same time navigating the environment using the map. 

 

SLAM consists of multiple parts; Landmark extraction, data association, state 

estimation, state update and landmark update. There are many ways to solve each of 

the smaller parts. We will be showing examples for each part. This also means that 

some of the parts can be replaced by a new way of doing this. As an example we will 

solve the landmark extraction problem in two different ways and comment on the 

methods.  The idea is that you can use our implementation and extend it by using your 

own novel approach to these algorithms.  We have decided to focus on a mobile robot 

in an indoor environment.  You may choose to change some of these algorithms so 

that it can be for example used in a different environment. 

 

SLAM is applicable for both 2D and 3D motion. We will only be considering 2D 

motion. 

 

It is helpful if the reader is already familiar with the general concepts of SLAM on an 

introductory level, e.g. through a university level course on the subject.  There are lots 

of great introductions to this field of research including [6][4]. Also it is helpful to 

know a little about the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF); sources of introduction are 

[3][5].  Background information is always helpful as it will allow you to more easily 

understand this tutorial but it is not strictly required to comprehend all of it. 
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 7 

4. The Hardware 

 

The hardware of the robot is quite important. To do SLAM there is the need for a 

mobile robot and a range measurement device.  The mobile robots we consider are 

wheeled indoor robots.  This documents focus is mainly on software implementation 

of SLAM and does not explore robots with complicated motion models (models of 

how the robot moves) such as humanoid robots, autonomous underwater vehicles, 

autonomous planes, robots with weird wheel configurations etc.  

We here present some basic measurement devices commonly used for SLAM on 

mobile robots. 

 

The robot 

 

Important parameters to consider are ease of use, odometry performance and price. 

The odometry performance measures how well the robot can estimate its own 

position, just from the rotation of the wheels. The robot should not have an error of 

more than 2 cm per meter moved and 2° per 45° degrees turned.  Typical robot drivers 

allow the robot to report its (x,y) position in some Cartesian coordinate system and 

also to report the robots current bearing/heading. 

 

There is the choice to build the robot from scratch. This can be very time consuming, 

but also a learning experience. It is also possible to buy robots ready to use, like Real 

World Interface or the Evolution Robotics ER1 robot [10]. The RW1 is not sold 

anymore, though, but it is usually available in many computer science labs around the 

world. The RW1 robot has notoriously bad odometry, though. This adds to the 

problem of estimating the current position and makes SLAM considerably harder. 

ER1 is the one we are using. It is small and very cheap. It can be bought for only 

200USD for academic use and 300USD for private use. It comes with a camera and a 

robot control system. We have provided very basic drivers in the appendix and on the 

website. 
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 8 

The range measurement device 

 

The range measurement device used is usually a laser scanner nowadays. They are 

very precise, efficient and the output does not require much computation to process. 

On the downside they are also very expensive. A SICK scanner costs about 

5000USD. Problems with laser scanners are looking at certain surfaces including 

glass, where they can give very bad readings (data output). Also laser scanners cannot 

be used underwater since the water disrupts the light and the range is drastically 

reduced.  

Second there is the option of sonar. Sonar was used intensively some years ago. They 

are very cheap compared to laser scanners. Their measurements are not very good 

compared to laser scanners and they often give bad readings. Where laser scanners 

have a single straight line of measurement emitted from the scanner with a width of as 

little as 0.25 degrees a sonar can easily have beams up to 30 degrees in width. 

Underwater, though, they are the best choice and resemble the way dolphins navigate. 

The type used is often a Polaroid sonar. It was originally developed to measure the 

distance when taking pictures in Polaroid cameras. Sonar has been successfully used 

in [7]. 

The third option is to use vision. Traditionally it has been very computationally 

intensive to use vision and also error prone due to changes in light. Given a room 

without light a vision system will most certainly not work. In the recent years, though, 

there have been some interesting advances within this field. Often the systems use a 

stereo or triclops system to measure the distance. Using vision resembles the way 

humans look at the world and thus may be more intuitively appealing than laser or 

sonar. Also there is a lot more information in a picture compared to laser and sonar 

scans. This used to be the bottleneck, since all this data needed to be processed, but 

with advances in algorithms and computation power this is becoming less of a 

problem. Vision based range measurement has been successfully used in [8]. 

 

We have chosen to use a laser range finder from SICK [9]. It is very widely used, it is 

not dangerous to the eye and has nice properties for use in SLAM. The measurement 

error is +- 50mm, which seems like very much, but in practice the error was much 
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smaller. The newest laser scanners from SICK have measurement errors down to +- 5 

mm. 
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5. The SLAM Process 

 

The SLAM process consists of a number of steps. The goal of the process is to use the 

environment to update the position of the robot. Since the odometry of the robot 

(which gives the robots position) is often erroneous we cannot rely directly on the 

odometry. We can use laser scans of the environment to correct the position of the 

robot.  This is accomplished by extracting features from the environment and re-

observing when the robot moves around.  An EKF (Extended Kalman Filter) is the 

heart of the SLAM process.  It is responsible for updating where the robot thinks it is 

based on these features.  These features are commonly called landmarks and will be 

explained along with the EKF in the next couple of chapters.   The EKF keeps track of 

an estimate of the uncertainty in the robots position and also the uncertainty in these 

landmarks it has seen in the environment. 

An outline of the SLAM process is given below.  

 
Figure 1 Overview of the SLAM process 

Landmark 

Extraction 

Data 

Association 

EKF  

Re-observation 

EKF  

Odometry update 

EKF  

New observations 

Laser Scan 

Odometry change 
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When the odometry changes because the robot moves the uncertainty pertaining to the 

robots new position is updated in the EKF using Odometry update.  Landmarks are 

then extracted from the environment from the robots new position.  The robot then 

attempts to associate these landmarks to observations of landmarks it previously has 

seen.  Re-observed landmarks are then used to update the robots position in the EKF.  

Landmarks which have not previously been seen are added to the EKF as new 

observations so they can be re-observed later.  All these steps will be explained in the 

next chapters in a very practical fashion relative to how our ER1 robot was 

implemented.  It should be noted that at any point in these steps the EKF will have an 

estimate of the robots current position.   

 

The diagrams below will try to explain this process in more detail: 

 
Figure 2 The robot is represented by the triangle.  The stars represent landmarks.   The robot 
initially measures using its sensors the location of the landmarks (sensor measurements 
illustrated with lightning). 
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Figure 3  The robot moves so it now thinks it is here.  The distance moved is given by the robots 
odometry. 
 

Figure 4 The robot once again measures the location of the landmarks using its sensors but finds 
out they don’t match with where the robot thinks they should be (given the robots location).  
Thus the robot is not where it thinks it is.  
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Figure 5 As the robot believes more its sensors than its odometry it now uses the information 
gained about where the landmarks actually are to determine where it is (the location the robot 
originally thought it was at is illustrated by the dashed triangle). 
 

 
Figure 6 In actual fact the robot is here.  The sensors are not perfect so the robot will not 
precisely know where it is.  However this estimate is better than relying on odometry alone.  The 
dotted triangle represents where it thinks it is; the dashed triangle where odometry told it it was; 
and the last triangle where it actually is. 
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6. Laser Data 

 

The first step in the SLAM process is to obtain data about the surroundings of the 

robot. As we have chosen to use a laser scanner we get laser data. The SICK laser 

scanner we are using can output range measurements from an angle of 100° or 180°. 

It has a vertical resolution of 0.25°, 0.5° or 1.0°, meaning that the width of the area 

the laser beams measure is 0.25°, 0.5° or 1.0° wide. A typical laser scanner output 

will look like this: 

2.98, 2.99, 3.00, 3.01, 3.00, 3.49, 3.50, ...., 2.20, 8.17, 2.21 

The output from the laser scanner tells the ranges from right to left in terms of meters. 

If the laser scanner for some reason cannot tell the exact length for a specific angle it 

will return a high value, we are using 8.1 as the threshold to tell if the value is an 

error.  Some laser scanners can be configured to have ranges longer than 8.1 meters.  

Lastly it should be noted that laser scanners are very fast.  Using a serial port they can 

be queried at around 11 Hz. 

The code to interface with the laser scanner can be seen in Appendix B: SICK LMS 

200 interface code.  
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7. Odometry Data 

 

An important aspect of SLAM is the odometry data. The goal of the odometry data is 

to provide an approximate position of the robot as measured by the movement of the 

wheels of the robot, to serve as the initial guess of where the robot might be in the 

EKF. Obtaining odometry data from an ER1 robot is quite easy using the built-in 

telnet server. One can just send a text string to the telnet server on a specific port and 

the server will return the answer.  

  The difficult part about the odometry data and the laser data is to get the timing 

right. The laser data at some time t will be outdated if the odometry data is retrieved 

later. To make sure they are valid at the same time one can extrapolate the data. It is 

easiest to extrapolate the odometry data since the controls are known. It can be really 

hard to predict how the laser scanner measurements will be. If one has control of 

when the measurements are returned it is easiest to ask for both the laser scanner 

values and the odometry data at the same time. The code to interface with the ER1 

robot is shown in 
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Appendix C: ER1 interface code. 
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8. Landmarks 

Landmarks are features which can easily be re-observed and distinguished from the 

environment.  These are used by the robot to find out where it is (to localize itself).  

One way to imagine how this works for the robot is to picture yourself blindfolded.  If 

you move around blindfolded in a house you may reach out and touch objects or hug 

walls so that you don’t get lost.  Characteristic things such as that felt by touching a 

doorframe may help you in establishing an estimate of where you are.  Sonars and 

laser scanners are a robots feeling of touch. 

 

 

Below are examples of good landmarks from different environments: 

 

Figure 7 The statue of liberty is a good landmark as it is unique and can easily be seen from 
various environments or locations such as on land, from the sea, and from the air. 
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Figure 8 The wooden pillars at a dock may be good landmarks for an underwater vehicle. 
 

As you can see the type of landmarks a robot uses will often depend on the 

environment in which the robot is operating.   

 

Landmarks should be re-observable by allowing them for example to be viewed 

(detected) from different positions and thus from different angles. 

Landmarks should be unique enough so that they can be easily identified from one 

time-step to another without mixing them up.  In other words if you re-observe two 

landmarks at a later point in time it should be easy to determine which of the 

landmarks is which of the landmarks we have previously seen.  If two landmarks are 

very close to each other this may be hard. 

 

Landmarks you decide a robot should recognize should not be so few in the 

environment that the robot may have to spend extended time without enough visible 

landmarks as the robot may then get lost. 

 

If you decide on something being a landmark it should be stationary.  Using a person 

as a landmark is as such a bad idea.  The reason for this criterion is fairly 

straightforward.  If the landmark is not always in the same place how can the robot 

know given this landmark in which place it is. 

 

The key points about suitable landmarks are as follows: 

• Landmarks should be easily re-observable. 
• Individual landmarks should be distinguishable from each other. 
• Landmarks should be plentiful in the environment. 
• Landmarks should be stationary. 
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Figure 9 In an indoor environment such as that used by our robot there are many straight lines 
and well defined corners.  These could all be used as landmarks. 
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9. Landmark Extraction 

Once we have decided on what landmarks a robot should utilize we need to be able to 

somehow reliable extract them from the robots sensory inputs. 

 

As mentioned in the introduction there are multiple ways to do landmark extraction 

and it depends largely on what types of landmarks are attempted extracted as well as 

what sensors are used.  

 

We will present basic landmark extraction algorithms using a laser scanner.  They will 

use two landmark extraction algorithm called Spikes and RANSAC.  

 

Spike landmarks 

  The spike landmark extraction uses extrema to find landmarks. They are identified 

by finding values in the range of a laser scan where two values differ by more than a 

certain amount, e.g. 0.5 meters. This will find big changes in the laser scan from e.g. 

when some of the laser scanner beams reflect from a wall and some of the laser 

scanner beams do not hit this wall, but are reflected from some things further behind 

the wall.  

 

 
Figure 10: Spike landmarks.  The red dots are table legs extracted as landmarks. 

 

 

The spikes can also be found by having three values next to each other, A, B and C. 

Subtracting B from A and B from C and adding the two numbers will yield a value. 
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This method is better for finding spikes as it will find actual spikes and not just 

permanent changes in range.  

 

 

Spike landmarks rely on the landscape changing a lot between two laser beams. This 

means that the algorithm will fail in smooth environments. 

 

RANSAC 

RANSAC (Random Sampling Consensus) is a method which can be used to extract 

lines from a laser scan.  These lines can in turn be used as landmarks.  In indoor 

environments straight lines are often observed by laser scans as these are 

characteristic of straight walls which usually are common. 

 

RANSAC finds these line landmarks by randomly taking a sample of the laser 

readings and then using a least squares approximation to find the best fit line that runs 

through these readings.  Once this is done RANSAC checks how many laser readings 

lie close to this best fit line.  If the number is above some threshold we can safely 

assume that we have seen a line (and thus seen a wall segment).  This threshold is 

called the consensus. 

 

The below algorithm outlines the line landmark extraction process for a laser scanner 

with a 180° field of view and one range measurement per degree.  The algorithm 

assumes that the laser data readings are converted to a Cartesian coordinate system – 

see Appendix A.  Initially all laser readings are assumed to be unassociated to any 

lines.  In the algorithm we only sample laser data readings from unassociated 

readings. 

 

While  

• there are still unassociated laser readings,  
• and the number of readings is larger than the consensus, 
• and we have done less than N trials. 

do 

- Select a random laser data reading. 
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- Randomly sample S data readings within D degrees of this laser 
data reading (for example, choose 5 sample readings that lie 
within 10 degrees of the randomly selected laser data reading). 

 

- Using these S samples and the original reading calculate a 
least squares best fit line. 

 

- Determine how many laser data readings lie within X centimeters 
of this best fit line.   

 

- If the number of laser data readings on the line is above some 
consensus C do the following: 

o calculate new least squares best fit line based on all 
the laser readings determined to lie on the old best fit 
line. 

 

o Add this best fit line to the lines we have extracted. 
 

o Remove the number of readings lying on the line from the 
total set of unassociated readings. 

od 

 

 

This algorithm can thus be tuned based on the following parameters: 

 

N – Max number of times to attempt to find lines. 

S – Number of samples to compute initial line. 

D – Degrees from initial reading to sample from.  

X – Max distance a reading may be from line to get associated to line. 

C – Number of points that must lie on a line for it to be taken as a line. 

 

 

The EKF implementation assumes that landmarks come in as a range and bearing 

from the robots position.  One can easily translate a line into a fixed point by taking 

another fixed point in the world coordinates and calculating the point on the line 

closest to this fixed point.  Using the robots position and the position of this fixed 

point on the line it is trivial to calculate a range and bearing from this. 

 

Using simple trigonometry one can easily calculate this point.  Here illustrated using 

the origin as a fixed point: 
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Figure 11 Illustration of how to get an extracted line landmark as a point. 
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Figure 12 The RANSAC algorithm finds the main lines in a laser scan.  The green lines are the 

best fit lines representing the landmarks.  The red dots represent the landmarks approximated to 
points.  By changing the RANSAC parameters you could also extract the small wall segments.  

They are not considered very reliable landmarks so were not used.  Lastly just above the robot is 
a person. RANSAC is robust against people in the laser scan. 

 

 

Another possibility is to expand the EKF implementation so it could handle lines 

instead of just points.  This however is complicated so is not dealt with in this tutorial. 
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Multiple strategies 

We have presented two different approaches to landmark extraction.  Both extract 

different types of landmarks and are suitable for indoor environments.  Spikes 

however is fairly simple and is not robust against environments with people.  The 

reason for this is that Spikes picks up people as spikes as they theoretically are good 

landmarks (they stand out from the environment). 

As RANSAC uses line extraction it will not pick up people as landmarks as they do 

not individually have the characteristic shape of a line. 

A third method which we will not explore is called scan-matching where you attempt 

match two successive laser scans.  We name it here for people interested in other 

approaches. 

 

Code for landmark extraction algorithms can be found in Appendix D: Landmark 

extraction code. 
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10. Data Association  

The problem of data association is that of matching observed landmarks from 

different (laser) scans with each other.  We have also referred to this as re-observing 

landmarks. 

 

To illustrate what is meant by this we will give an example:   

 

For us humans we may consider a chair a landmark.  Let us say we are in a room and 

see a specific chair.  Now we leave the room and then at some later point 

subsequently return to the room.  If we then see a chair in the room and say that it is 

the same chair we previously saw then we have associated this chair to the old chair. 

This may seem simple but data association is hard to do well.  Say the room had two 

chairs that looked practically identical.  When we subsequently return to the room we 

might not be able to distinguish accurately which of the chairs were which of the 

chairs we originally saw (as they all look the same).  Our best bet is to say that the 

one to the left must be the one we previously saw to the left, and the one to the right 

must be the one we previously saw on the right. 

 

In practice the following problems can arise in data association: 

 

- You might not re-observe landmarks every time step. 
- You might observe something as being a landmark but fail to ever see it again. 
- You might wrongly associate a landmark to a previously seen landmark. 

 

As stated in the landmarks chapter it should be easy to re-observe landmarks.  As such 

the first two cases above are not acceptable for a landmark.  In other words they are 

bad landmarks.  Even if you have a very good landmark extraction algorithm you may 

run into these so it is best to define a suitable data-association policy to minimize this. 

 

The last problem where you wrongly associate a landmark can be devastating as it 

means the robot will think it is somewhere different from where it actually is. 
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We will now define a data-association policy that deals with these issues.  We assume 

that a database is set up to store landmarks we have previously seen.  The database is 

usually initially empty.  The first rule we set up is that we don’t actually consider a 

landmark worthwhile to be used in SLAM unless we have seen it N times.  This 

eliminates the cases where we extract a bad landmark.  The below-mentioned 

validation gate is explained further down in the text. 

 

1.  When you get a new laser scan use landmark extraction to 
extract all visible landmarks. 

 

2.  Associate each extracted landmark to the closest landmark we 
have seen more than N times in the database. 

 

3.  Pass each of these pairs of associations (extracted landmark, 
landmark in database) through a validation gate. 

 

a.  If the pair passes the validation gate it must be the 
same landmark we have re-observed so increment the number 
of times we have seen it in the database. 

 

b.  If the pair fails the validation gate add this landmark 
as a new landmark in the database and set the number of 
times we have seen it to 1. 

 

This technique is called the nearest-neighbor approach as you associate a landmark 

with the nearest landmark in the database. 

The simplest way to calculate the nearest landmark is to calculate the Euclidean 

distance.1  Other methods include calculating the Mahalanobis distance which is 

better but more complicated.  This was not used in our approach as RANSAC 

landmarks usually are far apart which makes using the Euclidean distance suitable. 

 

The validation gate uses the fact that our EKF implementation gives a bound on the 

uncertainty of an observation of a landmark.  Thus we can determine if an observed 

landmark is a landmark in the database by checking if the landmark lies within the 

area of uncertainty.  This area can actually be drawn graphically and is known as an 

error ellipse. 

By setting a constant 
λ
 an observed landmark is associated to a landmark if the 

following formula holds: 
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Where vi is the innovation and Si is the innovation covariance defined in the EKF 

chapter  
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11. The EKF 

 

The Extended Kalman Filter is used to estimate the state (position) of the robot from 

odometry data and landmark observations. The EKF is usually described in terms of 

state estimation alone (the robot is given a perfect map). That is, it does not have the 

map update which is needed when using EKF for SLAM. In SLAM vs. a state 

estimation EKF especially the matrices are changed and can be hard to figure out how 

to implement, since it is almost never mentioned anywhere. We will go through each 

of these. Most of the EKF is standard, as a normal EKF, once the matrices are set up, 

it is basically just a set of equations. 

 

Overview of the process 

 

As soon as the landmark extraction and the data association is in place the SLAM 

process can be considered as three steps: 

 

1. Update the current state estimate using the odometry data 

2. Update the estimated state from re-observing landmarks. 

3. Add new landmarks to the current state. 

 

 

The first step is very easy. It is just an addition of the controls of the robot to the old 

state estimate. E.g. the robot is at point (x, y) with rotation theta and the controls are 

(dx, dy) and change in rotation is dtheta. The result of the first step is the new state of 

the robot (x+dx, y+dy) with rotation theta+dtheta. 

 

In the second step the re-observed landmarks are considered. Using the estimate of the 

current position it is possible to estimate where the landmark should be. There is 

usually some difference, this is called the innovation. So the innovation is basically 

the difference between the estimated robot position and the actual robot position, 

based on what the robot is able to see. In the second step the uncertainty of each 

observed landmark is also updated to reflect recent changes. An example could be if 
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the uncertainty of the current landmark position is very little. Re-observing a 

landmark from this position with low uncertainty will increase the landmark certainty, 

i.e. the variance of the landmark with respect to the current position of the robot.  

 

In the third step new landmarks are added to the state, the robot map of the world. 

This is done using information about the current position and adding information 

about the relation between the new landmark and the old landmarks. 

 

The matrices 

It should be noted that there is a lot of different notions for the same variables in the 

different papers. We use some fairly common notions. 

 

The system state: X 

X is probably one of the most important matrices in the system along with the 

covariance matrix. It contains the position of the robot, x, y and theta. 

Furthermore it contains the x and y position of each landmark. The matrix can 

be seen to the right. It is important to have the matrix as a vertical matrix to 

make sure that all the equations will work. The size of X is 1 column wide 

and 3+2*n rows high, where n is the number of landmarks. Usually the values 

saved will be in either meters or millimeters for the ranges. Which one is used does 

not matter, it is just important, of course, to use the same notion everywhere. The 

bearing is saved in either degrees or radians. Again it is a question of using the same 

notion everywhere. 

 

xr 
yr 

thetar 
x1 
y1 
... 
... 
xn 
yn 
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The covariance matrix: P 

Quick math recap: 

The covariance of two variates provides a measure of how strongly correlated these 

two variables are.  Correlation is a concept used to measure the degree of linear 

dependence between variables. 

 

The covariance matrix P is a very central matrix in the system. It contains the 

covariance on the robot position, the covariance on the landmarks, the covariance 

between robot position and landmarks and 

finally it contains the covariance between 

the landmarks. The figure on the right 

shows the content of the covariance 

matrix P. The first cell, A contains the 

covariance on the robot position. It is a 3 

by 3 matrix (x, y and theta). B is the 

covariance on the first landmark. It is a 2 by 2 matrix, since the landmark does not 

have an orientation, theta. This continues down to C, which is the covariance for the 

last landmark. The cell D contains the covariance between the robot state and the first 

landmark. The cell E contains the covariance between the first landmark and the robot 

state. E can be deduced from D by transposing the sub-matrix D. F contains the 

covariance between the last landmark and the first landmark, while G contains the 

covariance between the first landmark and the last landmark, which again can be 

deduced by transposing F. So even though the covariance matrix may seem 

complicated it is actually built up very systematically. Initially as the robot has not 

seen any landmarks the covariance matrix P only includes the matrix A. The 

covariance matrix must be initialized using some default values for the diagonal. This 

reflects uncertainty in the initial position. Depending on the actual implementation 

there will often be a singular error if the initial uncertainty is not included in some of 

the calculations, so it is a good idea to include some initial error even though there is 

reason to believe that the initial robot position is exact. 

 

... ...   

... ...   
A E 

... ...   

... ... D B 

... ... 
G 

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
   ... ... 

   
F 

... ... 
C 
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The Kalman gain: K 

 The Kalman gain K is computed to find out how much we will trust the observed 

landmarks and as such how much we want to gain from the new knowledge they 

provide. If we can see that the robot should be moved 10 cm to the right, according to 

the landmarks we use the Kalman Gain to find out how much we actually correct the 

position, this may only be 5 cm because we do not trust the landmarks 

completely, but rather find a compromise between the odometry and the 

landmark correction. This is done using the uncertainty of the observed 

landmarks along with a measure of the quality of the range measurement 

device and the odometry performance of the robot. If the range 

measurement device is really bad compared to the odometry performance 

of the robot, we of course do not trust it very much, so the Kalman gain 

will be low. On the contrary, if the range measurement device is very good compared 

to the odometry performance of the robot the Kalman gain will be high. The matrix 

can be seen to the right. The first row shows how much should be gained from the 

innovation for the first row of the state X. The first column in the first row describes 

how much should be gained from the innovation in terms of range, the second column 

in the first row describes how much should be gained from the innovation in terms of 

the bearing. Again both are for the first row in the state, which is the x value of the 

robot position. The matrix continues like down through the robot position; the first 

three rows, and the landmarks; each two new rows. The size of the matrix is 2 

columns and 3+2*n rows, where n is the number of landmarks. 

 

The Jacobian of the measurement model: H 

The Jacobian of the measurement model is closely related to the measurement model, 

of course, so let’s go through the measurement model first. The measurement model 

defines how to compute an expected range and bearing of the measurements 

(observed landmark positions). It is done using the following formula, which is 

denoted h: 

 

xr xb 
yr yb 
tr tb 

x1,r x1,b 
y1,r y1,b 
... ... 
... ... 
xn,r xn,b 
yn,r yn,b 
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Where lambda x is the x position of the landmark, x is the current estimated robot x 

position, lambda y is the y position of the landmark and y is the current estimated 

robot y position. Theta is the robot rotation. This will give us the predicted 

measurement of the range and bearing to the landmark. The Jacobian of this matrix 

with respect to x, y and theta, H, is: 

 

 

 

H shows us how much the range and bearing changes as x, y and theta changes. The 

first element in the first row is the change in range with respect to the change in the x 

axis. The second element is with respect to the change in the y axis. The last element 

is with respect to the change in theta, the robot rotation. Of course this value is zero as 

the range does not change as the robot rotates. The second row gives the same 

information, except that this is the change in bearing for the landmark. This is the 

contents of the usual H for regular EKF state estimation. When doing SLAM we need 

some additional values for the landmarks: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When using the matrix H e.g. for landmark number two we will be using the matrix 

above. The upper row is for information purposes only; it is not part of the matrix. 

Xr Yr Tr X1 Y1 X2 Y2 X3 Y3 

A B C 0 0 -A -B 0 0 

D E F 0 0 -D -E 0 0 
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This means that the first 3 columns are the regular H, as for regular EKF state 

estimation. For each landmark we add two columns. When using the H matrix for 

landmark two as above we fill it out like above with X2 set to –A and –D and Y2 set 

to –B and -E. The columns for the rest of the landmarks are 0. are the same as the first 

two columns of the original H, just negated. We only use two terms, X2 and Y2, 

because the landmarks do not have any rotation. 

 

The Jacobian of the prediction model: A 

Like H, the Jacobian of the prediction model is closely related to the prediction 

model, of course, so let’s go through the prediction model first. The prediction model 

defines how to compute an expected position of the robot given the old position and 

the control input. It is done using the following formula, which is denoted f: 

 

 

 

f      = 

 

 

Where x and y is the robot position, theta the robot rotation, � t is the change in thrust 

and q is the error term. We are using the change in position directly from the 

odometry input from the ER1 system, so we use x, y, theta and � x, � y and � theta 

directly and the process noise, described later: 

 

x + � x + � x * q 
y + � y + � y * q 

theta + � theta + � theta * q 

 

Anyway we assume the linearized version when calculating the jacobian A yielding: 
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The calculations are the same as for the H matrix, except that we now have one more 

row for the robot rotation. Since it is only used for robot position prediction it will 

also not be extended for the rest of the landmarks. As can be seen from the first 

matrix, the prediction model, the term –� t * sin theta is the same as -� y in our case 

and –� t * cos theta is the same as � x. So we can just use our control terms, yielding: 

 

1 0 -� y 

0 1 � x 

0 0 1 

 

The SLAM specific Jacobians: Jxr and Jz 

When doing SLAM there are some Jacobians which are only used in SLAM. This is 

of course in the integration of new features, which is the only step that differs from 

regular state estimation using EKF. The first is Jxr. It is basically the same as the 

jacobian of the prediction model, except that we start out without the rotation term. It 

is the jacobian of the prediction of the landmarks, which does not include prediction 

of theta, with respect to the robot state [x, y, theta] from X: 

 

 

                     Jxr           =  

 

 

The jacobian Jz is also the jacobian of the prediction model for the landmarks, but this 

time with respect to [range, bearing]. This in turn yields: 

 

 

Jz         = 

 

 cos(  + � ) -� t*sin(  + � )  

 sin(  + � ) � t*cos(  + � )  
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The process noise: Q and W 

The process is assumed to have a gaussian.noise proportional to the controls, � x, � y 

and � t. The noise is denoted Q, which is a 3 by 3 matrix. It 

is usually calculated by multiplying some gaussian sample 

C with W and W transposed: 

 

 

 

 

Q = WCWT 

 

C is be a representation of how exact the odometry is. The value should be set 

according to the robot odometry performance and is usually easiest to set by 

experiments and tuning the value. 

In most papers the process noise is either denoted Q alone or as WQWT. The notion C 

is basically never used, but is needed here to show the two approaches. 

 

The measurement noise: R and V 

The range measurement device is also assumed to have gaussian noise proportional to 

the range and bearing. It is calculated as VRVT. V is just a 2 by 2 identity matrix. R is 

also a 2 by 2 matrix with numbers only in the diagonal. In the upper left 

corner we have the range, r, multiplied by some constants c and d. The 

constants should represent the accuracy of the measurement device. If for example the 

range error has 1 cm variance it should, c should be a gaussian with variance 0.01. If 

the bearing error is always 1 degree bd should be replaced with the number 1, 

presuming that degrees are used for measurements. Usually it will not make sense to 

make the error on the angle proportional with the size of the angle. 

 

 

c� x2   

 c� y2  

  c� t2 

rc  
 bd 
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Step 1: Update current state using the odometry data 

This step, called the prediction step we update the current state using the odometry 

data. That is we use the controls given to the robot to calculate an estimate of the new 

position of the robot. To update the current state we use the following equation: 

 

 

In our simple odometry model we can simply just add the controls as noted in a 

previous chapter: 

 

x + � x 
y + � y 

theta + � theta 

 

This should be updated in the first three spaces in the state vector, X. We also need to 

update the A matrix, the jacobian of the prediction model, every iteration: 

1 0 -� y 

0 1 � x 

0 0 1 

Also Q should be updated to reflect the control terms, � x, � y and � t: 

 

 

 

 

Finally we can calculate the new covariance for the robot position. Since the 

covariance for the robot position is just the top left 3 by 3 matrix of P we will only 

update this: 

Prr = A Prr A + Q 

 

Where the symbol Prr is the top left 3 by 3 matrix of P. 

 

c� x2 c� x� y c� x� t 

cc� y� x c� y2 c� y� t 

c� t� x c� t� y c� t2 
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Now we have updated the robot position estimate and the covariance for this position 

estimate. We also need to update the robot to feature cross correlations. This is the top 

3 rows of the covariance matrix: 

Pri = A Pri 

 

Step 2: Update state from re-observed landmarks 

The estimate we obtained for the robot position is not completely exact due to the 

odometry errors from the robot. We want to compensate for these errors. This is done 

using landmarks. The landmarks have already been discussed including how to 

observe them and how to associate them to already known landmarks. Using the 

associated landmarks we can now calculate the displacement of the robot compared to 

what we think the robot position is. Using the displacement we can update the robot 

position. This is what we want to do in step 2. This step is run for each re-observed 

landmark. Landmarks that are new are not dealt with until step 3. Delaying the 

incorporation of new landmarks until the next step will decrease the computation cost 

needed for this step, since the covariance matrix, P, and the system state, X, are 

smaller. 

 

We will try to predict where the landmark is using the current estimated robot position 

(x, y) and the saved landmark position (
λ

x, 
λ

y). With the following formula: 

 

 

 

We get the range and bearing to the landmark, h, also seen when calculating the 

jacobian H. This can be compared to the range and bearing for the landmark we get 

from the data association, which we will denote z. But first we need some more 

computations. From the previous chapters we have the jacobian H: 
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As previously stated the values are calculated as follows: 

 

 

 

Again, remember that only the first three columns and the columns valid for the 

current landmark should be filled out. 

 

The error matrix R should also be updated to reflect the range and bearing in the 

current measurements. A good starting value for rc is the range value 

multiplied with 0.01, meaning there is 1 % error in the range. A good error 

for the bd value is 1, meaning there is 1 degree error in the measurements. This error 

should not be proportional with the size of the angle; this would not make sense, of 

course. 

 

Now we can compute the Kalman gain. It is calculated using the following formula: 

 

K = P * HT * (H * P * HT + V * R * VT)-1 

 

The Kalman now contains a set of numbers indicating how much each of the 

landmark positions and the robot position should be updated according to the re-

observed landmark. The term (H * P * HT + V * R * VT) is called the innovation 

covariance, S, it is also used in the Data Association chapter when calculating the 

validation gate for the landmark. 

 

Finally we can compute a new state vector using the Kalman gain: 

Xr Yr Tr X1 Y1 X2 Y2 X3 Y3 

A B C 0 0 -A -B 0 0 

D E F 0 0 -D -E 0 0 

rc  
 bd 
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X = X + K * (z – h) 

 

This operation will update the robot position along with all the landmark positions, 

given the term (z-h) does not result in (0, 0). Note that (z-h) yields a result of two 

numbers which is the displacement in range and bearing, denoted v. 

 

This process is repeated for each matched landmark.  

 

Step 3: Add new landmarks to the current state 

In this step we want to update the state vector X and the covariance matrix P with new 

landmarks. The purpose is to have more landmarks that can be matched, so the robot 

has more landmarks that can be matched. 

 

First we add the new landmark to the state vector X 

X = [X xN yN]T 

 

Also we need to add a new row and column to the covariance matrix, shown in the 

figure below as the grey area. First we add the covariance for the new landmark in the 

cell C, also called PN+1N+1, since it is the 

covariance for the N+1 landmark: 

PN+1N+1 = Jxr P Jxr
T + JzRJz

T 

 

After this we add the robot – landmark 

covariance for the new landmark. This 

corresponds to the upper left corner of the 

covariance matrix. It is computed as follows: 

PrN+1 = Prr Jxr
T 

 

The landmark – robot covariance is the transposed value of the robot – landmark 

covariance, corresponding to the lower right corner of the covariance matrix: 

PN+1r = (PrN+1)T 

 

... ...   

... ...   
A E 

... ...   
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... ... 
G 
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F 
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Finally the landmark – landmark covariance needs to be added (the lowest row): 

PN+1i = Jxr (P
ri )T 

 

Again the landmark – landmark covariance on the other side of the diagonal matrix is 

the transposed value: 

 

PiN+1 = (PN+1i)T 

 

This completes the last step of the SLAM process. The robot is now ready to move 

again, observe landmarks, associate landmarks, update the system state using 

odometry, update the system state using re-observed landmarks and finally add new 

landmarks.  
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12. Final remarks 

The SLAM presented here is a very basic SLAM. There is much room for 

improvement, and there are areas that have not even been touched. For example there 

is the problem of closing the loop. This problem is concerned with the robot returning 

to a place it has seen before. The robot should recognize this and use the new found 

information to update the position. Furthermore the robot should update the 

landmarks found before the robot returned to a known place, propagating the 

correction back along the path. A system such as ATLAS [2] is concerned with this. 

 

It is also possible to combine this SLAM with an occupation grid, mapping the world 

in a human-readable format. Besides the obvious use for an occupation grid as a 

human-readable map, occupation grids can also be used for path planning. A* and D* 

algorithms can be built upon this. [1] 
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14. Appendix A: Coordinate conversion 

Conversion from range and bearing to Cartesian coordinates: 

 

)(* oCosrangex θ=  

)(* oSinrangey θ−=  

 

Converts an observation from the robots sensors to Cartesian coordinates. Where oθ  

is the angle the observation is viewed at and range is the distance to the measurement.  

To get the coordinates with respect to a world map you must also add the robots angle 

rθ  relative to the world map: 

 

)(* roCosrangex θθ +=  

)(* roSinrangey θθ +−=  
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15. Appendix B: SICK LMS 200 interface code 

LMS Interface code: 

using  System; 
using  SerialPorts; 
 
namespace  APULMS 
{ 
 ///  <summary> 
 ///  Summary description for LMS200. 
 ///  </summary> 
 public  class  LMS200 
 { 
  private  Threader th; 
  public  SerialPort Port; 
  private  WithEvents Func; 
  private  int  PortIndex; 
  private  static  byte [] GET_MEASUREMENTS = {0x02, 0x00, 0x02, 0x00, 0x30, 0x01, 0x31, 0x18}; 
  private  static  byte [] PCLMS_B9600 =  {0x02,0x00,0x02,0x00,0x20,0x42,0x52,0x08}; 
  private  static  byte [] PCLMS_B19200 = {0x02,0x00,0x02,0x00,0x20,0x41,0x51,0x08}; 
  private  static  byte [] PCLMS_B38400 = {0x02,0x00,0x02,0x00,0x20,0x40,0x50,0x08}; 
 
  public  LMS200(Threader t, int  PortIndex) 
  { 
   this .th = t; 
   this .PortIndex = PortIndex; 
 
   // Instantiate base class event handlers. 
   this .Func = new WithEvents(); 
   this .Func.Error   = new StrnFunc( this .OnError); 
   this .Func.RxChar  = new ByteFunc( this .OnRecvI); 
   this .Func.CtsSig  = new BoolFunc( this .OnCts); 
   this .Func.DsrSig  = new BoolFunc( this .OnDsr); 
   this .Func.RlsdSig = new BoolFunc( this .OnRlsd); 
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   this .Func.RingSig = new BoolFunc( this .OnRing); 
 
   // Instantiate the terminal port. 
   this .Port = new SerialPort( this .Func); 
   this .Port.Cnfg.BaudRate = SerialPorts.LineSpeed.Baud_9600; 
   this .Port.Cnfg.Parity = SerialPorts.Parity.None; 
 
   PortControl(); 
  } 
 
  ///  <summary> 
  ///  Gives one round of measurements 
  ///  </summary> 
  public  void  getMeasurements() 
  { 
   SendBuf(GET_MEASUREMENTS); 
  } 
  public  void  setBaud( bool  fast) 
  { 
   if  (fast) 
   { 
    SendBuf(PCLMS_B38400); 
    Port.Cnfg.BaudRate = SerialPorts.LineSpeed.Baud_38400; 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    SendBuf(PCLMS_B19200); 
    Port.Cnfg.BaudRate = SerialPorts.LineSpeed.Baud_19200; 
   } 
  } 
 
  public  void  ClosePorts() 
  { 
   PortControl(); 
  } 
  private  void  PortControl() 
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  { 
   if ( this .Port.IsOpen == false ) 
   { 
    if ( this .Port.Open(PortIndex) == false ) 
    { 
     // ERROR 
     return ; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     // OK 
    } 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    if ( this .Port.IsOpen) 
    { 
     this .Port.Close(); 
    } 
    // OK 
    this .Port.Signals(); 
   } 
   return ; 
  } 
 
  ///  <summary> 
  ///  Handles error events. 
  ///  </summary> 
  internal  void  OnError( string  fault) 
  { 
   //this.Status.Text = fault; 
   PortControl(); 
  } 
 
  ///  <summary> 
  ///  Immediate byte received. 
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  ///  </summary> 
  internal  void  OnRecvI( byte [] b) 
  { 
  } 
 
  ///  <summary> 
  ///  Set the modem state displays. 
  ///  </summary> 
  internal  void  OnCts( bool  cts) 
  { 
   System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(1); 
  } 
 
  ///  <summary> 
  ///  Set the modem state displays. 
  ///  </summary> 
  internal  void  OnDsr( bool  dsr) 
  { 
   System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(1); 
Color.Red; 
  } 
 
  ///  <summary> 
  ///  Set the modem state displays. 
  ///  </summary> 
  internal  void  OnRlsd( bool  rlsd) 
  { 
   System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(1); 
  } 
 
  ///  <summary> 
  ///  Set the modem state displays. 
  ///  </summary> 
  internal  void  OnRing( bool  ring) 
  { 
   System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(1); 
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  } 
 
  ///  <summary> 
  ///  Transmit a buffer. 
  ///  </summary> 
  private  uint  SendBuf( byte [] b) 
  { 
   uint  nSent=0; 
   if (b.Length > 0) 
   { 
    nSent = this .Port.Send(b); 
    if (nSent != b.Length) 
    { 
     // ERROR 
    } 
   } 
   return  nSent; 
  } 
 
 } 
} 
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Thread for retrieving the data: 

using  System; 
using  SerialPorts; 
using  System.Threading; 
 
namespace  APULMS 
{ 
 ///  <summary> 
 ///  Summary description for Threader. 
 ///  </summary> 
 public  class  Threader 
 { 
  public  byte [] buffer; 
  public  int  bufferSize; 
  public  int  bufferWritePointer; 
  public  int  bufferReadPointer; 
  public  SerialPort p; 
  public  bool  cont = true ; 
 
  public  Threader( int  BufferSize) 
  { 
   this .bufferSize = BufferSize; 
   buffer = new byte [ this .bufferSize]; 
   ResetBuffer(); 
  } 
 
  public  Threader() 
  { 
   this .bufferSize = 20000; 
   buffer = new byte [ this .bufferSize]; 
   ResetBuffer(); 
  } 
 
  public  void  ResetBuffer() 
  { 
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   bufferWritePointer = 0; 
   bufferReadPointer = 0; 
   for  ( int  i = 0; i < this .bufferSize; i++) 
    buffer[i] = 0x00; 
  } 
  private  int  pwrap( int  p) 
  { 
   while  (p >= bufferSize) 
    p -= bufferSize; 
   return  (p); 
  } 
 
  public  void  getData() 
  { 
   byte [] b; 
   uint  nBytes; 
   int  count = 0; 
     
   while  ( true ) 
   { 
    // Get number of bytes 
    nBytes = this .p.Recv( out  b); 
    if (nBytes > 0) 
    { 
     int  i = 0; 
     for  (; i < nBytes && i < b.Length; i++) 
      buffer[pwrap(bufferWritePointer+i)] = b[i]; 
     bufferWritePointer = pwrap(bufferWritePointer + i); 
     // restart no data counter 
     count = 0; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     // no data, count up 
     count++; 
    } 
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    if  (count > 100) 
    { 
     // Wait until told to resume 
     Monitor.Wait( this ); 
     // Reset counter after wait 
     count = 0; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
} 
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16. Appendix C: ER1 interface code 

ER1 interface code, ApplicationSettings.cs: 

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
// <autogenerated> 
//     This code was generated_u98 ?y a tool. 
//     Runtime Version: 1.0.3705.0 
// 
//     Changes to this file may cause incorrect behavior and will be lost if  
//     the code is regenerated. 
// </autogenerated> 
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
namespace  ER1 { 
    using  System; 
    using  System.Data; 
    using  System.Xml; 
    using  System.Runtime.Serialization; 
     
     
    [Serializable()] 
    [System.ComponentModel.DesignerCategoryAttribute("code")] 
    [System.Diagnostics.DebuggerStepThrough()] 
    [System.ComponentModel.ToolboxItem( true )] 
    public  class  ApplicationSettings : DataSet_u123 ? 
         
        private  ER1DataTable tableER1; 
         
        public  ApplicationSettings()_u123 ? 
            this .InitClass(); 
            System.ComponentModel.CollectionChangeEventHandler schemaChangedHandler = new 
System.ComponentModel.CollectionChangeEventHandler( this .SchemaChanged); 
            this .Tables.CollectionChanged += schemaChangedHandler; 
            this .Relations.CollectionChanged += schemaChangedHandler; 
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        } 
         
        protected  ApplicationSettings(SerializationInfo info, StreamingContext context) { 
            string  strSchema = (( string )(info.GetValue("XmlSchema", typeof ( string )))); 
            if  ((strSchema != null )) { 
                DataSet ds = new DataSet(); 
                ds.ReadXmlSchema( new XmlTextReader( new System.IO.StringReader(strSchema))); 
                if  ((ds.Tables["ER1"] != null )) { 
                    this .Tables.Add( new ER1DataTable(ds.Tables["ER1"])); 
                } 
                this .DataSetName = ds.DataSetName; 
                this .Prefix = ds.Prefix; 
                this .Namespace = ds.Namespace; 
                this .Locale = ds.Locale; 
                this .CaseSensitive = ds.CaseSensitive; 
                this .EnforceConstraints = ds.EnforceConstraints; 
                this .Merge(ds, false , System.Data.MissingSchemaAction.Add); 
                this .InitVars(); 
            } 
            else  { 
                this .InitClass(); 
            } 
            this .GetSerializationData(info, context); 
            System.ComponentModel.CollectionChangeEventHandler schemaChangedHandler = new 
System.ComponentModel.CollectionChangeEventHandler( this .SchemaChanged); 
            this .Tables.CollectionChanged += schemaChangedHandler; 
            this .Relations.CollectionChanged += schemaChangedHandler; 
        } 
         
        [System.ComponentModel.Browsable( false )] 
        
[System.ComponentModel.DesignerSerializationVisibilityAttribute(System.ComponentModel.DesignerSerializationVisibilit
y.Content)] 
        public  ER1DataTable ER1 { 
            get  { 
                return  this .tableER1; 
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            } 
        } 
         
        public  override  DataSet Clone() { 
            ApplicationSettings cln = ((ApplicationSettings)( base .Clone())); 
            cln.InitVars(); 
            return  cln; 
        } 
         
        protected  override  bool  ShouldSerializeTables() { 
            return  false ; 
        } 
         
        protected  override  bool  ShouldSerializeRelations() { 
            return  false ; 
        } 
         
        protected  override  void  ReadXmlSerializable(XmlReader reader) { 
            this .Reset(); 
            DataSet ds = new DataSet(); 
            ds.ReadXml(reader); 
            if  ((ds.Tables["ER1"] != null )) { 
                this .Tables.Add( new ER1DataTable(ds.Tables["ER1"])); 
            } 
            this .DataSetName = ds.DataSetName; 
            this .Prefix = ds.Prefix; 
            this .Namespace = ds.Namespace; 
            this .Locale = ds.Locale; 
            this .CaseSensitive = ds.CaseSensitive; 
            this .EnforceConstraints = ds.EnforceConstraints; 
            this .Merge(ds, false , System.Data.MissingSchemaAction.Add); 
            this .InitVars(); 
        } 
         
        protected  override  System.Xml.Schema.XmlSchema GetSchemaSerializable() { 
            System.IO.MemoryStream stream = new System.IO.MemoryStream(); 
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            this .WriteXmlSchema( new XmlTextWriter(stream, null )); 
            stream.Position = 0; 
            return  System.Xml.Schema.XmlSchema.Read( new XmlTextReader(stream), null ); 
        } 
         
        internal  void  InitVars() { 
            this .tableER1 = ((ER1DataTable)( this .Tables["ER1"])); 
            if  (( this .tableER1 != null )) { 
                this .tableER1.InitVars(); 
            } 
        } 
         
        private  void  InitClass() { 
            this .DataSetName = "ApplicationSettings"; 
            this .Prefix = ""; 
            this .Namespace = "http://tempuri.org/ApplicationSettings.xsd"; 
            this .Locale = new System.Globalization.CultureInfo("en-US"); 
            this .CaseSensitive = false ; 
            this .EnforceConstraints = true ; 
            this .tableER1 = new ER1DataTable(); 
            this .Tables.Add( this .tableER1); 
        } 
         
        private  bool  ShouldSerializeER1() { 
            return  false ; 
        } 
         
        private  void  SchemaChanged( object  sender, System.ComponentModel.CollectionChangeEventArgs e) { 
            if  ((e.Action == System.ComponentModel.CollectionChangeAction.Remove)) { 
                this .InitVars(); 
            } 
        } 
         
        public  delegate  void  ER1RowChangeEventHandler( object  sender, ER1RowChangeEvent e); 
         
        [System.Diagnostics.DebuggerStepThrough()] 
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        public  class  ER1DataTable : DataTable, System.Collections.IEnumerable { 
             
            private  DataColumn columnIP; 
             
            private  DataColumn columnPassword; 
             
            private  DataColumn columnPort; 
             
            internal  ER1DataTable() :  
                    base ("ER1") { 
                this .InitClass(); 
            } 
             
            internal  ER1DataTable(DataTable table) :  
                    base (table.TableName) { 
                if  ((table.CaseSensitive != table.DataSet.CaseSensitive)) { 
                    this .CaseSensitive = table.CaseSensitive; 
                } 
                if  ((table.Locale.ToString() != table.DataSet.Locale.ToString())) { 
                    this .Locale = table.Locale; 
                } 
                if  ((table.Namespace != table.DataSet.Namespace)) { 
                    this .Namespace = table.Namespace; 
                } 
                this .Prefix = table.Prefix; 
                this .MinimumCapacity = table.MinimumCapacity; 
                this .DisplayExpression = table.DisplayExpression; 
            } 
             
            [System.ComponentModel.Browsable( false )] 
            public  int  Count { 
                get  { 
                    return  this .Rows.Count; 
                } 
            } 
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            internal  DataColumn IPColumn { 
                get  { 
                    return  this .columnIP; 
                } 
            } 
             
            internal  DataColumn PasswordColumn { 
                get  { 
                    return  this .columnPassword; 
                } 
            } 
             
            internal  DataColumn PortColumn { 
                get  { 
                    return  this .columnPort; 
                } 
            } 
             
            public  ER1Row this [ int  index] { 
                get  { 
                    return  ((ER1Row)( this .Rows[index])); 
                } 
            } 
             
            public  event  ER1RowChangeEventHandler ER1RowChanged; 
             
            public  event  ER1RowChangeEventHandler ER1RowChanging; 
             
            public  event  ER1RowChangeEventHandler ER1RowDeleted; 
             
            public  event  ER1RowChangeEventHandler ER1RowDeleting; 
             
            public  void  AddER1Row(ER1Row row) { 
                this .Rows.Add(row); 
            } 
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            public  ER1Row AddER1Row( string  IP, string  Password, int  Port) { 
                ER1Row rowER1Row = ((ER1Row)( this .NewRow())); 
                rowER1Row.ItemArray = new object [] { 
                        IP, 
                        Password, 
                        Port}; 
                this .Rows.Add(rowER1Row); 
                return  rowER1Row; 
            } 
             
            public  System.Collections.IEnumerator GetEnumerator() { 
                return  this .Rows.GetEnumerator(); 
            } 
             
            public  override  DataTable Clone() { 
                ER1DataTable cln = ((ER1DataTable)( base .Clone())); 
                cln.InitVars(); 
                return  cln; 
            } 
             
            protected  override  DataTable CreateInstance() { 
                return  new ER1DataTable(); 
            } 
             
            internal  void  InitVars() { 
                this .columnIP = this .Columns["IP"]; 
                this .columnPassword = this .Columns["Password"]; 
                this .columnPort = this .Columns["Port"]; 
            } 
             
            private  void  InitClass() { 
                this .columnIP = new DataColumn("IP", typeof ( string ), null , System.Data.MappingType.Element); 
                this .Columns.Add( this .columnIP); 
                this .columnPassword = new DataColumn("Password", typeof ( string ), null , 
System.Data.MappingType.Element); 
                this .Columns.Add( this .columnPassword); 
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                this .columnPort = new DataColumn("Port", typeof ( int ), null , System.Data.MappingType.Element); 
                this .Columns.Add( this .columnPort); 
            } 
             
            public  ER1Row NewER1Row() { 
                return  ((ER1Row)( this .NewRow())); 
            } 
             
            protected  override  DataRow NewRowFromBuilder(DataRowBuilder builder) { 
                return  new ER1Row(builder); 
            } 
             
            protected  override  System.Type GetRowType() { 
                return  typeof (ER1Row); 
            } 
             
            protected  override  void  OnRowChanged(DataRowChangeEventArgs e) { 
                base .OnRowChanged(e); 
                if  (( this .ER1RowChanged != null )) { 
                    this .ER1RowChanged( this , new ER1RowChangeEvent(((ER1Row)(e.Row)), e.Action)); 
                } 
            } 
             
            protected  override  void  OnRowChanging(DataRowChangeEventArgs e) { 
                base .OnRowChanging(e); 
                if  (( this .ER1RowChanging != null )) { 
                    this .ER1RowChanging( this , new ER1RowChangeEvent(((ER1Row)(e.Row)), e.Action)); 
                } 
            } 
             
            protected  override  void  OnRowDeleted(DataRowChangeEventArgs e) { 
                base .OnRowDeleted(e); 
                if  (( this .ER1RowDeleted != null )) { 
                    this .ER1RowDeleted( this , new ER1RowChangeEvent(((ER1Row)(e.Row)), e.Action)); 
                } 
            } 
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            protected  override  void  OnRowDeleting(DataRowChangeEventArgs e) { 
                base .OnRowDeleting(e); 
                if  (( this .ER1RowDeleting != null )) { 
                    this .ER1RowDeleting( this , new ER1RowChangeEvent(((ER1Row)(e.Row)), e.Action)); 
                } 
            } 
             
            public  void  RemoveER1Row(ER1Row row) { 
                this .Rows.Remove(row); 
            } 
        } 
         
        [System.Diagnostics.DebuggerStepThrough()] 
        public  class  ER1Row : DataRow { 
             
            private  ER1DataTable tableER1; 
             
            internal  ER1Row(DataRowBuilder rb) :  
                    base (rb) { 
                this .tableER1 = ((ER1DataTable)( this .Table)); 
            } 
             
            public  string  IP { 
                get  { 
                    try  { 
                        return  (( string )( this [ this .tableER1.IPColumn])); 
                    } 
                    catch  (InvalidCastException e) { 
                        throw  new StrongTypingException("Cannot get value because it is DBNull.", e); 
                    } 
                } 
                set  { 
                    this [ this .tableER1.IPColumn] = value ; 
                } 
            } 
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            public  string  Password { 
                get  { 
                    try  { 
                        return  (( string )( this [ this .tableER1.PasswordColumn])); 
                    } 
                    catch  (InvalidCastException e) { 
                        throw  new StrongTypingException("Cannot get value because it is DBNull.", e); 
                    } 
                } 
                set  { 
                    this [ this .tableER1.PasswordColumn] = value ; 
                } 
            } 
             
            public  int  Port { 
                get  { 
                    try  { 
                        return  (( int )( this [ this .tableER1.PortColumn])); 
                    } 
                    catch  (InvalidCastException e) { 
                        throw  new StrongTypingException("Cannot get value because it is DBNull.", e); 
                    } 
                } 
                set  { 
                    this [ this .tableER1.PortColumn] = value ; 
                } 
            } 
             
            public  bool  IsIPNull() { 
                return  this .IsNull( this .tableER1.IPColumn); 
            } 
             
            public  void  SetIPNull() { 
                this [ this .tableER1.IPColumn] = System.Convert.DBNull; 
            } 
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            public  bool  IsPasswordNull() { 
                return  this .IsNull( this .tableER1.PasswordColumn); 
            } 
             
            public  void  SetPasswordNull() { 
                this [ this .tableER1.PasswordColumn] = System.Convert.DBNull; 
            } 
             
            public  bool  IsPortNull() { 
                return  this .IsNull( this .tableER1.PortColumn); 
            } 
             
            public  void  SetPortNull() { 
                this [ this .tableER1.PortColumn] = System.Convert.DBNull; 
            } 
        } 
         
        [System.Diagnostics.DebuggerStepThrough()] 
        public  class  ER1RowChangeEvent : EventArgs { 
             
            private  ER1Row eventRow; 
             
            private  DataRowAction eventAction; 
             
            public  ER1RowChangeEvent(ER1Row row, DataRowAction action) { 
                this .eventRow = row; 
                this .eventAction = action; 
            } 
             
            public  ER1Row Row { 
                get  { 
                    return  this .eventRow; 
                } 
            } 
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            public  DataRowAction Action { 
                get  { 
                    return  this .eventAction; 
                } 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 
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Robot.cs: 

using  System; 
using  System.Collections; 
using  System.ComponentModel; 
using  System.Data; 
using  System.Configuration; 
using  System.Threading; 
 
using  ProtoSystems.Networking; 
 
namespace  ER1 
{ 
 ///  <summary> 
 ///  Summary description for Class1. 
 ///  </summary> 
 public  class  Robot 
 { 
  public  ProtoSystems.Networking.ScriptingTelnet telnet= new ScriptingTelnet(); 
  public  bool  connected= false ; 
  public  Settings settings = new Settings(); 
  public  object  syncVar = new object (); 
  public  Mutex lck = new Mutex(); 
  ER1.Robot.Listener listeningThread; 
 
 
  public  Robot() 
  { 
   if  ( this .telnet.Connected== true ) 
   { 
    this .telnet.Disconnect(); 
   } 
   this .telnet.Address = "localhost"; 
   this .telnet.Port = 9000; 
   this .telnet.Timeout = 0; 
   try 
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   { 
    if  ( this .telnet.Connect()== false ) 
    { 
     Console.Write("ER1: Failed to Connect (check Robot Control Center is running)\n"); 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     this .telnet.SendMessage("login hest"); 
     System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(500); 
     this .telnet.ReceivedData(); 
    } 
    //start listening thread 
    listeningThread = new Listener(telnet,syncVar); 
    Thread tr = new Thread( new ThreadStart(listeningThread.Listening)); 
    tr.Start(); 
 
   } 
   catch (Exception ex) 
   { 
   } 
  } 
 
  public  string  Command( string  cmd) 
  { 
   string  reply; 
 
   lock (syncVar) 
   { 
    Monitor.Pulse(syncVar); 
    this .telnet.SendMessage(cmd); 
    //Console.Write("Sender sent!\n"); 
    try   
    { 
     Monitor.Wait(syncVar); 
     //Console.Write("Sender no longer waiting\n"); 
     reply = listeningThread.receivedData; 
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     return  reply; 
    } 
    catch 
    { 
     return  ""; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 
  private  string  CleanDisplay( string  input) 
  { 
   input.Replace("|",""); 
   input = input.Replace("_(0x _(B","|"); 
   input = input.Replace("_(0 x_(B","|"); 
   input = input.Replace("_)0_=_>",""); 
   input = input.Replace("_[0m_>",""); 
   input = input.Replace("_7_[7m","["); 
   input = input.Replace("_[0m*_8_[7m","]"); 
   input = input.Replace("_[0m",""); 
   return  input; 
  } 
 
  public  class  Listener 
  { 
   public  ProtoSystems.Networking.ScriptingTelnet telnet; 
   public  String receivedData; 
   public  object  syncVar; 
   public  string  temp; 
 
   public  Listener(ProtoSystems.Networking.ScriptingTelnet telnet, object  syncVar) 
   { 
    this .telnet = telnet; 
    this .syncVar = syncVar; 
   } 
 
   public  void  Listening() 
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   { 
    while ( true ) 
    { 
     Listen(); 
     System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(10); 
    } 
   } 
 
   public  void  Listen() 
   { 
    lock (syncVar) 
    { 
     if  ( this .telnet.Connected== true ) 
     { 
      if  ( this .telnet.ReceivedData()>0) 
      { 
       temp = CleanDisplay( this .telnet.GetReceivedData());   
       if (temp.Length>0) 
       { 
        //Console.Write("Listener got:" + temp +"\n"); 
        receivedData = temp; 
        Monitor.Pulse(syncVar); 
        Monitor.Wait(syncVar); 
       } 
      } 
     } 
    } 
   } 
 
   private  string  CleanDisplay( string  input) 
   { 
    input.Replace("|",""); 
    input = input.Replace("_(0x _(B","|"); 
    input = input.Replace("_(0 x_(B","|"); 
    input = input.Replace("_)0_=_>",""); 
    input = input.Replace("_[0m_>",""); 
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    input = input.Replace("_7_[7m","["); 
    input = input.Replace("_[0m*_8_[7m","]"); 
    input = input.Replace("_[0m",""); 
    return  input; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
} 
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ScriptingTelnet.cs: 

using  System; 
using  System.Net; 
using  System.Net.Sockets; 
using  System.Text; 
using  System.IO; 
using  System.Threading ; 
 
namespace  ProtoSystems.Networking 
{ 
 ///  <summary> 
 ///  Summary description for clsScriptingTelnet. 
 ///  </summary> 
 public  class  ScriptingTelnet 
 { 
  private  IPEndPoint iep ; 
  private  AsyncCallback callbackProc ; 
  private  string  address ; 
  private  int  port ; 
  private  int  timeout; 
  private  bool  connected= false ; 
  private  Socket s ; 
  Byte[] m_byBuff = new Byte[32767]; 
  private  string  strWorkingData = "";     // Holds everything received from the server 
since our last processing 
  private  string  strFullLog = ""; 
 
  public  ScriptingTelnet() 
  { 
  } 
  public  ScriptingTelnet( string  Address, int  Port, int  CommandTimeout) 
  { 
   address = Address; 
   port = Port; 
   timeout = CommandTimeout; 
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  } 
  public  int  Port 
  { 
   get { return  this .port;} 
   set { this .port = value ;} 
  } 
  public  string  Address 
  { 
   get { return  this .address;} 
   set { this .address = value ;} 
  } 
  public  int  Timeout 
  { 
   get { return  this .timeout;} 
   set { this .timeout = value ;} 
  } 
  public  bool  Connected 
  { 
   get { return  this .connected;} 
  } 
   
  private  void  OnRecievedData( IAsyncResult ar ) 
  { 
   // Get The connection socket from the callback 
   Socket sock = (Socket)ar.AsyncState; 
 
   // Get The data , if any 
   int  nBytesRec = sock.EndReceive( ar );   
    
   if ( nBytesRec > 0 ) 
   { 
    // Decode the received data 
    string  sRecieved = CleanDisplay(Encoding.ASCII.GetString( m_byBuff, 0, nBytesRec )); 
 
    // Write out the data 
    if  (sRecieved.IndexOf("[c") != -1) Negotiate(1); 
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    if  (sRecieved.IndexOf("[6n") != -1) Negotiate(2); 
     
    Console.WriteLine(sRecieved); 
    strWorkingData += sRecieved; 
    strFullLog += sRecieved; 
 
    // Launch another callback to listen for data 
    AsyncCallback recieveData = new AsyncCallback(OnRecievedData); 
    sock.BeginReceive( m_byBuff, 0, m_byBuff.Length, SocketFlags.None, recieveData , sock ); 
     
   } 
   else 
   { 
    // If no data was recieved then the connection is probably dead 
    Console.WriteLine( "Disconnected", sock.RemoteEndPoint ); 
    sock.Shutdown( SocketShutdown.Both ); 
    sock.Close(); 
    //Application.Exit(); 
   } 
  } 
  
  private  void  DoSend( string  strText) 
  { 
   try 
   { 
 
    Byte[] smk = new Byte[strText.Length]; 
    for  ( int  i=0; i < strText.Length ; i++) 
    { 
     Byte ss = Convert.ToByte(strText[i]); 
     smk[i] = ss ; 
    } 
 
    //s.Send(smk,0 , smk.Length , SocketFlags.None); 
    //s.Send(strText.ToCharArray(),strText.Length,SocketFlags.None); 
    IAsyncResult ar2 = s.BeginSend(smk , 0 , smk.Length , SocketFlags.None , callbackProc , s ); 
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    s.EndSend(ar2); 
 
   } 
   catch (Exception ers) 
   { 
    //MessageBox.Show("ERROR IN RESPOND OPTIONS"); 
   } 
  } 
 
  private  void  Negotiate( int  WhichPart) 
  { 
   StringBuilder x; 
   string  neg; 
   if  (WhichPart == 1) 
   { 
    x = new StringBuilder(); 
    x.Append (( char )27); 
    x.Append (( char )91); 
    x.Append (( char )63); 
    x.Append (( char )49); 
    x.Append (( char )59); 
    x.Append (( char )50); 
    x.Append (( char )99); 
    neg =  x.ToString(); 
   } 
   else 
   { 
 
    x = new StringBuilder(); 
    x.Append (( char )27); 
    x.Append (( char )91); 
    x.Append (( char )50); 
    x.Append (( char )52); 
    x.Append (( char )59); 
    x.Append (( char )56); 
    x.Append (( char )48); 
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    x.Append (( char )82); 
    neg = x.ToString(); 
   } 
   SendMessage(neg, true ); 
  } 
 
  private  string  CleanDisplay( string  input) 
  { 
    
   input = input.Replace("_(0x _(B","|"); 
   input = input.Replace("_(0 x_(B","|"); 
   input = input.Replace("_)0_=_>",""); 
   input = input.Replace("_[0m_>",""); 
   input = input.Replace("_7_[7m","["); 
   input = input.Replace("_[0m*_8_[7m","]"); 
   input = input.Replace("_[0m",""); 
   return  input; 
  } 
 
 
   
   
  ///  <summary> 
  ///  Connects to the telnet server. 
  ///  </summary> 
  ///  <returns> True upon connection, False if connection fails </returns> 
  public  bool  Connect() 
  { 
   IPHostEntry IPHost = Dns.Resolve(address);  
   string  []aliases = IPHost.Aliases;  
   IPAddress[] addr = IPHost.AddressList;  
   
   try 
   { 
    // Try a blocking connection to the server 
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    s    = new Socket(AddressFamily.InterNetwork, SocketType.Stream, 
ProtocolType.Tcp); 
    iep    = new IPEndPoint(addr[0],port);   
    s.Connect(iep) ;   
 
    // If the connect worked, setup a callback to start listening for incoming data 
    AsyncCallback recieveData = new AsyncCallback( OnRecievedData ); 
    s.BeginReceive( m_byBuff, 0, m_byBuff.Length, SocketFlags.None, recieveData , s ); 
   
    // All is good 
    this .connected= true ; 
    return  true ; 
   } 
   catch (Exception eeeee ) 
   { 
    // Something failed 
    return  false ; 
   } 
    
  } 
 
   
  public  void  Disconnect() 
  { 
   if  (s.Connected) s.Close(); 
  } 
 
  ///  <summary> 
  ///  Waits for a specific string to be found in the stream from the server 
  ///  </summary> 
  ///  <param name="DataToWaitFor"> The string to wait for </param> 
  ///  <returns> Always returns 0 once the string has been found </returns> 
  public  int  WaitFor( string  DataToWaitFor) 
  { 
   // Get the starting time 
   long  lngStart = DateTime.Now.AddSeconds( this .timeout).Ticks; 
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   long  lngCurTime = 0; 
 
   while  (strWorkingData.ToLower().IndexOf(DataToWaitFor.ToLower()) == -1) 
   { 
    // Timeout logic 
    lngCurTime = DateTime.Now.Ticks; 
    if  (lngCurTime > lngStart) 
    { 
     throw  new Exception("Timed Out waiting for : " + DataToWaitFor); 
    } 
    Thread.Sleep(1); 
   } 
   strWorkingData = ""; 
   return  0; 
  } 
   
   
  ///  <summary> 
  ///  Waits for one of several possible strings to be found in the stream from the server 
  ///  </summary> 
  ///  <param name="DataToWaitFor"> A delimited list of strings to wait for </param> 
  ///  <param name="BreakCharacters"> The character to break the delimited string with </param> 
  ///  <returns> The index (zero based) of the value in the delimited list which was matched </returns> 
  public  int  WaitFor( string  DataToWaitFor, string  BreakCharacter) 
  { 
   // Get the starting time 
   long  lngStart = DateTime.Now.AddSeconds( this .timeout).Ticks; 
   long  lngCurTime = 0; 
 
   string [] Breaks = DataToWaitFor.Split(BreakCharacter.ToCharArray()); 
   int  intReturn = -1; 
 
   while  (intReturn == -1) 
   { 
    // Timeout logic 
    lngCurTime = DateTime.Now.Ticks; 
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    if  (lngCurTime > lngStart) 
    { 
     throw  new Exception("Timed Out waiting for : " + DataToWaitFor); 
    } 
     
    Thread.Sleep(1); 
    for  ( int  i = 0 ; i < Breaks.Length ; i++) 
    { 
     if  (strWorkingData.ToLower().IndexOf(Breaks[i].ToLower()) != -1) 
     { 
      intReturn = i ; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   return  intReturn; 
 
  } 
 
 
  ///  <summary> 
  ///  Sends a message to the server 
  ///  </summary> 
  ///  <param name="Message"> The message to send to the server </param> 
  ///  <param name="SuppressCarriageReturn"> True if you do not want to end the message with a carriage 
return </param> 
  public  void  SendMessage( string  Message, bool  SuppressCarriageReturn) 
  { 
   strFullLog += "\r\nSENDING DATA ====> " + Message.ToUpper() + "\r\n"; 
   Console.WriteLine("SENDING DATA ====> " + Message.ToUpper()); 
 
   if  (! SuppressCarriageReturn) 
   { 
    DoSend(Message + "\r"); 
   } 
   else 
   { 
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    DoSend(Message); 
   } 
  } 
 
 
  ///  <summary> 
  ///  Sends a message to the server, automatically appending a carriage return to it 
  ///  </summary> 
  ///  <param name="Message"> The message to send to the server </param> 
  public  void  SendMessage( string  Message) 
  { 
   strFullLog += "\r\nSENDING DATA ====> " + Message.ToUpper() + "\r\n"; 
   Console.WriteLine("SENDING DATA ====> " + Message.ToUpper()); 
 
   DoSend(Message + "\r\n"); 
  } 
 
 
  ///  <summary> 
  ///  Waits for a specific string to be found in the stream from the server. 
  ///  Once that string is found, sends a message to the server 
  ///  </summary> 
  ///  <param name="WaitFor"> The string to be found in the server stream </param> 
  ///  <param name="Message"> The message to send to the server </param> 
  ///  <returns> Returns true once the string has been found, and the message has been sent </returns> 
  public  bool  WaitAndSend( string  WaitFor, string  Message) 
  { 
   this .WaitFor(WaitFor); 
   SendMessage(Message); 
   return  true ; 
  } 
 
 
  ///  <summary> 
  ///  Sends a message to the server, and waits until the designated 
  ///  response is received 
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  ///  </summary> 
  ///  <param name="Message"> The message to send to the server </param> 
  ///  <param name="WaitFor"> The response to wait for </param> 
  ///  <returns> True if the process was successful </returns> 
  public  int  SendAndWait( string  Message, string  WaitFor) 
  { 
   SendMessage(Message); 
   this .WaitFor(WaitFor); 
   return  0; 
  } 
 
  public  int  SendAndWait( string  Message, string  WaitFor, string  BreakCharacter) 
  { 
   SendMessage(Message); 
   int  t = this .WaitFor(WaitFor,BreakCharacter); 
   return  t; 
  } 
 
 
  ///  <summary> 
  ///  A full log of session activity 
  ///  </summary> 
  public  string  SessionLog 
  { 
   get   
   { 
    return  strFullLog; 
   } 
  } 
 
 
  ///  <summary> 
  ///  Clears all data in the session log 
  ///  </summary> 
  public  void  ClearSessionLog() 
  { 
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   strFullLog = ""; 
  } 
 
 
  ///  <summary> 
  ///  Searches for two strings in the session log, and if both are found, returns 
  ///  all the data between them. 
  ///  </summary> 
  ///  <param name="StartingString"> The first string to find </param> 
  ///  <param name="EndingString"> The second string to find </param> 
  ///  <param name="ReturnIfNotFound"> The string to be returned if a match is not found </param> 
  ///  <returns> All the data between the end of the starting string and the beginning of the end 
string </returns> 
  public  string  FindStringBetween( string  StartingString, string  EndingString, string  ReturnIfNotFound) 
  { 
   int  intStart; 
   int  intEnd; 
 
   intStart = strFullLog.ToLower().IndexOf(StartingString.ToLower()); 
   if  (intStart == -1) 
   { 
    return  ReturnIfNotFound; 
   } 
   intStart += StartingString.Length; 
 
   intEnd = strFullLog.ToLower().IndexOf(EndingString.ToLower(),intStart); 
 
   if  (intEnd == -1) 
   { 
    // The string was not found 
    return  ReturnIfNotFound; 
   } 
 
   // The string was found, let's clean it up and return it 
   return  strFullLog.Substring(intStart, intEnd-intStart).Trim(); 
  } 
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  public  int  ReceivedData() 
  { 
   return  this .strWorkingData.Length; 
  } 
  public  string  GetReceivedData() 
  { 
   string  data= this .strWorkingData; 
   this .strWorkingData=""; 
   return  data; 
  } 
 
 } 
} 
 

Settings.cs: 

using  System; 
 
namespace  ER1 
{ 
 ///  <summary> 
 ///  Summary description for Settings. 
 ///  </summary> 
 public  class  Settings 
 { 
  ApplicationSettings settingsDataSet= new ApplicationSettings(); 
  string  fileName=System.IO.Path.GetFullPath(".") + @"\AppSettings.xml"; 
  private  string  ip=""; 
  private  string  password=""; 
  private  int  port; 
  public  Settings() 
  { 
   try 
   { 
    settingsDataSet.ReadXml(fileName); 
   } 
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   catch 
   { 
    settingsDataSet.ER1.AddER1Row("localhost","",9000); 
   } 
   ip = ((ApplicationSettings.ER1Row)settingsDataSet.ER1.Rows[0]).IP; 
   port = ((ApplicationSettings.ER1Row)settingsDataSet.ER1.Rows[0]).Port; 
   password = ((ApplicationSettings.ER1Row)settingsDataSet.ER1.Rows[0]).Password; 
  } 
  public  string  Password 
  { 
   get { return  password;} 
   set 
   { 
    password= value ; 
    ((ApplicationSettings.ER1Row)settingsDataSet.ER1.Rows[0]).Password=password; 
   } 
  } 
  public  string  IP 
  { 
   get { return  ip;} 
   set 
   { 
    ip= value ; 
    ((ApplicationSettings.ER1Row)settingsDataSet.ER1.Rows[0]).IP=ip; 
   } 
  } 
  public  int  Port 
  { 
   get { return  port;} 
   set { 
    port= value ; 
    ((ApplicationSettings.ER1Row)settingsDataSet.ER1.Rows[0]).Port=port; 
   } 
  } 
  public  void  Save() 
  { 
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   this .settingsDataSet.WriteXml(fileName); 
  } 
 } 
} 

 

 

17. Appendix D: Landmark extraction code 

Landmarks.cs 

 

using  System; 

 

namespace  APUData 

{ 

 ///  <summary> 

 ///  Summary description for Landmarks. 

 ///  </summary> 

 public  class  Landmarks 

 { 

  double  conv = Math.PI / 180.0; // Convert to radians 

  const  int  MAXLANDMARKS = 3000; 

  const  double  MAXERROR = 0.5; // if a landmark is within 20 cm of another landmark its the same landmark 

  public  int  MINOBSERVATIONS = 15; // Number of times a landmark must be observed to be recognized as a 

landmark 
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  const  int  LIFE = 40; 

  const  double  MAX_RANGE = 1; 

 

  const  int  MAXTRIALS = 1000; //RANSAC: max times to run algorithm 

  const  int  MAXSAMPLE = 10; //RANSAC: randomly select X points 

  const  int  MINLINEPOINTS = 30; //RANSAC: if less than 40 points left don't bother trying to find 

consensus (stop algorithm) 

  const  double  RANSAC_TOLERANCE = 0.05; //RANSAC: if point is within x distance of line its part of line 

  const  int  RANSAC_CONSENSUS = 30; //RANSAC: at least 30 votes required to determine if a line 

 

  double  degreesPerScan = 0.5; 

 

  public  class  landmark 

  { 

   public  double [] pos; //landmarks (x,y) position relative to map 

   public  int  id; //the landmarks unique ID 

   public  int  life; //a life counter used to determine whether to discard a landmark 

   public  int  totalTimesObserved; //the number of times we have seen landmark 

   public  double  range; //last observed range to landmark 

   public  double  bearing; //last observed bearing to landmark 

 

   //RANSAC: Now store equation of a line 

   public  double  a; 

   public  double  b; 
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   public  double  rangeError; //distance from robot position to the wall we are using as a landmark 

(to calculate error) 

   public  double  bearingError; //bearing from robot position to the wall we are using as a landmark 

(to calculate error) 

 

   public  landmark() 

   { 

    totalTimesObserved = 0; 

    id = -1; 

    life = LIFE; 

    pos = new double [2]; 

    a = -1; 

    b = -1; 

   } 

   //keep track of bad landmarks? 

  } 

 

  landmark[] landmarkDB = new landmark[MAXLANDMARKS]; 

   

  int  DBSize = 0; 

 

  int [,] IDtoID = new int [MAXLANDMARKS,2]; 

  int  EKFLandmarks = 0; 
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  public  int  GetSlamID( int  id) 

  { 

   for ( int  i=0; i<EKFLandmarks; i++) 

   { 

    if (IDtoID[i, 0] == id) 

     return  IDtoID[i,1]; 

   } 

   return  -1; 

  } 

 

  public  int  AddSlamID( int  landmarkID, int  slamID) 

  { 

   IDtoID[EKFLandmarks, 0] = landmarkID; 

   IDtoID[EKFLandmarks, 1] = slamID; 

   EKFLandmarks++; 

   return  0; 

  } 

 

 

  public  Landmarks( double  degreesPerScan) 

  { 

   this .degreesPerScan = degreesPerScan; 
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   for ( int  i=0; i<landmarkDB.Length; i++) 

   { 

    landmarkDB[i] = new landmark(); 

   } 

  } 

 

  public  int  RemoveBadLandmarks( double [] laserdata, double [] robotPosition) 

  { 

   double  maxrange = 0; 

   for ( int  i=1; i<laserdata.Length-1; i++) 

   { 

    //distance further away than 8.1m we assume are failed returns 

    //we get the laser data with max range 

    if  (laserdata[i-1] < 8.1) 

     if  (laserdata[i+1] < 8.1) 

      if  (laserdata[i] > maxrange) 

       maxrange = laserdata[i];  

   } 

 

   maxrange = MAX_RANGE; 

   double [] Xbounds = new double [4];  

   double [] Ybounds = new double [4];  

   //get bounds of rectangular box to remove bad landmarks from 
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   Xbounds[0] =Math.Cos((1 * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)) * 

maxrange+robotPosition[0]; 

   Ybounds[0] =Math.Sin((1 * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)) * 

maxrange+robotPosition[1]; 

   Xbounds[1] =Xbounds[0]+Math.Cos((180 * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)) * 

maxrange;   

   Ybounds[1] =Ybounds[0]+Math.Sin((180 * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)) * 

maxrange; 

   Xbounds[2] =Math.Cos((359 * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)) * 

maxrange+robotPosition[0]; 

   Ybounds[2] =Math.Sin((359 * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)) * 

maxrange+robotPosition[1]; 

   Xbounds[3] =Xbounds[2]+Math.Cos((180 * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)) * 

maxrange; 

   Ybounds[3] =Ybounds[2]+Math.Sin((180 * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)) * 

maxrange; 

 

   /* 

   // the below code starts the box 1 meter in front of robot  

   Xbounds[0] =Math.Cos((0 * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)) * 

maxrange+robotPosition[0]; 

   Xbounds[1] =Xbounds[0]+Math.Cos((180 * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)) * 

maxrange;    
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   Xbounds[0] =Xbounds[0]+Math.Cos((180 * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)); 

//make box start 1 meter ahead of robot   

   Ybounds[0] =Math.Sin((0 * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)) * 

maxrange+robotPosition[1]; 

   Ybounds[1] =Ybounds[0]+Math.Sin((180 * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)) * 

maxrange; 

   Ybounds[0] =Ybounds[0]+Math.Sin((180 * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)); 

//make box start 1 meter ahead of robot 

    

   Xbounds[2] =Math.Cos((360 * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)) * 

maxrange+robotPosition[0]; 

   Xbounds[3] =Xbounds[2]+Math.Cos((180 * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)) * 

maxrange;    

   Xbounds[2] =Xbounds[2]+Math.Cos((180 * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)); 

//make box start 1 meter ahead of robot   

   Ybounds[2] =Math.Sin((360 * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)) * 

maxrange+robotPosition[1]; 

   Ybounds[3] =Ybounds[2]+Math.Sin((180 * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)) * 

maxrange; 

   Ybounds[2] =Ybounds[2]+Math.Sin((180 * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)); 

//make box start 1 meter ahead of robot 

   */ 
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   //now check DB for landmarks that are within this box 

   //decrease life of all landmarks in box.  If the life reaches zero, remove landmark 

 

   double  pntx, pnty; 

   for ( int  k=0; k<DBSize+1; k++) 

   { 

    pntx = landmarkDB[k].pos[0]; 

    pnty = landmarkDB[k].pos[1]; 

    int  i = 0; 

    int  j = 0; 

    bool  inRectangle; 

    //if(robotPosition[2]>0 && robotPosition[2]<180) 

    if (robotPosition[0]<0 || robotPosition[1]<0) 

     inRectangle = false ; 

    else 

     inRectangle = true ; 

 

    for (i=0; i < 4; i++) 

    { 

     if  (((((Ybounds[i] <= pnty) && (pnty < Ybounds[j])) || ((Ybounds[j] <= pnty) && (pnty 

< Ybounds[i]))) && (pntx < (Xbounds[j] - Xbounds[i]) * (pnty - Ybounds[i]) / (Ybounds[j] - Ybounds[i]) + 

Xbounds[i])))  

     { 

      if (inRectangle== false ) 
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       inRectangle= true ; 

      else 

       inRectangle= false ; 

     } 

     j = i; 

     i = i + 1;  

    } 

    if (inRectangle) 

    { 

     //in rectangle so decrease life and maybe remove 

     landmarkDB[k].life--; 

     if (landmarkDB[k].life<=0) 

     { 

      for ( int  kk=k; kk<DBSize; kk++)  //remove landmark by copying down rest of DB 

      { 

       if (kk==DBSize-1) 

       { 

        landmarkDB[kk].pos[0] = landmarkDB[kk+1].pos[0]; 

        landmarkDB[kk].pos[1] = landmarkDB[kk+1].pos[1]; 

        landmarkDB[kk].life = landmarkDB[kk+1].life; 

        landmarkDB[kk].id = landmarkDB[kk+1].id; 

        landmarkDB[kk].totalTimesObserved = 

landmarkDB[kk+1].totalTimesObserved; 

       } 
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       else 

       { 

        landmarkDB[kk+1].id--; 

        landmarkDB[kk].pos[0] = landmarkDB[kk+1].pos[0]; 

        landmarkDB[kk].pos[1] = landmarkDB[kk+1].pos[1]; 

        landmarkDB[kk].life = landmarkDB[kk+1].life; 

        landmarkDB[kk].id = landmarkDB[kk+1].id; 

        landmarkDB[kk].totalTimesObserved = 

landmarkDB[kk+1].totalTimesObserved; 

       } 

      } 

      DBSize--; 

     } 

    } 

   } 

   return  0; 

  } 

 

  public  landmark[] UpdateAndAddLineLandmarks(landmark[] extractedLandmarks) 

  { 

 

   //returns the found landmarks 

   landmark[] tempLandmarks = new landmark[extractedLandmarks.Length]; 
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   for ( int  i=0; i<extractedLandmarks.Length; i++) 

   tempLandmarks[i] = UpdateLandmark(extractedLandmarks[i]); 

 

   return  tempLandmarks; 

  } 

 

  /* 

  public landmark[] UpdateAndAddLandmarks(double[] laserdata, double[] robotPosition) 

  { 

    

   //have a large array to keep track of found landmarks 

   landmark[] tempLandmarks = new landmark[400]; 

   for(int i=0; i<tempLandmarks.Length;i++) 

    tempLandmarks[i]= new landmark(); 

 

   int totalFound = 0; 

    

   double val = laserdata[0]; 

   for (int i = 1; i < laserdata.Length - 1; i++) 

   { 

    // Check for error measurement in laser data 

    if (laserdata[i-1] < 8.1) 

     if (laserdata[i+1] < 8.1) 

      if ((laserdata[i-1] - laserdata[i]) + (laserdata[i+1] - laserdata[i]) > 0.5) 
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       tempLandmarks[i] = UpdateLandmark(laserdata[i], i, robotPosition); 

      else 

       if((laserdata[i-1] - laserdata[i]) > 0.3) 

       tempLandmarks[i] = UpdateLandmark(laserdata[i], i, robotPosition); 

      else if (laserdata[i+1] < 8.1) 

       if((laserdata[i+1] - laserdata[i]) > 0.3) 

        tempLandmarks[i] = UpdateLandmark(laserdata[i], i, robotPosition); 

   } 

   //get total found landmarks so you can return array of correct dimensions 

   for(int i=0; i<tempLandmarks.Length;i++) 

    if(((int)tempLandmarks[i].id) !=-1) 

     totalFound++; 

 

   //now return found landmarks in an array of correct dimensions 

   landmark[] foundLandmarks = new landmark[totalFound]; 

 

   //copy landmarks into array of correct dimensions 

   int j = 0; 

   for(int i=0; i<((landmark[])tempLandmarks).Length;i++) 

    if(((landmark)tempLandmarks[i]).id !=-1) 

    { 

     foundLandmarks[j] = (landmark)tempLandmarks[i]; 

     j++; 

    } 
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   return foundLandmarks; 

  } 

  */ 

 

  public  landmark[] UpdateAndAddLandmarksUsingEKFResults( bool [] matched, int [] id, double [] ranges, 

double [] bearings, double [] robotPosition) 

  { 

   landmark[] foundLandmarks = new landmark[matched.Length]; 

   for ( int  i=0; i< matched.Length; i++) 

   { 

    foundLandmarks[i] = UpdateLandmark(matched[i], id[i], ranges[i], bearings[i], 

robotPosition); 

   } 

   return  foundLandmarks; 

  } 

 

  private  landmark UpdateLandmark( bool  matched, int  id, double  distance, double  readingNo, double [] 

robotPosition) 

  { 

   landmark lm; 

   if (matched) 

   { 

    //EKF matched landmark so increase times landmark has been observed 
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    landmarkDB[id].totalTimesObserved++; 

    lm = landmarkDB[id]; 

   } 

   else 

   { 

    //EKF failed to match landmark so add it to DB as new landmark 

    lm = new landmark(); 

    

    //convert landmark to map coordinate 

    lm.pos[0] =Math.Cos((readingNo * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)) * 

distance; 

    lm.pos[1] =Math.Sin((readingNo * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)) * 

distance; 

    

    lm.pos[0]+=robotPosition[0]; //add robot position 

    lm.pos[1]+=robotPosition[1]; //add robot position 

 

    lm.bearing = readingNo; 

    lm.range = distance; 

 

    id = AddToDB(lm); 

    

    lm.id = id; 

   } 
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   //return landmarks 

   return  lm; 

  } 

 

  private  landmark UpdateLandmark(landmark lm) 

  {    

   //try to do data-association on landmark. 

   int  id = GetAssociation(lm); 

 

   //if we failed to associate landmark, then add it to DB 

   if (id==-1) 

    id = AddToDB(lm); 

    

   lm.id = id; 

   //return landmarks 

   return  lm; 

  } 

 

  public  int  UpdateLineLandmark(landmark lm) 

  { 

   //try to do data-association on landmark. 

   int  id = GetAssociation(lm); 

 

   //if we failed to associate landmark, then add it to DB 
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   if (id==-1) 

    id = AddToDB(lm); 

   return  id; 

  } 

 

  public  landmark[] ExtractLineLandmarks( double [] laserdata, double [] robotPosition) 

  { 

   //two arrays corresponding to found lines 

   double [] la = new double [100]; 

   double [] lb = new double [100]; 

   int  totalLines = 0; 

    

   //array of laser data points corresponding to the seen lines 

   int [] linepoints = new int [laserdata.Length]; 

   int  totalLinepoints = 0; 

 

   //have a large array to keep track of found landmarks 

   landmark[] tempLandmarks = new landmark[400]; 

   for ( int  i=0; i<tempLandmarks.Length;i++) 

    tempLandmarks[i]= new landmark(); 

 

   int  totalFound = 0; 

    

   double  val = laserdata[0]; 
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   double  lastreading = laserdata[2]; 

   double  lastlastreading = laserdata[2]; 

 

   /* 

   //removes worst outliers (points which for sure aren't on any lines) 

   for (int i = 2; i < laserdata.Length - 1; i++) 

   { 

    // Check for error measurement in laser data 

    if (laserdata[i] < 8.1) 

     if(Math.Abs(laserdata[i]-lastreading)+Math.Abs(lastreading-lastlastreading) < 0.2) 

     { 

      linepoints[totalLinepoints] = i; 

      totalLinepoints++; 

      //tempLandmarks[i] = GetLandmark(laserdata[i], i, robotPosition); 

      lastreading = laserdata[i]; 

      lastreading = laserdata[i-1]; 

     } 

     else 

     { 

      lastreading = laserdata[i]; 

      lastlastreading = laserdata[i-1]; 

     } 

   } 
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   */ 

   //FIXME - OR RATHER REMOVE ME SOMEHOW... 

   for  ( int  i = 0; i < laserdata.Length - 1; i++) 

   { 

      linepoints[totalLinepoints] = i; 

      totalLinepoints++; 

   } 

 

   #region  RANSAC 

   //RANSAC ALGORITHM 

   int  noTrials = 0; 

   Random rnd = new Random(); 

   while (noTrials<MAXTRIALS && totalLinepoints > MINLINEPOINTS) 

   { 

    int [] rndSelectedPoints = new int [MAXSAMPLE]; 

    int  temp = 0; 

    bool  newpoint; 

 

    //– Randomly select a subset S1 of n data points and 

    //compute the model M1 

    //Initial version chooses entirely randomly.  Now choose 

    //one point randomly and then sample from neighbours within some defined 

    //radius 

    int  centerPoint = rnd.Next(MAXSAMPLE, totalLinepoints-1); 
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    rndSelectedPoints[0] = centerPoint; 

 

    for ( int  i = 1; i<MAXSAMPLE; i++) 

    { 

     newpoint = false ; 

     while (!newpoint) 

     { 

      temp = centerPoint + (rnd.Next(2)-1)*rnd.Next(0, MAXSAMPLE); 

      for ( int  j = 0; j<i; j++) 

      { 

       if (rndSelectedPoints[j] == temp) 

        break ;  //point has already been selected 

       if (j>=i-1) 

        newpoint = true ;  //point has not already been selected 

      } 

     } 

     rndSelectedPoints[i] = temp; 

    } 

     

    //compute model M1 

    double  a=0; 

    double  b=0; 

    //y = a+ bx 
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    LeastSquaresLineEstimate(laserdata, robotPosition, rndSelectedPoints, MAXSAMPLE, ref  a, ref  

b); 

 

    //– Determine the consensus set S1* of points is P 

    //compatible with M1 (within some error tolerance) 

    int [] consensusPoints = new int [laserdata.Length]; 

    int  totalConsensusPoints = 0; 

 

    int [] newLinePoints = new int [laserdata.Length]; 

    int  totalNewLinePoints = 0; 

 

    double  x = 0, y =0; 

    double  d = 0; 

    for ( int  i=0; i<totalLinepoints; i++) 

    { 

     //convert ranges and bearing to coordinates 

     x =(Math.Cos((linepoints[i] * degreesPerScan * conv) + robotPosition[2]*conv) * 

laserdata[linepoints[i]])+ robotPosition[0]; 

     y =(Math.Sin((linepoints[i] * degreesPerScan * conv) + robotPosition[2]*conv) * 

laserdata[linepoints[i]])+ robotPosition[1]; 

 

     //x =(Math.Cos((linepoints[i] * degreesPerScan * conv)) * 

laserdata[linepoints[i]]);//+robotPosition[0]; 
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     //y =(Math.Sin((linepoints[i] * degreesPerScan * conv)) * 

laserdata[linepoints[i]]);//+robotPosition[1]; 

 

 

     d = DistanceToLine(x, y, a, b); 

 

     if  (d<RANSAC_TOLERANCE) 

     { 

      //add points which are close to line 

      consensusPoints[totalConsensusPoints] = linepoints[i]; 

      totalConsensusPoints++; 

     } 

     else 

     { 

      //add points which are not close to line 

      newLinePoints[totalNewLinePoints] = linepoints[i]; 

      totalNewLinePoints++; 

     } 

 

    } 

     

 

    //– If #(S1*) > t, use S1* to compute (maybe using least 

    //squares) a new model M1* 
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    if (totalConsensusPoints>RANSAC_CONSENSUS) 

    { 

     //Calculate updated line equation based on consensus points 

     LeastSquaresLineEstimate(laserdata, robotPosition, consensusPoints, 

totalConsensusPoints, ref  a, ref  b); 

     //for now add points associated to line as landmarks to see results 

     for ( int  i=0; i<totalConsensusPoints; i++) 

     { 

      //tempLandmarks[consensusPoints[i]] = GetLandmark(laserdata[consensusPoints[i]], 

consensusPoints[i], robotPosition); 

      //Remove points that have now been associated to this line 

      newLinePoints.CopyTo(linepoints, 0); 

      totalLinepoints = totalNewLinePoints; 

     } 

     //add line to found lines 

     la[totalLines] = a; 

     lb[totalLines] = b; 

     totalLines++; 

 

     //restart search since we found a line 

     //noTrials = MAXTRIALS;  //when maxtrials = debugging 

     noTrials = 0; 

    } 

    else 
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     //DEBUG add point that we chose as middle value 

     //tempLandmarks[centerPoint] = GetLandmark(laserdata[centerPoint], centerPoint, 

robotPosition); 

     

 

    //– If #(S1*) < t, randomly select another subset S2 and 

    //repeat 

 

    //– If, after some predetermined number of trials there is 

    //no consensus set with t points, return with failure 

    noTrials++; 

   } 

 

   #endregion 

   

   //for each line we found: 

   //calculate the point on line closest to origin (0,0) 

   //add this point as a landmark 

   for ( int  i=0; i < totalLines; i++) 

   { 

    tempLandmarks[i] = GetLineLandmark(la[i], lb[i], robotPosition); 

    //tempLandmarks[i+1] = GetLine(la[i], lb[i]); 

   } 
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   //for debug add origin as landmark 

   //tempLandmarks[totalLines+1] = GetOrigin(); 

 

   //tempLandmarks[i] = GetLandmark(laserdata[i], i, robotPosition); 

 

   //now return found landmarks in an array of correct dimensions 

   landmark[] foundLandmarks = new landmark[totalLines]; 

 

   //copy landmarks into array of correct dimensions 

   for ( int  i=0; i<foundLandmarks.Length;i++) 

    { 

     foundLandmarks[i] = (landmark)tempLandmarks[i]; 

    } 

 

   return  foundLandmarks; 

  } 

 

  private  void  LeastSquaresLineEstimate( double [] laserdata, double [] robotPosition, int [] SelectedPoints, 

int  arraySize, ref  double  a, ref  double  b) 

  { 

   double  y; //y coordinate 

   double  x; //x coordinate 

   double  sumY=0; //sum of y coordinates 

   double  sumYY=0; //sum of y^2 for each coordinate 
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   double  sumX=0; //sum of x coordinates 

   double  sumXX=0; //sum of x^2 for each coordinate 

   double  sumYX=0; //sum of y*x for each point 

 

   //DEBUG 

   /* 

   double[] testX = {0, 1}; 

   double[] testY = {1, 1}; 

   for(int i = 0; i < 2; i++) 

   { 

    //convert ranges and bearing to coordinates 

    x = testX[i]; 

    y = testY[i]; 

 

    sumY  += y; 

    sumYY += Math.Pow(y,2); 

    sumX  += x; 

    sumXX += Math.Pow(x,2); 

    sumYX += y*x; 

   } 

 

   a = (sumY*sumXX-sumX*sumYX)/(testX.Length*sumXX-Math.Pow(sumX, 2)); 

   b = (testX.Length*sumYX-sumX*sumY)/(testX.Length*sumXX-Math.Pow(sumX, 2)); 

   */ 
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   for ( int  i = 0; i < arraySize; i++) 

   { 

    //convert ranges and bearing to coordinates 

    x =(Math.Cos((SelectedPoints[i] * degreesPerScan * conv) + robotPosition[2]*conv) * 

laserdata[SelectedPoints[i]])+robotPosition[0]; 

    y =(Math.Sin((SelectedPoints[i] * degreesPerScan * conv) + robotPosition[2]*conv) * 

laserdata[SelectedPoints[i]])+robotPosition[1]; 

 

    //x =(Math.Cos((rndSelectedPoints[i] * degreesPerScan * conv)) * 

laserdata[rndSelectedPoints[i]]);//+robotPosition[0]; 

    //y =(Math.Sin((rndSelectedPoints[i] * degreesPerScan * conv)) * 

laserdata[rndSelectedPoints[i]]);//+robotPosition[1]; 

 

    sumY  += y; 

    sumYY += Math.Pow(y,2); 

    sumX  += x; 

    sumXX += Math.Pow(x,2); 

    sumYX += y*x; 

   } 

 

   b = (sumY*sumXX-sumX*sumYX)/(arraySize*sumXX-Math.Pow(sumX, 2)); 

   a = (arraySize*sumYX-sumX*sumY)/(arraySize*sumXX-Math.Pow(sumX, 2)); 

  } 
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  private  double  DistanceToLine( double  x, double  y, double  a, double  b) 

  { 

   /* 

   //y = ax + b 

   //0 = ax + b - y 

   double d = Math.Abs((a*x - y + b)/(Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow(a,2)+ Math.Pow(b,2)))); 

   */ 

 

   //our goal is to calculate point on line closest to x,y 

   //then use this to calculate distance between them. 

 

   //calculate line perpendicular to input line. a*ao = -1 

   double  ao = -1.0/a; 

   //y = aox + bo => bo = y - aox 

   double  bo = y - ao*x; 

 

   //get intersection between y = ax + b and y = aox + bo 

   //so aox + bo = ax + b => aox - ax = b - bo => x = (b - bo)/(ao - a), y = ao*(b - bo)/(ao - a) + 

bo 

 

   double  px = (b - bo)/(ao - a); 

   double  py = ((ao*(b - bo))/(ao - a)) + bo; 
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   return  Distance(x, y, px, py); 

  } 

   

  public  landmark[] ExtractSpikeLandmarks( double [] laserdata, double [] robotPosition) 

  { 

    

   //have a large array to keep track of found landmarks 

   landmark[] tempLandmarks = new landmark[400]; 

   for ( int  i=0; i<tempLandmarks.Length;i++) 

    tempLandmarks[i]= new landmark(); 

 

   int  totalFound = 0; 

    

   double  val = laserdata[0]; 

   for  ( int  i = 1; i < laserdata.Length - 1; i++) 

   { 

    // Check for error measurement in laser data 

    if  (laserdata[i-1] < 8.1) 

     if  (laserdata[i+1] < 8.1) 

      if  ((laserdata[i-1] - laserdata[i]) + (laserdata[i+1] - laserdata[i]) > 0.5) 

       tempLandmarks[i] = GetLandmark(laserdata[i], i, robotPosition); 

      else 

       if ((laserdata[i-1] - laserdata[i]) > 0.3) 
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       tempLandmarks[i] = GetLandmark(laserdata[i], i, robotPosition); 

      else  if  (laserdata[i+1] < 8.1) 

       if ((laserdata[i+1] - laserdata[i]) > 0.3) 

        tempLandmarks[i] = GetLandmark(laserdata[i], i, robotPosition); 

   } 

   //get total found landmarks so you can return array of correct dimensions 

   for ( int  i=0; i<tempLandmarks.Length;i++) 

    if ((( int )tempLandmarks[i].id) !=-1) 

     totalFound++; 

 

   //now return found landmarks in an array of correct dimensions 

   landmark[] foundLandmarks = new landmark[totalFound]; 

 

   //copy landmarks into array of correct dimensions 

   int  j = 0; 

   for ( int  i=0; i<((landmark[])tempLandmarks).Length;i++) 

    if (((landmark)tempLandmarks[i]).id !=-1) 

    { 

     foundLandmarks[j] = (landmark)tempLandmarks[i]; 

     j++; 

    } 

 

   return  foundLandmarks; 

  } 
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  private  landmark GetLandmark( double  range, int  readingNo, double [] robotPosition) 

  { 

   landmark lm = new landmark(); 

    

   //convert landmark to map coordinate 

   lm.pos[0] =Math.Cos((readingNo * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)) * range; 

   lm.pos[1] =Math.Sin((readingNo * degreesPerScan * conv)+(robotPosition[2]*Math.PI/180)) * range; 

    

   lm.pos[0]+=robotPosition[0]; //add robot position 

   lm.pos[1]+=robotPosition[1]; //add robot position 

 

   lm.range = range; 

   lm.bearing = readingNo; 

    

   //associate landmark to closest landmark. 

   int  id = -1; 

   int  totalTimesObserved =0; 

   GetClosestAssociation(lm, ref  id, ref  totalTimesObserved); 

    

   lm.id = id; 

   //return landmarks 

   return  lm; 

  } 
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  private  landmark GetLineLandmark( double  a, double  b, double [] robotPosition) 

  { 

   //our goal is to calculate point on line closest to origin (0,0) 

 

    

   //calculate line perpendicular to input line. a*ao = -1 

   double  ao = -1.0/a; 

 

   //landmark position 

   double  x = b/(ao - a); 

   double  y = (ao*b)/(ao - a); 

    

   double  range = Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow(x-robotPosition[0],2) + Math.Pow(y-robotPosition[1],2)); 

   double  bearing = Math.Atan((y-robotPosition[1])/(x-robotPosition[0])) - robotPosition[2]; 

 

   //now do same calculation but get point on wall closest to robot instead 

 

   //y = aox + bo => bo = y - aox 

   double  bo = robotPosition[1] - ao*robotPosition[0]; 

   //get intersection between y = ax + b and y = aox + bo 

   //so aox + bo = ax + b => aox - ax = b - bo => x = (b - bo)/(ao - a), y = ao*(b - bo)/(ao - a) + 

bo 

   double  px = (b - bo)/(ao - a); 
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   double  py = ((ao*(b - bo))/(ao - a)) + bo; 

 

   double  rangeError = Distance(robotPosition[0], robotPosition[1], px, py); 

   double  bearingError = Math.Atan((py - robotPosition[1])/(px - robotPosition[0])) - 

robotPosition[2]; //do you subtract or add robot bearing? I am not sure! 

 

   landmark lm = new landmark(); 

    

   //convert landmark to map coordinate 

   lm.pos[0] =x; 

   lm.pos[1] =y; 

 

   lm.range = range; 

   lm.bearing = bearing; 

 

   lm.a = a; 

   lm.b = b; 

 

   lm.rangeError = rangeError; 

   lm.bearingError = bearingError; 

    

   //associate landmark to closest landmark. 

   int  id = 0; 

   int  totalTimesObserved = 0; 
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   GetClosestAssociation(lm, ref  id, ref  totalTimesObserved); 

    

   lm.id = id; 

   lm.totalTimesObserved = totalTimesObserved; 

   //return landmarks 

   return  lm; 

  } 

 

  private  landmark GetLine( double  a, double  b) 

  { 

 

   //our goal is to calculate point on line closest to origin (0,0) 

 

    

   //calculate line perpendicular to input line. a*ao = -1 

   double  ao = -1.0/a; 

 

   //get intersection between y = ax + b and y = aox 

   //so aox = ax + b => aox - ax = b => x = b/(ao - a), y = ao*b/(ao - a) 

 

   double  x = b/(ao - a); 

   double  y = (ao*b)/(ao - a); 
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   landmark lm = new landmark(); 

    

   //convert landmark to map coordinate 

   lm.pos[0] =x; 

   lm.pos[1] =y; 

 

   lm.range = -1; 

   lm.bearing = -1; 

   lm.a = a; 

   lm.b = b; 

    

    

   //associate landmark to closest landmark. 

   int  id = -1; 

   int  totalTimesObserved = 0; 

   GetClosestAssociation(lm, ref  id, ref  totalTimesObserved); 

    

   lm.id = id; 

   //return landmarks 

   return  lm; 

  } 

 

  private  landmark GetOrigin() 

  { 
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   landmark lm = new landmark(); 

    

   //convert landmark to map coordinate 

   lm.pos[0] =0; 

   lm.pos[1] =0; 

 

    

   lm.range = -1; 

   lm.bearing = -1; 

    

    

   //associate landmark to closest landmark. 

   int  id = -1; 

   int  totalTimesObserved = 0; 

   GetClosestAssociation(lm, ref  id, ref  totalTimesObserved); 

    

   lm.id = id; 

   //return landmarks 

   return  lm; 

  } 

 

  private  void  GetClosestAssociation(landmark lm, ref  int  id, ref  int  totalTimesObserved) 
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  {   //given a landmark we find the closest landmark in DB 

   int  closestLandmark = 0; 

   double  temp; 

   double  leastDistance = 99999; //99999m is least initial distance, its big 

   for ( int  i=0; i<DBSize; i++) 

   { 

    //only associate to landmarks we have seen more than MINOBSERVATIONS times 

    if (landmarkDB[i].totalTimesObserved>MINOBSERVATIONS)   

    { 

     temp = Distance(lm, landmarkDB[i]); 

     if (temp<leastDistance) 

     { 

      leastDistance = temp; 

      closestLandmark = landmarkDB[i].id; 

     } 

    } 

   } 

   if (leastDistance == 99999) 

    id = -1; 

   else   

   { 

    id = landmarkDB[closestLandmark].id; 

    totalTimesObserved = landmarkDB[closestLandmark].totalTimesObserved; 

   } 
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  } 

 

 

  private  int  GetAssociation(landmark lm) 

  {   //this method needs to be improved so we use innovation as a validation gate 

   //currently we just check if a landmark is within some predetermined distance of a landmark in DB 

   for ( int  i=0; i<DBSize; i++) 

   { 

    if (Distance(lm, landmarkDB[i])<MAXERROR  && ((landmark)landmarkDB[i]).id != -1) 

    { 

     ((landmark)landmarkDB[i]).life=LIFE;  //landmark seen so reset its life counter 

     ((landmark)landmarkDB[i]).totalTimesObserved++; //increase number of times we seen 

landmark 

     ((landmark)landmarkDB[i]).bearing = lm.bearing; //set last bearing seen at 

     ((landmark)landmarkDB[i]).range = lm.range; //set last range seen at 

     return  ((landmark)landmarkDB[i]).id; 

    } 

   } 

   return  -1; 

  } 

 

 

  public  landmark[] RemoveDoubles(landmark[] extractedLandmarks) 

  { 
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   int  uniquelmrks = 0; 

   double  leastDistance = 99999; 

   double  temp; 

   landmark[] uniqueLandmarks = new landmark[100]; 

 

   for ( int  i=0; i<extractedLandmarks.Length; i++) 

   { 

    //remove landmarks that didn't get associated and also pass  

    //landmarks through our temporary landmark validation gate 

    if (extractedLandmarks[i].id != -1  && GetAssociation(extractedLandmarks[i]) != -1) 

    { 

     leastDistance = 99999; 

 

     //remove doubles in extractedLandmarks 

     //if two observations match same landmark, take closest landmark 

     for ( int  j=0; j<extractedLandmarks.Length; j++) 

     { 

      if (extractedLandmarks[i].id == extractedLandmarks[j].id) 

      { 

       if  (j < i) 

        break ; 

       temp = Distance(extractedLandmarks[j], 

landmarkDB[extractedLandmarks[j].id]); 

       if (temp<leastDistance) 
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       { 

        leastDistance = temp; 

        uniqueLandmarks[uniquelmrks] = extractedLandmarks[j]; 

       } 

      } 

     } 

    } 

    if  (leastDistance != 99999) 

     uniquelmrks++; 

   } 

 

   //copy landmarks over into an array of correct dimensions 

   extractedLandmarks = new landmark[uniquelmrks]; 

   for ( int  i=0; i<uniquelmrks; i++) 

   { 

    extractedLandmarks[i] = uniqueLandmarks[i]; 

   } 

 

   return  extractedLandmarks; 

  } 

 

  public  int  AlignLandmarkData(landmark[] extractedLandmarks, ref  bool [] matched, ref  int [] id, ref  

double [] ranges, ref  double [] bearings, ref  double [,] lmrks, ref  double [,] exlmrks) 

  { 
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   int  uniquelmrks = 0; 

   double  leastDistance = 99999; 

   double  temp; 

   landmark[] uniqueLandmarks = new landmark[100]; 

 

   for ( int  i=0; i<extractedLandmarks.Length; i++) 

   { 

    if (extractedLandmarks[i].id != -1) 

    { 

     leastDistance = 99999; 

 

     //remove doubles in extractedLandmarks 

     //if two observations match same landmark, take closest landmark 

     for ( int  j=0; j<extractedLandmarks.Length; j++) 

     { 

      if (extractedLandmarks[i].id == extractedLandmarks[j].id) 

      { 

       if  (j < i) 

        break ; 

       temp = Distance(extractedLandmarks[j], 

landmarkDB[extractedLandmarks[j].id]); 

       if (temp<leastDistance) 

       { 

        leastDistance = temp; 
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        uniqueLandmarks[uniquelmrks] = extractedLandmarks[j]; 

       } 

      } 

     } 

    } 

    if  (leastDistance != 99999) 

     uniquelmrks++; 

   } 

   matched = new bool [uniquelmrks]; 

   id = new int [uniquelmrks]; 

   ranges = new double [uniquelmrks]; 

   bearings = new double [uniquelmrks]; 

   lmrks = new double [uniquelmrks,2]; 

   exlmrks = new double [uniquelmrks,2]; 

   for ( int  i=0; i<uniquelmrks; i++) 

   { 

    matched[i] = true ; 

    id[i] = uniqueLandmarks[i].id; 

    ranges[i] = uniqueLandmarks[i].range; 

    bearings[i] = uniqueLandmarks[i].bearing; 

    lmrks[i,0] = landmarkDB[uniqueLandmarks[i].id].pos[0]; 

    lmrks[i,1] = landmarkDB[uniqueLandmarks[i].id].pos[1]; 

    exlmrks[i,0] = uniqueLandmarks[i].pos[0]; 

    exlmrks[i,1] = uniqueLandmarks[i].pos[1]; 
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   } 

   return  0; 

  } 

 

  public  int  AddToDB(landmark lm) 

  { 

   if (DBSize+1 < landmarkDB.Length) 

   { 

    //for(int i=0; i<DBSize+1; i++) 

    //{ 

    //if(((landmark)landmarkDB[i]).id != i)//if(((landmark)landmarkDB[i]).id == -1  || 

((landmark)landmarkDB[i]).life <= 0) 

    //{ 

    ((landmark)landmarkDB[DBSize]).pos[0] = lm.pos[0];  //set landmark coordinates 

    ((landmark)landmarkDB[DBSize]).pos[1] = lm.pos[1];  //set landmark coordinates  

    ((landmark)landmarkDB[DBSize]).life = LIFE; //set landmark life counter 

    ((landmark)landmarkDB[DBSize]).id = DBSize; //set landmark id 

    ((landmark)landmarkDB[DBSize]).totalTimesObserved = 1; //initialise number of times we've 

seen landmark 

    ((landmark)landmarkDB[DBSize]).bearing = lm.bearing; //set last bearing was seen at 

    ((landmark)landmarkDB[DBSize]).range = lm.range; //set last range was seen at 

    ((landmark)landmarkDB[DBSize]).a = lm.a; //store landmarks wall equation 

    ((landmark)landmarkDB[DBSize]).b= lm.b; //store landmarks wall equation 

    DBSize++; 
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    return  (DBSize-1); 

   } 

   return  -1; 

  } 

 

  public  int  GetDBSize() 

  { 

   return  DBSize; 

  } 

  public  landmark[] GetDB() 

  { 

    landmark[] temp = new landmark[DBSize]; 

    for ( int  i=0; i<DBSize; i++) 

    { 

     temp[i] = landmarkDB[i]; 

    } 

    return  temp; 

  } 

 

  private  double  Distance( double  x1, double  y1, double  x2, double  y2) 

  { 

   return  Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow(x1-x2,2)+Math.Pow(y1-y2, 2)); 

  } 
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  private  double  Distance(landmark lm1, landmark lm2) 

  { 

   return  Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow(lm1.pos[0]-lm2.pos[0],2)+Math.Pow(lm1.pos[1]-lm2.pos[1], 2)); 

  } 

 

 } 

} 
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Cognitive Game Theory 

Inductive Adversary Modeling 
Evolutionary Chess 

Alpha-Beta minimax search 

Jennifer Novosad, Justin Fox and Jeremie Pouly 

Our lecture topic is cognitive game.


We are interested in this subject because games are a simple representation 

of reality on which we can test any concept developed in artificial intelligence. 

For this reason games have always been considered as an attractive 

framework for new developments.


Our talk in divided in three parts:


• Jeremie will first give a quick review of the minimax search and present a few 
improvements including alpha-beta cutoffs, transposition table and move 
ordering. He will also introduce the two demonstrations of the lecture. 

• Jennifer 

• Justin 

1 
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Motivation 

• Good benchmark 

• Computer can beat humans 

• Fun 

• $ 

– Similar to military or financial domains 

2
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Reasoning Techniques for Games 

Games 

Search Statistical 
Inference 

Bayesian 
Nets 

Hidden 
Markov 
Models 

Minimax/ Evolutionary 
Algorithms … … Adversary 

modelAlpha-Beta 

3
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Cognitive Game Theory 

• 

• 

• 

Alpha/Beta Search – Jeremie 

Adversary Modeling – Jennifer 

Evolutionary Algorithms – Justin 

We return to the outline to note that the next section of this talk 
will now focus on a still small, but more detailed and less abstract example of 
how evolutionary algorithms may be applied to create chess players.  This 
example can be found in the paper: 

Kendall and Whitwell. An Evolutionary Approach for the Tuning of a Chess 
Evaluation Function using Population Dynamics, Proc. 2001 IEEE Congress 
on Evolutionary Computation. 

4 
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Cognitive Game Theory 

• Alpha/Beta Search 

• Adversary Modeling 
• Evolutionary Algorithms 

– Minimax search 
– Evaluation function 
– Alpha-Beta cutoffs 
– Other improvements 
– Demo 

We return to the outline to note that the next section of this talk 
will now focus on a still small, but more detailed and less abstract example of 
how evolutionary algorithms may be applied to create chess players.  This 
example can be found in the paper: 

Kendall and Whitwell. An Evolutionary Approach for the Tuning of a Chess 
Evaluation Function using Population Dynamics, Proc. 2001 IEEE Congress 
on Evolutionary Computation. 

5 
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Adversarial search 

• Max & Min 
– Max wants to win 
– Min wants Max to loose 

Initial Board Situation 

New Board 
Situations 

1 0 
Win Loss Draw Loss 

MAX 

MIN 

MAX 

: 
: 
: 

Two-person games: Players = 

Final Board Situations - End Games 

-1 -1 

6
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• Basic Assumption 

• 

• 

Minimax search 

Strategy: 
– MAX wants to maximise its payoff 
– MIN is trying to prevent this. 

MiniMax procedure maximises MAX’s 
moves and minimises MIN’s moves. 

7
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An example 

1 1 0 

a 

b 

d 

c 

e f g 

MAX 

MIN 

Terminal 
States 

1 

1 

Best value for MAX is 1 

-1 

-1 

8
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• If terminal state then return payoff 

• then use MINIMAX on 
the children and return the maximum of 
the results. 

• Otherwise (MIN node), use MINIMAX 
on the children and return the minimum 
of the results. 

Function MINIMAX (called at each node): 

Minimax recursive procedure 

Else if MAX node 

9
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Problems 

• m) 
b branching factor and m depth of the terminal states 
(Chess, b=35, m=100 � 35100»10154 nodes to visit) 

• Not possible to search the full game tree 

Cutoff the tree at a certain depth 

• But payoffs defined only at terminal states 

Time complexity: O(b

10
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Cognitive Game Theory 

• Alpha/Beta Search 

• Adversary Modeling 
• Evolutionary Algorithms 

– Minimax search 
– Evaluation function 
– Alpha-Beta cutoffs 
– Other improvements 
– Demo 

We return to the outline to note that the next section of this talk 
will now focus on a still small, but more detailed and less abstract example of 
how evolutionary algorithms may be applied to create chess players.  This 
example can be found in the paper: 

Kendall and Whitwell. An Evolutionary Approach for the Tuning of a Chess 
Evaluation Function using Population Dynamics, Proc. 2001 IEEE Congress 
on Evolutionary Computation. 

11 
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Heuristic evaluation function 

• Estimate the chance of winning from board 
configuration. 

• Important qualities: 
– Must agree with terminal states 
– Must be fast to compute 
– Should be accurate enough 

• 
Value of all black pieces 
Chess or checkers: Value of all white pieces – 

12
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Heuristic evaluation function 

Val ???Val = (4*1) – (4*1+1*2) = -2 

13
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Our evaluation function 

• Normal checker = 
100000 

• 4 parameters (long): 
– King value 
– Bonus central square 

for kings 
– Bonus move forward 

for checkers 
– Bonus for order of the 

moves (*depth/2) 

14
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Our evaluation function 

• Normal checker = 
100000 

• 4 parameters (long): 
– King value 
– Bonus central square 

for kings 
– Bonus move forward 

for checkers 
– Bonus for order of the 

moves (*depth/2) 

No Bonus 

+ 1*Bonus 

+ 2*Bonus 

+ 3*Bonus 

15
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Cognitive Game Theory 

• Alpha/Beta Search 

• Adversary Modeling 
• Evolutionary Algorithms 

– Minimax search 
– Evaluation function 
– Alpha-Beta cutoffs 
– Other improvements 
– Demo 

We return to the outline to note that the next section of this talk 
will now focus on a still small, but more detailed and less abstract example of 
how evolutionary algorithms may be applied to create chess players.  This 
example can be found in the paper: 

Kendall and Whitwell. An Evolutionary Approach for the Tuning of a Chess 
Evaluation Function using Population Dynamics, Proc. 2001 IEEE Congress 
on Evolutionary Computation. 

16 
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• Search deeper in the same amount of time 

• 
cannot possibly influence the final decision 

• 
(two searches in parallel: MAX and MIN) 

Alpha-Beta pruning 

Basic idea: prune away branches that 

Similar to the Branch-and-Bound search 

17
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General case 

: 
m 

n 

MAX 

MIN 

MAX 

MIN 

for MAX then n will never get into play 
will always be chosen in preference. 

If m is better than n 
because m 

18
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B1 

1 0 

3 12 8 4 4 6 

4 

root 

A3A2A1 

B2 B3 B1 B2 B3 

Best assignment: [A1,B1], value = 3 

Review of Branch-and-Bound 

Var A 

Var B 

= 4 

19
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• Search game tree keeping track of: 
– Alpha: Highest value seen so far on maximizing level 
– Beta: Lowest value seen so far on minimizing level 

• Pruning: 
: prune parent if node evaluation smaller 

than Alpha 

: prune parent if node evaluation greater 
than Beta 

Alpha-Beta procedure 

– MAX node

– MIN node

20
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• MIN: minimize board valuation �minimize 

• MAX: maximize board valuation � inverse 

• Prune parent instead of current node 
(stop expanding siblings) 

Branch-and-Bound analogy 

constraints in Branch-and-Bound 

of Branch-and-Bound (but same idea) 

21
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Example MIN 

3 1 

3 

4 

= 4 

1 0 2 

2 

Min 

Max 

Beta: Lowest value seen so far on minimizing level 

Beta = 3Beta not 
define Beta = 3 

-5 

3 2 

22
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Example MAX 

3 11 5 

3 

14 

£ 210 

Max 

Min 

Alpha: Highest value seen so far on maximizing level 

Alpha not 
define Alpha = 3 Alpha = 10 

224 10 

3 10 

23
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Beta cutoffs 

MaxValue ) 

For each Child of Node do 

Return a 

(Node,a,b
If CutOff-Test(Node) 

then return Eval(Node) 

a = Max(a, MinValue(Child,a,b)) 
if a = b then return b 

24
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Alpha cutoffs 

MinValue ) 

For each Child of Node do 

Return b 

(Node,a,b
If CutOff-Test(Node) 

then return Eval(Node) 

b = Min(b, MinValue(Child,a,b)) 
if b = a then return a 

25
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• Effectiveness depends on nodes ordering 

• Worse case: no gain (no pruning) � O(bd) 

• Best case (best first search) � O(bd/2) i.e. 
allows to double the depth of the search! 

• Expected complexity: O(b3d/4) 

Alpha-Beta gains 

26
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Cognitive Game Theory 

• Alpha/Beta Search 

• Adversary Modeling 
• Evolutionary Algorithms 

– Minimax search 
– Evaluation function 
– Alpha-Beta cutoffs 
– Other improvements 
– Demo 

We return to the outline to note that the next section of this talk 
will now focus on a still small, but more detailed and less abstract example of 
how evolutionary algorithms may be applied to create chess players.  This 
example can be found in the paper: 

Kendall and Whitwell. An Evolutionary Approach for the Tuning of a Chess 
Evaluation Function using Population Dynamics, Proc. 2001 IEEE Congress 
on Evolutionary Computation. 

27 
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Other improvements 

• Nodes ordering (heuristic) 

• Quiescent search (variable depth & 
stable board) 

• Transposition tables (reconnect nodes 
in search tree) 

28
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Advanced algorithm 
MaxValue ) 

If board already exist in transposition tables then 
if new path is longer return value in the table 

Save board in transposition table 

Find all the children and order them (best first) 
For each Child of Node (in order) do 

if a>=b then return b 
Return a 

(Node,a,b

If CutOff-Test(Node) then 
if quiescent board then return Eval(Node) 

a:=Max(a,MinValue(Child,a,b)) 

29
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Statistics: opening


Depth Minimax Alpha-
Beta 

+ Move 
ordering 

Quiesc. 
search 

Transpo. 
tables 

Number 
of nodes 

4 3308 278 271 * 2237 

6 217537 5026 3204 41219 50688 

8 15237252 129183 36753 649760 859184 

Search 
time 

4 0 0 0 * 0 

(sec.) 6 3 0 0 0 1 

8 201 1 0 9 12 

30 
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Statistics: jumps available


Depth Minimax Alpha-
Beta 

+ Move 
ordering 

Quiesc. 
search 

Transpo. 
tables 

Number 
of nodes 

4 8484 2960 268 * 5855 

6 695547 99944 2436 170637 172742 

8 56902251 2676433 22383 2993949 3488690 

Search 
time 

4 0 0 0 * 0 

(sec.) 6 9 1 0 2 2 

8 739 34 0 38 46 

32 
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Statistics: conclusions


First move Jumps available 
Depth 8 Basic Advanced Basic Advanced 

minimax algorithm minimax algorithm 

Number of 
nodes 

15237252 4835 56902251 6648 

Search 
time (sec.) 

201 0 739 0 

Gain of more than 99.9% both in time and number of nodes 

33 
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Cognitive Game Theory 

• Alpha/Beta Search 

• Adversary Modeling 
• Evolutionary Algorithms 

– Minimax search 
– Evaluation function 
– Alpha-Beta cutoffs 
– Other improvements 
– Demo 

We return to the outline to note that the next section of this talk 
will now focus on a still small, but more detailed and less abstract example of 
how evolutionary algorithms may be applied to create chess players.  This 
example can be found in the paper: 

Kendall and Whitwell. An Evolutionary Approach for the Tuning of a Chess 
Evaluation Function using Population Dynamics, Proc. 2001 IEEE Congress 
on Evolutionary Computation. 

34 
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Cognitive Game Theory 
• Alpha/Beta Search 
• Adversary Modeling 

• Getting Chunks 
• Applying Chunks 

ab 

• Evolutionary Algorithms 

– Psychological Background 
– Structure of IAM 

– Results/Application to min-max 
– Flexibility in Other Domains 

35
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Inductive Adversary Modeler 

• 

Optimally 

• Reduce Computation 
• 

domains 

Incorporate Model of Opponent into aß 
– Currently, Assumes Opponent Plays 

Make aß More Extendable to other 

36
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Cognitive Game Theory 
• Alpha/Beta Search 
• Adversary Modeling 

• Getting Chunks 
• Applying Chunks 

ab 

• Evolutionary Algorithms 

– Psychological Background 
– Structure of IAM 

– Results/Application to min-max 
– Flexibility in Other Domains 

37
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Modeling a Human Opponent 

Textual 
Memory 

Visual 
Memory* 

TimingSymmetry 

OrderContinuation 

VerbatimSimilarity 

Rote 
Memorization 

Proximity 

*From a study by Chase and Simon 

38
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• Recall Studies, Masters vs. Beginners 
• Frequently Used Pattern 
• Contains Previous Points (Proximity, 

Similarity, Continuation, Symmetry) 
• Used to Encapsulate Information 

Storing Data -- Chunks 
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Modeling a Human Opponent 

• Humans Acquire Chunks 

• Winning Increases Chunk Use 
(Reinforcement Theory) 

• People Tend to Reduce Complexity via 
Familiar Chunks 

3 Assumptions 
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Cognitive Game Theory 
• Alpha/Beta Search 
• Adversary Modeling 

• Getting Chunks 

• Applying Chunks 
ab 

• Evolutionary Algorithms 

– Psychological Background 
– Structure of IAM 

– Valid Chunks 
– Acquiring Chunks 

– Results/Application to min-max 
– Flexibility in Other Domains 
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Structure of IAM 

Noise 
Filter 

Move 
Predictor Prediction 

Text 
Chunks 

Visual 
Chunks 

Text 
Processor 

Current 
Board 

Prior 
Adversary 

Games 

Visual 
Chunk 

Collector 

Internal 
Chess 
Model 

Partial 
Chunk 
Finder 

Heuristic 
Move 

Selection 
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Valid Visual Chunks 

• Proximity 
• Similarity 
• Continuation 
• Symmetry 

(reduces stored chunks by about 60%) 

- 4x4 grid, adjacent vertically or horizontally 

- same color (exception – pawn structure) 

- pieces defending each other included 

– symmetrical chunks stored as one    
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Visual Chunk Collector 

• 
• After Adversary Move, Search for Valid 

Chunks 

• If Neighbor in Pattern, Convolve 
Recursively 

4 8 16 

2 X 32 

1 128 64 

General 

4 8 16 

2 X 32 

0 128 0 

Pawn 

0 8 0 

2 X 32 

0 128 0 

Rook, Knight 

Internal Board Model – Matrix of Values, X 

– Convolution on Adversary Pieces 
– Store Values in 8x8 Matrix, Y 
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Convolution Example 

X: 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Y: 

0 8 0 

2 X 32 

0 128 0 

Rook, Knight 
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Convolution Example 

X: 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Y: 

0 8 0 

2 X 32 

0 128 0 

Rook, Knight 
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Convolution Example 

X: 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Y: 

0 8 0 

2 X 32 

0 128 0 

Rook, Knight 
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Convolution Example 

X: 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Y: 

0 8 0 

2 X 32 

0 128 0 

Rook, Knight 
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Convolution Example 

X: 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 128 0 0 

0 0 0 128 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Y: 

0 8 0 

2 X 32 

0 128 0 

Rook, Knight 
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Convolution Example 

X: 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 128 0 0 

0 0 0 128 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Y: 

4 8 16 

2 X 32 

0 128 0 

Pawn 
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Convolution Example 

X: 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 136 0 0 

0 0 0 196 32 0 

0 0 0 128 0 0 

Y: 

4 8 16 

2 X 32 

0 128 0 

Pawn 
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Convolution Example 

X: 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 140 0 0 

0 0 0 202 208 50 

0 0 0 130 158 0 

Y: 
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Chunk Noise Filter 

• Need to Avoid Random Chunks 

big tactical effect 

• Requires Chunk Appears in 2+ games 

• If so, Store as a Known Chunk 

– chess noise tolerant – small changes have a 

– 28/272 patterns repeated twice (Botvinnik, 
Hauge-Moscow Tournament) 

– store color, time in game, if won or lost game 
– frequency of occurrences, etc 
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Cognitive Game Theory 
• Alpha/Beta Search 
• Adversary Modeling 

• Getting Chunks 
• Applying Chunks 

ab 

• Evolutionary Algorithms 

– Psychological Background 
– Structure of IAM 

– Finding Possible Chunks 
– Evaluating likelihood of move 

– Results/Application to min-max 
– Flexibility in Other Domains 
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Structure of IAM 

Noise 
Filter 

Move 
Predictor Prediction 

Text 
Chunks 

Visual 
Chunks 

Text 
Processor 

Current 
Board 

Prior 
Adversary 

Games 

Visual 
Chunk 

Collector 

Internal 
Chess 
Model 

Partial 
Chunk 
Finder 

Heuristic 
Move 

Selection 
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Guiding Assumption: 

• If a Partial Chunk is 1 move from 
Completion, the Opponent is likely to 
make that move 

• Uses Pattern Recognition 

• Uses Rule Based Heuristics 

– Find Partial Chunks to get Likely Moves 

– Evaluate Belief in Each Likely Move 
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Finding Partial Chunks 

• For Each Adversary Piece 
• For Each Chunk that Fits on the Board 

State of the Board, (not Including Wildcards) 
• Check if any Move can Complete the Chunk 

• Return All Completing Moves to the Move 
Selection Module 

– If One Difference Between Chunk and the 
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Example


Prediction 
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Heuristic Move Selection 

• Rule Based Heuristic Algorithm 
• Gives a Measure of Belief in Each Move 
• Initial Belief = Frequency of Chunk 
• Each Heuristic Adds/Subtracts 
• Examples: 

• Favor Large Patterns 
• Favor Major Pieces 
• Favor Temporal Similarity 
• Eliminate Move if Adversary just dissolved this 

pattern 
• Favor Winning Patterns 
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Cognitive Game Theory 
• Alpha/Beta Search 
• Adversary Modeling 

• Getting Chunks 
• Applying Chunks 

ab 

• Evolutionary Algorithms 

– Psychological Background 
– Structure of IAM 

– Results/Application to min-max 
– Flexibility in Other Domains 
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Results 
Belief In Prediction 

Number < 25% 25-30% 30-40% 40-50% >50% 
Games 

12 
(16.1%) 

5/31 

(44.4%) 

4/9 

(50%) 

3/6 

(60%) 

3/5 

(75%) 

3/4 

22 
(12.7%) 

6/47 

(42.8%) 

3/7 

(50%) 

3/6 

(75%) 

3/4 

(100%) 

3/3 

80 
(16.6%) 

6/36 

(50%) 

3/6 

(100%) 

3/3 

(100%) 

3/3 

(100%) 

3/3 
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ab 

• Used to Prune Search Tree 

• 

Results -- Min-Max 

– Develop Tree Along More Likely Moves 

Average Ply Increase – 12.5% 
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Cognitive Game Theory 
• Alpha/Beta Search 
• Adversary Modeling 

• Getting Chunks 
• Applying Chunks 

ab 

• Evolutionary Algorithms 

– Psychological Background 
– Structure of IAM 

– Results/Application to min-max 
– Flexibility in Other Domains 
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Flexibility in Other Domains 

• Applicable to Other Domains 

• Requires a Reworking of Visual Chunk 
Convolution Templates 

– Requires Competition, Adversary 

– Military, Corporate, and Game Tactics 
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Cognitive Game Theory 
• Alpha/Beta Search 
• Adversary Modeling 
• Evolutionary Algorithms 

for chess evolution 

– Intro to Evolutionary Methodology 
– Small Example – Kendall/Whitwell 
– Evochess – Massively distributed computation 
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Evolutionary/Genetic Programs 

• Create smarter agents through mutation and crossover 
Mutation: “Random” change Crossover: Swapping of 
to a set of program statements statements between players 

• Applications in innumerable fields: 
– Optimization of Manufacturing Processes 
– Optimization of Logic Board Design 
– Machine Learning for Path Planning/Scientific Autonomy 
– CHESS!!! ☺ 

Starting from randomly created and very weak programs, 
evolutionary algorithms seek to create stronger or smarter programs by 
mimicking the principles of natural selection and of general biology.  Weak 
programs are forced to compete with one another at a specified task.  The 
losers are destroyed while the winners are retained. In place of the losers, 
modified copies of the winners are also created. These copies are created 
from the originals either through mutations (a random change or changes in 
the program’s statements or structure) or through crossover (a transfer of 
information between two “strong” programs with the objective of discovering an 
even better combination of information). 

Such programming techniques have been used frequently in 
fields such as manufacturing, circuit-board design, and of course, chess.  For 
more information on other applications of genetic programming and 
evolutionary algorithms, feel free to consult: 

Kojima, et. al. An Evolutionary Algorithm Extended by Ecological Analogy to 
the Game of Go. Proceedings 15 Intl. Joint Conf. on AI, 1997. 

Koza.  Genetic Programming. Encyclopedia of Computer Science and 
Technology. 1997. 

Zbigniew.  Evolutionary Algorithms for Engineering Applications. 1997. 
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Evolutionary Paradigm 

• Start with random population of chess 
players: 

Let us walk through a simple, abstracted example to illustrate 
concretely the methodology we will be using. 

In the slide above, there are six randomly created blobs. Some 
blobs are already smarter chess players than the others simply by random 
luck. (For example the blob in the lower right corner doesn’t even have eyes, 
so probably will not be as good at chess as the others!) 

These six blobs may represent entire chess-playing programs 
(as in the case of the EvoChess project) or merely a certain portion of such a 
program (as in the Kendall/Whitwell evaluation function example we’ll see in a 
moment). 
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Evolutionary Paradigm 

•	 Population plays games against each 
other: 

We take this original population and allow it to compete. For 
example, we could have each blob play a best of 3 chess match against every 
other blob. Or (as is illustrated above) we could perform pairwise comparisons 
between the various blobs. Each pair of blobs could play a best of 3 match 
and the results would be recorded. 
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Evolutionary Paradigm 

•	 Losers are killed and removed from 
population: 

Those blobs who lost two of three games would then be culled 
from the population (as demonstrated by the blood splats above). The 
assumption here being that these weaker blobs represent areas of the space 
which are no longer productive to explore. The stronger blobs, on the other 
hand, represent areas of the space which may yield even stronger players if 
we continue to explore players similar to them. 
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Evolutionary Paradigm 

•	 Winners mate and have (possibly 
mutated) offspring: 

Pure 
mutation 

To maintain the population size and also to ensure that we are 
not only exploiting the space, but also exploring it, we use the biological 
models of mutations and crossovers to create new chess players starting from 
the features of the strongest blobs remaining in the population. 

The slide above demonstrates that sometimes these newly-
created blobs can move closer to the optimal chess player (as denoted by the 
pictures of myself and Professor Brian Williams) and that sometimes the 
newly-created blobs can be de-evolved versions of the former player, moving 
farther from the desired intelligent agent and becoming something much 
worse. 
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Evolutionary Paradigm 

• New Population Competes: 

The new population, which at worst contains algorithms of the 
same strength as the previous generation and at best contains algorithms of 
better strength, is again allowed to compete. In the example above, it is 
discovered that Professor Williams is a more capable chess player than either 
myself, Bill Gates, or the three remaining blobs. Who knew? 
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Evolutionary Paradigm 

•	 Eventually the population converges, 
mutations become reduced, and the whole 
population converges: 

As time goes by, mutations are allowed to become less and less 
severe or frequent. This drives the population to converge. When the 
differences between the population’s performance become slight or when 
some other relevant stopping criteria has been met, the best player within the 
population is declared the “most evolved” player. This evolved player is 
usually much stronger than the original weak blobs that were started with, and 
yet minimal domain-specific knowledge has been required of the programmer.  
Using this technique, a programmer could easily develop a chess program that 
not only had greater computational search resources available to it, but could 
also conceptually understand the game better than the programmer himself.  
Such a result is extremely intriguing and useful in many real-world 
applications. 

In the case above, we see that eventually our population of blobs 
has converged to become the great Gary Kasparov. Now THAT’S a powerful 
algorithm. 
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Cognitive Game Theory 

• Alpha/Beta Search 
• Adversary Modeling 
• Evolutionary Algorithms 

for chess evolution 

– Intro to Evolutionary Methodology 
– Small Example – Kendall/Whitwell 
– Evochess – Massively distributed computation 

We return to the outline to note that the next section of this talk 
will now focus on a still small, but more detailed and less abstract example of 
how evolutionary algorithms may be applied to create chess players.  This 
example can be found in the paper: 

Kendall and Whitwell. An Evolutionary Approach for the Tuning of a Chess 
Evaluation Function using Population Dynamics, Proc. 2001 IEEE Congress 
on Evolutionary Computation. 
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Evolution Example 

• Kendall/Whitwell 
– Evolve an Evaluation Function for Chess 

Through Mutation and Self-Competition 

In this paper, the authors present a method by which an 
evaluation function for chess can be created. (Evaluation functions are 
covered earlier in the talk by Jeremie Pouly, but in brief are a method by which 
a computer chess player can discern how “good” or “bad” he is doing given a 
certain chessboard configuration.) These evaluation functions are generally 
the hardest part of a chess program for a programmer to create because they 
require the incorporation of expert knowledge which may be unavailable or 
very painstaking to obtain. Because of its domain-independent learning 
capability, evolutionary algorithms are perfectly suited to the task of evaluation 
function creation. 

Kendall and Whitwell defined their evaluation function as a 
weighted sum of the difference in the numbers of each piece along with a 
seventh value representing the number of available moves for a given player.  
The authors chose to incorporate as much domain-knowledge as they had in 
order to limit the scope of their algorithm, but this in general would not be 
necessary. They could have started from an even more general function with 
zero chess knowledge, though the convergence to a suitable player might 
have been extremely time-consuming.    
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Mutation 
• Explore the space 

s

• 
• s
• 

• 0 and 2 : if function won both games (as white and black) 
– Leave function alone and replace losing function with mutant of 

winner 
• .2 and 1 : if function won one game and drew the other 

– Mutate winner by .2 and replace losing function with mutant of 
winner 

• .5 and .5 : if both games were a draw 
– Mutate both functions in place 

w(y) = w(y) + (RAND[-.5,5] X (y) X winloss_factor) 

w(y) is an evaluation function’s weight for piece y. 
(y) is the standard deviation of weight y in population. 

winloss_factor = 

Given this general evaluation function, the authors created a 
random population of chess players (all of which were simple alpha-beta 3-ply 
searchers) and started the evolutionary process by performing competitions.  
After each competition the loser was completely erased from memory.  In its 
place, a copy of the winner was placed with slight mutations. 

The slide above shows the equation for performing mutations. 
Basically it consists of adding or subtracting a random value to the weights for  
a certain piece. This value is scaled depending on the outcome of the 
competition preceeding the mutation.  If the winning algorithm won both 
games, one copy is left unchanged while the other is mutated by a large factor.  
This ensures that while we hold onto the currently strongest players in the 
population, we also continue to broadly search the space for better options.  If 
the winning algorithm won one game and tied the other game, one copy is 
changed slightly and the second copy is changed by a moderate factor, again 
in the hopes of further improvement. In the case where the match was a draw, 
both algorithms are changed by a moderate factor and replaced in the 
population. The final scaling factor in the mutations, and the innovative portion 
of Kendall and Whitwell’s work, is the standard deviation of the population.  
This provides an intrinsic method by which to reduce the severity of mutations 
as the population begins to converge. Previous methods had used an 
extrinsic relationship (such as a function which exponentially decreased with 
time) that required hand-tuning in order to obtain the proper mutation level at 
different stages in the evolution. 
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Results 
Standard Chess Weights 

Evolved Player 

• The evolved player approximately 
finds the standard chess weightings 

• The Table below shows how much 
better the evolved player rates on an 
objective scale. 

Unevolved Player 

This algorithm is shown to be quite capable of creating a useful 
chess evaluation function. On the left, the first table represents standard 
weightings discovered by human experts through countless years of play.  The 
second table represents the initial randomized weights of the population used 
by Kendall and Whitwell, and the bottom table represents the weights evolved 
using the evolutionary algorithm discussed above. It is seen that these 
weights closely resemble the standard chess weightings. (The authors did not 
conduct a study to determine if the evolved weights actually performed better 
than the standard human weights. This is, however, not really the point of the 
evolution. We would hope to apply evolution to situations in which human 
domain knowledge is unavailable, not improve upon existing knowledge.)  

To the right a table depicts the level of the unevolved chess 
player based on the United States Chess Federation’s rating scale.  It is seen 
that the player with random weights performed a full five classes worse than 
the evolved player. The evolved player reaches a level bordering on expert.  

This vivdly demonstrates that evolutionary algorithms are a 
powerful and viable method for creating artificial intelligence. (After all, it is 
likely that evolution created human intelligence, why shouldn’t it be able to do 
the same for computers!) 
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Cognitive Game Theory 

• Alpha/Beta Search 
• Adversary Modeling 
• Evolutionary Algorithms 

for chess evolution 

– Intro to Evolutionary Methodology 
– Small Example – Kendall/Whitwell 
– Evochess – Massively distributed computation 

We return to the outline to note that the next section of this talk 
will now focus on a still small, but more detailed and less abstract example of 
how evolutionary algorithms may be applied to create chess players.  This 
example can be found in the paper: 

Kendall and Whitwell. An Evolutionary Approach for the Tuning of a Chess 
Evaluation Function using Population Dynamics, Proc. 2001 IEEE Congress 
on Evolutionary Computation. 
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algorithms 

What is EvoChess? 

A distributed project to evolve better chess-playing 

The final portion of this talk focuses on the EvoChess project 
developed by Gross, Albrecht, Kantschik, and Banzhaf.  This project marked 
the first massively distributed evolution of a chess-playing program and is still 
arguably one of the most ambitious evolution projects ever undertaken.  Like 
familiar SETI programs, EvoChess allowed internet users from around the 
world to download a chess-evolving client onto their PC and maintain a local 
population of evolving chess players which could be accessed by a central 
server which performed the necessary interactions between different users’ 
populations. 
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Basic Architecture 
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User’s Computer 

• 

• 
(population) is created 
locally. 

• 
calculated and sent to the 
server 

• Server acts as a chess 
“dating service” 

“q
oo

py
” 

User downloads “qoopy” 

Random “deme” 

Deme’s Fitness is 

The general operation of the EvoChess algorithm is shown 
above. An internet user first downloaded the necessary distributed 
architecture known as “qoopy” onto his home computer.  This program created 
a small population of chess-playing individuals on the local machine.  These 
programs were allowed to compete against a number of standardized chess-
playing algorithms and their fitness was calculated relative to these standard 
programs. Information about this population, specifically the genotype of its 
strongest player, were then sent back automatically to the main EvoChess 
server. This server then acted as a “dating service,” sending the best 
genotypes back out to weaker populations as “mating” partners. In this way, 
information was transferred from population to population and on average, the 
entire EvoChess population began to grow smarter.       
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Basic Individual 

• 
algorithm 
– Limited to search an average of 100,000 nodes 

• The algorithm contains three modules which 
may be targeted for evolution 
– Depth module: Returns remaining search depth for a 

given node 
– Move Ordering module: Arranges moves in a best 

first manner to aid ab pruning 
– Evaluation module: Evaluation of given position 

An individual is again an alpha-beta search 

The basic chess-playing individual used in the EvoChess project 
was a very ambitious one. It consisted of a basic alpha-beta search algorithm.  
However, instead of being depth-limited, the algorithm was merely limited to 
search an average of 100,000 nodes per move. 

Three main portions of the player could feel the effects of 
evolution. The depth module rated different branches of the search as 
“interesting” or “fruitless” and chose whether to spend nodes on further 
searching or abandon a particular alpha-beta branch.  The move-ordering 
module selected the order in which the various possible moves available to a 
player at a given time were explored. An intelligent ordering of moves can 
greatly decrease the size of an alpha-beta tree by allowing earlier pruning.  
Finally, like in the Kendall and Whitwell example, an evaluation module was 
needed which could determine how “good” or “bad” a certain board 
configuration appeared to a player. EvoChess’s evaluation function, however, 
contained over twenty different parameters of interest, making it a great deal 
more complicated than the early authors’ function. 
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Depth Module 

Functions Allowed 

• Only a few basic functions 
were allowed in the depth 
module 

• Module consisted of random 
combinations of these with 
variables 

• From gibberish to chess 
player! 

One of the most interesting and ambitious portions of the player 
was the depth-module.  This module relied on genetic programming 
techniques. It originally began as a random arrangement of functions and 
literals from a finite set (the functions available are depicted in the table 
above.) The initial depth modules of first generation players were therefore 
usually just complete gibberish. While most authors usually attempt to speed 
convergence by applying domain knowledge to limit the scope of a program, 
EvoChess used an absolute minimum of information in its original random 
depth modules. 

This ambitious move was successful because of the vast amount 
of resources available to the project. The chances of creating an even semi-
viable depth module given only 100 population members would be vanishingly 
small, but when over 1,000,000 internet users downloaded EvoChess and 
created small populations of their own, the probability became appreciable.  
Indeed, the final evolved players at the end of the project had evolved a very 
complicated, intricate depth module that was efficient and powerful. 
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Evaluation Function Parameters 

Much more complicated function than Kendall/Whitwell 

This slide shows the various parameters included in the 
EvoChess evaluation function.  I show it for two reasons. First of all, given the 
complexity of this function and the rest of the chess-players it still astounds me 
that EvoChess was able to achieve a converged evolved solution of such 
prowess starting from initially random players. Secondly, for those who are 
interested, this is a fairly comprehensive list of the most important evaluation 
function parameters for creating algorithms that play chess. The inclusion of 
certain parameters is often disputed of course as well as their relative 
weightings. It is notable that these disputes can easily be settled through the 
use of evolutionary algorithms. 
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Some Results 

Number of nodes searched by evolved individuals is 
~100 times less than simple ab algorithm and ~10 

times less than the optimized f-negascout algorithm. 

Once the EvoChess population had significantly evolved, it 
yielded exciting results. The graph above shows that a simple alpha-beta 
algorithm searches about 100 times more nodes than the EvoChess evolved 
individual, and even the state-of-the-art f-negascout algorithm searched 10 
times more nodes. And yet the EvoChess individual can consistently defeat 
the f-negascout algorithm playing at a depth of 5-ply.  (Since the EvoChess 
algorithm was limited to only 100,000 nodes, it would be expected to lose to an 
f-negascout that was allowed to search more than 1,000,000 nodes or more.  
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• First and largest massively distributed 
chess evolution 

• 
game 

• Ambitious project 

gibberish 

EvoChess Firsts 

Qoopy architecture can be used for any 

– Depth Module starts completely from 

– Number of terms in evaluation function and 
move-ordering enormous 

This slide recaps some of the major points I highlighted about 
EvoChess and why it was an innovative, significant project.  First of all, it was 
the first internet-distributed chess evolution program of its kind.  Its ambitious 
nature makes it a difficult stunt to top. A second benefit of this project was the 
development of the qoopy architecture.  With only minor recoding, this 
architecture can easily be used to model the internet-evolution of other 
problems beside chess. Along with other board games that the authors of 
EvoChess have proposed, I would put forth the possibility of evolving things 
like future Mars mission parameters through such a distributed framework.  If 
each user could help evolve a mission trajectory or mission architecture, 
perhaps an interesting optimum not yet thought of by humans could be 
reached. Finally, I re-emphasize that EvoChess was a very ambititous 
evolution project. Starting the depth modules from completely random 
gibberish was a daring move that aptly demonstrated the awesome power of 
genetic programs and must serve to silence many skeptics. 
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Sources 
• 

– 

• Section 2: Inductive Adversary Modeler: 
– 

– 
TRANSACTIONS ON KNOWLEDGE AND DATA ENGINEERING, VOL. 15, NO. 

• Section 3: Evolutionary Algorithms 
– Kojima, et. al. An Evolutionary Algorithm Extended by Ecological Analogy to the 

Game of Go. Proceedings 15 Intl. Joint Conf. on AI, 1997. 
– Genetic Programming. Encyclopedia of Computer Science and 

Technology. 1997. 
– Evolutionary Algorithms for Engineering Applications . 1997. 

Section 1: Alpha Beta Mini-Max: 

S. Walczak (1992) Pattern-Based Tactical Planning. International Journal of 
Pattern Recognition and Artificial Intelligence 6 (5), 955-988. 
S. Walczak (2003) Knowledge-Based Search in Competitive Domains IEEE 

3, 734 – 743 

Koza.  

Zbigniew.  
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Particle Filters and Their 
Applications 

Kaijen Hsiao 

Jason Miller 

Cognitive Robotics 
April 11, 2005 

Henry de Plinval-Salgues 
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2 

Why Particle Filters? 
• Tool for tracking the state of a dynamic

system modeled by a Bayesian network
(Robot localization, SLAM, robot fault
diagnosis) 

• 

dimensional problems 
• Key idea: Find an approximate solution

using a complex model rather than an exact 
solution using a simplified model 

Similar applications to Kalman Filters, but 
computationally tractable for large/high-

Why should you be interested in particle filters?


Because, like Kalman filters, they’re a great way to track the state of a 

dynamic system for which you have a Bayesian model. That means that if you 

have a model of how the system changes in time, possibly in response to 

inputs, and a model of what observations you should see in particular states, 

you can use particle filters to track your belief state. 


Applications that we’ve seen in class before, and that we’ll talk about today, 

are Robot localization, SLAM, and robot fault diagnosis.


So why should you use particle filters instead of Kalman filters?  


Well, the main reason is that for a lot of large or high-dimensional problems, 

particle filters are tractable whereas Kalman filters are not.  


The key idea is that a lot of methods, like Kalman filters, try to make problems 

more tractable by using a simplified version of your full, complex model.  Then 

they can find an exact solution using that simplified model. But sometimes 

that exact solution is still computationally expensive to calculate, and 

sometimes a simplified model just isn’t good enough. So then you need 

something like particle filters, which let you use the full, complex model, but 

just find an approximate solution instead.
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3 

Outline 

• ) 
• Particle Filters in SLAM (Henry) 
• Particle Filters in Rover Fault Diagnosis 

(Jason) 

Introduction to Particle Filters (Kaijen
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4 

Outline 
• Introduction to Particle Filters 

– Demo! 
– 
– Quick Review of Robot Localization/Problem 

– Overview of Particle Filters 
– The Particle Filter Algorithm Step by Step 

• Particle Filters in SLAM 
• Particle Filters in Rover Fault Diagnosis 

Formalization of General Problem: Bayes Filters 

with Kalman Filters 
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5 

Demo of Robot Localization 

University of Washington Robotics and State Estimation 
Lab http://www.cs.washington.edu/ai/Mobile_Robotics/mcl/ 

What you see here is a demo from the University of Washington Robotics and 
State Estimation Lab. This is a frozen panel of the beginning of a robot 
localization task. The little blue circle is our best guess as to where the robot 
is now. The little red dots are different hypotheses for where the robot might 
be—at the beginning of the task, we have no idea where the robot is, so the 
hypotheses cover the entire space. As we’ll see later, each hypothesis is 
called a ‘particle’. The lines extending from the robot are sensor 
measurements taken by a laser rangefinder. The reason the lines extend well 
past the walls on the map is because the robot isn’t actually in that location.  
The robot movement comes from a person driving the robot manually; there is 
no automatic exploration going on. 
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6 

Demo of Robot Localization 

University of Washington Robotics and State Estimation 
Lab http://www.cs.washington.edu/ai/Mobile_Robotics/mcl/ 

As you watch the animated gif, the best-guess location of the robot will jump 
around as the most likely hypothesis changes. As the robot moves and takes 
measurements, it figures out that most of the hypotheses it started with are 
pretty unlikely, so it gets rid of those. Pretty soon, the number of hypotheses 
is reduced to a few clouds in the hallway; the robot is actually in the hallway, 
but there’s a lot of symmetry there, so it’s not sure exactly where.  Then it’s 
down to two hypotheses, and when the robot finally enters a room and looks 
around, it becomes clear that its current best hypothesis was actually correct. 
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7 

Outline 
• Introduction to Particle Filters 

– Demo! 
– 
– Quick Review of Robot Localization/Problem 

– Overview of Particle Filters 
– The Particle Filter Algorithm Step by Step 

• Particle Filters in SLAM 
• Particle Filters in Rover Fault Diagnosis 

Formalization of General Problem: Bayes Filters 

with Kalman Filters 

Now I will discuss the formalization of the general problem that both particle 
filters and Kalman filters solve, which is called Bayes Filtering. 
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8 

• Used for estimating the state of a 
dynamical system from sensor 
measurements 

• Predict/update cycle 
• 

Bayes Filters 

Examples of Bayes Filters: 
– Kalman Filters 
– Particle Filters 

Bayes Filtering is the general term used to discuss the method of using a 
predict/update cycle to estimate the state of a dynamical system from sensor 
measurements. As mentioned, two types of Bayes Filters are Kalman filters 
and particle filters. 
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9 

Trying to find: belief about the current state 
p(xt | d ) 

t t t t), 
t | x , u ) 

Bayes Filters cont. 

x state variable 
u inputs 
z observations 
d data (inputs and observations combined) 

o…t
Given: u , z , perceptual model p(z | x

action model p(x t-1 t-1

X
Now we introduce the variables we will be using. X is the state variable, and 

t is the state variable at time t. U is the inputs to your system, z is the 
observations made by the sensors, and d just refers to inputs and 
observations together. What the Bayes Filter is trying to find at any point in 
time is the belief about the current state, which is the probability of xt given all 
the data we’ve seen so far. 

What we are given is the inputs, the observations, the perceptual model, which 
is the probability that you’ll see a particular observation give n that you’re in 
some state at time t, and the action model, which is the probability that you’ll 
end up in state xt at time t, assuming that you started in state xt-1 at time t-1, 
and input ut-1 to your system. 
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10 

Outline 
• Introduction to Particle Filters 

– Demo! 
– 
– Quick Review of Robot Localization/Problem 

– Overview of Particle Filters 
– The Particle Filter Algorithm Step by Step 

• Particle Filters in SLAM 
• Particle Filters in Rover Fault Diagnosis 

Formalization of General Problem: Bayes Filters 

with Kalman Filters 

Now I will give a quick review of robot localization and show what the problem 
is with doing localization with Kalman filters. 

10 
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11 

Robot Localization 
x = (x,y,q) 
motion model 

p(xt | x , u ): 

t t): 

t-1 t-1

perceptual model p(z | x

So here’s the robot localization problem. You’re trying to track the state x, 
which is made up of the (x,y) position of the robot as well as its orientation, 
theta. 

You have a motion model for the robot, which looks like the two figures in the 
top right. If you start at the left end of the straight red line, pointed to the right, 
and tell your robot to move forward some distance, you expect it to end up 
somewhere in that cloud due to wheel slippage and the like. Darker regions 
have higher probability. If you start at the left end of the wiggly red line, your 
robot will have even more wheel slippage while turning (and it’s going a farther 
distance), and so the resulting position uncertainty cloud is larger. 

You also have a perceptual model for your robot, which is the probability that 
you’ll see certain observations when you’re in a particular state xt. On the 
bottom left is a picture of a robot in a map getting measurement s from its laser 
rangefinders. Given a position and a map, you can use ray-tracing to get 
expected measurements for each rangefinder angle. Then you can look at a 
graph like the one on the bottom right, which is the result of characterizing 
your sensor. As you can see, for a particular expected distance, your sensor 
will give you a value near that distance with some reasonable probability.  But 
rangefinders often miss objects and report seeing something at the maximum 
distance, so with some probability you expect the sensor to give you the max 
distance instead. So given an actual measurement and an expected distance, 
you can find the probability of getting that measurement using the graph. 
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12 

Filters in Robot Localization 
• 

variables as single Gaussians 
• What if robot could be in one of two 

places? 

The Problem with Kalman 

Kalman Filters only represent state 

The problem with Kalman filters is that they represent the state of the system 
using only single Gaussians. As you can see in the diagram excerpted from 
the demo just showed, sometimes it is necessary to have multimodal 
hypotheses about where the robot might be. If you can only choose one of the 
two possibilities (the most likely one), and you choose incorrectly, then it is 
extremely difficult to recover from your mistake. Particle filters, on the other 
hand, can keep track of as many hypotheses as there are particles, so if new 
information shows up that causes you to shift your best hypothesis completely, 
it is easy to do. 
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13 

Outline 
• Introduction to Particle Filters 

– Demo! 
– 
– Quick Review of Robot Localization/Problem 

– Overview of Particle Filters 
– The Particle Filter Algorithm Step by Step 

• Particle Filters in SLAM 
• Particle Filters in Rover Fault Diagnosis 

Formalization of General Problem: Bayes Filters 

with Kalman Filters 

Now I will give an overview of the basic premise of particle filters. 
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Particle Filters 
(

• 
• Each particle contains one set of values for

the state variables 
• 
• Find an approximate solution using a complex 

solution using a simplified model (Gaussians) 

aka sequential Monte Carlo) 

Represents pdf as a set of samples (particles) 

Good for non-Gaussian, multi-modal pdfs 

model (arbitary pdf) rather than an exact 

The basic idea of particle filters is that any pdf can be represented as a set of 
samples (particles). If your pdf looks like the two-humped line in the figure, 
you can represent that just by drawing a whole lot of samples from it, so that 
the density of your samples in one area of the state space represents the 
probability of that region. Each particle has one set of values for the state 
variables. This method can represent any arbitrary distribution, making it good 
for non-Gaussian, multi-modal pdfs.  Again, the key idea is that you find an 
approximate representation of a complex model (any arbitrary pdf) rather than 
an exact representation of a simplified mode (Gaussians). 
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15 

How to find samples 
• t | d )

(call it p(x) for short) 
• But don't have explicit representation of 

• Can sample from prior belief (call it q(x)) 
• Sample from prior distribution 
• Update using observations: for each

sample, compare p(x) to q(x) and adjust 

Want to sample from posterior, p(x o…t

full pdf to sample from 

appropriately (find importance weights) 

So what you actually want samples of is your posterior, which we will call p(x) 
for short. But how do you sample from your posterior? You don’t have an 
explicit representation of your posterior to draw points from. But you do know 
how to sample from your prior belief, because you had some belief from the 
last time step that you know how to update with your motion model.  Let’s call 
the prior belief q(x).  And you do know how to find, for any one x, what the 
posterior probability is, based on your prior belief and your observations.  So, 
sample from q(x), and then for each sample that you made, update it using 
what we will call an ‘importance weight’, based on the observations made. 
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16 

Sample from prior belief q(x) (for instance, the uniform 
distribution) 

Compute importance weights, w(x) = p(x) /q(x) 

Resample particles according to importance weights to get p(x) 

Sample Importance Resampling 

Samples with high weights chosen many times; density reflects pdf 

Here is a graphical visualization of the importance resampling process.  Let’s 
say the posterior you’re trying to represent, as before, is the two-humped 
dotted line. Even if you have no information to start, and your prior is just the 
uniform distribution, you can still recover the properly sampled pdf of your 
posterior p(x).  First you sample from your prior (the uniform distribution). For 
each of those samples, you can find the value of the posterior p(x).  So for 
each sample, you assign that sample a weight, w(x), equal to p(x)/q(x).  At this 
point, when the particles are weighted, you can use your highest-weighted 
(highest-probability) sample as your best-guess state, or you can use the 
weighted sum of particles to get a mean-equivalent, or you can use the 
average of particles within some distance from your best particle for a more 
intelligent best-guess.  To represent the pdf properly with samples, though, we 
want the density of the particles in any segment of the state space to be 
proportional to the probability of that segment. As you can see in the middle 
panel, the particles are still spaced evenly from uniform sampling.  So in order 
to adjust the densities properly, we resample the particles. That means we 
want to keep the total number of particles the same, while increasing the 
number of particles in the high-probability regions and decreasing the number 
of particles in low-probability regions.  So we draw particles (with replacement) 
from the set of weighted particles according to their importance weights 
(probabilities). High-weighted particles can be chosen a lot of times, whereas 
low-weighted particles are likely not to be chosen at all. The result looks like 
the third figure, in which the particles go back to being unweighted, and the 
density of the particles properly represents the pdf.  
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true 

false 

Raint Raint+1 Raint+1 Raint+1 

Prediction 
(sample from 
q(x)) 

Update 
(weight 
samples by 
importance) 

Resample 
according to 
weights to get 
p(x) for new 
time step 

Belief 

last time step 

Discrete Importance Resampling 

p(x) from 

Another way to visualize the importance resampling process is to look at a 
discrete example. 

Let’s say you have a dynamic Bayes’ net with two states: Rain = true or Rain = 
false. You’re trying to figure out whether or not it’s raining, but you can’t see 
outside because you’re in an office with no windows. But let’s say that every 
hour, your boss stops by, and either he brings an umbrella, or he doesn’t.  If 
he brings an umbrella, it’s likely raining, but maybe not, since some people 
bring umbrellas for no reason. Likewise, if he doesn’t bring an umbrella, it’s 
probably not raining, but it might be. So you have some model about the 
probability that it’s raining, given that you think it was raini ng an hour ago and 
your boss brings an umbrella, or doesn’t bring an umbrella, and so on.  And 
you also have some model about the transition probabilities of rain/not-rain, 
saying that if it was raining an hour ago, it might have stopped with some 
probability, and so on. 

So we start, in the first column of boxes, Raint, with some belief p(x) from the 
last time step. There are 8 particles in Rain=true and only 2 in Rain=false, 
meaning that p(rain=true) is 8/(2+8) = 4/5, and p(rain=false) is 2/(2+8) = 1/5.  

Next, we make a prediction about what the state will be in the next time step 
based on our transition model, before looking at any observations.  This is our 
prior belief, q(x), and letting particles transition with some probability to each of 
the two states gives us the new sample set from q(x).  Now we have 6 
particles in Rain=true, and 4 particles in Rain=false. 

Then let’s say the boss comes in, and he’s not carrying an umbrella.  Now, we 
can find the probability of each particle based on our observation, according to 
our perceptual model. So the Rain=true particles have low probabilities, so we 17 
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Why Resample? 

• If you keep old particles around without 

represented well 

resampling: 
– Particle depletion 
– Areas with high probability in posterior not 

– Density of particles doesn’t represent pdf 

So, just to make clear why it is necessary to resample the particles: 

If you just keep your old particles around forever without resampling them, 
what happens is that your particles drift around according to your motion 
model (transition probabilities for the next time step), but other than their 
weights, they are unaffected by your observations. Highly unlikely particles 
will be kept around and transitioned to more unlikely states, and you might 
only have say, one particle in the area of high probability of your posterior.  So 
what you end up with is one particle with a way higher likelihood than any of 
the other particles, and a whole lot of particles with almost-nil probability.  This 
is what we call ‘particle depletion’, because you in effect have only one 
particle. And one particle doesn’t represent a pdf very well.  If you don’t have 
a lot of particles in the areas of your pdf with high probability, you won’t 
represent the pdf very well.  The density of your particles should be high in 
high-probability areas, and low in low-probability areas.  And so you have to 
resample the particles, so that they continue to represent the pdf accurately 
and keep track of many high-probability hypotheses, instead of tracking lots of 
useless, low-probability hypotheses.  

18 
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Outline 
• Introduction to Particle Filters 

– Demo! 
– 
– Quick Review of Robot Localization/Problem 

– Overview of Particle Filters 
– The Particle Filter Algorithm Step by Step 

• Particle Filters in SLAM 
• Particle Filters in Rover Fault Diagnosis 

Formalization of General Problem: Bayes Filters 

with Kalman Filters 

Now we will show the particle filter algorithm step by step, using the example 
of robot localization. 

19 
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The Algorithm 
• 0) 

throw particles everywhere! 
• For each time step, loop with three 

phases: 
1) Prediction 
2) Update 
3) Resample 

To start: Sample from initial pdf, p(x
– For localization, no idea where robot is -> 

To start the algorithm, we need the initial belief state, p(x0). This is just our 
initial guess of the pdf.  For robot localization, if we have no idea, we can just 
scatter particles all over the map, as in the demo shown earlier. 

For each time step, we then loop with three phases: prediction, update, and 
resample. These will be explained in more detail in the next few slides. 

20 
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Calculation of Belief for Robot Localization: 

p(xt | d ) = h p(zt | xt) p(xt | u , x ) p(x | d ) dx

Perception 
model 

Motion model 

time step 

Normalization 
constant 

current state 

Prediction:Resample: 

posterior 
probability, our 
belief about the 
state variables 

Update: 

importance 
weights 

�o…t t-1 t-1 t-1 o…t-1 t-1 

Pdf from last Pdf of 

q(x) – the prior probability p(x) – the w(x) – the 

The equation on this slide shows the formalization of the steps taken in the 

particle filter algorithm. It is derived from applying Bayes rule to the posteior, 

and then using the Markov assumption. While executing the particle filter 

algorithm, we are calculating this equation from right to left. 


First we start with the pdf from the last time step, and then we multiply it by the 

motion model in the ‘prediction’ step to get q(x), the prior probability.  The 

integral is there only to say that we can end up in the same state in time t from 

more than one state in time t-1, and thus we have to integrate over the states 

from time t-1.  But we do not have to worry about this detail in the particle filter 

algorithm, since the particle representation takes care of the integral.


Next, we find the importance weights w(x) using the perception model and 

normalize them so that they sum to 1. 


q(x) times w(x) = p(x), the posterior probability, which we use resampling

based on the importance weights to achieve.


21 
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1) Prediction: for each particle, sample 
and add random, noisy values from 
action model 

Resulting proposal 
distribution (q(x)) 
approximates 
p(xt | x , u ) p(x | d ) d x� t-1 t-1 t-1 o…t-1 t-1 

In the prediction step, we take each particle and add a random sample from 
the motion model. In the figure, the robot starts from the lower left, and moves 
to the upper right. The resulting position, from the motion model, will be 
somewhere in that cloud of particles. The resulting distribution of particles 
approximates the prior distribution. 

22 
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likelihood of getting the sensor 

hypothesis 

The weight associated 
with each particle is 

t t), normalized so that
all the weights sum to 1 

2) Update: each particle’s weight is the 

readings from that particle’s 

w(x) = p(x)/q(x) = p(z | x

During the update step, we take the sensor measurements and assign each 
particle a weight that is equal to the probability of observing the sensor 
measurements from that particle’s state. Those weights are then normalized 
so that they sum to 1. In the figure, the robot has observed the ‘stationary 
robot’ landmark at the top left, and based on that measurement, it has 
assigned weights to each particle. Darker particles have higher weights.  

23 
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3) Resample: new set of particles are chosen
such that each particle survives in
proportion to its weight 

� 
posterior 
probability 

importance 
weights 

Resulting distribution is p(x): 
p(xt | d ) = h p(zt | xt) p(xt | ut , xt ) p(x | d ) dxt 

q(x) – the prior probability p(x) – the w(x) – the 

o …t -1 -1 t-1 o …t-1 -1 

Finally, in the resample step, a new set of particles is chosen so that each 
particle survives in proportion to its weight. As you can see in the picture, the 
weighted cloud of particles turns into the somewhat more condensed and 
smoother cloud of unweighted particles on the right.  Highly unlikely particles 
at the fringe are not chosen, and the highly likely particles near the center of 
the cloud are replicated so that the high-probability region has a high density, 
correctly representing p(x), our posterior distribution. 

24 
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Intro Summary 

• 
sample densities 

• New belief can be found using the 

• Particle filters can be better than 

Particle filters represent pdfs using 

prediction-update-resample loop 

Kalman filters for robot localization 

25
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Outline 
• Introduction to Particle Filters 

• 
– Review of SLAM 
– Classical solution and drawbacks 
– 
– 

• Particle Filters in Rover Fault Diagnosis 

Particle Filters in SLAM: FastSLAM 

Presentation of FastSLAM 
Demonstration in Matlab 

In this part, I will present you a particular application of particle filtering to the 

SLAM problem: Fast SLAM.


I will show you how this algorithm applies the principles explained by Kaijen in 

her part, and how they differ somehow with these general principles.


I will first review briefly the SLAM problem, since we have seen it in this class 

several weeks ago.


I will then present you the classical solution to the SLAM problem and its main 

drawbacks.


Then, I will explain you how FastSLAM works.


Finally, I will end up with a short demo I wrote in Matlab.


26 
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Simultaneous Localization And 
Mapping: A review 

• Problem 
The robot has to create a map and localize 

itself on it 

• Framework 
Bayesian point of view: 

( )t t t t|,qP s z ,u , n 

The SLAM problem consists of creating a map and localizing on it.


The framework used for it is the bayesian point of view, as described by 

Kaijen.


In the next slide, I will explain the nomenclature for FastSLAM.
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Nomenclature 

st 

l 

Position of the robot 

Positions of the landmarks 
xtState: 

zt 

ut 

d t 
Input to the robot 

Measurement 
Data: 

(The top part appears first)


As Kaijen mentionned, a typical particle filtering algorithm takes some data, 

and outputs an estimate on the state of the system. 


In FastSLAM, the data are the same as in the localization problem described

by Kaijen: they consist of both the input to the robot (go left, right, up, for 

instance), and the measurements at each time step (there is a landmark at 3 

feet in direction pi/4 with respect to the robot’s path).


Now, the state is slightly different from the localization problem. Indeed, here, 

we want both to estimate the position of the robot and the positions of all the 

landmarks surrounding it. As a result, the state consists of both of them. Note 

that the landmarks are considered motionless in this case (no underscore ‘t’).


28 
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using particle filters 

From: 

Demonstration: laser-based SLAM 

http://www.cs.washington.edu/ai/Mobile_Robotics/mcl/ 

Upfront, to show you guys how FastSLAM can perform, I show you a demo I 

found on the web.


(I start the demo, and stop it after ten seconds to explain).


On this demo, you see a robot moving in the corridor of a building, while 

mapping the walls, and localizing itself.


The green dot represents the actual position of the robot. The red lines are the 

different guesses on the robot’s path (particles). The red dot, which we cannot 

see very well, is the best estimate on the robot’s position. Finally, we see the 

map of the building’s walls, as the robot moves along the corridors.


(starting demo again)


As the robot moves, you see the lines diverging, because the uncertainty on 

the robot’s position is increasing as time evolves. 


When the loop is closed, from the extra-information that the robot was actually 

at the same place a while ago, it can reduce the uncertainty (we see the lines 

gathering).


Finally, we see how robustly the map is improved over time, as the robot 

moves. This is a feature of particle filtering: it is very robust.
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Outline 
• Introduction to Particle Filters 

• 
– Review of SLAM 
– Classical solution and drawbacks 
– 
– 

• Particle Filters in Rover Fault Diagnosis 

Particle Filters in SLAM: FastSLAM 

Presentation of FastSLAM 
Demonstration in Matlab 

(Introducing the second part of my talk: the classical solution to the SLAM 
problem.) 
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Classical SLAM solution 

• State: robot’s & landmarks’ positions 

• 
(EKF) 

• Outputs: positions and uncertainties 

Algorithm: Extended Kalman Filter 

The classical SLAM solution uses: 

A *huge* state, consisting of the robot’s position, and all the landmarks’ 
positions, in a single huge vector 

The algorithm used is the extended kalman filter. We have already seen in this 
class the kalman filter. The extended kalman filter is the same algorithm , but 
extended to handle also non-linear models. 

The output of the algorithm is the estimate on this huge state, together with the 
uncertainty on it. 
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• Computational Complexity 

• Data Association 

• Gaussian assumption 

Issues with EKF-only SLAM 

What are the main issues with this classical way of solving the SLAM problem 
? 

First, as Kaijen mentionned, the Extended Kalman Filter assumes that the 
probability density functions are gaussian, which may not be accurate. Since 
Kaijen mentionned it, I won’t go any further on this point. 

The second issue is the computational complexity of this approach (I will detail 
this point in the next slide) 

The third issue is the so-called ‘data association problem’, which I will also 
explain. 
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Complexity 

• Covariance matrix’s size O( )K 2 

�Cause: uncertainty on robot’s pose
correlates uncertainties on landmarks. 

Diagonal terms: 

Uncertainty on 
the robot’s 
landmarks’ 
positions 

Non diagonal terms: 

between robot’s 
landmarks’ positions 

Cross-correlations 

The reason why the classical solution to SLAm is complex is that, since the 
landmarks’ position uncertainty are correlated (I explain that in the next slide), 
the algorithm must keep track of all the cross-correlations between them (non
diagonal term of the covariance matrix, in green here). 

As a result, we must compute O(K^2) terms each time step. 

With as many as 10000 landmarks, this can be computationally unaffordable. 
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Why the robot’s pose uncertainty 
correlates landmarks positions 

Assume the measurement: 

A different assumption on the position of landmark 1 
leads to a different place of landmark 2, since the 
robot’s pose is unknown 

L1 

L2 
R 

L1 
L1 

R 
L2 

R 
L2 

This slide explains in further detail why the landmark’s positions are correlated 
through the uncertainty on the robot’s position. I take an illustration. Supposing 
we have an observation from the robot (L1, L2). Then, if we assume, for 
instance from another observation, a given position for L1, through this 
observation, we end up to a given position for L2. Now, if the assumption on 
L1 is different, the conclusion on L2 is also. This is because the position of the 
robot is not known precisely. As a result, this lack of knowledge on the robot’s 
position correlates the positions of the landmarks. 
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Data Association 

• Which landmark are we observing ? 

• EKF assumes known. 

• Not robust to data association error. 

In real application, we may not know which landmark we are observing (is it 
the one I have seen 10sec ago, or a new one ??), since many can have the 
same shape and color, and even because we may not be able to use an object  
recognition software. 

The problem with the EKF-SLAM is that it assumes that this association is 
known, and that it is very sensitive to errors in this association: it can diverge 
when an error is made. 
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Outline 
• Introduction to Particle Filters 

• 
– Review of SLAM 
– Classical solution and drawbacks 
– 
– 

• Particle Filters in Rover Fault Diagnosis 

Particle Filters in SLAM: FastSLAM 

Presentation of FastSLAM 
Demonstration in Matlab 

Moving to the presentation of FastSLAM as a way to solve the drawbacks of 
the EKF SLAM. 
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one estimation of robot’s and landmarks’ 
positions 

�
�Reduces complexity 
�Huge number of landmarks (50,000) can be 

handled 

=>M filters with known robot’s position 
estimating only landmarks’ positions 

FastSLAM : Principle 

Decorrelates landmarks’ position uncertainties 

This slide presents the principle of particle-filtering slam, as opposed to EKF
SLAM. 

Instead of having ONE big estimation process on this huge state, keeping 
track of all the cross-correlations, 

… 

(make the cross and second line appear) 

… 

We replace it by M filters, each of which consider the robot’s position is 
perfectly known, and estimates the landmarks’ positions only: the great 
advantage of this idea is that it decorrelates the landmarks’ positions 
uncertainties. 
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The decorrelation of the 
landmarks’ positions 

( tttttttttttt nuznuzspnuz ll = 

()( B =˙ 

� Complexity MK instead of K 2 

() tttt 

n 

tttt 
n 

tttt nuznuzspnuz �= ll 

Independence: 

Independent 
Particles 

) , , ( ) , , , ) , , , ( s p s p 

) ( ). B p B A p A p 

) , , ( ) , , , , , , ( s p s p 

Extended Kalman Filters 

This slides shows the maths behind the decorrelation of the landmarks’ 
positions. 

Starting from computation of the probability density function of the state, we 
arrive to the structure of FastSLAM, in which one pdf is represented by the 
particles, and another, by the EKFs. 
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• Propagate each particle by applying dynamic
model to the robot’s position 

• Generate data association hypothesis 
according to their likelihood 

• Update landmarks’ estimates for each particle 

• Resample particles according to likelihood to 
make the observation 

• Observe landmarks 

The Algorithm Step-by-step 

Here, I present step by step what the algorithm does. 

I go through each point in detail in the following slides. 
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• Propagate each particle by applying dynamic 
model to the robot’s position 

Initial 
position of 
the particle 

Motion 

probability 
density function 
for the possible 
arrival position 

Picking one particle 
according to this 

probability density 
function 

This slide is a detailed explanation of the propagation point of the previous 
slide: when the robot moves, from the motion model, we know the posterior 
probability density function. We pick one particle to replace the former one, 
according to this pdf. 
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• Observe landmarks 

Actual position 
of the Robot 

Line of 
sight of the 

robot 

Detailed explanation of the observation: the robot observes the landmarks in 
its line of sight. 
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• Generate data association hypothesis 
according to their likelihood 

• Computes the likelihoods of the observed 
landmark being each of the ones already seen, 
and of being a new one. 

• Pick a data association hypothesis according to 
these likelihoods. 

Detail of the data association hypothesis generation: each hypothesis is given 
a weight according to its likelihood, and each particle’s hypothesis is taken 
according to this weight. 
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• Update landmarks’ estimates for each particle 

The update step following an observation: the 
estimated position of the landmark is 
modified, together with its uncertainty, for 
each particle. 

Update 

Detail of the update step: after an observation, the robot updates its estimate 
concerning this landmark, and the uncertainty of this estimate. 
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• Resample particles according to likelihood to 
make the observation 

Each particle is attributed a 
weight according to the 
likelihood to make the 
observation that was made 

the best particles are 
copied, and the worst are 
deleted 

Resampling 

During the resampling step, 

Detail of the resampling step: during this step, the particles are given weights 
according to their likelihood (based on the observation that was made). Then, 
the best ones are selected and copied, while the worst ones are deleted. 
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Results 

From: Montemerlo et al., see bibliography 

This slide presents a first result obtained by Montemerlo’s team. It represents 
the evolution of the error in the positions of the robot and the landmarks as the 
number of landmarks increases: the robo’s position error decreases, and the 
landmarks’ error does not. 
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Results 

From: Montemerlo et al., see bibliography 

Another result from Montemerlo’s experiments. This is the evolution of the 
error in the positions of the robot and the landmarks as the number of particle 
increases. Interestingly enough, it does not change much as the number 
increases beyond 100. As a result, they chose to use 100 particles for their 
experiments. 
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Outline 
• Introduction to Particle Filters 

• 
– Review of SLAM 
– Classical solution and drawbacks 
– 
– 

• Particle Filters in Rover Fault Diagnosis 

Particle Filters in SLAM: FastSLAM 

Presentation of FastSLAM 
Demonstration in Matlab 

Moving to the demo. 
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Demonstration: assumptions 

• Robot in 2D 
• Data association known 
• Landmarks motionless 
• Measurement: range & bearing 
• Motion model 
• 300 particles 

This slide introduces my Matlab demo, stating the different assumptions I 
made for it. 
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Demonstration: legend 
Actual robot’s position 

Estimated robot’s position 

Line of sight 

Actual landmarks’ positions 

Estimated landmarks’ positions 
area) 

Particles: robot’s positions guesses 

sand uncertainty (3

Here is the legend for the demo, since it contains many elements, and may be 
confusing at first glance. 
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Here is the initial situation. It is messy since the initial uncertainties are huge, 
to make you see the improvement over time. One can see the robot’s actual 
and estimated position, its line of sight, the different particles, and the actual 
and estimated –together with uncertainties- positions of the landmarks. 
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The robot moves one step ahead 
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During the first steps, I represented two steps: after moving (the particles 
spread out because of the uncertainty in the motion), and after 
observation+update+resampling ( the particles gather since only the best ones 
are selected through the resampling step.) 

Here, after moving, the update+resampling steps had taken place. As a result, 
the uncertainty on the landmarks’ positions is reduced for those within the line 
of sight. The number of particles is also reduced, since, throug h resampling, 
only the best ones are kept. 
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As the robot moves, one can see the uncertainty on the landmarks’ positions 
decrease, and the spreading of the particles as well. 
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Last slide of the demo: the robot’s position is more accurately estimated, as 
we see from the spreading of the particles. The landmarks’ positions are also 
much more accurately estimated, as we see from the size of the blue circles 
around them. 
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• Advantages 
�Handle much more landmarks 
�
�

problem 

• Drawbacks 
�Number of particles 
�Depletion 

FastSLAM Summary 

Generalization to multi-robot easier 
More robust to unknown data-association 

This slide recaps the pros and cons of the particle filtering applied to the SLAM 
problem. When presenting this slide, I mention the so-called ‘depletion’ 
problem, which consists of the number of particles going to zero through the 
resampling stage. 
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Outline 
• Introduction to Particle Filters 
• 
• Particle Filters in Rover Fault Diagnosis 

– Challenges for rover fault diagnosis 
– Fault diagnosis as state estimation 
– Approximating a solution using particle filtering 
– Particle filter enhancements 

• Risk Sensitive Particle Filter 
• Variable Resolution Particle Filter 

Particle Filters in SLAM: FastSLAM 
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Challenges for Rovers 
• Limited computational power 
• 

– Avoid additional damage, waste of resources 
• Large number of possible faults 

– Some faults only detectable using a series of 
observations over time 

• Noisy sensors 
• Imprecise or unreliable actuators 
• Uncertain environment 

Require realtime detection of faults 

(This slide is mostly self explanatory. I added the part below when giving the 
talk.) 

Some faults cannot be detected using a single set of observations.  For 
example, it may be normal for a wheel to slip occasionally but repeated 
slipping could indicate a problem. 
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Outline 
• Introduction to Particle Filters 
• 
• Particle Filters in Rover Fault Diagnosis 

– Challenges for rover fault diagnosis 
– Fault diagnosis as state estimation 
– Approximating a solution using particle filtering 
– Particle filter enhancements 

• Risk Sensitive Particle Filter 
• Variable Resolution Particle Filter 

Particle Filters in SLAM: FastSLAM 
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Fault Diagnosis as State Estimation 

• Hybrid discrete/continuous Hidden Markov
Model 

• Discrete states represent operational modes
and fault states 
– E.g. sending data, driving forward, right front

wheel jammed, left rear wheel slipping, etc. 

• Continuous states represent observable state
of the rover 
– E.g. wheel speed, motor current, tilt angle 
– Measurements may be noisy 

Since we have so many sources of uncertainty, it’s natural for us to represent 
the problem using a probabilistic model. In this case, we choose a hybrid 
Hidden Markov Model where the discrete states correspond to functional 
modes and fault conditions in the rover. These are the hidden states in the 
model since we cannot measure them directly. 

The continuous states are the things that we *can* measure such as wheel 
speed or motor current. These states are needed because we assume that 
the sensors are noisy and therefore the observations are only approximations 
of this continuous state. 
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Fault Diagnosis as State Estimation 

• Construct a Bayesian Network (HMM)

, =x

, =x
= t z 

� � ---
-

= 1,1,,,1,,,,,, 
1, 

),(),(),( 
x 

tt dxxxxxzx 

Bayesian Filter: 

NB: Control inputs omitted for clarity 

 t at time state discrete t d

 t at time state continuous t c

 t at time nsobservatio 

..0 ( ) t c t d t d t d t c t c t d t c t c t d x p x p x z p x p 
t d 

Now we can construct a Bayesian network using these states and the 
probabilities of transitioning between them. The equations are all similar to 
what was presented in the first part of the talk except that our state has both 
discrete and continuous components. The Bayesian filter equation changes 
slightly because the new discrete state depends only on the previous discrete 
state while the new continuous state depends on the previous continuous state 
and the new discrete state. Essentially, the discrete state changes 
independently while the continuous state depends on the discrete state.  Note 
that I have omitted the control inputs from my equations for clarity but they can 
be added in just as they were in the earlier equations. 
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Fault Diagnosis as State Estimation 

• Given previous state and new 
observations, determine new state 

sequence of observations to detect 
dynamic faults 

in general case 

– Probability distribution over states 
– Uses 

– Bayesian Filter is intractable (exponential) 

Using this type of model, we are able to track the current state and thereby 
watch for faults. At each time step, we calculate the new state based on the 
previous state and a new set of observations. However, by doing fault 
detection using a Hidden Markov Model, we actually get something better.  We 
get a probability distribution across all the possible states. This is convenient 
since it feeds directly into certain types of planners such as the POMDP 
planners discussed in an earlier lecture. The Hidden Markov Model also 
incorporates a series of observations into its estimate allowing us to detect 
those dynamic faults I mentioned. However, the problem is that there is no 
closed-form solution to the Bayesian filter equation when using arbitrary 
probability distributions. 
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Outline 
• Introduction to Particle Filters 
• 
• Particle Filters in Rover Fault Diagnosis 

– Challenges for rover fault diagnosis 
– Fault diagnosis as state estimation 
– Approximating a solution using particle filtering 
– Particle filter enhancements 

• Risk Sensitive Particle Filter 
• Variable Resolution Particle Filter 

Particle Filters in SLAM: FastSLAM 
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Particle Filters to the Rescue 
• Particle filter finds an approximate solution 

by “sampling” the probability distribution 

Normal 

W2 stuck 

W2 brokenW1 broken 

W1 stuck 

5% 

0% 

15% 

25% 

55% 

So, naturally, we’ll use particle filters to find an approximate solution.  Here is a 
simple example model where we have one “normal” state and four “fault” 
states. To find the probability that we’re in a particular state, we simply count 
the particles in that state and divide by the total number of particles in the 
system. 
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Hybrid State Particle Filter 
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: state continuous then 

: state discrete update first step prediction During 2. 

state discrete the given on distributi state 
continuous the from then , on distributi state discrete 

the from sampling first by particles Create 1. 

The calculations for the particle filter are the same as those presented earlier 
except for the way the two different types of state are handled. Again, the 
continuous states are dependent on the discrete state. Therefore, when we 
create the initial particles, we sample from the discrete state prior distribution 
first and then sample from the continuous state distribution given the discrete 
state that we selected. Similarly, during the prediction step of the algorithm, 
we update the discrete state first and then update the continuous state based 
on the new discrete state. The importance weights are calculated using the 
entire state, as before. 
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Particle Filter Advantages 
• Can adjust number of particles to match 

available computational resources 
– Tradeoff between accuracy of estimate and 

required computation 

• Computationally tractable even with complex, 

– Approximate solution to complex model vs. 
exact solution to approximate model 

non-linear, non-Gaussian models 

What do we gain by using a particle filter approach to fault diagnosis? 

First, we can easily adjust the amount of computation that we need to do.  By 
increasing or decreasing the number of particles in the system, we can trade 
off the accuracy of our estimates for faster results. If we reduce the number of 
particles, we have less work to do but our approximation will not be as close to 
the correct answer. In fact, we can even adjust the number of particles on-the-
fly as conditions permit. For example, a rover may be able to change the 
frequency of its processor depending on the amount of power that’s available.  
Then, when a lot of light is falling on its solar panels, it can use a lot of 
particles and get an accurate approximation and when it’s cloudy it can scale 
back to fewer particles and reduce its accuracy. 

This works because we’ve retained the complex model of the system and are 
just approximating a solution with varying degrees of accuracy. This is in 
contrast to approaches where the model is simplified (e.g. by assuming 
Gaussian distributions) to deal with the intractability. In that case you’re stuck 
with whatever approximations you’ve made and can’t improve your accuracy 
on-demand. 

For these reasons, particle filtering seems to be a good fit for rover 
applications. The complex model can be created offline, before the rover is 
sent out, and the rover need only perform the relatively simple particle update 
calculations in the field. Once it is deployed, the rover can tailor its accuracy 
to match its available resources. 
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Particle Filter Problem 

• Very few particles in improbable states 

• Increase the number of particles to 
make sure all states are represented 

states 

– Lag time, high variance 
– Faults are usually highly improbable!!! 

– Increases computational requirements 
– Lots of computation wasted on “normal” 

However, there’s one problem with using particle filters and that is that 
improbable states have very few or no particles. This can create two 
problems. First, there can be a delay between when an event occurs and 
when the corresponding state becomes likely. Normally, when something 
happens, our observations will cause the particles in a particular state to be 
weighted more heavily and they will multiply. However, if that state has no 
particles in it, we have to wait for at least one particle to randomly transition 
into it before it can start multiplying. This can take a long time if that particular 
transitional probability is very low. Second, we can get a high variance in the 
estimate for a state because the probability represented by a single particle is 
larger that the probability we’re trying to estimate. Therefore, it will tend to flip 
back and forth between zero and one particles rather than settling on a 
consistent intermediate value. Of course, the reason these are problems is 
that faults are usually improbable. 

The obvious solution is to increase the number of particles so that each 
particle represents a smaller probability. The problem with this is that you may 
need an enormous number of particles to represent very small probabilities.  
This will drastically increase the amount of computation you have to do.  Plus, 
all of the states will get more particles so most of the additional computation 
will be wasted updating particles in the states that already had lots of particles. 

(Note: I considered adding another slide to better explain the lag time problem 
but everyone that I asked about it said that they got it just fine from what I 
said.) 83 
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Outline 
• Introduction to Particle Filters 
• 
• Particle Filters in Rover Fault Diagnosis 

– Challenges for rover fault diagnosis 
– Fault diagnosis as state estimation 
– Approximating a solution using particle filtering 
– Particle filter enhancements 

• Risk Sensitive Particle Filter 
• Variable Resolution Particle Filter 

Particle Filters in SLAM: FastSLAM 
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Particle Filter Enhancements 
• How can we ensure that improbable states are 

represented without using lots of particles? 
– Risk Sensitive Particle Filter 

• Increase number of particles in “risky” or high cost 
states 

– Variable Resolution Particle Filter 
• Group similar states together to pool their particles 
• Break them apart if fault occurs 

Robotics and Automation Magazine, June 2004 
“Particle Filters for Rover Fault Diagnosis,” V Verma, G Gordon, R 
Simmons, S Thrun, 

There are various approaches to addressing this problem in the literature.  I’m 
going to show you two approaches presented by Verma et al. in the paper 
reference here. 

The goal of these enhancements is to make sure that all the states in a system 
are represented by at least a few particles while still keeping the total number 
of particles small. 

(The rest of the slide is pretty self-explanatory.) 
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Outline 
• Introduction to Particle Filters 
• 
• Particle Filters in Rover Fault Diagnosis 

– Challenges for rover fault diagnosis 
– Fault diagnosis as state estimation 
– Approximating a solution using particle filtering 
– Particle filter enhancements 

• Risk Sensitive Particle Filter 
• Variable Resolution Particle Filter 

Particle Filters in SLAM: FastSLAM 
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Risk Sensitive Particle Filter 
• Fault states get few particles but the cost of 

miscalculating their probability is high 
– “Normal” states get lots of particles but we don’t 

need a highly accurate estimate 

• Solution: Add a risk function to bias sampling 
towards high cost states 
– Particle filter samples from product of original 

distribution and risk function 
– Divide by risk function to find original distribution 

(Self-explanatory) 
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RSPF Example 

Normal 

W2 broken W1 broken 

Normal 

W2 broken W1 broken 

Without Risk Function With Risk Function 
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Here’s a simple example of the effect of the risk function. Without the risk 
function, the normal state gets almost all of the particles while the fault states 
are poorly represented. The estimated probability of each state can be 
calculated directly from the number of particles in each state. 

With the risk function, the sampling is biased so that the fault states get more 
particles. We then need to divide by the bias in order to get the actual 
probability distribution that we are trying to estimate. 
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RSPF Risk Function 

• Choosing a good risk function is important but also 
somewhat difficult (open research topic) 
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• Risk function: maps a discrete state to a positive 
real number 
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The risk function simply maps a discrete state to a positive number.  As an 
example, we might assign a value of “1” to the normal state. Then we assign 
larger values to the fault states to help ensure that they get enough particles.  
Let’s say the W1 is a drive wheel and W2 is a steering wheel. If W1 were to 
break (and we didn’t notice) we would probably just stop. Whereas if W2 were 
to break and we didn’t notice, we might veer off in a random direction and 
drive off a cliff. Therefore, we assign a higher value to W2 because it could 
have a higher cost if we miss it. 

The top arrow shows the distribution that we were originally trying to estimate 
on the left and the new distribution that we want to estimate on the right.  
Gamma is a normalization constant which ensures that the expression on the 
right is a probability distribution. To switch from the first distribution to the 
second, we only need to draw our original samples from the product of the risk 
function and the initial distribution and then modify the importance weight 
calculation as shown by the second arrow. 

Clearly, the key to making this work well is finding a good risk function.  
Unfortunately, this is still a topic of active research so there is currently no 
accepted way to do this. An expert may be able to guess fairly decent risk 
function. The authors also referred to another paper which used a POMDP 
planner to create a risk function based on the potential future cost of 
inaccurately tracking each state. 
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RSPF Experimental Setup 

Time Step 

Actual Robot State 

Discrete States 

9) W3 gear broken 
8) W4 stuck 

6) W2 stuck 
5) W1 stuck 
4) W4 motor broken 
3) W3 motor broken 
2) W1 or W2 broken 

10) W4 gear broken 

7) W3 stuck 

1) Normal 

Now, I ‘ll talk about an experiment from the paper where they compared a risk 
sensitive particle filter to a classical one. In this case, they were modeling a 
four wheeled rover with 10 discrete states; one normal state and nine fault 
states. The states are arbitrarily numbered. The graph shows the actual state 
of the robot as it changes during the simulation. It starts in the normal state 
and then, at time step 17, wheel 3 becomes stuck against a rock. They then 
tell the robot to back up, wheel 3 becomes unstuck and the rover operates 
normally until time step 30 where the gear on wheel 4 breaks. It then remains 
broken for the rest of the simulation. 
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RSPF Results 
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The top row of each set shows the estimated state of the robot during the 
simulation. Here we see only the most likely state, not the full distribution.  
The bottom row shows the error in the estimate; “0” if the estimate is correct 
and “1” if it is wrong. 

The classical particle filter does very poorly with anything less than 100,000 
particles, either missing faults completely or detecting the wrong fault.  With 
100,000 particles, the estimate is close but there is still a lag between the fault 
occurring and the rover detecting it. 

With the risk sensitive particle filter, the estimate is already very good with only 
100 particles and is perfect with 1000 or more particles. The authors did show 
the actual risk function used for this experiment. They only say that it was 
derived “heuristically.” 
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Outline 
• Introduction to Particle Filters 
• 
• Particle Filters in Rover Fault Diagnosis 

– Challenges for rover fault diagnosis 
– Fault diagnosis as state estimation 
– Approximating a solution using particle filtering 
– Particle filter enhancements 

• Risk Sensitive Particle Filter 
• Variable Resolution Particle Filter 

Particle Filters in SLAM: FastSLAM 
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Variable Resolution Particle Filter 
• Many faults have similar symptoms 

– E.g. Any stuck wheel on the right creates 
a pull to the right 

• Group these states 
together so that the 
new state has higher 
probability and gets 
more particles 

This enhancement is based on the observation that some faults ha ve similar 
symptoms. In this case, we can group those faults together into one abstract 
state that contains the individual fault states. This hierarchical model is 
constructed ahead of time by the rover designer and therefore relies on an 
expert to appropriate group states together. In this example, we see a simple 
model for a six-wheeled rover.  There is one normal state (ND) and one fault 
state for each of the six wheels being stuck. The states are labeled with an “L” 
or “R” for “left” or “right” and an “F”, “M” or “R” for “front”, “middle” or “rear.”  In 
the higher-level model, all the “R” states are combined to form an abstract 
“RS” (for “right side”) state. The same is done of the left side. 

Without using the variable resolution particle filter, the fault states are likely to 
have few or no particles. In this situation, when a fault does occur, the rover 
will likely pick the wrong fault. For example, if a fault occurred in one of the 
right wheels while there was only a particle in RM (as in the diagram on the 
left), the RM particle would multiply and the rover would decide that the fault 
was in RM. This happens because the symptoms for all the right side wheels 
are similar. 

When the states for the left and right sides are grouped together, it effectively 
pools the particles from the individual states. This makes it more likely that the 
abstract state will be well-represented.  It also means that the rover does not 
immediately try to pick a specific fault when something happens. Instead it 
detects that some fault has occurred but delays the determination of the 
specific fault. 93 
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Variable Resolution Particle Filter 

• When a fault occurs, 
the individual states 
will become more 
probable 
– Can now break them 

apart and still have 
sufficient particles in 
each 

Once the rover has determined that a fault has occurred in one of the abstract 
states, it can switch to a more refined model for that state to determine exactly 
where the fault occurred. The particles from the large abstract state are 
distributed to the individual states according to their prior probabilities and the 
algorithm continues. In this example, since sufficient particles have 
accumulated in RS it is decomposed into RF, RM and RR and its particles are 
distributed among them. 
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VRPF Results 

These results were collected using a model similar to the one in the previous 
slides. Many simulations were run with varying numbers of particles.  For 
each experiment the KL divergence between the estimated probability 
distribution and the actual probability distribution was computed.  (A particle 
filter with 1,000,000 particles was used as the actual distribut ion.)  For large 
numbers of particles, both the classical and variable resolution particle filters 
performed comparably. This is because there were sufficient particles to 
populate the faults states, even without using the variable resolution 
enhancement. However, for small numbers of particles, the variable resolution 
particle filter had much lower divergence as well as lower variance (as 
indicated by the error bars). 
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Summary 
• Rover fault diagnosis is challenging 
• Particle filters find an approximate solution 

to a complex HMM problem 
– 

• 

• “Risk Sensitive” and “Variable Resolution” 

particles needed to get a good answer 

Allow non-linear, non-Gaussian models 

Classical PFs have difficulty accurately 
estimating low-probability states 

PFs can dramatically reduce the number of 

In summary, fault diagnosis is difficult for rovers. The models can be very 
complex and the computational resources are very limited. Particle filters 
allow us to find an approximate solution with whatever resources are available.  
However, naively applying particle filtering to fault diagnosis can lead to poor 
tracking of the most important states. Risk sensitive and variable resolution 
particle filters are two techniques that can dramatically improve fault detection 
while keeping the computational complexity low. 
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Recap 
• Particle filters find approximate solutions to 

Bayesian Network problems by: 
– Sampling the state space 
– Updating samples using transition probabilities 
– Weighting the samples based on observations 
– Resampling based on the weights 

Hopefully in this lecture you’ve gotten an idea of how particle filters work and 
the types of problems they can solve efficiently. 

(Reiterate each step.) 

97 
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Recap 
• Many applications including SLAM and fault 

diagnosis 

• Efficient means of solving complex problems 
– Large numbers of states 
– Arbitrary probability distributions 
– Tradeoff between accuracy and computation 

• Key idea: Find an approximate solution using a 
complex model rather than an exact solution 
using a simplified model 

We’ve shown you SLAM and fault diagnosis but there are also many other 
applications of particle filters. 

They are particularly useful when your (Bayesian network) problem has a large 
number of states or requires arbitrary probability distributions either in the 
results or in the model. They can also be useful when you want to be able to 
tradeoff (possibly on-the-fly) between accuracy and computational complexity. 
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Intro to Probabilistic Relational
Models

James Lenfestey, with Tom Temple and Ethan Howe
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Outline

� Motivate problem

� Define PRMs

� Extensions and future work
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Our Goal

� Observation: the world consists of many distinct
entities with similar behaviors

� Exploit this redundancy to make our models simpler

� This was the idea of FOL: use quantification to
eliminate redundant sentences over ground literals
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Example: A simple domain

� a set of students, S = {s1,s2,s3}

� a set of professors, P = {p1, p2, p3}

� Well-Funded, Famous : P →{true, f alse}

� Student-Of : S ×P →{true, f alse}

� Successful : S →{true, f alse}
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Example: A simple domain

We can express a certain self-evident fact in one
sentence of FOL:

∀s∈ S ∀p∈ P

Famous(p) and Student-Of(s, p)
⇒ Successful(s)
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Example: A simple domain

The same sentence converted to propositional logic:

(¬(p1_ f amousand student_o f_s1_p1) or s1_success f ul) and

(¬(p1_ f amousand student_o f_s2_p1) or s2_success f ul) and

(¬(p1_ f amousand student_o f_s3_p1) or s3_success f ul) and

(¬(p2_ f amousand student_o f_s1_p1) or s1_success f ul) and

(¬(p2_ f amousand student_o f_s2_p1) or s2_success f ul) and

(¬(p2_ f amousand student_o f_s3_p1) or s3_success f ul) and

(¬(p3_ f amousand student_o f_s1_p1) or s1_success f ul) and

(¬(p3_ f amousand student_o f_s2_p1) or s2_success f ul) and

(¬(p3_ f amousand student_o f_s3_p1) or s3_success f ul)
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Our Goal

� Unfortunately, the real world is not so clear-cut

� Need a probabilistic version of FOL

� Proposal: PRMs

Propositional
Logic

First-order
Logic

Bayes
Nets

PRMs
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Defining the Schema

� The world consists of base entities, partitioned into
classes X1,X2, ...,Xn

� Elements of these classes share connections via a
collection of relations R1,R2, ...,Rm

� Each entity type is characterized by a set of
attributes, A(Xi). Each attribute A j ∈ A(Xi)
assumes values from a fixed domain, V(A j)

� Defines the schemaof a relational model
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Continuing the example...

We can modify the domain previously given to this new
framework:

� 2 classes: S ,P
� 1 relation: Student-Of ⊂ S ×P

� A(S ) = {Success}

� A(P ) = {Well-Funded, Famous}
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Instantiations

An instantiation I of the relational schema defines

� a set of base entities OI (Xi) for each class Xi

OI ′
(P ) = {p1, p2, p3}, OI ′

(S ) = {s1,s2,s3}
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Instantiations

An instantiation I of the relational schema defines

� a set of base entities OI (Xi) for each class Xi

OI ′
(P ) = {p1, p2, p3}, OI ′

(S ) = {s1,s2,s3}

� Ri(X1, ...,Xk) ⊂ OI (X1)× ...×OI (Xk) for each Ri

Student-Of = {(s1, p1),(s2, p3),(s3, p3)}
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Instantiations

An instantiation I of the relational schema defines

� a set of base entities OI (Xi) for each class Xi

OI ′
(P ) = {p1, p2, p3}, OI ′

(S ) = {s1,s2,s3}

� Ri(X1, ...,Xk) ⊂ OI (X1)× ...×OI (Xk) for each Ri

Student-Of = {(s1, p1),(s2, p3),(s3, p3)}

� values for the attributes of each base entity for each
class
p1.Famous = f alse,
p3.Well-Funded = true,
s2.Success = true, ...
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Slot chains

We can project any relation R(X1, ...,Xk) onto its ith and
j th components to obtain a binary relation ρ(Xi,Xj)

Notation: for x∈ OI (Xi), let
x.ρ = {y∈ OI (Xj)|(x,y) ∈ ρ(Xi,Xj)}

We call ρ a slot of Xi . Composition of slots (via transitive
closure) gives a slot chain

E.g. x1.Student-Of.Famous is the fame of x1’s adviser
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Probabilities, finally

� The idea of a PRM is to express a joint probability
distribution over all possible instantiations of a
particular relational schema

� Since there are infinitely many possible
instantiations to a given schema, specifying the full
joint distribution would be very painful

� Instead, compute marginal probabilities over
remaining variables given a partial instantiation
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Partial Instantiations

A partial instantiation I ′ specifies

� the sets OI ′
(Xi)

OI ′
(P ) = {p1, p2, p3}, OI ′

(S ) = {s1,s2,s3}
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Partial Instantiations

A partial instantiation I ′ specifies

� the sets OI ′
(Xi)

OI ′
(P ) = {p1, p2, p3}, OI ′

(S ) = {s1,s2,s3}

� the relations Rj

Student-Of = {(s1, p1),(s2, p3),(s3, p3)}
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Partial Instantiations

A partial instantiation I ′ specifies

� the sets OI ′
(Xi)

OI ′
(P ) = {p1, p2, p3}, OI ′

(S ) = {s1,s2,s3}

� the relations Rj

Student-Of = {(s1, p1),(s2, p3),(s3, p3)}

� values of some attributes for some of the base
entities
p3.Famous = true, s1.Success = f alse
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Locality of Influence

� BNs and PRMs are alike in that they both assume
that real-world data exhibits locality of influence, the
idea that most variables are influenced by only a few
others

� Both models exploit this property through
conditional independence

� PRMs go beyond BNs by assuming that there are
few distinct patterns of influence in total
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Conditional independence

� For a class X, values of the attribute X.A are
influenced by attributes in the set Pa(X.A) (its
parents)

� Pa(X.A) contains attributes of the form X.B (B an
attribute) or X.τ.B (τ a slot chain)

� As in a BN, the value of X.A is conditionally
independent of the values of all other attributes,
given its parents
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An example

Student

Professor

Well-Funded

Famous

Student-Of

Successful

Captures the FOL sentence from before in a probabilistic

framework.
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Compiling into a BN

A PRM can be compiled into a BN, just as a statement in
FOL can be compiled to a statement in PL

p1_well-funded

p1_famous

s1_success

p2_well-funded

p2_famous

p3_well-funded

p3_famous

s2_success

s3_success
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PRM

p1_well-funded

p1_famous

s1_success

p2_well-funded

p2_famous

p3_well-funded

p3_famous

s2_success

s3_success

We can us this network to support inference over queries
regarding base entities
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Aggregates

� Pa(X.A) may contain X.τ.B for slot chain τ, which is
generally a multiset.

� Pa(X.A) dependent on the value of the set, not just
the values in the multiset

� Representational challenge, again |X.τ.B| has no
bound a priori
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Aggregates

� γ summarizes the contents of X.τ.B

� Let γ(X.τ.B) be a parent of attributes of X

� Many useful aggregates: mean, cardinality, median,
etc

� Require computation of γ to be deterministic (we can
omit it from the diagram)
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Example: Aggregates

� Let γ(A) = |A|

� Let Adviser-Of = Student-Of−1

� e.g. p1.Adviser-Of = {s1},
p2.Adviser-Of = {},
p3.Adviser-Of = {s2,s3}

� To represent the idea that a professor’s funding is
influenced by the number of advisees:

Pa(P .Well-Funded) =

{P .Famous,γ(P .Adviser-Of)}
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Extensions

� Reference uncertainty. Not all relations known a
priori; may depend probabilistically on values of
attributes. E.g., students prefer advisers with more
funding

� Identity uncertainty. Distinct entities might not refer
to distinct real-world objects

� Dynamic PRMs. Objects and relations change over
time; can be unfolded into a DBN at the expense of
a very large state space
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1

Extensions of Bayesian Networks

Ethan Howe,
James Lenfestey,
Tom Temple

Outline

l Intro to Dynamic Bayesian Nets (Tom)
l Exact inference in DBNs with demo (Ethan)
l Approximate inference and learning (Tom)
l Probabilistic Relational Models (James)

Reasoning under Uncertainty

l How do we use prior knowledge and new 
observations to judge what is likely and what 
is not?

l But that is a very large joint distribution

) ,|( knowledgepriornsobservatiosP

Bayesian Network

AcceptedRecsGPA

.1GoodHigh

.25GreatHigh

.05GoodAve

.1GreatAve

.01GoodLow

.05GreatLow

Bayesian Network

l A Bayesian Network is a Directed Acyclic Graph 
(DAG) with variables as nodes.

l Edges go from parent to child such that
– Each child, x, has a conditional probability table 

P(x|parents(x)) that defines the affects that x feels from its 
parents.

l Intuitively, these edges codify direct relationships
between nodes in a cause-effect manner.

l The lack of an edge between nodes implies that they 
are conditionally independent.

Features of Bayesian Networks

l Arbitrarily descriptive; allows encapsulation 
of all the available prior knowledge

l The model makes no distinction between 
observed variables and inferred variables

l The DAG restriction is somewhat limiting
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2

HMM as a Bayes Net

………………

….9.01.01.01S4

….01.6.1.05S3

….02.1.5.01S2

….01.2.2.8S1

…S4S3S2S1

Dynamic Bayesian Networks

l DBNs are BNs with a 
temporal regularity 
analogous to the HMM

l The full representation 
of a DBN grows with 
time.

Hybrid State in DBNs

l For basis functions, parent 
variables are used as 
function parameters

l Usually the function is a 
mixture of Gaussians with 
known means and variances 
and the parent variables 
decides the mixture weights.

Exact Inference in Bayesian Networks

l Queries of the network are fielded by 
“summing out” all of the non-query variables

l A variable is summed out by collecting all of 
the factors that contain it into a new factor.  
Then sum over all of the possible states of 
the variable to be eliminated.

Temporal Inference

l Filtering
– Probabilities of current states

l Prediction
– Probabilities of future states

l Smoothing
– Probabilities of past states

1 t

Smoothing

Filtering
Prediction

l Xt+1: set of hidden variables in the t+1 time 
slice

l xt+1: set of values for those hidden variables 
at t+1

l e t+1: set of evidence at time t+1
l e1:t: set of evidence from all times from 1 

to t
l a: normalization constant 

Notation
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Toy Example

Raint-1 Raint Raint+1

Rt-1 P(Rt)
t      0.7
f      0.3

Umbrella t-1 Umbrella t Umbrella t+1

Rt P(Ut)
t      0.9
f      0.2

Markov Assumptions

l First-order Markov process
– P(Xt|X0:t-1) = P(Xt|Xt-1)

l Markov assumption of evidence
– P(Et|X0:t,E0:t-1)= P(Et|Xt)

Prediction: Separating Time Slices

P(Xt+1|e1:t+1) = P(Xt+1|e1:t,et+1)  (divide evidence)

= a P(et+1|Xt+1,e1:t) P(Xt+1|e1:t)  (Bayes' rule)

= a P(et+1|Xt+1) P(Xt+1|e1:t)  (Markov property 

of evidence)

Predict Next Time Slice from 
Current

P(Xt+1|e1:t+1) 

= a P(et+1|Xt+1) S P(Xt+1|xt,e1:t) P(xt|e1:t)

=a P(et+1|Xt+1) S P(Xt+1|xt) P(xt|e1:t) 

xt

xt

Example: Umbrella Seen on Day 1

P(R0) = {0.5,0.5}

P(R1|u1) = a P(u1|R1) S P(R1|r0) P(r0) 

= a {0.9,0.2} (0.5 {0.7,0.3}+ 0.5 {0.3,0.7})

= a {0.45, 0.1}

= {0.818, 0.182}
Rain0

Rain1

Umbrella
1

Example: Umbrella Seen Again on 
Day 2

P(R2|u1) = S P(R2|r1) P(r1|u1)

P(R2|u1,u2) = a P(u2|R2) P(R2|u1)

= a{0.9, 0.2}(0.818{0.7,0.3}+0.182{0.3,0.7})

= a{0.565,0.075} = {0.883, 0.117}

r1

Rain0 Rain1 Rain2

Umbrella
1

Umbrella
2
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Encapsulate Prediction

l Repeating actions at each step of time
l Formalize as procedure

– P(Xt+1|e1:t+1) = FORWARD(previous state set, 
new evidence set)

l Only need to pass message from previous 
time step
– f1:t+1= a FORWARD(f1:t,et+1)

l Can forget about previous times

Smoothing: Break into data before 
and after

P(Xk|e1:t) = P(Xk|e1:k ,ek+1:t)  (divide evidence)

= a P(Xk|e1:k) P(ek+1:t|Xk,e1:k)  (Bayes' rule)

= a P(Xk|e1:k) P(ek+1:t|Xk)  (Markov Indep.)

= a f1:kbk+1:t

Backwards message

P(Xk+1:t|ek) 

= S P(ek+1:t|Xk,xk+1) P(xk+1|Xk)   (cond. on Xk+1)

=S P(ek+1:t|xk+1) P(xk+1 |Xk)       (Markov indep.)

=S P(ek+1 ,ek+2:t|xk+1) P(xk+1|Xk)

=S P(ek+1 |xk+1) P(ek+2:t|xk+1) P(xk+1 |Xk)

xk+1

xk+1

xk+1

xk+1

Backwards procedure

l Repeating actions at each step of time
l Formalize as procedure

– P(ek+1:t|Xk) = BACKWARD(next state set, future 
evidence set)

l Message passing goes backwards in time
– bk+1:t= BACKWARD(bk+2:t,ek+1:t)

P(u2|R1) = S P(u2|r2) P(u3:2 |r2) P(r2|R1)

= (0.9*1*{0.7,0.3})+(0.2*1*{0.3,0.7})

= {0.69, 0.41}

P(R1|u1:2) = a f1:1 b2:2

= a {0.818,0.182} {0.69,0.41}

= {0.883,0.117}

Example: Was it really raining 
day 1?

Rain0 Rain1 Rain2

Umbrella
1

Umbrella
2

r2

Forward-Backwards Algorithm

l Save FORWARD values at each time step
l Each time new data arrives, recompute 

BACKWARD values.
l Time Complexity O(t)
l Space Complexity O(t) 
l Both can be bounded if only care about last k 

slices.
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Demo: Battery Meter Model

BMBroken0 BMBroken1

BMeter1

Battery1Battery0

B0 P(B1)
t      1.0

f     0.001

Battery Drain

Exact Inference in DBNs

l There are some additional difficulties with 
exact inference in DBNs
– The factors grow to include all the states which 

sharply decreases the advantage over HMMs
– Constant memory requirement

Approximate Inference

l While a number of inference algorithms exist 
for the standard Bayes Net, few of them 
adapt well to the DBN.

l One that does adapt is Particle filtering, due 
to its ingenuitive use of resampling
– Particle filtering deals well with hybrid state

l Sampling has trouble with unlikely events

Learning

l The three components of a BN
– the probabilities
– the structure
– the variables

can all be learn automatically, though with 
varying degrees of complexity

Probability learning

AcceptedRecsGPA

??GoodHigh

??GreatHigh

??GoodAve

??GreatAve

??GoodLow

??GreatLow

How do we generate the Network?

l The network contains variables, edges and 
probabilities all of which need to be known 
ahead of time.

l Given all the variables and their 
relationships, it is relatively easy to estimate 
the probabilities from sample data, even if 
that sample data does not include every 
variable.
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Structure Learning Structure Learning

l Given the variables only, we can guess a 
structure, learn parameters for that structure 
and then rate it based on how well it 
“predicts” the data.  

l Care must be taken not to overfit.
l Search the structure space with greedy-

ascent on this rating
l Randomization helps avoid local maxima

Hidden Variable Learning Hidden Variable Learning

l Given a subset of the variables, generate 
new variables, structure and parameters.

l Greedy ascent on the output of Structure 
learning.

l Some risk of overfit

Applications

l Windows printer troubleshooter and goddamn paper-clip

More exciting applications

l Speech and Vision recognition
– Fewer parameters than traditional HMMs mean 

better learning
– Allows for easier experimentation with intuitive 

(i.e. hand coded) hierarchical models
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In Depth Training

l Since the DBN model doesn’t make a 
distinction between observed variables and 
hidden variables, it can learn a model with 
access to data that we don’t have during 
prediction.

l For example, in Speech Recognition,
– We know that sounds are made by the pose of 

the lips mouth and tongue
– While training we can measure the pose

Isolated Word Recognition

Recall a few important points

l Bayesian networks are an arbitrarily expressive model for joint 
probability distributions

l DBNs can be more compact than HMMsand therefore easier to 
learn and faster to use

l Dynamic Bayesian networks allow for reasoning in a temporal 
model 

– Tolerant of missing data, likewise able to exploit bonus data
– Computationally, the compactness advantage is often lost in exact 

reasoning
l Particle Filters are an alternative for exploiting this 

compactness as long as the important probabilities are large 
enough to be sampled from.
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Statistical Learning and Inference 
Methods for Reasoning in Games 

March 30, 2005 

Brian Mihok Michael Terry 
Draper Laboratory CSAIL, MIT 
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Outline 

• Intro to Games 
• 
• 
• 

Trees 
• 

• Summary 

Texas Hold ‘em Demo 
Hidden Markov Models – Structure Learning 
Bayesian Nets – Interpolating Conditional Density 

Project Preview – Level 1 Reasoning in Poker 
using HMMs and Bayesian Nets 

In this lecture, we present two key techniques for reasoning in games.  To motivate 
our talk, we begin with a demonstration from the game of Texas Hold’Em.  We use 
this demonstration to provoke some key questions in reasoning, and follow that up 
with lectures on two key techniques: Bayesian Nets and Hidden Markov Models.  For 
these topics, we will begin with a review some of the fundamentals in each of these 
areas, then move into describing some more recent developments in research for the 
advanced portions of the talk. We then wrap up the information presented, and 
describe how we will use these methods in our final project. 

2 
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Why Games? 

• Economic Models 
• Combat Scenario Models 
• AI Benchmarks 
• Fun 
• $$$ 

I’d like to point out that lessons learned from modeling and learning games and game 
theory have been extended to a number of domains: 

For example, Adam Smith’s classic, “Wealth of Nations”, can be modeled as a zero 
sum game. Also, simulation of warfare typically involves adversary modeling.  
Finally, games have a set of clearly defined rules, providing good AI benchmarks 
with a good way of evaluating algorithms on specific problem domains. 

These are a few of the many domains where principles of games and game theory can 
be applied. 

3 
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• 
• Goal: make best 5 card poker hand out of 7 
• Betting proceeds after every round 
• Round 1: Each player dealt 2 cards face down 
• Round 2: Flop 

– 3 cards face up for all players to use 
• Round 3 and 4: Turn, River 

– Turn and River adds a card each to community cards 
• Showdown 

Texas Hold ‘em Poker 

2-10 players 

To demonstrate the techniques we will cover in this lecture in action, we will now 
have a demonstration of how Texas Hold ‘em.  We will do this by having four 
volunteers from the crowd come and play a hand. Before we ask for volunteers, I’ll 
give you a basic overview of the game. Texas Hold ‘em is typically played with 2-10 
players all sitting around a common table. The goal of the game is to make the best 
poker hand, consisting of 5 cards, from a total of 7 cards. The game starts by each 
player receiving two cards face down. These cards are only for the individual player 
to see. Then, each players bets upon the strength of these cards.  Next, the flop 
comes. In the flop, 3 cards are dealt face up in the middle of the table.  These are the 
start of 5 community cards that all the players can use. Based upon the strength of 
these cards and the two face down cards, the players bet again. This round of betting 
is followed by the “Turn,” which deals another card face up in the middle of the table.  
This is again followed by a round of betting. The final card is dealt face up in what is 
called the “River.” This is followed by a final round of betting.  After the betting 
concludes, each player shows their hand in “the showdown.” The winner is 
determined by who has the best hand using their own two individual cards and the 5 
community cards. 

Now that you know how the game is played, can we get 4 volunteers to play a round 
of Hold ‘em? 

(Demo a round of Hold ‘em.  Talk through the game at each and every point to 
minimize pressure and stress. Try to make new players comfortable.) 

4 
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• Hand Strength 
• Hand Potential 
• Odds 
• Bluffing 
• Psychology 
• 

Keys to Hold’em 

Multi-Level Reasoning 

As we saw in the demo, there are a number of factors that go into deciding one’s 
actions in Hold’Em.  At the most basic level, we are reasoning about our own hand 
and it’s potential. As we start to reason beyond these concepts, we realize that the 
odds, bluffing, and psychology are a few of the many factors tha t determine how us 
and our opponents act. I would like to break Hold’Em strategy down into what I call 
a multi-level reasoning problem: 

Level 0: Reasoning about your hand 

Level 1: Reasoning about your opponents hand 

Level 2: Reasoning about what your opponent thinks about his and your hand 

Level 3: What to do about what your opponent thinks 

… 

Professional players are often thinking on level 4 or 5, which would  be incredibly 
difficult for a machine to accomplish without the lower level reasoning. 

5 
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Reasoning Techniques for Games 

Games 

Search 
Statistical 
Inference 

Bayesian 
Nets 

Hidden 
Markov 
Models 

Minimax/ Evolutionary 
Algorithms 

Kalmann 
Filters

… …
Alpha-Beta 

In this lecture we will focus on two techniques for reasoning about games to address 
the Level 1 reasoning problems just introduced. These techniques fall under the 
category of statistical inference. We chose these two techniques because they are very 
powerful for reasoning about situations with hidden information. 

In general, these techniques use statistics in the form of large mined datasets to learn 
the structures and parameters for graphical methods. We describe the representation 
for these methods, along with a number of recent advances in research used to more 
efficiently learn this representation. 
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Outline for HMM Section 

• Background 

• Info extraction using HMM structures 
learned by stochastic optimization 

• Summary 

– HMM intro and formalization 
– HMM example related to Hold’em 
– Problems to solve and general solutions 

Here is an outline of the HMM section of the lecture. First, I will discuss some 
background about HMMs.  I will start off with a graphical explanation of HMMs and 
then proceed into a more formal definition. I will follow up this formalization with an 
example of how a Hold ‘em hand can be represented with HMMs.  Specifically, this 
will be used to show how the model changes as more information becomes available 
and the essence of the problem related to inferring your opponent’s hole cards given 
only his/her observations. Then, this example will be generalized to problems related 
to all HMMs and a mention of how to solve these problems will be mentioned. Then, 
I will go into the advanced portion of the lecture. This section deals with how a 
HMM structure can be learned through stochastic processes to best extract 
information from human readable text. This is important when trying to learn 
information needed to model opponents from previous hand-histories.  I will give a 
more detailed outline when I get to that section of the lecture when I get there. 
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HMM Graphical Representation 

1/3 

CO AOL 

BOL OC 

1 
1/3 

1/3 

1/4 

3/4 

1/3 

2/3 

s1 s2 

s3 

s4 

• Finite num states, N 

• 

• N x N 

• 

• 

• N x M 

• 1] 

a – Transition matrix 

[0?  1] 

b – Observation matrix 

[0 ?  

(Need to go through this slide quickly as there is a lot of material in the lecture.  You 
need to gauge the audience’s prior knowledge on this topic. If they already know this, 
breeze through it to save time. If, however, they don’t, then the time here is well 
spent because if they don’t get this, everything else will be completely over their 
heads.) 

Basic Properties of Markov Systems: 

•Finite number of unique states (s1, s2, …, sN) 

•System in only 1 state at a time 

•Transition from state i to state j: 

•Given through a defined probability 

•Occurs at discrete time steps 

•Independent of previous history 

(depends only on current state)


When Markov Systems are represented as a directed graph 

•States are represented by nodes 

•State transitions are represented by edges 

•Edge labels are P(st+1= sj|st = si) 
•Notice that the transition probabilities sum to 1 8 
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HMM Formalization 

? i}, ij}, {bi(j)}> 
• States are labeled S1 S2 … SN 

• 
• 
• pi – P(q0 i) 
• aij 

• bi

= <N, M, {p {a

N – number of states 
M – number of observations 

= S
– transition matrix 

(j) – observation probability matrix 

With that graphical example in mind, let’s now turn to a formalization of HMMs: 

•5-tuple usually denoted by ?.  Variables include: 

•N, which is the number of states 

•M, number of observations (Helps to flip to the previous slide and point out 
that the unique observations in the graphical example are A, B, C, L, and O, 
making M = 5, with N = 4) 

•? , which is the probability of any given state being the initial state.  This is a 
very important point for Hold ‘em.  When you are trying to infer your 
opponent’s cards, you are essentially interested in knowing their initial state, 
which is their hole cards. 

•a, which is the transition matrix and 

•b, which is the observation probability matrix 

The two matrices are shown on the next slide to solidify their meaning. 

9 
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Demo of 
Matrices 

a11 = 0 a12 = 2/3 a13 = 1/3 a14 = 0 
a21 = 1/3 a22 = 1/3 a23 = 0 a24 = 1/3 
a31 = 0 a32 = 1 a33 = 0 a34 = 0 
a41 = 0 a42 = 0 a43 = 3/4 a44 = 1/4 

b1(A) = 0 b1(B) = 0 b1(C) = 5/6 b1(L) = 0 b1(O) = 1/6 
b2(A) = 3/4 b2(B) = 0 b2(C) = 0 b2 2(O) = 1/6 
b3(A) = 0 b3(B) = 1/3 b3(C) = 0 b3(L) = 1/3 b3(O) = 1/3 
b4(A) = 0 b4(B) = 0 b4(C) = 1/2 b4(L) = 0 b4(O) = 1/2 

1/3 

CO AOL 

BOL BO 

1 1/3 

1/3 

1/4 

3/4 

1/3 

2/3 

s1 s2 

s3 

s4

}The state transition probabilities 
P(qt+1 j| qt i ij 

t = k| qt i) = bi(k) 

(L) = 1/12 b

= S = S ) = a

The observation probabilities, P(O = S

(Talk through the population of 
the matrices for one particular 
node in each matrix. For 
example, go through row one in 
a and row 2 in b. Not that the 
assignment of the probabilities 
in b was completely arbitrary. 
In addition make these points) 

10 
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PNA 

. 

. 

. 

Hole Cards Flop 

PNA 

Observations: A 

Pair 
PNA 

Two Pair 
PNA 

Trips+ 
PNA 

Turn 

Pair 
PNA 

Two Pair 
PNA 

Trips+ 
PNA 

River 

Pair 
PNA 

Two Pair 
PNA 

Trips+ 
PNA 

Info about the world: 

P A N 

Example HMM for Hold’em 

(This is probably one of the “cooler” slides in the presentation.  When done probably, 
it will definitely catch people’s attention. However, it is very easy to spend a great 
deal of time on this slide. If the demo took longer than you thought it would, if you 
started late, etc, give a compressed version of this slide, especially if you analyzed the 
play of the participants in the demo). 

(Before first click) 

Now, we are going to transition into how we can represent a hand of Texas Hold ‘em 
using HMMs and give an explicit example of the type of problem that we’re 
attempting to solve. As we’ve seen, Hold ‘em starts off with each player being dealt 
two cards, face down. 

(Click – Cards dealt) 

In this particular hand, we were dealt two kings, known in poker terminology as 
pocket kings. This is a great start! As mentioned during the formalization, the hole 
cards are used to define the initial state of the HMM. 

(Click – States surrounding cards appear, along with “Hole Cards” text and the three 
dots) 

As you can see, come bucketing can be done to limit the search space of the problem.  
The state can be defined in terms of important poker hands instead of each particular 
combination of cards. For example, we don’t care if we have the K of clubs and K of 
diamonds or the K of hearts and the K of spades, all we care about is that we have 
pocket kings. Similarly, the observations can be grouped into three major categories:  
passive, normal, and aggressive. 

11 
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What’s Hidden?? 

Nothing if these are your cards, but could be: 
• Path of states 
• Info about underlying system 

– Probability of transition between states 
– Probability of an output for a given state 
– Available outputs for a state 
– Actual state representation itself 

The example just presented gives an idea of what information is hidden in the case of 
Hold ‘em.  The state transition probabilities are known ahead of time and the known 
information produced from the games include the observations, the community cards, 
and your two hole cards. However, you don’t know your opponent’s initial state, nor 
do you know the path which the opponent’s hand took during the game.  We can no 
generalize this to all HMM models. Poker represent a class of problems where you 
know information about the underlying system, but you don’t know about the specific 
path traveled. However, another class of problems appear when you are missing 
information about the underlying system. For instance, could now what the all the 
possible states are, but not know the probability of transitioning between them.  Or 
perhaps you don’t know what the probability of any given output is for a particular 
state. This is critical in Hold ‘em.  In the previous example, the player used the 
advanced technique of slow-playing the hand.  However, maybe a more novice player 
would have just bet aggressively. One of the keys to figuring out what your opponent 
has based upon their observations is to know how they bet given a particular hand.  
Said differently, one of the keys is to figure out the probability of some output for a 
given state. Another piece of information that could be missing about a particular 
state is the outputs that are even available in a state. This isn’t a problem for Hold 
‘em, but thinking back to our string output example, this would be the case if we 
didn’t know that state 1 had a possible output of ‘C’ or ‘O.’ Finally, you could be 
missing the state representation entirely. You could literally know nothing about 
which states are present, the probability of transitioning between the various states, or 
the outputs that are available in any particular state. This is the type of problem we 
will be addressing in the advanced portion of the lecture. We’ll talk extensively about 
this in a couple slides, but the essence is that we are trying to generate the underlying 
system that best allows us to extract information from human readable text. 12 
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3 Big Questions 
• Know underlying system, want to know 

• Know underlying system, observations, 
want to know most probable path (MPP) 
that lead to observations 

• Know observations, want to determine 
underlying system 

prob of a particular output sequence 
– Forward algorithm 

– Viterbi algorithm 

– Baum-Welch algorithm 

These types of problems can then be lumped into three basic categories.  In the first, 
we know the underlying system, but we want to know the probability of a particular 
output sequence. This basic type of problem can be solved with the forward 
algorithm. The next major category occurs when we know the underlying system and 
are given a set of observation. With this information, we want to know what the most 
probable path of states was that generated the observation seque nce.  This class of 
problems is solved using the Viterbi algorithm.  Finally, as previously mentioned, we 
could have only the observation sequence and from that, we want to determine the 
underlying system. In this case, once the structure is learned the Baum-Welch 
algorithm can be used to assign the probabilities of the state transitions and the output.  
We will see this come up again when we discuss the advanced technique.  The Baum-
Welch algorithm and the Viterbi algorithm were discussed in the prerequisite course 
16.410. As a result, these algorithms will not be discussed in this lecture.  However, if 
you would like to know more about them, Dr. Williams has slides on them to which 
you can refer. 

13 
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Paper Specifications 

• Information Extraction with HMM 
Structures Learned by Stochastic 

Andrew McCallum (2000) 
Optimization by Dayne Freitag and 

It’s now time to turn to the advanced portion of the lecture. The material for this 
section of the lecture is taken from the paper cited here. 

14 
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Outline for Advanced HMM 

• Problem statement and background info 
• 
• Extension of HMM to include target, 

surrounding context 
• Show how structure is learned, evaluated 
• Experiments and results 

Traditional uses for HMMs in IE 

Here’s the outline of the advanced section of the talk that I promised you earlier.  

First, we’ll start off by defining what the problem is and go over the background 
information required to understand and motivate it. We will see that we want to use 
HMMs to perform information extraction from human readable text.  Specifically, we 
want to be able to learn the best structure of an HMM to use in order to accomplish 
this task. 

In order to motivate this, after the background, we will take a look at how HMMs are 
currently used in IE problems. 

15 
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Problem Statement 

• Learn structure and parameters of HMM to best 

• Extract Text from Poker Hand Histories in 
Database: 

player111 checks. 
holdem23 checks. 
** Dealing Turn ** [ Qc ] 
player111 checks. 
holdem23 bets [$6]. 

extract info from human-readable text 

** Dealing Flop ** [ 4s, Jc, 8h ] 

(Read bullet)


Bullet implies two parts: 1) Learning an HMM structure and parameters and 

2) extract info from human-readable text


Learning HMM structure is the crux of the algorithm that is presented in the 

paper


Learning the parameters is accomplished by Baum-Welch.


Extract info from human-readable text:


Example:


Given an announcement of a seminar on a college campus, extract out the 

person giving the lecture and the location at which it is held.


In this case, you have a human-readable announcement, perhaps in email form, 

but you want to be able to automate the process of extracting the relevant 

information from the announcement. To better define this task, let’s first 

define some background definitions related to the task and also establish the 

underlying assumption made by the authors.


Tying this back into poker, this example demonstrates how we could generate 

the Hidden Markov Model for extracting relevant information from a database 

of Poker Hand Histories for our final project.


16 
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Background Definitions & 
Assumption 

• Information Extraction 
• Sparse Extraction 
• Fields 
• Template Assumption 

Definitions 

•Information Extraction – The process of filling fields in databases by 
automatically extracting fragments of human-readable text. 

•Sparse Extraction – The object is to extract relevant phrases from documents 
containing much irrelevant text 

•Fields – Relevant fragments in the text 

Underlying assumption 

•Template Assumption – Assume that for every document in a corpus, there is 
a corresponding relational record (template), each slot of which is either empty 
or is filled with a fragment of text from the document. This me ans that you are 
not just given an email and told to extract the important text. Instead, you are 
given an email, told that it is a lecture announcement, and that you want to 
extract the name of the speaker and the location of the seminar. 

17 
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• Determine most probable sequence of states 
to have generated whole document 

• Extract symbols associated with designated 
“target” states 

• 

HMMs in Information Extraction 

Viterbi algorithm 

Now that we have a sense of the problem, let’s see how HMMs are 
traditionally used in IE. 

Two main tasks for HMM in IE 

•Determine MPP 

•Extract symbols from target states 

Can be done in a computationally efficient manner using Viterbi algorithm 
mentioned in background section 

Usually don’t have anything about learning the structure. Usually the structure 
is already defined, typically done through expert analysis. 

Once we have the HMM, we can use Viterbi to get the MPP.  Thus, this then 
begs the question, how do we get the HMM? As we’ve said before, the task of 
determining the HMM can be divided into two parts, learning the structure and 
training the parameters. 

Towards the goal of learning the structure, the existence of “target” states is 
new. Before, all the states were of equal importance and history independent.  
Now, however, there are only certain states that produce output of interest to 
us and these states are fit into the context of the surrounding document instead 
of being considered in isolation. Let’s take a look at an examp le (Next slide) 

18 
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Example HMM Structure 

• Learner models both the field and its 
context on either slide 

The context is established through the simultaneous modeling of target states 
with the output directly neighboring these fields. 

In the graph, the target states are distinguished between non-target states 
through the use of different shapes. 

•Targets are shown as hexagons 

•Non-targets are shown as circles 

Non-target states can be broken down further into prefix, suffix, and 
background 

Terminology and definitions: 

•Target – States required to model the content of target phrases (analogo us to 
fields in a database) 

•Prefix – A set of one or more states connected together as a string.  A prefix 
state transitions only to the next state in the string or, if it is the last state in the 
string, to one or more of the target states. Models are designed such that if a 
state sequence passes through a target state, it must first pass through a prefix. 

•Suffix – Similar to prefix.  Any state sequence must pass through a suffix 
upon leaving the set of target states. 

•Background – States that model any text not modeled by other kinds of states.  
A background state has only transitions to itself and to the beginning of all 
prefixes. Incoming transitions come only from itself or the ends of all 

19 
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Model Properties 

• Each HMM extracts just one field 
• Does not require preprocessing 
• Contain two kinds of states: 

• Not fully connected 

Target and Non-Target 
– Targets used to extract tokens of interest 

The generic model type shown in the previous slides have the following 
properties: 

•Each HMM extracts only one type of field, such as “seminar speaker”.  When 
multiple fields are to be extracted from the same document, such as “seminar 
speaker” and “seminar location,” a separate HMM is constructed for each 
field. 

•The HMM models the entire document. As a result, no pre-processing is 
required to segment the document into sentences or other pieces. The entire 
enter text of each training document is used to train transition and emission 
probabilities. 

•(No additional talking points needed for third bullet) 

•Restricted transition structures captures context that helps imp rove extraction 
accuracy. Forces the structure to go from background, to prefix, to target, to 
suffix, and back to background. 

20 
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Additional Variables in HMM 

• L(s) 

• {l1, l2, …, lm} 

a target 

– Binary value indicating whether s is a target 

– Binary value indication whether observation is 

– Used to train model 

These models follow the same basic form of an HMM. 

•Can only be in one state at a time 

•There is an observation associated with an given state 

•Transitions defined by probability 

•Finite number of states 

•Transition between states at discrete intervals 

However, additional information now is needed to successfully encode the 
existence of target states 

•First additional variable is L(s): Binary value for each state simply telling 
you whether or not that state is a target 

•Analogously, {l1, l2, …, lm} are binary values saying whether an observation 
is a target or not 

This additional information is used to train the model, which is discussed a 
little later. 
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How is Structure Learned? 

• Start w/ simple model 
• 
• Apply each of a set of operators 
• Best resulting model in each iteration is 

saved 
• Highest scorers tested against each other 

and final model is chosen 

Hill-climbing in space of possible structure 

This is the essence of the algorithm presented in the paper. 


It starts with the simple model that has just a single background, prefix, target, 

and suffix state. 


From here, it performs a hill climbing method to search in the space of 

possible structures.


At each iteration of the hill climbing procedure, a set of operators is performed 

on the model to alter its current structure.


All the resulting structures in a giving iteration are scored and the best 

performer is picked. 


Finally, all the high scorers are compared and the final model is chosen as the 

highest rated model


A logical question given this high-level presentation of the algorithm is then 

what are the operators that are performed on the structure (next slide).
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Operators 

• Lengthen a prefix 
• Split a prefix 
• Lengthen a suffix 
• Split a suffix 
• Lengthen a target string 
• Split a target string 
• Add a background state 

Mentioned in the previous slide that you have a set of operators to perform on 
the model at each iteration of the hill-climbing method.  This slide gives an 
exhaustive list of the operators. 

Operators: 

•Lengthen a prefix: A single state is added to the end of a prefix.  The 
penultimate state now transitions only to the new state. The new state 
transitions to any target states to which the penultimate state previously 
transitioned. 

•Split a prefix: A duplicate is made of some prefix. Transitions are duplicated 
so that the first and last states of the new prefix have the same connectivity to 
the rest of the network as the old prefix. 

•Lengthen a suffix: Identical to the prefix-lengthing operation 

•Split a suffix: Identical to the prefix-splitting operation 

•Lengthen a target string: Similar to the prefix-lengthening operation, except 
that all target states, in contrast with prefix and suffix states, have self-
transitions. 

•Split a target string: Identical to prefix-splitting 

•Add a background state: Add a new background state to the model with the 
same connectivity to non-background states as all other background states. 

Examples: 

•Top graphic on the slide demonstrates the lengthening of a prefix operator 
23 
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Algorithm to Learn Structure 

Background: 

•ValidSet:  All of the labeled documents set aside for the validation of the 
model 

•TrainSet:  All of the labeled documents set aside for the training of the model 

•CurModel:  Used to store the model on which the operations are performed 

•Candidates: All the candidate models in a given iteration to be scored.  
Populated by applying the operations to the current model. 

•Keepers: Used to store the highest scoring models for each iteration of the 
hill-climbing 

Start with a set of labeled documents 

Set aside 1/3 of them for the validation stage of the model 

The other 2/3 are then used to “train” the model. In this algorithm, however, 
the training of the model is really developing the underlying HMM structure 
used to extract the information. 

Initialize the algorithm by setting the current model to the simple model, 
Keepers to have just the simple model, and the iteration number to be 0 

Candidates variable is populated by performing every possible operation to the 
current model. 24 
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Performance Metric 

• Must identify target or decline to perform 
extract 

• Precision 
• Recall 
• F1 
• Multiple predictions 

Further talking point on first bullet is that only one correct answer exists. 

Precision – Number of correct extractions divided by the number of documents 
for which the learner issued any prediction 

Recall – Number of correction extractions divided by the number of 
documents containing one or more target functions 

F1 – Harmonic mean of precision and recall 

Multiple predictions – If the learner issues multiple predictions for a 
document, only the one with the highest confidence is considered. 
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What is Meant By Training Model? 

• Transmission & emission probabilities 
• 

Welch algorithm 
Estimated with labeled data and Baum-

Q: What is meant by training the model? Or similarly, what is being training? 

A: Transmission & emission probabilities 

The first step in doing this is that the data need to be labeled.  Labeled training 
data consists of a sequences of words with the target words already identified. 

•Sometimes this yields a unique path 

•Much more often, however, Baum-Welch needed to iteratively estimate the 
parameters and fill in the missing path. 

This fits into the larger context of structure and parameter learning that Mike 
will cover in more detail with regards to Bayesian nets later in the lecture. 

26 
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Data Sets 

• SA: Speaker Announcement 

• Corporate Acquisition Article 

• Jobs: 

• CFP: Call for Papers 

– speaker, loc 
Acq:  
– acquired, dlramt 

Usenet Job Annoucement 
– company, title 

– conf, deadline 

Experiments run: 

•SA: A collection of 485 seminar announcements posted electronically at 
CMU. Fields include speaker, the name of the speaker at the seminar, and 
location, the location (e.g., room number) of the seminar. 

•Acq:  A collection of 600 Reuters articles detailing corporate acquisitions.  
Fields include acquired, the name of the company to be purchased, and dlramt, 
the purchase or estimated purchase price. 

•Jobs: A collection of 298 Usenet job announcements. Fields include 
company, the name of the company seeking to hire, and title, the job title. 

•CFP: A collection of 363 Internet “Call for Paper” announcements in ASCII 
format. Fields include conf, the name of the conference, and deadline, the 
full-paper submission deadline. 

Additional Background info: 

•The document collection is partitioned several times into a training set and a 
testing set. The learner is trained using the training set and its performance is 
measured using the testing set. 

•Training sets used to both select a model structure and to set its parameter. 

•Training and testing sets are roughly equal size, except for jobs, which were 
90% training and 10% testing. The was done for comparison purposes with a 
previously published paper. 
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Example Resulting Structure 

As stated before, prefix and suffix nodes are circular/ovular while the targets 

are hexagonal.


Transition between the states are labeled with the associated probability.


Only probabilities >= 0.01 are shown


Top graph represents the location field of the seminar announcement problem.


•Prefixes 

•Figure suggests a single, relatively short prefix context is needed. 

•Only a single prefix is retained 

•Suggests unambiguous and length invariant types of language leading 

up to the location


•Phrases include: 

•“Place:” 

•“Where:” 

•“in the” 

•“00 PM” 

•This also shows that the location is usually preceded by 
time 

•Targets 

•Partitioned into three parallel paths, top and bottom have a length of 2 

and middle has a length of 4
 28 
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HMM Summary 

• IE, sparse extraction problem 
• Learn an HMM structure to perform IE 
• 
• Hill climbing method to learn structure 
• 
• Experiments and Results 

Context-based alterations to traditional HMM 

Baum-Welch to learn parameters 

We first established that the problem was an information extraction problem 
from sparse, human-readable text to extract target information. 

Specifically, the authors sought to learn an HMM structure that performed this 
type of IE with maximum accuracy. 

With this application in mind, we then established how HMMs are usually 
used in IE. 

From there, we said that the two parts of creating an HMM are to first create 
the structure and then learn the parameters. We then defined a new variant to 
the traditional HMM structure that denoted target states and used the context 
of the words surrounding these targets to aid in the extraction accuracy.  We 
then discussed the addition to the traditional HMM that resulted from this 
alteration. 

We then introduced the big picture of the algorithm used to create the new 
HMM structure and stepped through each line. 

We quickly established that Baum-Welch was used to obtain the parameters 
and then finished by discussing the experiments run on the algorithm and there 
associated results. 
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Bayesian Nets 

X4 

X5 

X1 

X3X2 

I now introduce Bayesian Networks as a powerful technique used to model and 
visualize the complex causal relationships between variables within the domain of 
interest. These graphical structures, also known as belief networks, allow us to make 
educated guesses about the value or distribution of these variables, given evidence in 
the form of observations. This area is a relatively recent development in research, and 
is still a very hot topic today. After presenting the fundamentals of Bayesian Net 
Inference, I will present an advanced technique that has been pioneered in recent 
years, which involves the generation of the conditional probability informatio from 
statistical data. 

But first, let me move into a quick review of Baye’s rule… 
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evidence 
priorlikelihoodposterior 

APABP 

· = 

= )()|()|( 

Bayes Rule 

B P 
B A P 

) ( 

Recall from intro Probability class the definition of Bayes rule, which gives us a way 
to quantify the conditional probability of occurrence of a particular event A, given we 
have observed some new evidence B. A good way to look at this Rule is the second 
form here, where the posterior probability is computed by the product of the prior 
probability and the likelihood, divided by the unconditioned probability that we see a 
particular observation. The basic idea is that we would like to update our beliefs 
about the world given some evidence. 
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• Event A: Snow in Boston 
• Event B: Season is Winter 
• We want P(A|B) 

– Prior: P(A) ~ .05 
– Evidence: P(B) ~ .25 
– Likelihood: P(B|A) ~ .5 
Therefore, P(A|B) = (.5*.05)/.25 

=.1 

Bayes Rule: An Example 

Just a quick example of Bayes rule in action: suppose we have two events, Event A 
corresponds to an event that on a given day it snows in Boston. Event B corresponds 
to Season being Winter. 

We know the a priori probabilities for each of these, based on statistics, so we can 
then move toward a conditional understanding one given the other. 

But what happens when we are given additional information? 
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What about related events? 

• Want: Safe Road Trip 
• Safe Road Conditions? 
• Raining? 
• Snowing? 

Now suppose you’d like to plan a road trip, but you’re a little concerned the road 
conditions will be too dangerous. How can we reason about the decision to proceed, 
based upon related information? Snow, Rain, Time of year, road conditions, etc. all 
factor into our decision, but the relationship between these variables is not 
immediately clear. 
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Representation of Information 

Discrete or Continuous Variables 
X1: Season {Winter, Spring, 

Summer, Fall} 
X2: Snowing {t, f} 
X3: Raining {t, f} 
X4: Good Road Conditions {t, f} 
X5: Safe Trip {t, f} 

Connections Between Variables 
Conditional Probability Tables 

P(X2 = t | X1 = Winter) … 
Conditional Independence 

X4 

X5 

X1 

X3X2 

....8X2 = 
false 

….2X2 = 
true 

Given 
X1 = 
spring 

Given 
X1 = 
winter 

CPT 

How is information represented in a Bayesian Net? 

1) All variables are graphically represented as nodes in this gragh 

2) The relationships between these nodes is represented as connections between these 
variables. When a parent points to a child, it indicates a direct relationship. 

3) Finally, the conditionally probabilities are represented by conditional probability 
tables, for the case of discrete variables, or conditional density trees as I will 
describe in a few slides. 

By modeling parent/child relationships as singular edges, we have simplified the 
problem to reasoning about pairwise relationships 
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Generating a Bayesian Net 

Steps: 
• Declare variables of 

interest 
• Connect variables in 

acyclic graph 
structure 

• Approximate 
Conditional 
Probabilities 

Variables: 
X1: Villain is a passive player 
X2: 

X3 

X4

X5: Opponent has a full house 

X5 

X1 

X3 

X2 

X4 

: % of Hands Played by Villain 
: Villain is a ‘rock’ 
: Villain check-raises turn 

Now that we know the nature of the type of information represented in a Bayesian net, 
I would like to describe how we go about learning the structure and parameters for 
this graphical method. 

Suppose you are given a database of previously played poker hands, and you’d to like 
to learn an appropriate Bayesian net for reasoning about hidden state in any given 
hand, so that we may make better decisions. Let’s go through this exercise step by 
step… 

Step one is to declare the variables of interest. Notice here that we have both 
continuous and discrete variables. 
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Generating a Bayesian Net 

X5 

X1 

X3 
X2 

X4 

Naïve: 

X5 

X1 

X3 
X2 

X4 

Learned: 

Expert: 

X5 

X1 

X3 
X2 

X4 

Steps: 
1. Declare variables of 

interest 
2. Connect variables in 

acyclic graph 
structure 

3. Approximate 
conditional 
probabilities 

Step two in the process is to connect all variables of interest in an acyclic graph.  This 
process is called structure generation. A number of techniques have been 
published on how to generate these structure. For a reference to some of these 
advanced techniques, see Andrew Moore and Scott Davies work at CMU. 

For the sake of time, I will only describe the three general classes of structure learning 
methods. 

1)	 Naïve – structure learning using a Naïve approach yields a structure where all 
variables influence the variable of interest directly. 

2)	 Learned - This is an advanced technique in research.  By using search algorithms 
and an evaluation of yielded structures, we can potentially learn accurate 
structures for these Bayesian nets 

3) Expert – Humans that have knowledge of the domain of interest can also generate 
these structures. However, relying on this approach can yield a number of 
problems. For example, some domains do not have human experts, while other 
domains have so many variables of interest, that the complexity exceeds the 
abilities of the domain experts. 
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Generating a Bayesian Net 

Steps: 
1. Declare variables of 

interest 
2. Connect variables in 

acyclic graph structure 
3. Approximate 

conditional 
probabilities 

Problem: 
Mixed Continuous and 
Discrete 

Solution: 
Conditional Density 
Trees: Next! 

Once we have information about the structure of ourStep three in the generation of a 
Bayesian net is the estimation of conditional probability distributions for each node, 
given information about the parents of each of those nodes. Although I have chosen 
not to focus on advanced techniques for structure learning, I will be describing a 
number of recent developments in interpolating these conditional density trees. 
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Interpolating Conditional Density Trees 

• Mix Continuous and Discrete variables 
• Decision Trees for Conditional Distribution 

– 
• 

Joint Density Trees [2] 

Tree-growing algorithms 
Advanced Technique: Approximately Conditionalized 

So for every node in our Bayesian net, we need to learn an accurate representation for 
the distribution of that variable, given information about all parents.  This can be done 
using joint distributions or conditional distributions. The difficulty of this problem 
increases when you introduce continuous variables. To address this issue, I will 
describe a number of tree-based density estimators and a tree-growing algorithm. 

The goal is to have a fast and accurate way to generate these structures given our 
training data, so I will also demonstrate one advanced technique that was published in 
2002 out of CMU for doing so. 
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Decision/Classification Trees 

A fundamental way to represent conditional distributions over continuous and discrete 
variables is through the use of decision, or classification trees.  Our goal is to come up 
with a concise way to represent the conditional distribution of the variable of interest, 
given one or more parent variables. 

By branching on every all parent variables, we are able to generate the appropriate 
restrictions with which our probabilities will become conditioned.  Note that at each 
leaf in the tree, the conditional distribution is represented mathematically or through a 
lookup table. 
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Stratified Conditional Density Trees 

• Tests on all Parents 
First, 

• Tests on Variable of 
Interest Last, 

• | ) 
• Accurate, but 

Computationally 
Expensive to Learn! 

Z > .5 

X > .5 X > .5 

X > .75 X > .25 
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N 

N 

Subtrees, P(  

Subtree 0 Subtree 1 

The key to represented conditional probabilities is to branch on all parent variables 
first, then create subtrees which represent all information about the variable of interest 
given those parent conditions. This is known as stratification. 

These stratified trees are very accurate for representing the conditional distributions of 
variables, but they are computationally expensive to generate. 
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Joint Density Trees 

• Joint Distributions at Leaves 
• : all variables 
• : all continuous variables 
• : all discrete variables 
• l : single leaf 
• Leaf estimation techniques: Constant, 

i S 
r 

iC 
r 

iD 
r 

Gaussian, Exponential, Linear, Multilinear 

One compromise is to generate Joint Density Trees instead of Conditional Density 
Trees. Given these structures, we can extract the same information about conditional 
probabilities using Bayes Rule. 

It turns out that approximating conditional densities is through the use of Bayes Rule 
and Joint Density Trees is more accurate than computing the conditional density 
information from CDTs directly! In additon, these trees are much less computationally 
intensive to generate than the Stratified CDTs I just spoke about. 

There are a few key differences between CDTs and JDTs, as highlighted by the 
following notation: 

The important thing to take away is that once we have branched on all the parents, the 
leaves are estimated using one of the following technques: constant, gaussian, 
exponential, linear, multilinear.  These mathematic representations are easier to 
generate for joint densities than for single densities. 
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IF data is leaf 
return “Leaf distribution”; 

ELSE 
choose branching variable and threshold 
for each child 

Tree-Growing Algorithms 

function TreeGrow (data) 

set childpointer =  TreeGrow(data) 

Regardless of whether we are generating conditional distribution trees or joint 
distribution trees, the methods described in this paper have focused on a top-down 
approach to generating these decision tree structures. Here is an outline of the general 
recursive algorithm for creating the structures: 

The basic idea is that if you can recognize a leaf, you can use one of the previously 
mentioned estimators to come up with a distribution for it. The techniques for doing 
so could be the focus for their own lecture and are thus beyond the scope of this 
discussion. When a leaf is not detected, one must decide how to branch.  Coming up 
with the thresholds on how to split a continuous variable have been investigated in a 
number of papers. For discrete variables, we just branch on every possible value of 
that variable then recursively call the function on each branch. 
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Conditional Density Trees from 
Joint Density Trees 

•More Accurate than Computing CDT Directly! 

•Denominator Computation is Expensive 

This equation gives us a way of obtaining conditional probabilities from joint 
distributions. Just to reiterate, the challenge is to grow the tree-structure quickly, then 
extract conditional probabilities from that structure. Although JDTs are easier to 
generate, computing the denominator for this expression is expensive because we 
must search for the leaves of interest, then sum over all of their products. 
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JDT Speedup: Auxiliary Tree 

• FRACTURE and 
COLLAPSE 
procedures 

To speed up this evaluation, we generate an auxiliary CDT, but do not perform 
estimation on the leaves. Instead, we generate pointers to appropriate estimators on 
the JDTs.  The procedure for generating these substructure CDTs are described in the 
full version of this paper, Scott Davies PhD disseration, under FRACTURE and 
COLLAPSE procedures. 
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Approximately Conditionalized 
Joint Density Trees 

• Generate auxiliary tree to speed up x2 by 
approximating 

• Approximate Conditional Probability 

• Constant 

As I mentioned earlier, generating conditional probability distributions from a joint 
distribution tree is very expensive. In addition to generating smaller auxiliary trees, 
an additional speedup is introduced in the paper I have investigated.  This speedup is 
based upon the approximation, P hat, that the probability of occurrence of a particular 
set of parent assignments can be estimated using the average over a few similar 
leaves. Once this approximation is made, we can describe it as a constant alpha sub c 
and use it throughout the remainder of the caculations. 
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Bayesian Nets: Future Directions 

• More Conditional Density Estimation 
• Structure Learning 
• Learn from Large Datasets Quickly 

The techniques I have just described represent a significant movement in Bayesian 
Nets toward increased accuracy and computational speedup of learning the 
conditional probabilities given a known structure. As I alluded to previously, there is 
a significant amount of research being dedicated to the automatic generation and 
evaluation of the structure of these graphs. Finally, a theme throughout these and 
many other statistical inference tools is always learning your models quickly based 
upon very large data sets. 
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Bayesian Nets Summary 

• Graphical Method: Conditional Probabilities 
• Learning Bayesian Net Structure and Parameters 

from Statistics: 
– Step 1: Declare variables as nodes 
– Step 2: Connect nodes in acyclic structure 
– Step 3: Determine Conditional Probabilities 

• Conditional Decision Trees 
• CDTs from Joint Decision Trees 

I would like you to take home the following points about Bayesian Nets; 

1)	 They are graphical methods, similar to HMMs introduced by Brian, for 
representing probabilistic information. These techniques aid in making inferences 
based upon evidence in a world with unknown information. 

2)	 These tools can be learned in a given problem domain given statistical samples in 
the form of mined data sets. I have gone through a number of advanced 
techniques for generating these, and broken up the process into three phases: 

i)	 Declaring the right variables of interest 

ii) Using a Naïve, Expert, or Learned method, find a way to connect up the 
relationships between the variables of interest 

iii) Finally, use statistics to infer the conditional probabilities for a given 
structure. Advanced Technique: Decision Trees! 
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BN + HMM = 
Multivariable Inference 

• Bayesian Net Variables = State 

X5 
X1 

X3 X2 
X4 

X5 
X1 

X3 X2 
X4 

X5 
X1 

X3 X2 
X4 

… 

Recall that for Hidden Markov Models, we typically have a single variable, State, 
representing each state in the model. However, in any given sta te in poker, we have a 
number of variables which influence the observations we see. We would like a way to 
represent this multivariable state information as a composite single state variable, and 
this representation comes in the form of Bayesian Nets embedded in the Hidden 
Markov Model. 

These embedded nets provide us with a way to represent a number of quantities at any 
given time, some of which we may only have a probabilistic estimate of.  By having a 
Bayesian Net represent the state, we generate a more dynamic model of the system 
upon which we are attempting to make inferences. 
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Level 0 Reasoning: 
Hand Strength 

• Hand Rank by Enumeration 
• Probabilities of Improvement 
• No Hidden Information 

Now that we have described the advanced topics for reasoning about hidden 
information, we would like to provoke some of the questions that will be driving our 
final project. 

As I described earlier in the Multi-Level Reasoning Model, Level 0 Reasoning in 
holdem is a simple lookup task.  Source code can be downloaded from the web for 
this level of reasoning. The real inference problems come when you begin looking 
at… 
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• Opponent’s cards are not known 
– Hidden information 

• Have known information 
– Your cards, community cards 
– 

• Previous hand history 
• Skill level 
• Type of player 

• Have observations 
– Betting that has occurred in current hand 
– Could be noisy (bluffing) 

Level 1 Reasoning: 
Opponent’s Hand 

Opponent-specific information 

Level 1 Reasoning. How can we infer information about an adversary’s hand, based 
upon evidence from his/her betting patterns? 

We’ve already described the nature of the problem in terms of what we know, and 
what we can observe. 
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• Infer initial state 
• Form hypotheses about information 
• Test each hypothesis as more info becomes 

available 
• If inconsistent, modify model 

Level 1 Reasoning: 
Opponent’s Hand 

The way humans attempt this level of reasoning is often done through hypothesis 
testing, and that is precisely what we would like to obtain using HMMs.  We start with 
a basic estimate of the range of hands our opponent may have. As more information 
and observations become available, we update our model of the distribution of initial 
states. Using HMMs, we model the transitions between various hand states.  Using 
Bayesian Nets, we will make inferences about every piece of information we know 
about the hand and our opponents. Combining these techniques will be the thrust of 
our final project. 
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Project Goals 

• Learned Hidden Markov Model from Poker 
Database 

• Learned Bayesian Net from Poker Database 
• 

Reasoning 
Human-Competitive Level 0 and 1 

The existing research in poker is concerned with developing a bot that can be 
competitive with and ultimately beat human players. However, we feel that in order 
for this goal to be accomplished, the bot must first must have the foundation of level 0 
and level 1 reason. That is, before it can be successful able deciding how to play, it 
must first be able to know what it has and infer what it’s opponent has.  

Towards this end, we are going to use HMM to extract information about hand 
histories from various on-line databases.  Then, we will use this information to learn a 
Bayesian net, which will model a given opponent. The Bayesian net then is used to 
train the probability of output for the states in the HMM representing the available 
poker hands shown in the Hold ‘em demo earlier in the presentation. 

In review, we have a HMM to model the Hold ‘em hand.  The initial states are 
unknown and are formed by the hole cards. The transition from any pair of cards to 
any subsequent hand is predefined ahead of time, so we don’t need to know the 
transition probabilities. However, we do need to know the probability of an 
observation for a given state. This gap will be filled in by the Bayesian nets.  The 
Bayesian nets get their information from the online poker databases.  To extract this 
information, we use an HMM in the manner described in the advanced lecture. 
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Summary 

• 
• Reasoning Methods for games 
• HMM Inference and Learning 
• Bayesian Nets Inference and Learning 
• Project Goals 

Texas Hold’em Demo 
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Questions? 
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Collaborative Discourse 
and Plan Recognition 

Thomas Coffee 
Shannon Dong 

4/13/2005 

Human-Computer Interaction 

Shen Qu 

Through this lecture, we aim to convey the usefulness of intelligent systems 
capable of understanding and collaborating with humans towards the 
accomplishment of a common goal. Specifically, we will focus on the theory of 
collaborative discourse and plan recognition and their role in current 
collaborative assistants. 
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2 

Hello, Computer? 

“Hello, computer?”  These were the words uttered by Professor Scotts (a.k.a. 
Scotty) to the mouse of a 20th century computer when the crew of the 
Enterprise traveled back in time to year 1986. This scene is probably a 
familiar sight to all Star Trek fans, but one may wonder “what does it have to 
do with cognitive robotics?” 

Well, anyone who’s seen any form of Star Trek probably encountered 
scenario(s) where a crewmember works with the onboard computer system to 
solve various types of complex problems. And although not immediately 
obvious, this problem solving process not only involves command inputs from 
the human party but also demands a computer software system capable of 
keeping track of the problem’s state, any progress made, and what still needs 
to be done while providing inputs and quires as needed. When Scotty said 
“hello computer,” he was not simply seeking a “how do you do” reply but was 
trying to start a collaborative session in which the computer would assist him in 
the accomplishment of a goal (in this case, constructing the molecular 
structure of transparent aluminum). 

Through this lecture, we will demonstrate the importance/usefulness of such 
computer/software agents, present a couple of such agents currently under 
development, and dive into the theory behind a couple of key building blocks of 
these agents. 
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TRIPS Demo 

Before going into technical details, we would first like to show a demonstration 
of a collaborative agent TRIPS applied to a military scenario. The demo is self 
explanatory in terms of the problem statement and final goals. We are 
showing this demo early on to give people a sense of what is ava ilable today. 

Note that in this scenario the computer received a high level goal from the 
user, provided relevant information without being specifically prompted to do 
so, made recommendations towards the course of action, kept track of parallel 
solution approaches to the goal, retraced steps when an approach did not 
work out, asked for clarification when information provided is unclear or 
incomplete, and provided both visual and vocal feedback to the user.  These 
are all important properties for this type of collaborative agents, and towards 
the end of this lecture we will show a similar demo in which we link these key 
features to the theory that we will soon present. 

This demo can be found at the following url: 
http://www.cs.rochester.edu/research/cisd/projects/trips/movies/TRIPS_CPoF/ 
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4 

How can we create computer or robotic 
systems that not only follow user 
commands but also collaborate with 
humans toward the achievement of a 
common goal? 

This question outlines the main objective of this lecture. Key words to note are 
“collaborate” and “common goal.” 
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Technical Approach 

• Derive intentions from observed or 
communicated information 

• Decompose goals into organized structure 
• Refine goal structures by seeking 

additional information 
• Identify shared elements of agents’ goals 
• Execute communications and actions to 

achieve multi-agent objectives 

Human-computer/robot interaction is a wide field.  Even a specific type of 
interactive agent such as TRIPS is very complex. This slide only outlines the 
technical approach to what we consider to be the most important components 
to this type of agents. 
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Outline 

• Travel Scheduling Example 
• Collaborative Discourse 
• Plan Recognition 
• TRIPS 
• COLLAGEN 

For the reminder of this lecture, we will first introduce a travel planning 
example in which collaborative agents can be applied. And we will continue to 
refer back to this example through our technical discussion on Collaborative 
Discourse and Plan Recognition. Finally we will end the lecture with a more 
detailed analysis of how the 2 leading collaborative agents TRIPS and 
COLLAGEN embody the theory presented along with a demo for each agent. 
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Air Travel Scheduling Scenario 

San 
Francisco 

Boston 

Dallas 

Phoenix 

Leave: 
Tuesday night 
or Wednesday 
morning 

Return: Friday 
before 5pm 

Thursday 

Prefer to fly American Airlines 
because of frequent flier miles 

11am-3pm 

Many people are familiar with the complexity and headaches associated with 
travel scheduling and ticket purchasing. Above is a scenario where a Boston 
based traveler wants to make a trip to Dallas, Phoenix, and San Francisco.  
There are some hard constraints such as he must be in Phoenix on Thursday 
between 11am and 3pm and return to Boston by Friday 5pm. There are also 
lose constraints and preferences such as he would like to leave Wednesday 
morning but can leave Tuesday night, and he would like to fly American 
Airlines as much as possible (but this is not a requirement). 
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8 

If he visits a website such as Yahoo! Travel to plan his trip, one can 
immediately see the problem. The simple “to” and “from” fields along with date 
constraints as no where near sophisticated enough to solve this multi-
destination trip with varying levels of constraints. 
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Problems with Travel Planning 

• Order of actions may not be flexible 
• Difficult to recover from mistakes 
• Easy to get stuck or get lost 
• May over or under constrain 
• Lack of support for the user’s problem 

solving process as it unfolds over time 

Here are some of the common problems with travel planning systems, or even 
planners and schedulers in general. 

1) Order of actions may not be flexible: The user may be required to enter the 
destination before the date and time information. 

2) Difficult to recover from mistakes: Due to the inflexibility of actions changing 
the destination may erase other data already entered. 

3) Easy to get stuck or get lost: After trying 20 or 30 combinations of departure 
and destination location and time, various airlines, perhaps eve n multiple 
websites, it would be very easy to loose track of the combinations that have 
been tried and the possible itineraries listed. 

4) May over or under constrain: One can easily over or under constrain the 
problem and receive 100 possible itineraries or no itinerary at all. 

5) And the main reason for all this confusion is that software like the one used 
on Yahoo! Travel lack support for the user’s problem solving process as it 
unfolds over time: it does not keep track of what has been and what still needs 
to be accomplished. 
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Collaborative Interface Agent 

• User and agent share 
a common goal 

• Both parties work in 
close collaboration 

• All relevant actions 
are either observed or 
reported. 

To solve these problems and make the planning process simpler, consider a 
collaborative agent in addition to the basic software application.  Notice that 
aside from direct communication between user and agent, both the user and 
agent can observe the other’s interaction with the specific application.  With 
direct communication and observations both user and agent are fully aware of 
the other’s actions and intentions; this is a property of such systems important 
to the theory that we will present. 

We also want to emphasize that the topic of this lecture does not involve the 
design of the application on the bottom of the figure, but rather the 
collaborative agent on the right, which is modular and independent of the 
application. 

10 
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Collaborative Travel Assistant 

Here is an example of a travel assistant with a collaborative agent.  The back 
ground is the actual travel planning application where the user can directly 
select options such as time, destination(s), and the airline.  On the bottom left 
corner is the user interface window that reflects all verbal inp uts of the users.  
And on the upper right corner is the dialogue box of the agent containing 
verbal communication from the agent. Both text displayed in the dialogue 
boxes and any direct actions that the user makes upon the application are 
considered by the agent through the entire planning process. Later, we will 
cover an example of such a transaction and how collaborative discourse and 
plan recognition analyze and extract relevant information from these 
transactions real-time. 
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Outline 

• Travel Scheduling Example 
• Collaborative Discourse 
• Plan Recognition 
• TRIPS 
• COLLAGEN 

As illustrated in the travel scheduling example above, current interactive 
automated agents lack a structured framework for interpreting and contributing 
to user goals, leading them to rely on restrictive, formulaic command sets and 
operation sequences. 

A more sophisticated agent should engage in flexible discourse with the user, 
extracting and supplying information relevant to shared objectives. The 
challenge is to limit the overhead associated with interaction so that it does not 
outweigh the advantages of collaboration between agents of differing 
capabilities. 

Here we outline a framework for collaborative discourse. 
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Elements of Collaborative Discourse 

Intentional Structure 
? model agent goals and intersections 

to identify collaboration opportunities 

Linguistic Structure 
? resolve agent interactions 

to build intentional model 

? maintain immediate context 
to interpret agent interactions 

(Grosz and Sidner) 

Attentional Structure 

Grosz and Sidner propose three essential elements for collaborative 
discourse: 

Intentional Structure. Agents must build a model of the goals of each other 
agent and how they may be decomposed into sub-goals. When goals or sub-
goals intersect between multiple agents, agents should identify them as 
shared goals, so that their individual specialized capabilities can be used in 
collaboration. 

Linguistic Structure. Agents must construct the intentional model by 
extracting relevant information from linguistic or observational dialogue. They 
must decompose dialog into distinct relevant segments of information. 

Attentional Structure. Agents must interpret the relevance of dialog 
according to the flow of discourse: the same exchange in two different 
contexts may convey entirely different meanings with respect to the semantics 
of intention. They must maintain an immediate context in order to correctly 
interpret interactions. 
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(Grosz and Kraus) 

Goal 

Recipe 

action action action 

Successful collaboration requires: 

• viable recipes 

• constituent actions 

• action plan 

• execution 

Intentional Structure: SharedPlans 

common goal ? 

shared recipe ? 

agent assignment ? 

agent commitment ? 

SharedPlans recursive to 
level of primitive actions … 

Grosz and Kraus describe intentional structure by means of the SharedPlan

formalism, which models the recursive decomposition of goals int o sub-goals. 


The figure illustrates two higher-level goals, one of the user (blue) and one of 

the automated agent (red), which share a constituent sub-goal (purple). This 

shared goal is further decomposed according to the following steps:


Identify common goal. Agents can then identify the possible recipes (viable 

sequences of constituent sub-goals) from a recipe library to achieve the 

shared goal.


Select shared recipe. Agents agree upon a sequence of lower-level actions 

to be carried out between them to achieve the goal.


Assign agents to actions. Agents allocate individual efforts in carrying out 

different constituent actions according to their specialized capabilities.


Commit to collaboration. Agents agree to the shared agenda and commit to 

completing the sub-goals at subsequent levels through collaborative 

interaction.


SharedPlans exhibit a recursive structure: each sub-goal generated becomes 

a new goal presenting the opportunity for further collaboration. Goals are 

decomposed until they reach the level of so-called primitive actions, for which 

no recipes exist in the library.
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(Grosz and Kraus) 

Goal 

Recipe 

action action action 

Intentional Structure: SharedPlans 

“schedule a trip” 

“work backwards from destination” 

“specify arrival constraints” 

“track viable itineraries” 

“Okay” 

“Okay” 

This illustrates the process of collaboration using the SharedPlan framework in 
the context of the travel scheduling example. 

Here, the user and automated agent identify scheduling a trip as a shared 
goal. 

They agree to construct the schedule by working backwards from the 
destination, one of the recipes known to the agent. 

They partition the tasks so that the user (with knowledge of his schedule) 
specifies constraints on arrival and the agent (with knowledge of available 
flights) tracks the corresponding viable itineraries. 

Finally, they agree to carry out the plan and continue the collaboration. 
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Linguistic Structure: Segmentation 

Goal 

Recipe 

action action action 

Interactions identified by purpose: 

• directly achieve current goal 

• identify recipe to be used for goal 

• achieve step in recipe for goal 

• specify parameter of step/goal 

• identify agent to perform step/goal 

Hierarchy used to track content 

(Grosz; Lochbaum) 

and context of discourse … 

Grosz and Lochbaum describe the essential principle of dialog decomposition: 
communications and observed actions are grouped into segments 
corresponding to a specific purpose. Segments are grouped into a recursive 
hierarchy paralleling the intentional structure of the SharedPlan. 

Relevant bits of information from these segments may be incorporated into the 
intentional structure in any order. Segments may be relevant in five basic 
ways, wherein they: 

•declare the completion of the current goal; 

•identify the recipe to be used for the current goal; 

•declare the completion of a step in the recipe for the current goal; 

•specify a parameter of a step in the recipe or the current goal; or 

•identify the agent responsible for performing a step in the recipe or the current 
goal. 

Segments not relevant to the current goal are known as interrupts, and 
generate new top-level goals in the intentional structure and the corresponding 
segment hierarchy. 
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17 

Linguistic Structure: Segmentation 

Goal 

Recipe 

action action action 

Interactions identified by purpose: 

• directly achieve current goal 

• identify recipe to be used for goal 

• achieve step in recipe for goal 

• specify parameter of step/goal 

• identify agent to perform step/goal 

Hierarchy used to track content 

(Grosz; Lochbaum) 

and context of discourse … 
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Linguistic Structure: Segmentation 

Goal 

Recipe 

action action action 

Interactions identified by purpose: 

• directly achieve current goal 

• identify recipe to be used for goal 

• achieve step in recipe for goal 

• specify parameter of step/goal 

• identify agent to perform step/goal 

Hierarchy used to track content 

(Grosz; Lochbaum) 

and context of discourse … 
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Linguistic Structure: Segmentation 

Goal 

Recipe 

action action action 

Interactions identified by purpose: 

• directly achieve current goal 

• identify recipe to be used for goal 

• achieve step in recipe for goal 

• specify parameter of step/goal 

• identify agent to perform step/goal 

Hierarchy used to track content 

(Grosz; Lochbaum) 

and context of discourse … 
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Linguistic Structure: Segmentation 

Goal 

Recipe 

action action action 

Interactions identified by purpose: 

• directly achieve current goal 

• identify recipe to be used for goal 

• achieve step in recipe for goal 

• specify parameter of step/goal 

• identify agent to perform step/goal 

Hierarchy used to track content 

(Grosz; Lochbaum) 

and context of discourse … 
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Linguistic Structure: Segmentation 

Goal 

Recipe 

action action action 

Interactions identified by purpose: 

• directly achieve current goal 

• identify recipe to be used for goal 

• achieve step in recipe for goal 

• specify parameter of step/goal 

• identify agent to perform step/goal 

Hierarchy used to track content 

(Grosz; Lochbaum) 

and context of discourse … 
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The figure shows the purpose-driven segmentation of some dialog between a 
user and the collaborative travel scheduling agent presented earlier. The first 
line of each segment (box) states the purpose with which the segment is 
identified. 

The segments are interpreted with relevance to goals at different levels in the 
hierarchy: the top level segment references the overall goal of scheduling a 
trip; one of the next-level segments references the sub-goal of specifying an 
airline; and the lowest-level segment shown references the sub-sub-goal of 
selecting United Airlines. 
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Tracks current context of discourse: 

• maintains active path in segment hierarchy 

• goal decomposition increases depth ; 
goal completion decreases depth 

• goal abandonment (interrupt) 

Restricted context mitigates 

of general plan recognition 

Attentional Structure: Focus Stack 
(Lochbaum) 

generates new top-level focus 

worst-case exponential complexity 

As seen in the previous example, interpreting discourse requires using the 
immediate context of the dialog to differentiate meaning. Even if meanings 
could be determined without context, this would require astronomical 
computation, since segments would require interpretation with respect to every 
possible element of the joint intention structure. The immediate context of the 
conversation makes interpretation feasible in both respects. 

Attentional structure is maintained by the focus stack, a stored path in the 
segment hierarchy identifying the current context of the discourse. When goals 
are decomposed into sub-goals, the depth of this path increases: the newly 
generated sub-goals become the current focus (top). When sub-goals are 
completed, the focus jumps upward to the parent goals in progress, 
decreasing the depth of the stack (middle). When the current goal is 
abandoned via an interrupt, the focus jumps to the newly generated top-level 
goal, which may eventually become linked with the rest of the intentional 
structure (bottom). 
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The figure illustrates the focus stack at a particular point in the travel 
scheduling dialog seen above. Here the relevant path in the hierarchy of goals 
and segments is highlighted: the focus stack informs the agent that current 
dialog references airline selection, which allows the agent to propose the 
choice of United Airlines based on its information about itineraries. 
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Discourse State Representation 

focus segments for subsequent 
reference during discourse 

A B C 
A B C 

Plan Tree 

Focus Stack 

History List 

History list maintains top-level 

We saw earlier that interrupts (segments irrelevant to the immediate context) 
can generate new top-level goals in the intentional structure, whose 
relationship with the rest of the structure may not be readily apparent. Because 
they start out as disconnected elements, the system requires one additional 
component: a history list to keep track of top-level nodes in the structure. This 
prevents loss of information gathered from prior collaboration by maintaining 
references to the entire collaboration history. 

The plan tree (SharedPlan), focus stack, and history list comprise the 
discourse state representation maintained by the collaboration manager. 
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Collaboration Architecture 

A B C A B C 

Discourse State 

Discourse Interpretation 

Discourse Generation 

Agenda 

Recipe Library 

Communications, 
Observations 

Actions, 
Queries 

Collaboration Manager 

Collaborative agents like our later example, COLLAGEN, use a multi-agent 
collaboration architecture like the one illustrated above. Shown here for a 
human user and automated agent, the architecture generalizes nat urally to 
many agents. 

The discourse interpretation process accepts communications and 
observations from the agents along with recipes from a library (known to one 
or more agents) to construct the discourse state representation. The discourse 
generation (inverse) process generates an agenda of communications and 
actions (often in the form of decision points) for the agents with which to 
continue their collaboration. The agents themselves perform individual actions 
and query individual sources of information in accordance with their 
SharedPlans. Finally, while the automated agent can retrieve a complete view 
of the discourse state (by accessing the data structure), human users can 
obtain a partial view by examining the real-time segment hierarchy generated 
by the dialog stream, presented in a natural interface. 
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Collaborative Discourse: Recap 

• 
to interpret and generate discourse, interleaving
planning and execution 

• 
by limited immediate focus 

• Localization ensures small number of 
communication choices, immediately relevant
and manageable for the user 

• 
representation of parallel tasks to avoid
excessive interrupt behavior 

Collaboration manager uses goal-based model 

Worst-case exponential plan recognition avoided 

Future work may pursue higher-level 
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Outline 

• Travel Scheduling Example 
• Collaborative Discourse 
• Plan Recognition 
• TRIPS 
• COLLAGEN 
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Setting for Collaboration 

Two participants can both communicate with each other and observe each 
other’s actions on some shared artifact. Sometimes the communication can be 
reduced by more observations. 
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Without plan recognition With plan recognition 
1 USER: "Let's work on email." USER: "Let's work on email." 
2 AGENT: "You have 5 unread messages." AGENT: "You have 5 unread messages." 
3 USER: "Let's read a message." 
4 USER: <Select message from Chuck> USER: <Select message from Chuck> 
5 USER: "Let's read message in its own window." 
6 USER: <Open message> USER: <Open message> 
7 USER: "Let's do something using message." 
8 USER: USER: 
9 ...long lunch... ...long lunch... 
10 USER: "What was I doing?" USER: "What was I doing?" 

AGENT: "Working on email. 
12 Reading message from Chuck. Reading message from Chuck. 
13 Reading message in its own window. Reading message in its own window. 
14 Done something using message. Done something using message. 
15 
16 Expecting to react to message (opt)." Expecting to react to message (opt)." 
17 USER: "Let's react to message." 
18 USER: "Let's send email." 
19 USER: <Start new message> USER: <Start new message> 
20 USER: "Let's fill in message." 
21 USER: <Address message to Dan> USER: <Address message to Dan> 
22 AGENT: "Why are you sending email to Dan? 
23 (a) reacting to message from Chuck 
24 (b) as a new goal " 
25 USER: "I am reacting to message from Chuck." 
26 ...additional editing actions... ...additional editing actions... 
27 USER: "Done filling in message." USER: "Done filling in message." 

AGENT: "Let's send, cancel or save message." 
29 USER: "Please save message." USER: "Please save message." 

AGENT: <Save message> 

COLLAGEN E-mail Example 

<Visit http://foo.bar.com> <Visit http://foo.bar.com> 

11 AGENT: "Working on email. 

<Visit http://foo.bar.com> <Visit http://foo.bar.com> 

28 AGENT: "Let's send, cancel or save message." 

30 AGENT: <Save message> 

Here is an example where a collaborative agent assists a user in checking e-
mail. On the left is a transcript of the interaction between the user and an 
agent that does not use plan recognition, and on the right is a transcript of the 
interaction between the user and an agent that does use plan recognition. As 
can be seen from the boxed portion of the interaction, plan recognition helps 
the agent to identify the user’s intents without requiring the user to specify 
through verbal communication each primitive action that the user takes. 
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Without plan recognition With plan recognition 
1 USER: "Let's work on email." USER: "Let's work on email." 
2 AGENT: "You have 5 unread messages." AGENT: "You have 5 unread messages." 
3 USER: "Let's read a message." 
4 USER: <Select message from Chuck> USER: <Select message from Chuck> 
5 USER: "Let's read message in its own window." 
6 USER: <Open message> USER: <Open message> 
7 USER: "Let's do something using message." 
8 USER: USER: 
9 ...long lunch... ...long lunch... 
10 USER: "What was I doing?" USER: "What was I doing?" 

AGENT: "Working on email. 
12 Reading message from Chuck. Reading message from Chuck. 
13 Reading message in its own window. Reading message in its own window. 
14 Done something using message. Done something using message. 
15 
16 Expecting to react to message (opt)." Expecting to react to message (opt)." 
17 USER: "Let's react to message." 
18 USER: "Let's send email." 
19 USER: <Start new message> USER: <Start new message> 
20 USER: "Let's fill in message." 
21 USER: <Address message to Dan> USER: <Address message to Dan> 
22 AGENT: "Why are you sending email to Dan? 
23 (a) reacting to message from Chuck 
24 (b) as a new goal " 
25 USER: "I am reacting to message from Chuck." 
26 ...additional editing actions... ...additional editing actions... 
27 USER: "Done filling in message." USER: "Done filling in message." 

AGENT: "Let's send, cancel or save message." 
29 USER: "Please save message." USER: "Please save message." 

AGENT: <Save message> 

COLLAGEN E-mail Example 

<Visit http://foo.bar.com> <Visit http://foo.bar.com> 

11 AGENT: "Working on email. 

<Visit http://foo.bar.com> <Visit http://foo.bar.com> 

28 AGENT: "Let's send, cancel or save message." 

30 AGENT: <Save message> 

This boxed portion shows a couple of things: 

1.	 The agent’s knowledge of the user’s actions is identical in both cases, i.e. 
in the case without plan recognition where the user had to verbally specify 
all primitive actions, and in the case with plan recognition where the agent 
learns of the user’s intent by observations of the user’s actions. 

2.	 In both cases the agent is able to regurgitate the history of the user’s 
actions. This is very useful for the user after taking a break (eg. “long 
lunch”) from the continuum of working. 
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Without plan recognition With plan recognition 
1 USER: "Let's work on email." USER: "Let's work on email." 
2 AGENT: "You have 5 unread messages." AGENT: "You have 5 unread messages." 
3 USER: "Let's read a message." 
4 USER: <Select message from Chuck> USER: <Select message from Chuck> 
5 USER: "Let's read message in its own window." 
6 USER: <Open message> USER: <Open message> 
7 USER: "Let's do something using message." 
8 USER: USER: 
9 ...long lunch... ...long lunch... 
10 USER: "What was I doing?" USER: "What was I doing?" 

AGENT: "Working on email. 
12 Reading message from Chuck. Reading message from Chuck. 
13 Reading message in its own window. Reading message in its own window. 
14 Done something using message. Done something using message. 
15 
16 Expecting to react to message (opt)." Expecting to react to message (opt)." 
17 USER: "Let's react to message." 
18 USER: "Let's send email." 
19 USER: <Start new message> USER: <Start new message> 
20 USER: "Let's fill in message." 
21 USER: <Address message to Dan> USER: <Address message to Dan> 
22 AGENT: "Why are you sending email to Dan? 
23 (a) reacting to message from Chuck 
24 (b) as a new goal " 
25 USER: "I am reacting to message from Chuck." 
26 ...additional editing actions... ...additional editing actions... 
27 USER: "Done filling in message." USER: "Done filling in message." 

AGENT: "Let's send, cancel or save message." 
29 USER: "Please save message." USER: "Please save message." 

AGENT: <Save message> 

COLLAGEN E-mail Example 

<Visit http://foo.bar.com> <Visit http://foo.bar.com> 

11 AGENT: "Working on email. 

<Visit http://foo.bar.com> <Visit http://foo.bar.com> 

28 AGENT: "Let's send, cancel or save message." 

30 AGENT: <Save message> 

Agents that act with plan recognition learns the user’s intent by observing the 
user’s actions, but sometimes the user’s actions may be ambiguous to the 
agent. For example, in this case, the user starts a new message, but the 
user may do this for a variety of reasons: 

1. To start a new thread of messages, 

2. To reply someone else’s thread. 
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Without plan recognition With plan recognition 
1 USER: "Let's work on email." USER: "Let's work on email." 
2 AGENT: "You have 5 unread messages." AGENT: "You have 5 unread messages." 
3 USER: "Let's read a message." 
4 USER: <Select message from Chuck> USER: <Select message from Chuck> 
5 USER: "Let's read message in its own window." 
6 USER: <Open message> USER: <Open message> 
7 USER: "Let's do something using message." 
8 USER: USER: 
9 ...long lunch... ...long lunch... 
10 USER: "What was I doing?" USER: "What was I doing?" 

AGENT: "Working on email. 
12 Reading message from Chuck. Reading message from Chuck. 
13 Reading message in its own window. Reading message in its own window. 
14 Done something using message. Done something using message. 
15 
16 Expecting to react to message (opt)." Expecting to react to message (opt)." 
17 USER: "Let's react to message." 
18 USER: "Let's send email." 
19 USER: <Start new message> USER: <Start new message> 
20 USER: "Let's fill in message." 
21 USER: <Address message to Dan> USER: <Address message to Dan> 
22 AGENT: "Why are you sending email to Dan? 
23 (a) reacting to message from Chuck 
24 (b) as a new goal " 
25 USER: "I am reacting to message from Chuck." 
26 ...additional editing actions... ...additional editing actions... 
27 USER: "Done filling in message." USER: "Done filling in message." 

AGENT: "Let's send, cancel or save message." 
29 USER: "Please save message." USER: "Please save message." 

AGENT: <Save message> 

COLLAGEN E-mail Example 

<Visit http://foo.bar.com> <Visit http://foo.bar.com> 

11 AGENT: "Working on email. 

<Visit http://foo.bar.com> <Visit http://foo.bar.com> 

28 AGENT: "Let's send, cancel or save message." 

30 AGENT: <Save message> 

Thus in these ambiguous circumstances, the agent must ask the user for 
clarification. 

Notice that this interaction is unnecessary in the case without plan recognition 
because the user already specified his/her intent. However, plan recognition is 
more advantageous because generally, ambiguous actions are not frequent, 
and the amount of verbal communications that can be omitted by using plan 
recognition is greater than the amount of clarification questions necessary. 
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Task Structure Model 

Primitive actions 

High-level goals 

Lower-level goals 

“working on e-mail” 

“filling in a message” 

The task structure is a hierarchy of goals and actions, where high-level goals 
such as working on e-mail breaks down to lower-level goals such as preparing 
a message. At the bottom of the hierarchy are primitive actions such as 
clicking a mouse or typing in text. 
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1 USER: "Propose scheduling a trip." 
2 AGENT: "Ok." 

to San Francisco to Boston, allowing 100+ itineraries) 
3 USER: <Add Boston to the route.> 
4 USER: <Add Dallas to the route, allowing 97 itineraries.> 
5 USER: <Add Denver to the route, allowing 100+ itineraries.> 
6 USER: <Add San Francisco to the route, allowing 100+ itineraries.> 
7 USER: <Add Boston to the route, allowing 100+ itineraries.> 
8 USER: "Ok." 

9 AGENT: "How should a trip on the route be scheduled?" 
10 USER: "Propose scheduling a trip on the route via working backward." 

11 AGENT: "Propose you work on San Francisco to Boston leg." 
12 USER: <Add Boston final interval with arrival Sun 11:30p.> 
13 USER: <Change Boston final interval to arrival Fri noon.> 
14 USER: 

allowing 70 itineraries.> 
15 USER: 
16 USER: "Ok.“ 

… 

Air Travel Example 

(Done user identifying route of scheduling a trip as Boston to Dallas to Denver 

(Done user proposing a trip on the route be scheduled via working backward) 

(Done user working on San Francisco to Boston leg, allowing 70 itineraries) 

<Add San Francisco stopover with arrival Wed 1:55a departure Wed 9:55a, 

<Change San Francisco stopover to arrival Thu 6:00p departure Fri 1:57a.> 

High-level goal 

Low-level goal 

Here we see the air travel scheduling example in the context of task structure. 

The top-level goal is to schedule a trip from Boston to Dallas to Denver to San 
Francisco and back to Boston. The first box contains the actions that the user 
takes to identify the high-level goals. The second box contains the actions for 
accomplishing a lower-level goal such as planning the travel leg from San 
Francisco to Boston. 
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… 

17 AGENT: "Propose you work on Denver to San Francisco leg." 
18 USER: 

... 
(Done jointly specifying airlines, allowing 4 itineraries) 

36 USER: <Add American specification, allowing no itineraries.> 
(Done agent adding United specification, allowing 4 itineraries) 

37 AGENT: "Propose I add United specification." 
38 USER: "Ok." 
39 AGENT: <Add United specification, allowing 4 itineraries.> 

(User displaying and selecting itineraries) 
40 USER: <Display 4 itineraries.> 
41 USER: <Select itinerary Wed AA/1099 Wed AA/313 Thu UA/343 Fri AA/928.> 

Air Travel Example 

(Done user working on Denver to San Francisco leg, allowing 61 itineraries) 

<Add Denver stopover with arrival Thu 8:21a departure Thu 3:19p.> 

Notice that the lower-level goals can be performed by either the user or in the 
case shown in the box, they can be performed by the agent as well. 
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With Plan Recognition 

• User need not announce each goal 

• Intentions conveyed through actions 

• Verbal clarification resolves ambiguities 

To summarize what we have seen thus far in the e-mail example and the air 
travel scheduling example: 

Plan recognition allows the user more flexibility in performing the actions that 
lead to goals by not requiring the user to verbally communicate to the agent 
every goal that the user is pursuing. The agent will derive the user’s goals by 
observing the user’s actions. If there are instances where the user’s actions 
are unclear or may imply multiple possible user goals, then the agent can ask 
the user for verbal clarification. 
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Collaboration Architecture 

A B C A B C 
Discourse State 

Discourse Interpretation 

Discourse Generation 

Agenda 

Recipe Library 

Communications, 
Observations 

Actions, 
Queries 

Collaboration Manager 

Plan Recognition 

Within the overall collaboration architecture, plan recognition is applied in 
Discourse Interpretation. 
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Plan Recognition Overview 

SharedPlan 

Plan P1… 
Action A 

During plan recognition, the user performs some action A. Based on previous 
observations, the agent maintains a SharedPlan in its knowledge space. 
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Plan Recognition Overview 

SharedPlan 

Plan P1… 
Plan P2… 
… 

Observation 

Action A 

Suppose the agent observes the user perform the action A. 

Plan recognition identifies the set of possible extensions to the agent’s current 
SharedPlan which are consistent with its recipe knowledge and contains the 
user performing A. 
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Plan Recognition Overview 

SharedPlan 

Plan P2… 
Action A 

Ask for Clarification 

Multiple extensions require clarification to reduce the SharedPlan to a more 
manageable domain size. 
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Properties of Collaborative Setting 

• Focus of attention 

• Incremental extension on a plan 

• Clarification reduces recognizer 
interpretations 

In a collaborative setting, the agent and user share a focus of attention on 
some specific action. The plans that are generated are dynamic in that they 
are incrementally extended when necessary. This differs from most existing 
forms of human-computer interaction, where the computer executes a 
predefined plan of actions, and if some step of the plan fails, then the planning 
must start over. Within dynamic plan generation, the agent must keep track of 
the possible goals that the user is trying to pursue at each step. To keep the 
list of possible goals small and tractable, the agent may ask for clarifications. 
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Plan Recognition Example 

In this example, the user sees new input actions K and L from the user.  The 
current plan has A -> B and C. The focus of attention is on action B. The 
recipe library holds 8 recipes that may be helpful in expanding the plan. 

The plan recognizer performs an exhaustive search of all possible ways of 
extending the input plan to explain the input actions. 

The plan recognizer takes the current plan, and expands it on the focus action 
B using all the necessary recipes. It will stop expanding once it reaches an 
explanation for a target (input) action. The two plans on the right goes from the 
current plan to the target actions via B using the least amount of actions. 
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Algorithm Setup
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To set up the algorithm, we need to define a plan as a tuple of a set of actions, 
edges and constraints. We also define the set of all actions which are divided 
into primitive and top level actions. We then define a set of recipes that map 
non-primitive actions to plans. 

Curly letters represents set values; normal variables are single elements. 

44 
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Plan Recognition Algorithm 

A B C D 

Top level actions 

… 

Q: {[A1,… An], 

{[A1,… An], ({B}, 0, 0), B}, 

{[A1,… An], ({C}, 0, 0), C}, 

{[A1,… An], ({D}, 0, 0), D}, 

… 

[A1,… An], P (0,0,0) 

({A}, 0, 0), A}, 

The plan recognition function is called with a list of input actions [A1, … An], 
some existing plan P, a focus action f, and a recipe library R. 

When plan recognition first starts off, there are no plans, so it will add all of the 
top level actions to the queue (Q). 
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Plan Recognition Algorithm 

AA BB 

… 
[A1,… An], P (A,E,C), f = B 

A B C D … 

Q: {[A1,… An], ({AA, B}, E, C), AA}, 

{[A1,… An], ({BB, B}, E, C), BB}, 

{[A1,… An], 

{[A1,… An], ({B}, 0, 0), B}, 

… 

({A}, 0, 0), A}, 

When performing plan recognition with some plans already in place, we will 
choose the focus action (in this case action B shown in yellow), and expand on 
the focus action, adding the leaves (AA and BB) to the queue as shown. 
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Plan Recognition Algorithm 

A,E,C), f = B 

Q: {[A1,… An], ({AA, B}, E, C), AA}, 

{[A1,… An], ({BB, B}, E, C), BB}, 

{[A1,… An], 

{[A1,… An], ({B}, 0, 0), B}, 

… 
P’ 

{[A1,… An], ({A1, B}, E, C), A1} 

P” 

[A1,… An], P (

({A}, 0, 0), A}, 

Items are taken off the queue, and the first item’s plan is assigned to P’. We 
then replace the action in P’ with the first action in the input action sequence. 
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Plan Recognition Algorithm 

Consistent �
 

P”: {[A1,… An], ({A1, B}, E, C), A1} 

[A1] [A1,… An] 

EXPL: ({A1, B}, E, C) 

Q: {[A2,… An], ({A1, B}, E, C), A1}, 

{[A1,… An], ({AA, B}, E, C), AA}, 

… 

If the plan P” which contains A1 (from the input action sequence) is consistent, 
i.e. the actions follow the constraints, then we look at the length of the input 
action sequence. If there was only one action in the input seque nce, then we 
know that it is consistent, so we can add it to the list of extended plans, or 
EXPL. If there are more actions in the input sequence, then we add to the 
queue with the first action removed from the list of input actions. 
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Plan Recognition Algorithm 

AA not primitive action 

S1, S2 

Q: {[A1,… An], ({S1, AA, B}, E, C), S1}, 

{[A1,… An], ({S2, AA, B}, E, C), S2}, 

… 

AA ? 

If the current action of interest is not a primitive action, the n it can be 
expanded using the recipe library. Here, we see that the recipe library says AA 
-> S1 and S2, so we add to the queue those extensions. 
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Focus and Clarification Algorithm 

Ainput 

(0,0,0) 

[ A ] 

null 

Done �P: 

… 

plan ? 

focus ?  null 

acts ?  

pick ?  

For the focus, ambiguity and clarification algorithm, we use variables plan to 
represent the current plan, focus to represent the focus action which may be 
updated by a function called UpdateFocus, acts to represent the input actions, 
and pick to take on extended plans. Initially, we wait for the next input action 
and add it to acts. Everything else is set to null. 
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Focus and Clarification Algorithm 
(0,0,0) 

[ A ] 

null 

Plan Recognition 

EXPL

plan ? 

focus ?  null 

acts ?  

pick ?  

: … 

We first perform plan recognition on this initial action and get some EXPL in 
return, which may or may not be empty. 
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Focus and Clarification Algorithm 

EXPL: 0 

… 

focus 

Plan Recognition 

P: 

If EXPL is empty, or in other words there was no extended plan returned, then 
we set the focus to the root of the plan and perform plan recognition again. 
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Focus and Clarification Algorithm 

EXPL: {(…)} 

one plan 

(…) pick 

If the EXPL returned one plan, then set that plan to pick, removing it from 
EXPL. 
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Focus and Clarification Algorithm 

EXPL: 0 acts: [ A, B, C,…] 

Ask for Clarification 

pick 

MaxWait = 2 

If EXPL returned nothing, or if the number of input actions exceeds the set 
value MaxWait (which is the maximum number of actions to observe before 
inquiring for clarification), then the algorithm calls a Clarify function, which will 
narrow down the possible plans to some single plan, which is set to pick. 
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Focus and Clarification Algorithm 

(…)pick 

plan 

UpdateFocus 

A 

focus 

[ A ] 

[ ] 

acts ?  

acts ?  

If pick is actually set, then that becomes our current plan, which we can use to 
update the focus. The list of input actions is set back to empty and we are 
ready to repeat this whole process again… “wait for next input action”, etc. 
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Complexity 

• Size of search space to explain one action: 
F(R×S)L 

– S: max number of steps in a recipe 
– R: max number of recipes applicable to an action 
– F: number of actions on the fringe of P 
– L: length of longest sequence of recipes the algorithm 

must consider 
• 

O((F’(R×S)L)N) 
– N: number of input actions 

• RS)d) 
– d: depth of deepest possible plan 

Recursion for each action: worst-case complexity 

General case: O((

Complexity to explain one action is given by F(R×S)L. But since there are N 
input actions, the complexity needs to be raised to the power of N, namely 
F’(R×S)L)N . 

In the general case, the complexity is on the order of (RS)d where d is the 
depth of the deepest possible plan. 

If number of input actions is small (N is small), collaborative plan recognition 
problem is significantly more tractable than general plan recognition problem. 
Small number of input actions is guaranteed through clarification. 
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Focus, Ambiguity and Clarification 

What to do when recognizer returns multiple 
explanations? 

Wait Ask for 
clarification 

Agent 

Longer wait requires 
more CPU 

More clarification requires 
more user response 

When plan recognition returns more than one explanation for an action, the 
agent can either wait for more observations on user actions, or it can ask for 
clarification right away. 

When the agent waits for more observations, it saves the user the 
inconvenience of constantly communicating with the agent. However, the more 
actions that the agent waits, the larger the domain space, and as we saw in 
the previous slide, there is more complexity in solving the problem. 

Asking for clarification keeps the complexity down, but it requires more user 
response. So the key is to keep a good balance between these two. 
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0 

0.5 

1 

1.5 

2 

2.5 

3 

1 2 3 

Number of Actions to Wait 

Questions asked per plan 

Steps per plan with ambiguity 

CPU secs used by recognizer 

Average Results for 100 E-mail Scenarios 

Here is shown some results from the e-mail problem. These are all average 
values obtained from averaging 100 cases. 

On the x-axis is the number of actions that the agent waited to observe before 
asking for clarification. As we can see, the red bars indicating the number of 
questions asked per plan decreased as the agent waited for more 
observations. The number of steps per plan with ambiguity increased with 
more waiting, and the CPU time that was needed increased with more waiting. 
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Comparisons With and 

Without Plan Recognition 


4.5 

4 

3.5 

3 
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1.5 

1 

0.5 

0 

Communications 
Clarification questions 

With plan recognition Without plan recognition 

59 

We can see in this graph that with plan recognition, the agent had to ask on 
average 1.2 clarification questions, but without plan recognition, the user had 
on average needed to make 4.4 communications to the agent. Both of these 
accomplished the same tasks, but it is obvious that plan recognition reduces 
the overall agent-user communications required to complete a task. 
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Outline 

• Travel Scheduling Example 
• Collaborative Discourse 
• Plan Recognition 
• TRIPS 
• COLLAGEN 
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TRIPS Architecture 

We showed a demo of the collaborative agent TRIPS in the beginni ng of this 
lecture. Here is a high-level architectural diagram of TRIPS.  Notice the 
complexity of this agent: the technology behind speech input and output 
modules on the top to the actual planner and scheduler and event monitors on 
the bottom are not covered in this lecture. 

The discourse context module contains the algorithm concerning the 
collaborative discourse theory, and the task manager has plan recognition 
abilities. Both of them work with the higher level module Interpretation 
Manager towards the understanding of the user inputs. Discourse context is 
also used to generate agent responses through the Generation Manager. 
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TRIPS Demo 2 

This is another demo of the same TRIPS agent applied to another scenario concerning Pacifica 
refugee evacuation. Again, the goal of the exercise presented is self-explanatory.  Below is a list of 
running commentaries concerning specific elements of the demo. Plan recognition and collaborative
discourse are used throughout this exercise. We will only be pointing out some of the obvious 
occurrences. The number in the beginning of each bullet is the estimated time in the demo the 
commentary should take place followed by a brief description of what happened and how this relates 
to the theory we mentioned. 

•1:12 – TRIPS displays a map of Pacifica at the user’s request.  This is the level tasks that regular 
systems without collaborative discourse and plan recognition should be able to perform. However, 
this action also serves the purpose of narrowing the recipe library to recipes related to Pacifica. 
•1:29 – When the user asked for the location of the trucks, TRIPS gave a verbal response along with 
a visual indication of the truck’s location on the map. This shows that our collaboration theories are 
not limited to verbal communication alone. This also demonstrates the usefulness of a setting 
where the user can not only hear but also observe actions of the agent and vise versa.  A large 
amount of time can be saved because the agent and user does not need to fully explain all their 
actions. 
•1:41 – The user asks the agent to use “the truck,” the agent replies that it does not understand the 
request. (The user actually says “a truck” but “the truck” appears on the screen.  This is either a 
mistake the user made in typing, or a mistake in the speech recognition system.  In either case, the 
plan recognition part of the agent received “the truck” as an input) This is an example of clarification 
when the agent receives an ambiguous request. Since there are multiple trucks none of which 
officially labeled “the truck,” the agent got confused. Instead of taking a guess which would have 
increased the ambiguity, the agent asked for a clarification to refine the search space. 
•1:56 – Once both parties agreed to use a truck to get the people from Calypso to Delta, the agent 
highlighted that route on the map and displayed a schedule bar, this time without explicit request 
from the user. This further demonstrates the effectiveness of visual communication as well as the 
agent’s ability to give its own input to this problem solving process, this time in a non verbal format. 
•2:12 – This time the user asked a hypothetical questions “what if we went along the coast instead.”  
In this case, the agent starts a separate sub-segment in parallel with the current path given and 
designates this as the current active segment. (Notice that a new route appears on the map, and a 
new schedule window also opens on top of the old one.) When the user says “forget it,” the agent 
have to close this segment and return to the last active segment.  (The new route is removed and
the new schedule window closes, thus placing the former schedule window back on the screen.)  
This demonstrate the agent’s ability to track multiple scenarios at once. 
•2:57 – In this case the user first asked to use another truck to get people from Exodus to Delta, and 
then he changed his mind and asked the user to use “a helicopter instead.”  There are 2 significant
points associated with this action. First, it demonstrates the agent’s ability to retrace steps back to 
an earlier point in the planning process. Also, when the user used the word “instead,” the agent 
must realize that the user is referring to the same route and only changing the means of 
transportation. This is easily accomplished with the segmentation layers of collaborative discourse. 
•3:25 – Again when the user says “go on to Abyss,” he did not have to specify truck one to Abyss.  
The agent realizes this because that is the segment currently in focus. 
•3:47 –The rest of the demo works under the condition that the Delta bridge is out.  The agent
identifies the parts of the plan that are no longer executable, and a re-planning process begins.  
Since the rest of the demo covers much of the same concepts already discussed, we will stop the 
demo here in the interest of time. 

One last thing to note about this demo is that the user never stated the top level goal of refugee 
evacuation. However, the agent can still make inferences and perform tasks based on the sub-
goals such as moving people from one location to another. 

This demo can be found at the following url: 
http://www.cs.rochester.edu/research/cisd/projects/trips/movies/TRIPS-98_v4.0/. 
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Outline 

• Travel Scheduling Example 
• Collaborative Discourse 
• Plan Recognition 
• TRIPS 
• COLLAGEN 

COLLAGEN is another collaborative agent currently under development.  This 
is the same agent used to evaluated the email scenario covered in the plan 
recognition section above. However, below is the same COLLAGEN agent 
applied to a completely different platform 
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Mel the Robotic Penguin 

This is Mel, the robotic penguin. For most of this lecture, we focused on 
examples where the collaborative agent is linked to a static computer and 
communication only takes the form of speech or on-screen displays. However, 
we mentioned in the beginning of this lecture, that collaborative agents are 
modular and application independent. And we believe that Mel is a good 
demonstration of this fact. We want to emphasize that the COLLAGEN 
system used in Mel is the same agent used in the email application we 
discussed earlier. From email client to robotic penguin, one can see truly how 
mobile a collaborative agent can be. 
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Communicating with Mel 

• Mel can seek out a person to interact with for the 
demonstration. 

• Mel also recognizes and responds to head 
gestures (such as nods) to indicate interest in 
Mel and environment. 

• People find the Mel's gestures more natural than 
an unmoving conversational partner, and that 
they direct their attention more to Mel than the 
unmoving conversational partner. 

Here are some facts about Mel that distinguishes him from the ot her platforms 
used. 
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COLLAGEN Demo 

Up to this point, although we’ve seen collaborative agents work under various 
scenarios, all of them can be categorized as some from of planni ng and 
scheduling. However, this demo shows Mel performing an educational tutorial, 
completely unrelated to planning. This further demonstrates the versatility and 
modularity of collaborative agents. 

Again, below is a list of running commentaries concerning specific elements of 
this demo. The number in the beginning of each bullet is the estimated time in 
the demo the commentary should take place followed by a brief description of 
what happened and how this relates to the theory we mentioned. 

•0:48 – Mel uses gestures instead of words to indicated the location of the 
iGlassware system. 
•1:16 – The user poured water into the cup and Mel immediately noted that the 
task has been accomplished without any verbal confirmation from the user.  
This is a demonstration of plan recognition similar to the email example given 
above. A large amount of time can be saved when the agent recognizes 
actions through observation. In this case, Mel observed that the glass is full 
and thus inferred that the user is ready to move on. 
•1:42 – Again, through observation, Mel noticed that the glass is now empty. 
•1:51 – Mel asks whether the user would like to continue, the user replays 
“OK,” Mel then uses a nod instead of a verbal response to indicate that he 
understood the user and will continue. 
• 2:12 – The user says “OK,” but Mel could not make out the words.  So he 
asks for clarification to avoid confusion. 
•2:44 – Finally, Mel uses both words and gestures to indicate the end of the 
conversation. 

The important thing to note is that Mel is the one taking the lead in this demo, 
and he requires very little input from the user. However, he is constantly using 
words, gestures, and questions to keep the user interested. He also re
confirms the users interest by directly asking. 

A CD containing this demo will be provided. 
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Summary 

• Resourceful, interactive collaboration agents can 
be tremendously useful 

• Many techniques are required to construct these 
agents including collaborative discourse and 
plan recognition 

• TRIPS and COLLAGEN are two such agents 
that uses these techniques 

• These agents are largely platform independent 
and can be applied to various different 
applications. 
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Further Work 

• Improve the flexibility and robustness of the 
algorithms to deal with incompleteness of the 
agent's recipe library and handle parallel 
interleaved goals 

• Support negotiation between the user and agent 
• Build agents that operate remotely (e.g., on the 

Internet), which will require more discussion 
between the agent and user about past and 
future actions. 
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology 


16.412J/6.834J Intelligent Embedded Systems 

Advanced Lecture Material Submission 

Objective 

The objective is to assemble your presentation of advanced material in a 
form that can be used by future students studying intelligent embedded 
systems. 

Turn In Presentation of Advanced Material 

Please assemble together all the advanced presentation materials that you 
assembled.  Please make only one submission per team.  I would like two 
hardcopy submissions of all the materials, plus a .zip file containing these 
materials electronically.   

I will use one hardcopy for grading. The second copy is for future students 
to be able to look at. I will be posting the electronic materials on the course 
web page (if you do not want them on the web, then please indicate this).   

Your package should include the following: 

Part a. A page containing your talk title, presenters, abstract, and full 
reference and urls for your selected paper(s). 

Part b. Slide presentation with facing pages, giving any additional key points 
of narration that go beyond what is on your slides. 

Part c. Your tutorial article. 

Part d. If you gave a demo, then please write an abstract describing the 
demo.  Also please summarize the work you had to do in order to assemble 
the demo.  The purpose of this is to make sure that I appreciate all the effort 
you went through. 
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology 


16.412J/6.834J Intelligent Embedded Systems 

Advanced Lecture Warm-Up 

Objective 

The purpose of this question is to exercise your ability to dive into the recent 
literature, to distill a clean understanding of the method, to track down 
supporting references, to communicate this method effectively and to 
evaluate the applicability of the method. 

This is a warm up exercise for the advanced lecture that you will be giving 
in a few weeks. This week you assemble a presentation.  Next week this 
presentation will then go to other students in the class for feedback, and then 
you will write a plan for incorporating that feedback. 

Please prepare three copies of your presentation for next Wednesday. 

Problem: Path Planning Using Lazy PRM 

Many intelligent embedded systems move rapidly within a physical 
environment.  This requires the ability to quickly generate plans to navigate 
around obstacles. While the best complete algorithms are doubly 
exponential, probabilistic algorithms have emerged that have very good 
practical performance, and probabilistic guarantees of convergence. 

This problem tests your understanding of the Lazy probabilistic roadmap 
planner (lazy PRM), and your ability to communicate the algorithm in a 
simple intuitive manner.  Start by reading the paper: 

• R. Bohlin and L. Kavraki, Path planning using lazy PRM, in ICRA 2000. 

This paper was distributed in class. 
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I have also distributed in class some guidelines for giving technical 
presentations. Please use these guidelines in order to develop and assess 
your presentation. 

Suppose you are part of an MIT team building a set of softball size satellites, 
called "Spheres”. Spheres will navigate around the corridors of the 
international space station, looking for leaks in the hull or problems with a 
set of environmental sensors.  You've been asked to give a presentation of 
Lazy PRM to the team as a candidate algorithm for Spheres path planning.  

Please assemble a set of slides that intuitively explain the Lazy PRM 
algorithm and its underlying theory.  Do not stop at the supplied reference, 
but track down any supporting references necessary to fully understand the 
theory. Include on your slides references to the sources used. 

To ground the approach, walk through the steps of PLR applied to the 
movement of Spheres between modules of space station.  These slides 
might correspond to the steps outlined in each subsection of section 3 of the 
Bohlin and Kavraki paper. The slides should communicate visually 
whenever possible. 

Along with each slide include a text narrative (called a facing or notes page), 
describing that step in the algorithm. 

You should think through for yourself the best presentation structure so that 
you offer a comprehensive presentation of the method as it pertains to the 
Spheres problem. In your presentation you will probably want to include at 
least the following: 
• 	 Flesh out any parts of the algorithm that are left open in the paper.  For 

example, describe the A* algorithm mentioned in section 3.2.  Select and 
describe one of the collision detection algorithms described in section 
3.3. And so on for the remaining sections…. 

• 	 Make design commitments for the lazy PLR algorithm, as suitable for the 
task. For example, demonstrate the algorithm on a drawing of part of 
space station, perhaps finding the relevant information about space 
station on the web (if available). In section 3.1 select a reasonable value 
for Mneighb, ρcolletc. and argue why these commitments are reasonable. 
Make similar commitments for each relevant subpart of section 3 of the 
paper. 
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• 	 Finally comment on the appropriateness of Lazy PLR to this task, 
highlighting any features of the algorithms, concerns and areas for future 
exploration. 

Use your judgment about length.  Assume that your presentation is no longer 
than 45 minutes, hence you probably need no more than about 20 slides. 
Provide any additional background material as you find suitable. 
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Decomposition 

Larry Bush 
Tony Jimenez 
Brian Bairstow 

Solving POMDPs through Macro 

POMDPs are a planning technique that accounts for uncertainty in the world.  While 
they have potential, they are very computationally complex. Macro operators can 
reduce this complexity. 

1 
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Outline 

• 

• 

• 

Introduction to POMDPs 
– Brian Bairstow 

Demonstration of POMDPs 
– Larry Bush 

Approximating POMDPs with Macro Actions 
– Tony Jimenez 

We will begin with an overview of MDP and POMDPs, and then a visual 
demonstration of simple MDPs and POMDPs.  Finally we will discuss our 
advanced topic in POMDPS: the approximation of POMDPs using macro 
actions. 

2 
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• 

• 
• 

Introduction to POMDPs 

Introduction to POMDPs 
– Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) 
– Value Iteration 
– Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes 

(POMDPs) 
– Overview of Techniques 

Demonstration of POMDPs 
Approximating POMDPs with Macro Actions 

Begin with completely observable Markov Decision Processes, or MDPs.  
Then discuss value iteration as a method of solving MDPs.  This will lay the 
groundwork for Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes, or 
POMDPs.  Finally there will be an overview of methods for solving POMDPs. 

3 
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Navigation of a Building 

• Robot 

get there? 

– Knows building map 
– Wants to reach goal 
– Uncertainty in actions 
– What is the best way to 

Imagine a robot (in the lower right of the graphic) trying to navigate a 
building. It wants to reach a goal (the star in the graphic). It has difficulties in 
that there are uncertainties in its actions, for example its wheels could slip or 
catch. This might cause it to run into a wall, which is undesirable.  The 
problem then is to find the best way to reach the goal while dealing with the 
problem of uncertainty in actions. How can we solve this problem? 

4 
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Markov Decision Processes 

• Model 
– States, S 
– Actions, A 
– Transition 

Probabilities, p(s,a) 
– Rewards, r(s,a) 

• Process 
– t in S 
– Choose action at in A 
– t t ,at) 
– State becomes st+1 according to 

probabilities p(s,a) 

• Goal 
p for choosing actions that 

maximizes the lifetime reward 
• Discount Factor g 

Value = r0 + gr1 + g2r2 + … 

Observe state s

Receive reward r = r(s

– Create a policy 

We can use a MDP to solve the previous problem. An MDP consists of a model with states, 
actions, transitions, and expected rewards. The states in the previous problem could be 
positions on the map. States are discrete, so the map would have to be divided into a grid or 
something similar. The actions then could be to move north, east, south, or west on the map.  
The transition probabilities tell you the chances that a certain action from a certain state takes 
you to different other states. For instance, if the robot was commanded to move north, there 
might be a large probability that it transitions to the next state north, and small probabilities it 
ends up east, west, or not move at all. The reward function tells you the expected reward 
received by taking an action from a state. In the previous problem this could be a large reward 
for reaching the goal, and a large negative reward for hitting a wall. 

The process in carrying out an MDP solution is to observe the state in time step t, to choose an 
appropriate action, to receive the reward corresponding to that state and action, and to change 
the state according to the transition probabilities. Note that the robot is in exactly one state at a 
time, that time is discrete, and all actions take one time step. 

The goal in solving an MDP is to create a policy (a method for c hoosing actions) that 
maximizes the expected lifetime reward. The lifetime reward is the sum of all rewards 
received. Thus a policy should not always maximize immediate reward, but also plan ahead.  
Future rewards are discounted by a factor for each time step they are in the future.  This 
follows an economic principle of the effect of time on values. Also, this makes the math work 
in calculating lifetime reward. Without discounting, it could be possible to receive a small 
reward over and over to get an infinite reward, and this is not useful in choosing a policy.  A 
typical discount factor might be 0.9. 

5 
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MDP Model Example 

• States A, B, C 
• Actions 1, 2 
• Transition probabilities p and rewards r in diagram 
• C is terminal state 

A B C 

2 
1 

1 

2 

p = 0.3 

p = 0.7 

p = 0.4 

p = 0.6 

p = 0.5 

p = 0.5 

p = 0.7p = 0.3 

r = 1 

r = 1 

r = 1 
r = 1 

r = 0.2 

r = 0.2 

r = 0 

r = 0 

This is a simple example of an MDP model (unrelated to the previous robot 
example). There are 3 states and two actions. The probabilities and rewards 
are written in the diagram. For example, from state A, if action 1 is chosen 
then there is a 70% chance of staying in state A with 0 reward, and a 30% 
chance of moving to state C with 1 reward. State C is the termi nal state, since 
there are no actions that move out of state C. 

6 
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Decision Tree Representation of MDP 

A 

1 

2 

A 

C 

0.7 

0.3 

C 

B0.6 

0.4 
1 

1 

0.2 

0 

0.3 

0.52 

0.52 

RewardExpected 
Reward 

Max Q Value 

A Decision tree is another form of visualization, and allows you to evaluate the values 
of states. 

Here is a 1 step horizon decision tree for the simple model show n.  From the starting 
point A there are two actions, 1 and 2. The action chosen gives probabilities of 
moving to different states. 

Notice that the rewards for moving to the states are listed in right at the leaf nodes.  
Expected rewards can then be calculated for taking actions. For instance, for action 1 
the expected reward is .7(0) + .3(1) = 0.3. When the expected rewards for the actions 
are known, then the highest reward path should be followed. This means that in a 1 
step problem at state A, action 2 should be taken, and state A has a value of 0.52, 
equal to the expected reward of taking action 2. 

However this is only a one step problem. We have not considered that it is important 
what state you end up in because of future rewards. For instance, we have just 
discovered that state A has a value of .52, but in the tree in the upper right we have 
evaluated it as having 0 value. Thus we need to look at a larger horizon problem. 

7 
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Decision Tree Representation of MDP 

A 

1 

2 

A 

C 

0.7 

0.3 

C 

B0.6 

0.4 
1 

1 

0.9 

0.52 

0.664 

0.94 

0.94 

Max Q ValueTotal Future 
Reward 

Max Q Value 1 

2 

A 

C 

0.7 

0.3 
1 

0 

B 

C 

0.6 

0.4 

1 

0.20.52 

0.3 

1 

2 

A 

C 

0.3 

0.7 
1 

0 

B 

C 

0.5 

0.5 

1 

0.20.6 

0.7 

Expected 
Reward 

Reward 

Now we have a decision tree for a 2 step horizon starting at sta te A.  For simplicity a 

discount value of 1 has been used.


Again we start at the right and calculate the expected rewards, and then the values for 

the states. Thus after 1 step A has a value of 0.52. Note that B has a value of 0.7 ( 

future reward ) + 0.2 ( immediate reward ) = 0.9. When the values of the states for the 

one step horizon are known, they can be used to calculate the 2 step horizon values.  

The expected values for the actions are calculated again, and then the max value 

(0.94) is assigned to state A for the 2 step problem. In general this process can be 
iterated out. 

8 
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Value Iteration 

• Finite Horizon, 1 step 
Q1(s,a) = r(s,a) 

• Finite Horizon, n steps 
Qn(s,a) = r(s,a) + gS[p(s’|s,a) maxa’Q (s’,a’)] 

• Infinite Horizon 
Q(s,a) = r(s,a) + gS a’

• Policy 
p a

n-1

[p(s’|s,a) max Q(s’,a’)] 

(s) = argmax Q(s,a) 

This brings us to the concept of value iteration. Value iteration is the process 
of assigning values to all states, which then solves the MDP. As shown, in a 1 
step horizon the value is merely the expected reward. In a larger horizon, the 
value is the expected reward plus the expected future reward discounted by the 
discount factor. After iterating to larger and larger horizons, the values change 
less and less. Eventually convergence criteria is met, and the problem is 
considered solved for an infinite horizon. At this point the policy is simply to 
take the action from each state that gives the largest reward. 

9 
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Q Reinforcement Learning 

• Q can be calculated only if p(s,a) and r(s,a) 
are known 

• Otherwise Q can be trained: 
Qt+1 b)Qt(s,a) + b[R+gmaxa’Qt(s’,a’)] 

• Perform trial runs; get data from 
observations 

• Keep running combinations of s and a until 
convergence 

(s,a) = (1-

Note that value iteration can only be performed if the p and r functions are known.  

An alternate technique becomes very useful if you don’t have a model.  Instead of 

calculating p and r, they can be observed. The actions are carried out many times 

from each state, and the resultant state and reward are observed.  The Q values are 

calculated from the observations according to the equation above, and eventually the 

data converges (Qt+1 ~= Qt).


Q learning is used in our topic paper.


Beta is a weighting factor, R is the observed reward


10 
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• Can no longer directly observe the state of the system 
• Instead at each step make an observation O, and know the 

probability of each observation for each state p(O|S) 
• Also have initial state distribution p(s0) 

S S S 

O O O 

A A 

p(O|S) 

p(s,a) Hidden 

Observable 

t1 t2 t3 

Partially Observable MDP’s 

Now we move to POMDPs.  Before actions were uncertain, but we always 
knew what state we were in. However, the real world has uncertainty, and 
POMDPs model that.  For example, sensors can give false or imprecise data.  
Thus instead of knowing the state, at each time step we receive an observation 
that gives us some data about the state. In this graphic we see that the states 
influence the observations, which influence the actions, which in turn 
influence the state. 

11 
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State Estimation 

• States and Observations not independent of 
past observations 

• Maintain a distribution of state probabilities 
called a belief b 
bt = p(st|ot,at,o ,a ,…,o0,a0,s0) 

State 
Estimator Policy 

b a 
o 

t-1 t-1

Since we don’t know exactly what state we are in, we instead have a belief 
state. A belief state is a mass distribution of the probabilities of being in each 
state. For instance, a belief could be b = < .5 .2 .3> which would be 50% 
chance of state 1, 20% chance of state 2, and 30% chance of state 3 (the 
probabilities sum to 100%). Thus instead of being in a state at a time step, we 
are in a belief state. These belief states a continuous distribution of discrete 
states. Instead of being in a finite number of states, we are in a infinite number 
of belief states over those finite states. 

There is an additional step in the process of POMDPs compared to MDPs.  
Instead of observing a state and performing an action, we must make an 
observation, calculate the belief state, and then choose an action. 

12 
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b(s2)0 1 

Q(b,a) 
Q(a1) = Q(s1,a1 2)) + Q(s2,a1)b(s2) 

Q(a2) 

• Finite horizon value function is piecewise linear and convex 
– Depending on the value of b(s2), a different action is optimal 

• 
– Need to consider effect on future belief states 

Value Iteration with POMDPs 

)(1-b(s

Here is a one-step finite horizon problem 

Value iteration is more complicated with POMDPs because we have an infinite 
number of belief states. Above is a representation of a 2 state problem with 
probability of being at state 2 in the x axis. Plotted are the values of taking the two 
actions. Thus on the left there is certainty of being at state 1, and at the right there is 
certainty of being at state 2, which a linear change between the m.  Thus the values of 
actions are also linear as described in the equation on the slide.  At any point in the 
belief space we choose the highest valued action to carry out. Thus in the left side we 
choose action 1, and on the right we choose action 2. In this manner our value 
function ends up piecewise linear and convex. In general there are more than two 
states, so we have hyperplanes instead of lines, but the principle of partitioning the 
belief space remains the same. 

This is merely a one step problem, and it gets much more complicated over more time 
steps. 

13 
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Decision Tree Representation of POMDP 

b1 

a1 

a2 

b2 
11 

b2 
12o2 

o1 

b2 
21 

b2 
22o2 

o1 

a1 

a2 

a1 

a2 

a1 

a2 

a1 

a2 

To tackle the problem of additional time steps, we will return to decision trees.  
This decision tree is similar to the one for MDPs, with a couple differences.  
The states have become belief states. The actions used to have uncertainty 
shown in the tree, but now that is encapsulated in the probabilities of the belief 
states. The observations have been added here as an additional step, because 
getting different observations brings the problem to different belief states. 

Thus the process for value iteration is to first calculate the probabilities of 
observations given actions, and thus the distributions of the resultant belief 
states. Then the values of the belief states on the right in can be calculated 
based on expected rewards as one-step problems.  Then since we know the 
probabilities of observations given actions, we can assign expected rewards to 
the actions a1 and a2. Then the value of belief b1 will be know n.  In general 
this can be extended to larger problems of n steps. However, since the number 
of belief states visited becomes larger exponentially by the number of actions, 
observations, and steps, this quickly becomes complex. In order to get good 
results, advanced techniques need to be used. 

14 
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• Concentrate on specific points in continuous belief space 

• How should beliefs be chosen? 
• Problems with high dimensionality 

b2 

b1 

b3 

b8 
b5 

b6 
b7 

b4 

Approximation: Point-Based 

Approximation techniques allow simplification of POMDPs to make them tractable.


The point-based approximation technique follows the idea of optimizing the value 

function only for certain points in the belief space; not all points.  This changes the 

problem from calculating a policy for a belief space to calculating a policy for a finite 

number of points.


This raises a question of how to choose belief points. One possibility is to do so 

dynamically. Also, when there is high dimensionality many points must be chosen in 

order to cover the space in a meaningful way.


15 
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Approximation: Monte Carlo 

• Estimate values of actions for samples of belief space 
• Interpolate for arbitrary values 

• Computationally difficult to learn policy 

a1 

bi 
b1 

bk 
bj 

The Monte Carlo approach runs repeatedly on samples of belief space to learn their 

values. It is similar to reinforcement learning.


Arbitrary values are interpolated from nearby points.


This has the advantage of being a non-parametric representation, however it is still 

computationally difficult to learn a policy.


This technique is used in our advanced topic.


16 
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• 
• Can use variable resolution 

• Size increases with dimensionality and resolution 

b2b1 b3 

b8 

b5 b6 

b7 

b4 

b9 

b10 

b12 

b14 

b13b11 

Approximation: Grid-Based 

Like point-based approximation, but with regular spacing 

Grid-based approximations are point-based approximations with a regular grid 
spacing. This solves the problem of choosing points, however number of points still 
increases with dimensionality and with grid resolution. 

One solution is to use variable resolution. This is the process of starting with a coarse 
grid resolution, and increasing the resolution only for interesting areas, essentially 
allowing zooming in on certain parts of the belief space. 

Our advanced topic uses grid based approximations. 

17 
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• Assume that the state is the most likely state, and
perform corresponding MDP. 

• Only works if this is a good assumption! 

b = <0.08, 0.02, 0.1, 0.8> POMDP 

b = < 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 > MDP 

Heuristic: Maximum-Likelihood 

Now we move into different policy heuristics. 

The Maximum likelihood heuristic is simply assuming that the sta te is the most likely 
state. This reduces the POMDP into an MDP, which can then be easily solved. 

Of course, this only works if this is a good assumption. It works well when the 
uncertainty is due to bounded noise rather than uncertain state features. 
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Heuristic: Information Gathering 

• MDP is easy to solve 
• Valuable to learn about the state 

b = < 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 > b = < 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.3 > 

b1 

The Information Gathering heuristic works on the idea that it is valuable to learn 

about the state, because then it is easy to maximize the reward.


Thus if two candidate actions have similar rewards, but one reduces the uncertainty in 

the system, then that one should be favored.
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Heuristic: Hierarchical Method 

• 
• Smaller state space reduces amount of computation 

Belief Space 
POMDP 

of 
POMDPs 

Split into top level POMDP and low level POMDPs 

Hierarchical Methods involve splitting a POMDP into a top level POMDP and low 
level POMDPs.  Each smaller POMDP has a smaller belief space, and thus the 
complexity is exponentially smaller. This is offset by the fact that there are more 
POMDPs to solve, but the number of POMDPs is polynomial, while the savings are 
exponential. 

An example would be macro actions, which are described and used in our advanced 
topic. 

20 
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Heuristic: Policy Search 

• Reinforcement learning on policy instead of 
value 

• Value and Policy Search 

learning into a single update rule 
– Combine value and policy reinforcement 

The Policy Search heuristic is the idea of learning about the policy, not the value.  It is 
very similar to Q reinforcement learning but is on the policy. Essentially the policy is 
optimized directly by training it to produce best value. 

21 
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Outline 

• 
• 

• 

Introduction to POMDPs 
Demonstration of POMDPs 
– Problem : UAV Navigation 
– MDP Visualizations 
– POMDP Visualizations 

Approximating POMDPs with Macro Actions 

This is the demonstration portion of our talk. The objective is : understanding 

POMDPs through visualization.


I will explain to you a UAV Navigation problem that I modeled as an MDP 

and a POMDP.


The visualizations will show the solution process and the policy execution 

process for an MDP, as a primer, and then a POMDP.


2 key points that I want you to take away from this demonstration are the 

essence of how POMDPs work, and the complexity of solving them.


For example:


The POMDP has a Continuous Belief State Space.


The POMDP’s Policy Tree is polynomial in the number of actions and 

observations and exponential in the length of the planning horizon.
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Demonstrations* 
• MATLAB 
• MDP 

– Map to Problem Domain 
– Value Iteration 
– Policy Execution 
– Visualization** 

• POMDP 
– Map to Problem Domain 
– Belief Space Search 
– Policy Execution 
– Visualization** 

* All coding is mine except for some basic 
MDP value iteration functionality. 

** Visualizations run in line with code. 

I implemented and solved the UAV Navigation problem, using MDPs and a 

POMDPs, in MATLAB.


This includes the policy execution and visualization code.


The visualizations that I created run inline with the code.


They were not generated after the fact.


They were generated in Matlab, as the code was running.


So, they allow you to peer inside and see what is happening.


I implemented everything that you will see with the exception of some basic 

MDP value iteration functionality.


Note:


I ran the code in various conditions and situations, some of which I will show 

you here.
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INFO 

i 

UAV Land at Airport 

Problem : Introduction 

Landing 
Runway 

Runway+ 

UAV: + 

Take-off 

The point of this slide is to motivate the MDP and POMDP models / 

algorithms.


I mapped a small UAV navigation problem to the MDP and POMDP models.


In this navigation problem, we have a UAV ( represented by the red + ) who’s 

objective is to land on the landing runway at an airport.


The map above shows an airport on an island. The airport has a landing 

runway and a take-off runway.  


24 
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Outline 
• 
• 

– Problem : UAV Navigation 
– MDP Visualizations 

• Value Iteration 
• Policy Execution 

– POMDP Visualizations 

• 

Introduction to POMDPs 
Demonstration of POMDPs 

Approximating POMDPs with Macro Actions 

This is the MDP portion of the demonstration.


You will see how the UAV navigation problem is mapped to the MDP model.


You will then see a visualization of MDP value iteration.


MDP value iteration is the process that MDPs use to find an optimal policy.


You will then see a visualization of the policy being executed.


In our UAV navigation problem, this represents the UAV navigating to the 

landing runway.
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INFO 

i 

MDP Utility Overlay 

UAV: + 

Reward (#) 

State Utility 
Exclusion 

Zone 

.04 

Transition 
Model 

Cost Probability 

.8 
.1 .1 

Problem : Utility Overlay 

This slide shows the utility overlay for an MDP problem. It shows how to map the UAV problem to an 
MDP. 

As Brian explained, the MDP model assumes that you know what state you are in.  For our UAV 
navigation problem, the state simply represents the UAV’s location. 

So, each of the red and yellow blocks represent the state that the UAV could be in. There are 11 states 
that the UAV could be in, each representing a particular locatio n. The color of each state indicates the 
utility of that state. Yellow indicates high utility and red indicates low utility.  

Legend and Chart: 

The red + represents the UAV. This will be used in the policy execution phase.  The numbers represent 
the reward. In our model, you receive a reward of +1 for navigating to the landing runway.  You receive 
a reward of -1 (or cost) for ending up on the take-off runway.  There is also a transition cost of .04 which 
is incurred for each action that is taken. This transition cost can also be represented as a negative reward.  
All of these rewards, collectively, make up the reward matrix. 

These rewards, are reflected in the state utility. The chart shows the initial state utilities.  The utility of 
the landing runway, is high (yellow) because you get a reward of 1 if you navigate to it.  The take-off 
runway has a low utility (dark red) because you incur a penalty of 1 if you end up there.  The other 9 
states have a relatively low utility which reflects the .04 action cost.  

Another part of our model is the transition model. Our transition model is probabilistic.  In other words, 
if you take a particular action, you will end up in another state (location, for our problem) 
probabilistically. For example, if you try to go up, there is a .8 probability that you will end up in the 
state or block just above you. There is also a small probability (.1) that you will end up in an adjacent 
state. 

One last point is that the “center” block represents an exclusio n zone.  This simply means that it is not 
possible to go there. 26 
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INFO 

i 

MDP Value Iteration : Until Convergence 

UAV: + 

Reward (#) 

State Utility 

Policy 

.04 

Transition 
Model 

Cost Probability 

.8 
.1 .1 

MDP Value Iteration 

This chart shows the value iteration process in action. 

Value iteration is the process that an MDP goes through to generate a policy. 

It involves looking ahead one step to see which move would generate the highest utility. 

For example, let’s say that you (the UAV) are in the location just to the left of the landing runway.  The 
MDP model of the world is able to look ahead one step, and see what reward we get for each of the 4 
possible actions. Once it knows what the rewards are, it knows what action is the best.  This information 
is used to set the policy for that state. The policy is set to be that (best) action.  In addition to setting the 
policy, the state also resets the value of its state to reflect the future value of that action. 

This process is then repeated. It does this iteratively until the process converges (the utilities stop 
changing by more than a very small value). An MDP is able to use this iterative process because it 
assumes that it knows what state it is in. Consequently, an action will generate a probabilistically 
predicable outcome based on the transition model. 

The point is the visualization that you will see is to show you the process in action.  When you see it you 
can try to imagine each state simultaneously looking ahead one step.  The visualization should also give 
you a feel for how the effect of a high utility location (the la nding runway) is spread (or conveyed) about 
the entire state utility model. 

You will see the yellow (high utility) state utility in the upper right hand corner be spread toward the 
lower left-hand corner.  As this happens, the policy of each state will be set appropriately.  Essentially, 
the arrows (which indicate the policy) will all point in the general direction of the landing runway.  

After the yellow reaches the lower left-hand corner, the MDP has not yet converged.  You will also see 
some of the states at the bottom of the model change their polic y. 
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INFO 

i 

MDP Value Iteration : Until Convergence 

UAV: + 

Reward (#) 

State Utility 

Policy 

. 

.04 

Transition 
Model 

Cost Probability 

.8 
.1 .1 

MDP Value Iteration 

Animation Slide:


This slide is used to activate the movie.


It looks the same as the previous slide, but it has an embedded movie that runs 

when the slide is shown.
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UAV: + 

Reward (#) 

State Utility 

Policy 

INFO 

i 

MDP Policy Execution 

.04 

Transition 
Model 

Cost Probability 

.8 
.1 .1 

MDP Policy Execution 

This chart shows the execution of the policy that was discovered using MDP 
value iteration. 

The point of this slide is to show the policy in action and make it clear what is 
going on / what we have accomplished. 

You will see the UAV, represented by the red +, navigate from an initial 
starting position to the landing runway. 
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UAV: + 

Reward (#) 

State Utility 

Policy 

INFO 

. 

.04 

Transition 
Model 

Cost Probability 

.8 
.1 .1 

i 

MDP Policy Execution 

MDP Policy Execution 

Animation Slide:


This slide is used to activate the movie.


It looks the same as the previous slide, but it has an embedded movie that runs 

when the slide is shown.
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UAV: + 

Reward (#) 

State Utility 

Policy 

INFO 

i 

MDP Policy Execution 

.04 

Transition 
Model 

Cost Probability 

.8 
.1 .1 

MDP Policy Execution 

This chart shows another policy execution. This time, the UAV is starting in a 
different position. 

You will see the UAV, navigate from a different initial starting position to the 
landing runway. This chart shows the execution of the same policy as before. 
In this example, the UAV will take a long route to the landing runway, as 
dictated by the policy. 

This brings up an interesting point. You may recall from the value iteration 
that the last state to change its policy was the state on the bottom, 2nd from the 
right. It initially was pointing up. That was a shorter route. Eventually it 
pointed left. This is a longer route. However, it results in a higher expected 
reward. This is due to the probabilistic transition model. If the UAV went up / 
then up again, there is a probability that it would end up at the take-off 
runway, which is bad. Consequently, the UAV takes an alternate circuitous 
route. 
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UAV: + 

Reward (#) 

State Utility 

Policy 

INFO 

. 

i 

MDP Policy Execution 

.04 

Transition 
Model 

Cost Probability 

.8 
.1 .1 

MDP Policy Execution 

Animation Slide:


This slide is used to activate the movie.


It looks the same as the previous slide, but it has an embedded movie that runs 

when the slide is shown.
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Outline 
• 
• 

– Problem : UAV Navigation 
– MDP Visualizations 
– POMDP Visualizations 

• Belief State Space Search 
• Policy Comparison 

– 3 Step Horizon 
– 10 Step Horizon 
– 
– Fuel Observation 

• 

Introduction to POMDPs 
Demonstration of POMDPs 

AIMA (Russell & Norvig) 

Approximating POMDPs with Macro Actions 

This is the POMDP portion of the demonstration.


You will see how the UAV navigation problem is mapped to the POMDP 

model.


You will then see a visualization of the POMDP solution process.


You will then see a visualization of the policy being executed.


The solution process that you will see is a belief state space search.


This is one way to find a policy for the POMDP model.


This method is particularly interesting because it demonstrates directly the 

complexity of the policy tree, given a finite horizon.


There are also other ways to solve POMDPs, which Brian mentioned.  


In addition, this demonstration will provide motivation for Tony’s part, which 

explains more efficient methods.


In addition to the solution process, you will also see visualizations of the 

policy execution process.


This visualization is more complex and interesting than the MDP policy 

execution, due to the fact that POMDPs do not assume that they know where 

they are in their state space (unlike MDPs).
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UAV: + 

Reward (#) 

State 
Probability 

INFO 

Total 
Belief 
State 
Reward 

Policy 

3 Step Horizon 

i 

POMDP Belief State Space Search : No Observations 

POMDP Belief State Space Search 

POMDP, are different than MDPs, in that they do not assume absolute positional (or state) knowledge. MDPs simply 

assume positional certainty even though it is an incorrect assumption. MDPs may use, for example, our expected 

location (MLE). This is an acceptable strategy under low uncertainty, however, it results in bad policies when there is 

high uncertainty.


For a POMDP, the policy creation is different (than an MDP) because we do not assume absolute positional 

knowledge. Our position is represented in our belief space.  Therefore, in order to asses the value of a given action, we 

have to asses the value of all of the best possible subsequent actions.  When we execute an action, we generate a new 

belief space given our current belief space and the particular action.  Which each action, (for example ‘up’) we have a 

probability of ending up in the next block up. There is also a probability of ending up in other blocks.  (This was also 

the case with the MDP.)


However, with the POMDP, we do not assume absolute positional (state) knowledge.  Therefore, we must propagate 

forward the chosen action for each possible belief. If we look ahead 1 time -step, we then get a matrix of values for 

each possible action. We then multiply our current belief distribution by this matrix to find out which action has the 

best outcome. When we find out which action has the best outcome, we set our policy to the respective reward.  


In a 3-step look-ahead / Belief State Space Search, which we will see here, we have to search ahead every combination 

of action sequences. For the 3 step look-ahead shown here (4 actions), there are 64 combinations which result in 85 

possible futures (or beliefs) each with ~11 states. For a 10 step look-ahead, there are 1.4 million possible futures 

which have to be assessed. 


Chart and Legend: 


The main difference between the MDP and POMDP representation is that the POMDP does not assume that you know 

exactly where you are. Therefore, the POMDP represents your location (more generally, your state) probabilistically.  

For example, there is a .6 probability that I am in state A, and a .4 probability that I am in state B.  In the MDP model, 

we would make a decision based on our expected state. In this case, state A.  However, in a POMDP, we represent this 

as a belief state which assigns a probability to each possible state.


In this chart, the colors of the squares represent something different than they did for the MDP.  Here, each square is an 

individual state. All of them together represent the belief state. The color of the individual states indicates the 

probability that we are in that individual state. For example, there is an equal probability (of .11) that we are in each of 

the 9 orange states. Likewise, there is a zero probability, initially, that we are at the landing or take-off runway.  

Collectively, these represent our belief state. 
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State 
Probability

Policy

3 Step Horizon
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UAV: + 

Reward (#) 

INFO 

Total 
Belief 
State 
Reward 

i 

POMDP Belief State Space Search : No Observations 

State 
Probability 

3 Step Horizon 

Policy 

POMDP Belief State Space Search 

(Continued) 

Note that our belief space is continuous, which is a prime reason why POMDPs are difficult to solve.  In 
the MDP model, we created a policy for the 11 possible states. Here we have innumerable belief states. 
Generating a universal plan (or policy) requires partitioning the belief state into a state-action mapping.  
In our visualization, you will see a belief state search starting at one particular point in the belief space.  
That is just one point our of a continuous belief state space (with an infinate number of points).  The 
belief state space search essential explores the policy tree that Brian explained in the previous part of this 
talk. The size of the policy is exponential in the number of actions taken (depth) and polynomial in the 
number of possible actions and observations. 

The numbers represent the reward matrix. 

The color of the rectangle just to the right of the belief state indicates the total current reward for that 
belief state, which depends on the reward matrix and the current belief state.  *The value of a given action 
depends on that reward and the subsequent actions. However, since we don’t know where we are, the 
value of a given action depends on the combined value of that action for each individual state in our 
belief state. If we propagate forward a chosen action we get a matrix of values for that action-belief 
combination. That is calculated using the new belief state and the reward matrix.  *Doing this for each 
possible action, will tell us which action is best, given our be lief state – it is the action that generates the 
highest future value, summed over the whole belief state. Recursive Process - Propagated forward 3 steps 
-- at each step, you would generate 4 new belief states, 1 for each action. Each belief state has 11 
individual states, with an associated probability. At the 3rd step you would have 64 different belief states, 
1 for each 3-step action sequence. For a 10 step look-ahead, there are 1.4 million different action 
sequences. This visualization shows this process for 3 steps. 

Animation Slide: This slide is used to activate the movie. It looks the same as the previous slide, but it 
has an embedded movie that runs when the slide is shown. 
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UAV: + 

Reward (#) 
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Total 
Belief 
State 
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Policy 

< Right, 
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Right > 

State 
Probability 
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POMDP Policy Execution : No Observations 

POMDP Policy (3 Iterations) 

This chart shows the execution of the policy that was discovered using the 3 step POMDP belief state space search. 

Specifically, this slide demonstrates the 3 step policy: <Right, Right, Right>.  The point of this slide is to show this 

policy in action.


Since the POMDP represents the UAV location as a belief state, the location of the UAV is captured by the color of the 

individual states shown in the movie.


Again, for the POMDP visualizations, the colors of the squares represent the probability that we are in that individual 

state. Initially, there is an equal probability (of .11) that we are in each of the 9 orange states.  


Collectively, these represent our belief state. 


In the movie, we will execute an action, and generate a new belief state.  With each action, (‘right’) we have a .8 

probability of moving to that block as well as a small probability of ending up in another block.  (This was also the 

case with the MDP.) However, with the POMDP, we do not assume absolute positional knowledge, thus, our action 

generates a new probabilistic belief state.


So, what you will see in this movie, is the higher probabilities move toward the right.  The higher probabilities are 

indicated by yellow, and the lower probabilities are indicated by the red.  We initially don’t know very accurately 

where we are. As we execute this policy, we will have a better idea of where we are.


There is one more detail about this representation. The reward incurred by landing on the landing runway should only 

happen once. The same holds for the take-off runway.  


For example, we wouldn’t want to reward a plane for sitting on the landing runway for multiple steps.  Therefore, the 

POMDP is modeled such that after the plane lands on either runway, it goes to a sink on the next time-step.  A sink is a 

state that has no reward or penalty. It’s transition model dictates that there is a zero probability that you can leave the 

state. 


You may notice the above detail in the visualization. The landing runway will become yellow, indicating a high 

probability that the UAV just landed there.


This may be followed by the block becoming more red, indicating a low probability of the UAV being there.  This is 

due to the sink model. 
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POMDP Policy Execution : No Observations 

POMDP Policy (3 Iterations) 

Please watch the video.


The policy shown here isn’t very good, because it is very likely that we end up in the bottom right corner, 

or on the take-off runway.  You may also notice that a good portion of our belief state got “stuck” behind 

the exclusion zone. This is because our look-ahead was too short.


In the next slide, we will see the policy that is generated from a 10-step look-ahead.


Animation Slide:


This slide is used to activate the movie.


It looks the same as the previous slide, but it has an embedded movie that runs when the slide is shown.
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POMDP Policy Execution : No Observations 

POMDP Policy (10 Iterations) 

This slide shows the execution of a policy generated from a 10-step look-
ahead. Remember that we haven’t discussed observations yet. Therefore, this 
policy assumes an initial position distribution. Our belief space currently only 
represents our position distribution. 

Our action cost is relatively low here. Therefore, the policy is to move left 
first. This gets us out of the lower right hand corner (if we were there, we 
don’t know exactly). 

The we go up… < Left, Up, Up, Right, Up, Up, Right, Right, Right, Right > 

With each action, we gain positional accuracy. You can see this from the 
color scheme. The color scheme indicates the probability that we are in a 
given location. It is initially uniform for the 9 possible starting positions.  It 
then gets more yellow to the left. The Yellow high probability trail then 
makes it’s way up and over to the runway. The policy exploits the bounded-
ness of the grid (we can’t go too far to the left) to gain positional accuracy, and 
generate a better policy. This policy causes us to end up at the desired 
destination with high probability. Note that the representation has a sink.  
Once we hit the runway, we go to the sink in the next iteration. That is why 
the yellow disappears from the runway after it arrives. Note that the yellow 
high probability disappears from the grid. This problem is the exact same 
problem represented in the Russel and Norvig (AIMA) book.  The book gives 
a different policy for this POMDP with no observations. The policy we 
generated is better, as I will show you. 38 
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POMDP Policy Execution : No Observations 

POMDP Policy (10 Iterations) 

Animation Slide:


This slide is used to activate the movie.


It looks the same as the previous slide, but it has an embedded movie that runs 

when the slide is shown.
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Reward (#) 

INFO 

Total 
Belief 
State 
Reward 

Policy 

< Left, Up, Up, 
Right, Up, Up, 
Right, Up, Up, 
Right > 

State 
Probability 

i 

POMDP Policy Execution : No Observations 

POMDP Policy (AIMA) 

This visualization shows another interesting policy.


You may recognize this problem for the AIMA / Russell and Norvig book.


In that book, they give an optimal policy that is different (tho ugh similar) from 

the policy that I just demonstrated.


This movie shows that policy being executed for 10 steps.


The policy is as follows:


AIMA < Left, Up, Up, Right, Up, Up, Right, Up, Up, Right >


After running this policy for 10 steps, you may notice that it leaves some 

yellow on the field at the end. This means that there is a high probability that 

the UAV did not make it to the landing strip, in 10 steps, under this policy. 


In other words, this policy is not as effective as the previous policy for 10 

steps. 


This is because the AIMA policy is oriented toward a longer planning horizon.
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UAV: + 

Reward (#) 

INFO 

Total 
Belief 
State 
Reward 

Policy 

< Left, Up, Up, 
Right, Up, Up, 
Right, Up, Up, 
Right > 

. 

State 
Probability 

i 

POMDP Policy Execution : No Observations 

POMDP Policy (AIMA) 

Animation Slide:


This slide is used to activate the movie.


It looks the same as the previous slide, but it has an embedded movie that runs 

when the slide is shown.
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UAV: + 

Reward (#) 

INFO 

Total 
Belief 
State 
Reward 

Policy 

< Up, Up, Right, 
Right, Right, Up, 
Right, Right, 
Right, Right > 

State 
Probability 

i 

POMDP Policy Execution : Fuel Observation 

POMDP Policy (Fuel Observation) 

Next we introduce how observations play into POMDPs. 

Let’s say you have a fuel gauge and it is telling us that we are low on fuel. This will cause us to take a 
shorter route home, even if it has additional risk. 

This causes the policy to be more risky, we may land on the take-off runway. However, our overall risk 
is minimized. 

The policy generated here assumes we are low on fuel, which makes each action (relatively) more costly. 
This requires a more complex belief state space which captures our belief about how much fuel we have. 
This also requires (for this problem) an augmented reward matrix which covers all of these individual 
belief states. 

This slide shows that policy in action: < Up, Up, Right, Right, Right, Up, Right, Right, Right, Right > 

You can see that under this policy, it is more likely that the UAV lands on the take-off runway.  
However, this risky policy optimizes the risk-reward trade-off. 

Summary of the complexity of POMDPs in the context of this example: 

POMDPs are difficult to solve due to the combination of the belief state space size, and the number of 
possible action-observation sequences. 

Imagine if our fuel gauge blinks on and off (sound familiar?). Then combine this observation with 
several other possible types of observations, for example, using landmarks to reduce your position 
uncertainty. This increases the complexity of the policy tree, and thus the solution process. 

This is why POMDPs are so difficult to solve.  Consequently, efficient methods for solving POMDPs is 
an area of active research. 
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UAV: + 

Reward (#) 

INFO 

Total 
Belief 
State 
Reward 

Policy 

< Up, Up, Right, 
Right, Right, Up, 
Right, Right, 
Right, Right > 

. 

State 
Probability 

i 

POMDP Policy Execution : Fuel Observation 

POMDP Policy (Fuel Observation) 

Animation Slide:


This slide is used to activate the movie.


It looks the same as the previous slide, but it has an embedded movie that runs 

when the slide is shown.
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Demonstration Conclusion 

• Difficult to Solve 

• Efficient Methods 

2 key points that I want you to take away from this demonstration is the essence of how POMDPs work, 
and the complexity of solving them. 

The visualizations that you have seen demonstrate the nature of the policy creation process.  In particular, 
they show what it is that you want to explore, and how complex this space is. 

In particular, due to the continuous belief state space, POMDPs are difficult to solve.  Furthermore, the 
complexity of the policy tree, explored in the belief state space search adds to the problem. 

Specifically: 

•The POMDP has a Continuous Belief State Space. 
•The POMDP’s Policy Tree is polynomial in the number of actions and observations and exponential in 
the length of the planning horizon. 

•For every level of the policy tree, there are m^j*n^j possible 
action/observation sequences. 

It is important to realize that just exploring the policy tree, given a particular belief, on a small problem, 
is somewhat complex. Creating a universal plan for a large problem is incredibly complex.  These issues 
lead to the need for efficient methods for computing policies, which is the topic of Tony’s section of our 
talk. 
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Outline 

• 
• 
• 

Actions 

Introduction to POMDPs 
Demonstration of POMDPs 
Approximating POMDPs with Macro 

– Belief Compression using Grid Approximation 
– Macro-Actions in the Semi-MDP’s framework 
– Reinforcement Learning with a model 

The previous demo simplified the problem into 12 states. 
However, this was a gross simplification of the problem, but trying to solve 
POMDPs exactly limits us computationally to the number of states on this 
order. To solve a more realistic navigational problem with over 1000 states 
will require different methods. 

The algorithm from “Approximating POMDPs with Macro 
Actions” by Georgios Theocharous and Leslie Kaelbling will be presented 
next. To introduce this, some foundational methods are first presented.  What 
will be covered first is “Belief Compression using Grid Approximation” then 
“Macro-Actions in the Semi-MDP framework” before finally going into the 
actual algorithm in “Reinforcement Learning with a model”. 
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Approximation Methods 

• 
• Monte Carlo Method 
• 

– 

Point-Based Approximations 

Grid-Based Approximations 
Dynamic Grid -Resolution 

This is a review of the previous approximation methods that were presented in the 
first part of the lecture. Of these, the algorithm will use a Monte Carlo method and a 
Grid-based approximation.  More specifically, it will use “Dynamic Grid-Resolution”.  
This will be covered in more detail in a few slides. 
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Policy Heuristics 

• 
• Information Gathering 
• Hierarchical Methods 

– 

• Policy Search 

Maximum-Likelihood 

Macro-Actions 

Of the policy heuristics mentioned, Macro-Actions will be used in addition to the 
methods from the previous slide. 
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Grid Approximation 

S2 
(0,1,0) 

S3 
(0,0,1) 

S1 
(1,0,0) 

Resolution 1 

S2 
(0,1,0) 

S3 
(0,0,1) 

S1 
(1,0,0) 

Resolution 2 

S2 
(0,1,0) 

S3 
(0,0,1) 

S1 
(1,0,0) 

Resolution 4 

This slide demonstrates the discretization of a 3-dimensional 
belief simplex. Each point on the graph represents a belief state, which is a 
probability distribution across the states. In this example, we have 3 states, S1, 
S2, and S3. So a 100% certain belief that we are in S1 would be represented in 
this example as (1,0,0), whereas a certain belief that we are in S2 would be 
(0,1,0). Certain belief for S3 would be (0,0,1). You can see these points on 
the left-most graph.  If we had an equal belief that we are in either S1 or S2, 
that would be represented as (0.5,0.5,0). This point on the graph would be on 
the line halfway between S1 and S2. As you can see, a probability distribution 
across the states will sum to 1. Because of this, every point in the belief space 
will on the plane formed by the lines between each of the states.  This plane is 
trimmed to a triangle. 

This surface of the triangle is referred to as a simplex. This is 
the belief space of the original POMDP. 

If we increase the resolution to 2, we divide the lines into 2 
parts, and connect the new grid points to create smaller triangles.  These 
smaller triangles are called sub-simplexes.  The algorithm was tested up to a 
resolution of 4. 

For a given belief state in a POMDP, you can discretize it to its 
nearest grid point. The new grid points become states in an MDP problem.   
The key idea here is that it is possible to approximate solutions to a POMDP 
by solving an MDP that takes the grid points as states. 
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Dynamic Grid Allocation 

• Allocate grid points from a uniformly spaced grid 
dynamically 
– Simulate trajectories of the agent through the belief 

space 

• When experiencing belief state: 
– Find grid point closest to belief state 
– Add it to set of grid points explicitly considered 

• Derived set of grid points is small and adapted to 
parts of belief space typically inhabited by agent 

The more states the problem has, the more dimensions there are 
in the belief simplexes. The number of grid points quickly becomes large in a 
uniformly spaced grid. Instead of using a variable resolution method, the 
algorithm will use dynamic allocation. It does this by simulating the 
trajectories of the agent through the belief space. So when a belief state is 
experienced, the closest grid point to the belief state is used and added to the 
set of grid points that are explicitly considered. In other words, instead of 
allocating the memory for all the grid points initially, it is only allocated when 
the belief state is experienced. Memory is needed to store the state action 
value and the state value of the grid-point. 

Using this method, the derived set of grid points is small and 
will cover the belief space that is typically inhabited by the agent. 
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• Temporally Extended Actions 

• 
• 

• Turn
• 

• 

Macro-Actions 

– For example: 
Move-Down-Corridor 
Go-to-Chicago 

– Versus primitive actions, such as: 
-Right 

One-Step-Forward 

POMDP’s breakdown into a hierarchical 
structure of smaller POMDP’s 

Or “time-extended” actions. 

Some examples of macro-actions are given here.  These are 
actions that will take an extended amount of time, versus primitive actions 
such turn-right or one-step-forward.  Macro-actions can take the form of a 
POMDP policy to move down a corridor. The top-level POMDP can issue the 
macro-action to move down the corridor and not have to explicitly deal with 
the smaller POMDP of navigating the corridor and not hitting any walls. 

Good macro-actions are ones that will allow us to localize and 
reduce the uncertainty of our belief state. 

To recap, the hierarchical structure grows polynomially, so we 
get a polynomially-growing structure of smaller problems that will grow 
exponentially. This is an improvement over the otherwise expone ntial growth 
of the total problem. 
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MDP 

SMDP 

Macro-Actions 

This is a graphical representation of how primitive actions 
compare to macro-actions in an MDP.  While primitive actions cause the MDP 
to step through each state, using macro-actions across longer lengths of time, 
we are able to reduce the complexity of the problem. 

To model Macro-actions in a POMDP framework, we use 
SMDPs, which are covered next. 
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• 
– S : finite set of states 
– A : set of actions 
– P : state and action transition probability functions 
– R : reward function 
– F : probability of transition time function for each 

• F(s’, t|s,a) : specifies the joint probability that a transition 
from state s to state s’ occurs after t steps with action a 

• 
Qt+1 b)Qt(s,a) + b[R+gt maxa’Qt(s’,a’)] 

Semi-Markov Decision Process 

Defined as a five-tuple (S,A,P,R,F) 

state-action pair 

Q-learning rule for SMDP’s 
(s,a) = (1-

SMDPs are defined with 5 components.  S,A,P, and R are the 
same type of components found in a regular MDP, but what is new here is F.  
This is the function that gives the probability of the transition time for each 
state-action pair.  For a discrete time SMDP, this is represented as F(s’, 
tau|s,a). 

The Q-learning rule for SMDPs is very similar to the Q-
learning rule for regular MDPs that was presented earlier in the lecture.  The 
only difference here is that the discount factor is raised to the tau.  As a 
reminder, this discount factor reduces the rewards of future sta te-action values.  
It also causes infinite horizon values to converge. 
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Problem Reformulation 

• 
the SMDP are used to learn the policy 

POMDP Grid 
Approx. 

MDP Macro 
Actions 

SMDP 

Monte Carlo Updates of the Q-values for 

So with these foundational methods presented, here is an 
overview of how the algorithm will simplify the problem. The original 
POMDP is converted into an MDP using dynamic grid approximation. This 
MDP is abstractly converted into an SMDP through the use of macro-actions.  
Finally, the algorithm will use Monte Carlo updates of the Q-values for the 
SMDP to quickly learn a policy solution. 
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Graphical Overview of the 
Algorithm 

b’ 

g 

b 

b’’ 

g3 

g2 

g1 

This slide shows a graphical overview of the presented algorithm. 

b is discretized to g, the nearest grid point to b.  Then a macro-
action is simulated from g to b’’. At b’’, the Q-value is interpolated from the 
vertices of the sub-simplex of which b’’ is located.  The macro-action is 
simulated repeatedly to estimate the expected value function of b’’.  The state-
action value of g is then updated with this expected value function.  Finally, 
the macro-action is executed on state b and b is moved to b’. 
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Reinforcement Learning 
With a Model 

1. Assume a current true state 
• Which is physical true location of agent 
• b(s) „ 0 

2. b fi gi 
• gi 

of the belief space. 
• If gi is missing add it to the table of belief states to 

explicitly consider 
• Interpolate its initial value from coarser resolutions. 

Discretize the current belief state 
is the closest grid-point in a regular discretization 

Reinforcement learning with a model is otherwise called Real Time Dynamic 
Programming (RTDP) 

To begin in the algorithm, we start with a current true state, 
which is the physical true location of the agent in this navigational problem.  
This means that the belief state cannot equal zero. The model has to believe 
that we can be located at that state. 

In step 2, we discretize the current belief state to its nearest grid 
point. If that grid point is missing, we add it to the table of belief states that 
we are explicitly considering. To do this, we allocate memory for the state-
action value and the state value for the belief state that this grid point 
represents. To get its initial value, we interpolate it from coarser resolutions.  
If the resolution is 1, meaning that there are no coarser resolutions, we 
initialize gi’s value to zero. 
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Reinforcement Learning 
With a Model 

3. 
current Q values 

• Random action e% of the time 
• Interpolate over the Q values of the vertices 

b 

Choose the best macro-action from the 

of the sub-simplex that contains 

We choose the best macro-action from the current Q-values of 
the belief state. However, we need to balance exploitation with exploration, so 
we will choose a random action a set percentage of the time. To get the Q-
values of the belief state, we interpolate over the Q-values of the vertices of 
the sub-simplex that contains b.  In the 3-state example, this is the smaller 
triangle that b is located in. 
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Reinforcement Learning 
With a Model 

4. Estimate i,m) + gt V (b’)] by sampling: 
• Sample a state s gi 

– Choose primitive action a m 

– Sample the next state s’ and observation z from models 
– Store the reward and update the belief state 

– Set t = t+1, b = b’, s = s’ and repeat with next primitive action 
until m terminates 

• Compute the value of the resulting belief state b’ 
– 

• Repeat multiple times and average the estimate 

E [R(g
from the current grid-belief state 

according to macro-action 

Interpolate over vertices in resulting belief sub-simplex 

As a note, “E” in this notation means expected value. 

The next step is to estimate the expected value function by 
sampling using a macro-action on the current grid point.  We sample the state 
from the current grid point. As a reminder, the belief state and grid points are 
probability distributions across the total set of states. Then we choose a 
primitive action according to our macro-action, which in the test case of a 
robot navigating corridors, is the policy for how to go down a hall. 

Next, we sample the next state and observations from the 
models. The representation for the models used are: T(s,a,.) for s’ and 
O(a,s’,.) for z. We then store the reward and update the belief state along 
macro-action. 
To store the reward, we use these equations: 

R(g ,m) := R( g ,m) + gt R(s, a)i i

or with reward-shaping: 

R(g ,m) := R( g ,m) + gt V (s’) - gt V(s)i i

Where V(s) is the value function of state s. The test results will show that 
using reward-shaping is very important in being able to solve the problem. 

We move our states resulting from the primitive action and we 
repeat with the next primitive action until the macro-action terminates.  From 
the resulting belief state, we can compute its value. We do this by 
interpolating its value from the vertices of the belief sub-simplex that the 
resulting belief is located in. We repeat this whole step multiple times and 
average the estimate to get the expected value function. 
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Reinforcement Learning 
With a Model 

5. Update the state action value: 
i,m b)q(gi,m) + b [R + gt v(b’)] 

6. Update the state value: 
i m i,m) 

Q(g ) = (1-

V(g ) = argmax Q(g

Once we have estimated the value function, we must update the 
Q and V values for the grid point that we discretize to in step 2.  This is the 
belief state for the overall POMDP, which is represented by “b” on the 
graphical overview of the algorithm. 
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Reinforcement Learning 
With a Model 

7. m starting from 
the belief state until termination 

• Generate observations during execution 
• Set and and go to step 2 

8. Repeat this learning epoch multiple times 
starting from the same b 

Execute the macro-action 

b = b’ s = s’ 

Once we have updated our state-action values and state values 
for the grid point, we will execute the macro-action starting from the belief 
state mentioned on the last slide, until it terminates. We generate observations 
by sampling the POMDP model during execution. Once the macro-action 
terminates, we move our state and belief state and repeat from step 2. 

For the test results, this learning epoch is repeated multiple 
times starting from the same b. 
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------------

Tested Results 

• 

number of grid points: 
• 5.410 with regular discretization 
• 
• 

actions 

Benefits of using dynamic grid-resolution 
– For 1068 world states and resolution of 4, 

~3500 with dynamic grid-resolution 
~1000 with dynamic grid-resolution and macro-

In the tests run with this algorithm, we can see the benefits of 
using dynamic grid resolution. The number of grid points for a regular 
discretization of the space is given by: 

(r+|S|-1)! 

r! (|S|-1)! 

Where |S| is the number of states, and r is the resolution. 

This gives 5.4^10 for the test problem with regular 
discretization. However, adding dynamic grid-resolution will only create 
~3500 grid points. And once we add macro-actions, this number reduces to 
~1000. This reduction due to macro-actions is because grid points are not 
created along the simulation of the macro-action, but only at the end of the 
macro-action.  We do not have to discretize to the nearest grid point and create 
it for every primitive action if we use macro-actions. 
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Tested Results 

• 

the dynamic grid model 

• 

actions 90~95% 

Benefits of using macro-actions 
– Requires fewer training steps per episode 
– Performs better with increased grid-resolution in 

– Better quality policy overall 

Benefits of using reward-shaping 
– Successful completion of test with macro-

– 0~10% without reward-shaping 

The test results found that fewer training steps per episode were 
required when using macro-actions.  Macro-actions perform better with 
increased grid-resolution in the dynamic grid model because you don’t have to 
generate so many grid-points when you are not limited to primitive actions.  
The test results also showed that macro-actions generated a better quality 
policy overall. These benefits were realized because the test used “good” 
macro-actions that helped the agent to localize and reduce the uncertainty of 
its belief state. 

One key component that this test showed was that using reward 
shaping was critical in being able to solve the problem. Without it, the agent 
was not able to solve the problem in any of the cases except for in 10% of time 
when it used macro-actions and a resolution of 4.  This is in contrast to 90
95% of the time across resolutions 1,2 and 4 when it used macro-actions. 
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What Is Next? 

• 
• 

actions? 

Able to solve POMDP’s with 1000+ states 
How do we generate a set of “good” macro-

– Current research is focused on the dynamic 
generation of macro-actions 

So this lecture showed that we are able to solve relatively large 
POMDPs by reducing its complexity through the use of spatial and temporal 
abstractions (grid approximation and macro-actions).  We were able to move 
from solving 10’s of states in a POMDP to solving over 1000 states.  However, 
the question arises, how do we generate “good” macro-actions?  Good macro-
actions are ones that will allow us to localize and reduce the uncertainty of our 
belief state. However, the current setup requires that the user create the set of 
macro-actions.  Current research by the author of the paper is focused on the 
dynamic generation of macro-actions. 
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End 
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An Extra Visualization 

• This visualization (and others) were cut 
from the talk, for brevity. However, we 
thought that it was worthwhile to include 
this one in the tutorial slides. 
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UAV: + 

Reward (#) 

INFO 

Total 
Belief 
State 
Reward 

Policy 

3 Step Horizon 

State 
Probability 

i 

POMDP Belief State Space Search : Coastal Observation 

POMDP Belief State Space Search 
(Coastal Observation) 

Next we introduce how observations play into POMDPs. 

Let’s say that if you are in position 8, you can clearly see the coast line.  
Consequently, you gain positional accuracy. 

This visualization shows that policy being generated. 

The observation model affects (or updates) our belief state. This is reflected 
above. Our initial belief state assumes that we are in the state shown above 
(row 2, column 3). 

This positional accuracy is due to the positive observation. This level of 
certainty is simpler, and therefore useful for demonstrating this process. 

A nice aspect of this visualization is that the low uncertainty makes it easier to 
follow (visually) the process. 
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UAV: + 

Reward (#) 

INFO 

Total 
Belief 
State 
Reward 

Policy 

. 

State 
Probability 

3 Step Horizon 

i 

POMDP Belief State Space Search : Coastal Observation 

POMDP Belief State Space Search 
(Coastal Observation) 

Animation Slide:


This slide is used to activate the movie.


It looks the same as the previous slide, but it has an embedded movie that runs 

when the slide is shown.
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UAV: + 

Reward (#) 

INFO 

Total 
Belief 
State 
Reward 

Policy 

< Up, Up, Right, 
Up, Right, 
Up, Right, 
Up, Right > 

State 
Probability 

i 

POMDP Policy Execution 

POMDP Policy (Coastal Observation) 

This slide shows the execution of a policy generated in the last slide.


It used a 3-step look-ahead and an initial coastal observation.


The policy if as follows:


< Up, Up, Right, Up, Right, Up, Right, Up, Right >
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UAV: + 

Reward (#) 

INFO 

Total 
Belief 
State 
Reward 

Policy 

< Up, Up, Right, 
Up, Right, 
Up, Right, 
Up, Right > 

. 

State 
Probability 

i 

POMDP Policy Execution 

POMDP Policy (Coastal Observation) 

Animation Slide:


This slide is used to activate the movie.


It looks the same as the previous slide, but it has an embedded movie that runs 

when the slide is shown.
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
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Project Proposal 

Lawrence Bush, Brian Bairstow and Tony Jimenez  

April 11, 2005 

Introduction: 

Autonomous control of systems is an important 
topic, as autonomous systems can perform tasks 
that are dangerous, monotonous, or even 
impossible for humans.  For example, Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) can perform tasks such as 
reconnaissance, fire-fighting, and Mars 
exploration. Issues include the planning problem 
of where to go, and the control problem of how to 
actuate that movement.  Bradley Hasegawa [1] 
posed the planning problem as a Selective 
Traveling Salesman Problem (STSP). Each point 
of interest (for example, a science site) is assigned 
a value, and each edge connecting points is 
assigned a cost.  Then the most valuable and 
feasible ordered set of waypoints is chosen. 
Thomas Leaute [2] worked on the other end of the 
problem; starting from a plan and running the 
control system in a simulator. We hope to 
integrate the two techniques to get an autonomous 
planner and controller that can take a list of sites, 
decide on a plan, and then control the system to 
meet that plan.  This will be a complete system 
that handles high and low level planning to achieve 
a goal.   

Problem Statement: 

Our project addresses the design of an 
autonomous exploratory planner for a UAV.  This 
problem involves extending a continuous 
observation planning system [1] with an improved 
algorithm and merging this system with a kino-
dynamic path planner [2]. 

Previous Work: 

Our project is premised upon 3 main bodies of 
work, namely [1], [2] and [3]. The first step of our 
project involves integrating [1] and [3].   

Continuous Observation Planning for 
Autonomous Exploration [1] 

The thesis [1] presents a new approach for solving 
a robotic navigation path-planning problem. The 
approach first formulates the problem as a 
selective traveling salesman problem (S-TSP), then 
converts it to an optimal constraint satisfaction 
problem and solves it using the Constraint Based 
A* algorithm.  The Solver, shown in the system 
architecture diagram in Figure 1, performs this key 
ability. 
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Figure 1: The above diagram is the system architecture for [1].  The navigation architecture starts with a 
partially complete map.  Candidates and obstacles are extracted from the map, which are used to construct a 
visibility graph. The D* search is used to update the candidates.  The candidates are passed to the solver, 
which creates a plan (ordered candidate subset). 

The solver is a continuous observation planner, 
which updates the plan when new observations 
affect the candidate set (possible places to visit). 
The objective of the robot is to map its 
environment. The robot chooses to navigate to 
observation locations, which will maximize 
information gain.  Each observation may affect the 
utility and cost of unvisited observation locations 
(candidates), which necessitates re-planning. 
There is an implicit trade-off between the planning 
horizon and how often the candidates are updated. 
The planning horizon should mirror the expected 
time period between re-planning.  In other words, 
if we look ahead 5 tasks, we want to be able to  
execute those 5 tasks before we have to re-plan.  If 
this does not occur, then our plan is optimized for 
a different planning period than it is executed for. 
This results in sub-optimal planning.   

Ultimately, the system is making an exploration-
exploitation trade-off, which can be generalized to 
other tasks. The tasks must involve observation 
and candidate list utility/cost updates. This 
method is likely to be effective when we have (at a 
minimum) a large-scale prior map of the 
exploration region.   

The thesis [1] addressed a mapping application 
where the candidates frequently changed due to 
new observations.  The finite horizon technique is 
more effective when the candidates do not change 
frequently. Yet the mapping application actually 

favors observation candidates that increase its 
situational knowledge the most.  For these reasons, 
the finite horizon method is more effective when a 
high-level map is known. The attributes of 
continuous finite horizon planning lend 
themselves to exploratory missions with a specific 
objective (i.e. a science exploration application) 
where a prior map is known.  Refining the map 
will affect the cost estimate for the science tasks 
and the utilities of the science tasks may change as 
prior successes affect the probability of future 
successes. This necessitates continuous planning. 
However, the changes should be sufficiently 
infrequent, so that a finite horizon is more 
effective that a purely greedy candidate selection 
strategy. 

Key elements of the framework presented in [1] 
are shown in Table 1. 
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Exploration Problem: 

) 
Path Planner: 
Map Type: 
Pose: 

Explore and construct a map of an environment 
Exploration Method: Feature based (Newman, Boss, and Leonard) 
Assumption:   The robot knows the large-scale environment structure 
Path Cost: Path length (physical distance

Visibility Path Planner : F(map, candidates, pose) 
Feature based SLAM map 

  Robot position and heading 
Candidate: An observation point bordering an unexplored area 
Candidate Utility: An estimate of the observable unexplored area 
Candidate Dynamics:  How do candidates change as a robot explores 

This is an open area of statistical learning research 

Table 1: Key attributes of the continuous observation-planning framework. 

Coordinating Agile Systems Through the 
Model-based Execution of Temporal Plans [2] 

This work provides a novel model-based execution 
of a temporally flexible state plan for the purpose 
of UAV navigation. Its kino-dynamic controller is 
a continuous planning framework.  However, the 
high level planner is not.   

Our integration would enable this work to perform 
continuous high-level planning.  The scope of our 
project includes enabling the simulation 
framework to accept TFSP updates. In particular, 
the observations would be considered when 
creating the temporally flexible state plan. 
Continuous high-level planning would allow the 
UAV to adapt its high-level goals to the observed 
environment.  Specifically, it adapts the additional 
information that it learns about its environment 
(i.e. a more accurate map or the ramifications that 
one task has on the utility of future tasks). 
Therefore, this integration would provide a system, 
which observes, learns and updates its higher level 
planning goals. 

Conflict-directed A* and Its Role in Model-
based Embedded Systems [3] 

This paper [3] introduces a method for 
solving optimal constraint satisfaction 
problems. An Optimal Constraint Satisfaction 
Problem (OCSP) is the problem of finding a 
consistent assignment of variables to values that is 
both consistent and has optimal value.  More 

rigorously, such a problem is a 5-tuple 
D y x ,C , y g ) where, , (x x 

• 	 x  is a set of variables each with domain 
Dx, 

• 	 C is a set of constraints on the variables x 
that define what is a consistent 
assignment, 

• 	 y F ) is a function y ⊂ x ℜ → that 
defines the cost of an assignment. 

( 

Many problems can be formulated as OCSPs. 
Specifically, an S-TSP problem can be represented 
as an OCSP. CDA* has been shown to be an 
efficient implementation for solving OCSPs. For 
this reason, we proposed to replace the Constraint 
Based A* solver in [1] with a CDA* 
implementation. 

Technical Approach: 

Our first step will be to adapt Bradley Hasegawa’s 
work (Continuous Observation Planning for 
Autonomous Exploration) [1] which involves a 
Selective Traveling Salesman Problem (STSP) with 
value updates.  We have Conflict Directed A* 
(CDA*) code (in C++) from Tony Jimenez’s work 
on the second assignment. We hope to gain access 
to the code for [1], and change it so that when it 
frames the STSP as an Optimal Constraint 
Satisfaction Problem (OCSP), it will use our CDA* 
algorithm to solve the OCSP. This may involve a 
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lot of work in merging two separately developed 
algorithms. 

Our next step will be to change the STSP solution 
to a Temporally Flexible State Plan (TFSP).  This 
will involve adding time constraints to the ordered 
list of points to visit.  This can be done trivially by 
generating the constraints at random or in a more 
logical manner by estimating times using a 
probabilistic motion model. We will probably use 
a simple C++ program to input the STSP solution 
and output a TFSP. 

Our final goal is to link the work for [1] with the 
work by Thomas Leaute [2] on Coordinating Agile 
Systems Through The Model-based Execution of 
Temporal Plans.  The work for [2] takes a TFSP 
and tests the controller using simulation. 
Conceivably we could start with an STSP, use the 
work for [1] with CDA* to solve it, turn the 
solution into a TFSP, and run the TFSP using 
Thomas Leaute’s code in a simulator.  However, 
[1] uses a STSP with changing values from 
observations, so it will keep producing different 
solutions over time.  In discussion with Thomas 
Leaute, we learned that he thought it would be 
feasible to change the code for [2] to handle 
updates in the TFSP.  Our fallback position would 
be to restart the simulation whenever the TFSP is 
updated. 

As a final implementation though, we note that 
our motivating application is the Mars Airplane, 
where the expected value of future scientific tasks 
is affected by ongoing observations.  The above 
integration of the continuous observation planner 
intends to allow plan updates due to new 
observations. These observations may affect the 
value of the future tasks.  A science exploration 
mission lends itself to continuous (finite horizon) 
observation planning because it embodies an 
implicit exploration-exploitation trade-off.  Our 
integration will, therefore, allow the simulator to 
extend the feedback-control loop to high level 
planning. This feedback-control loop integration, 
however, is left as future work. 

Plan: 

Our minimal plan will be an extension to [1].  To 
accomplish our learning goals, our objective will 
be to master the concepts presented in Bradley 
Hasegawa’s thesis and develop an extension to his 
work by replacing constraint-based A* with 
conflict-directed A*. 

Our baseline plan would be a further extension to 
the above-mentioned algorithm. We will then take 
the algorithm developed by Mr. Hasegawa and 
convert the solution to the Selective Traveling 
Salesman Problem (STSP) into a Temporally 
Flexible State Plan (TFSP). 

Our enhanced plan is a novel cognitive robot 
application. This plan would be to take the 
extension to the previous work from [1] and merge 
it with [2] by modifying it to accept a continuously 
updated TFSP.  The resulting application would be 
able to take as inputs a set of waypoints and 
continuously plan a kino-dynamic path that will be 
optimized according to the utility of the waypoints. 
This cognitive robot application can then be 
executed on a hardware-in-the-loop simulation as 
cited in [2] if that equipment is available from the 
MERS lab. 

Schedule: 

4/11 Turn in proposal 
4/17 Integrate [1] with CDA* 
4/19 Create translation from STSP 

solution to TFSP.   
Reassess situation and schedule 

4/24 Integrate [1] with [2], modify [2] 
to handle updates to TFSP.   
Coding complete 

4/27 Simulations complete 
5/4 Paper complete 
5/7 Presentation complete 
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Division of Labor: 

• 	 Adapt Bradley Hasegawa’s work 
 Solve OCSP using CDA* 
 Convert OCSP [1] 

representation to CDA* [2] 
representation 

• Change the STSP solution to a TFSP 
 add time constraints  

• 	 Link Bradley Hasegawa’s work with the 
work by Thomas Leaute 

 	Adapt his code so that the 
TFSP can be continuously 
replaced with a new one. 

• 	 Overarching Activities: 

 Debugging 

 Interfacing 


o 	 Interfacing can often result 
in unforeseen 
implementation delays. 
Therefore, we intend to 
address most interfacing 
issues upfront, which will 
allow us to properly adapt 
the scope of our project. 

o 	 We intend to do this by 
first implementing the 
interface between the two 
algorithms ([1] and [2]) 
without observations.  Our 
second step will involve 
properly formatting the 
TFSP for the simulation 
interface [2]. The 
simulation framework [2] 
will initially require no 
fundamental changes since 
the TFSP will be static.  
The second spiral of our 
project will then include 
observations and TFSP 
updates.  This will require a 
fundamental change to the 
simulation framework and 
interface [2]. 

 	Write-up 
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Abstract 

Autonomous systems can perform tasks that are dangerous, monoto
nous, or even impossible for humans. To approach the problem of planning 
for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) we present a hierarchical method 
that combines a highlevel planner with a lowlevel planner. We pose the 
problem of highlevel planning as a Selective Traveling Salesman Problem 
(STSP) and select the order in which to visit our science sites. We then 
use a kinodynamic path planner to create a large number of intermediate 
waypoints. This is a complete system that combines high and low level 
planning to achieve a goal. This paper demonstrates the benefits gained 
by adaptable highlevel plans versus static and greedy plans. 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

The human control of robots on Mars is difficult, partially due to large com
munication lag times. One solution to this problem is to use robots capable of 
autonomous activity. For unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), this capability is 
a necessity, since UAVs are constantly in motion and cannot stop and wait for 
instructions. Thus, UAVs will need to be able to handle lowlevel planning, for 
example the kinematics of getting from point A to point B. 

However, the question remains of how to handle higherlevel planning, specif
ically, choosing which science sites to visit and in what order. The mission plan 
can be created on Earth and sent to Mars, or created by the UAV on Mars. Any 

∗Draper Laboratory, Cambridge, MA. 
†MIT Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, MA. 
‡Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA. 
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plan sent from Earth would essentially be a static plan, since replanning would 
be impossible because of the communication lag. This can be disadvantageous 
if the situation changes, for example if too much fuel is consumed or if new 
sensor readings show that a site is more interesting than previously thought. If 
the mission planning is performed on the UAV or otherwise insitu, then the 
potential exists for response to changes in the environment. This can be im
plemented as continuous plan generation. Exploring the value that continuous 
planning provides will give an idea of the magnitude and insights into when it 
is useful. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

Our scenario involves a UAV on Mars traveling between science objectives. The 
UAV is given a set of interesting science sites and a limited amount of fuel. The 
problem is to guide the UAV to the science sites to gather as much science value 
as possible within the fuel constraints. 

We address the design and analysis of an autonomous exploratory planner 
for a UAV. This problem involves merging an adaptable mission planner with a 
kinodynamic path planner [1], and comparing the performance with that given 
by a static plan. The mission planner will adapt to new readings of the science 
sites from a UAV’s long range sensors. 

1.3 Previous Work 

Our project is premised upon two main bodies of work, namely that done by B. 
Hasegawa[2] and T. Leaute[1]. 

1.3.1 Continuous Observation Planning for Autonomous Exploration 

The thesis by Brad Hasegawa presents a new approach for solving a robotic 
navigation pathplanning problem. The approach first formulates the problem 
as a selective traveling salesman problem (STSP), then converts it to an opti
mal constraint satisfaction problem and solves it using the Constraint Based A* 
algorithm. The solver, shown in the system architecture diagram in Figure 1, 
performs this key ability. 

The solver is a continuous observation planner, which updates the plan when 
new observations affect the candidate set (possible places to visit). The objec
tive of the robot is to map its environment. The robot chooses to navigate to 
observation locations, which will maximize information gain. Each observation 
may affect the utility and cost of unvisited observation locations (candidates), 
which necessitates replanning. There is an implicit tradeoff between the plan
ning horizon and how often the candidates are updated. The planning horizon 
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Figure 1: The above diagram is the system architecture for [2]. The navigation 
architecture starts with a partially complete map. Candidates and obstacles 
are extracted from the map, which are used to construct a visibility graph. The 
D* search is used to update the candidates. The candidates are passed to the 
solver, which creates a plan (ordered candidate subset). 
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should mirror the expected time period between replanning. In other words, if 
we look ahead 5 tasks, we want to be able to execute those 5 tasks before we 
have to replan. If this does not occur, then our plan is optimized for a differ
ent planning period than it is executed for. This results in suboptimal planning. 

Ultimately, the system is making an explorationexploitation tradeoff, which 
can be generalized to other tasks. The tasks must involve observation and can
didate list utility/cost updates. This method is likely to be effective when we 
have (at a minimum) a largescale prior map of the exploration region. 

The thesis [2] addresses a mapping application where the candidates fre
quently changed due to new observations. The finitehorizon technique is more 
effective when the candidates do not change frequently. Yet the mapping appli
cation actually favors observation candidates that increase its situational knowl
edge the most. For these reasons, the finitehorizon method is more effective 
when a highlevel map is known. The attributes of continuous finitehorizon 
planning lend themselves to exploratory missions with a specific objective (i.e. 
a science exploration application) where a prior map is known. Refining the 
map will affect the cost estimate for the science tasks and the utilities of the 
science tasks may change as prior successes affect the probability of future suc
cesses. This necessitates continuous planning. However, the changes should be 
sufficiently infrequent, so that a finitehorizon is more effective than a purely 
greedy candidate selection strategy. 

Key elements of the framework presented in [2] are shown in Table 1.3.1. 

Table 1: Key attributes of the continuous observationplanning framework. 

Exploration Problem: Explore and construct a map of an environment 
Exploration Method: Feature based 
Assumption: The robot knows the largescale environment structure 
Path Cost: Path length (physical distance) 
Path Planner: Visibility Path Planner : F(map, candidates, pose) 
Map Type: Feature based SLAM map 
Pose: Robot position and heading 
Candidate: An observation point bordering an unexplored area 
Candidate Utility: An estimate of the observable unexplored area 
Candidate Dynamics: How do candidates change as a robot explores 
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1.3.2	 Coordinating Agile Systems Through the Modelbased Execu
tion of Temporal Plans 

The work in [1] provides a novel modelbased execution of a temporally flexible 
state plan (TFSP) for the purpose of UAV navigation. Its kinodynamic con
troller is a continuous planning framework. However, the high level planner is 
not. 

Our integration would enable this work to perform continuous highlevel 
planning. The scope of our project includes enabling the simulation framework 
to accept TFSP updates. In particular, the observations would be considered 
when creating the temporally flexible state plan. Continuous highlevel planning 
would allow the UAV to adapt its highlevel goals to the observed environment. 
Specifically, it adapts the additional information that it learns about its envi
ronment (i.e. a more accurate map or the ramifications that one task has on 
the utility of future tasks). Therefore, this integration would provide a system 
which observes, learns and updates its higher level planning goals. 

This work is further discussed in section 2.3. 

2 Method 

2.1 Problem Walkthrough 

Our system takes a set of nodes, constructs a plan to visit a subset of those nodes, 
and simulates the flight path to test the validity of the plan. Plan construction 
starts in the adaptable mission planner. The adaptable mission planner takes 
a set of node locations and utilities and calculates the optimal path to get the 
most utility given a limited amount of fuel. This plan may not be feasible if the 
estimates of fuel cost between the nodes is too low. 

The plan is then fed into the kinodynamic path planner which creates way
points to guide the UAV to the next node. These waypoints are built on a 
onesecond time scale, so they represent a more finely discretized plan. These 
waypoints are followed using a simulation of the environment and an autopilot 
which actuates the aircraft. The simulation returns the actual fuel usage, which 
may cause changes in the plan. The block diagram of the complete system is 
shown in Figure 2. Each part of the system is explained in greater detail in the 
following sections. 

2.2 Adaptable Mission Planner 

The highlevel mission planner has been designed to solve the finitehorizon path 
planning as a Selective Traveling Salesman Problem. This is also known as the 
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Driver Kino-dynamic
Path Planner

Autopilot

Actual time taken

Sites visited

Temporally Flexible State Plan

Current position

Adaptable
Mission
Planner

25 waypoints

Time takenTarget waypoint

tpn file

Operator
Interface

Environment
Simulator

Target waypoint Position, speed
Sensor data

Actuator data

Figure 2: Block diagram of the complete system 
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Orienteering Problem. 

The adaptable mission planner accepts a given set of utilities. This abstracts 
out the sensor model and provides a framework for future system engineering in 
analyzing the benefit of using an adaptable mission planner versus a static plan. 

The mission planner also accepts a set of coordinates indicating the science 
sites. These are the targeted positions on the map that the mission planner is 
considering traveling to. The mission planner generates an traceable path of 
nodes that will maximize its utility with a given distance constraint. 

The following steps outline the major parts of the adaptable mission planner: 

1. Create Adjacency Matrix from coordinates of nodes 

2. Order list of utilities to match ordering of nodes.	 Starting node must be 
at index 0. 

3. Create traceable path through nodes by calling STSP Solver 

4. Remove the next node to be traveled to from the list of considered nodes 

5. Reduce the remaining distance by the distance to the next node 

6. Repeat from step 1 with an updated set of utilities from the UAV’s sensors 

2.2.1 STSP Problem Formulation 

The original traveling salesman problem involves a salesman trying to visit each 
city on a map while traveling as little distance as possible. Essentially the prob
lem consists of a set of nodes N = {n1, n2, nk} and a set of arcs between nodes A 
= {(n1, n2), (n1, n3), (nk−1, nk )}. Each arc is associated with a cost C((ni, nj )). 
Thus the definition of the traveling salesman problem is to come up with an 
ordered set {na, nb, . . .} which contains every member of N and minimizes the 
total cost C = C((na, nb)) + C((nb, nc)) + . . . . 

The Selective Traveling Salesman Problem (STSP) approaches the problem 
from a different direction. It imposes a maximum cost constraint Cmax such 
that the total cost C ≤ Cmax. Furthermore, each node is assigned a utility 
U(ni). The goal then is to come up with a subset of N ⊆ {na, nb, nc, . . .} which 
maximizes the total utility U = U(na) + U(nb) + U(nc) + while meeting 
the constraint C = C((na, nb)) + C((nb, nc)) + . . . ≤ Cmax. 

One aspect of the system that should be noted is that the STSP will visit 
each node only once, and does not need to return to the beginning node. The 
intention is for the UAV to crash into the surface of the planet instead of having 
to return to its starting position. 
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Figure 3: An example graph structure used to demonstrate an OCSP conversion 

2.2.2 OCSP Problem Conversion 

[2] demonstrates the capability of converting the STSP problem into an Opti
mal Constraint Satisfaction Problem. A CSP has a set of variables with a finite 
domain with a set of constraints over these variables. With an OCSP, we have 
a utility function that maps all assignments of the decision variables, which is a 
subset of the total set of variables. This function maps the assignments to real 
numbers. A solution to the OCSP will maximize this utility while satisfying all 
the constraints. 

To convert an STSP to an OCSP, for each node, create a variable in the 
OCSP with a domain of {0, 1}. The utility of a variable with an assignment of 
1 is the utility of the node from the STSP. The utility of the variable is zero 
otherwise. A variable with an assignment of 1 indicates that the node for that 
variable is included in the path that is being generated. 

Figure 3 shows an example graph structure. The following represents the 
OCSP conversion for this structure: 

• Decision Variables: x1, x2, x3 
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• Domain: {0, 1} 

•	 Attribute Utility Function:


g1(x1=0)=0, g1(x1=1)=5


g2(x2=0)=0, g2(x2=1)=9


g3(x3=0)=0, g3(x3=1)=2


• Constraint: TSP(xi=1) ≤ L 

• Highlighted graph: x1=1, x2=0, x3=1 

To calculate the constraint for the OCSP, the cost of the TSP solution to the 
variables with an assignment of 1 should be less than that limit, L. A standard 
TSP solver, Concorde, is used in the current implementation. One will notice 
that the highlighted graph contains a Hamiltonian cycle through the variables 
with an assignment of 1. This is instead of a Hamiltonian path through these 
variables. However, to use Concorde to generate a Hamiltonian path instead of 
a Hamiltonian cycle, the graph structure needs to be converted into an asym
metric graph. This is done by setting the return cost to the start node to zero 
from all other nodes. This will cause the cost of all Hamiltonian cycles to then 
be equal to the equivalent path. 

The current implementation of this OCSP/STSP solver then uses Constraint
based A* to solve the OCSP. This solution provides the Hamiltonian path 
through the STSP. 

2.2.3 A Straightforward STSP Solver 

While a powerful method has been shown to solve the STSP using a reformula
tion of the problem into an OCSP, our final design used a more straightforward 
method of solving the STSP. Our experiments did not require the more complex 
solver to handle the simulation. 

We also found that in some sample problems, the OCSP/STSP solver as 
used in [2] gave similar performance characteristics as the straightforward STSP 
algorithm presented in this section. When the distance was restricted, the plan
ner was not able to visit all the nodes. This aspect defines the difference be
tween an STSP and a TSP problem. When not all the nodes were visited, the 
OCSP/STSP solver ended up supplying inconsistent answers. The straightfor
ward STSP solver was then developed for this project to address these incon
sistencies. 

The straightforward STSP solver is a recursive function that explores every 
possible path within the constrained distance. It will return the path with the 
highest utility. In case of any ties of the utilities, it will return the path with 
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the least cost. 

This algorithm has a complexity of O(N!). However, this upper bound is 
never realized in our simulations due to the distance constraint. Restricting the 
maximum depth of the search using the distance constraint results in a complex
ity of O((Nx)!) where N is the number of total nodes and x is the minimum 
number of nodes that cannot be traversed (due to the distance constraint). 
Likewise, Nx would be the maximum depth of the search. Consequently, this 
algorithm is sufficient for our experiments due to the number of nodes and the 
distance constraint used. This is a result of the hierarchical design of the system 
where the planner only deals with the high level nodes. In our problem, these 
nodes represent the science sites. 

Future work can address the further development of the OCSP/STSP solver, 
but the goals for this project only required a working STSP solver, which in the 
future can easily be changed out of the overall system due to its objectoriented 
design. 

2.3 KinoDynamic Path Planner Details 

We used the Kinodynamic path planner by Thomas Leaute [1]. We altered 
Leaute’s algorithm to take in a new plan at each highlevel planning node. 
Each of these nodes corresponds to a science site. 

The Kinodynamic path planner system consists of 2 main parts: 

Planner • 

Driver


Adaptable Mission planner


Kinodynamic path planner


Simulator • 

Operator interface


Autopilot


Environment simulator


The Planner software runs on a Linux platform. The simulator setup con
sists of three main components which run on separate platforms(Figure 4). The 
operator interface and the environment simulator run on two separate Windows 
PCs. The Piccolo UAV Autopilot is a specialized piece of programmable hard
ware. The Simulator also includes two connecting components, a CAN Bus 
and a Piccolo Ground Station. The simulation system is made by Cloud Cap 
Technology. 
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Figure 4: Piccolo hardwareintheloop simulator setup made by Cloud Cap 
Technology 

The driver program sets up the map and parameters for the simulation. The 
map consists of the locations of the map corners and obstacles. In our system, 
we have 2 obstacles which represent mountains. The simulation uses the para
meters and dynamics of a Cub aircraft, which is a light personal airplane with 
a simulated airspeed of 20 meters per second. 

The data flowchart of the kinodynamic path planner is shown in Figure 6. 
The driver communicates with the operator interface by sending it waypoints 
through a UDP network. The waypoints are created by the kinodynamic path 
planner, which performs calculations to ensure that the waypoints are feasible. 
The operator interface is a graphical interface which displays the map of the 
area, the set of waypoints from the kinodynamic path planner, the current lo
cation of the aircraft, and the science sites. 

The autopilot, which is an actual UAV autopilot, handles all of the control 
dynamics. The autopilot inputs the aircraft pose, velocity, and aircraft para
meters from the environment simulator, and inputs the target waypoint from 
the operator interface. The autopilot then solves the problem of how to fly the 
airplane to the next waypoint, and sends actuator instructions to the environ
ment simulator. The environment simulator calculates motion and sensor data 
given the actuator data and sends this data to the operator interface and to the 
autopilot as feedback. The operator interface then returns the time taken to 
the driver so the driver will know how long it took to reach the waypoint. 

The driver program takes in the initial highlevel plan in the form of a tpn 
file. This is an XML representation of a temporally flexible state plan. An ex
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emplar plan is shown in Figure 5. The plan has lower and upper bounds for the 
duration of each activity. In our problem, the activities consist of traveling to a 
science site to do a science experiment. A temporally flexible plan is designed 
to allow the kinodynamic path planner to replan its path without changing 
the overall activity plan (visiting science sites in a given order). After reading 
in the plan, the driver initializes and runs the kinodynamic path planner. 

The kinodynamic path planner initialization consists of initializing the start 
time, the CPLEX representation of the obstacles, the kinodynamic path plan
ning solver for a given plane, the dynamics of each plane, the CPLEX represen
tation for each plane, and the constraints (CPLEX is a optimization software 
package for solving Linear Programming and Mixed Integer Linear Program
ming problems). It then creates the CPLEX representation of the highlevel 
plan. The constraints are a pointer to a vector which is passed to the vehicles, 
the obstacles and the highlevel plan. This vector puts all of the different types 
of constraints into a data structure that is compatible with the CPLEX solver. 

During the run() phase of the kinodynamic path planner, it generates a 
guided plan. This function creates a set of waypoints for the autopilot to follow 
in order to reach the next science objective. The kinodynamic path planner 
plans 25 waypoints at a time to be followed over the next 25 seconds (at one 
waypoint per second). It then allows the plane to fly for 18 seconds before re
planning. A 25 second planning horizon is used, which ensures that it will not 
crash within that horizon. However, since the planner does not lookahead any 
further than that, it may leave the plane in a difficult position at the end of 
that horizon. For example, it may end up on a collision course with an obstacle. 
While the plane is at the 18th step in that plan, it is sure to have 7 seconds of 
safe travel in front of it. Therefore, if it generates a new plan at that point, it 
is fairly likely that it can avoid any object that it is approaching. 

As mentioned, when the plane reaches the end of its plan (the 18th way
point) we generate a new set of waypoints. In our implementation, we changed 
the code so that it is able to accept a new plan at this point. Since the adaptable 
mission planner only plans for the highlevel goals (the science sites) we first 
check to see if the plane has reached one of the science sites. If it has not, then 
the kinodynamic path planner replans as usual. If it has reached a science site, 
then we pass information back to the adaptable mission planner which enables 
it to generate a new plan. The adaptable mission planner needs to know the 
actual time that it took to get to the new science site so that it can calculate the 
fuel usage. It also needs to know which science sites have been visited. Once it 
knows this, it can then generate a new plan based on where the plane currently 
is and how much fuel it has left to travel between science sites. 

Once a new highlevel plan has been created, it is then accepted by the 
kinodynamic path planner. In order to integrate the new plan into the system, 
we must remove only the relevant constraints from the constraint set, and then 
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[155,+INF]
P: goFromTo(seeker_uav0, 35.1162, -117.423, 100, 50, 35.1243, -117.392, 100, 50)

 

[42,+INF]
P: goFromTo(seeker_uav0, 35.1243, -117.392, 100, 50, 35.1234, -117.383, 100, 50)

 

[40,+INF]
P: goFromTo(seeker_uav0, 35.1234, -117.383, 100, 50, 35.1152, -117.385, 100, 50)

 

[375,463]

 

[73,+INF]
P: goFromTo(seeker_uav0, 35.135, -117.445, 100, 50, 35.1235, -117.435, 100, 50)

[65,+INF]
P: goFromTo(seeker_uav0, 35.1235, -117.435, 100, 50, 35.1162, -117.423, 100, 50)

Figure 5: This figure shows an exemplar plan created by the adaptable mission 
planner. As an implementation detail, the adaptable mission planner creates the 
plan based on the estimated distance. However, certain activities’ upper bounds 
must be set to infinity to allow the kinodynamic path planner to quickly find a 
solution (a set of waypoints). The kinodynamic path planner, however, respects 
the lower bounds and finds the shortest path which respects this lower bound. 
The kinodynamic path planner also respects the overall mission constraints 
(upper and lower bounds). 
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reintroduce the new constraints based on the new highlevel plan. 

When this process has been completed, we then use that plan to create a 
new set of waypoints via the kinodynamic path planner. These waypoints are 
fed into the autopilot. This process continues looping until the plan has been 
completed or a time constraint has been violated. Normally, the plan will finish 
as planned. However, though the highlevel planner estimates the travel time 
to each science site, the plane may encounter obstacles which cause it to take 
longer than expected to get to a given science site. If the simulated travel time 
takes too much longer than the estimate, then the plane will run out of fuel and 
will not be able to complete the plan. In this case a constraint violation (too 
much total time taken) will halt the process. 

2.4 Integration of Algorithms 

The framework between the kinodynamic path planner and the simulator was 
already in place, so what remained was to link the adaptable mission planner 
to the rest of the system. The input format for the kinodynamic path planner 
is a tpn file, which uses an XML format. A piece of code was written to turn 
the vector output of the adaptable mission planner into a TFSP in the form of 
a tpn file for use by the kinodynamic path planner. The kinodynamic path 
planner was also modified to input new tpn files after reaching each node. This 
allowed for changes in the highlevel plan. 

3 Experiment Design 

We have three different planning strategies to consider. We prepared a set of 
experiments in order to compare the performances of each strategy under dif
ferent conditions. 

The first plan type is the static finitehorizon plan. This strategy creates a 
plan to travel a certain distance (finitehorizon) at the beginning of a simula
tion, and then carries out the plan without making any changes (static). In our 
scenario, we have a UAV that flies until it runs out of fuel. The finitehorizon 
is made to match the amount of fuel, so that the UAV will complete the plan 
at the same time it runs out of fuel. This means that the finitehorizon plan 
actually covers the entire mission. In practice this plan uses our STSP solver 
once and feeds the result into the simulator, which then reports how much of 
the plan was successfully completed. 

The second planning strategy uses an adaptable finitehorizon planner. This 
is similar to the static finitehorizon planner, in that it creates a plan that covers 
the lifetime of the UAV. It is different in that it replans after reaching each sci
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Figure 6: Flowchart of the Kinodynamic System 
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Utility = 3 Utility = 6

ence objective, so it can react to changing assignments of utility to science sites. 
In practice this plan has the simulator call the STSP solver after each waypoint 
is reached. With our modifications, the simulator is then able to switch to a 
new temporally flexible state plan. 

The third planning strategy is the greedy approach. This is essentially a one 
step recedinghorizon planner. At each step it chooses the best node to travel 
to and then goes there. The best node is defined using a combination of travel 
cost and science utility. Our greedy planner tried to maximize utility/cost at 
each step. Different weightings would be possible for a greedy planner. For 
example, it could only consider distance and always fly to the closest point. It 
could also only consider cost and always fly to the point with highest utility. 
Different situations could be built where each of these designs performs better 
than the other, but we just chose an intermediate design that slightly prefers 
utility over cost. 

Example 1: In Figure 7 we see a scenario with 3 nodes, A, B, and C, where 
the UAV starts at A. The distance between A and B is 2, the distance between 
A and C is 4, and the distance between B and C is 6. The utility of B is 3 and 
the utility of C is 6. If the UAV is allowed to fly a total distance of 4, then 
the utility maximizing greedy planner will be better. It will fly to C and get 
a utility of 6, while the cost minimizing greedy planner will fly to B and get 
a utility of 3. If the UAV is allowed to fly a total distance of 8, then the cost 
minimizing greedy planner will be better. It will fly to B, then C, and get a 
utility of 9, while the utility maximizing greedy planner will fly to C and get a 
utility of 6. It is not difficult to construct similar situations for different sets of 
greedy planners with different weightings between cost and distance. 

Figure 7: Simple example scenario 

We chose our experiments to highlight the differences between the algo
rithms. In an unchanging environment, we would expect the adaptable finite
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horizon planner to make exactly the same plan as the static finitehorizon plan
ner. This is because they would have the same knowledge at the beginning 
and create the same plan, and if the environment remained unchanged then the 
adaptable planner would have no reason to update its plan. In an unchanging 
environment we would also expect the finitehorizon planners to outperform the 
greedy planner, since they create an optimal lifetime plan. 

When the assigned utilities start changing, this no longer applies. The finite
horizon planners are expected to suffer, since they no longer have perfect knowl
edge of the utilities. In particular, the static finitehorizon planner will be unable 
to react to changes in the environment, and the more severe the changes, the 
more random its performance will be. If the changes happen infrequently, we 
would expect the adaptable finitehorizon planner to perform fairly well, since 
it will be able to incorporate the changes into its plan. In the extreme case, 
however, the utilities will be completely random at each time step, and there 
will be no benefit from planning. In this case the greedy planner would perform 
well, since it would hit the high utility points as they appear. 

Example 2: Imagine a scenario with 3 nodes, A, B, and C, where the UAV 
starts at A. The distance between A and B is 2, the distance between A and 
C is 4, and the distance between B and C is 6. The utility of B is 3 and the 
utility of C is 6. The UAV is allowed to fly a total distance of 8. The finite
horizon planner will travel to B, then C, to maximize its expected reward at 
9. The greedy planner will travel to C and get a reward of 6, then run out of 
fuel. However, if after the first time step the situation changes so that C is only 
worth 1, then the finitehorizon planner will only receive a reward of 4, while 
the greedy planner will have already received its reward of 6. By incorporating 
changes it is very easy to construct situations where the greedy planner will 
perform better than the finitehorizon planner or viceversa. It is also possible 
to construct situations where the static finitehorizon planner actually performs 
better than the adaptable finitehorizon planner. These situations basically in
volve a highlychanging environment where the static planner gets lucky while 
the adaptable planner gets unlucky. 

In general, we would expect that the more frequent and significant the 
changes to utility, the less well the finitehorizon planners would perform. We 
would expect the greedy planner to not be especially affected by the changes, so 
its performance relative to the finitehorizon planners would improve. By run
ning each strategy under different levels of change, we could see the crossover 
point of where greedy planning starts to outperform finitehorizon planning, 
and see where adaptable planning outperforms static planning. This is inter
esting because if different strategies perform better with different amounts of 
change, then it becomes useful to predict the amount of change. Using a model 
of expected change would allow for the adoption of the strategy that is most 
appropriate. 
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Thus we chose to test each strategy under different levels of change. We 
chose to implement change as a percent chance of happening to each node at 
each step. When change occurs, the utility of that node is swapped with another 
node at random. The reason we chose to swap utilities instead of assigning new 
utilities is that it keeps the magnitudes of the utilities the same. Basically it 
keeps the utilities in the range we want them without having to actively nor
malize them. 

The percent change is a continuous and quantitative variable. This makes 
it possible to create relationships and plots between the change parameter and 
the performances of the planning strategies. The change parameter only affects 
frequency of change, and not magnitude. In order to look at magnitude, we 
would need to change the initial assignment of utilities. For example, a set of 
utilities with several high utilities and several low utilities would lead to large 
changes in utility when a high utility node gets swapped with a low utility node. 
Thus, we chose to examine a couple distributions of utility. This would allow 
us to look at the effects of magnitudes of change on the performance. 

3.1 Experiment Parameters 

The simulation was run with two sets of utilities. The first set approximates 
a Gaussian curve, so that there are several medium values and some high and 
some low values. There are eleven nodes, and the values 1, 5, 5, 10, 10, 10, 
10, 10, 15, 15, and 20 were distributed among them. This fairly even distri
bution is expected to be similar to many real scenarios. The second set of 
utilities was created to give high magnitudes of change. The eleven nodes were 
assigned values of 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 100, 100, and 100. This distribution had 
three “jackpots” so each time a change occurred there was the potential that one 
node would drop a lot in value, while another would suddenly gain a lot of value. 

The different planning strategies were run for different frequencies of change. 
The levels of change used were 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 100%, for a total of 21 dif
ferent change frequencies. These levels of change represent the chance for each 
node to change its utility at each time step. Each of the three planning strategies 
was run 25 times for each change level, and the accrued utilities were averaged 
over the 25 runs. 

In order to be fair to each of the three planning strategies, they were each 
run using the same random numbers. This means that the changes were calcu
lated for each step of a run, and then all three strategies were run using that 
sequence of changes. This was done to keep one algorithm from getting lucky 
while the other algorithms got bad runs. 
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4 Results 

4.1 Solution Walkthrough 

In this section, we will show the results of one specific simulation run. This 
simulation run will demonstrate the benefit of the adaptable mission planning 
strategy. The main idea that will be demonstrated is the benefit of replanning 
at each step in the TFSP (high level plan). A static planner constructs a TFSP 
at the beginning of the mission and follows that plan throughout the mission. It 
disregards the changing situation. However, an adaptable mission planner gen
erates a new plan when necessary, which takes into account the amount of time 
that it actually took to get to the science site, as well as the knowledge gained 
from the visit. This knowledge is formulated as the updated set of utilities for 
the science sites. 

As we stated earlier, our motivation is to create an autonomous UAV to 
conduct science experiments on Mars. To that end, we interfaced the adaptable 
mission planner with the Mars Plane simulator. The adaptable mission planner 
constructs a plan which is executed in the simulation environment. Figure 8 
shows the operator interface of the simulation system. This interface displays 
the location of the UAV on a (representative) map of an area of Mars. The plane 
is currently hovering around the starting location, where the vehicle entered the 
Mars environment. The map depicts mountainous areas which the plane wants 
to fly around. It also depicts craters, rock outcroppings and cliffs. These are 
sites where the plane would like to fly to and conduct science experiments. For 
example, a science experiment may consist of taking and analyzing photographs 
of an area. The operator interface shows the progress of the UAV as it navigates 
through this environment. 

The plan is constructed by the adaptable mission planner. The adaptable 
mission planner takes in a set of science sites (labeled B through J), the starting 
location (labeled A), a set of utilities for each science site and a maximum travel 
distance (5 nautical miles). The utilities reflect the science value of a given site. 
In this example, we start out with a set of utilities shown in Figure 9. The 
initial utilities reflect 6 low value sites (C, E, G, H, I, J) and 3 sites of high 
interest (B, D and F). The adaptable mission planner constructs the first plan 
which is reflected in Figure 9. This plan shows that the plane is able to hit all 
of the high value science sites. The red arrows indicate the path that the UAV 
will take. 

The execution of the plan starts when the adaptable mission planner sends 
a TFSP to the kinodynamic path planner. The kinodynamic path planner 
takes that plan and constructs a set of waypoints (a lowlevel plan) which guide 
the UAV along the route designated by the TFSP. The set of waypoints are 
approximately onesecond apart and respect the kinodynamics of the plane. 
These waypoints are sent to the autopilot which essentially flies the airplane. 
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The plane flies to each waypoint in succession. To do this, the autopilot sends 
actuator instructions to the simulator which simulates both the UAV and the 
environment. 

The plane initially proceeds from the Mars environment entry point (Site A) 
to the first science site (Site B). When the plane reaches a waypoint, it notifies 
the kinodynamic path planner. The kinodynamic path planner waits for the 
plane to reach the 18th node. When the 18th node is reached, it sends a new 
set of waypoints. 

However, the kinodynamic path planner must first check to see if a sci
ence site has been reached. If one has, it sends the status information to the 
adaptable mission planner which generates a new TFSP. Therefore, when the 
plane arrives at Site B, status information is sent back to the adaptable mission 
planner which uses this new information to generate a new plan. Specifically, it 
receives the actual travel time to the current site as well as the updated utilities. 
The travel time to a given node is estimated in the planner during plan creation. 
However, the environment simulator determines the actual time, which is a re
sult of other factors such as the kinodynamics, the initial pose or direction, as 
well as the unpredictable environment. When the plane arrives at Site B, it 
turns out that it took less travel time than expected. Therefore, the adaptable 
mission planner has more missiontime left than expected. Consequently, it cre
ates a new plan (Figure 10) which is now able to travel to one extra science site. 

The plane then proceeds to Site C, which is a crater. When the plane con
ducts the science experiment at Site C, it recognizes that this site is of very high 
science value. Consequently, the utility of all of the craters is increased. The 
adaptable mission planner then uses these updated utilities to generate a new 
plan (Figure 11) which is able to visit all of the remaining craters. 

The plane then proceeds to Site G, which results in no change in the plan 
(Figure 12). However, when it reaches Site H, it returns a travel time which 
is lower than expected. Consequently, the adaptable mission planner is able to 
create a plan which visits one additional site, shown in Figure 13. The mission 
concludes when the plane travels to Sites I an J. 

This walkthrough demonstrates the benefit of the adaptable mission plan
ner. In this example the plan is adapted to compensate for the actual travel 
time and the additional information learned when a site is visited. When nec
essary, the adaptable mission planner generated a new plan which took into 
account the actual travel time, as well as the knowledge gained from the visit. 
The result is a more effective planner. 
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Figure 8: This is the operator interface that displays the UAV’s position on the 
map with the science sites. 
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Plan 1

A (0)

B (5000) E (5)
D (5000)

G (5)

J (5)

F (5000)

C (5)

I (5)H (5)

Plan 2

A (0)

B (5000) E (5)
D (5000)

G (5)

J (5)

I (5)

F (5000)

C (5)

H (5)

Figure 9: The above diagram shows plan 1 of the solution walkthrough. 

Figure 10: The above diagram shows plan 2 of the solution walkthrough. 
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Plan 3

A (0)

B (5000)

H (5)

E (5)
D (5000)

G (20,000)

J (5)

I (20,000)

F (5000)

C (20,000)

Plan 4

A (0)

B (5000)

H (5)

E (5)
D (5000)

G (20,000)

J (5)

I (20,000)

F (5000)

C (20,000)

Figure 11: The above diagram shows plan 3 of the solution walkthrough. 

Figure 12: The above diagram shows plan 4 of the solution walkthrough. 
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Plan 5

A (0)

B (5000)

H (5)

E (5)
D (5000)

G (20,000)

J (5)

I (20,000)

F (5000)

C (20,000)

Plan 6

A (0)

B (5000)

H (5)

E (5)
D (5000)

G (20,000)

J (5)

I (20,000)

F (5000)

C (20,000)

Figure 13: The above diagram shows plan 5 of the solution walkthrough. 

Figure 14: The above diagram shows plan 6 of the solution walkthrough. 
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4.2 Performance Metrics 

When running each simulation, we end up with a total utility gained, which is 
simply a sum of the utilities gained as each point was visited. We measured 
(accrued) the utilities based on the current utility estimate for a given site. In 
other words, it is as if they were locked in when the previous node was visited. 
This means that if a point was visited when the estimated utility was 5, then 
no matter how it changed later it would still be accrued (to the planner’s score) 
at a value of 5. The objective of this method is to measure how well a planning 
strategy works based upon what it knows. We are not attempting to measure 
the accuracy of the utility estimator. Different strategies make different trade
offs. For example, a finite horizon planner often forgoes a nearterm reward 
in exchange for a higher reward later. A static planner chooses to ignore new 
information in favor of following its initial plan to fruition. All of these strate
gies have merit, however, our experiments show that the adaptive finite horizon 
strategy is most effective over a variety of conditions. 

The main metric for comparing the performances of the different planning 
strategies is the total utility. This is intended to be representative of the total 
science value, which is the main goal of a mission to Mars. 

4.3 Analysis 

Figure 15 shows the results for the Gaussian distribution of utilities. The rate 
of change is along the xaxis and the average total utility gained is on the y
axis. The blue line is the static finitehorizon plan, the green line is the adapt
able finitehorizon plan and the red line is the greedy plan (adaptable onestep 
recedinghorizon plan). 

For a zero rate of change the static planner performs as well as the adapt
able planner. This is because they are doing the same thing. The adaptable 
planner takes into consideration new utilities. However, since the utilities don’t 
change, this has no effect on the performance. Both of the finitehorizon plans 
outperform the greedy plan (for a zero rate of change). This is because the 
finitehorizon planners are optimizing over the entire mission. They trade off 
nearterm rewards in exchange for a higher overall gain, whereas the greedy 
planner is simply doing what is best right not. 

As the rate of change increases the performance of both finitehorizon plan
ners decreases. The performance of the static planner drops most quickly. This 
demonstrates the deficiencies of the static planning strategy. However, the adap
tive finitehorizon planner performs the best during a moderate rate of change. 
This highlights the strength of that strategy. After about 50% percent change, 
the static planner performs worse than the greedy planner and the adaptable 
finitehorizon planner performs about the same as the greedy planner. This is 
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Figure 15: Total Utilities for a Gaussian Distributed Scenario 

where the greedy planner’s performance is the strongest. However, the adapt
able finite horizon planner still performs approximately as well as the greedy 
planner. 

These results are very interesting. As expected, the static planner out
performs the greedy planner under stable conditions and the greedy planner 
outperforms the static planner under unstable conditions. However, the most 
interesting thing that these results show is that the adaptable planning strategy 
is good in all situations. It is as good as the static planner under stable con
ditions, it is better than either planner under moderately changing conditions, 
and it is approximately equal in performance to the greedy planner under very 
unstable conditions. 

You may notice that the results get very noisy for higher levels of change, 
despite being averaged over 25 runs. This is because when the system is chaotic, 
the utilities gained are very dependent on chance, especially for the static plan
ner. As a final note, the two finitehorizon planners have curves that have some 
of the same bumps at the same places. This behavior is due to the fact that 
they were run using the same set of random conditions as described above. 

Figure 16 shows the results for the distribution of utilities with 3 jackpots. 
If we look at only the curves for the finitehorizon planners we see much the 
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Figure 16: Total Utilities for a Scenario with three high utilities 

same behavior as before, showing that they behave the same for high magni
tudes of change as for low magnitudes of change. The adaptable planner gains 
a higher utility than the static planner with higher levels of change, and both 
finitehorizon planners fall and then stay fairly constant. The two finitehorizon 
planners again have approximately the same shape as each other as they were 
run using the same random sets of changes. 

The greedy planner performs almost as well as the finitehorizon planners 
for no change, and then immediately does better as change is added. This is be
cause this problem setup is very well suited for the greedy planner. The greedy 
planner can always go through and pick up the top three points. The remaining 
rewards are minor in comparison. When change is added, the greedy planner 
actually performs better, because it can potentially pick up the jackpots multi
ple times as they move around. Thus the greedy planner seems to perform well 
for high magnitudes of change. 

This result is interesting as it shows how influential the utility distribu
tions are on the experiment results. This corresponds to the results found in 
Hasegawa’s work[2], in that when the problem setup contains a handful of ex
tremely high utility values relative to the rest of the graph in a changing world, 
the greedy planner will outperform finitehorizon planners. 

Essentially, this utility distribution is especially well suited to the greedy 
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planner. The Gaussian distributed utility problem, however, is not well suited 
for the greedy planner because the planner must optimize over a greater number 
of nodes in order to achieve good performance. It remains to be shown which 
utility model (and planning horizon) is reflective of the real world. 

5 Conclusions 

5.1 Impact on community 

The major contribution that this work provides is a novel application of the 
above algorithms. We present a complete system that extends the kinodynamic 
path planner to handle changes to its high level goals. 

We also present a framework for evaluating highlevel mission planners with 
different utility belief models. This framework can be used in the system engi
neering of a UAV in evaluating the benefits of different forms of planning. 

5.2 Future Work 

Improvements can be made to the STSP solver that is used in the adaptable 
mission planner. The current implementation of the OCSP/STSP solver re
turns inconsistent answers when plans are generated that do not cover all of the 
nodes. Once that has been completed, further improvements to the speed of 
the OCSP/STSP solver can be done by using Conflictdirect A* in place of the 
Constraintbased A*[3] algorithm used to solve the OCSP. 

For other future work, the adaptable finitehorizon and greedy strategies 
could be blended. When change occurs infrequently we would expect the adapt
able finitehorizon plan to perform best, but it could still benefit from a little 
greediness. This greediness could be implemented using discount factors. Es
sentially a fully greedy planner uses a discount factor of 0 (full discounting), 
while our finitehorizon planner uses a discount factor of 1 (no discounting). 
Intermediate values would allow for varying levels of greediness, and we could 
expect different levels of change in the environment to have different optimal 
discount values in the planning algorithm. 

An extension of this work would be the autonomous creation of new nodes 
or science sites, and the decision making process necessary to decide when a 
new node is justified. Also, the work can be extended to allow the continuous 
replanning as the UAV flew between nodes. 

We explored how the different strategies performed under different levels of 
change in utility. Another parameter that could be changed is the estimates of 
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the distances between points. One rationale for changing these distances would 
be to have the initial estimates be incorrect, and become more refined over time. 
Another rationale would be if the targets actually did move, for situations such 
as firefighting UAVs on Earth. Thus an interesting topic to examine would be 
the level of benefit from replanning as the estimates of the costs change. 

5.3 Summary 

One of the advantages to fully autonomous robotics is the ability to do insitu 
planning. These plans can be adaptive and react to changes in the environment. 
We have demonstrated that an adaptable planner performs better than a static 
planner when changes in utility are modeled. We have also demonstrated that 
the adaptable planning strategy performs well at all levels of change assuming 
that utility distributions are Gaussian. 

In order to perform adaptable planning we have used a hierarchical method 
that combines a highlevel planner with a lowlevel planner. The highlevel 
planner that we used was an adaptable mission planner for science site selec
tion, while the lowlevel planner was a kinodynamic path planner for vehicle 
actuation. This complete planner was successfully run on a simulator, and rep
resents a novel application of these algorithms. 
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Introduction 

A typical embedded program interacts with a plant through the sensor observations and commands as 
illustrated in Figure 1(a). A programmer for such embedded program must predetermine all possible 
observations and map them to the appropriate commands. This mapping between observations and 
commands, however, may be complex and not at all intuitive. Furthermore, as the system becomes more 
capable and more complex, this mapping will surely become more arduous. 

A model-based embedded program [13] eliminates this difficulty through the use of model-based executive. 
Unlike the conventional embedded program aforementioned, a model-based embedded program interacts 
directly with the plant state as illustrated in Figure 1(b). Thus, a programmer can design an embedded 
program intuitively in terms of the desired evolution of plant state rather than sequence of commands. 
Since the plant state can be inferred directly, the desired evolution of the plant state can also be conditioned 
on the plant state rather than on sensor observations. 

Observations Commands 

S 
Plant 

Embedded Program 

-

S 
Plant 

ions 

Ŝ 
i

Model based Embedded 
Program 

Observat Commands 

Model-based Execut ve 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Model of interaction with the physical plant for traditional embedded languages (a) and 
model-based programming (b). 

A model-based executive enables direct inference and direct control of the plant state. Williams et al. 
introduced a model-based executive called Titan with such capability [13]. Titan, however, is most well 
suited for a plant of hardware components. In this project we extend the model-based executive architecture 
to a plant involving a set of cooperative vehicles. In a sense, the vehicles are the components of a plant and 
the objective is to command the set of vehicles in a cooperative manner to achieve some mission objective. 
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2 

1.1 Motivating Scenario 

Consider a set of firefighting unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). A “seeker” UAV is equipped with an 
onboard surveillance camera with which the degree of fire containment can be analyzed. A large “water” 
UAV is equipped to pickup water from lakes and drop them at the desired location. The UAVs have finite 
range and must be refueled as necessary. 
 
In a mountainous region, fire starts in two distant locations. The mission objective is to put out the fire 
autonomously using the UAVs. While the water UAV’s responsibility is to drop water over the fire, the 
seeker UAV’s responsibility is to take images of the fire before and after water is dropped, so that the 
progress of the mission can be analyzed. Figure 2 depicts the layout of the region. Initially, both UAVs are 
at the base. Within the region, there are two fuel stations and two lakes. Two regions are marked as no fly 
zones due to the high mountain peaks. The UAVs must fly around them. When the UAVs have completed 
their tasks, they all must return to the base. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2.  Map for the Firefighting UAV scenario. 

 
 
 
 
This Firefighting UAV scenario will be used though out the remainder of this paper as an aid. 

1.2 Model-based Executive for Cooperative Vehicles 

The difference between the model-based executive for cooperative vehicles and Titan are the engines under 
the hood as illustrated in Figure 3. The proposed model-based executive for cooperative vehicles uses a 
Kirk planner [13] as the control sequencer, a roadmap path planner for estimation and prediction, and a 
combination of a generative activity planner and a kinodynamic path planner as the controller. 
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Figure 3. Architecture of a model-based executive for cooperative vehicles. 

Control Sequencer 

Kirk, as the control sequencer of the model-based executive, generates the mission plan in terms of the 
desired evolution of mission state. Kirk must choose the appropriate tactics and strategies given options and 
contingencies to cooperatively achieve the mission objective. 

For example, in the Firefighting UAV scenario, the seeker UAV could be sent out first, and once its task is 
complete, the water UAV could then be sent out to drop water on fire. Finally the seeker UAV can go back 
to take images of the result. Another strategy may be to send the seeker UAV and water UAV 
simultaneously. In this case, however, the seeker UAV must be sure to take images of the fire before the 
water UAV drops water on them. If properly executed, this strategy should accomplish the mission within a 
shorter period of time. If truly urgent, one may even consider not sending out the seeker UAV, i.e. tradeoff 
time with uncertainty of the mission progress. 

The possible tactics and strategies are the models for Kirk, and its task is to generate the mission plan with 
an appropriate strategy that can accomplish the mission objective. One of the important contributions of 
Kirk is that it quickly generates a plan with flexible time bounds. The flexible time bound makes the plan 
robust to execution time uncertainty. For the technical details of Kirk, refer to [13,3]. As a part of this 
project, [3] extends the original Kirk to use dynamic backtracking, enabling fast, anytime mission plan 
generation in best-first order. 

Generative Activity Planner 

The generative activity planner takes the mission plan from Kirk as an input to generate an actionable 
activity plan. While the mission plan describes the desired evolution of the mission state, an activity plan 
describes the sequence of actions, which when executed achieves the desired evolution of mission state, i.e. 
the mission plan. Furthermore, as the state of the mission and/or mission plan change, the generative 
activity planner replans as necessary. 

For example, the mission plan may require water UAV to drop water on a fire. Depending on the current 
state, the UAV may have to first fly over to the lake, pick up water, fly over to the fire, then drop the water. 
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The generative activity planner determines the sequence of actions necessary to achieve the desired mission 
state while concurrently achieving other subsequent evolution of the mission states. 

Kinodynamic Path Planner 

The kindoynamic path planner takes the activity plan from the generative activity planner, and for each 
motion activity, it generates a trajectory through which the desired destination can be reached while 
assuring that its motion is bound by the kinodynamics of the vehicle. 

In general, kindoynamic path planning is a time consuming process, thus the trajectory is computed for 
some finite horizon. This approach is referred to as receding horizon kinodynamic path planning. In 
addition to the quick computation capability of receding horizon kinodynamic path planning, it also opens 
up to the ability to adapt to uncertainty through continuously replanning. Bellingham et al. took this 
approach to path planning for aerial vehicles using mixed integer linear programming [1]. As a part of this 
project, Léauté builds up on this approach so that a trajectory can be designed for sequence of motions with 
flexible time bounds [9]. 

Roadmap Path Planner 

The roadmap path planner estimates the distance between two locations. It provides the distance estimates 
to the control sequencer, the activity planner, and the kinodynamic path planner. 

For this project, D*lite was chosen as the roadmap path planner for its quick replanning capability [8]. Its 
computed distance is used to compute the lower time bound estimate on motion activities for the control 
sequencer and the generative activity planner. In the generative activity planner, D*lite’s estimate of 
distance between locations is used to also compute the fuel consumption. Finally, D*lite’s use to generate a 
cost-to-go map, which is used as a heuristic in kinodynamic path planning. Lovell discusses the details on 
the implementation and the integration into the model-based executive [10]. 

1.3 Objective 

While the control sequencer, kinodynamic path planner, and the roadmap path planner are discussed in 
[3,9,10], this paper focuses on the generative activity planner. Recall that the generative activity planner 
generates an actionable activity plan with flexible time bounds given the mission plan from the control 
sequencer (see Figure 4). For this project, a planner called Linear Planning Graph (LPG) [5] is adapted to 
serve this purpose. 

Desired Evolution of 
Mission States 

Generati i
Planner 

i

ve Act vity Current & 
Predicted State 

Flexible 
Activ ty Plan 

Figure 4. Generative Activity Planner architecture. 
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In the third IPC, LPG was among the fastest general purpose planners in the time and metric resource 
domains. LPG’s fast planning capability mainly arises from the combination of three techniques. One, it 
uses a modified plan-graph, temporal action graph, that can represent time within the plan-graph like 
structure. LPG seems to benefit from the compact encoding of the plan space, similar to the way many 
planners benefited from the compact plan-graph structure and it’s use of mutex relations. Two, it uses 
relaxed plan-graph as a heuristic that guides the search. Finally, it uses a randomized local search, similar 
to WalkSAT. As randomized local search has shown to be very effective in solving SAT problems, 
randomized local search seems to be very effective in planning as well 

The contribution of this paper is the use of an existing temporal generative planner, LPG, to refine a 
complex sequence of goals, i.e. a mission plan, into an actionable activity plan. In the following sections, 
we will describe Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) 2.1 used by LPG and the PDDL2.1 
domain description of the Firefighting UAV scenario, followed by the use of LPG as a generative activity 
planner. The paper will conclude with the discussion on the implementations and remarks regarding to this 
approach. 

Generative Activity Planner 

In this section we briefly describe the PDDL2.1 in general and the PDDL2.1 domain description designed 
for the Firefighting UAV scenario. 

2.1 PDDL2.1 

Within the planning community, PDDL has become the standard language for describing planning domains 
and problems. While PDDL was initially inspired by STRIPS formulation of planning problems, it has been 
through constant revision and update for the enhancement of the expressivity of the language. The last 
major PDDL version was PDDL2.1 [4], which was used in the third International Planning Competition 
(IPC). Various features available in PDDL2.1 are distinguished by the level of expressivity, where: 

Level 1: STRIPS

Level 2: adds the numeric extensions (i.e. arithmetic preconditions and assignments in effects) to Level 1.

Level 3: adds discretized durative actions (i.e. fixed time duration on actions) to Level 2. 

Level 4: adds continuous durative actions (i.e. flexible time bounds and continuous effects) to Level 3. 

Level 5: adds spontaneous events and physical processes to Level 5. 


While PDDL2.1 Level 4 includes the expressivity of continuous duration that is essential in describing the 
flexible time bounds of the mission plan, since LPG is limited to a subset of PDDL2.1 Level 3, the 
generative activity planner is also limited to Level 3. For the details of PDDL2.1, refer to [4]. In general 
PDDL2.1 is very expressive. The STRIPS-like syntax, however, makes description of complex domain 
difficult and sometimes non-intuitive. Also, since flexible time bound cannot be expressed using PDDL2.1 
Level 3, the lower time bound is used as the fixed duration of an action. 

2.2 PDDL2.1 Firefighting UAV Domain in PDDL2.1 

The main components of a PDDL2.1 domain description are types, predicates, functions, and action 
definitions. Types list the types of objects that are in the world; predicates are used to describe the state of a 
world, functions are used to describe numeric values of the world; and action describe how the state of the 
world evolves over time. 

Types 

There are only two types of objects in the Firefighting UAV domain: vehicles and locations. 

 5 
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Predicates 

The following are the predicates used in the Firefighting UAV scenario: 

(available ?v - vehicle) 

(seeker-uav ?v - vehicle) 

(water-uav ?v - vehicle) 

(have-water ?v - vehicle) 

(full-fuel ?v - vehicle) 

(at ?v - vehicle ?l - location) 

(have-image ?v - vehicle ?l - location) 

(water ?l - location) 

(fire ?l - location) 

(base ?l - location) 

(fuel-station ?l - location) 

(dropped-water ?v - vehicle ?l - location) 

(reachable ?l0 ?l1 - location) 


Note that these describe the state of the world that can be inferred from the estimation module of the 
model-based executive. 

Functions 

The following are the functions used to represent numeric effects. 

(fuel-level ?v - vehicle) 

(fuel-capacity ?v - vehicle) 

(fuel-consumption-rate ?v - vehicle) 

(total-fuel-used) 

(min-distance ?from ?to - location) 

(speed ?v - vehicle) 


Note that the “min-distance” function specifies the minimum travel distance between two locations. The 
minimum travel distance between two locations may change as new obstacles are detected. Thus the value 
of “min-distance” function is updated as necessary by querying the roadmap path planner. 

Actions 

The following are the actions created for the Firefighting UAV scenario (see Appendix A for the 
definitions of the actions): 

move(?v - vehicle, ?from - location, ?to - location) 

refuel(?v - vehicle, ?l - location) 

take-image(?v – vehicle, ?l-location) 

pickup-water(?v – vehicle, ?l-location) 

drop-water(?v – vehicle, ?l-location) 


LPG-based Generative Activity Planner 

Recall that a generative activity planner generates an actionable activity plan with flexible time bounds 
given the mission plan from the control sequencer (see Figure 4). In this section the inputs, outputs, and the 
internals of the LPG-based generative activity planner are described. 

3.1 Input: Mission Plan and Current State 

Mission Plan 

A mission plan generated by Kirk is in the form of a simple temporal network (STN) [2]. An example of a 
mission plan is illustrated in Figure 5. This mission corresponds to the case in which the seeker UAV and 
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the water UAV both try to achieve their tasks simultaneously. The mission plan has been simplified by no 
requiring the seeker UAV to take the second image after water has been dropped on fire and the two UAVs 
to return to the base. 

have-i
ire1) 

[

have-i
ire0) 

[

dropped-
ire0) 

[

dropped-
ire1) 

[∞] 

∞] 

∞] 

∞] 

∞] 

[

mage 
(uav0,f

30,60] 

mage 
(uav0,f

30,60] 

water 
(uav1,f

30,60] 

water 
(uav1,f

30,60] [0,

[0,

[0,

[0,

[0,

0,5000] 

Figure 5. An example of a mission plan represented in a Simple Temporal Network (STN). 

In an STN, each arc corresponds to an event and a node corresponds to either a start or an end of an event. 
Each arc has a label that specifies the time interval of the event using a pair of real numbers, where the first 
and the second specify the lower and the upper time bounds, respectively. A label that does not denote the 
time interval specifies a state the mission must be in during the specified time interval. A set of out arcs 
from a node represents a set of events that must occur in parallel, and two subsequent arcs represent 
sequential events. 

In the mission plan illustrated in Figure 5, the seeker UAV, uav0, is first required to “have-image” of fire0 
for 30 to 60 time units. Once the image has been acquired, the water UAV, uav1, can have water dropped, 
i.e. “dropped-water”, on the first fire, fire0, for 30 to 60 time units. In the mean time, the seeker UAV is to 
acquire the image of the second fire, fire1. After the water is dropped on the first fire and the image of the 
second fire is acquired, the water UAV can drop water on the second fire. Notice the arcs with no mission 
state constraint. These arcs can be interpreted as a period of time that is required to prepare for the 
achievement of the mission state specified by the subsequent events. Finally, the arc with the time bound of 
[0,5000] can be interpreted as a period over which the whole mission objective must be achieved. 

Current State 

The current state of the world is inferred from the state estimation module of the model-based executive. 
For example, the state estimation module may determine that the seeker UAV has crashed and is no longer 
available. The roadmap path planner may determine that the minimum travel distance from the base and to 
the nearest fire has increased to 2 km because of the new obstacle detected in the path. 

3.2 Output: Flexible Activity Plan 

Recall that the objective of a generative activity planner is to design an actionable activity plan that 
achieves the desired evolution of mission state specified in the mission plan. Figure 6 illustrates a partial 
activity plan that achieves one of the desired mission state, namely “dropped-water(uav1,fire0)”. Given that 
the water UAV is initially at the base with no water, the generative activity planner must figure out that the 
water UAV must first go to a lake, pick up water, go to the fire, and then drop the water. The act of 
dropping water achieves the desired “dropped-water(uav1,fire0)” state. Such activity plan must be 
generated for the whole mission plan. 
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move pickup-water move drop-water 
(uav1,base,lake0) (uav1,fire0) (uav1,lake0,fire0) (uav1,fire0) 

[130,260] [30,60] [170,340] [30,60] 

dropped-water 
(uav1,fire0) 

[30,60] 

have-image dropped-water 
(uav0,fire0) i

[30,60] 

re1) 

[

(uav1,f

30,60] 

have-image 
(uav0,fire1) 

[30,60] 

Figure 6. An example of a partial activity plan for a given mission plan. 

3.3 LPG-based Generative Activity Planner Architecture 

Figure 7 illustrates the architecture of the LPG-based generative activity planner and depicts the process of 
generating a plan. First, the current state and the mission plan must be translated into a PDDL2.1 problem 
that LPG can understand. More specifically, the problem description generator incorporates the current 
state information to generate a PDDL problem description. The domain description generator incorporates 
the mission plan to generate a PDDL domain description. The reason for such particular translation schema 
will be discussed in the subsequent sections. 

Desired Evolution 
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Figure 7. LPG-based Generative Activity Planner architecture. 
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One of the limitations of LPG is its inability to reason about actions with flexible time bounds. As a result, 
LPG can only generate a plan with a fixed time bound, rather than a flexible time bound. In order to 
maintain the execution robustness of a flexible temporal plan, we modify the plan generated by LPG into a 
flexible temporal plan. This is handled by the flexible temporal plan generator. 

Domain Description Generator 

The key to the domain description generator is translating the mission plan in STN into a PDDL2.1 domain 
description. Intuitively, the properties encoded by the STN must be translated into a PDDL2.1 domain 
description. That is, for each arc A in STN, create a PDDL action action-A that can only be executed for the 
duration specified by A if and only if the actions corresponding to the predecessor arcs have been executed 
and the state asserted by A is true during the execution of action-A. 

4.1 Domain Description Generator Pseudo Code 

The following is the pseudo code used to generate the PDDL2.1 domain description. 

1.	 For each out arc A from the root node, create a (started-<UID(A)>) predicate, where UID(A) is 
the UID of the out arc A. 

2.	 Traversing through the STN in the depth-first order 
a.	 For each out arc A, create a PDDL action Act(A), where: 

i. The duration of the operator is the lower time bound of the arc. 
ii.	 For each predecessor arc Pre(A), add a predicate that corresponds to the 

execution completion of the action of the predecessor arc as the start condition, 
i.e. (at start (<UID(Pre(A))>-<UID(Ai)>)). If no predecessor exists, add the 
start predicate (at start (started-<UID(A)>)). 

iii.	 As the condition during the time of execution, add the predicate that corresponds 
to the state asserted by A, e.g. (over all (take-image(uav0,fire0))). 

iv.	 For each predecessor arc Pre(A), add a predicate that corresponds to the 
execution completion of the action of the predecessor arc as the delete effect at 
the start of the execution, i.e. 
(at start (not (<UID(Pre(A))>-<UID(A)>))). 

v.	 For each successor arc Suc(A), add a predicate that corresponds to the execution 
completion of Act(A) as the add effect at the end of the execution, i.e. (at end 
(<UID(A)>-ended-<UID(Suc(A))>))). If no successor exists, add 
(at end (<UID(A)>-ended-goal))) to the effect. 

3.	 When the terminal node is reached, create a goal action Actgoal using the same rule as before, but 
with the addition of an add effect that signifies the achievement of the mission plan, i.e. 
(at end (goal-achieved)). 

4.	 Define all used predicates in the domain. 

In the pseudo code line 2.a.i, only the lower time bound is used since PDDL2.1 Level 3 recognized by LPG 
cannot handle time interval as the duration, i.e. inequality on the time bound. This will cause the planner to 
always generate the activity plan with the shortest duration. At the same time, one may expect the planner 
may fail to generate an activity plan due to the over restriction on the duration length. Though this is true 
by the PDDL encoding, due to the use of no-op within LPG, an arbitrarily long time can be inserted in 
between each subsequent event. As such, the restriction of the duration to the lower time bound does not 
prevent LPG from finding a solution. On the other hand, this mapping to PDDL2.1 cannot guarantee that 
each subsequent event will start right after anther, for the same reason. 

The pseudo code Line 2.a.ii guarantees that the action is not executed unless the predecessor actions have 
been executed. Line 2.a.iii guarantees that the desired mission state is achieved. Line 2.a.iv guarantees that 
no action is executed more than once, i.e. modification is made to the mission plan. Line 2.a.v enables the 
subsequent action to be executed. Furthermore, by adding one add effect for the precondition of each 
successor, it guarantees that the successor actions are not mutexed. This is necessary when used with a 
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planner such as LPG that uses plan-graph-like algorithm. The action generated by Line 3 is used to 
determine when the mission plan has been complete. 

4.2 Firefighting UAV Domain Example 

Figure 8 illustrates the depth-first labeling of the arcs of the STN from the Firefighting UAV scenario. In 
the following examples, we will refer to each by the label specified in Figure 8. 

B 

H 

D 

FA 

G 

C 

I 

E 

Figure 8. Depth-first STN arc labeling. 

The following is a PDDL2.1 action generated for arc A: 

(:durative-action action-A 

  :parameters () 

  :duration (= ?duration 0) 

  :condition (and (at start (started-A)))) 

  :effect (and (at start (not (started-A))) 


 (at end (A-ended-B)))) 


Since arc A’s lower time bound is zero, the duration of the action-A is also zero. The condition for 
action-A is (at start (started-A)) since no in arcs exist for the start node of A. The effect (at start 
(not (started-A)) of action-A guarantees that action-A never starts again. The effect (at end  (A-
ended-B)) of enables action-B to start when action-A ends. 

The following is a PDDL2.1 action generated for arc B: 

(:durative-action action-B 

  :parameters () 

  :duration (= ?duration 30) 

  :condition (and (at start (A-ended-B)) 


    (over all (have-image uav0 fire0))) 

  :effect (and (at start (not (A-ended-B))) 


 (at end (B-ended-C)) 

 (at end (B-ended-G)))) 


Since arc B requires an image of fire0, (over all (have-image uav0 fire0)) is added to the condition. 
Also, since there are two out arcs from the end node of B, the effect has two add effects that signify the 
completion of action-B, i.e. (at end  (B-ended-C)) and (at end  (B-ended-G)) so that each of actions 
corresponding to arcs C and G can start without being mutually exclusive. 

The following is a PDDL2.1 action generated for arc F: 

 (:durative-action action-F 

  :parameters () 

  :duration (= ?duration 30) 

  :condition (and (at start (E-ended-F)) 
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    (at start (I-ended-F))

    (over all (water-dropped uav1 fire1))) 


  :effect (and (at start (not (E-ended-F))) 

 (at start (not (I-ended-F))) 

 (at end (F-ended)))) 


Since the start node for arc F has two in arc, action-F has two conditions that require the predecessor 
actions of E and I to have completed. 

The following is a PDDL2.1 action generated to signify the achievement of the goal: 

(:durative-action action-GOAL 

  :parameters () 

  :duration (= ?duration 0) 

  :condition (at start (F-ended-1)) 

  :effect (and (at start (not (F-ended-1))) 


 (at end (goal-achieved)))) 


See Appendix A for the complete PDDL2.1 domain file for the Firefighting UAV scenario. 

5 Problem Description Generator 

Problem description generator is quite straightforward. Given the current state, it translates the information 
into PDDL2.1 using the appropriate predicate or function. For example, if the vehicle uav0 is available for 
the mission the fact (available uav0) would be added to the :init section, i.e. initial fact, section of the 
PDDL2.1 problem file. Similarly, if the roadmap path planner determines that the minimum travel distance 
from the base to closest fire, fire0, is 2 km, the fact (= (min-distance base fire0) 2000) would be 
added to the :init section of the problem file. In such a way, the current state of the mission is mapped to 
the initial facts. 

In addition, for each out arc A of the root node, add the fact (start-<UID(A)>) to the :init section, where 
UID(A) is the UID of the arc A. This will enable the execution of the action corresponding to A. As the goal, 
(goal-achieved) is added to :goal section of the problem file. Finally, the desired cost function that 
defines the quality of the plan is added to the :metric section of the problem file. For the Firefighting UAV 
scenario, minimize (+ (* 100 total-time) (* 1 total-fuel-used)) was used as the cost function. See 
Appendix B for an automatically generated full problem file. 

6 Flexible Temporal Plan Generator 

When LPG generates a plan, the time bounds on the actionable activities are fixed to the lower time bound 
as illustrated in Figure 9. To transform the plan into a flexible temporal plan, we simply add the upper time 
bound of the activities (note that the upper time bound must be predefined for each activity), thus 
transforming it into a plan illustrated in Figure 6. Since the temporal bounds on the activities are flexible, 
i.e. represented by an interval, the temporal consistency of the resulting flexible temporal plan must be 
checked. 

To check the temporal consistency, we must know the constraints between the activities and a temporal 
consistency checker. Theoretically, the constraints between the activities can be extracted from the 
temporal action graph of LPG. Then, we can use the incremental temporal reasoning algorithm [11] in Kirk 
to check the consistency of the flexible activity plan. If the flexible activity plan is temporally inconsistent, 
a new plan must be generated. 
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Figure 9. A partial activity plan generated by LPG for the Firefighting UAV scenario. 

7 Conclusions 

The Domain Description Generator and the Problem Description Generator was in C++. While the original 
proposal included the implementation of the Flexible Temporal Plan Generator, due to the time constraint, 
it was de-scoped. In order to implement the Flexible Temporal Plan Generator, the LPG source code has to 
be modified. Unfortunately, fixing the provided LPG source code to even compile was in itself a time 
consuming process and a such no time was available to thoroughly understand the LPG code and modify it. 

The performance of LPG within the context of the generative activity planner was disappointing. For what 
seems to be relatively a simple problem (see Appendix A and B), LPG was slow. That is, LPG took 
anywhere from 0.06-600 seconds when a solution was found, but sometime, LPG couldn’t solve the 
problem at all. Over all, however, the problem is solved within tens of seconds. I have also noticed that the 
performance of LPG is reduced considerably if the vehicle is required to make multiple trips to refuel. 
While other mission plan to PDDL encoding options have been considered, the poor performance seems to 
result form the inherent difficulty of the problem. In general, LPG seems to perform worse as the problem 
becomes more constrained. 

Also, as mentioned before, the use of no-op within LPG prevents us from guaranteeing that the resulting 
activity plan adheres to the specified mission plan. This is one of the leading reasons for the development 
of a generative planner called Spock [6]. 

While this project has introduced a method for mapping a complex mission plan into a PDDL2.1 problem, 
the result seems to suggest that the use of LPG within this framework is not desirable. A new approach that 
combines Spock generative planner the LPG-like temporal planning may be feasible, but further analysis is 
necessary. It would also be very beneficial to fully analyze the reason for LPG’s poor performance. 
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Appendix A. Firefighting UAV Domain File 

The following is a PDDL2.1 domain automatically generated for the Firefighting UAV scenario: 

(define (domain fireFightingUAV) 

  (:requirements :strips 


:typing 

:negative-preconditions

:disjunctive-preconditions 

:equality 

:fluents 

:durative-actions) 


  (:types vehicle location) 


(:functions (fuel-level ?v - vehicle) 

   (fuel-capacity ?v - vehicle) 

   (fuel-consumption-rate ?v - vehicle) 

   (total-fuel-used) 

   (min-distance ?from ?to - location) 

   (speed ?v - vehicle)) 


(:predicates (available ?v - vehicle) 

 (seeker-uav ?v - vehicle) 

 (water-uav ?v - vehicle) 

 (have-water ?v - vehicle) 

 (full-fuel ?v - vehicle) 

 (at ?v - vehicle ?l - location) 

 (have-image ?v - vehicle ?l - location) 

 (water-between ?l0 ?l1 - location) 

 (water ?l - location) 

 (fire ?l - location) 

 (base ?l - location) 

 (fuel-station ?l - location) 

 (dropped-water ?v - vehicle ?l - location) 

 (reachable ?l0 ?l1 - location))   


  (:durative-action move 

  :parameters (?v - vehicle ?from - location ?to - location) 

  :duration (= ?duration (/ (min-distance ?from ?to) (speed ?v))) 

  :condition (and (at start (available ?v)) 


    (at start (at ?v ?from)) 

    (at start (>= (fuel-level ?v)  


  (* (/ (min-distance ?from ?to) 

  (speed ?v)) 


  (fuel-consumption-rate ?v))))  

    (over all (available ?v)) 

    (over all (>= (fuel-level ?v) 0))) 


  :effect (and (at start (not (at ?v ?from))) 

 (at start (not (full-fuel ?v))) 

 (at start (not (have-image ?v ?from))) 

 (at end (increase (total-fuel-used) 


   (* ?duration 

   (fuel-consumption-rate ?v)))) 


 (at end (decrease (fuel-level ?v) 

   (* ?duration 


   (fuel-consumption-rate ?v)))) 

 (at end (at ?v ?to)))) 


  (:durative-action refuel 

  :parameters (?v – vehicle ?l - location) 

  :duration (= ?duration 30) 

  :condition (and (at start (available ?v)) 


    (at start (not (full-fuel ?v))) 

    (at start (fuel-station ?l)) 

    (at start (at ?v ?l)) 

    (over all (at ?v ?l)) 
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    (over all (available ?v)) 

    (at end (at ?v ?l))) 


  :effect (and (at end (full-fuel ?v)) 

 (at end (assign (fuel-level ?v) (fuel-capacity ?v))))) 


  (:durative-action take-image 

  :parameters (?v – vehicle ?l - location) 

  :duration (= ?duration 30) 

  :condition (and (at start (available ?v)) 


    (at start (seeker-uav ?v)) 

    (at start (at ?v ?l)) 

    (over all (at ?v ?l)) 

    (over all (available ?v)) 

    (at end (at ?v ?l))) 


  :effect (and (at end (have-image ?v ?l)))) 


  (:durative-action pickup-water 

  :parameters (?v – vehicle ?l - location) 

  :duration (= ?duration 30) 

  :condition (and (at start (available ?v)) 


    (at start (water ?l)) 

    (at start (at ?v ?l)) 

    (at start (water-uav ?v)) 

    (at start (not (have-water ?v))) 

    (over all (at ?v ?l)) 

    (over all (available ?v)) 

    (at end (at ?v ?l))) 


  :effect (and (at end (have-water ?v)))) 


  (:durative-action drop-water 

  :parameters (?v – vehicle ?l - location) 

  :duration (= ?duration 30) 

  :condition (and (at start (available ?v)) 


    (at start (water-uav ?v)) 

    (at start (have-water ?v)) 

    (at start (at ?v ?l)) 

    (over all (available ?v))) 


  :effect (and (at end (not (have-water ?v))) 

 (at end (dropped-water ?v ?l)))) 


  (:predicates (start-finished) 

  (goal-0032D108-0-finished) 

  (goal-0032D288-0-finished) 

  (goal-0032D288-1-finished) 

  (goal-0032E1B8-0-finished) 

  (goal-0032E338-0-finished) 

  (goal-0032E858-0-finished) 

  (goal-0032E858-1-finished) 

  (goal-0032F1D8-0-finished) 

  (goal-0032F358-0-finished) 

  (goal-0032F8A8-0-finished) 

  (goal-0032F8A8-1-finished) 

  (goal-00560298-0-finished) 

  (goal-00560418-0-finished) 

  (goal-00560948-0-finished) 

  (final-goal-finished) 

  (goal-00560AC8-0-finished) 

  (goal-00560C48-0-finished) 

  (goal-00561178-0-finished) 

  (goal-005612F8-0-finished) 

  (goal-005617F8-0-finished) 

  (goal-0032FA28-0-finished) 

  (goal-0032FBA8-0-finished) 

  (goal-00560118-0-finished) 

  (goal-00560118-1-finished) 

  (goal-0032E9D8-0-finished) 

  (goal-0032EB58-0-finished) 

  (goal-0032F058-0-finished) 

  (goal-0032F058-1-finished)) 
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  (:durative-action goal-action-0032D108 

 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (start-finished))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (start-finished))) 


   (at end (goal-0032D108-0-finished)))) 


  (:durative-action goal-action-0032D288 

 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (goal-0032D108-0-finished)) 


  (at start (have-image seeker-uav0 fire0))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (goal-0032D108-0-finished))) 


   (at end (goal-0032D288-0-finished)) 

   (at end (goal-0032D288-1-finished)))) 


  (:durative-action goal-action-0032E1B8 

 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (goal-0032D288-0-finished))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (goal-0032D288-0-finished))) 


   (at end (goal-0032E1B8-0-finished)))) 


  (:durative-action goal-action-0032E338 

 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (goal-0032E1B8-0-finished)) 


  (at start (dropped-water water-uav0 fire0))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (goal-0032E1B8-0-finished))) 


   (at end (goal-0032E338-0-finished)))) 


  (:durative-action goal-action-0032E858 

 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (goal-0032E338-0-finished))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (goal-0032E338-0-finished))) 


   (at end (goal-0032E858-0-finished)) 

   (at end (goal-0032E858-1-finished)))) 


  (:durative-action goal-action-0032F1D8 

 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (goal-0032E858-0-finished)) 


  (at start (goal-0032F058-0-finished))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (goal-0032E858-0-finished))) 


   (at start (not (goal-0032F058-0-finished))) 

   (at end (goal-0032F1D8-0-finished)))) 


  (:durative-action goal-action-0032F358 

 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (goal-0032F1D8-0-finished)) 


  (at start (dropped-water water-uav0 fire1))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (goal-0032F1D8-0-finished))) 


   (at end (goal-0032F358-0-finished)))) 


  (:durative-action goal-action-0032F8A8 

 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (goal-0032F358-0-finished))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (goal-0032F358-0-finished))) 


   (at end (goal-0032F8A8-0-finished)) 

   (at end (goal-0032F8A8-1-finished)))) 


  (:durative-action goal-action-00560298 

 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (goal-0032F8A8-0-finished)) 
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  (at start (goal-00560118-0-finished))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (goal-0032F8A8-0-finished))) 


   (at start (not (goal-00560118-0-finished))) 

   (at end (goal-00560298-0-finished)))) 


  (:durative-action goal-action-00560418 

 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (goal-00560298-0-finished)) 


  (at start (at water-uav0 base0))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (goal-00560298-0-finished))) 


   (at end (goal-00560418-0-finished)))) 


  (:durative-action goal-action-00560948 

 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (goal-00560418-0-finished))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (goal-00560418-0-finished))) 


   (at end (goal-00560948-0-finished)))) 


  (:durative-action goal-action-final-goal-operator 

 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (goal-00560948-0-finished)) 


  (at start (goal-005617F8-0-finished))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (goal-00560948-0-finished))) 


   (at start (not (goal-005617F8-0-finished))) 

   (at end (final-goal-finished)))) 


  (:durative-action goal-action-00560AC8 

 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (goal-0032F8A8-1-finished)) 


  (at start (goal-00560118-1-finished))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (goal-0032F8A8-1-finished))) 


   (at start (not (goal-00560118-1-finished))) 

   (at end (goal-00560AC8-0-finished)))) 


  (:durative-action goal-action-00560C48 

 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (goal-00560AC8-0-finished)) 


  (at start (have-image seeker-uav0 fire1))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (goal-00560AC8-0-finished))) 


   (at end (goal-00560C48-0-finished)))) 


  (:durative-action goal-action-00561178 

 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (goal-00560C48-0-finished))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (goal-00560C48-0-finished))) 


   (at end (goal-00561178-0-finished)))) 


  (:durative-action goal-action-005612F8 

 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (goal-00561178-0-finished)) 


  (at start (at seeker-uav0 base0))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (goal-00561178-0-finished))) 


   (at end (goal-005612F8-0-finished)))) 


  (:durative-action goal-action-005617F8 

 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (goal-005612F8-0-finished))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (goal-005612F8-0-finished))) 


   (at end (goal-005617F8-0-finished)))) 


  (:durative-action goal-action-0032FA28 
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 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (goal-0032E858-1-finished)) 


  (at start (goal-0032F058-1-finished))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (goal-0032E858-1-finished))) 


   (at start (not (goal-0032F058-1-finished))) 

   (at end (goal-0032FA28-0-finished)))) 


  (:durative-action goal-action-0032FBA8 

 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (goal-0032FA28-0-finished)) 


  (at start (have-image seeker-uav0 fire0))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (goal-0032FA28-0-finished))) 


   (at end (goal-0032FBA8-0-finished)))) 


  (:durative-action goal-action-00560118 

 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (goal-0032FBA8-0-finished))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (goal-0032FBA8-0-finished))) 


   (at end (goal-00560118-0-finished)) 

   (at end (goal-00560118-1-finished)))) 


  (:durative-action goal-action-0032E9D8 

 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (goal-0032D288-1-finished))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (goal-0032D288-1-finished))) 


   (at end (goal-0032E9D8-0-finished)))) 


  (:durative-action goal-action-0032EB58 

 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (goal-0032E9D8-0-finished)) 


  (at start (have-image seeker-uav0 fire1))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (goal-0032E9D8-0-finished))) 


   (at end (goal-0032EB58-0-finished)))) 


  (:durative-action goal-action-0032F058 

 :parameters () 

 :duration (= ?duration 0) 

 :condition (and (at start (goal-0032EB58-0-finished))) 

 :effect (and (at start (not (goal-0032EB58-0-finished))) 


   (at end (goal-0032F058-0-finished)) 

   (at end (goal-0032F058-1-finished))))) 
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Appendix B. Firefighting UAV Problem File 

The following is a PDDL2.1 problem automatically generated for the Firefighting UAV scenario: 

(define (problem FFUAV-scenario) 

  (:domain fireFightingUAV) 

(:objects base0 - location 


  fire0 fire1 - location 

  fuel-station0 fuel-station1 - location 

  lake00 lake01 lake10 lake11  - location 

  seeker-uav0 water-uav0 - vehicle) 


  (:init (base base0) 

   (fire fire0) 

   (fire fire1) 

   (fuel-station fuel-station0) 

   (fuel-station fuel-station1) 

   (water lake00) 


(water lake01) 

(water lake10) 

(water lake11) 


  (water-between lake00 lake01) 

  (water-between lake01 lake00) 

  (water-between lake10 lake11) 

  (water-between lake11 lake10) 

  (seeker-uav seeker-uav0) 

  (full-fuel seeker-uav0) 

  (= (fuel-capacity seeker-uav0) 120) 

  (= (fuel-consumption-rate seeker-uav0) 0.2) 

  (= (speed seeker-uav0) 20) 

  (water-uav water-uav0) 

  (full-fuel water-uav0) 

  (= (fuel-capacity water-uav0) 500) 

  (= (fuel-consumption-rate water-uav0) 0.8) 

  (= (speed water-uav0) 20) 

  (available seeker-uav0) 

  (at seeker-uav0 base0) 

  (= (fuel-level seeker-uav0) 120) 

  (available water-uav0) 

  (at water-uav0 base0) 

  (= (fuel-level water-uav0) 500) 


(= (total-fuel-used) 0) 


  (reachable base0 fire0) 

  (= (min-distance base0 fire0) 4971.66) 

  (reachable fire0 base0) 

  (= (min-distance fire0 base0) 4971.66) 

  (reachable base0 fire1) 

  (= (min-distance base0 fire1) 5399.79) 

  (reachable fire1 base0) 

  (= (min-distance fire1 base0) 5399.79) 

  (reachable base0 fuel-station0) 

  (= (min-distance base0 fuel-station0) 1551.6) 

  (reachable fuel-station0 base0) 

  (= (min-distance fuel-station0 base0) 1551.6) 

  (reachable base0 fuel-station1) 

  (= (min-distance base0 fuel-station1) 3394.47) 

  (reachable fuel-station1 base0) 

  (= (min-distance fuel-station1 base0) 3394.47) 

  (reachable base0 lake00) 

  (= (min-distance base0 lake00) 2511.8) 

  (reachable lake00 base0) 

  (= (min-distance lake00 base0) 2511.8) 

  (reachable base0 lake01) 

  (= (min-distance base0 lake01) 3076.53) 

  (reachable lake01 base0) 

  (= (min-distance lake01 base0) 3076.53) 
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  (reachable base0 lake10) 

  (= (min-distance base0 lake10) 2563.43) 

  (reachable lake10 base0) 

  (= (min-distance lake10 base0) 2563.43) 

  (reachable base0 lake11) 

  (= (min-distance base0 lake11) 2694.4) 

  (reachable lake11 base0) 

  (= (min-distance lake11 base0) 2694.4) 

  (reachable fire0 fire1) 

  (= (min-distance fire0 fire1) 1593.05) 

  (reachable fire1 fire0) 

  (= (min-distance fire1 fire0) 1593.05) 

  (reachable fire0 fuel-station0) 

  (= (min-distance fire0 fuel-station0) 3936.58) 

  (reachable fuel-station0 fire0) 

  (= (min-distance fuel-station0 fire0) 3936.58) 

  (reachable fire0 fuel-station1) 

  (= (min-distance fire0 fuel-station1) 2753.35) 

  (reachable fuel-station1 fire0) 

  (= (min-distance fuel-station1 fire0) 2753.35) 

  (reachable fire0 lake00) 

  (= (min-distance fire0 lake00) 3336.75) 

  (reachable lake00 fire0) 

  (= (min-distance lake00 fire0) 3336.75) 

  (reachable fire0 lake01) 

  (= (min-distance fire0 lake01) 2561.27) 

  (reachable lake01 fire0) 

  (= (min-distance lake01 fire0) 2561.27) 

  (reachable fire0 lake10) 

  (= (min-distance fire0 lake10) 2756.56) 

  (reachable lake10 fire0) 

  (= (min-distance lake10 fire0) 2756.56) 

  (reachable fire0 lake11) 

  (= (min-distance fire0 lake11) 3329.6) 

  (reachable lake11 fire0) 

  (= (min-distance lake11 fire0) 3329.6) 

  (reachable fire1 fuel-station0) 

  (= (min-distance fire1 fuel-station0) 4766.03) 

  (reachable fuel-station0 fire1) 

  (= (min-distance fuel-station0 fire1) 4766.03) 

  (reachable fire1 fuel-station1) 

  (= (min-distance fire1 fuel-station1) 2290.57) 

  (reachable fuel-station1 fire1) 

  (= (min-distance fuel-station1 fire1) 2290.57) 

  (reachable fire1 lake00) 

  (= (min-distance fire1 lake00) 4428.62) 

  (reachable lake00 fire1) 

  (= (min-distance lake00 fire1) 4428.62) 

  (reachable fire1 lake01) 

  (= (min-distance fire1 lake01) 3757.54) 

  (reachable lake01 fire1) 

  (= (min-distance lake01 fire1) 3757.54) 

  (reachable fire1 lake10) 

  (= (min-distance fire1 lake10) 2852.21) 

  (reachable lake10 fire1) 

  (= (min-distance lake10 fire1) 2852.21) 

  (reachable fire1 lake11) 

  (= (min-distance fire1 lake11) 3063.81) 

  (reachable lake11 fire1) 

  (= (min-distance lake11 fire1) 3063.81) 

  (reachable fuel-station0 fuel-station1) 

  (= (min-distance fuel-station0 fuel-station1) 3293.27) 

  (reachable fuel-station1 fuel-station0) 

  (= (min-distance fuel-station1 fuel-station0) 3293.27) 

  (reachable fuel-station0 lake00) 

  (= (min-distance fuel-station0 lake00) 969.477) 

  (reachable lake00 fuel-station0) 

  (= (min-distance lake00 fuel-station0) 969.477) 

  (reachable fuel-station0 lake01) 
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  (= (min-distance fuel-station0 lake01) 1636.7) 

  (reachable lake01 fuel-station0) 

  (= (min-distance lake01 fuel-station0) 1636.7) 

  (reachable fuel-station0 lake10) 

  (= (min-distance fuel-station0 lake10) 2309.88) 

  (reachable lake10 fuel-station0) 

  (= (min-distance lake10 fuel-station0) 2309.88) 

  (reachable fuel-station0 lake11) 

  (= (min-distance fuel-station0 lake11) 2862.44) 

  (reachable lake11 fuel-station0) 

  (= (min-distance lake11 fuel-station0) 2862.44) 

  (reachable fuel-station1 lake00) 

  (= (min-distance fuel-station1 lake00) 3427.22) 

  (reachable lake00 fuel-station1) 

  (= (min-distance lake00 fuel-station1) 3427.22) 

  (reachable fuel-station1 lake01) 

  (= (min-distance fuel-station1 lake01) 3116.91) 

  (reachable lake01 fuel-station1) 

  (= (min-distance lake01 fuel-station1) 3116.91) 

  (reachable fuel-station1 lake10) 

  (= (min-distance fuel-station1 lake10) 983.536) 

  (reachable lake10 fuel-station1) 

  (= (min-distance lake10 fuel-station1) 983.536) 

  (reachable fuel-station1 lake11) 

  (= (min-distance fuel-station1 lake11) 788.406) 

  (reachable lake11 fuel-station1) 

  (= (min-distance lake11 fuel-station1) 788.406) 

  (reachable lake00 lake01) 

  (= (min-distance lake00 lake01) 801.877) 

  (reachable lake01 lake00) 

  (= (min-distance lake01 lake00) 801.877) 

  (reachable lake00 lake10) 

  (= (min-distance lake00 lake10) 2494.17) 

  (reachable lake10 lake00) 

  (= (min-distance lake10 lake00) 2494.17) 

  (reachable lake00 lake11) 

  (= (min-distance lake00 lake11) 3207.24) 

  (reachable lake11 lake00) 

  (= (min-distance lake11 lake00) 3207.24) 

  (reachable lake01 lake10) 

  (= (min-distance lake01 lake10) 2302.26) 

  (reachable lake10 lake01) 

  (= (min-distance lake10 lake01) 2302.26) 

  (reachable lake01 lake11) 

  (= (min-distance lake01 lake11) 3084.16) 

  (reachable lake11 lake01) 

  (= (min-distance lake11 lake01) 3084.16) 

  (reachable lake10 lake11) 

  (= (min-distance lake10 lake11) 792.577) 

  (reachable lake11 lake10) 

  (= (min-distance lake11 lake10) 792.577) 

  (available seeker-uav0) 

  (at seeker-uav0 base0) 

  (= (fuel-level seeker-uav0) 150) 

  (available water-uav0) 

  (at water-uav0 base0) 

  (= (fuel-level water-uav0) 500) 

(start-finished)) 


  (:goal (final-goal-finished)) 


(:metric minimize (+ (* 100 total-time) (* 1 total-fuel-used)))) 
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Appendix C. PDDL2.1 Domain and Problem Generator Code 

The following is a C++ code that was used to generate the PDDL2.1 domain and problem files from an 
STN: 

#include <cassert> 

#include <cstdio> 

#include <iostream> 

#include <fstream> 

#include <sstream> 

#include <map> 

#include <string> 

#include <cmath> 

#include "../Kirk_v2/src/Parsers/XMLTag.h" 

#include "../Kirk_v2/src/TPN/TPN.h" 

#include "../Kirk_v2/src/STN/Primitive.h" 

#include "../Kirk_v2/src/STN/Node.h" 

#include "../Kirk_v2/src/STN/Arc.h" 

using namespace std; 


class Coordinate 

{ 

public: 

Coordinate(double x, double y, double z) 

{


    xCoordinate = x;

    yCoordinate = y;

    zCoordinate = z;

 }; 

double get_x() const {return xCoordinate;}; 

double get_y() const {return yCoordinate;}; 

double get_z() const {return zCoordinate;}; 


private: 

double xCoordinate, yCoordinate, zCoordinate; 


}; 


bool get_reachability(const Coordinate &from, 

const Coordinate &to, 

double *distance = NULL) 


{ 

if (distance != NULL) 

{

*distance = sqrt(pow(to.get_x() - from.get_x(),2) + 


  pow(to.get_y() - from.get_y(),2) + 

  pow(to.get_z() - from.get_z(),2)); 


}

return true; 


} 


string get_pddl_vehicle_initial_state() 

{ 

  string vehicleInitialState = 


string("    (available seeker-uav0)") + 
string("\n    (at seeker-uav0 base0)") + 
string("\n    (= (fuel-level seeker-uav0) 150)") + 
string("\n    (available water-uav0)") + 
string("\n    (at water-uav0 base0)") + 
string("\n    (= (fuel-level water-uav0) 500)"); 

return vehicleInitialState; 

}; 


string get_pddl_location_info(map<string,Coordinate> &locations) 

{ 

  string locationInfo; 


  map<string,Coordinate>::const_iterator itrtrI; 
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  map<string,Coordinate>::const_iterator itrtrJ; 


for (itrtrI = locations.begin(); itrtrI != locations.end()--; itrtrI++) 

{

for ((itrtrJ = itrtrI)++; itrtrJ != locations.end(); itrtrJ++) 

{

double distance; 

bool isReachable = get_reachability(itrtrI->second, itrtrJ->second, &distance); 

if (isReachable) 

{

 ostringstream stringStream; 

 stringStream << distance; 

 locationInfo += string("\n      (reachable ") + 

   itrtrI->first + string(" ") + itrtrJ->first + string(")"); 

 locationInfo += string("\n      (= (min-distance ") + 

   itrtrI->first + string(" ") + itrtrJ->first + string(") ") +  

   stringStream.str() + string(")"); 

 locationInfo += string("\n      (reachable ") + 

   itrtrJ->first + string(" ") + itrtrI->first + string(")"); 

 locationInfo += string("\n      (= (min-distance ") + 

   itrtrJ->first + string(" ") + itrtrI->first + string(") ") +  

   stringStream.str() + string(")"); 

}


 }

 }


return locationInfo; 

}; 


void generate_pddl_problem_file(string &problemFileName, 

  map<string,Coordinate> &locations) 


{ 

string predefinedProblemFileName = "pfileFFUAV.pre"; 


  ifstream predefinedProblemDescriptionStream(predefinedProblemFileName.c_str()); 

  ofstream problemDescriptionStream(problemFileName.c_str()); 


problemDescriptionStream << predefinedProblemDescriptionStream.rdbuf() << 

    endl << get_pddl_location_info(locations) << 

    endl << get_pddl_vehicle_initial_state() << 

    endl << "    (start-finished))" << 

    endl << "  (:goal (final-goal-finished))" << 


endl << " (:metric minimize (+ (* 100 total-time) (* 1 total-fuel-used))))"; 


  predefinedProblemDescriptionStream.close(); 

  problemDescriptionStream.close(); 

} 


void generate_pddl_domain_from_tpn(map<const Arc *,Primitive *> &primitives, 

set<const Node *> &visitedNodes, 

const Node &firstNode, 

 string &goalPredicates, 

 string &goalOperators) 


{ 

  visitedNodes.insert(&firstNode); 

string goalPredicatePrefix = "goal-"; 

string goalPredicateSuffix = "-finished"; 

string goalActionPrefix = "goal-action-"; 


// If there are no out arcs, it's the last node in the tpn. 

if (firstNode.getOutArcs().size() == 0) 

{


    string header = "\n\n  (:durative-action " + goalActionPrefix; 

    string parameters = "\n     :parameters ()"; 
    string duration = "\n    :duration (= ?duration "; 
    string condition = "\n  :condition (and"; 
    string effect = "\n   :effect (and"; 
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// If there are no in arcs, it's the first node in the tpn. 

if (firstNode.getInArcs().size() == 0) 

{

goalPredicates += " (start" + goalPredicateSuffix + ")"; 

condition += " (at start (start" + goalPredicateSuffix + "))"; 

effect += " (at start (not (start" + goalPredicateSuffix + ")))"; 


}

// Otherwise, an operator's conditions and effect depends on the in arcs. 

else 

{

// Generate the necessary conditions and effects. The achievement of the in 

// arcs is the start condition for the start of the out arcs. The effect of an 

// out arc starting is that the in arcs are not "just" achieved. 

for (unsigned int i = 0; i < firstNode.getInArcs().size(); i++) 

{

// Just trying to make the output pretty. 

if (i == 0) 

{

   condition += " ";

   effect += " "; 

}

else 

{

   condition += "\n "; 

   effect += "\n  ";

 }


// Use the memory location of the arc as the name of the arc. 

 stringstream arcNameStream; 

 arcNameStream << firstNode.getInArcs()[i] << "-0"; 


// Write condition associated with the in arc. 

condition += "(at start (" + goalPredicatePrefix + arcNameStream.str() + 

   goalPredicateSuffix + "))"; 


// Write the effect associated with the in arc. 

effect += "(at start (not (" + goalPredicatePrefix + 

   arcNameStream.str() + goalPredicateSuffix + ")))"; 

}


 }

    goalPredicates += "\n  (final-goal" + goalPredicateSuffix + ")"; 


goalOperators += header + "final-goal-operator" + parameters + duration + "0)" + 

  condition + ")" + effect + 

"\n   (at end (final-goal" + goalPredicateSuffix + 

"))))"; 


}

// Otherwise, there are more operators to generate. 

else 

{

// Generate an operator for each out arc. 

for (unsigned int i = 0; i < firstNode.getOutArcs().size(); i++) 

{

  string header = "\n\n  (:durative-action " + goalActionPrefix; 

  string parameters = "\n     :parameters ()"; 

  string duration = "\n     :duration (= ?duration "; 

  string condition = "\n     :condition (and"; 

  string effect = "\n    :effect (and"; 


// If there are no in arcs, it's the first node in the tpn. 

if (firstNode.getInArcs().size() == 0) 

{

 goalPredicates += " (start" + goalPredicateSuffix + ")"; 

condition += " (at start (start" + goalPredicateSuffix + "))"; 

effect += " (at start (not (start" + goalPredicateSuffix + ")))"; 


}

// Otherwise, an operator's conditions and effect depends on the in arcs. 

else 

{

// Generate the necessary conditions and effects. The achievement of the in 
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// arcs is the start condition for the start of the out arcs. The effect of an 

// out arc starting is that the in arcs are not "just" achieved. 

for (unsigned int j = 0; j < firstNode.getInArcs().size(); j++) 

{

// Just trying to make the output pretty. 

if (j == 0) 

{

  condition += " "; 

  effect += " "; 

}

else 

{

  condition += "\n    "; 

  effect += "\n "; 

}


// Use the memory location of the arc as the name of the arc. 

   stringstream arcNameStream; 

   arcNameStream << firstNode.getInArcs()[j] << "-" << i; 


// Write condition associated with the in arc. 

   condition += "(at start (" + goalPredicatePrefix + 


  arcNameStream.str() + goalPredicateSuffix + "))"; 


// Write the effect associated with the in arc. 

   effect += "(at start (not (" + goalPredicatePrefix + 


  arcNameStream.str() + goalPredicateSuffix + ")))"; 

}


 }


// If the arc has a primitive activity, the activity is a condition that 

// must be true during the execution of the operator associated to the 

// out arc. 


  string goalCondition = ""; 

map<const Arc *,Primitive *>::const_iterator itrtr = 

 primitives.find(firstNode.getOutArcs()[i]); 

if (itrtr != primitives.end()) 

{

 goalCondition += "\n     (at start (" + 

   itrtr->second->getName(); 

const vector<string> &arguments = itrtr->second->getArguments(); 

for (unsigned int j = 0; j < arguments.size(); j++) 

{

   goalCondition += " " + arguments[j]; 

}

 goalCondition += "))"; 

}


// Use the memory location of the arc as the name of the arc. 

  stringstream arcNameStream; 

  arcNameStream << firstNode.getOutArcs()[i]; 


  stringstream lowerBound; 

  lowerBound << firstNode.getOutArcs()[i]->getLowerBound(); 


goalOperators += header + arcNameStream.str() + parameters + duration + 

lowerBound.str() + ")" + condition + goalCondition + ")" + effect; 


unsigned int numOfChildren = 

 firstNode.getOutArcs()[i]->getEndNode()->getOutArcs().size(); 

if (numOfChildren == 0) 

{

 numOfChildren = 1;


 }

for (unsigned int j = 0; j < numOfChildren; j++) 

{

 stringstream childNumberStream; 

 childNumberStream << j; 
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 goalPredicates += "\n      (" + goalPredicatePrefix + 

   arcNameStream.str() + "-" + childNumberStream.str() +  

   goalPredicateSuffix + ")"; 


 goalOperators += 

"\n    (at end (" + goalPredicatePrefix + 


   arcNameStream.str() + "-" + childNumberStream.str() + 

   goalPredicateSuffix + "))"; 

}


  goalOperators += "))"; 


// Generating the operator for the end node, iff the node was not visited. 

if (visitedNodes.find(firstNode.getOutArcs()[i]->getEndNode()) == 

 visitedNodes.end()) 

{

 generate_pddl_domain_from_tpn(primitives, visitedNodes, 

   *firstNode.getOutArcs()[i]->getEndNode(),goalPredicates, 

   goalOperators); 

}


 }

 }

} 


/*void generate_pddl_domain_from_tpn(map<const Arc *,Primitive *> &primitives, 

 set<const Node *> &visitedNodes, 

 const Node &firstNode, 

 string &goalPredicates, 

 string &goalOperators) 


{ 

  visitedNodes.insert(&firstNode); 

string goalPredicatePrefix = "goal-"; 


  string goalStartSuffix = "-started"; 

string goalCompletionSuffix = "-finished"; 

string goalActionPrefix = "goal-action-"; 

string header = "\n\n (:durative-action " + goalActionPrefix; 


  string parameters = "\n    :parameters ()"; 
  string duration = "\n  :duration (= ?duration "; 
  string condition = "\n   :condition (and"; 
  string effect = "\n   :effect (and"; 

// If there are no in arcs, it's the first node in the tpn. 

if (firstNode.getInArcs().size() == 0) 

{

goalPredicates += " (start" + goalCompletionSuffix + ")"; 

condition += " (at start (start" + goalCompletionSuffix + "))"; 


}

// Otherwise, an operator's conditions and effect depends on the in arcs. 

else 

{

// Generate the necessary conditions. The achievement of the in arcs is the 

// start condition for the start of the out arcs. 

for (unsigned int i = 0; i < firstNode.getInArcs().size(); i++) 

{

// Just trying to make the output pretty. 


  if (i == 0) 

{

 condition += " "; 

}

 else 

{

 condition += "\n "; 

}


// Use the memory location of the arc as the name of the arc. 

  stringstream arcNameStream; 

  arcNameStream << firstNode.getInArcs()[i]; 


// Write condition associated with the in arc. 

condition += "(at start (" + goalPredicatePrefix + arcNameStream.str() + 
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 goalCompletionSuffix + "))"; 

}


 }


// If there are no out arcs, it's the last node in the tpn. 

if (firstNode.getOutArcs().size() == 0) 

{

    goalPredicates += "\n  (final-goal" + goalStartSuffix + 
")"; 

    goalPredicates += "\n  (final-goal" + goalCompletionSuffix + 
")"; 

goalOperators += header + "final-goal-operator" + parameters + duration + 

  "0)" + condition + 

"\n   (at start (not (final-goal" + 

goalStartSuffix + "))))" + effect + " (at start (final-goal" + 


  goalStartSuffix + "))" +  

"\n   (at end (final-goal" + 


  goalCompletionSuffix + "))))"; 

}

// Otherwise, there are more operators to generate. 

else 

{

// Generate an operator for each out arc. 

for (unsigned int i = 0; i < firstNode.getOutArcs().size(); i++) 

{


// If the arc has a primitive activity, the activity is a condition that 

// must be true during the execution of the operator associated to the 


  // out arc. 

  string goalCondition = ""; 

  map<const Arc *,Primitive *>::const_iterator itrtr = 


 primitives.find(firstNode.getOutArcs()[i]); 

  if (itrtr != primitives.end()) 

{

 goalCondition += "\n     (over all (" + 

   itrtr->second->getName(); 

 const vector<string> &arguments = itrtr->second->getArguments(); 

for (unsigned int i = 0; i < arguments.size(); i++) 

{

   goalCondition += " " + arguments[i]; 

}

 goalCondition += "))"; 

}


// Use the memory location of the arc as the name of the arc. 

  stringstream arcNameStream; 

  arcNameStream << firstNode.getOutArcs()[i]; 


  stringstream lowerBound; 

  lowerBound << firstNode.getOutArcs()[i]->getLowerBound(); 


  goalPredicates += "\n      (" + goalPredicatePrefix + 

 arcNameStream.str() + goalStartSuffix + ")"; 


  goalPredicates += "\n      (" + goalPredicatePrefix + 

 arcNameStream.str() + goalCompletionSuffix + ")"; 


goalOperators += header + arcNameStream.str() + parameters + duration + 

lowerBound.str() + ")" + condition + goalCondition + 

"\n  (at start (not (" + 

 goalPredicatePrefix + arcNameStream.str() + 

goalStartSuffix + "))))" + effect + " (at start (" + 

goalPredicatePrefix + arcNameStream.str() + goalStartSuffix + "))" + 

"\n  (at end (" + goalPredicatePrefix + 

 arcNameStream.str() + goalCompletionSuffix + "))))"; 


// Generating the operator for the end node, iff the node was not visited. 

  if (visitedNodes.find(firstNode.getOutArcs()[i]->getEndNode()) == 


 visitedNodes.end()) 

{
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 generate_pddl_domain_from_tpn(primitives, visitedNodes, 

   *firstNode.getOutArcs()[i]->getEndNode(),goalPredicates, 

   goalOperators); 

}


 }

 }

}*/ 


void get_pddl_domain_from_tpn(TPN &tpn, 

string &goalPredicates, 

string &goalOperators) 


{ 

map<const Arc *,Primitive*> primitives; 


  set<Primitive *>::const_iterator itrtr; 

for (itrtr = tpn.getPrimitives().begin(); itrtr != tpn.getPrimitives().end(); 

itrtr++) 


{

    primitives.insert(pair<const Arc *,Primitive *>((*itrtr)->getArc(),*itrtr)); 

}


 set<const Node *> visitedNodes; 


  goalPredicates += "  (:predicates"; 

  generate_pddl_domain_from_tpn(primitives, visitedNodes, *tpn.getStart(), 

    goalPredicates, goalOperators); 

  goalPredicates += ")"; 

} 


void generate_pddl_domain_file(TPN &tpn, string &domainFileName) 

{ 

string predefinedDomainFileName = "FFUAV.pddl.pre"; 


  ifstream predefinedDomainDescriptionStream(predefinedDomainFileName.c_str()); 

  ofstream domainDescriptionStream(domainFileName.c_str()); 


  string *goalPredicates = new string(); 

  string *goalOperators = new string(); 

  get_pddl_domain_from_tpn(tpn,*goalPredicates,*goalOperators); 


domainDescriptionStream << predefinedDomainDescriptionStream.rdbuf() << 

endl << *goalPredicates << *goalOperators << ")"; 


delete goalPredicates; 

delete goalOperators; 


  predefinedDomainDescriptionStream.close(); 

  domainDescriptionStream.close(); 

} 


void generate_tpn_ps_file(vector<TPN *> &tpns, string &psFileName) 

{ 

string dotFileName = "tpn.dot"; 


  ofstream dotFileStream(dotFileName.c_str()); 

  tpns[0]->outputDOT(dotFileStream,string("TPN")); 

dotFileStream.close(); 

string command = "dot -Tps " + dotFileName + " -o " + psFileName; 


  system(command.c_str()); 

} 


vector<TPN *> readin_XML_TPN(string &xmlFileName) 

{ 

// Read in an XML file into a string. 


  ifstream xmlFileStream(xmlFileName.c_str()); 

  stringstream xmlStringStream; 

  xmlStringStream << xmlFileStream.rdbuf(); 

xmlFileStream.close(); 

string xmlString = xmlStringStream.str(); 


// Collect XML tags from the string. 
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  vector<XMLTag *> xmlTags; 

unsigned int i = 0; 

while (i < xmlString.size()) 

{

// Ignore whitespaces 

if (xmlString[i] == ' ' || xmlString[i] == '\t' || xmlString[i] == '\n') 

{

 i++; 

}

else 

{

// Collect XML tag 


  XMLTag *tag = new XMLTag(xmlString, i); 

  xmlTags.push_back(tag); 

}


 }


// Generate TPNs. 

  vector<TPN *> tpns; 

for (unsigned int i = 0; i < xmlTags.size(); i++) 

{

 tpns.push_back(new TPN(*xmlTags[i])); 

}


// Delete XML tags. 

for (unsigned int i = 0; i < xmlTags.size(); i++) 

{

delete xmlTags[i]; 


}


return tpns; 

} 


int main(int argc, char *argv[]) 

{ 


// Read in location information. 

string locationInfoFile = "locations.txt"; 


  ifstream locationInfoStream(locationInfoFile.c_str()); 

  map<string,Coordinate> locations; 

  string locationName; 

double xCoordinate, yCoordinate, zCoordinate; 

while (!locationInfoStream.eof()) 

{

 locationInfoStream >> locationName; 

 locationInfoStream >> xCoordinate; 

 locationInfoStream >> yCoordinate; 

 locationInfoStream >> zCoordinate; 

 locations.insert(pair<string,Coordinate>(locationName, 

   Coordinate(xCoordinate,yCoordinate,zCoordinate))); 


}

  locationInfoStream.close(); 


string xmlFileName = "tpn.xml"; 

vector<TPN *> tpns = readin_XML_TPN(xmlFileName); 


string psFileName = "tpn.ps"; 

  generate_tpn_ps_file(tpns, psFileName); 


string domainFileName = "FFUAV.pddl"; 

  generate_pddl_domain_file(*tpns[0], domainFileName); 


  string problemFileName = "pfileFFUAV"; 

  generate_pddl_problem_file(problemFileName, locations); 


for (unsigned int i = 0; i < tpns.size(); i++) 

{

delete tpns[i]; 


}
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  cout << endl; 

return 0; 


}; 
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Abstract 
Human-robot collaboration will be crucial to the productivity and success of future space 

missions. A simple yet intuitive means of communication between two parties—such as 

communication through gestures—is critical to the success of such collaboration. 

Optimal margin classifiers can be used for the classification and recognition of such 

gestures. Two pattern input methods are used to test the behavior and performance of 

these classifiers. The first is a 2-dimensional computer mouse interface which allows for 

ease of control and visualization of the patterns. Patterns obtained through this input 

include circles, lines, and written numerals 2, 3, and 4. The second is a 6 degree-of-

freedom hardware tracking device comparable to systems that may be integrated into 

actual spacesuits. Patterns for this input include gestures designed to convey the 

intentions of “come here,” “lift,” and “move.” These gestures are meant to mirror the 

ones actual astronauts may make to communicate with their robotic assistants. We 

demonstrate a basic linear optimal margin classifier based on support vector methods to 

efficiently learn and recognize input patterns from multiple categories. We test the 

algorithm’s capability not only to distinguish different patterns but also to differentiate 

same pattern made by different users. We further characterize the performance of this 

algorithm and its sensitivity to training corpus size and input sampling resolution. Finally, 

we discuss directions for further development of these algorithms to support flexible, 

intuitive astronaut collaboration with automated space systems. 
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Introduction 
The high costs of human spaceflight operations favor large investments to optimize 

astronauts’ time usage during extravehicular activity. These have included extensive 

expenditures in training, tool development, and spacecraft design for serviceability. 

However, astronauts’ spacesuits themselves still encumber more than aid and are the 

focus of several current research programs. Potential improvements face tight integration 

between suits and astronaut activities, resulting in many mechanical and computational 

challenges. One major area of work aims to alleviate the difficulties of conducting precise 

or prolonged movements within a pressurized garment. Powered prosthetic or other 

robotic assistance may provide a solution to this problem but creates key operational 

challenges. Standard digital or verbal user command interfaces are limited by low 

bandwidth and non-intuitive control structures and may prove incompatible with such 

devices. 

Body language, on the other hand, is one of the most fundamental, natural forms of 

communication between human beings. Therefore, tactile control using, for example, 

hand or finger gestures seems far more suitable for controlling mechanical effectors, 

providing high speed and intuitive spatial relationships between command signals and 

desired actions. Flexibility and robustness in controllers like these will likely require 

personalized command recognition tailored to individual astronauts. The need for speed 

and natural facility will make this capability even more indispensable than in, say, speech 

recognition. Command recognition systems could adjust their interpretation rules as 

training data is accumulated, improving their precision and following long-term trends as 

astronauts develop their working behaviors throughout a career’s worth of extravehicular 

activity. 

In this project, we propose a relatively simple gesture-based spatial command recognition 

system as an analog to more advanced systems suitable for augmenting extravehicular 

activities with robotic assistance. The first section of this report conveys the key ideas 

behind the optimal margin classifier, the fundamental recognition method at the core our 

system. The second section then introduces two different pattern input interfaces used to 

collect both training and testing data for the algorithm. 

We first we implemented a computer mouse interface for the preliminary analysis of our 

algorithm. Although this input method should be very different from any system that may 

be used by astronauts in space, it does provide a solid foundation towards the 

understanding of algorithmic behavior. Most users are very familiar with the operation of 

a mouse and can therefore achieve a relatively high degree of precision in the inputs 

without extensive practice. The 2D nature of the inputs also allows for easy visualization. 

Next we extended our user interface to an InterSense tracking device capable of detection 

spatial motion performed by the user. Gesture patterns collected through this device 

would be much closer to those astronauts may use to command their robotic assistants. 

Finally, we conclude this report with sections on results and analysis of our data and 

possible extensions to our current system. 
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1. Optimal Margin Classifier1 

 
The enveloping problem that a classifier must solve is how to accurately and efficiently 
separate one pattern from another given a set of training data (a corpus for each pattern in 
question). By maximizing the minimal distance from the training data to the decision 
boundary, an optimal margin classifier can achieve an errorless separation of the training 
data if one exists. Its strength lies in its ability to identify and eliminate outliers that are 
ignored by other classifiers such as those that minimize the mean squared error. Optimal 
margin classifiers are also less sensitive to computational accuracy because they provide 
maximum distance (error margin) between training set and decision boundary. 

1.1 Representation 
A pattern is represented by an n-dimensional vector x. Each x vector belongs to either 
class A or B, where A corresponds to some pattern of interest and B corresponds to either 
another pattern or possibly all other patterns in the universe. The training data consists of 
a set of vectors ; we label each  +1 or –1 to associate it with a class: 
for example, +1 for class A and –1 for class B. A training set containing p training points 
of vectors and labels l

pk xxxx KK ,,, 21 kx

kx k would look like: 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ppkk llll ,,,,,,,,, 2211 xxxx KK , where  (1) 
⎩
⎨
⎧

∈−=
∈=

B class  if1
A class   if1

kk

kk

l
l

x
x

 
Figure 1 gives a visual representation of a training set with five points ( )5=p  each a two-
dimensional vector of the form [ ]kkk yx ,=x .  
 

Class B 

)1],,([ 55 +yx

Class A 

)1],,([ 22 −yx)1],,([ 11 −yx

)1],,([ 33 −yx

)1],,([ 44 +yx

 
Figure 1: Example of a simple two-dimensional training set 

 

1.2 Decision Function 
Given the training data, the algorithm must derive a decision function (i.e. classifier) 

 to divide the two classes. The decision function may or may not be linear in x ( )xD
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depending on the properties of the corpus. For a classification scheme shown in Equation 

� �  0 would be on the boundary between the classes. Any new,1, a decision value of D x 

unknown vector x can be classified by determining its decision value: a positive decision 

value places x in class A, and a negative value places x in class B. 

The decision function is a multidimensional surface that optimally divides the different 

classes. In our simple pedagogical example, D is some linear function of x and y that 

divides the two classes in a way that maximizes the minimum distance between itself and 

the nearest points in the corpus, as shown in Figure 2. 

),( yxfD 

max d 
max d 

max d 

Figure 2: Decision function for the pedagogical example 

The decision function of an unknown input vector x can be described in either direct 

space or dual space. In direct space, the representation of the decision function is: 

N 

x xD� � ¦w M � �� b , (2)i i 

i 1 

where theM are previously defined functions of x, and w and b are adjustable parameters i i 

of D. Here, b is called the bias, i.e. offset of D. In dual space, the decision function is 

given by: 

p 

D� � ¦a K �x , x�� b , (3)x k k 

i 1 

where the a are adjustable parameters, and xk are the training patterns. Equations 2 andk 

3, the direct space and dual space representations of D, are related to each other via the 

following relation: 

� � .  (4)w ¦a M xi k i k 
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K is a predefined kernel function of the form 

, i � �  �  �  . (5)xK � x x c� ¦ M M x ci 

i 

There are many different options for the K function, depending on the structure of the 

training data. Since D is linear in all other parameters, the function K determines the 

complexity of D : D is linear if K is linear and D is exponential if K is exponential. For 

our purposes, we use a linear classifier D in its dual space representation with the 

corresponding K function: 

K � x x c� x � x c . (6), 

1.3 Maximizing the Margin 

� � xGiven N -dimensional vectors w andM x , and bias b , D � � w is the distance between 

the hypersurface D and pattern vector x . We define M as the margin between data 

patterns and the decision boundary: 

D l � �xk k t M (7) 
w 

Maximizing the margin M produces the following minimax problem to derive the most 

optimal decision function: 

min max D l � � . (8)xk k 
1 kw , w 

Figure 3 shows a visual representation of obtaining the optimal decision function. 
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w 

� �  xxM 

0 

� �  0�xD 

� �  0!xD 

� �  0bD xwx 

M 
* 

M 
* 

� � 

Figure 3: Finding the Decision Function. The decision function is obtained by determining the maximum 

margin M*. Encircled are the three support vectors. 

To find the optimal decision function, in the dual space, we optimize a Lagrangian which 

is a function of the parameters Į and bias b. It also encompasses the kernel function K via 

a p u p matrix H, which is defined by H l l K �x k , x �. The Lagrangian is given by:km k m m 

J �D, b� ¦D �1 � bl �� 1D �H � D (9)k k 
2 

subject to D t ,0 k ,2 ,1 �, p .k 

For some fixed bias b, we can find D  that maximizes J, and the decision function 

becomes 
* * D� � ¦ l D K �x , x�� b, D t 0 . (10)x k k k k 

k 

1.3.1 A Note on Dimensionality 

After the decision function is found, the points closest to the decision hyperplane are the 

support vectors. If the decision function has no restrictions, then there will naturally exist 

at least n �1 support vectors, where n is the dimension of each sample, unless there are 

fewer samples in the corpus than n �1, in which case all available samples are support 

vectors, and the optimization is reduced to a smaller dimension. 

In our pedagogical example of Figure 2, x has dimensionality of 2, so there are 

2 �1 3 support vectors. Had there been only two samples in the corpus, the problem 

would reduce to 1-D optimization, which dictates that the decision function D must be 

the perpendicular bisector of the two points. 
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We can similarly expand that idea to 3-D as shown in Figure 4 and to multi-dimensional 

hyperspaces. If there were only three points, then the problem would collapse to a 2-D 

optimization, even though the decision function is still a plane. Similarly, if there were 

only two points, the problem would be reduced to 1-D optimization, with the plane again 

being the perpendicular bisector of the two points. 

),,( zyxfD 

Figure 4: Example of expansion to multiple dimensions 

The dimensionality of x, or the value n, is the product of the spatial dimensions of the 

pattern and the number of representative sampling points taken from the pattern. In our 

handwriting recognition implementation, the patterns are in 2-D, and each pattern is 

represented by 6 sampling points, as shown in Figure 5. Thus, each pattern is represented 

by a 12-dimensional vector; and without any restrictions on the decision function, there 

should be 13 support vectors. 

Figure 5: Sampling 6 representative points from a pattern 

1.3.2 A Note on the Decision Function Bias 

There are two ways to determine the bias b in the decision function (See Equation 10). 

One method is to set the value of b to some constant a priori. This works best when we 

know some information about the corpus. For example, we may know that the training 

data fits nicely on both sides of the x-axis and that it is fairly symmetric. In such a case, 
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we may want to set b = 0 a priori, as shown in Figure 6. When b is fixed to some constant 

value, the number of support vectors is decreased by 1. In fact, sometimes support 

vectors for decision functions with fixed b may be from the same class. 

D x 0� �  w � x 

� �  0�xD 

� �  0!xD 

M 
* 

0 

Figure 6: Decision function with bias set to 0 

If we know that the corpus is not best described by 0 or some other fixed value, but we 

know that the corpus is nicely distributed, we may want a bias that enables the decision 

function to go through the midpoint of the centroids of the two classes. This can also be 

done by setting the origin of the hyperspace to be at that midpoint and set the bias to 0. 

Finally, the bias b can be made to vary with the parametersD  if some of the support 
 2

vectors are known. To obtain D independent of the bias, see Vapnik . Suppose we know 

the support vectors x � class A and x � class B . The decision values of the two supportA B 

� � �1 and D xvectors are known: D x � � �1. Then the optimal bias b * is given by:A B 

1 p 
* * b � ¦ l D >K �x , x �� K �x , x �@. (11) 

2 
k k A k B k 

k 1 
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2. Implementation Methods 
The overall implementation of the project consisted of several main portions: the user 

input mechanisms, the input patterns, the optimal margin classifier algorithm, and our 

analytical tools. An overview of the components in the project implementation can be 

seen in Figure 7. The program controlling the 6D user input and DOF tracking device is 

written in Python. All other software components of this project are implemented in 

Mathematica. 

Classifier 

Circles and 

Lines 

Handwritten Hand 

Gestures 

6 DOF Tracking 

DeviceTouchpad 

2-D User Input 

Analysis 

6-D User Input 

Optimal Margin 

Numerals 

Computer 

Figure 7: Project implementation overview 

2.1 User Input Mechanisms 

Two types of user inputs are used in our implementation: 2D planar inputs through a 

computer mouse and 6D spatial inputs through the InterSense tracking device. 

2.1.1 Handwriting Input 

The planar input mechanism is a two-dimensional drawing pad implemented using the 

GUIKit package provided by Mathematica 5.1. Initially, the program displays a pop-up 
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window for the user to input the desired symbol. After the user completes the input and 

closes the window, �x, y�  positions of each point in the symbol is refreshed at machine 

speed and saved chronologically into a matrix. 

In the user input window, the � 0,0 �  point is at the top left corner and the positive y-axis 

points downward, which is opposite from usual plotting convention; so when visualizing 

the data, we take the negation of the y values in order to upright the symbol. 

During the actual user input process, the length of the input data may vary depending on 

the speed at which a symbol is drawn. However, in order to calculate the decision 

function between 2 classes, all x vectors in both corpuses for the classes must have an 

equal number of points (dimensions). Also, a typical user input symbol may lead to a data 

stream of 40 or 50 points, which is much more than what is needed to distinguish the 

classes. Therefore for most of our analysis, we sample a set 6 evenly spaced points from 

each symbol and run our optimization algorithm on a collection of such 6 point symbols. 

Part of our analysis also deals with the variation of this sample size and its effects on 

algorithm performance. Figure 8 shows the progression of the data from the user input to 

the sampled data matrix. 

Figure 8 Evolution of a circle. a. The user inputs a two-dimensional figure into the drawing window using 

a mouse or keypad, b. Points are recorded at machine speed, c. Six points are sampled, and d. their (x, y) 

positions generate a 6 u 2 matrix. 

Note that in the user input window, the visual feedback of the hand-drawn figure is 

continuous and starts at the � 0,0 � point, but the � 0,0 �  point will not be part of the actual 

data record. Also note that Figure 8c appears to have 5 sample points instead of 6 only 

because the first and last points are almost coinciding. Once a sampled matrix as shown 

in Figure 8d is generated, it is transformed into a single data point in 

the 6 u 2 12 dimensional hyperspace. From there it will be fed into the optimal margin 

classification algorithm as discussed in Section 1. 

2.1.2 Gesture Input

For spatial data, we use a unique piece of hardware called the InterSense tracking 
3

device , which consists of an inertial measurement unit (IMU) containing a gyro and an 

accelerometer to monitor angular travel and velocity, which mostly provides the pitch, 

yaw, and roll information. The tracking device uses two ultrasound beacons to 
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directionally position itself in 3-D space, providing �x, y, z�  information. The aperture is 

held by the user like a wand at one end. Figure 9 shows the aperture setup. 

Handhold 

Ultrasound beacons 

IMU 

Figure 9: User interface for spatial inputs 

The ultrasonic beacons transmit signals to receivers located in fixed locations several 

meters over head. There are four ultrasonic receivers situated on a crossbar that is fixed to 

the ceiling, as shown in Figure 10. The absolute spatial origin of the tracking system is 

calibrated to be the exact point on the ground directly below the center of the crossbar. 

When gathering gesture data, the user sat on a chair positioned over the origin, so that the 

range of �x, y, z� positions would be generally centered around � 1,0 ,0 � , in meters. 

receivers 

Ultrasonic 

Figure 10: Ultrasonic receiver module crossbars on the ceiling 

The ultrasonic transponder beacons are line-of-sight devices, meaning that they cannot 

operate when the line-of-sight between the transponder and receiver is blocked or if the 

transponder is tilted at a steep angle. The ultrasonic beacons do have about 70 degrees of 

sight from vertical, as shown in Figure 11, so the line-of-sight issue is usually not a 

problem. For our implementation, we kept to gestures that did not require turning the 

aperture upside-down. 
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70°70° 

Figure 11: 140 degree conical range of ultrasonic beacons. 

The data generated by the InterSense tracking device is accurate to a few millimeters, and 

each recorded point contains 6 variables � x, y, z,T ,M ,I � . For each gesture pattern, we also 

extracted 6 representative sample points from the record of all points in the pattern, so 

each element of the gesture corpus is a 6 u 6matrix, or in other words, the hyperspace is 

36-dimensional. 

The software that the InterSense tracking device runs on is called Vizard, which runs 

code in Python language. We programmed the software to run non-stop with a continuous 

timer and keyboard control of start and stop gesture sequences. The gesture sequence data 

would be instantaneously saved to a file that can be later analyzed by our algorithm code 

in Mathematica. 

We selected the InterSense tracking device as our hardware input component because a 

similar device or device with similar principles could be integrated into a spacesuit for 

astronaut gesture recognition. For this application, the device can exploit the rigid nature 

of spacesuits. The receivers could be attached to the astronaut’s helmet and/or parts of the 

upper torso of the spacesuit. The beacons could then be attached to part of the glove or 

even on a segment of the finger portion of the glove if the devices could be made more 

compact. In this case the �x, y, z�  components would be recording the position of the 

astronaut’s hand relative to his/her body, and all of the same principles discussed in this 

section would still apply. 

2.2 Input Patterns of Interest 

2.2.1 Circles and lines

In the 2-D user interface environment, the first test of the algorithm demonstrates 

distinction of two very different figures, such as circles versus lines. The circles in the 

corpus are all drawn in the same direction, in our case, counter-clockwise, and the lines 

are all drawn from the top right corner to the bottom left corner. Figure 12 shows a 

typical representation of the user inputs for circles and lines. Note again that the visual 

feedback starts at the � 0,0 � point and connects to the first point in the figure. 
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Figure 12: Typical user input circle and line 

A corpus of 5 circles and 5 lines was used to determine the decision function. Twenty test 

inputs were implemented for evaluation. Upon deriving the decision function, we 

generated an interpolation sequence between a circle and a line to find the figure that has 

a decision value of 0, or in other words, a figure that sits on the class boundary between 

circles and lines for a certain representation of circles and lines. This pattern is shown in 

Figure 13. This figure can be a guideline for predicting which figures will be classified as 

circles and which will be classified as lines. 

Figure 13: Between circle and line. This is a pattern that has decision value of 0 for a certain 

representation of circles and lines 

2.2.2 Numerals 

It seems that distinguishing two very different sets of figures from one another is trivial. 

We demonstrated the algorithm’s ability to correctly classify different numerals, and 

following that, we decided to take on the challenge of distinguishing one person’s 

handwriting from another’s, as this distinction is sometimes difficult even for a human 

observer. This is implemented by two people generating corpuses of the numeral “2,” 

“3,” and “4,” and running test inputs over the corpuses to determine the accuracy of the 
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classification. An example implementation is shown in Figure 14, where the corpuses of 

“2”s are generated by two different people, and 6 points are sampled out of each “2.” 

Each person generated corpuses of around 20 elements for each numeral. Twenty test 

inputs were implemented for evaluation. 

Figure 14: 2’s vs. 2’s. The sample set of the corpus of “2”s generated by person A is on the left and person 

B’s is on the right 

2.2.3 Gestures

Three different gestures were implemented for testing purposes, including the “come 

here” gesture, lifting gesture, and pointing gesture. Two different persons generated 

separate corpuses for all three gestures of 10 elements each. Twenty test inputs were 

implemented for evaluation. 
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3. Results and Analysis 
In the following analysis, we verify the behavior of the optimal margin classification 

algorithm against theoretical intuition and assess the performance drivers in 

implementation relevant to our applications. We also attempt to explain any unusual 

results, particularly where they adversely affect performance. We use basic shape 

identification (circles and lines) to illustrate general features of the algorithm, then 

conduct a more thorough analysis using handwriting recognition, before moving to the 

more challenging application of recognizing human gestures. Unless stated otherwise, all 

gesture and figure recognition results reported use 6 sample points per pattern and 10 of 

each type of pattern per training corpus. 

3.1 Basic Shapes: A First Look 

As described earlier, two-dimensional figures are converted to patterns by uniform 

sampling of points from the cursor path and concatenation of these coordinates into 

higher-dimensional vectors. A linear optimal margin classifier then constructs a 

separating hyperplane in the pattern space that maximizes the distance from the 

hyperplane to the nearest pattern(s) in each distinct class (the support patterns). 

We can observe the optimization behavior of the algorithm by examining the Euclidean 

distances from corpus patterns to the resulting hyperplane boundary. Figure 15 illustrates 

a typical example of this optimization: the corpus for each shape (shown in gray) contains 

five training examples, but the supporting patterns from each class lie at equal distances 

from the hyperplane and are barely distinguishable, while the support patterns for the two 

classes also lie at equal distances. 

Figure 15: Euclidean distances from basic shapes to a separating hyperplane (solid line) in pattern space. 

The first horizontal segment illustrates the midpoint-bias classifier for circles, the second for lines; with 

only two classes, these classifiers produce mirror images. The classifier maximizes the minimum distance 

from the hyperplane to the pattern classes in the corpus (gray), which it then uses to separate independent 

test patterns (black). 
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Because our algorithm positions the hyperplane with a fixed bias (at the origin or at the 

midpoint of corpus centroids), in some cases the support patterns may lie all in the same 

class. In this case, the distance from the separating hyperplane to the nearest pattern in 

each class may no longer be equal despite the equidistance of the support patterns to the 

boundary. Figure 16 shows an example of this situation resulting from a zero-bias 

classifier applied to a corpus containing ten training samples each of circles and lines. 

Figure 16: Distances to the separating hyperplane of a zero-bias classfier for circles and lines on a 20

sample corpus. When all support patterns lie in one class, the minimum distances to each class need not be 

equal. 

Unequal (and thereby suboptimal) separation is an inherent risk of our fixed-bias 

approach. As we shall see, it rarely prevents effective separation of the corpus in our 

applications. However, there are pathological cases in which it can render the linear 

classifier impotent: these occur when the pattern clusters corresponding to the two classes 

to be separated both lie close to a ray emanating from the origin defined by the bias in 

pattern space. 

As an example, we divide the coordinates of the circles in the corpus used above by a 

factor of five to produce a corpus of “scaled” circles lying between the origin and the 

original corpus. With zero bias, the optimizer fails to converge and the algorithm returns 

the solution shown in Figure 17, failing to separate either the corpus or the test data. In 

our examples, this weakness is rarely problematic, particularly since the likelihood of 

angular conjunction falls with increasing dimension of the pattern space for a given 

dispersion within classes. 
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Figure 17: A pathological case constructed by scaling the circle corpus relative to the origin illustrates the 

potential pitfalls of fixed bias: the classifier fails to separate either the corpus (gray) or the test patterns 

(black). However, this problem rarely creates difficulties in our applied examples. 

The related restriction to linear classifiers (that is, defined by hyperplane boundaries) 

limits the pattern space geometries that can be effectively handled by the algorithm: 

clearly, only classes that lie on either side of a hyperplane may be separated. Problems 

will arise whenever a class totally or partially “surrounds” another. This may have 

implications for separating specific patterns from generic background “noise,” which can 

easily pervade the surrounding pattern space. 

As an example, we optimize a classifier to distinguish between circles and patterns 

formed from uniformly random points within the two-dimensional canvas domain. 

Because the points sampled from circles lie at the outside edges of the domain, the class 

is not well surrounded by a small set (10) of random patterns, and can be barely separated 

from the noise (Figure 18a). If we generate alternative corpuses with smaller circles 

(constructed by shrinking the original circles toward their centers), we find that the noise 

increasingly surrounds the patterns of interest and prevents effective linear separation 

(Figure 18b,c). 

Note that we have shrunk our sample resolution to two sample points per figure in this 

example in order to obtain a pattern space dimension of four, allowing the circles to be 

easily surrounded by a small number of random points; with larger dimension, many 

more random points are required to defeat hyperplane classifiers. In our applications, we 

rely on a sufficiently low dispersion among classes avoid this issue altogether. 
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Figure 18: Distinguishing circles from random figure “noise” become increasingly difficult as the size of 

the circles relative to the canvas decreases and the circle classes become surrounded by the noise; the 

dispersion eventually overwhelms the algorithm. “Small” circles are reduced in size by a factor of 2, “tiny” 

ones by a factor of 5. 
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3.2 Handwriting Recognition: Performance Drivers 

We used the domain of handwriting recognition as a comprehensive, realistic, yet 

relatively simple testbed to examine the capabilities and performance drivers of the 

algorithm. The less challenging task consisted of distinguishing different numerals (“2,” 

“3,” or “4”) written by the same test subject. The more challenging task consisted of 

distinguishing the same numeral written by two different test subjects. 

Distinguishing between numerals in our approach required constructing three optimized 

boundary hyperplanes, one to separate each numeral class from its complement in the 

training corpus. In these cases, midpoint-bias classifiers consistently placed the boundary 

hyperplane further from the class of interest than optimal, as one might expect (Figure 

20). The midpoint bias is based on the assumption that the dispersion of the classes on 

either side of a boundary will be roughly equal, but the dispersion of a set of classes will 

be greater with respect to the distance between centroids than that of a single class, hence 

the complement of the class of interest will lie closer to the boundary than the class itself. 

Zero-bias classifiers also showed strong asymmetries, but their direction depended upon 

the gestures themselves: those further separated from the others (“point,” and “come” for 

Subject 1) enjoyed greater margins with respect to class boundaries, again as expected 

(Figure 19). However, the dispersion within classes was small enough that neither form 

of asymmetry prevented achieving perfect accuracy on both corpus and test data. 

In distinguishing the identical numerals made by different subjects, we can see the 

difficulty of the problem in the greater dispersion of classes relative to the distance 

between the classes and the separating hyperplane (Figure 21). Though the corpus is still 

well separated, the test data spills over the boundary in several cases. A midpoint bias 

gives slightly more asymmetric separation boundaries (Figure 22), most likely due to 

differences in variability between the different subjects. 
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Figure 19: Hyperplane distance distributions for distinguishing numerals with zero bias for each subject. 

Asymmetries in minimum distance are governed by the relative proximity of classes. 
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Figure 20: Hyperplane distance distributions for distinguishing numerals with midpoint bias for each 

subject. Hyperplanes tend to lie close to the complement of the distinguished class. 
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Figure 21: Hyperplane distance distributions for distinguishing subjects with zero bias for each numeral. 

The classifiers achieve near-optimal separation on the corpus, but variability is high enough to create 

overlap in the test data. 
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Figure 22: Hyperplane distance distributions for distinguishing subjects with midpoint bias for each 

numeral. The classifiers achieve slightly less symmetric class separation than the zero bias classifiers; again 

variability is high enough to create overlap in the test data. 
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We now analyze the accuracy of the two approaches on handwriting recognition tasks, 

and its variability with corpus size and pattern sampling resolution. The corpus size 

governs the dimensionality of the optimization problem to be solved in determining the 

optimal margin classifier: the number of optimization parameters is equal to the number 

of training patterns in the corpus. In the examples following, we test corpus sizes of 1, 2, 

3, 5, 7, and 10, with a sample resolution of 6 points per figure. The number of support 

patterns determining the final classifier can be as large as one greater than the 

dimensionality of the pattern space, but can also be limited by the number of training 

patterns available (in which case the problem is reduced by projection to one of lower 

dimension). 

The dimensionality of the pattern space is directly proportional to the sampling 

resolution: in this case, dealing with two-dimensional points, the representation of each 

pattern has dimension equal to twice the number of sample points. For instance, our 

results above using 6 sample points lead to a 12-dimensional pattern space. In the 

examples following, we test sampling resolutions of 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 40, and 80 points per 

figure, with a corpus size of 5 patterns. All evaluations are done using 10 test patterns 

independent of the corpus. 

The algorithm performs perfectly in distinguishing numerals from one another for all 

cases tested, so we will not consider these results further. Instead, we look at results for 

distinguishing between subjects writing identical numerals. Here the results for zero bias 

and midpoint bias are identical, reflecting that calculated midpoints lie near zero. Figure 

23 shows the sensitivity of test pattern classification accuracy to corpus sample size; 

though the corpus is perfectly separated in all cases, increasing corpus size generally 

improves accuracy, with fluctuations attributable to the strong influence of individual 

patterns in a small corpus. With corpus sizes of 10, accuracies consistently reach the 

range of 80-90%. Figure 24 shows the sensitivity of accuracy to figure sample resolution, 

which generally levels off at fairly low sampling rates. This is not surprising given the 

limited amount of additional information provided beyond a fairly coarse sampling of a 

handwritten figure. 

The desired approach for training will depend upon the relationship of computational 

effort required to each of these variables. These relations are shown in Figure 25. 

Computational effort appears to correlate with the ~4.5 power of corpus size; while still 

polynomial, this strong influence is prohibitive, and may motivate possible 

decompositional techniques discussed later on. Surprisingly, run time initially drops with 

increasing sample resolution, reflecting a quicker optimization process. This may be 

attributable to smoother local maxima resulting from the increased dimensionality and 

separation of classes in the pattern space, which make it faster to find the global 

maximum. These results suggest using as much sample resolution as available in the 

input data for recognition, but limiting the corpus size to that necessary to achieve the 

desired accuracy. We should note that the results presented here depend strongly upon the 

optimization algorithm employed (here a version of Nelder-Mead), and may change with 

the use of more specialized quadratic optimization techniques. 
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Figure 23: Accuracy versus corpus size for subject classification (zero and midpoint offset results 

identical). Results on test patterns (black) generally improve with increasing corpus size, though the corpus 

is perfectly separated in all cases (gray). Fluctuations may be attributed to the strong influence of individual 

patterns in small corpuses. 
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Figure 24: Accuracy versus sample resolution for subject classification (zero and midpoint bias results 

identical). Results on test patterns (black) seem to reach limiting accuracy at fairly low resolutions, though 

the corpus is perfectly separated in all cases (gray). Fluctuations may be attributed to the strong influence 

of individual patterns in small corpuses. 
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Figure 25: The computational effort required to compute the optimal margin classifiers for varying corpus 

size and sample resolution. Using our optimizer, run time appears to increase as the ~4.5 power of corpus 

size, while it drops to a limiting value with increasing sample resolution. 
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3.3 Gesture Recognition: Putting it All Together 

Most of the patterns observable in our results for gesture recognition are familiar from 

handwriting recognition, so we will summarize them and focus on the noticeable 

differences in this more advanced application. 

First, note that variability in patterns (with respect to the hyperplane margin provided by 

the classifier) and asymmetry in class separation are large enough that distinct gestures 

are no longer recognized with perfect accuracy (Figure 26). In this case, the results for 

zero and midpoint bias are identical, reflecting a midpoint very close to zero in each case. 

These results suggest finding a mechanism to move the bias closer to the class of interest 

in multi-class separation. 

Figure 26: Hyperplane distance distributions for distinct gesture classes (zero and midpoint bias results 

identical). Note that variability is high enough with respect to the margins that some test patterns spill over 

the separation boundary provided by the classifier. 
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Zero and midpoint offset results are also identical for distinguishing subjects making the 

same gesture. The margins are wide enough for the point gesture to achieve perfect 

accuracy on test patterns as well as the corpus, and nearly so for the other gestures (all 

have perfect, relatively even corpi separation). 

Figure 27: Hyperplane distance distributions for distinguishing subjects making identical gestures. 
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Unlike in the case of handwriting recognition, classification of distinct gestures made by 

the same subject is no longer perfect, but shows strong improvement with corpus size, 

particularly above a threshold of ~3 training patterns each. Only the “Come” gesture for 

Subject 1 seems unusually problematic. (Figure 28) 

Figure 28: Accuracy variation with corpus size for distinct gestures shows strong improvement to near 

perfection above a critical threshold of ~3 training patterns each. 

The variation of accuracy with sample points per gesture again shows a strong threshold 

effect, reaching perfection at only 5 points per motion with the exception of Subject 1’s 

problematic “Come” gesture. 
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Figure 29: Accuracy variation with sample resolution for distinct gestures shows strong improvement to 

near perfection above a critical threshold of ~5 sample points per gesture. 

Looking at accuracy for distinguishing subjects making identical gestures, we again see 

promising results with increasing corpus size, though it is possible one or two gestures 

may level off slightly below perfect recognition. (Figure 30) 

The threshold of limiting accuracy for sample resolution appears slightly higher for 

gesture recognition (~10 points per gesture), which makes sense given that the pattern 

space dimensionality is three times higher, so that the threshold of full determination of 

hypersurfaces by support patterns is likewise tripled. (Figure 31) 
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Figure 30: Accuracy variation with corpus size to distinguish different subjects shows strong improvement 

to the 80-100% range above a critical threshold of ~5 training patterns each. 
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Figure 31: Accuracy variation with sample resolution to distinguish different subjects shows strong 

improvement to the 80-100% range above a critical threshold of ~10 sample points per gesture. 
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The trends for computational effort with respect to corpus size and sample resolution are 

virtually identical to those for handwriting recognition. This is not surprising given that 

the primary distinction between the problems is an increase in dimensionality of the 

pattern space, which as we have seen has minimal effect on run time. The higher 

variation seen in the gesture recognition domain does not appear to significantly affect 

the performance relationships of the algorithm (Figure 32). The resulting 

recommendations for best performance are thus unchanged. 

Figure 32: The computational effort required to compute the optimal margin classifiers for varying corpus 

size and sample resolution closely parallels results observed in handwriting recognition. 
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4. Possible Extensions 
This section covers some extensions to our project that we thought about or partly 

implemented but seemed out of the scope of our project to complete. 

4.1 Pattern Recognition Given Continuous Input 

At the moment, all our classifiers are tested using only discrete test inputs. This means 

that the program must know exactly when an input will arrive in order to perform the 

required pattern recognition. In the astronaut gesture recognition scenario, this could 

correspond to a switch or button of some sort that the astronaut must turn on before 

making a meaningful gesture. While this switch and discrete gesture method could 

certainly be used in real world applications, it may prove unnatural and unnecessarily 

increase the user’s workload. A desirable alternative would be a program capable of 

recognizing a meaningful gesture among a continuous stream of data containing all user 

actions, meaningful or otherwise. 

In our system, we were able to adjust our hardware interface program to export two 

simultaneous outputs. One continuously records user motions as a list of six dimensional 

vectors while the other selectively records part of the user motion. For the latter output, 

recording can be turned on or off by way of a single keyboard stroke, and discrete 

segments are separated by a divider symbol. This interface system allows us to use the 

same gesture sequence for both discrete and continuous gesture recognition; it not only 

cuts down the testing data generation time, but also provides the means for direct 

comparison between discrete and continuous recognition using the exact same gesture. 

Unfortunately, we were unable to complete the code required to analyze continuous data; 

however, we were able to identify some important features needed in order to extend our 

program to handle such cases. 

Since we do not know when a meaningful gesture will appear among motions made by 

the user, we must continuously run the 6 dimensional vector sequences through the 

classifiers. To accomplish this, we would like to implement a buffer that moves along the 

data stream at some predetermined step size. A buffer in this case is an imaginary slide of 

a fixed length. There should be a different buffer for every classifier. At each step, the 

data contained within a buffer will be tested against the associated classifier to look for a 

match, as visually depicted in Figure 33. 

Classifier 

Buffer at t1 

Classifier 

Continuous data streamBuffer at t2 

Figure 33: Buffer along continuous data stream. To perform dynamic classification over a continuous 

data stream, we step through the data stream with a classifier as comparison at each time step 
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One problem with using a fix buffer is that the length of a gesture is not fixed. As an 

approximation, we can use the average corpus gesture length as the buffer length; 

however, we risk missing gestures due to length variations. Therefore it may be necessary 

to add to the training data set meaningful gestures with the ends chopped off or extended. 

The choice of step size for the buffer can also affect the performance of the program. We 

could shift the buffer by one data point per step, which gives us the best chance of finding 

a meaningful gesture if one exists. However, this may be too computationally demanding. 

Increasing the step size would improve the computational performance, but could also 

decrease the accuracy of the algorithm. The optimal step size can only be determined by 

amble testing and may vary from gesture to gesture. 

4.2 Distinguish Pattern from Non-pattern 

All of the testing presented in this report consists of classifiers separating different 

classes of gestures from one another or separating the same gesture made by different test 

subjects. We have not constructed or tested a classifier dividing a class from all data 

patterns not contained in that class. The key reason for not performing this test is that for 

discrete data recognition, we know that each input should match one of the predetermined 

patterns: if an astronaut turns on the recognition switch and then makes a gesture then the 

gesture should not be random. However, this is not true for continuous data recognition. 

In this case, meaningless gestures are made between meaningful gestures, and the 

classifiers must be able to distinguish one from the other in order to successfully filter out 

and recognize the astronaut’s intentions. This type of data classification presents some 

issues. 

First of all, generating the complete set of meaningless data is not easy because it consists 

of all possible patterns aside from the one meaningful pattern that we aim to recognize 

(see Figure 34). But as an approximation, we could record a set of typical motions made 

by a test subject within a certain work environment and use that as the opposing class. 

However, the effectiveness of this data generation method cannot be determined without 

thorough testing. 
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Figure 34: Pattern against non-pattern. The blue points represent a cluster of four data points for a class 

of patterns, the red points represent other pattern that does not belong to that class, and the solid curve 

around the blue points represents the classifier between pattern and non-pattern points. 

Also, data corresponding to a specific pattern follows a certain trend: for example, they 

could form a cluster within the space of all possible patterns. And all of our test cases 

involve distinguishing a specific pattern from other distinct patterns. Since the classifier 

only needs to provide a barrier between distinct groups of patterns, one can see how a 

linear decision function would work well in this case (refer to Figure 2). However if we 

extend our program to handle the case of recognizing pattern from non-pattern then a 

linear classifier may or may not be acceptable. In Figure 34 we see that if the blue points 

represent a pattern cluster then the red point must cover all space around the blue points. 

In this case, a linear classifier cannot possibly distinguish one class from the other. 

Therefore, a program that processes continuous data may also require the ability to 

determine the optimal or at least an acceptable classifier, linear or otherwise. 

4.3 Alternative Classification for Multiple Classes 

All classifiers discussed so far only deals with binary classification between two classes. 

Therefore, when testing with n classes (n > 2), we calculated n classifiers, each 

distinguishing a specific class from the rest (see Figure 35). The subsections below 

discuss some possible alternatives to this approach for handling classification of multiple 

classes. However, these are only ideas, and we do not have sufficient data to show 

whether they work in practice. 
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Figure 35: One classifier per class for multiple class classification. The red, green, and blue points 

represent different classes. The 3 lines represent the 3 classifiers used to separate these classes. The red 

classifier separates the red pattern from the blue and green, the blue classifier separates the blue pattern 

from the red and green, and the green classifier separates the green class from the red and blue. 

4.3.1 Single classifier for Multiple Classes 

The idea here is to use one classifier to distinguish more than two classes of patterns. 

Here we once again visit the notion that data for a single pattern lies in a cluster, away 

from other patterns. In fact, during testing, we noticed that data for a specific pattern tend 

to lie a similar distance away from the decision boundary. This opens the possibility of 

using one classifier to distinguish multiple classes by assigning a range of decision values 

for each class. Instead of having D ! 0 correspond to class A and D � 0 correspond to 

class B, we could have classes A, B, C, etc., where �a � D � b�o A class , 

�b � D � c�o B class , �c � D � d �o C class , etc. 

Figure 36 shows a single classifier used to distinguish 4 classes. Assume the red and 

green classes rests on the positive side of the classifier and the black and blue on the 

negative, then the distances a, b, c, and d should have the property b � � � a . If a, b,d c 

c, and d are average distances from a class to the classifier, then we could use the 

b � d 
following rule or a similar one to distinguish the classes: for pattern x, if D� � � ,x 

2 

b � d � � � 0 , then x belongs to the blue class, etc. then x belongs to the black class, if � D x 
2 

Intuitively, this approach should work best when dealing with patterns that are dissimilar 

from one another. 
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Figure 36: One classifier for multiple classes. The red, green, black, and blue points represent 4 distinct 

classes. The black line is the single classifier used to distinguish these classes. The red, green, black, and 

blue arrows labeled a, b, c, and d are representative distances from their respective classes to the classifier. 

4.3.2 Binary Tree-Structured Classifiers 

Also, instead of calculating a classifier for each class we could separate all classes into 

two groups with a classifier dividing the groups, and then further separate and divide 

each group. For example, in Figure 37, assume the red and green classes rest on the 

positive side of the black classifier, and the green class rests on the negative side of the 

red classifier. In this case if D x � � � 0 for the red� � ! 0  for the black classifier and D x 

classifier, then pattern x belongs to the green class. However, with this method also 

comes the question of how best to divide the classes into groups in order to obtain 

maximum separation between groups. 
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Figure 37: Binary, tree-structured classifiers. The red, green, black, and blue points represent 4 distinct 

classes. The black, blue, and red lines represent classifiers. The black classifier separates the red and green 

class from the black and blue class. The blue classifier further separates the black class from the blue class, 

and the red classifier separates the red class from the green class. 
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Conclusion 

In this paper, we have described the optimal margin classifier algorithm in detail. We also 

described the implementation of this algorithm with respect to our test environment, and 

conducted an analysis of the algorithm using our test results. Our implementation may be 

useful for future space flight activity because we can conceivably integrate the small 

hardware components into an astronaut’s spacesuit so that a robot in collaboration with 

the astronaut would be able to detect the astronaut’s arm and hand gestures. Further work 

is required to fully develop this capability. 
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2.) Overall Description 

2.a) Brief Group Project Description 

For the Final Group Project in 16.412J, myself, Dan Leaute, Seung Chung, and 
Dan Lovell developed an autonomous cooperative UAV demonstration using the Cloud-
Cap Autopilot Airplane Simulator.  Our group devised a scenario and map in-which a 
team of UAVs can cooperatively plan to extinguish forest fires.  The goal of this project 
is to create a cooperative multi-UAV activity planner that only needs as input high-level 
mission goals and specifications(such as put-out-fire or image-fire-damage).  The planner 
should then be able to decompose the high-level mission goals into lower-level goals, and 
motion commands, and then execute them autonomously.  Allowing the operator to 
specify high-level mission goals instead of sending detailed sequential commands to the 
UAVs reduces planning time and operator error, and increases plan flexibility. 

NF 
Z1 

NFZ2 

WaterAWaterA 

WaterB 

WaterB 

y

Legend: 

Water 

Plan Goal: Extinguish All Fires 

Vehicles: 
One Water UAV (to extinguish fires) 

Resources: Fuel & Water 

Fire 

Fire 

Seeker UAV 

Water UAV 

No-Fl  Zone 

Fire 

UAV Base 

UAV Base 

Two Seeker UAVs (to image the fires) 

Figure 1: Autonomous Firefighting Cooperative UAV Scenario 

To accomplish the goals set out above, the group has devised an integrated 
planner architecture that leverages the strengths of four separate planners.  The four 
planners are Kirk, a strategic high-level mission planner, PDDL, a generative activity 
planner, dStarLite, a roadmap path-planner, and a MILP-based kinodynamic receding 
horizon path-planner.  Kirk allows the operator to specify goals at an abstract level, in 
RMPL, The Reactive Model-Based Programming Language.  The generative planner can 
then expand the high-level goals into lower-level activities.  Then, the MILP-based 
receding horizon kinodynamic path planner generates an optimal motion plan, including 
obstacle avoidance.  The dStarLite road-map path planner is called by all three afore
mentioned planners to get shortest-path distance to goal measurements and estimates. 
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2.b) Individual Accomplishments 

My individual contributions are three-fold: 

1.) Created a framework within Kirk to solve a TPN as a conditional CSP. 

2.) Implemented Dynamic Backtracking within Kirk (to make the search more efficient) 

3.) Interface with the Generative and Roadmap Path Planners 
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3.) Create Framework for TPN to be solved as a Conditional CSP 

The definition of a classic CSP (not a conditional CSP) is as follows: 

Constraint Satisfaction Problem (I,V,C) 
-- II ,, aa sseett ooff vvaarriiaabbllees
s

-- VVii,, aa sseett ooff ppoossssiibbllee vvaalluueess ffoorr eeaacchh vvaarriiaabbllee iinn II.
.

-- CC,, aa sseett ooff CCiijj ccoonnssttrraaiinnttss,, eeaacchh aa bbiinnaarryy rreellaattiioon
n

C = {C1,1 … C1,n C2,1 … C2,n … Cn,n} 

Figure 2: Definition of a classic CSP 

The solution to a classic CSP is found when each variable I is assigned a value from its 
domain Vi and the set of all Constraints {C} is satisfied. 

In a conditional CSP, however, the set of variables {I} that need to be assigned values 
may grow or shrink in size depending on the values already assigned to variables in the 
partial solution, {P}. In the context of a TPN, this occurs when there are nested decision 
nodes. A decision node is considered to be nested if it’s inarc belongs to a path that 
emanates from the outarc of another decision node. A nested decision node only needs to 
be assigned a value when the “parent” decision node, or “enabling” decision node has a 
particular outarc selected as it’s choice. For all other choices of outarcs that the “parent” 
decision node can take, the “nested” decision node does not need to be considered as a 
part of the problem. 

To frame the TPN search process as a conditional CSP, two functions were added to the 
TPN data structure, and a LIFO queue was added to keep track of which decision nodes 
need to be assigned values before the search is complete. The two functions are: 

1.) getNextDecisionStartNodes() 

2.) deactivateNestedDecisionStartNodes() 

1.) getNextDecisionStartNodes() 

The function getNextDecisionStartNodes() recursively “walks” the TPN and returns the 
first set (actually returns a map, not a set) of decision start node(s) that it encounters. 
(The function can return more than one decision start node if there are parallel branches 
in the TPN) 
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 6

 
 
The search is initiated by calling getNextDecisionStartNodes(startNode) on the startNode 
of the TPN.  Any decision start nodes that are found are pushed onto the LIFO queue.   
 The search process begins by trying to assign a consistent choice for the top 
decision start node on the LIFO queue.  If a consistent value for the first decision start 
node is found, it is popped from the queue, and getNextDecisionStartNodes() is called 
with the first decision start node as the argument.  Any decision node(s) that are returned 
from the function are pushed onto the LIFO queue, and the process is repeated until the 
LIFO queue is emptied.  An empty LIFO queue means that the search is complete and a 
full and consistent assignment is made to the TPN.  This process is illustrated in Figure 3, 
Part A.  Also in Part A, it is shown that the first assignment to decision start node 2 is 
inconsistent.  This brings us to the function #2, deactivateNestedDecisionStartNodes(). 
 
 

     
- Choice Node - Choice End Node - Partial Solution is purple- Choice Node - Choice End Node - Partial Solution is purple

    

Figure 3:  Searching a TPN as a Conditional CSP 
 
2.) deactivateNestedDecisionStartNodes() 
 
Suppose, for example, in Figure 4, Part A, that there were nested decision nodes within 
the “Drop water on Fire A then B” command.  Also suppose that some of those decision 
nodes have already been assigned choices, and are a part of the partial solution {P} of the 

B B

Image Fire A then B 

Image Fire B then A 

Drop water on Fire A then B 

Drop water on Fire B then A 

WaterUAV Return to Base 

SeekerUAV Return to Base 

1 2

Start End 

B

B
B

B

Image Fire A then B 

Image Fire B then A 

Drop water on Fire A then B 

Drop water on Fire B then A 

WaterUAV Return to Base 

SeekerUAV Return to Base 

1 2

BImage Fire A then B 

Image Fire B then A 
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conditional CSP. If the assignment to decision start node #2 is changed, these nested 
decision nodes (represented by the shaded oval in Figure 4, Part B) need to be removed 
from the partial solution {P}. 

This is accomplished by calling deactivateNestedDecisionStartNodes() whenever 
the assignment to a decision node is changed.  Once the inconsistent choice for decision # 
2 has been retracted (and all nested decision nodes removed from {P}) the next outarc for 
decision node #2 can be selected, as shown in Figure 4, Part C.  The function 
getNextDecisionStartNodes() is called on Decision Node #2, and returns an empty set. 
(since there are no more decision nodes in the graph)  Therefore, the LIFO queue 
becomes empty, and the TPN has a full and consistent assignment.  

3.c) Pseudo-code and function explanations: 

getNextDecisionStartNodes( currentNode ) 
{ 
    if ( currentNode = decisionStartNode) 
 return currentNode 

else 
for all outarcs[i] of currentNode, 

 map_o_startNodes.insert( getNextDecisionStartNodes(endnode->outarcs[i]))
        return map_o_startNodes 
} 

Figure 4: getNextDecisionStartNodes() Pseudo-code 

The getNextDecisionStartNodes( currentNode) function in Figure 3 works recursively by 
immediately returning when a decisionStartNode is encountered, and recursively calling 
itself on all outarcs of any other type of node.  All decision start nodes that are returned 
from the recursive calls to getNextDecisionStartNodes() are inserted into a map.  Using a 
map ensures that even if a decision start node is encountered by the recursive function 
more than once while walking the TPN, only one instance of the decision start node is 
returned by the function. 

deactivateNestedDecisionStartNodes( currentNode ) 
{ 
    for all decisionStartNodes[i] between currentNode->start  and currentNode->end 

if ( decisionStartNode[i] ∈  {P} ) // where {P} is the partial solution  
    remove decisionStartNode[i] from partial solution {P} 

} 

Figure5: deactivateNestedDecisionStartNodes() Pseudo-code 

The deactivateNestedDecisionStartNodes() function works by considering all 
decisionStartNodes inbetween the current decisions start and end nodes, and if necessary 
removes them from the partial solution {P}.  The actual implementation of this function 
is a-bit more detailed, but the overall idea is captured above.  
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4.) Dynamic Backtracking Implementation within Kirk 

a.) Overall Description of Dynamic Backtracking  

Dynamic Backtracking is an efficient search algorithm that allows dynamic 
variable ordering, and also retains partial solutions to a CSP whenever they are not part of 
an identified conflict.  To work effectively, the dynamic backtracking algorithm needs a 
conflict detection sub-routine (i.e. the incremental temporal consistency checker in Kirk). 
The dynamic backtracking algorithm is proven to terminate, and is also complete, and 
requires O(i2v) memory to remember conflict information, where (i) is the number of 
variables, and (v) is the largest domain size of the variables (i). 

b.) Pseudo-code 

The pseudo-code below is a description of the dynamic backtracking algorithm that was 
implemented within the Kirk architecture, and was obtained from: 

Verfaillie, Gerard and Schiex, Thomas “Dynamic Backtracking for Dynamic Constraint 
Satisfaction Problems”  ONERA-CERT, Toulouse Cedex, France. 

A short description of each function is given, and the modification necessary to consider 

dbt( csp ) 
{ 

let V be the set of the variables 
return dbt-variables( ∅ , V ) 

} 

searching a conditional CSP using dynamic backtracking is described at the end.   

dbt( csp) 

    The overarching function call for dynamic backtracking, returns solution or failure 


dbt-variables( V1 , V2 ) 
{ 

; V1 is a set of assigned variables 
; V2 is a set of unassigned variables 

if V2 = ∅

 then return success


         else let v be a variable chosen in V2


                let d be its current domain 
if dbt-variable(V1,v,d) = failure

 then return dbt-bt-variable(V1,V2,v) 
else return dbt-variables(V1 ∪ {v}, V2 – {v}) 

} 
dbt-variables( V1 , V2) 
   The main recursive function that assigns a new variable if assignment is consistent, and 
calls the backtrack function if a new variable assignment is not consistent. 
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dbt-variable( V1 , v , d ) 
{ 

if d = ∅
    then return failure 

else let val be a value chosen in d 
if dbt-value(V1,v,val) = success

 then return success
 else return dbt-variables(V1,v,d – {val}) 

dbt-variable(V1,v,d) 
    tries to assign a variable one of the value v in it’s domain, either returns success, or 
recursively tries again with the discounted domain, and returns failure if no domain left 

dbt-value( V1 , v , val) 
{ 

assign-variable(v,val) 
let be c = backward-checking(V1,v) 
if c = success

 then return success
 else let V3 be the set of the variables of c 

unassign-variable(v) 
          create-eliminating-explanation(v,val,V3-{v}) 

return failure 
} 

dbt-value(V1, v , val) 

   called by dbt-variable() to test if the assignment of value (v) to variable (i) is a success 


dbt-bt-variable( V1 , V2 , v) 
{ 
    let V3 be the conflict set of v i.e., the union of the 
    eliminating explanations of all its eleiminated values 

if V3 = ∅
 then return failure
 else let v’ be the last variable of V3 in V1

           let val’ be its current value 

let V4 be the set of variables following v’ in V1


 unassign-variable(v’) 

create-eliminating-explanations(v’,val’,V3-{v’}) 

remove-eliminating-explanations(v’,V4 ∪ V2) 

dbt-variables(V1-{v’},V2 ∪ {v’}) 


} 
dbt-bt-variable(V1 , V2 , v ) 
     Does the necessary clean-up in the elimination explanation database, and also the 
partial solution {P} when a variable’s domain is wiped-out and the algorithm must 
backtrack. 
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Modification to search a conditional CSP using Dynamic Backtracking: 

In the paper cited above, there is also an algorithm ddbt() (stands for dynamic dynamic 
backtracking) describing how to search a dynamic CSP using dynamic backtracking 
(conditional and dynamic CSPs are equivalent in this sense)  The only difference between 
conditional CSPs and dynamic CSPs is that in a dynamic CSP, variables are added to the 
problem randomly(i.e. queueing network), and in a conditional CSP, one knows before 
hand which assignments to variables cause other variables to enter and leave the 
problem(i.e. a TPN).   

ddbt( V1 , V2 , AC , RC) 
{ 

; V1 is the ordered set of assigned variables, 
; result of the previous search 
; V2 is the set of unassigned variables, 

   ; result of the same search 
; AC is the set of added constraints 

   ; RC the set of removed constraints 
let be V = V1 ∪ V2

 let be V3 = remove-assignments(V1, AC) 
remove-variable-eliminating-explanations(RC,V) 
return dbt-variables(V1-V3,V2 ∪ V3) 

} 
ddbt( V1, V2 , AC , RC ) 

The basic idea of this function is simple:  if a variable is removed from the 
problem, remove any of the constraints that depend on that variable from the problem as 
well. (which just means erasing any elimination explanations depending on the variable, 
since the timing constraint arcs in Kirk (which represent constraints to be removed) are 
“disabled” automatically in Kirk and effectively disappear when the variable is not 
supposed to be in the problem) And if a variable is added to the problem, make sure any 
constraints involving that variable are re-added to the problem.  This is also simple in the 
context of Kirk, because when a variable is added into the problem it’s constraints (the 
timing constraint arcs) are inherently added in as well. 

10 
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3c.) Insights from Testing Dynamic Backtracking on Representative TPNs 

I debugged my dynamic backtracking implementation in Kirk, by testing the 
algorithm against three fairly interesting and representative TPN structures.  There are 
two main insights to be gained from these tests. (other than the fact that my 
implementation works ☺ ) 

1.) 	Dynamic Backtracking could be very useful in terms of re-planning, because    
       dynamic backtracking essentially holds onto consistent partial plans as long as   
       possible. (i.e. less destructive to original plan) 

2.) 	The nature of conflict extraction in a TPN relies on negative cycles in the graph.  In 
      many cases, these negative cycles traverse a large portion of the TPN, and the conflict   
      returned is far from minimal. (i.e. many decisionNodes are returned in the conflict-set     
      that aren’t actually the source of the conflict)  In these cases, Dynamic Backtracking  
      can’t perform much better than conventional backtracking. 

The three test TPNs are described below: 

(In each of the follwing testTPN’s the .rmpl file was written such that the TPNs search 
from top to bottom according to the figures drawn.) 

Start 

2 

End 
1 

simpleDBtest1.rmpl 

Figure 6: simpleDBtest1.rmpl 

In this TPN,  the top parallel branch was assigned conflicting parallel activities, 
and the middle branch (belonging to choice node #2) contains an inconsistent primitive.  
This TPN was used to test the getNextDecisionStartNode() and 
deactivateNestedDecisionNodes() functions since choice node #2 must be removed from 
the problem when choice node #1 switches its assignment to the lower path. 

11 
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Start End 

simpleDBtest2.rmpl 

Figure 7: simpleDBtest2.rmpl 

This TPN is not much different from the first, but requires the TPN to back up to a 
decision node that was found during the same call to getNextDecisionStartNodes( ) (and 
neither of them were nested decision nodes) which brought out a subtle bug in the 
algorithm that had to be fixed.  Namely, if a decision start node is not a nested decision 
node, even when backtracking from it, it cannot be deleted from the LIFO queue.  This is 
because any variable that is not nested is required to have an assignment before the TPN 
is assigned a complete solution. 

Remembering that Kirk has to search from the top down, Kirk had to come across several 
inconsistencies in Figure 7 before finding the consistent solution. 

(third TPN is on the next page) 

12
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ok1 

ok3 

ok2 

Start 

to short for short 

long 

long3 

long2 

long1 

short1 

short2 

short3 

2 

1 

3 

4 

5 

simpleDBtest3.rmpl 

Figure 8: simpleDBtest3.rmpl 

This TPN brings out an interesting issue with conflict-extraction in Kirk.  I’m not 
certain if minimal conflict extraction can be done in Kirk, and if not, this could 
potentially degrade the performance of dynamic backtracking.  Since in Kirk, the conflict 
is extracted as a negative cycle in the graph, in this example the conflicts involving the 
primitives “shortX” and “too short for short”  can only currently extract the conflicts 
{1,2,3} , {1,2,4} , {1,2,5} where none of these are minimal conflicts, since the 
assignment to {2} is obviously consistent. 

In this example, the decision nodes are instantiated in the order of their indices.  
This means that if Kirk were able to give the dynamic backtracking algorithm one of the 
minimal conflicts {1,3} , {1,4} , {1,5} then it would know to skip over reassigning node 
#2 since it is a partial assignment that was not a part of the conflict.  However, at present, 
the non-minimal conflict causes dynamic backtracking to fare equally as poorly as 
chronological backtracking in this case. 

I believe, that in general, the conflict-detection capability provided by dynamic 
backtracking will cause Kirk to perform better on large TPNs (even if the conflicts 
extracted are non-minimal).  However, if there are methods to extract minimal conflicts 
in this context, it appears that they may be very useful. 

13 
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5.) Interfaces with the Generative and Roadmap Path Planners 

The interfaces with the generative and roadmap Path Planners are fairly straightforward. 


5a.) Generative Path Planner 


There are two options for the interface of Kirk with the Generative Path Planner.   


1. 	 The first is to directly pass the pointer to the TPN object after Kirk finds a  
      consistent and full assignment. 

2. 	Create a simple XML parser that can output from Kirk and be read in by the  
generative path planner. 

5b.) Roadmap Path Planner 

Kirk, the high-level planner, interfaces with the Roadmap Path Planner in order to get a 
lower bound on the time it might take to perform an activity.  This allows the planner to 
preemptively prune out inconsistent portions of the search space.   

( ]) 

( ) [ 
( ) [ 

( ) [ ]) 
( ) [ ]))) 

(
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() ( ])) 

() ( ]) 
() ( ]))) 

]) 

1. 
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4. 
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5 
4 

2 
3 

20 
15 

20 
30 

10 
18 

;; Macro to ask path-planner to update lower bound 
;;  (water-uav().dStarLite 10 15 20 30 40 50) [0,inf

(overall fire-fighting strategy () 
(sequence 

(choose 
(sequence 

(seeker-uav0.take-image fire1 0,10]) 
(seeker-uav0.take-image fire2 0,10])) 

(sequence 
(seeker-uav0.take-image fire2 0,10
(seeker-uav0.take-image fire1 0,10

choose 
(sequence 

(water-uav .drop-water fire1)[ 0 , inf 
(water-uav .drop-water fire2)[ 0 , inf 

(sequence 
(water-uav .drop-water fire2)[ 0 , inf 
(water-uav .drop-water fire1)[ 0 , inf 

(parallel 
(seeker-uav().return-to-base(base0)[ 0 , inf 
(water-uav().return-to-base(base0)[ 0 , inf ]))) 

Choose which order to 
image Fire 1 and Fire2 

Choose wh ch order to 
drop water on Fire 1 
and F

Operator inputs detai ed 
miss on scenario: 

UAVs Return to Base 
together 
Update lower timebound 
using path-planner 

[0,6

[0,45

[0,20

Figure 9: Calling the Roadmap Path Planner to Update Activitiy Lower Bounds 

For example, in the RMPL file shown above, the red numbers represent updated lower 
bounds obtained for each activity from the roadmap path planner.  In the first task, 
“choose which order to image Fire1 and Fire2”, the roadmap path planner tells Kirk that 
the quickest possible time to image Fire1 and then Fire2 is 5 + 4 = 9.  As shown in 
orange, however, the maximum amount of time allotted for this activity is 6.  Therefore, 
this sequence of actions is inconsistent and can be pruned from the search space.   

14 
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6.) 	Branch and Bound with Dynamic Backtracking for Anytime and Optimal     
Search 

Adding the ability to estimate the “cost” of a partial solution within Dynamic 
Backtracking and the Kirk architecture appears to be very straightforward, and could 
provide an anytime search algorithm that outputs an optimal planning solution. 

Once a consistent assignment is found to the TPN, this solution (and it’s estimated cost) 
is kept as the incumbent solution.  The algorithm continues to search partial solutions to 
the problem, backtracking whenever the cost estimate of the partial solution exceeds that 
of the incumbent solution.  This provides an anytime algorithm that can update the 
quality of it’s solution, and output the optimal solution once the entire TPN has been 
searched in this “branch and bound” fashion. 

15 
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7.) Summary and Conclusions 

• Search as a Conditional CSP is implemented in Kirk using 2 functions and a Q: 

-	 getNextDecisionStartNodes( ) 

- deactivateNestedDecisionNodes( ) 

- LIFO Queue (a stack) 

•	 Dynamic Backtracking is implemented in Kirk 

-	 implementation works (solves the three example TPNs in < 0.01 seconds ) 

-	 completeness and termination guaranteed, O(i2v) memory 

- dynamic backtracking useful in terms of re-planning, because partial and 
consistent plans are kept around (i.e. less destructive to original plan) 

- The nature of conflict extraction in a TPN relies on negative cycles in the 
graph. Tese negative cycles are often from minimal.  In these cases, 
Dynamic Backtracking can’t perform much better than conventional 
backtracking. 

-	 Dynamic Backtracking probably performs better on very large problems, 
even if the conflict extraction mechanism is non-minimal, since on large 
problems any conflict-detection is better than none (because of the ugly 
nature of the exponential) 

•	 Interface with Roadmap Path Planner and Generative Planner 


- Roadmap Path Planner interface is in place and working 


- Generative Planner interface is agreed upon, but not completed 


•	 Implementing a Branch-and-Bound incumbent solution approach would allow an 
anytime algorithm that could systematically search for an optimal solution to the 
TPN. 

16 
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SCORING GUIDELINES FOR TECHNICAL PRESENTATIONS 
 
Strategy/Purpose:  Does the presentation meet its intended objective? 
 
Well done  4 Objective of the presentation is easily identified; content supports objective 
Competent  3 Objective is not immediately clear; some additional content needed to support objective 
Some Weaknesses 2 Objective is difficult to determine; additional content needed to support objective 
Problematic  1 Objective cannot be determined 
 
Strategy/Audience:  Does the presentation address the intended audience? 
 
Well done  4 Content, structure, and language of presentation geared to intended audience 
Competent  3 Presentation is missing some content required by audience; some language used inappropriately 

(e.g., unfamiliar jargon, too much jargon) 
Some Weaknesses 2 Presentation is missing a substantial portion of content required by audience; uses some 

inappropriate or ineffective language 
Problematic  1 No organization apparent; content of presentation reflects interests of speaker but not of audience; 

inappropriate use of language 
 
Structure:  Does the organization reflect the purpose of the presentation and the needs of the audience? 
 
Well done  4 Appropriate use of direct/indirect structure; presentation organized according to audience’s needs; 

relationship between ideas clear; strong introduction and conclusion 
Competent  3 Structure either too direct or too indirect; organization is evident but may be undermined by weak 

transitions or occasional digressions; introduction or conclusion does not accomplish its intended 
function  

Some Weaknesses 2 Direct or indirect structure used inappropriately; organization is confusing or unclear; weak 
introduction or conclusion 

Problematic  1 No discernible organization; thoughts in random order without connections between them 
 
Support/Evidence:  Is the evidence used to support the argument concrete, relevant, credible, accurate and 
sufficient? 
 
Well done  4 Argument is clearly supported by accurate evidence considered credible by the audience; 

sufficient detail to support the main points of the document 
Competent  3 Many details support argument, but some are not fully elaborated or sufficiently specific; some 

evidence not relevant 
Some Weaknesses 2 Some evidence is provided, but data not fully explained, relevant to the argument or credible; 

important pieces of evidence have not been included; some date inaccurate 
Problematic  1 Little or no data to support the main ideas of the argument; much of the data is inaccurate 
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Delivery/Oral:  How strong are the oral components of the presentation? 
 
Well done  4 Speaker is fluent and poised; uses language comfortably and appropriately; speaks at an effective 

rate and volume; few fillers  
Competent  3 Some degree of nervousness apparent; minor problems with language usage; speaker may speak 

too slowly or quickly, too loudly or softly; fillers are noticeable 
Some Weaknesses 2 Speaker seems uncomfortable; several problems with language usage; speaker speaking much too 

slowly or quickly, too loudly or softly; fillers are noticeable 
Problematic  1 Speaker is unable to deliver presentation coherently  
 
Delivery/Nonverbal:  How strong are the nonverbal components of the presentation? 
 
Well done  4 Speaker uses gestures comfortably in line with his/her own style; eye contact is appropriate for 

audience; use of space appropriate for the situation 
Competent  3 Speaker gesturing too much or too little; eye contact may be slightly too much or too little; 

speaker may be moving around a little too much or not quite enough 
Some Weaknesses 2 Speaker gesturing too much or too little; using distracting gestures (e.g., playing with a ring); not 

enough eye contact; inappropriate use of space 
Problematic  1 Nonverbal components of the presentation distract from ability of the audience to receive the 

message 
 
Visual Aids:  Do the visual aids reinforce the message and add to the effectiveness of the presentation? 
 
Well done  4 Appropriate visual aids are used; visual aids serve as a complement to the speaker and the message 

to be delivered; designed effectively; speaker uses visual aid easily 
Competent  3 Appropriate visual aids are used; a few weaknesses is design; a few difficulties with use 
Some Weaknesses 2 Choice of visual aid is poor; weaknesses with design; difficulties with use 
Problematic  1 Inappropriate choice of visual aid; design detracts from speaker’s ability to deliver the message; 

inability of speaker to use visual aid 
 
Questions and Answers:  Has the speaker handled the Q&A portion of the presentation competently? 
 
Well done  4 Speaker answers questions knowledgeably, thoroughly, and concisely; process is handled 

smoothly 
Competent  3 Speaker has some difficulty answering questions concisely; some problems responding to some 

questions (e.g., hostile questions, aggressive questions) 
Some Weaknesses 2 Speaker is thrown off balance by questions; has difficulty responding to some questioners  
Problematic  1 Speaker is unable to answer questions; loses control of the process 
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1 Introduction 

In the context of a natural disaster, or when a military pilot has to eject in enemy 
territory, Search and Rescue teams often have to find people in unknown or hazardous 
areas. For safety reasons, Search and Rescue teams of the future will probably make use 
of unmanned aerial vehicles. For such a rescue vehicle, the ability to localize itself, both 
to avoid dangers (mountains/enemy bases) and to scan the entire area until survivors are 
found, is essential. However, this area may be unknown (enemy territory), or not mapped 
precisely (mountain summits). Moreover, global positioning systems (GPS) may not be 
usable in the area, or they may be not accurate enough, as is often the case in areas with 
dense foliage. 

In such a situation, a helicopter capable of mapping its surroundings while 
localizing itself on this map would be of special interest.  In this project, we have 
investigated such a platform. We have implemented a SLAM algorithm for a helicopter 
moving in an area with uneven terrain and using 3-D rangefinder sensors.  Our goal was 
for this helicopter to be able to create a 2-D map of the ground surrounding it, while 
localizing itself on that map. 

2 Goals of the Project 

Figure 2.1: Problematic Terrain 

The first goal of this project is to be able to do 2-D SLAM in a simulated, forested 
outdoor environment where the ground is not flat.  Our platform of choice is a small, 
radio-controlled helicopter.  In such a situation, traditional 2-D SLAM is problematic 
because the horizontal plane of the laser rangefinder can hit contoured ground, causing 
spurious landmarks to be placed on the map.  The laser rangefinder can also miss low-
lying landmarks if the helicopter is hovering too high. For instance, in the contoured 
scene in Figure 2.1, no horizontal plane of laser rangefinder casts can hit all the 
landmarks (rocks and tree trunks) at once, and the raised ground could be seen as a 
spurious landmark. Thus, we will use full 3-D laser rangefinder scans so that we can see 
all the landmarks in the scene. We will then process the 3-D scans to yield 2-D, leveled 
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range scans. Once we have 2-D, leveled range scans, we can use traditional 2-D SLAM 
algorithms to generate a 2-D map. 

The second goal of this project is to compare two common SLAM algorithms and 
their abilities to perform 2-D SLAM in our environment.  The two algorithms are 
FastSLAM, which uses landmarks as its map representation, and DP-SLAM, which uses 
occupancy maps. Both algorithms use particle filters to perform Bayesian updates. Each 
has advantages and disadvantages in terms of processing time, memory storage, and pre
processing requirements, and so our goal is to find out what the benefits and pitfalls of 
each method are, and to evaluate their performance and requirements. 

The third goal of the project is to evaluate the ability of each 2-D SLAM 
algorithm to be extended to 3-D, by which we mean tracking the helicopter's pose as 
(x,y,z,q) rather than simply (x,y,q). In general, we assume the helicopter is controlled to 
avoid significant pitch and roll, and so only yaw is considered. If we could track the 
helicopter's elevation using either the relative elevation of the landmarks or the elevation 
of the points on the occupancy map, we would have the full 3-D pose of the helicopter.  
With the full 3-D pose, we could create either 2-D terrain maps (by appending just the 
ground points to the determined path of the helicopter), or even full 3-D maps (by 
appending the full 3-D scans to the determined path of the helicopter).  

Thus, the objectives of this project are: 
1) To simulate an appropriate forested outdoor environment and the 

motion/perception of a small, radio-controlled helicopter 
2) To segment and process the 3-D rangefinder data to create leveled range scans, 

rejecting spurious landmarks 
3) To perform 2-D SLAM using the leveled range scan data with both landmarks 

and occupancy maps, and to compare these two algorithms 
4) To evaluate the ability of 2-D landmark and occupancy map SLAM algorithms to 

be extended to 3-D 

3 Previous Work 

In terms of mapping of non-flat terrain from a helicopter, (Thrun, 2003) creates a 
3-D map using 2-D rangefinder data.  A small helicopter is equipped with rangefinders 
whose measurements lie in a plane perpendicular to the direction of motion. Using scan-
alignment techniques, the noisy data is combined into a smooth 3-D picture of the world.  
However, they are not using SLAM, and the helicopter cannot image the same location 
twice with their algorithm. 

(Montemerlo, 2003) creates a 3-D map of a non-flat underground mine from a 
cart platform. The robot uses a forward-pointing vertical rangefinder (whose plane is 
parallel to the direction of motion and the up-direction) to reject spurious ‘wall’ 
detections made by a horizontal rangefinder pointed at non-level ground.  The resulting 
data is used to create a 2-D map with a normal 2-D SLAM algorithm.  The 3-D map is 
then created using a plane of rangefinder measurements perpendicular to the direction of 
motion, combined using the helicopter’s estimate of its location on the 2-D map 
generated using SLAM and smoothed using scan-alignment.  This work is similar to what 
we are attempting to do, in that it performs 2-D SLAM with disambiguation of spurious 
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measurements due to contoured terrain. However, the leveled 2-D map they create uses 
only a single plane of vertical measurements. This is sufficient under the assumption that 
the world is reasonably rectilinear, consisting only of walls and ground. However, this is 
insufficient for outdoor environments. 

Our project is essentially a combination of three papers. The first is (Brenneke, 
2003), which uses a motorized cart equipped with a rotating 2-D laser rangefinder, just as 
described in our proposed project, to map a contoured outdoor environment. The paper 
describes how to use the 3-D cloud of points to disambiguate ground from landmarks in 
order to create a leveled 2-D range scan.  The techniques we will be using to create our 
leveled range scans are largely similar to those used in this paper. 

The second paper is (Montemerlo, 2002), on the FastSLAM algorithm that we 
will use as our landmark-based SLAM algorithm, and the third is (Eliazar, 2004), on the 
DP-SLAM 2.0 algorithm we will use as our occupancy map-based SLAM algorithm. 

4 FastSLAM 

The first SLAM algorithm we have implemented and analyzed is FastSLAM. 
FastSLAM uses the principle of particle filtering to explore several different hypotheses 
about the location of the robot and the map at the same time. It requires some pre
processing of the data, since the obstacles are all assumed to be point landmarks. 

In FastSLAM, a set of particles is used to keep track of the position of the 
helicopter and the positions and uncertainties of the landmarks. Each particle contains a 
guess on the position of the helicopter, and the position and uncertainty for each 
landmark it has observed so far. 

The algorithm is divided into four steps: 
•	 Motion Step: as the helicopter moves, the particles update its position based on the 

motion inputs. 
•	 Data Association: in most real-life applications, the computer ignores the number 

of the landmark it is observing (Is it one it has seen before?  Which one? Is it a 
new one?). The data association algorithm determines, for each particle, which 
landmark it has observed. 

•	 Kalman Update: for each set of observations and for each particle, the algorithm 
updates the position and uncertainties of the landmarks. 

•	 Resampling: each particle is weighted based on its capability to predict the 
observation that was made. A particle that predicts the observation that was made 
with high probability gets a high weight. Then, the particles are resampled based 
on those weights: the best particles are copied, whereas the bad ones are deleted. 

The following sections present these steps in detail. 

4.1 Motion

Each time step, the helicopter moves in reaction to the inputs it is given. Those 
inputs are available to the FastSLAM algorithm.  However, some uncertainty is added to 
the inputs reported to the algorithm, so that the helicopter motion does not fit perfectly 
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with the inputs. The different particles of FastSLAM sample the possible locations where 
the helicopter might have moved, given the inputs. This is done by applying the dynamic 
model to the position of the helicopter, and having each particle sample from the 
probability distribution function of the resulting helicopter position after motion.  Figure 
4.1 shows the particles sampling the possible locations of the helicopter after it has 
moved. 

Figure 4.1: Propagation Step 

In our program, the input consists of a rotation angle defined in the horizontal 
plane (again, the helicopter is assumed to be controlled in a manner that avoids pitch and 
roll, and thus we consider only yaw), and the 3D vector of its translation in its own frame 
of reference. To this ideal model is added Gaussian noise, both in rotation and in 
translation. The motion model is given by the following equations: 

q (t + 1) = q (t) + D q(t + 1) + eq (t + 1) 
x(t + 1) = x(t) + cos(q (t + 1)) * D x(t + 1) - sin(q(t + 1)) * D y(t + 1) + e (t + 1)x 

y t + 1) = y t ) + sin( ( t + 1)) * D x t + 1) + cos(q(t + 1)) * D y t + 1) + e y (t + 1)( ( q ( (

z(t + 1) = z(t) + D z(t + 1) + e (t + 1)
z 

Essentially, the motion consists of a rotation in the horizontal plane and a translation in 
the helicopter's frame of reference. 

4.2 Data Association

In our implementation, the helicopter carries a 3-D laser rangefinder.  The only 
information available to the helicopter is the distance at which the laser hit something in 
any given direction. However, since FastSLAM is based on keeping track of landmark 
locations, an algorithm must decide which landmark the laser has hit at each time step. 
This problem is called the data association problem: is each observation associated with a 
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landmark we have seen before or a new one, and if it is one we have seen before, which 
one? 

For each particle and for each landmark this particle has already seen, the 
algorithm computes the probability that the current observation is of this landmark. This 
is done by computing the distance from the landmark to the observed obstacle, and using 
the uncertainty on the landmark position to calculate how likely it is that this distance 
could have been obtained by observing the landmark. The algorithm also computes the 
probability that the observed obstacle is a new landmark, which is essentially the 
probability that the observation did not belong to the most likely landmark. 

Figure 4.2 shows a sample data association problem. The observed obstacle is 
very far from L2, so it is unlikely to be that obstacle.  On the other hand, the observed 
obstacle is close to L1, which has a pretty high uncertainty. Thus, it is likely that the 
observed obstacle is L1. 

Figure 4.2: Data Association 

For each particle, the weight for a landmark (which is proportional to the 
probability that this landmark is the one we are observing) is given by: 

-d 2 
2mw =
 e


where d is the distance between the landmark and the observed obstacle and µ is the 
uncertainty (standard deviation of the Gaussian) associated with that landmark. 

� 
ł� 

2
�
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m 2 2rP +
 +
 +
m
=
 s
 mxN 
where P  is the covariance of the landmark, mr is the uncertainty of the laser rangefinder 
observation, N is number of laser casts that were averaged to obtain the observed location 
of the landmark, s  is the standard deviation of the laser casts that hit the landmark, and 
m  is the uncertainty on the robot position. x
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�

The probability that the observed obstacle is a new landmark is then given by: 

P = erf 
�
� 

dmin � , where erf is the integral of the Gaussian, d min  is the minimum 

Ł
 2mmin ł 

distance to the landmarks, and mmin  is the uncertainty of the corresponding landmark. 

4.3 Kalman Update

The observations performed by the helicopter are used to update the positions and 
uncertainties of the landmarks.  To accomplish this update, a Kalman Filter is applied to 
the landmark chosen by the data association algorithm. Since the landmarks are 
supposed to be motionless, the Kalman Filter is reduced to one single step: the Update 
Step. 

Figure 4.3 shows a situation where the Kalman Filter is applied.  From the 
observation and its uncertainty, the position and uncertainty of the landmark are 
modified. 

Figure 4.3: Kalman Update 

The equations for the Kalman Update, since the landmarks are assumed to be 
motionless, are: 

$( $( ) + K t + 1) * ( y t + 1) - h x t State Update: x t + 1) = x t ( ( ( $( ) ) 
T ( 

-1
K t + 1) = P t H t + 1)T ( H t + 1) P t H t + 1) + R t + 1))( ( ) ( ( ( ) ( 

Covariance Update: P t + 1) = ( I - K t + 1) H t + 1) T ) P t ( ( ( ( ) 

In these equations, x$(t)  is the state (position of the landmark considered). K(t + 1) is the 
Kalman gain, defining the confidence the algorithm has in the estimate and in the 
measurement. y(t + 1) is the measurement at time (t+1). H is the measurement function, 
and H(t) is its Jacobian at time t.  P(t) is the covariance (uncertainty) at time t. 
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4.4 Resampling

After each time step, the algorithm replicates the ‘good’ particles, and gets rid of 
the ‘bad’ particles. For each particle, the probability of making the observation that was 
made is computed.  This probability is the product of the probabilities of observing each 
obstacle that was actually observed. To compute the probability of observing a given 
obstacle, the algorithm finds the closest landmark, and computes the probability of 
making the observation that was made given that it is the observed landmark. 

With this scheme, however, the particles can produce a new landmark each time 
an observation is made, and will thus have a very high probability of making the 
observation. To avoid the creation of excess landmarks, we add a penalty: the more 
landmarks a particle has, the lower its weight. 

Figure 4.4 represents the resampling algorithm. Before resampling, the particles 
are spread out, because of the motion step. After, only the good particles are kept by the 
algorithm. 

Figure 4.4: Resampling the particles 

The weight for each particle is basically the probability of making the observation 
that was made. Thus, it is the product over the observations of the probability of making 
each of the observations. This probability is, as before: 

-
w = e 

d 
m 

2 
2 

where: d is the distance between the landmark and the observed obstacle and µ is the 
uncertainty. 

Then, to avoid allowing a particle to create excess landmarks to fit the 
observations, we include a penalty for having too many landmarks: the weight of each 
particle is divided by the number of extra landmarks it has in its line of sight, above the 
number of observed obstacles. For instance, if a particle has 5 landmarks in its line of 
sight, and the helicopter has observed 3 landmarks at this time step, the weight of this 
particle is divided by (5-3) = 2. 
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5 DP-SLAM 

5.1 Introduction

Many SLAM algorithms (including FastSLAM) use landmarks to represent the 
world that the robot is trying to map.  This can be very efficient since the state of the 
world is condensed down to a relatively small number of key points. However, in real 
environments, it can be very difficult to successfully identify and disambiguate 
landmarks from sensor data.  Furthermore, the idealized representation of landmarks as 
single points in space does not always correspond well to the reality of three-dimensional 
space where objects have a non-zero size and may appear different from different angles. 

To avoid these problems, some SLAM algorithms (including DP-SLAM) use an 
occupancy map to represent the environment rather than landmarks. An occupancy map 
is simply a discretization of space into a regular array. Each point in the array can then 
be marked as either “empty” or “occupied.”  Figure 5.1 shows an example 2-D world and 
an occupancy map representation of it. By using an occupancy map, it is no longer 
necessary to find specific landmarks. When an observation (such as a laser range-finder 
measurement) of the world is made, the map can be consulted to determine whether an 
object was expected in the observed location. In essence, an occupancy map creates a 
regular structure of simple landmarks that are very easy to observe. 

Figure 5.1: Overhead view of world with objects and its corresponding 
occupancy map representation. 

However, using occupancy maps with particle-filter based SLAM provides its 
own set of new problems. One approach is to make each particle represent only the state 
of the robot (e.g., position and angle) and have all particles share a single occupancy 
map.  The difficulty with this is that different particles may need to make conflicting or 
inconsistent updates to the map. A more robust approach is to have each particle store its 
own map in addition to the robot state. Then, each particle will remain internally 
consistent and particles whose maps do not accurately match the real world will simply 
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be culled during resampling. This allows the algorithm to maintain multiple different 
conflicting hypotheses about the world until it is able to resolve the ambiguity by 
additional observations. However, from a practical standpoint, storing and manipulating 
a complete map for each particle can be extremely expensive, both in terms of storage 
and computation. 

An additional problem with using occupancy maps is the fact that the 
discretization of the world creates an imperfect representation of it. In the example 
above, we have discretized both the shape and transparency of each object. Each grid 
square is considered to be either completely full (opaque to whatever sensor we are 
using) or completely empty. In reality, the area represented by each square will most 
likely be only partially filled or filled with something that is not consistently observed by 
the sensors. Figure 5.2 shows examples of how these two situations can cause problems 
in a situation where a laser range-finder is used for observations.  If the laser enters the 
square from as show in (a) and hits the rock, this square appears opaque. However, if the 
laser were to pass through the same square from the angle shown in (b) it would appear 
transparent. Finally, if the rock were replaced with something like a tree (c) which has 
many small leaves that can move in the wind, the laser may penetrate to different depths 
on different observations, even if the observation angle is the same. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5.2: Differing observations due to inaccuracy of discretization 

The DP-SLAM algorithm is an attempt to eliminate these problems and make 
occupancy map SLAM practical and robust in challenging environments. The first 
published version of DP-SLAM [2] (referred to by the authors as DP-SLAM 1.0) 
addresses the problem of map storage and manipulation. DP-SLAM 2.0 [3] builds on 
DP-SLAM 1.0 by adding a probabilistic occupancy model.  Both of these innovations 
will be described in more detail below. 

5.2 Algorithm

The basic structure of the DP-SLAM algorithm is the same as a standard particle 
filter SLAM algorithm. First, particles are propagated according to the motion model. 
Then, observations are made and used to update each particle’s map and calculate its 
weight. Finally, particles are resampled probabilistically according to their weights.  The 
process is then repeated for the next time step. The differences lie in the way that DP
SLAM represents the state of the world. Rather than using a Kalman Filter on landmark 
positions, DP-SLAM uses probabilistic occupancy maps.  Since the core algorithm is 
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fairly standard, and was described in detail in the FastSLAM section, only the unique 
portions of the algorithm will be described in detail here. 

Although it is desirable for each particle to have its own occupancy map, the 
burden of storing and copying these maps can be enormous. In particular, during the 
resampling phase of the particle filter algorithm, particles are selected based on their 
weights and then copied to form the next generation of particles. Since each particle 
contains its own map, it too must be copied to the new particle. Because several new 
particles can be created from a single old particle, the data must actually be copied rather 
than just reassigned to the new particle.  This is particularly wasteful considering that 
many particles are storing the same data about parts of the map that have not been 
observed recently or never observed at all. 

To address this, DP-SLAM uses only a single map where each square in the map 
is actually a tree containing observations for different particles. When observations are 
made, each particle inserts its updated data into the appropriate trees, tagged with the 
particle’s unique ID number. Thus, no work is wasted copying or modifying squares that 
are outside the current range of observation. As long as a balanced tree structure (such as 
a Red-Black Tree) is used to store the observations, the time required to insert a new 
observation will be O(log P), where P is the number of particles being maintained. 

However, the price for this efficiency in memory utilization is that retrieving data 
from the grid is significantly more complicated than a simple array access. When a 
particle needs to retrieve the data for a specific square, it first searches the appropriate 
observation tree for data tagged with its own ID number. If none is found, it doesn’t 
necessarily mean that this particle doesn’t know what’s in that square. It may just mean 
that this particle has not changed that square and therefore inherited the value from the 
particle it was resampled from. This earlier particle is called an ancestor of the current 
particle. Therefore, the particle must next search the tree for data tagged with its 
ancestor’s ID. If none, is found, it must search using its ancestor’s ancestor’s ID and so 
on until it finds a value or runs out of ancestors (indicating that it knows nothing about 
that square). Thus a particle must keep track of its lineage to enable it to retrieve the 
most recently updated value for a given map square. 

There are two problems with this. First, the lists of ancestor particles will 
continue to grow with each time step, thereby imposing a limit (due to memory 
exhaustion) on the number of time steps that can be executed.  Second, storing these 
ancestry lists is inefficient because they must be copied during resampling and again, 
different particles resampled from the same ancestor will have largely the same list. 
Since each particle may be resampled by multiple “child” particles, it makes sense to 
maintain the ancestry in a tree as well. Each node in this tree is a particle, with the 
current batch of particles being the leaves. If each particle maintains just a pointer to its 
parent, we have no duplication of data when multiple particles are sampled from the same 
parent. Since each particle’s map is actually stored in the observation trees, very little 
extra memory is required to keep older particles (which normally would have been 
deleted) in the tree. To ensure that the ancestries form a single tree, all the particles in the 
first generation are treated as through they were sampled from a single root particle. 
However, the size of this tree can still grow unbounded as we add new generations of 
particles. 
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To keep the ancestry tree manageable, two maintenance operations are required.  
First, particles that are not selected for copying during the resampling phase (and 
therefore have no children) may simply be deleted. If this causes the particle’s parent to 
become childless, it may also be deleted, and so on, up the tree.  When a particle is 
deleted, its observations are also deleted from the observation trees. To accomplish this 
efficiently, each particle must store a list of all the map squares that it has updated.  
Second, if a particle in the tree has only one child, the parent and child may be merged 
into a single node that takes ownership of the observations from both particles. This is 
accomplished by removing all of the observations from one of the nodes and reinserting 
them using the ID number of the other node. The lists of updated cells are then merged 
and the node can be deleted. Running these two maintenance steps after each resampling 
ensures that the ancestry tree has exactly P leaves and a minimum branching factor of 
two. This means that the depth of the tree is O(log P) and the total number of nodes in 
the tree is less than 2*P. Thus the size and depth of the tree are dependent only on the 
number of particles, not the amount of time the algorithm has been running. 

It is not immediate obvious from the above description of this algorithm that it is 
more efficient than simply copying complete maps. Although it is too lengthy to present 
here, the two DP-SLAM papers present a thorough analysis of the algorithmic 
complexity. They are able to show that DP-SLAM is asymptotically far superior to 
simple copying in the common case where the portion of the map observed at each time 
step is a small fraction of the total map. 

Using the above tree-based algorithms, it is possible to efficiently maintain 
separate occupancy maps for each particle. The rest of this section will explain what data 
is stored in the maps and how it is used to calculate particle weights. Because laser 
range-finders are the typical choice for making observations for SLAM, the remaining 
discussion will focus on them. 

To address the problems mentioned earlier related to partially filled or semi
transparent map squares, DP-SLAM 2.0 introduces a probabilistic occupancy model.  
Rather than marking each square as either “full” or “empty,” DP-SLAM attempts to 
estimate the probability that a laser passing through the square will be stopped and the 
distance to the square will be returned by the range-finder.  This is accomplished using a 
parameter r  for each square. The papers refer to r  as the “opacity” of a square but, 
based on the way it is used, it might be more appropriate to call it the “transparency.” In 
other words, the higher the value of r  a square has, the less likely it is that a laser 
passing through that square will be stopped. The probability of stopping should also be 
related to the distance the laser travels through a square. If the laser barely nicks the 
corner of a square, it is less likely to be stopped than if it traveled all the way across the 
square. Therefore, the probability that a laser will be stopped while traveling a distance x 
through a square with opacity r  is defined as, 

- x rP (x, r ) = 1 - ec 

Using this value, the probability of any path that a laser takes through a series of 
squares can be calculated. Since the laser always travels in a straight line, the paths will, 
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in reality, always be rays originating at the helicopter position and with a length given by 
the range-finder. 

Figure 5.3: Example laser cast. Light gray squares are merely passed 
through. The dark gray square is where the laser stopped. 

Intuitively, we calculate the probability that the laser will not be stopped in each square 
that the laser merely passes through, and the probability that it will be stopped in the 
square that terminates the path.  The product of these probabilities is then the probability 
of the complete laser path. If the squares along the path are numbered in the order that 
the laser encounters them from 1 to i, then the probability that the laser will have traveled 
that path and stopped at square i is, 

i -1 

(stop P = i ) = P (x , r )� (1 - P (x j , r j ))c i i c 
j =1 

The last factor to account for is the laser error model. First, the distance d i from 
each square along the laser path to the end of the path is calculated. Using the laser error 
model, the probability that the range returned was off by d i , PL (d i stop = i ) can be 
calculated. As in the papers, laser error was assumed to be Gaussian with a mean of zero 
and standard deviation equal to the range-finder “accuracy.”  Then we calculate the 
probability that the laser actually stopped in each square along the path and multiply it by 

stop = i ). The sum of all these probabilities is the total probability of a givenPL (d i 

measurement, 

i 

(stop = j)� stop P = j)L j�P (d 
j =1 

To calculate the complete weight for a particle, we take the product of the probabilities of 
all its measurements. 
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To estimate r  for each square, two parameters are maintained: dt , the cumulative 
distance that lasers have traveled through the square and h, the number of times that the 
laser was observed to stop in the square. Thus for each laser measurement, the path of 
the laser through the grid is traced. At each square, the distance the laser travels through 
the square is calculated and added the value of d already stored there. For the finalt 

square in the path, the value of h is incremented. The estimated value of r  is then 
r̂ = dt h . 

5.3 Implementation

As with FastSLAM, we implemented DP-SLAM in Matlab.  Although Matlab 
excels at dealing with vectors and matrices, it does not include native support for the tree 
data structures we required. Fortunately, we were able to find a free Matlab toolbox 
(Keren) that implements Red-Black trees.  This toolbox makes use of a Matlab class 
called a pointer (Zolotykh). The pointer class is what allows nodes to refer to each other 
as parents or children. We were able to use the Red-Black tree structures directly for the 
observation trees in the occupancy map.  However, since the ancestry tree is less 
structured, we used the pointer class directly to allow each particle to refer to its parent in 
the tree. 

According to the DP-SLAM papers, each node in the ancestry tree (i.e., the 
particles) needs to contain a unique ID number, a pointer to its parent node, a list of the 
map squares it has updated and, at least for the current particles, the robot pose. We 
found that this was insufficient information to perform the pruning and merging 
operations required to maintain the tree.  In particular, pruning and merging both require 
some knowledge about the number of children a node has. We considered adding 
pointers to each node for its children but realized that this was excessive since the tree is 
only ever accessed from the leaves to the root and all that was required was a simple 
count of the children. Therefore, a field was added to each particle indicating how many 
children it has in the ancestry tree. This count is incremented as children are added 
during resampling and decremented as nodes are removed during pruning. 

We also found that the algorithm given for merging nodes with their single 
children was not practical given the data stored in each node. It is only a minor point but 
the paper suggests moving observations from the child node to the parent and then 
deleting the child. This would require all the children of the child to have their “parent” 
pointers updated to point to the parent. Since nodes do not store pointers to their 
children, it is impractical to find and update them.  We found that it was much simpler 
(and gave the same result) if the observations were transferred from the parent to the 
child and then the parent was deleted. In this case, only the “parent” pointer for the child 
needed to be modified to point to its parent’s parent. Since parent pointers are stored, it 
is trivial to find a node’s grandparent. 

Although using the Data Structures and Pointer libraries saved us considerable 
time and effort, we were somewhat frustrated by the poor performance of the pointer 
class. Considerable energy was expended determining why tree accesses were so slow 
and attempting to work around the problem. Eventually, we determined that accessing a 
value using a pointer was two orders of magnitude slower than a native access.  By 
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carefully reorganizing data and caching values to minimize pointer access, we were able 
to cut the run time for DP-SLAM in half.  However, we were unable to eliminate all 
accesses and profiling suggests that a more efficient pointer implementation could cut the 
run time in half again. The real lesson learned is that Matlab is not a good choice for 
implementing tree-based algorithms.  Both in terms of speed and memory usage, it is far 
inferior to C/C++ when dealing with tree data structures. 

One important aspect of this algorithm that is not covered in detail by the papers 
is determining which grid squares a laser cast passes through and what distance it travels 
through each. Fortunately, this is a standard problem in computer graphics and can be 
efficiently solved using the Digital Differential Analyzer (DDA) algorithm. Our 
implementation of this algorithm is general enough to work with rays and grids of any 
dimensionality greater than or equal to two. (Of course the dimensionality of the rays 
and grids must agree.) 

6 3-D Helicopter Simulation 

The simulated world used to collect 3-D rangefinder data was created in Open Dynamics 
Engine, an open-source physics engine.  However, no physics simulation components 
were actually used; only the collision detection system was needed for our application. 
The movement of the helicopter is calculated for each step based on its current location 
and the inputs from a human driving the helicopter on-screen, and the helicopter is 
teleported to the next location for the next laser rangefinder sweep. As you can see in the 
picture of the simulated world in Figure 6.1, the world consists of a bumpy terrain, rocks, 
trees, and the helicopter. The white spheres in the picture are the locations on terrain, 
rocks, and trees hit by the helicopter's laser rangefinder, which sweeps out a 3-D 
pincushion of laser casts at intervals of 5 degrees horizontally and 5 degrees vertically. 

Figure 6.1: The Simulated World 
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The types of data recorded from the simulation are as follows: movement inputs 
to the helicopter, distances reported for each laser rangefinder cast, and for simplification 
of the task of segmenting landmarks from ground, the type of object hit by each laser 
rangefinder cast. In (Brenneke, 2003), the task of segmenting ground from objects of 
interest above ground is done in real-world situations.  In that case, landmark points are 
defined as laser cast points that have at least one other point directly below them within 
the same vertical scan (and thus are vertical surfaces).  This technique is good for picking 
out tree trunks, pillars, and fences, but it is not as good for picking out objects such as 
rounded rocks. In our simulation, we use both tree trunks and rocks for landmarks, and 
so a proper segmentation technique for our system would require slightly different 
heuristics. Also, our simulated rangefinder's resolution is not as good as the one used in 
(Brenneke, 2003), which has a resolution of 1 degree, due to the large computational 
requirements needed to maintain such high resolution in the simulation. Thus, to ensure 
that even landmarks with only one point per vertical scan may be used, we use additional 
information provided by the simulation (the type of object hit) to simplify segmentation 
of the laser data. 

7 Leveled Range Scans 

In order to perform 2-D SLAM on contoured ground, we needed to use 3-D laser 
rangefinder scans to avoid spurious landmarks from hilly ground and to see landmarks 
that would not appear in a 2-D scan.  However, in order to use the 2-D SLAM algorithms, 
we need 2-D sensor inputs.  This is where leveled range scans come in. A leveled range 
scan is a 3-D scan that has been squashed to a 2-D scan, with all the relevant landmarks 
and obstacles included.  

In order to create a leveled range scan, we must segment the 3-D point cloud, as 
described above. Landmark points, which in our case include those hitting tree trunks 
and rocks, are separated from ground points and unwanted overhang points such as tree 
tops. The landmark points are then squashed to the level of the nearest ground points in 
their vertical scans, so that the z-position of the resulting landmarks is the height of the 
ground around the landmark. While the z-positions are not used for 2-D SLAM, they are 
used for 3-D SLAM, in which the elevation of the helicopter is tracked; we will discuss 
extensions to 3-D later on.  As you can see in Figure 7.1, the scene on the left is turned 
into the segmented point cloud on the right. Cyan points represent ground, red points are 
landmark points, blue points are ignored treetop points, and black asterisks are squashed 
landmark points. 
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Scene From Helicopter Simulation Segmented Point Cloud 

Figure 7.1: Segmented Point Cloud 

To obtain the leveled range scan from the segmented point cloud, we simply 
ignore all the z-values.  The 2-D leveled range scan and the corresponding overhead view 
from the simulation are shown in Figure 7.2. The 2-D leveled range scan must then be 
processed into the relevant inputs for the particular 2-D SLAM algorithm.  For occupancy 
map SLAM, the relevant inputs are the distances obtained by a 2-D laser rangefinder.  
Thus, we find the first landmark point hit by each horizontal set of laser scans, and return 
those values as if the world had been flat and a 2-D rangefinder were used.  The resulting 
SLAM input is graphed in the lower left corner of Figure 7.2. For landmark SLAM, the 
relevant inputs are the locations of landmarks within range of the helicopter's rangefinder. 
However, landmarks can be large objects such as rocks.  In order to obtain point locations 
for each landmark, we average the locations of the points hitting a single landmark. We 
then input to the SLAM algorithm the average location of each landmark, as well as the 
number of points that went into the average and their standard deviation (for uncertainty 
calculations). The resulting inputs to the 2-D landmark SLAM algorithm are shown in 
the bottom right corner of Figure 7.2, with circles denoting three standard deviations 
around the average landmark location. 
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Overhead View From Helicopter Sim Leveled Range Scan 

2-D Laser Casts for Occupancy Maps Landmarks with 3*std circles 

Figure 7.2: Leveled Range Scan and Corresponding 2-D SLAM Inputs 
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8 FastSLAM Results 

8.1 Leveled 2-D Final Maps 

Figure 8.1: Final map for FastSLAM with 50 particles 

Figure 8.1 displays the final map obtained by leveled 2-D FastSLAM with 50 
particles, after 20 time steps. The red shapes represent the actual locations of the rocks 
and trees. The green circle is the actual position of the helicopter, and the line extending 
from the circle denotes the helicopter's orientation. The blue circle on top of the green 
circle is the estimated position of the helicopter.  The black crosses are the estimated 
positions of the landmarks (trees and rocks). 

As you can see, we have created a fairly large world for the helicopter to explore. 
However, because DP-SLAM takes an excessively long time to run in Matlab, we could 
only run for a limited number of time steps. Thus, the helicopter sees only the center of 
the map during the brief run. Figure 8.2 is the same map, but zoomed in. As we can see 
on this map, the result is reasonably accurate—the black crosses are on the rocks and 
trees they correspond to. Since the sensor is a laser rangefinder, the algorithm only has 
access to the front edge of each obstacle. Thus, the cross is seldom the center of an 
obstacle, since the helicopter never goes all the way around any of the rocks. 

The large size of some of the obstacles (the rocks) was a large source of 
inaccuracy for FastSLAM. This is because as the helicopter flies, it sees each rock from 
a different perspective, and the laser casts that hit the rock average to a new location.  
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Thus, as the helicopter moves, the nearby rocks appear to move with it. This sometimes 
causes a great deal of confusion while localizing the helicopter. It also is a systematic 
source of error that is not accounted for by our model, which assumes that the landmarks 
are point locations that do not move. Furthermore, while we somewhat take into account 
the size of a rock by giving the algorithm an indication of the spread of laser cast points 
hitting the rock, there is no way to entirely account for the size and shape of a large rock.  
The rocks in our world are capped cylinders of varying lengths and at varying angles in 
the ground, and thus seeing a long rock end-on gives no indication of its length.  This 
leads to inaccurate estimates of uncertainty in the position of the landmark, sometimes 
leading to spurious new landmarks. 

Figure 8.2: Final map for FastSLAM with 50 particles, zoomed in. 

8.2 Paths

Figure 8.3 displays the actual and estimated helicopter paths. As one can see, 
they are fairly close to each other, showing that the algorithm is reasonably accurate. 
Figure 8.4 shows the same thing, but with the two sources of noise reduced: the motion 
and sensor noise is ten times less. As one can see, the error in position is greatly reduced. 
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Figure 8.3: Actual and estimated helicopter paths. 

Figure 8.4: Actual and estimated helicopter paths (motion and laser noises divided by 
10). 
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8.3 Speed 
 
The amount of calculation time per time step required to run FastSLAM for 

varying numbers of particles is shown below in Figure 8.5.  The time estimates include 
time for preprocessing the 3-D rangefinder data to yield landmark locations, which takes 
about 0.1 sec.  As you can see, the time per time step increases linearly with the number 
of particles used.  This is as one might expect.  The accuracy of the results did not rise 
significantly with more than 50 particles, which takes only about 3 seconds per time step 
to run.  This is already acceptable for most robotic SLAM algorithms.  If the 
implementation had been done in C rather than in Matlab, the time would be greatly 
reduced.    
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Figure 8.5: Time needed to run FastSLAM 
 
8.4 Memory Usage 
 

Figure 8.6 shows the total memory used while doing FastSLAM for varying 
numbers of particles.  This amount includes an estimate of the amount of memory needed 
to do preprocessing of one time step's worth of data to find landmark locations.  As you 
can see, the amount of memory needed also varies linearly with the number of particles 
used.  For 50 particles, only 2 MB was required; again, if the implementation were done 
in C rather than Matlab, this number would probably be significantly less.     
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Figure 8.6: Memory Usage for FastSLAM 
 
 
8.5 3-D FastSLAM 
 

So far, the algorithms we have compared use a “leveled 2-D" approach: the 
observations' z-values are ignored, and a 2-D SLAM algorithm is used to generate a 2-D 
map.  Now we will talk about doing FastSLAM in 3-D.  In environments where the 
robot's elevation does not change significantly, one can create a 3-D map of the 
environment by appending 3-D scans to the path determined by a 2-D SLAM algorithm, 
as in (Montemerlo, 2003).  The test run we did had the helicopter hovering at the same 
level throughout, so this would even have been possible with our data.  However, if the 
robot's elevation can change significantly, which it often does with a helicopter platform, 
one must track the robot's elevation in order to create a 3-D map of the environment.     

As mentioned in the section on creating leveled range scans, the landmark points 
are squashed to the level of the nearby ground, so that the position of a tree landmark is 
viewed as a point at the base of the trunk.  This processing was done for use in 3-D 
FastSLAM.  The 2-D FastSLAM algorithm extends easily to 3-D.  In 3-D FastSLAM, the 
helicopter's pose is tracked as (x,y,z,θ) rather than simply (x,y,θ), and the landmark 
positions are (x,y,z) instead of (x,y).  The Kalman Filter updates are changed to add the 
new dimension appropriately, and the rest of the algorithm is the same.  The 
computational difficulty of doing 3-D with FastSLAM is only incrementally more than 
that of doing 2-D.  This is one advantage of using FastSLAM over DP-SLAM, since, as 
we will discuss shortly, doing DP-SLAM in 3-D requires a prohibitive amount of 
additional computation.   

Figure 8.7 represents a 3-D map obtained after 20 time steps.  Again, the red 
circles are the actual positions of the obstacles.  The green and blue circles are the actual 
and estimated positions of the helicopter, respectively.  The black crosses represent the 
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estimated positions of the observed landmarks. The size of the crosses represents the 
uncertainty on their positions. 

Figure 8.7: 3D map of the world obtained by 3DFastSLAM after 20 time steps. 

To make the final map clearer, Figure 8.8 represents the final map obtained by 3
D FastSLAM, to be compared with the map in Figure 8.2. As we can see, the accuracy is 
very comparable. The time per time step is also very similar to that obtained for 2-D 
SLAM (3.5 sec for 50 particles). 

Figure 8.8: Final map for 3D FastSLAM (the map is seen from top) 
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Figure 8.9 represents the actual and estimated squashed paths from 3DFastSLAM, 
with the same noise parameters as the 2-D equivalent in Figure 3.  As you can see, the 
accuracy is comparable. 

Figure 8.9: Squashed actual and estimated paths from 3DFastSLAM. 
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Figure 8.10: Actual and estimated altitude along the helicopter path 

Figure 8.10 shows the actual and estimated helicopter altitude along its path (note 
the scale). As you can see, 3-D FastSLAM is capable of tracking the helicopter altitude 
fairly accurately. 

8.6 Strengths and Weaknesses of FastSLAM

a)	 Strengths 

•	 Speed: FastSLAM is fairly fast, particularly as compared with DP-SLAM. 
•	 Memory requirements: FastSLAM remembers only the helicopter’s and 

landmarks’ positions. Thus, if the number of landmarks is not excessive, 
the memory requirement is low. Also, no additional memory is required 
to increase the resolution (as compared with grid-based methods like DP
SLAM). 

•	 Extension to 3-D: FastSLAM extends easily to 3-D, with only incremental 
changes in computational requirements and time. 

b)	 Weaknesses 

•	 Accuracy: The accuracy obtained was slightly disappointing.  Partly this is 
due to the large size of the landmarks and the tendency of large landmarks 
to appear to move along with the helicopter. 

•	 Robustness: Two points make FastSLAM non-robust: 1) The data 
association problem is not accurate.  Moreover, a failure in the data 
association has drastic effect on the Kalman Filter. 2) The shape of the 
obstacles is not taken into account, since the Kalman Filter only uses 
points. Thus, when a rock is seen from one viewpoint or another, the 
‘landmark’s’ position is moving as well, whereas a landmark should not 
move. 

•	 Incomplete map: Unlike in DP-SLAM, the algorithm does not produce an 
actual map of the landscape, only a map of the landmarks. Some post
processing (such as appending scans to the final calculated poses) has to 
be performed before getting a map of the actual landscape. 
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9 DP-SLAM Results 

9.1 Final Map

We were generally pleased with the results produced by DP-SLAM although we were 
somewhat hampered by the processing and memory constraints (see discussion below).  
Figure 9.1 shows the final map produced by DP-SLAM with the actual landmark 
positions and estimated and actual helicopter paths. DP-SLAM did not suffer from the 
difficulties that FastSLAM encountered related to landmark size.  With DP-SLAM, large 
landmarks simply fill more squares and therefore do not appear to move as the helicopter 
moves around them. 

Figure 9.1: Final occupancy map produced by DP-SLAM overlaid with outlines 
(blue) of the actual obstacles in the environment. The shade of gray represents 
P (x, r ) for each square using the width of a square for x. Darker shadesc

represent a higher probability of stopping the laser.  The actual path of the 
helicopter is shown in green and the estimated path of the helicopter is shown in 
magenta. This simulation used 10 particles and was executed for 40 time steps. 
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9.2 Helicopter path

The estimated path of the helicopter tracked the actual path fairly well, even with a very 
small number of particles. From Figure 9.2, you can see that the algorithm does drift 
from the actual path when exploring new territory but does a good job of returning to the 
actual path when it is able to observe areas which it has seen previously. 

True (green) and estimated (magenta) Helicopter Paths 
0.58 

0.56 

0.54 

0.52 

0.5 

0.48 

0.46 

0.44 

0.42 
0.46 0.48 0.5 0.52 0.54 0.56 

Figure 9.2: Actual and estimated helicopter path detail from the same 
simulation as above. The actual path is shown in greed while the estimated 
path is shown in magenta. The path begins at (0.5,0.5) and starts out going 
clockwise the path ends near (0.5,0.53). 

9.3 Performance

The one area where we were disappointed with DP-SLAM was the performance.  
Although this was partly due to the inefficiency of implementing tree data structures in 
Matlab, it is still clear that DP-SLAM is far more computationally intensive and uses 
much more memory than FastSLAM. This is largely due to the need to access and 
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update all the grid squares encountered by the laser casts rather than just operating on a 
few landmark positions.  

Wall Clock Time per Time Step 
as a function of the Number of Particles 
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Figure 9.3: Average wall clock time required for each time step with 
varying numbers of particles. A more efficient implementation should be 
able to cut these numbers in half. 

Because of the enormous memory demands of our implementation, the length of 
simulations was severely limited. With 100 particles, we were only able to execute 2 
time steps before a machine with 1 GB of RAM exhausted its memory.  Back of the 
envelope calculations indicate that the memory utilization is at least one order of 
magnitude higher than would be expected from the amount of data that needs to be 
stored. Presumably a C/C++ implementation of this algorithm would not suffer from the 
same problems. Since all simulations terminated by exhausting memory, we have not 
shown total memory usage. Instead, we give the amount of additional memory allocated 
per time step. This memory is almost all allocated during the map update phase 
indicating that the data being stored in the map is not stored efficiently. 
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New Memory Allocated per Time Step 
as a function of the Number of Particles 
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Figure 9.4: New memory allocated for each time step versus number of 
particles simulated. 

9.4 3-D DP-SLAM 

An extension of DP-SLAM to 3-D, which we did not implement, is a fair amount 
more difficult than extending FastSLAM to 3-D.  The most straightforward extension to 
3-D would involve using a 3-D occupancy grid instead of the standard 2-D occupancy 
grid, and using all of the 3-D rangefinder casts rather than processing it to a leveled 2-D 
scan. Creating a 3-D occupancy grid would, as with the 2-D case, result in automatic 
generation of maps rather than having to create a map during post-processing via 
appending scans to paths. In the 3-D case, that would mean being able to automatically 
map things like overpasses and tunnels, which could be very useful to a remote-
controlled helicopter trying to fly autonomously. 

However, instead of memory and time requirements being proportional to the area 
swept out by a 2-D laser rangefinder, they would be proportional to the volume swept out 
by the 3-D laser rangefinder.  Given the prohibitive amount of time required to do DP
SLAM in 2-D within Matlab, we decided that trying to do 3-D DP-SLAM would be 
hopeless. We did find one paper describing using a 3-D occupancy grid (Kou, 2004), 
using stereo vision rather than laser rangefinders. While no mention of time or memory 
requirements was made, the results were nonetheless rather disappointing. We surmise 
that 3-D DP-SLAM may be impractical in terms of computational and storage needs. 
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10 Conclusions 

From this project, we have learned about the main challenges of SLAM, as well as the 
strengths and weaknesses of FastSLAM and DP-SLAM.  DP-SLAM was shown to 
provide a very accurate map of the world, even with a low number of particles.  It is very 
robust, particularly when dealing with big objects, which are seen differently from 
different viewpoints. On the other hand, FastSLAM was less accurate but very fast, 
needed much less memory, and was easily extended to 3D. However, it requires a 
problematic pre-processing of the sensor information, since it treats the world as a set of 
point landmarks. Also, the shape of the landmarks cannot be taken into account, making 
the result even less accurate in chaotic worlds. In a very complicated world, when 
memory and speed are not main concerns, one should use DP-SLAM.  On the other hand, 
FastSLAM provides a cheap algorithm in terms of memory and speed, but can have less 
accurate results. Finally, on the software side, we learned that one should never try to use 
pointers and trees in Matlab. 
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1.Introduction 

This is the final report for the Spring 2004 16.412J course project. I chose to focus 
my project on the design and implementation of a Tactic-Guided Cooperative Path 
Planner, using Linear Programming. This personal project was part of a larger group 
project involving the design of a fairly complex activity and path planning architecture 
for cooperative autonomous agents. 

In this report, I will first quickly present the overall planning architecture of this 
group project, how my path planner folds into this design and how it interacts with the 
other components of the system. I will then give an overview of the functionalities of the 
path planner, explain to what extent its design builds upon previous work in the planning 
research field, and describe in more details the innovations of the approach I took to 
tackle the problem. 

One part of this report will also be dedicated to explaining the software interface I 
have been working on in order to demonstrate the path planner and the whole architecture 
on a flight simulation testbed. I will also present some results and runs we made on this 
simulator to demonstrate the capabilities of our activity and path planning architecture. 

Finally, the last section will gather the imperfections and weaknesses of the 
current design that will have been introduced in the previous sections and suggest 
improvements to the path planner. 

2.Overall Activity and Path Planner 

Architecture 

2.1. Motivation and Previous Work 

The concept of autonomous cooperative vehicles have recently found applications 
in many various fields, from managing a team of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles for fire
fighting or military missions, to coordinating a group of rovers to explore unknown 
environments or perform search-and-rescue scenarios. In all these applications, one of the 
most challenging issues is to be able to coach and monitor a group of autonomous agents 
organized in an architecture with which the human only has to interact at the highest 
level, delegating the low-level tasks to the autonomous systems. 

In order to tackle this issue, this project builds upon several previous projects that 
tried to deal with the problem of coaching groups of cooperative autonomous vehicles. In 
particular, the overall architecture of the activity and path planner described in this report 
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was inspired by the work done under the MICA initiative, which will be briefly presented 
here. 

The Mixed Initiative Control of Automa-Teams (MICA)[1] is a DARPA project 
conducted at the AI Lab and the Space Systems Lab a few years ago. This project dealt 
with the coordination of UAVs and ground vehicles for military missions, using an 
approach based on the tight integration of a temporal activity planner (Kirk) and a path 
planning architecture based on Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP)[2]. Kirk was 
used at the mission level to describe the list of goals to be achieved by the team of 
vehicles (mainly, waypoints to be reached) and the temporal constraints on the execution 
of these tasks. The lower-level MILP trajectory planner was responsible for executing the 
temporal activity plan generated by Kirk and also provided real-time re-planning and task 
re-assignment capabilities, using a receding-horizon framework [3]. 

More recently, the Software Enabled Control (SEC) group at MIT [4] designed a 
path planning architecture for multi-vehicle systems, involving a MILP receding-horizon 
framework. This architecture described in [5] inspired in many ways the architecture of 
our activity / path planner, and it is worth describing in some level of detail before 
introducing the actual planning architecture we came up with for this term project. 

Figure 1: Software Enabled Control Planning Architecture [5] 

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of the Software Enabled Control planner. A 
High-Level Planner takes mission goals from the user (possibly through a natural 
language interface). Typically, for missions involving a team of UAVs supervised by a 
manned leader aircraft, these goals would be “go to this waypoint” commands issued by 
the pilot onboard the leader aircraft. Task assignment is done by a component that 
formulates the resulting multi-agent traveling salesman problem as a Mixed Integer 
Linear Program. To compute an optimal task assignment with respect to some cost 
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function (like fuel consumption, or some measure of safety) and/or some temporal 
constraints on the completion of the mission, the Task Assignment component requires 
estimates of the costs for each vehicle to go to each waypoint. These costs are provided 
by a Graph-Based Path Planner using a visibility graph approach to estimate the costs to 
go, avoiding the obstacles. A distributed MILP Trajectory Designer computes for each 
vehicle the path to go to its assigned goal, using a receding horizon framework which will 
be introduced in more details in Section 3.4. Finally, a centralized “Brain” checks for 
vehicle collision and calls a Collision Avoidance Planner to modify the path plans if 
necessary. 

2.2. Overall Architecture and Innovations 

The overall architecture of the activity and path planner was clearly inspired by 
the SEC framework described in 2.1. However, some major differences and/or 
innovations exist between the two approaches, as illustrated in Figure 2. 

Figure 2: Overall Architecture of the Activity / Path Planner 

As in the SEC framework, the user interacts with a High-Level Activity Planner 
(Kirk) sitting at the top of the architecture. However, while the SEC High-Level Planner 
allowed the user to specify goal waypoints to be reached within a given period of time, 
the use of Kirk as an even higher-level planner is a significant innovation. In this 
architecture, the user can specify very high-level mission tactics in order to accomplish a 
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set of abstract goals while satisfying mission temporal constraints. The goals are no 
longer commands to go to given waypoints; they are requirements on the final state of the 
system, such as having extinguished the specified forest fires. The intermediate 
Generative Activity Planner is then responsible for elaborating a lower-level activity plan 
in order to accomplish the high-level plan outputted by Kirk. 

Both activity planners interact with a Fast Roadmap Path Planner in order to 
assure feasibility of the activity plan. The Roadmap Path Planner uses the D* Lite 
algorithm on a discretized map in order to compute the minimum distance to go from a 
given start waypoint to a given goal waypoint. This minimum distance is used by the 
activity planners to compute a lower bound on the execution time of activities involving 
motion. Note that in this architecture the task assignment is made at the highest level by 
Kirk. This will be discussed briefly in Section 5. 

The use of this intermediate Generative Activity Planner allows the user to 
supervise the system at an even higher-level. Consider the goal sent by Kirk to a fire
fighting UAV to extinguish a specified forest fire. The intermediate planner can now 
relieve the user from wondering about resource management: it can decide that the 
commanded UAV must first go to an intermediate fuel station in order to refuel or go to a 
lake to get water before it can accomplish the goal specified by the user. 

Finally, at the lowest level, a Tactic-Guided Kinodynamic Path Planner similar by 
some aspects to the SEC Trajectory Designer is responsible for designing the paths with 
respect to the temporal plan provided by the activity planners. It uses a receding horizon 
framework to plan within a limited time window and calls the Fast Roadmap Path 
Planner to plan beyond its horizon. This is presented in more details in Section 3. 

3.Description of the Path Planner 

3.1. Main Features and Functionalities 

The main role of the Tactic-guided Kinodynamic Path Planner is to further expand 
the temporal activity plan provided by the higher-level planners by designing paths to 
lead the autonomous vehicles through the corresponding consecutive waypoints in the 
map. To do so, the path planner could simply pre-compute the entire paths beforehand 
according to its knowledge of the map. However, this knowledge might not be complete 
(it might encounter unknown obstacles along the way) or the environment might be 
dynamic and non-deterministic (pop-up obstacles). For those reasons, and also because 
the system must be able to monitor the execution of the plan and re-plan if necessary, an 
important feature of the path planner is that it runs in real time, designing paths as the 
vehicles evolve in their environment. 

To design paths that take into account the dynamics of the vehicles, the path 
planner formulates the problem as a linear program. A short introduction to linear 
programming and how it has been applied to path planning are presented in Sections 3.2 
and 3.3. But solving such linear programs can be very computationally intensive, so in 
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order the have the path planner design paths in real time, it must be restricted to 
designing partial paths within a limited time window. This approach is called Receding 
Horizon Path Planning and is presented in Section 3.3.4. 

However, the role of the Tactic-guided Path Planner goes beyond simply 
designing paths towards provided waypoints. Because it is “tactic-guided”, it is also 
responsible for enforcing the “tactic”, i.e. the temporal activity plan it takes as an input. 
This plan is a temporally flexible plan, with lower and upper times bounds on the 
duration of activities so that re-planning is made possible at the lower level without 
changing the activity plan elaborated at a higher level. So the path planner also has to 
schedule the activities in the input plan by fixing the start and end times of each activity, 
as described in Section 3.5. 

3.2. Brief Introduction to MILP and Clausal LP 

A linear program is a constraint satisfaction and optimization problem in which 
constraints are linear inequalities on the variables and the optimization function is a linear 
combination of the variables. Variables are constrained to take real values. An optimal 
solution to the linear program is an assignment to all the variables that satisfies all the 
constraints while minimizing (or maximizing) the value of the optimization function. A 
linear program can be represented as illustrated in Figure�3. 

Minimize c x + c x + ... + c x
11 1 12 2 1 n n 

�
 a x + a x + ... + a x � b
11 1 12 2 1 n n 1 

� 
�
� 
�
� 

Subject to 
�
�

�
�


... 

a x + a x + ... + a x � b m1 1 m 2 2 mn n m 

Figure�3: Usual Representation of a Linear Program 

Many optimization problems under constraints can be formalized as linear 
programs. However, the formulation described above can only describe conjunctions of 
constraints. Some problems require the notion of disjunctions of constraints, such as the 
obstacle avoidance problem: at any time instant, the vehicle must be either north of the 
obstacle or east or south or west. One approach to solve this issue is to extend the 
variable domains to discrete domains, mainly integer intervals. The resulting linear 
program is called a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP). How MILPs can be used to 
encode disjunctions of constraints as described in [5] for the path planning problem. But 
this approach is rather awkward and tricky, and can become very cumbersome for 
problems involving large numbers of nested disjunctions of constraints. 

Another much more natural approach that has been demonstrated in this project 
and previously introduced in [6] is the Clausal Linear Programming approach. A Clausal 
Linear Program (CLP) is an extended linear program in which the set of constraints is no 
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longer a conjunction of inequalities but can be any logical combination of inequalities. 
The definition of a CLP in its Conjunctive Normal Form is illustrated in Figure�4. 

Minimize c x + c x + ... + c x
11 1 12 2 1 n n 

i i i	 	 [a11x1 + a12 x2 + ... + a x 	 b
1 

i] 	 1n n	 1	 i	 k
1 

		 	 
Subject to 	 ... 	 

	 i i i 	 bi 	 	 [a x + a x + ... + amnxn m ]		 m1 1 m 2 2	1	 i	 k 	m 

Figure�4: Definition of a CLP in Conjunctive Normal Form 

No reliable solver currently exists for clausal linear programs. However, ILOG 
CPLEX�[7] provides supports for some evolved logical constraints such as disjunctive or 
if-then constraints. The user can define such logical constraints and the solver then 
translates them into a MILP to apply the usual solving methods available. In the rest of 
this report, linear program encodings will be presented as CLPs. 

3.3. Encoding of the Vehicle Dynamics as a Linear Program 

The linear programming framework allows us to consider state variables taking 
real values. However, in order to express the constraints relative to the evolution of these 
state variables over time, we need to discretized time and consider the values of the state 
variables at consecutive time steps. From a linear programming perspective, there has to 
be one unknown for each vehicle, state variable, and time step. The resulting list of 
unknowns is presented in Table�1. 

Table�1: List of Unknowns to Encode the State of the System 

x[i][t] x-coordinate of aircraft i at time step t 
y[i][t] y-coordinate of aircraft i at time step t 
vx[i][t] x-component of the velocity of aircraft i at time step t 
vy[i][t] y-component of the velocity of aircraft i at time step t 
ax[i][t] x-component of the acceleration of aircraft i at time step t 
ay[i][t] y-component of the acceleration of aircraft i at time step t 

3.3.1. Initialization of the Unknowns 

The state variables must be initialized to some value in order to track the 
continuous evolution of the state of the system from one planning step to the following 
re-planning step. To do so, the initialization constraints presented in Figure�5 are added to 

ini ini ini ini ini ini inithe problem. The choice of t , x , yi , vx , vyi , ax and ayi will be discussed 
i i i i 

in�3.3.4. 
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ini ] ini� x[i][t = xi i 
� 

ini ] ini 
y[i][t = yi� i 

ini ] ini� vx[i][t = vxi i � 
ini ] ini 

vy[i][t = vyi� i 

ini ] ini� ax[i][t = axi i � 
ini ] ini 

� ay[i][t = ayii 

Figure�5: Initialization Constraints for Aircraft i 

3.3.2. Dynamic Model for the Aircrafts 

The dynamic model for the aircrafts is the zero-order linear point mass model 
presented in [5] and reproduced in Figure�6. �t is the time increment between two time 
steps. 

� x[i][t +1] = x[i][t]+ � t �vx[i][t]+ � t 2 /2 �ax[i][t] 
� 

2� y[i][t +1] = y[i][t]+ � t �vy[i][t]+ � t /2 �ay[i][t] 
� 
� vx[i][t +1] = vx[i][t]+ � t �ax[i][t] 
�� vy[i][t +1] = vy[i][t]+ � t �ay[i][t] 

Figure�6: Dynamic Model Constraints for Aircraft i at Time Step t 

3.3.3. Upper-Bound Constraint on the Velocity 

At each time step, the velocity of the aircrafts must be lower than some maximal 
velocity v . The issue with expressing this constraint is that it has to be linearized; one 

max 

method introduced in [5] is presented in Figure�7. 
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� [vx[i][t]�cos(2k� /K) + vy[i][t]�sin 2k� /K) � v max ](
0�k� K�1 

Figure�7: Part-wise Linearization of the Upper-Bound Velocity Constraint for 

Aircraft i at Time Step t [5] 

3.3.4. Lower-Bound Constraint on the Velocity 

At each time step, the velocity of the aircrafts also has to be greater than some 
minimal velocity v

min 
. The CLP encoding for this constraint is very similar to the upper-

bound velocity constraint, although it is now a disjunction of inequalities, as presented in 
Figure�8. 

� [vx[i][t]�cos(2k� /K) + vy[i][t]�sin 2k� /K) � vmin ](
0�k� K�1 

Figure�8: Part-wise Linearization of the Lower-Bound Velocity Constraint for 

Aircraft i at Time Step t 

3.3.5. Upper-Bound Constraint on the Acceleration 

Similarly, at each time step the acceleration of the aircrafts also must be smaller 
than some maximal acceleration a . The CLP encoding for this constraint is the same 

max 

a s  f o r  t h e  v  e l o c i t y  a n d  i  s  p r e s e n t e d  i n  
Figure�9. 

� [ax[i][t]�cos 2k� /K) + ay[i][t]�sin 2k� /K) � a max ]( (
0�k�K�1 

Figure�9: Part-wise Linearization of the Upper-Bound Acceleration Constraint for 

Aircraft i at Time Step t 
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3.3.6. Obstacle Avoidance Constraints 

An aircraft is outside of an obstacle or a no-fly zone if and only if it is either to the 
north, the east, the south or the west of this obstacle. If we only allow rectangular 
obstacles o represented by the 4-tuple ( yNorth [o], x

West 
[o]) of their  edge  

East 
[o], ySouth [o], x

coordinates, then the obstacle avoidance constraints can be expressed as in Figure�10. 

� y[i][t] � yNorth [o] 
� 
� � x[i][t] � xEast [o] �

� � y[i][t] � ySouth [o]

�
� � x[i][t] � xWest [o] 

Figure�10: Obstacle Avoidance Constraint for Aircraft i and Obstacle o at Time 

Step t 

Note that since the aircrafts are modeled by a point mass, the obstacles have to be 
slightly extended in order to take into account the actual size of the aircrafts, plus a 
probable safety factor. This is described in numerous details in [5]. 

As for the constraints imposing to the aircrafts to stay within a given region of the 
map, those can be encoded in a rather straight-forward way as conjunctions of 
inequalities, with one inequality for each edge of the region, assuming that it is concave. 

Collision avoidance between two aircrafts has unfortunately not been 
implemented. 

3.4. The Receding Horizon Framework 

As mentioned in 3.1, the CLP path planner only designs paths within a limited 
time window in order to lower the computation time necessary to solve the linear 
program. If the final goal towards which the path planner is designing a path is outside of 
that scope, the CLP planner requires a heuristic to guide its path in the correct direction. 
This heuristic is provided by a fast path planner as a set of sub-goals lying within the 
planning horizon and to which costs have been assigned. This set of sub-goals is called a 
local cost map. To design cost-optimal paths, the Kinodynamic Path Planner must choose 
a path to one of the sub-goals in the cost map while minimizing the total cost of the path 
to the final goal [3]. This is illustrated in Figure�11. 
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Figure�11: Receding Horizon Framework 

Note that this method is very likely to lead the aircraft to a crash into an obstacle if 
the path planner re-plans once the aircraft has reached the planning horizon, because the 
final velocity of the aircraft as it reaches the planning horizon might not allow it to avoid 
an obstacle that would not have been detected before because it was beyond the planning 
horizon. To prevent this, we can introduce a second shorter-term horizon called the 
execution horizon: the path planner plans up to the planning horizon, but re-plans as soon 
as the aircraft reaches the execution horizon [3]. This method proved to be very effective 
during the test runs on the simulator. 

Another approach to the same problem is the make sure that every path designed 
by the path planner ends in a safe loop [8]. This has not been implemented, although it is 
actually what the aircraft is driven to do in the current version of the path planner if 
CPLEX fails to find a solution to the CLP before the aircraft reaches the executing 
horizon: at each re-planning step, the aircraft is sent a linked list of waypoints, with the 
last waypoint pointing to the previous one, so that an aircraft which would have reached 
its last waypoint would start going back-and-forth between its two last waypoints. 
However, this closed path is not guaranteed to be obstacle-free. 

The constraint formulation presented in Figure�12 is used in order to add the 
choice of a sub-goal to the CLP. Note that in the current version of the path planner, the 
cost to go to the sub-goal is not taken into account in order to speed-up the algorithm. 
The width � of the tolerance region around sub-goals also helps speeding up the 
algorithm by loosening the constraints on the position. 
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Minimize c[i] 


x 
 
 
 x[i][thorizon ] 
 xg + 

 g 

 
 

Subject to 
 
yg 
 
 
 y[i][thorizon ] 
 yg + 


sub 
 goals g 


 c[i] = cg 
 
 
 

Figure�12: Constraint on the Choice of the Sub-goal for Aircraft i 

Despite many other approximations similar to the � sub-goal tolerance and not 
mentioned in this report, the algorithm still runs in more than 10 seconds. As a 
consequence, the path planner cannot wait until the aircraft reaches the execution horizon 
to start designing the next partial path; it has to start solving the CLP as soon as possible, 
i.e. as soon as it has finished solving the previous one. This means that the path planner 
must design the following path starting at an estimated future position of the aircraft. In 
practice, it starts the new path at the last waypoint of the current path (see Section 3.3.1). 
If CPLEX finishes solving the CLP “early”, then the path planner waits until the aircraft 
has started tracking its last waypoint before it sends the new linked list of waypoints and 
the TRACK command (see Section 4.3). If CPLEX has not found the optimal solution in 
time, the path planner uses the best found solution as the new path. The algorithm fails if 
no feasible path is found in time. 

3.5. Activity Scheduling and Execution Monitoring 

The Tactic-guided Path Planner has to choose the start and end times of all the 
activities in the temporally flexible plan outputted by the activity planners. Section 3.4 
describes a method that enables the path planner to solve a small part of the whole 
planning problem by focusing only on planning within a limited time window. The exact 
same method cannot be applied to the activity scheduling problem: if the planner ignores 
the activities that do not overlap the current time window, it will ignore lower time 
bounds on the duration of future activities and very likely leave too little time to perform 
them. 

This is the reason why the planner must consider the whole scheduling problem 
every time it re-plans. However, as will be shown in the following paragraphs, the 
scheduling problem involves few variables and is not very computationally intensive, 
which makes it somewhat easy to re-solve. 

A temporally flexible activity plan consists in nodes, arcs between the nodes, and 
activities associated with the arcs. Each arc describes a temporal constraint on the times 
at which its two corresponding nodes can occur. Each activity might impose constraints 
on the spatial position of the agent responsible for executing it. This is described in the 
following sections. 
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3.5.1. Associating Variables to the Nodes 

The scheduling problem consists in assigning a time value to each node in the 
temporal plan. Hence, a new unknown t[n] is created for each node n. 

3.5.2. Encoding the Temporal Constraints on the Arcs 

Each arc between two nodes is associated with a time interval constraining the 
time delay that may occur between the two nodes. Hence, if we consider an arc between 
two nodes n1 and n2 associated with the time interval [tmin, tmax], the corresponding 
temporal constraint will be added to the CLP in the following form: 

t � t[n
2
]� t[n

1
] � t

min	 max 

3.5.3. Encoding the Spatial Constraints on the Activities 

We can think of two different spatial constraints an activity could impose on an 
agent: it could either impose the agent to be at a specified point at the end of the activity 
(“Go To” activity) or impose that the agent stays within a specified region during the 
execution of the activity (“Stay At” activity). The current version of the path planner 
supports “Go To” activities, but does not support “Stay At” activities. 

Every time the path planner needs to re-plans, it first monitors the state of each 
activity in the temporal plan. Five cases can occur for a given activity: 

•	 If the end node is older than the beginning of the previous time window, then 
the activity was completed long before and the path planner ignores it. 

•	 Else, if the time value for the end node is within the previous time window, 
then the activity was just completed at the previous iteration. The path 
planner then freezes the time variable for this end node to its current value 
and removes any spatial constraint that might be associated with this activity. 

•	 Else, if the start node is older than the beginning of the current time window, 
this means that the activity is being executed. The Tactic-Guided Path 
Planner then requests a cost map from the Roadmap Path Planner and adds 
the corresponding constraints (see Section 3.4) to the CLP. 

•	 Else, the activity has not started yet, but it might still start within the current 
time window, depending on the status of the activities preceding it in the 
temporal plan: 

- If one of the immediately preceding activities is being executed and is 
about to be completed during the current time window, then the path 
planner adds its spatial constraints to the CLP (same as for the previous 
bullet point). Note that this method looks only at the immediate 
preceding activities, so that it is only valid if all activities are assumed to 
last longer than the width of the time window. 
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- Else, the activity is not about to start, so the path planner ignores its 
spatial constraints. 

At the end of each re-planning phase, the path planner also checks if the aircrafts 
reach the goal position corresponding to their “Go To” activity by the end of its new path 
plan. If an aircraft is not within a given small distance of its goal position, then the 
completion of the “Go to” activity is postponed by adding a constraint on its end node 
stating that it cannot occur before then of the next time window. Else, the path planner 
considers that the aircraft will have reached its goal by the end of the current time 
window, so it adds a constraint on the end node of the “Go To” activity so that the 
activity has to terminate within the next time window. 

4.Interfacing with the Cloud Cap Flight 

Simulator 

In order to develop, debug and demonstrate our planning architecture, we had to 
choose a multi-vehicle testbed and design a software interface with that testbed. In the 
interest of time, we decided to choose a simulation testbed rather than a hardware 
architecture, because hardware integration would probably have taken more time than we 
had in the context of our course project. 

The Software Enable Control group [4] at the Space Systems Laboratory was 
using a flight simulator provided by Boeing, and we first decided to use this simulator. 
We met with Mario Valenti, the PhD student responsible for maintaining the simulator 
and developing a software interface to it. However, it turned out that the requirements on 
the use of this simulator were rather stringent; one of the strongest requirements was 
probably the runtime constraint imposing our real-time planner to run in less than one 
second. 

We finally decided to choose a simulation platform provided by Cloud Cap 
Technologies. This testbed had already been used in the context of the MICA project 
(see�2.1). The following sections briefly describe this hardware-in-the-loop simulation 
testbed and the software interface we had to build in order to interact with it. 

4.1. Architecture of the Simulator 

The Cloud Cap simulator is a hardware-in-the-loop testbed. It consists in a set of 
Piccolo autopilot units, connected to a PC via USB ports. The PC runs the actual software 
simulator, whose goal is to take the commands sent by the autopilots and simulate the 
corresponding behavior of the aircrafts according to a given kinodynamic model. The 
simulator then computes the sensor information corresponding to the current state of the 
aircrafts, and sends this data back to the autopilots. 

In order to send commands to the simulated aircrafts, the user must interact with 
an Operator Interface. This software is preferably installed on another PC, because Cloud 
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Cap recommends that the simulator be the only application running on its PC in order to 
assure real-time computation. The PC running the Operator interface is connected to a 
Ground Station that relays the data from the user to the autopilots through radio waves. 
The user can send commands, such as waypoints or autopilot mode switches. The 
Operator Interface also displays status data sent by the autopilots every second, such as 
GPS position, velocity or index of the waypoint currently being tracked. The overall 
simulator architecture is presented in Figure�13. 

Simulator PC 

Serial 

Piccolo Ground 
Station 

Piccolo 
Actuator Data 

CAN Bus 

Sensor Data 

Simulator 
software 

Flight Gear
 and Operator

 Interface 

UDP Network 

Overall Simulator Architecture [9] 

Visualization PC 

Avionics 

Figure�13: Overall Simulator Architecture [9] 

The user can also take control of the simulated aircrafts over the autopilots by 
using a manual pilot console connected to the Ground Station. Finally, as presented in 
Figure�13, the simulator offers the possibility to use an external visualization software 
such as Flight Gear or Microsoft Flight Simulator to see the aircrafts evolve in a virtual 
environment. 

4.2. Pros and Cons of the Cloud Cap Simulator 

First of all, the choice of an aircraft simulator is much more challenging than 
demonstrating on a rover testbed: while rovers can stay still at a given location, UAVs 
have a minimum speed requirement that creates real-time issues and imposes 
computation time specifications on the path planner. If we ignore temporal constraints on 
the fulfillment of the mission, a rover path planner has a theoretically infinite amount of 
time to design a path as long as the rover is able to stay at a safe location. On the 
contrary, a flying vehicle is constantly evolving in its environment and the path planner 
must assure collision avoidance at any time instant while planning future moves towards 
a specified goal waypoint. 

The principle advantage of the Cloud Cap simulator is that it is a hardware-in-the-
loop testbed. This framework offers the opportunity to demonstrate the capabilities of a 
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path planner on a very realistic flight simulation, only one step away from a real-world 
demonstration with actual UAVs. Contrary to the Boeing simulator used by the SEC 
group, this testbed is fairly customizable in that the user has direct access to the aircraft 
dynamics model and can modify it or replace it completely. This allows scenarios 
involving heterogeneous teams of UAVs with various capabilities and specifications. The 
external visualization tool (Flight Gear) also enables the user to use various types of 
aircraft models and provides a very nice tool to monitor the dynamic behavior of the 
different UAVs, which is not possible on a simple map display. 

However, the possibility to choose different aircraft models also makes it difficult 
to calibrate the autopilots. In particular, we had to spend a fair amount of time using a 
trial-and-error method to calibrate the command gains. With erroneous gains, the 
autopilots are unable to control the aircrafts properly; they can even often completely 
loose control and remain unable to go back to a stable state, even with the help of the 
manual pilot console. 

Finally, it is also important to mention that, while the current version of the 
Operator Interface allows the user the load customized maps of the vehicle environment, 
it does not support the display of multiple UAVs on the same map: each aircraft is 
associated with its map display window, and the user cannot visualize the relative 
positions of multiple UAVs in the same window. 

4.3. Description of the Software Interface 

A software interface is necessary for our planning architecture to interact with the 
simulator. This interaction is made possible with the Operator Interface by starting it in 
“server mode”. In this mode, the Operator Interface can be connected through TCP/IP to 
an external client and can relay to the client all the data it receives from the autopilots. 
The client can also send commands to the Operator Interface, which relays them to the 
autopilots. 

Cloud Cap Technologies provides a Software Development Kit consisting of C++ 
libraries in order to make the interaction with the Operator Interface easier. 
Unfortunately, those libraries are only available for Windows, and since neither Kirk nor 
CPLEX were available for this platform, we had to re-write them from scratch for UNIX-
based platforms. The resulting set of classes and methods are far from being complete, 
but they were designed to be as comprehensible as possible so that they could easily be 
extended to give more features to the interface with the simulator and more capabilities to 
the planning architecture. How to extend these capabilities is also fairly comprehensibly 
described in the Cloud Cap communications manual [10]. 

The software interface currently supports the following capabilities: 

•	 The interface can listen to the TCP streams relayed by the Operator Interface 
and identify their sender and their type. The type of streams mostly used by 
the planner architecture is the AUTOPILOT type relative to the aircraft status 
and autopilot mode. 
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•	 For any incoming AUTOPILOT stream, the interface can also identify its sub
type. In particular, more capabilities are provided for the following sub-types: 

- TELEMETRY streams: These incoming streams contain telemetry data 
about the autopilot that sent it. The interface can currently extract from 
those streams the following information: latitude, longitude, altitude 
(both GPS altitude and barometric altitude), groundspeed, and time at 
which these measurements were made. 

- AUTOPILOT_COMMAND streams: These streams sent by the 
autopilots contain in particular the reference to waypoint that the 
corresponding aircraft is currently tracking. 

- WAYPOINT_LIST streams: Such streams can be sent to the autopilots in 
order to add or remove waypoints from their flight plans. 

- WAYPOINT streams: These streams are used to upload waypoint 
descriptions to be added to a given autopilot’s flight plans. 

- TRACK streams: used to command an aircraft to start tracking a given 
waypoint stored in one of its flight plans. 

This interface is sufficient to command the autopilots by sending them waypoints 
and track commands. However, it currently does not give access to some important 
telemetry and sensor information, such as acceleration. 

5.Results and Future Work 

The Tactic-guided Path Planner was demonstrated on a simple single-aircraft fire
fighting test run that is commented in this section in order to outline the weaknesses of 
the current version of the path planner and suggest future work to improve its 
performances. A short movie is available for this demonstration. For this test run, the 
Tactic-guided Path Planner what given the following temporal activity plan consisting of 
two parallel branches starting and ending at the same time. The intervals before the 
description of activity correspond to the time constraints on the duration of this activity. 

First branch: (this first thread describes the whole mission and imposes minimum and 
maximum time bounds on its duration) 

- [30, 1800] Put out the two fires
Second branch: 

- [30, +INF] Go to the Eastern "water" waypoint of the Southern lake
- [30, 30] Get water 
- [30, +INF] Go to southern fire
- [30, 30] Drop water 
- [30, +INF] Goto the Southern "water" waypoint of the Northern lake
- [30, 30] Get water 
- [30, +INF] Go to Northern fuel station
- [30, 30] Get fuel 
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- [30, +INF] Go to Northern fire
- [30, 30] Drop water 
- [30, +INF] Go back to base

Figure�14: Zigzag Phenomenon as the Aircraft Gets Closer To its Destination 

Figure�14 illustrates one of the weaknesses of the path planner: as it gets closer to 
its destination, an aircraft tends to start zigzagging. This is due to the fact that the path 
planner uses a discrete cost map as a heuristic to guide its path in the direction of the 
destination when this destination is outside of its planning horizon. This test was run with 
a 200-meter resolution for the cost map, so as the aircraft gets closer to the destination, 
the optimal sub-goal in the cost map is often slightly off-course. This might be solved by 
increasing the resolution; however, the greater the number of sub-goals to take into 
account in the CLP, the longer CPLEX needs to run to solve the CLP. Some tests were 
run with lower resolutions, and those tests showed that CPLEX tends too take too much 
time to solve the LP when the resolution of the cost map is lower than 200 meters. 
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Figure�15: Late Obstacle Avoidance Problem 

Figure�15 also illustrates the problem with late obstacle avoidance. On its way 
back to the base, the aircrafts heads straight to the destination and turns to go around the 
no-fly zone ate the last minute. This is due to the fact that the Tactic-Guided Path Planner 
and the Roadmap Path Planner were never integrated; for this test run, the heuristic used 
to guide the path design is straight-line distance to the destination. 
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A Bayesian Net Inference Tool for Hidden State in Texas Hold’em Poker
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Abstract 

We present the design, implementation, and evaluation 

of a tool for performing common inference tasks in the 

game of Texas Hold’em Poker. The design was based 

upon the generation of inferences from a Bayesian Net, 

which was generated from a combination of expert 

knowledge and Machine Learning of a large archive of 

previously played hands. Combining this data and ex

pert knowledge of the problem domain, we generate a 

large database training set in terms of our variables of 

interest. Using the freely available Matlab Bayesian 

Net toolkit, we apply domain knowledge to generate 

topology for the Bayesian Nets, and use Matlab Bayes 

Toolkit’s Maximum Likelihood parameter estimation to 

learn the parameters for this structure. Finally, we eval

uate our sytem’s ability to predict an opponent’s hole 

cards in Texas Hold’em given our representation. 

Introduction 

One of the key goals in Artificial Intelligence is to create 

cognitive systems that can perform human-competitive rea

soning tasks. When a particular problem domain requires 

that inferences be made with limited information, an ad

ditional element of difficulty is introduced. In real-world 

problems, one typically does not have all of the informa

tion necessary to make a completely informed decision, and 

must either perform an action to receive that information, or 

make an educated guess regarding the best plan of action. 

A number of challenges arise when attempting to develop 

reasoning systems which emulate this type of intelligence. 

Brian E Mihok 
The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc.


555 Technology Square


Cambridge, MA 02139-3563


One of the main challenges is formulating a well-

defined problem and appropriate computational represen

tation within which to perform experiments. Games have 

traditionally provided many problems in Computer Science 

with an excellent test-bench for new ideas, because they can 

be clearly described in terms of set rules and well-defined 

sets of actions. Games of imperfect information (hidden 

state) provide models for an even broader range of problems, 

because they address the issues of uncertainty typically as

sociated with most difficult inference tasks. 

In addition, most games have expert strategists, which 

can provide additional insight into the design and evaluation 

of intelligent systems. As we will show in this paper, this 

incorporation of domain knowledge is an important theme 

amongst many techniques in Artificial Intelligence. Har

nessing the knowledge accumulated by humans into the de

sign process is often critical, and provides a great deal of 

benefit to the end-product. 

A recent worldwide explosion in the popularity of Poker 

has stimulated interest in the game in many areas of Com

puter Science research. The most common form of poker, 

Texas Hold’em, is a game of simple rules and complex 

strategies. As in most cards games, much of the state infor

mation is hidden to the player. In addition, because there are 

complex interactions between multiple adversaries, it pro

vides a great application for reasoning methods associated 

with multi-agent environments. Furthermore, because it is a 

zero-sum game of chance (odds) and clear rewards (money), 

one could conceivably extend many of the concepts for rea
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soning in Hold’em to disciplines such as Economics. 

This paper presents our efforts to design, implement and 

evaluate a system for Bayesian inference in the domain of 

Limit Hold’em Poker. To address these tasks of reason

ing under uncertainty, we investigate the possibility of using 

probabilistic inference methods that fall under the umbrella 

of Statistical Learning. These techniques have been used in a 

number of problem domains, and demonstrate a great deal of 

success and recent advances in Computer Science research. 

The next section of this paper describes the background in

formation related to poker strategy and the statistical infer

ence methods we have incorporated into our design. This 

is followed up by the requirements and motivation for our 

systems. Next, the design tradeoffs associated with our par

ticular implementation are presented. Finally, we describe 

the results from our inference system on a number of valida

tion tests. 

Background 

Games 

Throughout this history of Games and Artificial Intelligence, 

a number of significant benchmarks have been achieved by 

computers that can produce human-competitive strategies. 

In the textbook example, Chess has been shown to be ’solv

able’ through exhaustive search methods. The degree of suc

cess of this approach is highly determined by the overall 

computational power of the hardware platform. However, 

in comparing these search algorithms (i.e. minimax) with 

the nature of human strategic reasoning, the parallels be

tween the two are minimal. Humans reason according to re

lationships between different types of moves and positions, 

and determine a strategy accordingly. This is entirely dif

ferent from machine strategy, which usually involves some 

calculations/evaluations and the use of heuristics. Essen

tially, humans are able reduce the search space of their ex

ploration, based upon domain knowledge with seemingly lit

tle effort. More recent efforts have shown the possibility of 

capturing domain knowledge into search of a solution space 

(Koza et al. 2003). Although these and similar techniques 

show promise for performing a seemingly more intelligent 

search for solutions, the problem of representation of this 

domain knowledge remains a significant challenge. In addi

tion, when a particular problem domain introduces elements 

of uncertainty, the level of complexity of this representation 

further increases. Poker is a game of uncertain information 

and complex strategy. Although the rules and action possi

bilities are very simple, good human strategy incorporates 

factors such as deception(i.e. bluffing), odds, and psychol

ogy. Thus, brute-force tactics would not be sufficient for de

termining an effective strategy. Unlike chess, algorithms for 

poker strategy must incorporate a concise representation of 

a great deal of domain knowledge, much of which is related 

to the uncertainty of the game. However, information about 

rules, strategy information, and other nuances of a particular 

problem domain are difficult to represent in machines us

ing the programming techniques and data structures of mod

ern digital computers. One intuitive way this information 

is conveyed in machine learning is through the description 

of game factors as variables. In games, a variable can rep

resent a wide range of concepts including those related to 

the physical, conceptual, temporal realms. Rules of a game, 

a player’s actions, and relevant state information can all be 

captured through the declaration of domains and variables. 

In machine learning, examples of actions in a game are pre

sented in terms of these variables, and algorithms are used to 

’learn’ the patterns or relationships between these variables. 

When uncertainty is involved, Bayesian Nets provide a way 

to model probabilistic information, given some evidence or 

observations about the situation. These technique apply very 

well to the domain of poker, since the variables of interest 

are closely tied to the uncertainty of information. 

Poker Strategy 

In poker the goal is to maximize the expected value over all 

of your actions, so that a player sees the maximum long-

term winning over a number of hands. Given a wide variety 

of information available at every stage in the game,session, 

or tournament, one must make their decisions to maximize 

this expectation. In live action poker, not only does a player 
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have information about the game actions of an opponent, he 

also has a wide variety of physical cues, or ’tells’ regarding 

an opponent’s actions from which to infer information about 

the state of the game. These cues are critical for live action 

play, but nearly absent in Internet poker play. Fortunately 

for a computer inference strategy, this means a reduction in 

the number of variables it can take into account. 

Good poker strategy incorporates numerous levels of 

thinking regarding the multitude of variables available to a 

player. Every action in the game releases more information 

about the hidden state of the game(opponents’ hole cards), 

and the player must use this information to construct a model 

about the state of the game. Our goal in this project is to gen

erate a representation of the hidden state in Hold’em, and 

construct an inference tool to extract this information from 

betting patterns in a database of statistics from previously 

played hands. 

To illustrate the complexity of inference tasks an interme

diate player may consider in Hold’em, consider this simpli

fied two-player scenario between the Hero and the Villain, a 

habitual bluffer. 

Pre-flop actions: 

Hero holds the Queen of Clubs and King of Clubs. 

-reasoning that his starting cards above average, 

Hero raises. 

Villiain calls the raise. 

They both proceed to the next round.


Flop: Two of hearts, Queen of hearts, Jack of spades


-reasoning his hand is strong(pair of queens), and his


hand can get stronger(straight), 

Hero bets. 

Villain calls. 

Turn Ace of hearts. -Hero reasons that the Ace hurts his 

overall ranking 

-despite this belief Hero continues to show strength. A 

check here would reveal too much weakness. 

Hero bets. 

Villain raises. 

At this point, the Hero is put in a tough situation and must 

think on multiple levels about how to act. Hero looks to 

answer questions of the following type: 

•	 How strong is my pair of queens compared to other pos

sible hands? Is the size of the pot big enough to justify 

proceeding with a weaker holding?(Level 0) 

•	 What is the likelihood that my opponent holds an ace? 

(Level 1) 

•	 What does he think I have? Does he know that my hand 

becomes much weaker when an Ace hits the turn? (Level 

2) 

•	 Does he know that I know he is a habitual bluffer? If he 

knows I know this information, would he continue bluff

ing with nothing here? (Level 3) 

We place a great deal of emphasis on these levels of reason

ing because they provide a framework from which to gen

erate a winning strategy, and more easily classify inference 

tasks. Expert players are known to routinely perform up to 

level 4 or 5 reasoning. 

The emphasis of existing poker research has been on op

ponent modeling via neural nets (Davidson 1999), and sim

plifying minimax search for game theoretic optimum for 

Hold’em games of two players(Billings et al. 2003) . Al

though the neural net strategy may be successful in detecting 

patterns in one’s opponents bets, it is not clear how to extract 

relevant information from these learned structures to gener

ate an appropriate strategy. For our system, we are looking 

to build upon lower-level inferences to guide higher-level 

strategic reasoning. 

Also, one would not anticipate that a strategy optimized 

for two-player(heads-up) play could be extensible to multi-

way action. Our learning strategy makes no assumptions 

about the expected number of opponents. 

Bayesian Nets 

Bayesian Nets, also known as belief networks, provide a 

powerful tool for making inferences under situation of un

certainty. They are a graphical method for representing 

quantities of information in the form of connected graphs 

and conditional probability distribution. Critical to the idea 
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is the use of Bayes’ Rule to update our beliefs about the state 

of the world: 

P (B|A)P (A)
P (A|B) = (1) 

P (B) 

The Bayesian Net essentially decouples the complex re

lationships between different variables(nodes) in the game 

state by explicitly specifying the direct influence of vari

ables to other variables in the form of a parent-child con

nections. Any observations on variables goes into the model 

as evidence, and the probability distributions of the graph 

are updated accordingly. These observed nodes become ’in

stantiated’, and often times simplify the inference process 

by jisjointing the graph into subnets of the full net. 

One drawback to this approach is that a large train

ing database is needed to automatically learn the structure 

and/or parameters for a Bayesian Net. For a particular prob

lem domain, this approach may not be possible, or the gen

eration or retrieval of this information may not be feasible. 

Therefore, either of these steps can be substituted by hu

man design by experts. The benefit of using Bayesian Nets 

for inference is that very limited information is needed to 

perform inference. Also, since this is a acyclic graph rep

resentation, it is easy to represent the relationships between 

various quantities as connections in this graph. 

Another area of difficulty for Bayesian Nets lies in active 

learning of the structure and parameters of a Bayesian Nets 

containing large numbers of continuous nodes. Tradition

ally, this problem has been addressed through the strategic 

discretization of continuous nodes into appropriate ranges 

of values. We have taken this approach, generating a very 

simple discretizaiton policy for our variables of interest. 

For more recent advances in the treatment of continu

ous nodes for Bayesian Nets, see (Davies & Moore 2002) 

(Davies 2002). 

Requirements and Motivation 

Training Database 

One of the crucial elements of developing the inference tool 

is to be able to provide the Bayesian Net with training data so 

that it could learn the parameters associated with making the 

inference of the villain’s hole cards. Without this data, the 

Bayesian Net would have no way of knowing how to act and 

the project would simply not be possible. The best source of 

information for Texas Hold’em comes in the form of hand 

history databases, which we will simply refer to as hand his

tories. Hand histories contain all of the information about 

a game, including the players, the actions each player took, 

the community cards, and ultimately what each player had 

at showdown and how much they won. Stated simply, hand 

histories are a log of a game. Hand histories are available 

or can be generated through a variety of different sources, 

including several sources online. In addition, the University 

of Alberta has a freely available hand history database that 

can be used to train artificially intelligent poker players or 

inference agents. 

However, each of the different sources comes with a dif

ferent format on how the data is stored. As a result, a design 

tradeoff exists between taking the time to develop the most 

general information extraction method possible versus the 

complexity of implementation. On the one hand, creating a 

general information extraction method allows us to use mul

tiple different hand history formats, thereby increasing the 

corpus of data available to train the Bayesian Net. However, 

unless the implementors have experience and are skilled in 

the area of general information extraction, this could quickly 

develop into a project all by itself. 

Given these basic criteria, two options were considered 

for implementation. The first method considered was to im

plement a system similar to (Freitag & McCallum 2000) 

This paper was half of the subject matter we presented in 

our advanced lecture given March 30 in class. In this paper, 

Freitag and McCallum discuss the use of modified hidden 

Markov model structures to extract key information from 

human readable text. The HMM structure in their paper was 

modified to fundamentally divide the nodes into target states 

and non-target states. The target states are the nodes from 

which the key information is extracted. The non-target states 

are then subdivided into background states, prefix states, and 
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suffix states. With this modified version of the HMM, the 

text must start in a background state, then transition into a 

chain of prefixes. From the prefix chain, the text must go to a 

target state, after which it must transition to a suffix and then 

back to the background. In doing so, the independence of the 

transitions for the HMM is no longer valid, but instead, the 

HMM must follow certain predefined paths. Training sets 

are selected and all the targets in the sets are labelled. The 

best HMM structure is then learned using the Viterbi and 

Baum-Welch algorithms. 

The other type of information extraction method evalu

ated was to write a parser in a to-be-determined program

ming language for a specific type of hand history. Instead of 

attempting to learn a general structure that extracts the infor

mation from a generic format, the parser would be written 

to be format specific. If the format changed or a different 

type of hand history was desired, then the parser would ei

ther have to be modified or a new parser would have to be 

written. 

Given the above information and the constraints of the 

project, writing a parser for a specific type of hand history 

format was selected. Several key factors caused this deci

sion. One such factor was that the method described by 

Freitag and McCallum requires the creation of a separate 

HMM for each variable to be extracted. As a result, each 

variable contained in the hand history, such as action or the 

players position, would require the learning of a separate 

HMM. This would substantially increase the amount of time 

necessary to extract the data. Additionally, not all of the 

data is specifically stated in the hand history, the pot odds 

a player faces (the amount of money in the pot compared 

to the amount of money required for the player to call) can 

be calculated based upon the information contained in the 

hand history, but is never actually directly stated. This devel

opment meant that we would have to post-process the data 

anyway, regardless of whether a parser was written or not. It 

then seemed logical that if the information needed to be pro

cessed as it became available anyway, that the parsing could 

be incorporated into the same file. The fact that we would 

be limited to only one format type would not be detrimen

tal if we obtained enough hands of a certain format to allow 

for the proper training. It turns out that this was indeed the 

case. Furthermore, we have had a variety of experience writ

ing code to parse out files before while we had never before 

attempted the system described by Freitag and McCallum. 

As a result, we knew that the implementation of this sys

tem would end up being much harder than we anticipated 

through the application of Murphy’s Law. Finally, since our 

ultimate goal was to train a Bayesian Net, we understood 

that it would behoove us to get the information required by 

the Bayesian Net as soon as possible to allow for time to 

tweak the Net. We felt that the parser would result in the 

production of the data in the quickest manner. 

Game State Representation 

Another critical aspect of producing a high fidelity inference 

tool for Hold’em is the representation used for the state of 

the game. This concept was alluded to in the previous sec

tion. It is simply not enough to know a player’s actions as 

produced by a hand history. Instead, all of a villain’s actions 

must be considered in the context of the current state of a 

game. Indeed, a bet when the villain is the first player to act 

in a given round and he/she has a large amount of players be

hind them is quite different from a bet in late position when 

everyone checked around to the villain. In the first scenario, 

the villain bets knowing that he/she has the potential to be 

called and or raised by numerous other players, putting them 

at risk of investing much more money into the pot than just 

their bet. The fact that they are still willing to bet demon

strates a much stronger hand than in the second scenario. 

Here, the villain has the advantage of knowing how all of 

the players in the game acted before he/she has to act. When 

all the previous players acted passively, the villain has more 

insurance that they have the best hand or that they will at 

least not have to invest much more money. Given the impor

tance of the state of the game in interpreting how a player 

acts, a design implementation be carefully designed to effi

ciently, but completely represent the state of the game. The 

subsequent sections discuss some of the major issues asso
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ciated with this design. 

Two drastically different classes of designs were eval

uated for the representation of the game. The first was 

a graphical method while the second was a code-based 

method. Included as options in the graphical method are 

HMMs and Stateflow Charts in Matlab while the code-based 

method requires the state to be tracked in variables of code. 

The graphical based method has the advantage of being 

much more intuitive and easier for users to follow along with 

the progress of a game. However, such methods tend to be 

much slower in runtime. By contrast, the code-based method 

is much more abstract, but has the advantage of being quite 

fast for efficiently written code. This balance between speed 

versus abstraction and complexity is discussed related to the 

described methods below. 

The first potential representation method for the state of 

the game is to use HMMs to model the progression of a 

hand. The opponent’s hole cards are used to define the ini

tial state of the model. The probability of receiving any two 

hole cards is a simple application of entry level probability, 

yielding a flat probability mass function (PMF) for all pos

sible hands. 

However, the model can be simplified by bucketing the 

possible hands. At the preflop stage of the game, it does 

not matter if the opponent has an ace of hearts and an ace 

of spades as opposed to an ace of diamonds and an ace of 

clubs. Instead, what matters is that the opponent has a pair 

of aces. Thus, in the preflop model, the suits of any pair 

are irrelevant. Similarly, the particular suit can be ignored 

for the remaining combinations. However, it is an impor

tant distinction in Hold’em if the opponent has hole cards 

that are ”suited,” which means two cards of the same suit, 

versus ”off-suited,” which means the two cards are of dif

ferent suits. Having suited cards provide the advantage of 

increasing the chance of obtaining a flush by the end of the 

game. As a result, the particular suit does not matter, but 

whether the cards are suited or off-suited is an important 

distinction to make. Thus, the initial bucketing tracks pairs, 

suited non-pairs, and off-suited non-pairs, thereby substan

tially reducing the number of combinations. This in turn 

limits the search space of the problem. 

The probability of transitioning from any initial state to 

any other set of cards is again just an application of entry 

level probability and is known prior to any particular hand. 

This probability depends only on the known cards in play 

and the number of cards remaining from which to choose. 

Thus, the structure and transitional probabilities associated 

with the HMM are known before the game begins and never 

vary from hand to hand. 

It is important to note that though the structure does not 

vary from hand to hand, it alters in shape throughout the 

course of any given hand. As mentioned before, the particu

lar suits do not matter in the preflop stage of the game. How

ever, after the flop hits, the suits of the opponent’s hole cards 

are needed so that an evaluation with the community cards 

can be performed to see what type of poker hand he/she 

could potentially have. While this leads to an increased 

number of possible states, the number of states is reduced 

by continuing to bucket the potential outcomes into poker 

hands instead of modeling all the combinations that could 

occur with the ultimate 7 cards. 

Furthermore, the model of the opponent is updated as new 

information about the state of the game becomes available. 

One such new information source is the appearance of the 

community cards. If a card shows up in the community 

cards and only one deck is being used, as is the case for a 

standard Hold’em game, then the card clearly cannot be one 

of the opponent’s hole cards. As a result, any initial state 

containing any of the community cards can be eliminated as 

a possibility. 

Another source of new information is the observations of 

the opponent, which are his/her bets. Again, the opponent’s 

actions can be bucketed to limit the search space. The op-

ponent’s actions will be categorized as passive, normal, and 

aggressive. 

As stated above, the structure and transitional probabili

ties associated with the HAM are known ahead of time and 

do not change. However, what does change from opponent 
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to opponent, or even from hand to hand, is the observational 

probability, or the likelihood of the opponent taking a certain 

action at any state in a hand. The observations are the only 

information present that are directly related to what a partic

ular opponent has for hole cards. As a result, the problem 

of inferring an opponent’s hand is essentially one of condi

tional probability: given the current state of the game (the 

community cards and the opponent observations), what is 

the probability that the opponent has any particular pair of 

hole cards. With HMMs, this then becomes a problem of 

hypothesis testing. Each state can be evaluated for consis

tency with the opponent’s previous actions and the commu

nity cards that are available. If the actions seem inconsistent 

with a particular hole card pair, then this pair is not a likely 

candidate for the opponent’s cards. 

The observational probabilities are clearly of vital impor

tance to the inference process. If this method were to be 

selected, the Bayesian Nets would be used to populate the 

observational probabilities. This could be done by, on a high 

level, embedding a Bayesian Net into a particular state to de

termine the probability of an action given a number of dis

crete and continuous variables identified as important. The 

Net could then output the probability of seeing any particu

lar observation for a given state. 

A very similar method is to use Matlab’s Stateflow charts 

to control the flow of the game. Many of the same devel

opment discussed above applies directly to this method. For 

instance, the hole cards would form the initial state and then 

transitions would occur based upon the cards shown in the 

community cards. These transitions would have predefined 

probabilities. The reason that this method is distinguished is 

that it is not just graphically-based, but is in fact graphical 

in implementation as well. The user could follow the flow 

of the game care of a GUI. By contrast, the HMM would be 

based on the graph, but would still be implemented in code, 

requiring an additional GUI to be written in order to achieve 

actual visualization. 

The final method evaluated was a code-based model. In 

this method, the state of the game is tracked solely through 

variables stored in the code. If a player bets, the pot is 

increased, their active money is increased, the amount of 

money required to call is increased, the number of active 

players is incremented, and so forth. This method allows 

the greatest flexibility in that any change that needed to be 

made to the model could theoretically be added with as few 

as a couple of lines of code. However, this method has the 

disadvantage of being the most abstract, requiring users to 

interact over a console instead of a GUI. However, a final 

major advantage is that the code-based method can easily 

incorporate code written previously written by other people 

that has been made freely available to the public. Examples 

of such code include hand evaluators. Numerous poker hand 

evaluators can be downloaded from the internet. All of these 

tools allow the user to specify known cards with the result 

being the best possible hand available from the cards. These 

can then be modified to enumerate the different possibilities 

a villain could have, which would be quite useful in the hy

pothesis testing of the inference. 

The code-based model was selected as the implementa

tion method for the representation of the state of the game. 

Several factors went into this selection. Perhaps the most 

dominant reason is that the two graphical methods suffer 

from the curse of dimensionality. Even if the aforemen

tioned bucketing is performed preflop and then subsequent 

hands are bucketed based on poker hand type, the number of 

states is tremendously high. Furthermore, bucketing causes 

the model to be inherently less accurate than if bucketing 

was not employed. It was deemed infeasible to physically 

draw all the states in Matlab, let alone connect them with 

the necessary logic. Furthermore, the code-based method 

ties in well with the specific parser choice for information 

extraction. With the added benefit of employing hand eval

uators at our discretion, the code-based model was a clear 

choice. 

Statistical Inference 

In order to perform inference tasks in Hold’em with 

Bayesian Nets, we needed a method for generating the 

nodes, structure and parameters of these graphical models. 
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The choice of variables of interest must be done by an ex

pert, since the game transcripts do not have any raw statis

tical data from which to define the nodes of our Bayesian 

Net. For example, one variable that factors into human play 

is the notion of pot odds. This variable is a ratio calcu

lated by dividing the total pot size by the amount a player 

must currently put forward to play. Therefore, we needed 

a concise selection of variables from domain knowledge to 

be incorporated into a representation. For the topology, we 

also had the choice of learning or specifying the topology. 

Since the variable definitions nearly capture the notion of 

a correlation with other variables, using expert knowledge 

here would be nearly trivial. For example, hand-strength 

and actual hole cards are connected, while hole cards and 

pot odds are not. However, there are a number of packages 

for learning the structure of Bayesian Nets, thus providing 

an attractive and more optimal alternative to expert knowl

edge. When increasing the number of variables of interest 

it appears that learning the structure may be more desirable, 

especially if there is a high density of possible connections. 

Most of these structure learning algorithms involve the use 

of search(i.e. hill climbing) for the best structure, given a 

scoring metric. Furthermore, the parameters in the form of 

Conditional Probability Distributions, of a given structure 

must also be specified. Again the choice must be made be

tween expert knowledge and statistical learning. Because 

the estimation of these parameters involves a great deal of 

calculation, this part of the project seemed more suitable 

for an algorithm. Finally, given the fully specified Bayes 

Net, one must be able to generate inferences given some ob

served data. To perform this action, a number ’inference en

gines’ are available. These inference engines are useful for 

different problem specifications, since the choice of engine 

involves trading off a number of factors including speed, ac

curacy, and restrictions on node types. 

Implementation 

This section of the paper describes the design and imple

mentation of a poker inference tool, and our evaluation of 

the tradeoffs associated with each decision made during the 

process. 

Database Generation 

With the hand history-specific parser and code-based model 

selected for the design, a critical decision needed to be made 

regarding which programming language to use to implement 

the design. Given that this was deemed to be Brian’s section 

of the project, the real options for programming languages 

were C/C++ (heretofore just referred to as C), Matlab, or 

Python, though his experience with Python was extremely 

limited. Brian decided to implement the database generation 

code in Python with time intensive tasks to be done in C. 

A number of factors went into this decision. The con

densed timeline of the project eliminated C from contention. 

While C is the language Brian is probably most comfortable 

with, writing a parser in a language as low level as C would 

have taken substantially longer than writing in a higher level 

language such as Python. As stated earlier, the database was 

deemed to be important to produce as quickly as possible 

so that the Bayesian Net could be tweaked for a maximum 

amount of time. Producing a quick parser in C seemed im

practical given the scope of the parser required, especially 

if a famous hidden C bug appeared. Plus, since the project 

had no realtime requirement for the data, there was no need 

to suffer through the pains of C just to get the performance 

enhancement. 

The time savings of Python was not just anticipated due 

to the high level nature of the language, but also through 

the option of using regular expressions to aid in the parsing. 

While Brian had little to no experience with either Python 

or regular expressions, he decided that it would be faster to 

teach himself Python and regular expressions than to write a 

parser in C. This was based on his experience with writing a 

C parser while interning at Lockheed Martin two summers 

ago. This gamble, which probably admittedly took a fair 

amount of hubris to make, ended up paying off in the end. 

As for Matlab, we decided that we did not want everything 

to be limited to having a version of Matlab installed on the 

computer. Instead, we wanted as generic a program as possi
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ble. Plus, the benefits of Matlab code similarly be achieved 

in Python. 

The best way to describe the high-level detail of how the 

created is to walk through an example of parsing a sample 

hand history for one particular game of Hold’em. A sam

ple hand history file is showed below. It will be referenced 

throughout the next section. 

#Game No : 1597832386


***** Hand History for Game 1597832386 *****


$3/$6 Hold’em - Tuesday, February 15, 23:32


Table Table 11280 (Real Money)


Zestaa checks.


AA_Killer checks.


billpokerwon checks.


nychig bets [$6].


Zestaa calls [$6].


AA_Killer folds.


billpokerwon calls [$6].


** Dealing River ** [ 8h ]


Zestaa checks.


billpokerwon checks.


nychig is all-In [$5.5]


Zestaa folds.


Seat 8 is the button Total num of players : 10
billpokerwon calls [$5.5].


Seat 1: AA_Killer ( $131.5 )


Seat 2: T_Furgeson ( $229 )


Seat 3: Kasugai ( $145.5 )


Seat 4: billpokerwon ( $100 )


Seat 5: Tallpower ( $259.75 )


Seat 7: nychig ( $17.5 )


Seat 8: Grinning_Dog ( $101 )


Seat 9: thirddan1 ( $150 )


Seat 10: Zestaa ( $154 )


Seat 6: teraldino ( $150 )


Zestaa posts small blind [$1].


AA_Killer posts big blind [$3].


** Dealing down cards **


T_Furgeson folds.


Kasugai folds.


billpokerwon calls [$3].


Tallpower folds.


nychig calls [$3].


Grinning_Dog folds.


Zestaa calls [$2].


AA_Killer checks.


** Dealing Flop ** [ 6h, 4d, 3h ]


Zestaa bets [$3].


AA_Killer calls [$3].


billpokerwon calls [$3].


nychig calls [$3].


** Dealing Turn ** [ 9c ]


billpokerwon shows [ Ah, Qc ] high card ace.


nychig doesn’t show [ Jc, Qs ] high card queen.


billpokerwon wins $50.5 from the main pot


with high card ace.


The first step in encoding a hand was to see if it contained 

any useful information to the problem. Since Hold’em is in

herently a game of hidden information, unless the game goes 

to showdown, the villain’s cards remain hidden. As a result, 

in order for a given hand history to be of use in providing 

information from which learning can be performed, it must 

be of a game that either went to showdown or had a player 

present whose cards are available in the history. This ex

ample was selected because two players went to showdown. 

This can be ascertained by searching the hand history for 

the word ”show” or the string ”doesn’t show.” The reason 

that ”doesn’t show” is an option here is that in this particu

lar game, if a player goes to showdown and loses, they can 

select to not graphically display their cards to the rest of the 

table. The information still obviously is placed in the hand 

history, though. Since these strings were matched, the game 

is of use to us and parsing continues. 

Next, the players are populated in a list based upon the 

seat order. This is clearly seen in the hand history as ”Seat 

x: playername.” While doing this, the player who is on the 

button (the player that is last to act) is read in and stored. 

The blinds are also collected and the pot amount is updated 
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to reflect this. 

At the beginning of every betting round, the position is 

established for each player. In the non-preflop rounds, the 

player’s position is simply the order in which they act. This 

can be most easily seen by looking at the betting round as

sociated with the flop. In this round, Zestaa has a position 

of 1, AA Killer has a position of 2, billpokerwon has a posi

tion of 3, and nychig has a position of 4. This information is 

updated before each betting round. The only difference with 

preflop is that the player posting the small blind is said to be 

in position 1 and the player posting big blind is in position 

2. 

Finally, the actual action is parsed. It is important to note 

that only the players who show their cards have their infor

mation written to the database, but all the actions affect the 

current state of the game. Instead of going through the en

tire hand, only a representative sample of the preflop will be 

demonstrated. The variables being stored for the state of the 

game include pot size, number of active players, amount of 

money required to call, and board cards. Then, information 

for each player is stored, including if they are active, their 

position, how much money they contributed to the pot in the 

current round, and, if they show down in the end, their hole 

cards. 

Before the betting starts, the pot has a value of 4.00, which 

is the value of the blinds and the amount to call is 3.00, 

which is the value of the big blind. Also, the board cards 

are empty, the number of players equals 8 (though 10 are at 

the table, only 8 are actually playing, which you can tell be 

looking at who acts), 

To start off the action T Furgeson folds. As a result, the 

active variable is set to false and the number of active players 

is decremented. All the other variables remain constant. The 

same process is followed when Kasugai folds next. Next, 

billpokerwon calls for $3. The number of active players 

stays the same this time, but the pot size and amount of ac

tive money for billpokerwon is increased according to the 

value of the bet. 

However, billpokerwon is one of the two players who ul

timately goes to show down. As a result, his current infor

mation is written to the database before it is updated. This 

is to save the state of the game so that the Bayesian Net can 

learn the necessary parameters to perform a future inference. 

All the variables of interest as specified in the Bayesian Net 

are then written to a database file, with tabs delimiting the 

fields. In order to get the required hand score and hand score 

by river values needed by the Bayesian Net, a hand evalua

tor written in C is called with billpokerwon’s known cards 

of Ah Qc used as arguments. 

The same process is repeated for all the subsequent ac

tions in the game. As stated earlier, every action updates 

the appropriate variables in the state of the game (a raise in

creases the pot, active money of the player, and amount to 

call while the number of active players remains the same) 

while only the state of players who eventually show down 

are written to the database. 

Learning with Matlab Bayenet Toolbox 

We had a number of choices for representation of the struc

ture and parameters of our Bayesian Net, and the algorithms 

used to perform inference on that net. Our primary choice 

was to use pre-existing software packages to do the learn

ing and inference, or to write our own. Although having the 

freedom of a customized Bayes Net implementation was at

tractive, for the goals of the project we decided to leverage 

existing work. However, even within the space of available 

packages, we had to narrow down our choices. In look

ing at the features of each of our choices, we narrowed it 

to the Matlab Bayes Net toolbox, and the CMU AutonLab 

Bayes Net Learner (Andrew Moore), each freely available 

and portable to our development environment. Between the 

two, we chose the Matlab option because of the extensibil

ity of the representation, and the overall user-friendliness of 

coding in Matlab. However, although the interface and rep

resentation was simple, this package provided little docu

mentation and support for problems. Therefore, the process 

of learning how to properly specify and/or learn a Bayesian 

Net structure and parameters involved a time-consuming 

learning curve. In hindsight, it may have been better to im
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Figure 1: Expert Bayes Net Structure for Hold’em inference 

plement the Bayes Net Learner from scratch, but that may 

have been a project all in its own. 

Once we chose the Bayes Net Learner, we used expert 

knowledge to specify the parameters of interest. Based upon 

knowledge of the game, we chose pot odds, position, num

ber of players in the hand, actual action, hand strength, hand 

strength by river(potential). These variables needed to be 

extracted from the transcripts of hands and incorporated into 

the database generation to provide this step with the correct 

data. 

In addition, we needed to specify the topology of our vari

ables of interest. Our topology choice, shown in Figure 1 

captures what we feel is a range for the top four most likely 

influencing variables on an opponents actions. Although this 

choice is a simplification of the overall number of variables, 

it demonstrates the ability for the Bayes Net to decouple 

these complex relationships into parent-child connections, 

and then subsequently learn the parameters of the Condi

tional Probability Densities using Maximum Likelihood Es

timation. 

Using the 476,468 database entries generated during our 

training set extraction, we ran Matlab Bayes Net toolbox se

quential Bayesian parameter updating algorithm. On a Win

dows Pentium 4 3.6GHz system with 2GB of RAM, the 

learning takes nearly 30 seconds. Considering the size of 

this database, these performance metrics are acceptable. 

Component Integration 

The different components of the project were all brought to

gether through the tremendous coding-glue that is Python. 

The database generation was done through the use of two 

python scripts, dbgen.py and driverDBgen.py. dbgen.py per

formed the generation of the database information for any 

given hand history file while driverDBgen.py acted as a shell 

script that called dbgen.py repeatedly for all available hand 

histories. Inside dbgen.py, the C hand evaluator and other 

functions were called as necessary. 

The learning and evaluation of the Bayesian Net were also 

controlled through the use of Python. First the test cases 

were generated by a script entitled testgen.py, which was 

driven by driverTestsGen.py. Another script was added to 

the repertoire in the form of driverInference.py. This is truly 

the most overachieving script. It kicks off driverTestGen.py 

in order to generate all of the test cases to evaluate. It then 

calls the Matlab executable of the Bayesian Net to perform 

the inference based upon the supplied evidence. It then takes 

the guesses supplied by Matlab and writes the results along 

with the actual cards to a file entitled results.txt. 

Evaluation 

To test the accuracy of our trained Bayesian Net, we ran 20 

randomly selected tests witheld from learning as a validation 

set. These 20 tests were generated using driverInference.py 

script and passed to our Matlab executable. For each test, 

this executable generates a Probability Mass Function across 

our distribution of a handstrength variable. Recall that our 

handstrength variable is discretized into 10 buckets, so at 

best our current implementation will make a correct infer

ence to within a specific decile of hands. We use this PMF 

to make an estimate of actual hole cards by enumerating a 

weighted contribution from the two deciles corresponding 

to highest distribution of probability mass. We weight the 

contributions such that that 75 

On these examples, our inference mechanism overesti

mated the value of an opponent’s holding on all but two tri

als. On the successful runs, our system accurately predicted 

the final showdown hand of a particular opponent to within 

the top 10 possibilities. Consdering the fact that there are 

1326 possible preflop combinations to guess from, we con
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{ / / } 

{ } 

{ } 

{ } 

{ } 

{ } 

{ } 

Variable Description Discretized Domain 

action action taken by player fold, check call, bet raise 

pot odds size of bet:size of pot [0-5),[5-10), ...,[20-25), inf 

position player position wrt dealer blinds, early, middle, late 

num players number of active players shorthanded, mid, large, full 

hand value current evaluation of hand [0-10), [10-20), ..., [90-100)

hand riverval hand potential by river [0-10), [10-20), ..., [90-100)

hole cards specif. of hole cards 0,1,2..1325

Table 1: Discretization policy for variables. 

sider these results promising in that we may begin to see 

useful results from only a few improvements to the system. 

Conclusions and Future Work 

In conclusion, we implemented a inference tool for Texas 

Hold’em Poker that produced a top 20 list of possible hole 

card values for an opponent given the evidence of the vil-

lain’s actions. This inference was produced through the use 

of a Bayesian Net that was implemented using a freely avail

able Bayesian Net toolbox for Matlab. The results produced 

by the inference did not yield a high rate of accuracy. 

The lack of accuracy of the predictions should not be in

terpreted as a failure of this method for this particular prob

lem. Given the condensed time frame of the assignment, ac

curacy was purposely sacrificed to accommodate the neces

sarily small scope of the project. We knew that a 1-semester 

development cycle would result in this low accuracy. 

Several modifications to the methods could result in dras

tically improved results and the authors fully intend to con

tinue this work into the summer and beyond. One such im

provement would be to use a much more complex Bayesian 

Net. The design of this Net was actually completed back in 

early April, but we decided its implementation would take 

longer than the given time frame. It was at this point that we 

simplified the Net to the version presented in this paper. Dra

matic improvements could also be seen by employing either 

a dynamic Bayesian Net or an HMM in conjunction with the 

Bayesian Net to track the changes in information throughout 

the game. Doing show would allow us to alter the parame

ters of the Bayesian Net depending on the stage of the game. 

This is important because the variables of interest have the 

potential to change drastically throughout the game. For in

stance, 7:1 pot odds preflop is drastically different than 7:1 

pot odds on the river. To simplify the implementation, the 

current model has no sense of altering these parameters. It 

also has no sense of memory. Said differently, it does not 

perform the hypothesis testing referred to earlier over an en

tire path of actions, but instead just gives a guess based upon 

a single action. Again, this was a conscious choice to reduce 

the scope of the problem, but in doing so, accuracy was sac

rificed. Finally, these and other changes will be made in an 

attempt to steer the project in the direction of achieving a 

Texas Hold’em strategy for the program. The goal of this 

is to ultimately have a human competition Texas Hold’em 

player. 
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An Empirical Investigation of Mutation Parameters and Their 
Effects on Evolutionary Convergence of a Chess Evaluation 

Function 
 
 

Motivation 
 
 The intriguing and strategically profound game of chess has been a favorite 
benchmark for artificial intelligence enthusiasts almost since the inception of the field.  
One of the founding fathers of computer science, Alan Turing, in 1945 was responsible 
for first proposing that a computer might be able to play chess.  This great visionary is 
also the man credited with implementing the first chess-playing program just five years 
later.  In 1957, the first full-fledged chess-playing algorithm was implemented here at 
MIT by Alex Bernstein on an IBM 704 computer.  It required 8 minutes to complete a 4-
ply search.   
 Even in those early golden years of our field, it was recognized that the game of 
chess presented an exceptionally poignant demonstration of computing capabilities.  
Chess had long been heralded as the “thinking man’s” game, and what better way to 
prove that a computer could “think” than by defeating a human player.  Strategy, tactics, 
and cognition all seemed to be required of an intelligent chess player.  In addition, early 
AI programmers likely recognized that chess actually provided a relatively simple 
problem to solve in comparison to the public image benefits that could be gained through 
its solution.  Chess is a deterministic, perfect information game with no hidden states and 
no randomness to further increase the size of the search space.  It was quickly recognized 
that brute force techniques like the mini-max and alpha-beta searches could, with enough 
computing power behind them, eventually overtake most amateur players and even begin 
to encroach upon the higher level players.  With the advent of chess-specialized 
processors, incredible amounts of parallelism, unprecedented assistance from former 
chess champions, and the immense funding power of IBM, the behemoth Deep Blue was 
finally able to defeat reigning world champion Gary Kasparov in a highly-publicized, 
ridiculously over-interpreted exhibition match.   

Having logged this single data point, the artificial intelligence community sighed 
contentedly, patted itself on the back, and seemingly decided that chess was a solved 
problem.  Publications regarding chess have declined steadily in recent years, and very 
little research is still focused on ACTUALLY creating a computer that could learn to play 
chess.  Of course, if you have a chess master instruct the computer in the best way to beat 
a particular opponent and if you throw enough computing power at a fallible human, 
eventually you will get lucky.  But is chess really solved?  More importantly to the 
project at hand, should we cease to use chess as a test-bed for artificial intelligence 
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algorithms just because Kasparov lost one match?  (or rather because IBM paid him to 
throw the match?  You will never convince us otherwise by the way! ☺) 

We think not.  The original reasons for studying chess still remain.  Chess is still a 
relatively simple model of a deterministic, perfect information environment.  Many 
currently active fronts of research including Bayesian inference, cognitive decision-
making, and, our particular topic of interest, evolutionary algorithms can readily be 
applied to creating better chess-playing algorithms and can thus be easily benchmarked 
and powerfully demonstrated.  This is the motivation for our current project.  We hope to 
remind people of the golden days of artificial intelligence, when anything was possible, 
progress was rapid, and computer science could capture the public’s imagination.  After 
all, when Turing proposed his famous test, putting a man on the moon was also just a 
dream. 

 
 

Project Objectives 
 

1. Implement a chess-playing program which can be played human vs. human, 
computer vs. human, and computer vs. computer.   

2. Re-implement the chess evaluation function evolution algorithm with 
population dynamics published by [1].   

3. Conduct a study of the mutation parameters used by [1] in an attempt to 
discover the dependency of the evolution’s convergence on a subset of these 
parameters.   

4. Suggest improvements to the mutation parameters used in [1] to make that 
algorithm more efficient and/or robust. 

 
 

Technical Introduction 
 
 The focus of our work was primarily the re-implementation of the evolutionary 
algorithm for evolving chess evaluation functions using population dynamics proposed 
and demonstrated by [1].  This algorithm first proceeded by defining a relatively simple 
evaluation function for a computer chess player given by a weighted combination of 
seven factors: 
 

∑
=

−=
6

0

)][][]([
y

blackwhite yNyNyWEvaluation  (1) 

 
where:  N[6] = { N° pawns, N° knights, N° bishops, N° rooks, N° queens,  

   N° kings, N° legal moves} 
  W[6] = { weightpawn, weightknights, weightbishop, weightrook,  
      weightqueen, weightking, weightlegal move} } 
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The parameter to be evolved is, of course, the weight vector W.   
 The original algorithm then created an initial population of 50 alpha-beta chess-
players each with the above evaluation function and its own random W vector.  The 
weights were initially uniformly selected from the range [0,12].  The evolution then 
began by allowing chess players to compete against one another in a particular fashion 
which ensured that stronger players were allowed to play more often than weak ones.  
Each match consisted of two games with players taking turns as white or black.  More 
games were not required since the algorithms are entirely deterministic and the outcome 
would therefore never change.  After each match, if there was a clear winner, the loser 
was removed from the population.  In its place, a mutated copy of the winner would be 
created.  The winner might also be mutated in place.  Mutations took place by adding or 
subtracting a scaled number onto each element of a population member’s weight vector.  
Thus:   
 

( )( ))()()( 5.0)1..0( yyy RRNDVV σ××−+=         ν∈∀y  
 

Player wins both games:  Expel loser, duplicate winner and mutate one copy by  
R = 0 and the other copy by R = 2. 

Player wins one game and draws the other:  Expel loser, duplicate winner and  
mutate one copy by R = .2 and the other copy R = 1. 

Players draw:  Both players are retained and mutated by R = .5. 
 
 The astute reader will immediately note that the R values above seem rather ad 
hoc, and indeed Kendall and Whitwell note that the R values were “selected based on 
initial testing” and not by any theoretical or rigorous means [1].  It was therefore our 
purpose in this project to empirically discover evidence for or against the mutation 
parameter choices chosen by Kendall and Whitwell.  Our empirical experiments 
demonstrate that in fact this evolutionary algorithm is extremely sensitive to the mutation 
parameters chosen.  If the parameters are chosen too large, the algorithm may frequently 
become unstable and never converge to a single value.  If the parameters are chosen too 
small, the algorithm may converge quickly, but to a value that is less than optimal.  In the 
middle range, the parameters may be tuned to increase or decrease the convergence rate 
of the algorithm toward the optimal solution.  However, if no knowledge of the correct 
optimal solution exists, we show that evolutionary algorithms may in fact be very 
difficult or impossible to properly tune.   
 
 

Previous Work 
 
 In choosing to study the effects of mutation parameters on evolution convergence, 
we first needed to research the literature and see what studies, if any, had been conducted 
along these same lines.  The number of papers on general evolutionary algorithms is 
astounding [5][7][8], it having become a veritable buzzword in the late nineties.  
However, most of these papers focus on solitary attempts to create an evolutionary 
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algorithm for a particular field.  Many fewer of the papers in the literature are actually 
detailed theoretical analyses of how an evolutionary algorithm should be created [6][9] 
and practically none provide detailed evidence as to why they chose their mutation 
parameters as they did.  The reason for this gaping lack can probably be best summed up 
by a passage from [5]:  “Probably the tuning of the GA [Genetic Algorithm] parameters 
are likely to accelerate the convergence [of the evolution].  Unfortunately, the tuning is 
rather difficult, since each GA run requires excessive computational time.”  It seems that 
authors have been generally much too concerned with turning out a paper containing a 
neat application in as short a time as possible and much less eager to invest the 
admittedly exorbitant amount of time and computational resources required to investigate 
this question.  After this rather dismaying survey of the literature, we decided that our 
investigation would therefore be quite beneficial to the field.  Unfortunately, we too were 
limited by the computational time requirements requisite of this ambitious undertaking.   
 
 

The Chess-Playing Algorithm In Detail 
 

Alpha-Beta Search as Branch and Bound:  The Alpha-Beta search which is the 
core of the adversarial search in cognitive game theory can be seen as two simple Branch 
and Bound algorithms in parallel.  Branch and Bound is used to find the minimum 
assignment to a set of variables given a list of soft constraints (all with positive penalty). 
Similarly Alpha-Beta is used to find the branch in the game tree which corresponds to the 
optimum move for the computer applying the minimax rule and using the chess rules as 
constraints. The two algorithms are obviously quiet different, but the pruning rule is the 
same. 

In Branch and Bound we can prune a subtree if the value of the current 
assignment at the root of the subtree is already greater than the best solution found so far 
for the complete set of variables. We can apply such a method because the constraints 
only have a deleterious impact on the value of the assignment (there is no negative 
penalty). Therefore, when considering a subset of variables, we know that if we already 
found a better solution using the complete set of variables, there is no reason to continue 
searching the subtree. At best the new constraints will be satisfied with a cost of zero but 
the final value will still be greater than the intermediary value and worse than the 
optimum. 

At first glance, it is not obvious how this relates to Alpha-Beta since the minimax 
algorithm uses positive as well as negative penalties, depending on which player is 
playing, and there is no constraint defined at a given node. First with Alpha-Beta we can 
only evaluate the nodes starting from the leaves and back up the values in the search tree. 
For each MIN node, we return the minimum of the value of the children and for each 
MAX node we return the maximum of the values of the children. From this guideline we 
can easily define the Alpha-Beta pruning rule. Imagine that for a given MAX node we 
found a child worth 10. If elsewhere in the subtree starting from this node we find 
another MAX node with a worse value of 6, there is no need to continue expanding the 
siblings of this sub-node. We can then prune the parent of this node. Indeed, whatever the 
values of the siblings are, the parent node (which is a MIN node) will always be able to 
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return this 6 to the initial node and therefore the MAX node root of the subtree will never 
choose this move since it can have a 10 with another move. 

In the alpha-beta procedure we define two parameters from which we'll be able to 
prune the game tree according to the Branch and Bound procedure: 

• Alpha (highest values seen so far on max level) 
• Beta (lowest value seen so far on min level).  

Alpha and Beta are local to any subtree. The idea of the Alpha-Beta pruning is that if we 
find a value which is smaller than the current Alpha (for MAX) or greater than the 
current Beta (for MIN), we don't have to expand any other sibling since we already found 
a better solution elsewhere. Hence we can see the Alpha-Beta search as two Branch and 
Bounds search in parallel, one for each player MIN and MAX. 

The MIN level is exactly the same as a normal Branch and Bound: we want to 
minimize the value of the node which is exactly the same as minimizing the value of the 
tuple assignment for B&B. As far as pruning, we don't expand any other sibling for a 
node whose evaluation function is greater than Beta (the minimum board evaluation seen 
so far on the subtree restricted to MIN nodes). Again this is the same as pruning a node if 
the value of the given assignment of the subset of variable is greater than the best solution 
seen so far. 

 
Figure 1: Example of Beta-pruning (exactly similar to B&B) 

 
 

The MAX level is the inverse of the normal Branch and Bound since we want to 
maximize the value of the nodes It can be seen as a B&B. But the idea is still the same 
and the procedure similar. As far as pruning, for a MAX node, want don't expand any 
other siblings for a node whose value is smaller than Alpha, the maximum board 
evaluation seen so far on the MAX levels of the subtree. 
 

 
Figure 2: Example of Alpha-pruning (inverse of B&B) 
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Finally, the Alpha-Beta search can be seen as two B&B searches in parallel, one 
for the MAX nodes and one for the MIN nodes. To make the search more efficient, only 
the “interesting” nodes are searched, and similarly to B&B, we prune all the nodes that 
cannot possibly influence the final decision. The pruning rule is however slightly 
different because whereas for B&B we have a value for a node before searching any child 
(just by evaluating the set of constraints defined on the current tuple) for Alpha-Beta we 
have to search down to the maximum depth of the search in order to apply the evaluation 
function and return a value for the node. Therefore, instead of simply pruning the node, in 
Alpha-Beta the gain is to cancel the search of the other siblings. It can be compared to 
pruning the parent node (MAX node just above for MIN or MIN node just above for 
MAX). 
 
Adaptations to Alpha-Beta:  The alpha-beta algorithm alone is a very powerful tool for 
evaluating possible moves in a game tree.  However, for many applications it still 
evaluates more positions than is necessary or feasible if a deep-searching algorithm is 
required.  As such, the literature has proposed numerous improvements to the basic 
search algorithm over the years.  The three improvements implemented by Kendall and 
Whitwell, and later by us, are discussed below. 
 

Transposition Tables:  In many cases, a combination of two or more 
moves may be performed in different orderings but arrive at the same final board 
state.  In such a case, Figure 3 illustrates that the naïve alpha-beta algorithm will 
reach this same board state, not recognize that it has seen the position before, and 
be forced to continue searching deeper in the tree even though it has already 
searched this subtree before.  If the search is able to instead save to memory a 
table of board positions previously explored and evaluated, the wasted 
computation of expanding the subtree multiple times can be avoided.     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3:  (a)  Naïve 
alpha-beta.  The search 
assigns a value of 35 to 
the square node after 
searching the entire 
subtree.  When the 
search again sees 

square, it must re-
explore the subtree.  (b)  

Transposition tables 
enabled.  The search 

stores the value 35 for 
square node in 

memory.  When it 
again sees square node, 

it can immediately 
assign its value with no 

further search. 
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Figure 4:  The structure of our transposition table trees.  A tree has a depth of 65, one level 

for each square on the chessboard plus a root node.  At each level there are 13 branches 
corresponding to each of the possible pieces (or lack thereof) that could be present in that 

square.   
 
The obvious difficulty with this approach is that it can become exceptionally 
memory-intensive.  A memory and time efficient means of storing the previously 
seen board positions and assessing whether or not a previous board has already 
been evaluated is essential.  To accomplish this task, we therefore applied the 
well-known computer science axiom:  “trees are good.” 

In our algorithm, we construct for each player two initial arrays of 
“transpo_nodes,” one for the min function and the other for the max since who is 
currently moving makes a difference.  These arrays each have a constant size of 
500000, a size chosen in order to keep the total memory usage of the algorithm 
within 256 MB of RAM and so be executable on practically any modern personal 
computer.  When this array has been completely filled up, we delete the entire 
transposition tree and begin again with a fresh tree.  While this may seem like we 
are throwing away valuable information, what must be realized is that a board that 
was stored on move 1 of the algorithm which contained all 32 pieces becomes 
entirely useless in a few moves when the first capture is made.  Thus, in 
periodically cleaning out the tree, we are actually mostly just disposing of useless 
flotsam. 

The general construction of our transposition table trees is shown in 
Figure 4.  A tree is 65 levels deep, one level for each square on the board plus a 
root node level.  The tree has a branching factor of 13.  This corresponds to one 
branch for each possible state of a square.  That is, branch one corresponds to a 
black pawn being in the current square, branch two corresponds to a black rook, 
branch seven corresponds to an empty square, branch eight to a white pawn, 
branch 13 to a white king, etc. 

This construction allows for efficient, constant time searching of the tree 
to determine whether a previous board configuration is stored.  The algorithm 
starts at the first level of the tree and examines the first square of the board under 
consideration.  For concreteness, let us say that this square contains a black rook.  
If a board or boards containing a black rook in the first square has previously been 
explored, a node will exist below the first branch of the tree’s root.  The search 
will then proceed to the second square.  Let us say that in the second square, the 
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current board contains a white king.  If the transposition table had already seen a 
board that contained a black rook in square 1 and a white king in square 2, a child 
node would exist beneath the thirteenth branch of the current node.  In this way, 
the search can continue down the tree, taking at most 64 steps until it has 
determined that all of the squares of the current board do or do not match a board 
previously seen.  If the board does match, the value of the previously explored 
subtree for the given board is returned.  If the board does not match after some 
depth, then the necessary nodes are added to the transposition tree to signify that 
such a board has now been seen and the alpha-beta search is forced to continue. 

However one has to be cautious when applying this process because we 
don’t want to limit the search depth by applying the transposition tables. When 
checking if a board configuration has already been seen in the table, it may be that 
it has been seen but at a high depth in the search. Then the value associated in the 
table may correspond to a search only one or two plies ahead from this board 
configuration. In such a case if we find a board that matches this board in the 
table we don’t want to return the value in the table if the planned depth of the 
search for the new board is greater than the search of the board in the table. To 
solve this problem, we recorded in the transposition tables the depth of the search 
that led to the value of the boards stored. Then a board that matches a board in the 
table is only pruned if the planned search depth is smaller (or equal) than the one 
recorded is the table. 

Our approach to transposition trees was able to achieve a constant memory 
usage, a constant search time for previously seen boards, and a constant time 
update to the table given new information.  We are quite proud of that approach 
which we developed without any help from the literature.   

  
 Quiescent Search:  The second improvement on simple alpha-beta search 
that we implemented for our chess player is known as quiescent search.  The 
principle behind this search is an attempt to eliminate what is known as the search 
horizon. 
 The weakness of naive evaluation functions – like the one used in the 
Kendall and Whitwell paper and therefore in our chess player – is that they only 
evaluate static board configurations.  They cannot foresee if the next move is a 
capture that will totally change the “value” of the board. This is especially true if 
we stop the search at a fixed depth. The idea of “quiescent search” is to use a 
variable search depth and only apply the evaluation function to stable board 
configurations. 
 Imagine that we have a board in which black’s queen and white’s pawn 
can attack the same square which is currently occupied by white’s bishop.  In this 
position, black’s best next move would be to capture white’s bishop with his 
queen.  This move would make our heuristic evaluation function favor black if we 
stopped at only one level deeper.  However, if we search two moves deep, we will 
see that black’s queen having taken white’s bishop would in turn be captured by 
white’s pawn.  The bishop capture is in fact then a very bad move for black.  
However, black is simply unable to see past its depth horizon of one, and so does 
not realize that it has moved its queen into jeopardy.  This problem stems from the 
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fact that our heuristic function does not adequately take into account the true 
future strategic value of a current board, but is rather only a rough estimate of this 
position based purely on the events which have happened in the past.   
 One solution to this problem then would be to incorporate more future 
information into one’s evaluation function.  This approach has been avidly 
pursued  [10][12].  For our present purposes, however, the structure of our 
evaluation function has been presupposed as similar to Kendall and Whitwell’s, 
and we must therefore find another method for dealing with this finite horizon 
search issue.  
 The quiescent search methodology is a partial solution to this problem.  
Basically, when the alpha-beta search reaches its “maximum depth” it does not 
immediately cease searching in all cases.  It first examines the current board 
position to see if the board configuration at the next level is relatively stable.  In 
our algorithm, this is done by querying whether or not there are any capture or 
promotion moves available at the next level of the search tree.  If the alpha-beta 
search finds that the board configuration is not stable at this level, then it proceeds 
to search an extra level of depth.  As long as there are more capture moves 
available, the search will continue, theoretically indefinitely.  This would ensure 
that when the search has reached a leaf, the heuristic function at the leaf is 
relatively stable and therefore is an adequate representation of the current board 
position.  Unfortunately, in a practical sense, we cannot allow the alpha-beta to 
continue indefinitely searching for all captures as that would require far too much 
computational time.  Instead, we allow the quiescent search to proceed to a level 
between two and three times as deep as the initial “maximum” depth level.  If in 
the intervening levels a node is found which does not have any available captures 
in the next level, the search is halted at this level.  Otherwise, when the search has 
reached three times the maximum depth, the search is halted regardless. 
 Obviously, as was mentioned, this is only a partial solution to the problem 
of search horizon.  It seems we have simply exchanged one horizon for a slightly 
deeper horizon.  This is more or less the case.  However, quiescent search is a 
logical attempt, using a practical amount of computational resources, to continue 
down search paths until a stable, representative evaluation function can be found.  
If this is not possible within a reasonable amount of time, we simply must be 
satisfied with the dangerous approximation we are making and realize that just as 
humans are fallible, so too will be our search algorithm. 

 
Heuristic Move-Ordering:  The efficiency of the alpha-beta search is 

highly dependent upon the order in which board positions are evaluated.  If the 
search is able to quickly narrow its pruning window and if the extreme values at 
each leaf are evaluated first, it will be able to efficiently rule out positions which 
must necessarily obtain values outside of the search window.   

To this end, the next move to consider in chess should be ordered to 
provide the maximum possible likelihood of cut-off, meaning it should be the 
most extreme value possible.  Since capture or promotion moves alter the 
evaluation function of the board most profoundly, it stands to reason that 
considering these moves first will lead to better ordering of leaf nodes. [3]    
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Our algorithm does exactly this.  When considering which branch to 
explore first in the min-max search tree, we first compile a list of all the possible 
capture or promotion moves available from the current position.  Each move in 
this list is then scored by the change it will make to the evaluation function, 
meaning in our case that the score is the absolute value of the captured piece in 
terms of the current weight vector being evolved (or the difference between the 
queen and the pawn value for a promotion).  That is, if the weight vector for the 
current player values a queen at 900, then the value assigned to a move capturing 
the queen will be 900.  The moves with the highest scores are then evaluated first 
followed by the remaining lower score capture moves.  Once all capture or 
promotion moves have been searched, the regular moves are next considered.  
These are not ordered in any very significant manner, except that we tend to 
consider moves by more powerful pieces first, expecting them to have the most 
impact on the game.   

 
Benchmarking of Alpha-Beta Improvements:  In the literature, these 

alpha-beta improvement techniques are often proposed and used to increase 
search performance.  However, it is difficult to find any quantitative analysis of 
just how effective these improvements are and how much benefit in decreased 
computation is gained by their usage.  As such, we conducted our own miniature 
empirical study of the effects of alpha-beta and each of its three improvements on 
the number of nodes searched and the time required to perform a search using our 
original checkers algorithm as a testbed.  Table 1 presents the results of these 
trials for various depths of search.  Note that the columns titled quiescent search 
and transposition tables represent the results for a mini-max search without alpha-
beta prunning. This was done to further separate the variables and attain a better 
understanding of exactly how large an effect each improvement had on the entire 
search tree.  Note the significant benefit gained in number of nodes searched 
when alpha-beta was used alone or with move ordering, as well as the significant 
decrease in computation associated with the use of either variable search depth 
(quiescent search) or transposition tables, especially at higher depths.  It might be 
interesting to note that the column corresponding to “quiescent search” is a 
variable-depth minimax search conducted between a depth equal to one half of the 
indicated depth and the indicated depth.  This is approximately as efficient as a 
fixed depth search to the indicated depth because for a given board it will return a 
more precise evaluation of the board applied to a shallower (sometimes but not 
always) but more stable board or the same evaluation function as the basic 
minimax search. 

We did the empirical study of the improvements using our checkers 
algorithm because we used checkers to develop our search algorithm and then we 
just adapted it for chess. Anyhow the results should be similar for the chess 
algorithm. Since the branching factor in the game tree is greater for chess than for 
checkers, it might be that the Alpha-Beta pruning is relatively more efficient for 
chess than the other improvements. And because there are a lot more possible 
moves in chess than in checkers, it might also be that the quiescent search 
improvement is a little bit less efficient relatively. 
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  Depth Minimax Alpha-

Beta 
+ Move 
ordering 

Quiesc. 
search 

Transpo. 
tables 

4 3308 278 271 2078 2237 
6 217537 5026 3204 41219 50688 

Number 
of 

nodes 8 15237252 129183 36753 649760 859184 
4 0 0 0 0 0 
6 3 0 0 0 1 

Search 
time 
(sec.) 8 201 1 0 9 12 

 
Table 1:  The results of benchmarking alpha-beta and its improvements.   

 
 

 Table 2 presents the results of testing the completely advanced alpha-beta 
algorithm incorporating all three improvements against a basic mini-max search.  
The trials were conducted for two different board configurations, the first being 
the initial move of a game and the second being some intermediate configuration 
containing available jumps at level 1 of the search.  The enormous savings shown 
by this empirical study easily justifies the increased difficulty and complexity of 
implementation required for the advanced alpha-beta algorithm.  Indeed the 
advanced algorithm required less than .01% of the computational resources that 
the min-max algorithm required. 
 

 First move Jumps available 

Depth 8 Basic 
minimax 

Advanced 
algorithm 

Basic 
minimax 

Advanced 
algorithm 

Number 
of nodes 15237252 4835 56902251 6648 

Search 
time 
(sec.) 

201 0 739 0 

 
Table 2:  The results of benchmarking the entire advanced alpha-beta algorithm including 

all three suggested improvements versus a simple mini-max search.  The study was 
conducted at a search depth of 8 for two checkerboard configurations, the first move of a 
game and an intermediate move which contained available jumps at the first search level. 

 
 
The Evolutionary Algorithm in Detail 
 

With the basic chess player implemented, our next task was to re-implement the 
Kendall and Whitwell evolutionary algorithm.  Some of the more important features of 
this algorithm will be discussed herein. 
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Selection Process:  Since the chess players are entirely deterministic, competition could 
be performed by two players playing just two games against one another, once as black 
and once as white.  The authors proposed a novel sequence of player choice which they 
proved would allow the best player in the population (if it existed) to end each generation 
in the final position, viewing the entire population as a vector.  Figure 5, courtesy of [1], 
details this process.  Basically, the strategy is to have µ−1 matches per generation where 
µ is the size of the population.  For the ith match, the first player is chosen to be the player 
at position i within the population.  The second player, j, is chosen from the tail of the 
population vector.  That is: 

µ≤≤+ ji 1  
 

In this way, as Figure 5 shows, the most powerful evaluation function currently in 
the vector should be involved in many matches and thus propagate quickly throughout 
the entire population.   

  
 
Mutation Process:  The goal of the evolution procedure is to converge toward the 
optimum player in a 6-dimensional space (6 parameters of the evaluation function to 
evolve at the same time) starting from a discrete random population of seeds. This 
convergence is actually a very complicated problem from a mathematical standpoint for 
three main reasons: 

• First, the metric used for to determine mutation is the outcome of a chess game 
which, even if deterministic, is not a perfect evaluation of the player’s quality. At 
small search depths, a “better” player can have a “better” evaluation function but 
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still head toward a “beyond-the-horizon” dead-end that eventually leads to the 
opponent’s victory. We can get rid of this problem – at least partially – by 
increasing the depth of the search. Indeed if the horizon is farther away there will 
be less chance to head toward a dead-end because there will be more possibilities 
to escape. With higher search depths, the outcomes of the games between the 
players should be more “fair”. Unfortunately, due to the severe time and 
computational constraints of this project, we could only experiment at reasonably 
shallow search depths, and consequently we perform our evolutions with a 
variable search depth between 2 and 5. This is obviously not enough to 
completely avoid the horizon effect, and this may have been one reason that our 
convergence results appear slower than those reported by Kendall and Whitwell.  
It may also account for the difference in the optimal values for evaluation 
function parameters that we eventually obtained; Kendall and Whitwell did not 
completely define the parameters of their quiescent search and so attempting to 
match their results completely proved impossible. Despite these difficulties, the 
procedure should still eventually converge toward the set of parameters which is 
optimal for the particular search depth used. 

• A second difficulty is due to the high number of parameters being evolved at the 
same time: the higher the dimension of the space the more challenging the 
convergence.  When a player loses a game, we mutate all the weights in that 
player with the same coefficient though the defeat was maybe due to only one of 
them. Hence even if the player was converged in several but not all dimensions 
(say rook, knight and queen) we just throw it away because of the other 
parameters (say bishop and legal moves).  In our study this is especially a 
problem with the weight associated with the number of legal moves. While the 
other weights are generally only multiplied by one or two, corresponding to the 
number of pieces of that type remaining on the board, the legal moves weight is 
often multiplied by 20 or 30.  If this weight is of the same order of magnitude as 
the other weights, one can easily see that it will completely swamp any 
differences between other dimensions.  Therefore if this weight has a large value 
but all other weights have been optimized, the player may still very well lose its 
matches. 

• The last difficulty is less important than the first two and only appears after a 
certain time in the convergence procedure. It is another consequence of the “game 
outcome” metric used. When all the population members are similar to one 
another, the evaluation functions of the different players might not be different 
enough to differentiate the players.  In this case most of the games will be draws. 
This problem prevents the population from ever completely converging.  After the 
evolution procedure has finished, therefore, we take the average of the final 
population to be the optimum player. 

 
For these three reasons, the mutation procedure has to be thought out carefully in 

order for the evolution to succeed. If the mutation parameters are not appropriate, the 
parameters population will not necessarily converge toward the optimum player or may 
even diverge.  The mutation procedure is actually defined from the metric output. There 
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are four possible outcomes for a chess match consisting of two games: each player 
playing as black and white): 

• One of the player wins both games 
• One player wins one game and the other game is a draw 
• The two games are draws 
• Each player wins one game 

The two last cases are assumed to be equivalent in our procedure. For each situation we 
have to define a mutation procedure for the two players. In the paper that describes the 
evolution procedure we applied [1], they chose to remove the loser (if any) from the 
population replacing it by a clone of the winner. Then they mutated each weight of the 
two players according to the equation: 
 

( )( ))()()( 5.0)1..0( yyy RRNDVV σ××−+=  
 

The coefficient R being defined by the match outcome: 
 

 Winner Loser 
2 victories 0 2 
1 victory and 1 draw 0.2 1 
2 draws or 1 victory on each side 0.5 0.5 

 
These R values suppose that at the beginning of the evolution the seeds are really 

different, and most of the games should end with 2 victories for one player.  Since for the 
initial generations of the evolution we want to explore the space to be sure of not being 
stuck on a local maximum, we keep the winner as it is but we mutate its clone by a large 
amount. Then as the evolution proceeds the seeds will converge and become more similar 
to each other. After a while, there should be more draws and most of the victories should 
be of the form “1 victory, 1 draw”. In this new situation we don’t want to explore 
excessively far anymore because the population should be close to the global optimum.  
On the contrary, we want to speed up the convergence. Therefore we choose to change 
the winner a little bit hoping to eventually hit the global optimum and we mutate the 
clone by a smaller amount than before to remain close to the supposed optimum without 
totally stagnating the population. 

 
Since the authors didn’t justify the values they chose for R, one can detect two 

axes of development to improve the convergence: 
• Are the relative values of the coefficients appropriate: Should the R used for 2 

defeats (for the loser) be 4 times as large as the R for 2 draws? 
• Is the scaling factor optimized for a fast convergence?  That is, could all of the 

R values used by Kendall and Whitwell be scaled up or down and still provide 
convergence? 

Even though they could probably be tuned more precisely, the relative values of 
the R values for different outcomes at least have some justification, as described above.  
Therefore we chose to focus our efforts on the scaling factor of the mutation coefficients.  
This work is discussed in further detail in the Results section below. 
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Pedagogical Evolution Walkthrough:  In order to ensure complete understanding of the 
evolutionary algorithm and its inner workings, we now attempt to step through a 
simplified pedagogical example of the evolution in action.  Let us assume for the moment 
that our population size, µ, is just three.  Further, we will imagine that we are only 
evolving one of the parameters of the weight vector while leaving the others constant.  
Concretely, we will assume that an evaluation function differs from other functions only 
in the value of its first weight.  This weight denotes the value of a rook.  Since the other 
values are all constant between the functions, we can therefore ignore them for the 
moment and name each evaluation function only by its one changing parameter.   Thus 
our initial random population might look something like Table 3. 
 
 

 Player 1 Player 2 Player 3 
Rook Value 500 200 1200 

 
Table 3:  Initial population for simplified example assuming that we are only evolving the value of 

the rook in each case.  Note that the average rook value in this case in initially 633. 
 
 
 The first step in beginning competition is to select the two players for the first 
match.  Player 1 is selected automatically as described above under selection process.  
The second player is chosen uniformly randomly from among the tail of the population, 
in this case meaning there would be a 50% chance that Player 2 would be selected and a 
50% chance that Player 3 would be selected.  Let us assume that Player 2 has been 
selected as the second competitor.   
 Now the match is played.  The first game pits Player 1 as white against Player 2 
as black.  This means that the rook value of 500 is used whenever Player 1 is performing 
its alpha-beta search and the rook value of 200 is used whenever Player 2 is performing 
its alpha-beta search.  The match proceeds.  At some point in the match, let us imagine 
that Player 2 has the option of trading his rook for Player 1’s knight.  Since Player 2 
values his rook so little, he is very likely to make this (strategically bad) move.  Player 1 
exploits this blunder and easily wins the first game. 
 The second game pits Player 1, now playing black, against Player 2 as white.  
Once again, Player 2 sacrifices his rook which he does not highly value and Player 1 is 
able to win.  Thus, the match score stands at 2 games to 0 in favor of Player 1.   
 After the match is finished, the mutation phase of the evolution next occurs.  In 
this case, the standard deviation of the population is approximately:  
 

513
2

)6331200()633200()633500( 222

==
−+−+− σ  

 
 

Since Player 1 won both games, he is first replicated into Player 2’s position.  
Then the two copies of Player 1 are mutated using equation 2 and an R value of 0 and 2, 
respectively.  This results in the population shown in Table 4. 
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Population Player 1 Player 2 Player 3 
Pre-Mutation 500 200 1200 
Post-Match 500 500+[-.5,.5]*2*513 1200 

Post-Mutation 500 757 1200 
 

Table 4:  The changing population as the first mutation proceeds.   The average rook value after the 
first mutation is now 819. 

 
 Having concluded the first match, we now move on to the second.  Now Player 2 
is selected as the first competitor as per the rules outlined under selection process.  The 
second competitor is chosen uniformly randomly from the tail of the population vector.  
In this case, the tail consists only of Player 3, so it is selected as Player 2’s opponent. 
 Now the match proceeds.  Player 2 plays white first against Player 3’s black.  At 
each point in the alpha-beta search of Player 2, whenever the value of a rook is needed 
for the evaluation function, the value 757 will be used.  When Player 3 evaluates the 
value of a rook, he will use the value of 1200.   
 The match proceeds.  In this case, we will imagine that there arises a point in the 
game where Player 2 plays a fork move against Player 3’s rook and queen.  This means 
that Player 3 will end up losing either his queen or his rook no matter what he does, but 
he has the choice of which one to sacrifice.  Since Player 3 places such a high value on 
his rooks, he opts to lose his queen instead.  This tactical error allows Player 2 to 
dominate the game and win.  
 The second game places Player 3 as white against Player 2 as black.  In this case, 
Player 3 as white goes on the offensive and Player 2 is never able to exploit the over-
evaluation of the rook.  Thus, the game ends in a three move draw with neither player 
able to gain a decisive advantage. 
 The score for the match then stands at 1 win and 1 draw in favor of Player 2.  
Now the mutation phase commences.  Since Player 2 did win a match, Player 3 is 
removed and Player 2 is duplicated in its place, as per the rules of equation 2.  The 
standard deviation of the population in this case is approximately: 
 

354
2

)8191200()819757()819500( 222

==
−+−+− σ  

 
The R values used to mutate the two copies of Player 2 are now .2 and 1.  Thus, the 
population in Table 5 results. 
 
 

Population Player 1 Player 2 Player 3 
Pre-Mutation 500 757 1200 
Post-Match 500 757+[-.5,.5]*.2*354 1200+[-.5,.5]*1*354 

Post-Mutation 500 771 1047 
 

Table 5:  The changing population as the second mutation proceeds.  The average rook value after 
this second mutation is now 773.  The standard deviation is 274. 
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 So after just two mutations and one generation, we have taken a population that 
started with standard deviation of 513 and nearly halved that value to just 274.  The 
population has already begun to converge toward some final value. 
 The evolution would hereafter proceed by first inverting the population vector, 
meaning in this case that Player 3 would be placed into the first position and Player 1 
would be placed into the third position.  Then generations similar to the one just stepped 
through would occur.  The evolution would proceed either for some set number of 
generations, some predetermined amount of real-world time had elapsed, or until some 
small value had been reached for the standard deviation indicating that no further 
convergence was necessary for the population.  In this way, an initially random 
population of players can be competed, mutated, and evolved to discover a much more 
optimal population of players without the need for expert domain specific knowledge to 
tune the various relative weights.     
 
 

Results of Experiments 
 
Comparison to Existing Algorithm
 
 Our first goal was to implement Kendall and Whitwell’s algorithm and to 
reproduce as closely as possible the results they published in their paper.  Unfortunately, 
we found this task to be nearly impossible due to a number of unidentified parameters of 
their algorithm.   
  The first of these parameters is what the authors described as “a small fixed bonus 
. . . given for control of the center squares and advanced pawns with promotion 
potential.” [1]  The value of this small fixed bonus was not, however, explicitly stated in 
the paper.  As such, we opted to select a value of zero for this bonus, feeling that in this 
way we would know which direction the data should be affected.  That is, by choosing 
not to include the bonus, we realized that pawns would certainly be worth less than in 
Kendall and Whitwell’s results because the computer would not be trying to hold onto 
them in order to retain the promotion bonus.  If we had guessed a value for this bonus, we 
could have guessed too high or too low and would not have known in which direction our 
results should have been affected.  As such, we can now expect with confidence that 
pawns in our algorithm will be worth some amount less than the authors found them to 
be, or in other words that the other pieces will have relatively higher values than in the 
Kendall and Whitwell case.  Similarly, the bonus for center square control was set to zero 
for the same reason.  By choosing zero, we know that we have guessed too low and could 
adjust our data appropriately if necessary.   
 A second source of possible difference between our algorithms was the lack of 
clear definition of the quiescent search method employed by the authors.  They simply 
stated that “quiescence was used to selectively extend the search tree to avoid noisy board 
positions where material exchanges may influence the resultant evaluation quality” and 
cited the work by Bowden which first introduced the concept of quiescent search.  [13]  
This left us wondering how deep would be deep enough.  As has been previously noted, 
the depth of the search can have a profound effect on the optimal evaluation function as 
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certain pieces may be worth more or less in a horizon-limited situation.  Since Kendall 
and Whitwell did not explicitly report the depth of their quiescent search extension, we 
were forced to arbitrarily choose a value for this depth, resulting in significant differences 
between our results and the paper’s. 
 
 We first repeat the figures provided by Kendall and Whitwell demonstrating their 
algorithm’s convergence in Figures 6 and 7.  To these results can be compared the results 
for our re-implementation, as shown below in Figures 9 and 10.  The legend for our 
results depicting which symbol and color correspond to which weight element is shown 
in Figure 8.  The re-implementation results were obtained using an initial population of 
50 players, just as in the Kendall and Whitwell case.  The search depth in this case was 
set to be between 2 and 4.  Note that in reading these figures and all further results, the 
value of a pawn has been scaled to 100 in order to maintain some common scaling 
measurement.  Note also that Kendall and Whitwell’s values are reported with the pawn 
value scaled to 1 instead of 100.     
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 6:  Kendall and Whitwell’s evolution results.  This figure shows the average parameter weight 

as a function of evolutionary generation.  Note that a pawn is scaled to 1 in this figure while in our 
tests, it was scaled to 100.   
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Figure 7:  Kendall and Whitwell’s evolution results.  This figure show the standard deviation of each 
individual weight vector versus the evolutionary generation. 

 
 

 

 

Figure 8:  The legend for 
our evolution graphs.  

Each weight vector has 
the same color and shape 

throughout the 
remainder of the graphs.  

Note that the pawn 
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Figure 9:  The average value of each weight plotted as a function of generation number for our 
evolution results.  The differences between our results and Kendall and Whitwell’s is due to a lack of 

complete algorithmic definition in the earlier paper. 
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Figure 10:  The standard deviation of each weight versus generation.  Note that the convergence rate 
is very similar to that of Kendall and Whitwell.   

 
 
 What we see from the average values obtained by our re-implementation in Figure 
9 is that the undefined pawn bonuses are playing a large role.  If we ignore the rook for a 
moment, we will see that in our case the piece values are approximately 80% to 100% 
greater than the Kendall and Whitwell values for the queen, bishop, and knight.  As we 
mentioned before, this is likely due to the lack of fixed bonuses given to the pawns.  Our 
players have very little incentive to hold onto their pawns and are thus more willing to 
give them up, decreasing the perceived value of the pawns and comparatively increasing 
the values of the other pieces.   
 When examining the difference in the value of the rook, we would expect it to 
have been scaled by the same factor to approximately 800 or so.  However, here the 
horizon-effect seems to be playing a role.  In chess, the rook is a very difficult piece to 
use properly.  In the beginning of the game, it is buried behind pawns and requires the 
most “positional” moves of any piece in the game before it can have an open path to the 
enemy.  In a fixed-horizon search like ours, this devalues the rook, for it is rare that the 
proper sequence of moves will actually be executed to give the rook an effective 
formation from which to attack.  The reason we see a slightly depreciated value for the 
rook in our re-implementation is that we could not accurately reproduce the exact same 
level of horizon-effect as Kendall and Whitwell since they did not adequately report the 
depth of their quiescent search.   
 
 
Parametric Study of the Mutation Coefficients 
 
 As explained previously, we undertook to discover the effect that scaling the R 
values used in the mutation procedure would have on the convergence of this 
evolutionary algorithm.  To do this, we performed four separate evolutions, the results of 
which are shown in Figures 11-14.  The mutation parameters used for each of these trials 
are shown in Table 6, being simply scaled values of those used by Kendall and Whitwell.  
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Each evolution started from the same initial population of 30 players.  These players were 
competed for 15 generations (except for the evolution with large scaling factor which was 
clearly diverging and so was halted after only 8 generations).  The search depth was set to 
be between 2 and 5.  Each evolution required approximately 30 hours of computational 
time on a 1.5 GHz Pentium 4 processor with 512 MB of RAM available.  Memory usage 
did not exceed 256MB, however.    
 
 

Scaling 
factor 

R winner 
(2 victories) 

R loser 
(2 victories) 

R winner 
(1 victory) 

R loser 
(1 victory) R draw 

2 0 4 0.4 2 1 
1 0 2 0.2 1 0.5 

0.5 0 1 0.1 0.5 0.25 
0.25 0 0.5 0.05 0.25 0.125 

 
Table 6:  The four scaling factors used to analyze the effect of mutation parameters on the Kendall 
and Whitwell evaluation function evolution.  By bracketing the author’s initial guesses of mutation 
parameters, we hoped to discern the robustness of their algorithm had they made slightly different 

choices for the mutation coefficients. 
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Figure 11: Evolution results for a scaling factor of 2.  (left) Average values of piece weights and 

(right) standard deviation of piece weights. 
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Figure 12:  Evolution results for a scaling factor of 1.  (left) Average values of piece weights and 

(right) standard deviation of piece weights. 
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Figure 13:  Evolution results for a scaling factor of ½.  (left) Average values of piece weights and 

(right) standard deviation of piece weights. 
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Figure 14: Evolution results for a scaling factor of ¼.  (left) Average values of piece weights and 

(right) standard deviation of piece weights. 
 
 
 In evaluating these figures a trend is clearly noticeable.  When the mutation 
coefficients were doubled, the evolution became unstable.  The mutations simply take the 
population too far astray and tend to increase the standard deviation of the population no 
matter what set out of outcomes occurs.  Consequently we didn’t run as many generations 
as for the other scaling factors because it wasn’t worth spending time on more 
generations.  This is seen by the diverging values of Figure 11.  Figures 12 through 14 all 
show populations which tend to or have already converged.  However, what is noticeable 
is the rate at which these various populations converged.  Shown in Table 7 is a column 
labeled convergence factor.  This factor represents a ratio of the final population standard 
deviation to the initial standard deviation (geometrically averaged over all 6 weight 
vectors.)  Thus, if this convergence factor is greater than one, the population has 
diverged.  If it is exactly 1, the population has remained stable.  Values less than one 
imply convergence, with lesser values identifying faster or more complete convergences.  
Using this column in Table 7 as a quantitative measure of what is easily qualitatively 
seen in Figures 12 through 14, we can determine that the smallest mutation parameters 
gave the fastest convergence rate.  As the parameters were increased, the convergence 
rate decreased, until it eventually became unstable. 
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 However, this does not mean that choosing the smallest mutation parameters is 
the best solution to our problem.  In the limit, this would of course imply that we choose 
0 for our mutation coefficients and not change the initial population at all.  Of course, we 
would also not be exploring the space and would almost inevitably miss the global 
optimum.  If we choose our mutation parameters to be too small, the evolution will 
definitely converge.  However, it will not always converge to the most optimal solution 
available.   
 

Scaling factor Convergence 
factor 

Average player 
ranking 

2 2.96 4   (0v / 4d) 
1 0.31 3   (2v / 3d) 

0.5 0.14 1   (4v / 1d) 
0.25 0.07 2   (3v / 1d) 

 
Table 7: Comparison of the average player for each of the different scaling factors studied, after 

evolution for 14 generations. The two criteria for the convergence are the ratio between the average 
final and initial standard deviations (convergence factor) and the quality of the average player 

(ranking of the four average players) 
 
 This result is demonstrated by the final column of Table 7, labeled average player 
ranking.  When the evolution had completed, we took the final populations of each trial 
and found their mean players.  These four players were then competed each against the 
other as white and as black, for a total of six games per player.  The outcomes of those 
games are listed in this column of Table 7 along with the player’s rank with 1 being the 
player which won the most games and 4 being the player that lost the most.   
 What is seen is that the evolution with scaling factor of .5 produced the most 
optimal player.  This evolution not only converged (convergence factor .14), but was able 
to search the space effectively and find the best player.  The evolution with a smaller 
scaling factor of .25 also converged (factor of .07) but did not explore the space 
effectively.  It ended with a sub-optimal player which could not defeat the player found 
by the more exploratory evolution.  The evolution with scaling factor of 1 converged 
significantly (with a convergence factor of .31) but apparently did not have sufficient 
time to reduce the variation in its population and focus on a single optimum.  This made 
its final population average weaker than that of the more focused evolution with a scaling 
factor of ½.   
 
 

Conclusions 
 

In order to evaluate Kendall and Whitwell’s choice of mutation parameters as 
discussed above, we conducted a simple parametric study, performing the evolution 
procedure starting from the same initial population with variously scaled mutation R 
values. The set of R values was defined by taking the original set of values given by 
Kendall and Whitwell and scaling them by the coefficients 2, 1, ½, and ¼. 
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We assert that the influence of the scaling factor was relatively easy to 
understand: if the factor was too high, the procedure did not converge, but if it was too 
low it converged toward a value close to the best seed in the initial population, even if 
that was not the global optimum.  Such a situation makes the usage of evolutionary 
algorithms particularly dangerous in precisely the domains for which they were originally 
designed, those domains in which expert knowledge of the true solution is difficult or 
expensive to obtain.  If a user is not careful to tweak the mutation parameters many times 
and discover the dependence of the solution on them, his algorithm may seem to 
converge, but may be converging to a horribly sub-optimal value. The scaling factor must 
be high enough to explore the space and be sure to eventually include the global optimum 
into the population, but low enough to quickly converge toward this optimum solution.   

Obviously finding the best scaling factor is itself a difficult problem which could 
be represented by a maximization statement in its own one-dimensional space.  The 
“Holy Grail” might in fact be to evolve the evolution procedure in order to find the set of 
R coefficients that lead to the fastest and most accurate convergence. We can do this by 
applying the same procedure that is used to evolve the seeds of the evaluation function. 
Starting from a random population of R values we can use each of them to evolve an 
evaluation function from the same initial population. Even if several sets of R coefficients 
from the R population should lead to approximately the same player in terms of the 
evaluation function, the number of generations to converge would be different. There 
would also be sets of R with too small of a scaling factor whose populations would 
converge toward a non-optimum player.  To assess which set of R is better, we could 
have play-offs between the averages of the populations obtained after a certain number of 
generations. Then we would keep the “good” set of R values, replace the less fit members 
by mutated clones of the good ones, and do the procedure again until we converge toward 
a final set of R coefficients.  Unfortunately, however, such a technique requires immense 
amounts of possibly expensive computation.   
 Perhaps this instability and lack of robustness to slight algorithmic changes are 
two of the reasons evolutionary algorithms have long remained an interesting, shot-in-
the-dark alternative to conventional optimization methods, but have not been adequately 
generalized to the solution of arbitrary problems.  With more study and sufficient 
computational resources, we hope future researchers can more deeply investigate and 
perhaps find some theoretical basis for the variation of evolutionary convergence with 
changing mutation parameters.  As it stands, our study should serve as a caution to future 
implementers:  An evolutionary algorithm must be finely honed and sufficiently 
investigated in domains of partial or complete knowledge before being applied to a 
domain with unpredictable results.      
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Introduction 
The high costs of human spaceflight operations favor large investments to optimize 
astronauts’ time usage during extravehicular activity. These have included extensive 
expenditures in training, tool development, and spacecraft design for serviceability. 
However, astronauts’ space suits themselves still encumber more than aid, a focus of 
several current research programs. Potential improvements face tight integration between 
suits and astronaut activities, resulting in many mechanical and computational challenges. 

One major area of work aims to alleviate the difficulties of conducting precise or 
prolonged movements within a pressurized garment. Powered prosthetic assistance may 
provide a solution to this problem, but creates key operational challenges. Standard 
digital or verbal user command interfaces may prove incompatible with such devices, 
limited by low bandwidth and nonintuitive control structures. Tactile control using, for 
example, hand or finger gestures seems far more suitable for controlling mechanical 
effectors, providing high speed and intuitive spatial relationships between command 
signals and desired actions. 

Flexibility and robustness in controllers like these will likely require personalized 
command recognition tailored to individual astronauts. The need for speed and natural 
facility will make this capability even more indispensable than in, say, speech 
recognition. Command recognition systems should dynamically adjust their interpretation 
rules as training data is accumulated, improving their precision and following long-term 
trends as astronauts develop their working behaviors throughout a career’s worth of 
extravehicular activity. 

In this project, we propose a relatively simple gesture-based spatial command recognition 
system as an analog to more advanced systems suitable for augmenting extravehicular 
activities with robotic assistance. We aim initially to achieve discrete pattern recognition, 
with a possible extension to continuous parameter spaces, which may ultimately find 
favor in many spatial applications. 

Problem Statement 
We propose a software agent capable of identifying spatially motivated commands 
among a finite set indicated by short two-dimensional gestures within the continuous 
movement stream of a pointing device such as a computer mouse. The agent will 
construct optimized interpretation rules based on training data sets corresponding to 
single human users over a period of time, with identifying rules adjusted dynamically 
during further use. The system may be extended to allow command spaces parameterized 
by continuous variables. It may also allow users to refine agent interpretations post facto 
by providing optional explicit clarification after initial training is completed. 

Background Material 
Here we provide some background from the most relevant recent literature on statistical 
learning. This description is adapted from earlier review by the first author. We aim to go 
beyond elementary classification methods such as binary decision trees to achieve more 
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powerful yet still feasible pattern recognition (discrete case) and functional estimation 
(continuous case) capabilities. 

Weiss et al. (1995) show how to generalize traditional discrete decision trees used for 
classification to regression trees used for functional estimation. Like decision trees, 
regression trees perform partitioning based on a disjunctive normal form (DNF) strategy, 
which has advantages for clarity of knowledge organization and traceability to features. 
However, for pattern recognition applications, they propose a more general rule-based 
approach to regression, which eliminates the DNF constraint and can potentially find 
much more compact representations. This can be important for large spaces, and can 
potentially find rules with substantially clearer interpretations. 

Through a number of real-world examples, they show that rule-based regression 
algorithms using numerical optimization techniques can significantly outperform tree-
based methods both in performance and speed. They also show how this approach can be 
effectively combined with partitioning and nearest-neighbor methods (e.g., bounding 
pseudo-classes on the basis of a fixed neighborhood population) in order to improve 
performance still further. They also pursue sample storage compression enhancements 
with some success. 

The methods presented here move in the desired direction in terms of generalizing the 
approach to classification and estimation, and provide concrete algorithms and examples 
demonstrating their effectiveness in certain situations. However, the fundamental 
methodology still relies upon complete storage of training samples and a somewhat 
discretized pseudo-classification approach to pattern decomposition. That is, rule-based 
regression may not be general enough to provide the kind of dynamic adaptability and 
scaling to training data desirable in our agent. 

By contrast, Boser et al. (1992) take a step beyond both tree-based and rule-based 
parametric decision methods by devising a method to effectively reparameterize the 
space of observations according to the most useful global indicators. That is, they 
construct a dynamically generated basis for the input space using "support vectors" 
optimally chosen to maximize the resolution of the boundary between decision classes. 
This provides significant improvement on traditional regression-based approaches, which 
tend to smooth over any atypical patterns as represented in the original input basis. 

Their training algorithm also grows dynamically with new input data, while incorporating 
many other linear and nonlinear methods as special cases. Moreover, the authors show 
how to construct a dual space representation (of reduced dimension) for the actual 
decision kernel, which allows the underlying quadratic optimization problem to be solved 
efficiently using standard numerical techniques. The authors demonstrate empirical 
performance on many classical pattern recognition problems (such as handwritten digit 
recognition) significantly exceeding other leading algorithms, in some cases even those 
with pre-defined task-specific models for those problems. 

This approach demonstrates both generality for uninformed pattern recognition and 
dynamic adaptation and scaling to enlarging training data sets that we desire for our 
agent. By comparison to Weiss et al., however, it still does not demonstrate applications 
to functional estimation as well as pattern recognition, which will be essential for 
operating with continuous-parameter command spaces. 
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Vapnik et al. (1997) extend the support vector method to three major classes of 
applications including regression estimation. The primary content of the paper consists of 
explicit mathematical algorithms for carrying out each of these tasks in a generalized 
fashion, but relatively simple example applications are demonstrated for each one, with 
sufficient realism to provide indicators about performance. The authors show in general 
how the reduced effective dimensionality of the support vector basis translates into lower 
complexity in all these areas; that is, complexity is driven by the desired complexity of 
the result rather than the complexity of the initial parametrization of the problem. 
Performance bounds are generally impressive, demonstrating feasibility for a wide range 
of problems. Given its well-demonstrated utility in both discrete recognition and 
continuous estimation, we currently plan to build our agent upon a support vector 
machine architecture. 

Technical Approach 
Two-dimensional cursor input streams will be captured during one or more continuous 
sessions per individual user using a standard PC pointing device (such as a mouse). 
Visual feedback may or may not be provided to the user indicating the movement history 
of the pointing device, though more likely not given the speed of application at which we 
are aiming. The user will also be provided a means to indicate interpretations to be 
assigned to command gestures during training; the desired precision of these indications 
(with respect to gesture endpoints) has yet to be determined. 

Temporal information will be preserved to maximize the interpretive capability of the 
agent; if extensions for explicit refinement post facto are pursued, information on session 
ordering will also be maintained. Input data streams will be sampled at lower than 
maximum resolution in order to improve time and storage requirements for processing 
(we intend to archive all input data for later analysis even though not strictly necessary 
for applying the algorithms discussed above). 

Extending the system to support continuous-parameter command spaces (if feasible) will 
most likely require some degree post facto refinement to maintain convergence on user 
intentions. In this case, the user will have a consistently available mechanism for making 
adjustments to interpreted commands based on visual feedback, most likely through a 
separate pointing device or interface. The details of these potential extensions have yet to 
be determined. 

Pattern recognition and functional estimation software will be based on the support vector 
algorithms described in the papers cited above. The software will be implemented in 
Mathematica 5.1, using the GUIKit package built on J/Link to construct a user interface 
running on a local Java Virtual Machine. 

Iterative Development 
We propose two iterations of spiral development in order to gain useful insights for final 
product development and maximize the chances of success. 

First Iteration. We plan to develop a simplified version of the system incorporating 
minimal functionality in all major components. This version will perform a binary 
discrete pattern recognition (between a gesture pattern and its complementary input 
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space) based on high-quality prefabricated training data. Here we intend to verify the 
basic soundness of the algorithm and implementation strategies. 

Second Iteration. We plan to incorporate multiple patterns and multiple individuals 
generating real training data sets. Depending upon time available and challenges 
encountered, we may pursue extensions to continuous-parameter command spaces and 
post facto user refinement of interpretation rules. 

Project Plan 
We plan to develop the core elements of our agent and test and analyze its capabilities as 
a tightly integrated team, though individual software implementation and testing tasks 
may be partitioned among the group as needed. The table below outlines our anticipated 
development schedule: 

Date of Completion Activity 

Sunday 4/17 Develop software architecture: 

• identify major components and interfaces 

• detail implementation strategy for major components 

• assign responsibilities for component development 

Sunday 4/24 Develop and test software interfaces: 

• establish data protocols between major components 

• demonstrate compatibility via fabricated data sets 

Sunday 5/1 Complete first iteration: 

• demonstrate binary discrete pattern recognition 

• verify algorithm performance by comparison to predictions 

Sunday 5/8 Complete second iteration: 

• demonstrate command recognition for multiple individuals 

• develop agent extensions as time allows 

• analyze algorithm performance and applicability 

Sunday 5/11 Document final results: 

• organize results, analysis, and remaining extensions 

• prepare final report and presentation materials 
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Introduction 
 In the context of a natural disaster, or when a military pilot has to eject in enemy 
territory, Search and Rescue teams often have to find people in unknown or hazardous 
areas.  For safety reasons, Search and Rescue teams of the future will probably make use 
of unmanned aerial vehicles.  For such a rescue vehicle, the ability to localize itself, both 
to avoid dangers (mountains/enemy bases) and to scan the entire area until survivors are 
found, is essential.  However, this area may be unknown (enemy territory), or not mapped 
precisely (mountain summits).  Moreover, global positioning systems (GPS) may not be 
usable in the area, or they may be not accurate enough, as is often the case in areas with 
dense foliage.   
 In such a situation, a helicopter capable of mapping its surroundings while 
localizing itself on this map would be of special interest.  In this project, we want to 
investigate such a platform. We would like to implement a SLAM algorithm for a 
helicopter moving in an area with uneven terrain and using 3-D rangefinder sensors. Our 
goal is for this helicopter to be able to create a 2-D contour map of the ground 
surrounding it, while localizing itself on that map. 
 
Problem Statement 

The goal of this project is to be able to do 2-D SLAM in a simulated, forested 
outdoor environment where the ground is not flat.  Our platform of choice is a small, 
radio-controlled helicopter.  In such a situation, traditional 2-D SLAM is problematic 
because the horizontal plane of the laser rangefinder can hit contoured ground, causing 
spurious landmarks to be placed on the map.   It can also miss low-lying landmarks if the 
helicopter is hovering too high.  Thus, the objectives of this project are: 

1) To simulate an appropriate forested outdoor environment and the 
motion/perception of a small, radio-controlled helicopter 

2) To use 3-D rangefinder data to create a leveled 2-D map, rejecting spurious 
landmarks 

3) To attach elevation data to points on the leveled 2-D map, creating a contour map 
 

Previous Work 
 In terms of mapping of non-flat terrain from a helicopter, (Thrun, 2003) creates a 
3-D map using 2-D rangefinder data.  A small helicopter is equipped with rangefinders 
whose measurements lie in a plane perpendicular to the direction of motion.  Using scan-
alignment techniques, the noisy data is combined into a smooth 3-D picture of the world.  
However, they are not using SLAM, and the helicopter cannot image the same location 
twice with their algorithm. 
 (Montemerlo, 2003) creates a 3-D map of a non-flat underground mine from a 
cart platform. It uses a forward-pointing vertical rangefinder (whose plane is parallel to 
the direction of motion and the up-direction) to reject spurious ‘wall’ detections made by 
a horizontal rangefinder pointed at non-level ground.  The resulting data is used to create 
a 2-D map with a normal 2-D SLAM algorithm.  The 3-D map is then created using a 
plane of rangefinder measurements perpendicular to the direction of motion, combined 
using the robot’s estimate of its location on the 2-D map generated using SLAM and 
smoothed using scan-alignment.  This work is similar to what we are attempting to do, in 
that it performs 2-D SLAM with disambiguation of spurious measurements due to 
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contoured terrain.  However, we do not feel the need to create a full 3-D map, and the 
leveled 2-D map they create uses only a single plane of vertical measurements.  This is 
sufficient under the assumption that the world is reasonably rectilinear, consisting only of 
walls and ground.  However, this is insufficient for outdoor environments. 
 Our project is essentially an extension of (Brenneke, 2003), which uses a 
motorized cart equipped with a rotating 2-D laser rangefinder, just as described in our 
proposed project, to map a contoured outdoor environment.  The paper describes how to 
use the 3-D cloud of points to disambiguate ground from landmarks in order to create a 
leveled 2-D map.  The techniques we will be using are largely similar to those used in 
this paper.  However, our extensions are twofold: first, because we are using a helicopter 
platform, data can be taken from varying distances from the ground, and second, we hope 
to add elevation data to the leveled 2-D map, which this paper does not do.  
 
Outline of the Proposed Technical Approach 
Each point in the problem statement will be addressed in turn. 
1) To simulate an appropriate forested outdoor environment and the motion/perception 

of a small, radio-controlled helicopter 
 
The simulation will be done in Open Dynamics Engine, an open-source physics engine.  
By applying the appropriate noisy forces to a simulated helicopter, we can simulate 
motion of the helicopter using the physics engine.  By detecting collisions between rays 
protruding from the helicopter and the simulated world (and adding noise), we can create 
a realistic picture of what a laser rangefinder might return.  In order to eliminate having 
to create autonomous navigation algorithms for the helicopter, we will assume that the 
helicopter has a camera attached, allowing a human to drive it around. 
 
2) To use 3-D rangefinder data to create a leveled 2-D map, rejecting spurious 

landmarks 
 
Our simulated helicopter will be equipped with a 2-D laser rangefinder pointed vertically 
so that its measurement plane is parallel to both the up direction and the helicopter’s 
direction of movement.  To obtain 3-D data from this sensor, we will sweep it quickly 
back and forth.  Because the helicopter will continue to move during the sweep, the data 
must be adjusted for the motion of the sensor.  The 3-D data will be used to distinguish 
ground and overhanging objects from legitimate landmarks, defined as objects sticking 
directly out of the ground, such as tree trunks and rocks.  Using these segmented 
landmarks, a leveled 2-D map can be created using 2-D SLAM techniques.  In particular, 
we plan to use a particle-filter based SLAM algorithm, such as the FastSLAM algorithm 
developed by Sebastian Thrun’s lab.   
 
3) To attach elevation data to points on the leveled 2-D map, creating a contour map 
 
To simplify the control of the helicopter, we will likely assume that it will try to hover a 
fixed distance from the ground directly below it.  Using the resulting inputs to the 
helicopter and the 3-D data from the helicopter’s direction of travel, we can track an 
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estimate of the helicopter’s vertical movement.  This would allow us to attach estimated 
elevation data to each point on the leveled 2-D map. 
 
Plans for Spirals 1 and 2 
 
Spiral 1: 
Create the simulation of the world and the robot, starting with the ground being flat.   
Simulate the imperfect motion and 3-D perception of the helicopter, according to 
appropriate motion/perception models. 
Figure out how to adjust the data for movement of the robot. 
Create a 2-D landmark detector. 
Implement 2-D, particle-filter SLAM. 
 
Spiral 2: 
Make the simulated land contoured. 
Extend the landmark detector to operate with 3-D data. 
Track the helicopter’s vertical movement and attach elevation estimates to the map. 
 
Planning 
 
Division of labor 
Kaijen: implement the simulated world, including obstacles, motion, and sensors; help 
with algorithms to distinguish landmarks from ground and track elevation 
 
Henry: implement the particle-filter SLAM algorithm; help with algorithms to distinguish 
landmarks from ground and track elevation 
 
Jason: create movement and sensor models; lead the implementation effort for the 
algorithms to distinguish landmarks from ground track elevation 
 
 
Time schedule: 
April 10th-April 23rd (2 weeks): 
Figure out how helicopter will move and motion/perception models  
Create flat simulated world with helicopter and objects 
Create basic landmark detector using 2-D subset of 3-D rangefinder data 
Implement 2-D, particle-filter SLAM  
 
Week of April 24th: 
Create contoured terrain and 3-D rangefinder data 
Implement ground/landmark separator using 3-D rangefinder data 
 
Week of May 1st:  
Create a tracker of the vertical movement of the helicopter using 3-D rangefinder data in 
direction of motion 
Attach elevation estimates to leveled 2-D map 
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Write presentation, paper 
 
May 9th/11th: Presentation and report due-date 
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1 Introduction 

One of the key goals in Artificial Intelligence is to create cognitive systems 
that can perform humancompetitive reasoning tasks. When a particular 
problem domain requires that inferences be made with limited information, 
an additional element of difficulty is introduced. In realworld problems, one 
typically does not have all of the information necessary to make a completely 
informed decision, and must either perform an action to receive that infor
mation, or make an educated guess regarding the best plan of action. A 
number of challenges arise when attempting to develop reasoning systems 
which emulate this type of intelligence. 

One of the main challenges is formulating a welldefined problem and 
appropriate computational representation within which to perform experi
ments. Games have traditionally provided many problems in Computer Sci
ence with an excellent testbench for new ideas, because they can be clearly 
described in terms of set rules and limited actions. Games of imperfect infor
mation (hidden state) provide models for an even broader range of problems, 
because they address the issues of uncertainty typically associated with most 
difficult inference tasks. 

In addition, many games have expert strategists, which can provide addi
tional insight into the design and evaluation of intelligent systems. As we will 
show in this paper, this incorporation of domain knowledge is an important 
theme amongst many techniques in Artificial Intelligence. Harnessing the 
knowledge accumulated by humans into the design process is often critical, 
and provides a great deal of benefit to the endproduct. 

A recent worldwide explosion in the popularity of Poker has stimulated 
interest in the game in many areas of Computer Science research. The most 
common form of poker, Texas Holdem, is a game of simple rules and complex 
strategies. As in most cards games, much of the state information is hidden 
to the player. In addition, because there are complex interactions between 
multiple adversaries, it provides a great application for reasoning methods 
associated with multiagent environments. Finally, because it is a zerosum 
game of chance (odds) and clear rewards (money), one could conceivably 
extend many of the concepts for reasoning in Holdem to disciplines such as 
Economics. 

For this project, we will develop a system for making inferences in the 
game of Limit Texas Holdem using a number of advanced techniques. To 
address these tasks of reasoning under uncertainty, we will use a number 
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of probabilistic inference methods that fall under the umbrella of Statistical 
Learning. These techniques have been used in a number of problem domains, 
and demonstrate a great deal of success and recent advances in Computer 
Science research. In section 2 of this proposal, we give an overview of our two 
particular statistical inference methods of interest: Hidden Markov Models 
and Bayesian Nets. These methods provide a very intuitive, graphical way 
to represent information in a number of domains where modeling uncertainty 
is important. This section also describes additional work done in the area of 
Computer Science Poker research, primarily centered out of the University 
of Alberta. Section 3 provides a clear outline of the problem we have chosen 
to address. This is followed by Section 4, which presents the problem in 
more technical detail, and highlights a number of our ideas and methods for 
addressing the problem. Finally, Section 5 describes how we have chosen to 
organize and schedule this project. 

2 Previous work 

2.1 Hidden Markov Models 

Two potential uses of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are present in this 
project. The first potential use is to use HMMs to model the progression of 
a hand. The opponent’s hole cards are used to define the initial state of the 
model. The probability of receiving any two hole cards is a simple application 
of entry level probability, yielding a flat probability mass function (PMF) for 
all possible hands. 

However, the model can be simplified by bucketing the possible hands. 
At the preflop stage of the game, it does not matter if the opponent has an 
ace of hearts and an ace of spades as opposed to an ace of diamonds and an 
ace of clubs. Instead, what matters is that the opponent has a pair of aces. 
Thus, in the preflop model, the suits of any pair are irrelevant. Similarly, the 
particular suit can be ignored for the remaining combinations. However, it is 
an important distinction in Hold ’em if the opponent has hole cards that are 
”suited,” which means two cards of the same suit, versus ”offsuited,” which 
means the two cards are of different suits. Having suited cards provide the 
advantage of increasing the chance of obtaining a flush by the end of the 
game. As a result, the particular suit does not matter, but whether the 
cards are suited or offsuited is an important distinction to make. Thus, 
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the initial bucketing tracks pairs, suited nonpairs, and offsuited nonpairs, 
thereby substantially reducing the number of combinations, which limits the 
search space of the problem. 

The probability of transitioning from any initial state to any other set of 
cards is again just an application of entry level probability and is known prior 
to any particular hand. This probability depends only on the known cards 
in play and the number of cards remaining from which to choose. Thus, the 
structure and transitional probabilities associated with the HMM are known 
before the game begins and never vary from hand to hand. 

It is important to note that though the structure does not vary from 
hand to hand, it alters in shape throughout the course of any given hand. 
As mentioned before, the particular suits do not matter in the preflop stage 
of the game. However, after the flop hits, the suits of the opponent’s hole 
cards are needed so that an evaluation with the community cards can be 
performed to see what type of poker hand he/she could potentially have. 
While this leads to an increased number of possible states, the number of 
states is reduced by continuing to bucket the potential outcomes into poker 
hands instead of modelling all the combinations that could occur with the 
ultimate 7 cards. 

Furthermore, the model of the opponent is updated as new information 
about the state of the game becomes available. One such new information 
source is the appearance of the community cards. If a card show up in the 
community cards and only one deck is being used, as is the case for a standard 
Hold ’em game, then the card clearly cannot be one of the opponent’s hole 
cards. As a result, any initial state containing any of the community cards 
can be eliminated as a possibility. 

Another source of new information is the observations of the opponent, 
which are his/her bets. Again, the opponent’s actions can be bucketed to 
limit the search space. The opponent’s actions will be categorized as passive, 
normal, and aggressive. 

As stated above, the structure and transitional probabilities associated 
with the HMM are known ahead of time and do not change. However, what 
does change from opponent to opponent, or even from hand to hand, is the 
observational probability, or the likelihood of the opponent taking a certain 
action at any state in a hand. The observations are the only information 
present that are directly related to what a particular opponent has for hole 
cards. As a result, the problem of inferring an opponent’s hand is essentially 
one of conditional probability: given the current state of the game (the com
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munity cards and the opponent observations), what is the probability that 
the opponent has any particular pair of hole cards. This then becomes a 
problem of hypothesis testing. Each state can be evaluated for consistency 
with the opponent’s previous actions and the community cards that are avail
able. If the actions seem inconsistent with a particular hole card pair, then 
this pair is not a likely candidate for the opponent’s cards. 

The observational probabilities are clearly of vital importance to the in
ference process. The best way to populate the observational probabilities 
for each given state needs careful consideration if HMMs are to be used to 
model the game. One such way to determine the observational probabilities 
is through the use of Bayesian nets. This will be discussed at length int the 
next section. On a high level, however, Bayesian nets could be embedded in 
a particular state to determine the probability of an action given a number 
of discrete and continuous variables identified as important. The net could 
then output the probability of seeing any particular observation for a given 
state. 

Another potential use for HMMs is to extract information from hand 
histories. The ability to use Bayesian nets or any other learning method 
depends upon having valid training data from which the method can learn. 
Hand histories, or databases of previously played games, exist on the internet. 
However, the format of these databases vary. The databases sometimes come 
as humanreadable text, with extraneous information present. As a result, 
the information needs to be extracted and presented in a manner that is useful 
to the learning method. One potential solution to this problem is presented 
in Dayne Freitag’s Information extraction with HMM structures learned by 
stochastic optimization. This paper discusses an alteration to HMMs to make 
the distinction between ”target states” and ”nontarget states.” The target 
states are used to extract the useful information from the document. The 
approach also divides the nontarget states into prefix, suffix, and background 
states. These states provide the context for a given target, thereby leading 
to improved accuracy in the information extraction. 

2.2 Bayesian Nets 

Bayesian Nets, also known as belief networks, provide a powerful tool for 
making inferences under situation of uncertainty. They are a graphical 
method, like Hidden Markov Models, for representing quantities of infor
mation in the form of a connected graph. In our final report, we will present 
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a more detailed overview of these methods along with a survey of the most 
recent work done in this field of research. We also hope to incorporate the 
most advanced techniques and algorithms wherever applicable in our design. 

3 Problem Statement 

•	 To propose a concise and representation for state information in the 
Game of Texas Holdem Poker 

•	 To use expert knowledge to generate candidate structures for these 
representations 

•	 Use Statistical Learning to approximate parameters for the generated 
structures 

4 Technical Approach 

It is difficult to concisely describe a successful Holdem strategy, and the con
cept is highly debated amongst experts. However, there are critical pieces 
of information and inferences that must be factored into any winning strat
egy. A number of books have been published on the topic, and most experts 
place emphasis on concepts like odds, hand evaluation, opponent modeling, 
deception, and many others. Upon examining the breadth of research on 
poker today, most research groups are focusing on developing strategy with
out many of these critical underlying inference tools. In this project, we hope 
to implement a very general demonstration of an inference mechanism that 
will provide information about the most important variables in any situation 
that may arise in Limit Texas Holdem. From this, one can begin expanding 
the tools to include more sophisticate inference mechanisms and eventually 
work to develop a strategy. It is our firm belief that expert AI Poker sys
tems cannot be built without establishing a foundation of these subgoals and 
inference mechanisms first. Therefore, we will not be focusing on inferring 
strategy information. 

To further break down the problem, we propose a MultiLevel Holdem 
Reasoning Model. This model is based upon the nature of the complexities 
of Holdem, and is mostly based on expert information from the domain. At 
the most basic level, Holdem is a game of inference regarding the strength of 
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a players own. In this model, we call this Level 0 Reasoning. The next level 
of reasoning, Level 1, involves making inferences regarding ones opponents 
hand strength based upon the betting patterns of that player and any other 
available information. Level 2 begins to introduce a lot of the complexity of 
Holdem, in attempting to infer what ones opponents may be thinking about 
your own hand. One can start to imagine the complexities introduced when 
a player begins to reason about Levels 3, 4 and higher. Experts are often 
considered to be reasoning about strategy at these higher levels . However, 
we would like to reduce the focus of our inference mechanism to Level 0 and 
1 reasoning to emphasize the need for this foundation. 

Our approach to developing this Level 0 and 1 reasoning system for Hol
dEm can be divided into two distinct types of tasks. Our initial work will go 
into formulating and refining the models for representing all possible relevant 
information. Because we intend to use Bayesian Nets and Hidden Markov 
Models to perform inference, we will define all quantities of interest in terms 
of discrete and continuous variables. For example, the percentage of time a 
player performs an action raise can be quantified on the doman from 0 to 
100 

5 Project Organization 

The project development will use the spiral method of management. The 
compressed timeline of the project only allows for the completion of two 
spirals. Three project plans are mapped to these two spirals. The plans 
include the minimal plan, the baseline plan, and the enhanced plan. The 
minimal plan is the minimum project needed to accomplish the learning 
goals. The baseline plan describes the amount of work that is expected to be 
done at the beginning of the project. Finally, the enhanced plan details the 
ideal project, which includes all the project goals that would be implemented 
given an sufficient amount of time and energy. The following two sections 
detail the goals of the two spirals and the schedule for the project. 

5.1 Spiral 1 

The goal of the first spiral is to implement the minimal plan. On a high level, 
this involves parsing hand histories, representing the progression of the hand 
through a variety of states based upon known information and observations, 
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and then returning a PMF after the last observation (after the river card). 
This PMF will then be compared to the actual result to determine the ac
curacy of the prediction, which will then be used to further train the model. 
The following paragraphs break down the highlevel components into more 
detail. 

Hand histories serve as input from which the bot can learn. A variety 
of hand history sources exist online, including a database provided by the 
University of Alberta. As a result, the bot does not initially have to analyze 
realtime hands, but instead can be limited to previously played hands. This 
eliminates the need for a humancomputer interface, but instead only neces
sitates that the bot be able to parse information out of a database or file. 
This then becomes an information extraction problem, as discussed above. 

The structure of hand histories depend upon the source. Some of the 
sources do, however, contain humanreadable information, such as player’s 
chatting back and forth with each other, that is not important to the bot 
learning to predict the opponent’s cards. This then dictates a sparse extrac
tion of information from humanreadable text files, such as those described 
in the previously mentioned paper. Depending upon the hand history source 
selected, HMMs could be used to extract the relevant information. 

A great deal of evaluation is required to figure out the variables neces
sary to accurately model an opponent’s actions. Obvious factors include the 
strength of the opponent’s cards and the amount of money that he/she pos
sesses. However, other important factors include (but are not limited to) 
recent win/loss streaks, time of day, and how long the opponent has been 
playing. Some of this information can easily be extracted directly out of the 
hand history. A great deal of it is not simply obtained, thereby necessitating 
that methods be developed to produce this information. 

The information extracted from the hand histories can then be used as 
input into the bot. The best representation for game and the learning method 
used by the bot need to be determined. Options are detailed in the previous 
work section. Part of the first spiral will be dedicated to experimentation 
with different methods to see which ones best fit the project’s demands for 
accuracy while still operating in a compressed timescale. For further details 
on the schedule, see the 5.3 subsection below. 

Finally, the bot will calculate and return the PMF for an opponent’s hole 
cards. Instead of being tailored to an individual person, however, the PMF 
calculation will be based upon an average player in the minimum plan. The 
tendency of an average player will be obtained through the evaluation of the 

7
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information extracted from the hand histories without regard to the player 
involved. This is done for simplicity and to model what any given person 
would do at a particular table. Though not specific, this information is still 
quite useful, as it serves as a starting point for modelling new players at a 
table for which no prior information exists. 

A further simplification for the minimal plan is that the PMF will be 
calculated after the last observation of the game. This observation occurs 
during the betting round after the river card and before the showdown. At 
this point in the game, seven cards are known (the user’s two hole cards and 
the five community cards) in addition to the string of observations generated 
by the opponent in the form of the betting rounds. This is the maximum 
amount of information that can be obtained in a given hand of Hold ’em, 
thereby simplifying the inference about the opponent’s hole cards as much 
as possible. This also eliminates all the potential hands in the hand history 
that did not go to showdown. A further benefit other than maximizing the 
information is that when the showdown occurs, all parties still involved in 
the hand must show their cards. This then serves as a way to validate the 
model. 

In summary, the first spiral of the project will first determine what the 
variables necessary to model an opponent’s hole cards are, as well as the best 
way to extract these variables. The information will then be fed into the bot. 
The bot’s representation of the game and it’s learning method still need to be 
examined and selected. With this done, the bot will then generate a PMF 
of the opponent’s hole cards after the betting following the river card has 
occurred. The actual cards of the opponent will then be used to validate the 
model. 

5.2 Spiral 2 

The main thrust of the second spiral will be to implement the baseline plan. 
If any time is left over upon the completion of the baseline plan, then the 
tasks associated with the enhanced plan will be addressed. 

Fundamentally, the baseline plan extends the work of the minimal plan 
to include the beginnings of an opponentspecific model. During the first 50 
hands of information for a new opponent, the average player model developed 
in the first spiral will be used to predict the opponent’s cards. After the 50th 
hand, the opponent’s play will be evaluated, producing a classification of 
the opponent into one of several predefined categories. Such categories are 
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common in poker literature and include terms such as ”rock,” which is an 
opponent who plays extremely conservatively, and ”calling station,” which 
is an opponent that checks most of his/her bets as opposed to folding or 
raising. 

This classification will be based upon Mike’s expert knowledge of Hold 
’em. His knowledge of the game can be used to create rules that can be used 
to rate players depending on how they acted in certain situations. Examples 
of key criteria include preflop aggression, amount of money put into the pot, 
the number of big bets per hour, and the percentage of flops seen. The 
benefit of categorizing the players is that it allows for a playertype specific 
model to be developed. As in any game, Texas Hold ’em is played by people 
with a wide variety of skill levels and sometimes quite contrasting strategies. 
While an average player model is useful when no other information is present, 
it is not as useful as models more tailored to an individual’s tendencies. A 
playertype specific model attempts to give increased specificity for a given 
player without requiring an individual model for each opponent. 

If time permits, the enhanced plan aims to advance this baseline plan 
further by attempting to make the bot useful in realworld style games. To 
do this, the bot will need to perform the calculations to generate the PMF at 
each stage of the game, not just after the last observation, and in realtime, 
which usually amounts to at most 20 seconds. Furthermore, the bot could 
potentially be made to interface with poker servers such as those offered by 
the University of Alberta. This would serve as a great way to test the bot 
with live data. Finally, the bot could be extended to model each opponent 
individually. These are extremely ambitious goals which almost certainly 
could not be implemented in 5 weeks, even if this was the authors’ only 
commitment. However, conceptualizing such extensions can potentially help 
shape the design of the minimal and baseline bot. 

5.3 Schedule 

The authors plan to divide up the work required for the project as equi
tably as possible. Instead of having experts in one particular section of the 
project, the authors wish to work together so as to alleviate the frustration 
of attempting to debug a major section of code alone. However, given the 
division in the similarlythemed advanced lecture, it would seem natural for 
Michael to take the lead on the Bayesian net section while Brian could take 
the lead on the HMMs. These roles will be evaluated and adjusted constantly 
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through the project.


Figure 1: Schedule for the proposed project 

Figure 1 shows the schedule for the proposed project. The first spiral 
is scheduled to last for the first two workweeks of the project. This is sub
divided into an experimentation phase, where the different representations 
and learning methods are evaluated, and an actual implementation phase. 
The first spiral is scheduled to complete on Friday, April 22. From there, 
the project then moves into the second spiral. The authors want to leave at 
least one week to write the final paper and work on the final presentation. 
As a result, the last work day is scheduled for Wednesday, May 4, thereby 
allowing an uninterrupted week to work on the final deliverables. 
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Jeremie Pouly and Justin Fox               Project Proposal 
        4/10/05                 16.412 
 
 

An Empirical Investigation of Mutation Parameters and Their 
Effects on Evolutionary Convergence of a Chess Evaluation 

Function 
 
 
 
Motivation 
 
 The intriguing and strategically profound game of chess has been a favorite 
benchmark for artificial intelligence enthusiasts almost since the inception of the field.  
One of the founding fathers of computer science, Alan Turing, in 1945 was responsible 
for first proposing that a computer might be able to play chess.  This great visionary is 
also the man credited with implementing the first chess-playing program just five years 
later.  In 1957, the first full-fledged chess-playing algorithm was implemented here at 
MIT by Alex Bernstein on an IBM 704 computer.  It required 8 minutes to complete a 4-
ply search.   
 Even in those early golden years of our field, it was recognized that the game of 
chess presented an exceptionally poignant demonstration of computing capabilities.  
Chess had long been heralded as the “thinking man’s” game, and what better way to 
prove that a computer could “think” than by defeating a human player.  Strategy, tactics, 
and cognition all seemed to be required of an intelligent chess player.  In addition, early 
AI programmers likely recognized that chess actually provided a relatively simple 
problem to solve in comparison to the public image benefits that could be gained through 
its solution.  Chess is a deterministic, perfect information game with no hidden states and 
no randomness to further increase the size of the search space.  It was quickly recognized 
that brute force techniques like the mini-max and alpha-beta searches could, with enough 
computing power behind them, eventually overtake most amateur players and even begin 
to encroach upon the higher level players.  With the advent of chess-specialized 
processors, incredible amounts of parallelism, unprecedented assistance from former 
chess champions, and the immense funding power of IBM, the behemoth Deep Blue was 
finally able to defeat reigning world champion Gary Kasparov in a highly-publicized, 
ridiculously over-interpreted exhibition match.   

Having logged this single data point, the artificial intelligence community sighed 
contentedly, patted itself on the back, and seemingly decided that chess was a solved 
problem.  Publications regarding chess have declined steadily in recent years, and very 
little research is still focused on ACTUALLY creating a computer that could learn to play 
chess.  Of course, if you have a chess master instruct the computer in the best way to beat 
a particular opponent and if you throw enough computing power at a fallible human, 
eventually you will get lucky.  But is chess really solved?  More importantly to the 
project at hand, should we cease to use chess as a test-bed for artificial intelligence 
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algorithms just because Kasparov lost one match?  (or rather because IBM paid him to 
throw the match?  You will never convince me otherwise by the way! ☺) 

We think not.  The original reasons for studying chess still remain.  Chess is still a 
relatively simple model of a deterministic, perfect information environment.  Many 
currently active fronts of research including Bayesian inference, cognitive decision-
making, and, our particular topic of interest, evolutionary algorithms can readily be 
applied to creating better chess-playing algorithms and can thus be easily benchmarked 
and powerfully demonstrated.  This is the motivation for our current project.  We hope to 
remind people of the golden days of artificial intelligence, when anything was possible, 
progress was rapid, and computer science could capture the public’s imagination.  After 
all, when Turing proposed his famous test, putting a man on the moon was also just a 
dream. 

 
 

Project Objectives 
 

1. Implement a chess-playing program which can be played human vs. human, 
computer vs. human, and computer vs. computer.   

2. Re-implement the chess evaluation function evolution algorithm with 
population dynamics published by [1].   

3. Conduct a parametric study of the mutation parameters used by [1] in an 
attempt to discover the dependency of the evolution’s convergence on these 
parameters.   

4. Suggest improvements to the mutation parameters used in [1] to make that 
algorithm more efficient and/or robust. 

   
 
Technical Introduction 
 
 The focus of our work will primarily be the re-implementation of the evolutionary 
algorithm for evolving chess evaluation functions using population dynamics proposed 
and demonstrated by [1].  This algorithm first proceeds by defining a relatively simple 
evaluation function for a computer chess player given by a weighted combination of 
seven factors: 
 

∑
=

−=
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0

)][][]([
y

blackwhite yNyNyWEvaluation  

 
where:  N[6] = { N° pawns, N° knights, N° bishops, N° rooks, N° queens,  

   N° kings, N° legal moves} 
  W[6] = { weightpawn, weightknights, weightbishop, weightrook,  
      weightqueen, weightking, weightlegal move} } 
 
 
The parameter to be evolved is, of course, the weight vector W.   
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 The original algorithm then creates an initial population of 50 alpha-beta chess-
players each with the above evaluation function and its own random W vector.  The 
weights are initially uniformly selected from the range [0,12].  The evolution then begins 
by allowing chess players to compete against one another in a particular fashion which 
ensures that stronger players are allowed to play more often than weak ones.  Each match 
consists of two games with players taking turns as white or black.  More games are not 
required since the algorithms are entirely deterministic and the outcome will therefore 
never change.  After each match, if there is a clear winner, the loser is removed from the 
population.  In its place, a mutated copy of the winner will be created.  The winner may 
also be mutated in place.  Mutations take place by adding or subtracting a scaled number 
onto each element of a population member’s weight vector.  Thus:   
 

( )( ))()()( 5.0)1..0( yyy RRNDVV σ××−+=         ν∈∀y  
 

Player wins both games:  Expel loser, duplicate winner and mutate one copy by  
R = 0 and the other copy by R = 2. 

Player wins one game and draws the other:  Expel loser, duplicate winner and  
mutate one copy by R = .2 and the other copy R = 1. 

Players draw:  Both players are retained and mutated by R = .5. 
 
 The astute reader will immediately note that the R values above seem rather ad 
hoc, and indeed Kendall and Whitwell note that the R values were “selected based on 
initial testing” and not by any theoretical or rigorous means. [1]   In addition, the use of 
the standard deviation to control the rate of mutation while an interesting and possibly 
useful idea was simply proposed without further evidence to support its use.  It will 
therefore be our purpose in this project to empirically discover evidence for or against the 
mutation parameter choices chosen by Kendall and Whitwell.  The evolutionary 
algorithm community as a whole will benefit from this study in that we will be providing 
important evidence depicting how stable and robust an evolutionary algorithm is to 
changes in these mutation parameters.  Is the selection of such parameters critical for 
stability and convergence of this type of algorithm, or do they merely affect rates of 
convergence in a minor or insignificant manner?  Is Kendall and Whitwell’s suggestion 
of using the standard deviation of the population as a metric for convergence a valid and 
necessary one, or are there other choices that produce similar results?  Perhaps in 
answering these questions we may gain insight into an even better method of selecting 
such mutation parameters, or else discover that the parameters are inconsequential and a 
programmer need not waste time and energy carefully selecting them.    
 
 
Previous Work 
 
 In choosing chess as our test-bed, we have the benefit of five decades of 
Herculean research upon which to build.  We perused a number of papers during our 
background research phase and include references for a few of the more interesting of 
these. [10][11][12] 
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 In order to be able to understand Kendall and Whitwell’s algorithm, we first had 
to understand the alpha-beta search algorithm upon which they based their arguments.  
The basics of this method are covered in, for example, [2], [3], and [4].  Since we have 
already demonstrated our in-depth understanding of this algorithm through our advanced 
lecture and demonstration and in order to not make this proposal more than 10 pages 
long, we will assume that the reader is familiar with this algorithm and the significant 
advancements which can be made to it.  
 In choosing to study the effects of mutation parameters on evolution convergence, 
we first needed to research the literature and see what studies, if any, had been conducted 
along these same lines.  The number of papers on general evolutionary algorithms is 
astounding [5][7][8], it having become a veritable buzzword in the late nineties.  
However, most of these papers focus on solitary attempts to create an evolutionary 
algorithm for a particular field.  Many fewer of the papers in the literature are actually 
detailed theoretical analyses of how an evolutionary algorithm should be created [6][9] 
and practically none provide detailed evidence as to why they chose their mutation 
parameters as they did.  The reason for this gaping lack can probably be best summed up 
by a passage from [5]:  “Probably the tuning of the GA [Genetic Algorithm] parameters 
are likely to accelerate the convergence [of the evolution].  Unfortunately, the tuning is 
rather difficult, since each GA run requires excessive computational time.”  It seems that 
authors have been generally much too concerned with turning out a paper containing a 
neat application in as short a time as possible and much less eager to invest the 
admittedly exorbitant amount of time and computational resources required to investigate 
this question.  After this rather dismaying survey of the literature, we decided that our 
investigation would therefore be quite beneficial to the field though we too are daunted 
by the computational time requirements requisite of this ambitious undertaking. 
     
   
Outline of the Proposed Technical Approach 
 
 We will be performing all of our implementation work in the Visual Basic 
language.  This platform exhibits the benefits of simple to use and design graphical user 
interfaces as well as loose restrictions on programming style (implicit memory allocation, 
generally low overhead programming required, etc.).  Perhaps even more importantly, 
our combined comfort level in Visual Basic is almost certainly higher than for any other 
applicable graphical language.  Considering the ambitious amount of implementation we 
plan to undertake, selecting a language that is both familiar and simple to use could easily 
mean the difference between a successful project and a failed one. 
 Our general plan is to divide the project into two basic phases.  (Believe it or not, 
this was our plan even before the professor mentioned practicing a two-spiral design 
method.)  The first spiral has been in progress almost from the very first day the project 
was explained to us.  Its primary objective was to create an efficient alpha-beta checkers-
playing algorithm and then to apply an evolutionary method similar to Kendall and 
Whitwell’s to the evaluation function in checkers.  This first phase should allow us to 
obtain a strong background in the general methodology associated with game 
programming, including the graphics required, alpha-beta search techniques and 
efficiency improvements to that method (transposition tables, quiescent search, move-
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ordering, etc.), and the basic implementation details behind the evolutionary algorithm 
under consideration.  Checkers is a relatively simple game in comparison to chess, 
making our programming tasks less prone to bugs and much more efficient to test.  
Indeed, allowing two computer opponents which search to 3-ply to play a checkers game 
requires only about 4 seconds whereas our best estimates so far of the time needed for a 
single chess game range from ten minutes to over an hour, depending on the parameters 
of the game.     
 The second spiral of our development will be to implement an alpha-beta 
searching chess-playing algorithm sufficiently similar to Kendall and Whitwell’s to make 
our comparisons to their results valid.  Since the authors did not provide exact details of 
their algorithm, we will use the information they did provide and our other background 
references to hopefully create a comparable basic individual.  In this phase we will 
leverage our checkers experience from spiral one as well as the basic code architecture 
that was developed therein.   
 Once we have completed the re-implementation, we will begin to investigate how 
the mutation parameters affect the convergence of the evolutionary algorithm.  Our basic 
approach to this will be first to test the basic empirical effect of changing the R values in 
the mutation equation.  If we vary only one parameter at a time and select five different 
values for each of the four different R weights, this would involve 20 different evolution 
trials.  Given that a single trial may easily take as much as two days or more to complete 
and that we currently have at most one computer available for running trials, even this 
seemingly small set of data may be unattainable within our time frame.  In such an event, 
we will attempt to scale our test accordingly, most likely by focusing only on one or two 
of the R values while leaving the rest constant.  This should still provide us with similar 
data on the relative importance of this smaller set of parameters while demonstrating our 
competence in implementation and illustrating our powers of analysis given sufficient 
computational and temporal resources.   
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   February 7~23:  Complete problem set 1.  This problem set became the basis of 
the remainder of our project.  Actually, both Jeremie and Justin reviewed the paper by 
Kendall and Whitwell which contains the algorithm we plan to re-implement.  These 
weeks were used to gain a background of information on alpha-beta searching and on 
evolutionary algorithms as they may be applied to chess.  
 
   February 23~March 18:  Implementation of spiral 1, the original checkers 
algorithm.  This algorithm was a basic alpha-beta coupled with improvements such as 
heuristic move-ordering, transposition tables, and quiescent search techniques.  The basic 
Kendall and Whitwell algorithm was also implemented for checkers during this spiral.  
We are very very glad we started the project long before it was actually assigned.  Even 
having spent almost two months on it already, we are feeling a great deal of time pressure 
to finish in the remaining month.   
 
   March 14~April 8:  As we were attempting to complete spiral one, we were also 
required to complete the advanced lecture assignment.  This gave us an opportunity to 
really delve deeply into the Kendall and Whitwell algorithm (even though we had limited 
time to actually present all of our research.) and also gave us the final impetus to finish 
our checkers program since it could be double as a very nice lecture demo.  The write up 
for that project is still on-going and will not be completed until April 8.   
 
   April 4~April 11:  At the current time we are devoting our time not only to the 
completion of the advanced lecture, but also to the creation of this proposal.  The 
proposal has allowed us the opportunity to examine just how far we have come since 
February and analyze approximately how much farther we think we will be able to go.  
We are being very optimistic in our estimates of how much we can actually finish in the 
next month before the project is due.  However, we are both hard workers! ☺  We also 
have developed the descope plan suggested in the assignment for this proposal, realizing 
that there is a high probability we may only be able to complete the minimal plan.   
 
   April 10~April 23:  A very optimistic estimate of the time required to implement 
the Kendall and Whitwell algorithm starting from the checkers skeleton we have already 
completed in spiral one.  We currently believe this will be a relatively smooth and simple 
process as we have labored very hard to lay the difficult foundations during spiral one, 
but as always with implementation, there may be unanticipated difficulties.  If we see this 
task begins to extend too far past April 23 and into May, we will have to adjust the scope 
of our project accordingly.  See the minimal plan below.   
 
   April 23~May 9:  These approximately two weeks will be used to run our 
evolutionary trials and collect our data.  We are hoping to find more computers on which 
to run our trials.  (If you can help with this, it would be greatly appreciated.  
Unfortunately we require Windows machines that can be tied up for as much as two days 
continuously, a rare commodity to come by on campus.)  Depending on our 
computational resources and the amount of overlap we will have with the task before this 
one, we may be forced to scale our project appropriately.  Realistically, the most we can 
hope to accomplish is that in our baseline plan. 
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         May 8~May 11:  We must reserve these last few days for writing up the final 
report.  This will be the period during which we will finalize our data and complete the 
analysis of our results.   
 
    May 12~May 14:  Become very drunk/sleep/play lots of video games in a futile 
attempt to recuperate before finals week! ☺ 
 
 
Descope Plan 
 
 In writing this proposal we have realized that our goals may be even more 
ambitious than we had at first realized, and while we are still hoping for success and 
willing to do everything in our power to make that outcome as likely as possible, we must 
accept that some circumstances may not be within our control.  Therefore, we are 
defining this four-level descope plan in order to ensure that we at least are able to reach 
all of our learning goals and so that our ambition and curiosity does not cause our 
academic standing to suffer.  
 
Minimal Plan:
 

• Re-implement the Kendall and Whitwell evolution algorithm for chess.  Even if 
we have time only to run this algorithm once, we would sincerely like to 
completely re-implement their algorithm in the same context in which it was 
written. 

 
• Also implement this algorithm in the context of checkers.  This should satisfy the 

project requirements for an extension, namely “create and report upon a novel 
extension to that approach, reporting on the improvements you make.”  We would 
be extending the Kendall and Whitwell algorithm to a previously uncharted 
domain.  This would be our fall-back option if everything went wrong and our 
projects for our other classes also started going haywire.  Hopefully, we can meet 
these objectives at minimum. 

 
Baseline Plan: 
  

• Satisfy Minimal Plan objectives 
 

• Perform our study of the effects of mutation parameters on evolution 
convergence in the context of checkers instead of chess.  We would still attain 
the same understanding of all the relevant algorithms and still be able to 
analyze the effect of mutation parameters on an evolutionary algorithm.  This 
option is very attractive to us because of its reduced amount of computational 
time.  It is not that we are afraid we won’t be able to complete the 
implementation for chess, it is only that the running time of trials may become 
too cumbersome.  We could perform practically the same study we envision 
for the chess algorithm in a small fraction of the time using checkers.  On or 
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around May 1, we will have to make the decision whether to continue 
applying our data-taking efforts to chess or to switch to checkers and complete 
the project in this way.  We would be satisfied with this approach and feel it 
definitely demonstrates a high level of implementation competence as well as 
a high level of intuitive and novel thinking.  The knowledge gained by the 
technical community would be comparable and the only real difference 
between this plan and our enhanced plan would be the “flashiness” derived 
from conducting the study using chess instead of checkers. 

 
Enhanced Plan:   

 
• Satisfy Minimal Plan objectives 

 
• Implement the baseline plan using chess instead of checkers.  Again, this will 

be very difficult to complete considering the amount of computational power 
at our disposal and the amount of time each evolution trial may require. 

 
Super-Enhanced Plan (i.e. summer project!): 
 

• Perform a meta-evolution.  Evolve the mutation parameters themselves.  This 
would involve competing the various evolutions against one another.  We 
would need to develop a method by which to do this.  In the simplest form, we 
could have the product evaluation functions of each evolution compete against 
the product of another and retain the mutation parameters of only the winning 
evolution.  We think this would be REALLY cool….but sadly there is 
practically no way we will have the computational resources to complete this.  
We include the idea just in case one of your Master’s students might want to 
steal it for a thesis or journal article! ☺   
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology 


16.412J/6.834J Intelligent Embedded Systems 

Final Project Description 

Objectives 

The purpose of the project is to develop a deep understanding of one or two 
methods for creating cognitive robots and intelligent embedded systems, and 
to innovate upon these methods, to lend novel insight into their behavior 
through analysis or to apply the method in an innovative manner. 

More specifically, you should demonstrate the ability to: 

• 	 Clearly state and motivate an interesting, focused innovation to 
intelligent embedded systems.  An innovation may be an important 
analytical question, a novel algorithmic extension or an innovative 
application. 

• 	 Extract and evaluate the relevant literature using the web and library 
resources. 

• 	 Provide a simple explanation for the algorithms used in your project, 
using pedagogical examples to highlight key features of the algorithm. 

• 	 If a design project, describe the design of the intelligent embedded 
systems you are creating and the rationale for the method applied in 
the context of the project. If this is an analysis project, then described 
the experimental method that you are pursuing. 

• 	 Implement and demonstrate an algorithm or application in support of 
your project goals. 

• 	 Evaluate the approach analytically and/or empirically. 
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Project Grading 

• 	 A – represents mastery: the ability to analyze and extend existing 
methods in a way that is novel and insightful; the ability to explain 
and motivate in a manner that is particularly intuitive. 

• 	 B – represents solid competence: the ability to articulately motivate, 
explain, implement and evaluate a focused set (i.e., 1 or 2) of 
intelligent embedded systems methods. 

• 	 C – represents partial competence of the above. 

General 
• 	 The results of your project are to be captured in a written document of 

10 to 20 pages and are to be presented orally, with slides.  

• 	 You may, if negotiated with me in advance, feel free to use your work 
in this class to extend or complement the work you do within some 
other project or your thesis.  

• 	 You are welcome to work together in teams, just like in the real 
world. This will allow you to tackle more ambitious projects.  Projects 
of two tend to work the best, unless there are clear substantial roles for 
more. 

Separate written reports are to be done, as everyone is to have that 
experience. 

Important Deadlines 

The project includes a project proposal a presentation of results and a final 
report. The deadline for each is given below.   

The proposal will be up to 6 pages. The purpose is to for you to jump start 
the project before it is too late to get anything done, so take it seriously.  Use 
the project proposal time to do your background work.  The proposal should 
include: 

• 	 Cover page 

• 	 Introduction, including motivation for the project and assessment of 
its value to the technical community. 
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_

• 	 Concise statement of the objectives of the project. 

• 	 Statement of previous work and methods that you build upon.  This is 
where you do your background work. 

• 	 Outline of the proposed technical approach. 

• 	 Planning, including time schedule. 

Also feel free to send me a one page email bouncing your ideas off me.   

You will give team presentations of your project and what you’ve learned. 
These presentations will delivered during the last two weeks of the semester.   

Your final project report will be due in class the final day of classes.  This 
deadline MUST be met. 

Types of Projects 

Projects can be one of the following types: 

• 	 A novel intelligent embedded system application. You pick one or 
two methods from the papers you've read, perhaps find 
implementations available over the web, and you design and 
implement a novel intelligent embedded system. You demonstrate this 
capability in simulation, or if REALLY ambitious, on real hardware. 
You report the innovations of the design and any experimental results 
and findings. 

For example, you might want to prototype a simulated version of a 
soccer ball size micro-spacecraft that navigates around space station, 
looking for leaks in its hull. You might focus on the path planning 
problem, evaluating one to two path planning algorithms such as PLR, 
or you might try different approaches to reactive control, such as Jim 
Firby's Raps system. 

Developing a complete system is typically manageable if a simulator 
is used, but very risky if you plan on integrating with a real system. 
You can accomplish more by working in teams, and this is 
encouraged. Be careful not to be exposed to weak-link problems 
exacerbated by the part-time, conflicting pull nature of student labor. 
Alternatively you might propose a novel intelligent embedded system, 
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but then only implement a selected critical piece to assess feasibility. 
Caution is advised, along with especially clear and modest goals. On 
the other hand, if you succeed this can be extremely rewarding. Once 
you come up with an idea I might be able to suggest places where you 
can get code or additional papers.  Many past projects have been 
sufficiently interesting, to warrant publication in the Innovative 
Applications of Artificial Intelligence Conference. 

• 	 An extension. You pick one of the papers that describes an 
implemented idea for controlling embedded systems and you 
reimplement it, reporting on the surprises that emerge as you 
understand the work at the level required to write code. You then 
create and report upon a novel extension to that approach, reporting 
on the improvements you make.  Alternatively you propose a novel 
integration of two methods for creating intelligent embedded systems. 

For example, you could redo any number of the papers presented or to 
be presented in the course: a model-based diagnosis system, a 
temporal planning and execution capability, a system for solving 
POMDPs,… 

Remember that implementation has its risks, because everyone seems 
to overestimate what they can do by the end of the semester. On the 
other hand, if sufficient detail is given, and you are a good coder, this 
can be a lot of fun.  So assess your programming skills and select 
accordingly. 

• 	 A simulated area exam. This concept is most familiar to Course 6 
students. It is somewhat of a safety net project, although valuable 
when done well. You read a focused set of papers and do a scholarly 
critique. This should consist of one to two primary papers, or at most 
three, that describe a couple, closely related methods.  Part of the 
process is to pick a set of dimensions along which to compare and 
contrast the papers. To demonstrate competence you should clearly 
explain the approaches and perform a careful analysis, often including 
an implementation of one or two of the methods and some empirical 
evaluation. 

To demonstrate mastery you should move beyond comparison, 
highlighting novel insights about the work and proposing interesting 
ways in which the research approaches can be synthesized or 
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extended. You conclude with a description of the degree to which you 
are moved, and why. 

For example, you could contrast a Bayes net approach to state 
estimation with a model-bsed deductive approach; you could compare 
two recent papers on planning based on propositional encodings, plan 
graphs and model-checking; or you could contrast techniques for 
tracking hidden Markov models both from the POMDP and model-
based reasoning literature. When you have a rough idea of what you 
might want to do, please bounce the idea off me. I can suggest 
directions to focus, or perhaps recommend particular papers. 

Programming 

Your project should demonstrate some level of implementation, either by 
implementing an intelligent embedded systems algorithm or by applying that 
algorithm to the creation of an interesting embedded system.  The language 
you use is of your choice, and you may choose to use implementations of 
existing algorithms that authors may make available on the web.  Languages 
typically used include C, C++, Lisp, Scheme, Prolog and Matlab. 

Project Do’s and Don’ts 
It is easy to select an over ambitious project.  Based on past experience, the 
following are some useful lessons: 

• 	 Maintain a tight focus. Go deep on one or two methods.  Beyond two, 
it is easy to produce a project that offers no deep insights.  Likewise, 
in an innovative extension or application, focus on one or at most two 
innovations. 

• 	 Carefully evaluate what is practical from an implementation 
standpoint, based on your programming skills.  Most algorithms take 
two to four times longer to implement than most might expect. 

• 	 Create a plan of what features to descope, as a contingency for slips in 
your schedule. First brainstorm what you would like to accomplish in 
your project.  Then create three plans: 

o An enhanced plan: What you would like to accomplish in your 
wild dreams. 
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o Baseline plan: What you expect to accomplish, given a 
modicum of conservatism. 

o Minimal plan: A minimum project you need to accomplish to 
meet your learning goals. Don’t be surprised if this is all you 
accomplish. 

• Start early, start early, start early …..  
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The following are recent papers in cognitive robotics recommended by many of the key 
researchers in the field. We recommend that you draw upon this reading list during the 
development of your advanced lecture and course project. 

Note that many of these references are only partial, but they should offer clues as to 
where to look. Also take ample advantage of the web's search capabilities. Most authors 
these days post their recent papers. 

In many fields high quality technical papers appear in journals. In the field of artificial 
intelligence you'll find most of the cutting edge research in conferences, most of which 
are considered journal quality. Conferences relevant to intelligent embedded systems 
include the National Conference on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI), International Joint 
Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI), Autonomous Agents (AA), Artificial 
Intelligence in Planning and Scheduling (AIPS), Reasoning Under Uncertainty (UAI), 
Knowledge Representation and Reasoning (KRR), Machine Learning (ML), and Hybrid 
Systems (HS). 

There are many parallel journals, including the venerable Artificial Intelligence Journal 
(AIJ), and the more hip, online Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research (JAIR), 
Machine Learning, and the Journal of Constraint Systems. 

The following suggested papers and URLs are provided thanks to: 

Craig Boutilier, Adnan Darwiche, Vineet Gupta, Leslie Kaelbling, Henry Kautz, Pandu 
Nayak, Judea Pearl, Bart Selman, Dave Smith, Manuela Veloso, Dan Weld and Feng 
Zhao. 

Cognitive Robotics 

Robotic Soccer 

1. Asada, and Kitano, eds. RoboCup-98: Robot Soccer World Cup II. New York, 
NY: Springer Verlag Telos, 1999. ISBN: 3540663207. 

2. Veloso, Manuela, Michael Bowling, Sorin Achim, Kwun Han, and Peter Stone. 
The CMUnited-98 Champion Small Robot Team. Edited by Asada, and Kitano. pp. 
77-92.  

3. Cornell Robocup. 

Autonomous Space Probes 

1. Remote Agent Autonomous Control Experiment. 

Reactive Programming 
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Esterel and Lustre are the primary languages, and are doing very well for embedded 
systems programming. 

1. Esterel Language Page. 
This page distributes the entire Esterel system, and has papers and pointers to the 
other languages. 

State Estimation and Mapping 
1. Se, Stephen, David Lowe, and Jim Little. "Mobile Robot Localization and 

Mapping with Uncertainty Using Scale-Invariant Visual Landmarks." 
International Journal of Robotics Research 21, no. 8 (2002): 735-758. 
Vision-based localization. 

2. Thrun, S., D. Fox, W. Burgard, and F. Dellaert. "Robust Monte Carlo 
Localization for Mobile Robots." Artificial Intelligence 128, no. 1 and 2 (2001). 
A hybrid approach to particle filters for localization. 

3. Newman, Paul M., and John J. Leonard. "Consistent Convergent Constant Time 
SLAM." International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence. Acapulco, 
Mexico. August 2003. 
A constant-time map-building algorithm. 

4. Thrun, S., D. Koller, Z. Ghahramani, H. Durrant-Whyte, and A. Y. Ng. 
"Simultaneous Mapping and Localization with Sparse Extended Information 
Filters: Theory and Initial Results." In Workshop on Algorithmic Foundations of 
Robotics. Nice, France, 2002. 
Another constant-time map-building algorithm. 

5. Paskin, Mark A. "Thin Junction Tree Filters for Simultaneous Localization and 
Mapping." Proceedings of the Eighteenth International Joint Conference on 
Artificial Intelligence. Edited by G. Gottlob, and T. Walsh. 2003. 
Yet another constant map-building algorithm. 

6. Verma, Vandi, Geoff Gordon, Reid Simmons, and Sebastian Thrun. "Particle 
Filters for Rover Fault Diagnosis." IEEE Robotics & Automation Magazine 
special issue on Human Centered Robotics and Dependability, June 2004. 
Fault State Estimation. 

7. Pasula, Hanna, Stuart Russell, Michael Ostland, and Ya'acov Ritov. "Tracking 
Many Objects with Many Sensors.'' Proc. IJCAI-99. Stockholm. 1999. 
Traffic state estimation using particle filters and Bayesian estimation. 

Constraint Programming 
There are many materials available on constraint programming. 

1. Mariott, Kim and Peter Stuckey. Programming with Constraints: An Introduction. 
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1998. ISBN: 0262133415. 

2. Hentenryck, Van, Saraswat et al. "Strategic Directions in Constraint 
Programming." ACM Computing Surveys, 1996. (In Directory). 
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Reinforcement Learning 

Surveys 

1. Kaelbling, Leslie Pack, Michael L. Littman, and Andrew W. Moore. 
"Reinforcement Learning: A Survey." Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research 
4 (1996): 237-285. 
Very nice short survey of reinforcement learning. 

2. Sutton, Richard S., and Andrew G. Barto. Reinforcement Learning: An 
Introduction. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1998. ISBN: 0262193981. 
A very nice treatment of reinforcement learning from an introductory level: very 
well presented and an easy read. 

3. Bertsekas, Dimitri P., and John. N. Tsitsiklis. Neuro-dynamic Programming. 
Belmont, MA: Athena, 1996. 
Reinforcement learning in much more detail (a bit less accessible as an 
introduction than Sutton's book, but very comprehensive in the treatment of 
approximation). 

Some Classics 

1. Watkins, Christopher, J. C. H., and Peter Dayan. "Q-Learning." Machine 
Learning 8 (1992): 279-292. 

2. Moore, Andrew W., and Christopher G. Atkeson. "Prioritized Sweeping - 
Reinforcement Learning with Less Data and Less Time." Machine Learning 13 
(1993): 103-130. 

3. ———. "The Parti-game Algorithm for Variable Resolution Reinforcement 
Learning in Multidimensional State Spaces." Machine Learning 21 (1995): 199-
234. 

Use of Function Approximation For Reinforcement Learning 

1. Tesauro, Gerald J., TD-Gammo. "A Self-teaching Backgammon Program, 
Achieves Master-Level Play." Neural Computation 6 (1994): 215-219. 

2. Tsitsiklis, John H., and Benjamin Van Roy. "Feature-Based Methods for Large 
Scale DynamicProgramming." Machine Learning 22 (1996): 59-94. 

Decision Theoretic Planning and Markov Decision 
Processes 

Surveys 

1. Blythe. AI Magazine 20, no. 2. 
Short survey. 

_______________________
___________
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2. Boutilier, Craig, Thomas Dean, and Steve Hanks. "Decision Theoretic Planning: 
Structural Assumptions and Computational Leverage." Journal of Artificial 
Intelligence Research 11 (1999): 1-94. 
Longer survey covering AI-style representation and solution methods. 

The Use of Search Techniques to Solve MDPs 

1. Barto, A. G., S. J. Bradtke, and S. P. Singh. "Learning to Act using Real-Time 
Dynamic Programming." Artificial Intelligence 72, issue 1-2 (1995): 81-138. 

The Use of AI Style Representations and Planning-style Abstraction and 
Regression Techniques 

1. Dearden, Richard, and Craig Boutilier. "Abstraction and Approximate Decision 
Theoretic Planning." Artificial Intelligence 89 (1997): 219-283. Also see AAAI-
94. 

2. Boutilier, Craig, Richard Dearden, and Moises Goldszmidt. "Stochastic Dynamic 
Programming with Factored Representations." Artificial Intelligence. To appear, 
1999. (See also IJCAI-95). 

The Use of Sampling Techniques 

1. Kearns, Michael, Yishay Mansour, and Andrew Y. Ng. "A Sparse Sampling 
Algorithm for Near-optimal Planning in Large Markov Decision Processes." 
IJCAI 1999. Stockholm, pp. 1324-1331. 

Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes 

Surveys 

1. Lovejoy, William S. "A Survey of Algorithmic Methods for Partially Observed 
Markov Decision Processes." Annals of Operations Research 28 (1991): 47-66. 

2. Monahan, George E. "A Survey of Partially Observable Markov Decision 
Processes: Theory, Models and Algorithms." Journal of Management Science 28 
(1982): 1-16. 

Incremental Pruning for POMDPs 

1. Cassandra, Anthony R., Michael L. Littman, and Nevin L. Zhang. "Incremental 
Pruning: A Simple, Fast, Exact Method for POMDPs." UAI. Providence, RI 
(1997): 54-61. 
Makes a big computational difference. 

State of the Art 
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1. Poupart, Pascal, and Craig Boutilier. "Value-directed Compression of POMDPS." 
NIPS. Vancouver, BC (2003): 1547-1554. 
Linear compression of POMDPS. 

2. Pineau, Joelle, Geoff Gordon, and Sebastian Thrun. "Point-Based Value Iteration: 
An Anytime Algorithm for POMDPs." IJCAI. Acapulco, Mexico 2003. 
The fastest solver of large POMDPs available. 

Model-based Autonomous Systems 

Diagnosis, Repair and Control 

1. Hamscher, W., L. Console, and J. de Kleer, eds. Readings in Model-based 
Diagnosis. San Mateo, CA: Morgan Kaufman, 1992. ISBN: 1558602496. 

2. Proceedings of the International Workshop on Principles of Diagnosis. 

Qualitative Modeling and Simulation 

1. Weld, D., and J. de Kleer, eds. Readings in Qualitative Reasoning About Physical 
Systems. San Mateo, CA: Morgan Kaufman, 1990. ISBN: 1558600957 

2. Kleer, J. de, and B. Williams, ed. "Special Issue on Qualitative Reasoning About 
Physical Systems II." Artificial Intelligence 51 (1991). 

3. Proceedings of the International Workshop on Qualitative Reasoning about 
Physical Systems. 

Planning with Discrete Events 

Surveys 

1. Weld, Daniel. "An Introduction to Least-commitment Planning." AI Magazine, 
Winter 1994, 27-61. 

2. ———. "Recent advances in AI planning." AI Magazine, Summer 1999. 
Covers satplan, graphplan, sat engines and reactive planning and execution. 

3. Rao, Recent Planning Tutorial at AAAI or IJCAI. 
4. Proceedings of the International Conference on Artificial Intelligence Planning 

and Scheduling Systems. 

Causal Link Planning 

1. See Weld Survey, 1994. 
2. Veloso, Manuela, and Jim Blythe. "Linkability: Examining Causal Link 

Commitments in Partial-order Planning." Proceedings of the Second International 
Conference on AI Planning Systems (June 1994): 170-175. 

Planning as Propositional Satisfiability 
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1. Kautz, and Selman. On Satplan Planner. 
2. ———. On Black Box Constraint Solver. 

Graphplan 

1. Blum, A., and Furst, M. L. "Fast Planning Through Planning Graph Analysis." 
Proc. IJCAI-95 (1995). Montreal, Canada.  

Conditional Planning 

1. Geffner, Hector. AIPS submission, 2000? 
2. Weld, SGP paper, AAAI (1998). 

Has a free lisp implementation, but it's not super scalable i.e. O (number of 
possible worlds). Paper is pretty technical. 

Model-based Reactive Planning 
1. Williams, B. C., and P. P. Nayak. "A Reactive Planner for a Model-based 

Executive." Proceedings of the International Joint Conference on Artificial 
Intelligence, Nagoya, Japan, 1997. 

2. Jensen, Rune, and Manuela Veloso. "OBDD-based Universal Planning: 
Specifying and Solving Planning for Synchronized Agents in Non-deterministic 
Domains." Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research, 2000. (To appear) 

Interleaved Planning and Execution 
1. Ambros-Ingerson, J., and S. Steel. "Integrating Planning, Execution, and 

Monitoring." AAAI (1988): 735-740. 
2. Keith Golden, paper in International Conference on AI Planning and Scheduling, 

1998? 
3. James Firby, An Investigation into Reactive Planning in Complex Domains. AAAI 

(1987?): 202-206. 
4. Simmons, Reid. Task Control Architecture. See Reid Simmons Web page. 
5. Georgeff, and Lansky. Procedural Reasoning System.  

Learning in Planning and Execution 
1. Veloso, Manuela, Jaime Carbonell, M. Alicia Perez, Daniel Borrajo, Eugene Fink, 

and Jim Blythe. "Integrating Planning and Learning: The PRODIGY 
Architecture." Journal of Experimental and Theoretical Artificial Intelligence 7, 
no. 1 (1995): 81-120. 

2. Haigh, Karen, and Manuela Veloso. "Learning Situation-dependent Costs: 
Improving Planning from Probabilistic Robot Execution." Robotics and 
Autonomous Systems. 1999. 
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3. Blythe, Jim, and Manuela Veloso. "Analogical Replay for Efficient Conditional 
Planning." Proceedings of AAAI-97 (1997): 668--673. 

4. Lenser, Scott, and Manuela Veloso. "Sensor Resetting Localization for Poorly 
Modelled Mobile Robots." ICRA-2000. (To Appear) 

Planning and Execution with Resources and Time 

Survey 

1. Smith, Frank, and Jonsson. "Bridging the gap between planning and scheduling." 
Survey Paper. 

Temporal Planning 

1. Weld, and Smith. "Paper on Temporal Graphplan." IJCAI (1999). 
2. Jonsson, Morris, Muscettola, and Rajan. "Paper on the remote agent planner." 

AIPS (2000). 
3. Penberthy, and Weld. "Paper on Zeno." AAAI (1994). 
4. Joslin, and Pollack. "Paper on Descarte." AAAI (1996). 

Scheduling 

1. Beck, and Fox. AI Magazine 19, no. 4. 

Metric Quantities 

1. Wolfman, and Weld. "Paper on LPSAT." IJCAI (1999). 
2. Kautz, and Walser. "Paper on ILP Planning." AAAI (1999). 
3. Vossen et al. IJCAI (1999). 
4. Penberthy, and Weld. "Paper on Zeno." AAAI (1994). 

Executing Temporal Plans 

Muscettola and Others on Efficient Plan Running. See Professor Williams for suggested 
papers. 

Bayesian Networks in Embedded Systems 
1. Daphne Koller et al. "Object-Oriented Bayesian Networks." UAI (1997). 

A structured language for Bayes nets (best student paper award). 
2. ———. "Effective Bayesian Inference for Stochastic Programs." AAAI (1997). 

A general inference procedure. 
3. Pearl, Judea. New Book on Causality. Chapter 1. Homepage: Judea Pearl. 

Overview of the transition from probabilistic to causal Bayesian nets. 
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UAI-oriented Graduate Class Web Pages with Tutorials, Class Notes, Links to Free 
Software, etc. Common Core Includes Basic Semantics of Bayes Nets and Inference. 
Many Expand on Advanced Inference and Learning: 

1. Stanford  
2. Duke  

Multi-agent Systems 

Surveys 

1. Stone, Peter, and Manuela Veloso. "Multiagent Systems: A Survey from a 
Machine Learning Perspective." Autonomous Robots (2000). To Appear.  

Automated Verification 

Symbolic Model Checking 

1. McMillan, Ken. Symbolic Model Checking. Kluwer Publishers. 
The key book in the area — he started it all.  

2. Edmund Clark group at CMU.  

Satisfiability and Compilation in Verification 

1. Jackson, Daniel. Nitpick system. MIT.  
2. Recent Work by Vardi and Colleagues on Model Checking.  

Hybrid Systems 
1. Alur, Courcoubetis, Halbwachs et al. "The Algorithmic Analysis of Hybrid 

Systems." Theoretical Comp. Sci. 138 (1995). 
This is the basic paper which lays out the definition of hybrid automata, proves 
the undecidability of verification, and has some simple examples.  

2. Henzinger, Kopke, Puri, and Varaiya. "What is decidable about Hybrid 
Automata?" Journal of Computer and System Sciences 57, no. 1 (August 1998): 
94-124. 
Summarizes the state of the art in the area.  

3. Henzinger, Ho, and Wong-Toi. HyTech. 
Hytech is the best known engine for Hybrid verification - you can easily teach the 
algo in 15 minutes in a lecture.  

4. Alur, and Dill. "A Theory of Timed Automata." Theoretical Comp. Sci. (1994). 
The key paper on Timed automata. Beautifully written too!  

5. Nerode, and Kohn. Work on Topological Structures for Hybrid Systems.  
6. Ansaklis et al. Work on Petri Net Model for Hybrid Systems.  
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7. Berkeley 's Work (Shankar Sastry, Claire Tomlin et al.): Timed Finite State 
Automata, Optimization Methods.  

8. Caine's Work (at McGill) on Partition Systems. 
(similar to the phase space partition work of Feng Zhao).  

Fast Deduction and Search 

Fast Propositional Satisfiability Algorithms 

1. Bayardo Jr., R. J., and Schrag, R. C. "Using CSP Look-back Techniques to Solve 
Real World SAT Instances." Proc. AAAI-97. (1997) Portland, OR.  

2. Li, Chu Min, and Anbulagan. "Heuristics Based on Unit Propagation for 
Satisfiability Problems." Proc. IJCAI-97 (1997). Nagoya, Japan.  

3. Selman, B., H. Kautz, and B. Cohen. "Noise Strategies for Local Search." Proc. 
AAAI-94 (1994). Seattle, WA.  

4. Nayak, and Williams. "Incremental Truth Maintenance." AAAI (1998?).  

Randomized Systematic Search (Heavy Tails) 

1. Gomes, C. P., Selman, B., and Kautz, H. "Boosting Combinatorial Search 
Through Randomization." Proc. AAAI-98 (1998). Madison, WI .  

Knowledge Compilation and Theory Approximation 

Selman and Kautz 

1. Knowledge Compilation and Theory Approximation  

Schaerf, Cadoli, & Liberatore 

1. Liberatore KR-1998, On the Compilability of Diagnosis, Planning, Reasoning 
about Actions, Belief Revisions, etc.  

2. Many others by Liberatore, with similar worst-case negative results.  
3. Cadoli, Survey on knowledge compilation, ACM. 

The standard reference, although a bit has happened since then. The specific 
reference appears in the Darwiche paper on compiling to DNNF.  
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology 


16.412J/6.834J Intelligent Embedded Systems 

Advanced Lecture Proposal, Warm-Up Completion 

Objective 

The purpose of this exercise is to complete the warm up exercise started last 
week, and for you to begin formulating your advanced lecture through a 
proposal. 

Recall that the purpose of the advanced lecture warm-up and the advanced 
lecture itself is to exercise your ability to dive into the recent literature, to 
distill a clean understanding of a method found, to track down supporting 
references, to communicate this method effectively and to evaluate the 
applicability of the method. 

Last week in for the warm up exercise you assembled a presentation based 
on the Lazy PRM paper.  This week we will finish the task, focusing on 
giving and receiving constructive feedback.  You will then come up with a 
plan based on that feedback, and finally refine your presentation 
accordingly. 

The purpose of the advanced lecture is to identify one to two advanced 
research methods, and to present these clearly and pedagogically, through a 
45 minute oral presentation, through a written tutorial, and in the case of a 
three person team, with a demonstration. An additional objective is to learn 
to develop an understanding of the literature in a collaborative context, 
through one to two partners. 

During lecture last week you summarized the advanced topic you were 
interested in, and then met with others of like interests to explore the 
formation of teams.  For next week you will refine this into a concrete 
proposal of the lecture and written tutorial your team will be developing. 
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Problem 1: Feedback on Presentation for Lazy PRM 

Last week you assembled a slide presentation, with facing pages, on the 
Lazy probabilistic roadmap planner (lazy PRM), based on the paper: 

• 	 R. Bohlin and L. Kavraki, Path planning using lazy PRM, in ICRA 2000. 

For this week you will refine that presentation. 

Part A 
Distribute your slides to two other members of the class for feedback, and 
accept slides from two other members of the class.  You should have done 
this in class on Wednesday. 

Provide detailed feedback for each set of slides.  Send this feedback to the 
authors on Monday, by class time: 

• 	 Describe at least three things that you found positive about the 

presentation. 


• 	 Describe at least three areas that you feel need to be improved. 

Please be as specific, detailed and constructive as possible. 

Turn in a) your original set of slides, and b) the two sets of feedback you 
received.  The authors of the feedback should include their name on the 
feedback. 

Part B 
Between Monday and Wednesday take a second iteration on your 
presentation. First write a short plan for improving your slides.  Restate 
each area of improvement you received as feedback, and describe concrete 
modifications you will make to your presentation in order to address that 
point. Next, generate a second version of your slides that implements your 
plan. Turn in a) your plan and b) your improved slides.  
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Problem 2: Proposal for your Advanced Lecture 

Next, assemble a plan for your advanced lecture.  It is essential that you do 
your planning now, so that you will be able to present a high quality lecture, 
starting in roughly three weeks. For the following, each member of the team 
should turn in their own proposed plan. This is to ensure that each of you is 
equally engaged. 

Form a team of two to three members of the class.  Together you will 
present a 45 minute advanced lecture, and you will write a corresponding 
tutorial article. If your team has three members, then you will also need to 
develop a demonstration of one of the methods presented in your lecture. 

Remember that the objective of the advanced lectures is to clearly and 
pedagogically present one to two core, advanced methods from the recent 
literature. Generally these should be methods for developing intelligent 
embedded systems that perform some form of reasoning or learning within 
the sense/act loop. The methods should relate generally to material covered 
within the course. This is NOT a project or application presentation. 
Application is covered at the end of the semester.  Also note that your 
advanced lecture need not be related to your final project. 

Part A 
List the topic of your advanced lecture, the members of your team and the 
division of labor between team members. 

Part B 
List one to two papers that you will cover in your 45 minute lecture.  Note 
that it is very difficult to effectively cover more than one algorithm within a 
45 minute lecture.  It is generally better to cover less, focusing on both 
concrete algorithms and examples. 

Part C 
Write a brief abstract advertising your lecture.  This abstract should be no 
more than 150 – 200 words.  The abstract should highlight the method 
being presented, the problem it solves, why it is important with respect to 
creating intelligent embedded systems, what is innovative about the method, 
and where it has been applied. 
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Part D 
In addition to your advanced lecture, you will be writing a tutorial article, 
which you will distribute at the time of your lecture.  Please provide an 
outline of your tutorial article, and your division of labor for writing.  The 
more detailed you are now, the less work to be done later.   

Part E 
Provide a list of background references that you will cover in your tutorial.  
These will form the basis for the bibliography of your tutorial.  The list of 
references is intended to show that you have performed a comprehensive 
exploration of the relevant literature. 

Part F (For teams of three) 
If you’ve formed a three person team, then you have the opportunity to 
complete this pedagogical process, by assembling a concrete software 
demonstration of your advanced lecture.  Please describe a demonstration 
that you plan to provide of your selected method, and a plan for developing 
this demonstration.  You may leverage whatever you find over the web. 
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___________________________ 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science 

6.834J COGNITIVE ROBOTICS

Wednesday, May 12, 2004 

Personal Insights in Course Project


By Morten Rufus Blas 
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Introduction: 

The aim of this report is to describe the personal insights gained by the author in the final 
project of course 6.834J Cognitive Robotics.  The projects goal was to create a SLAM 
(Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) tutorial for an indoor mobile robot. This 
tutorial is divided into a number of chapters pertaining to different problems in 
implementing a SLAM solution.  As such the personal insights will be divided into a 
number of parts resembling the tutorials structure.  These are: landmark extraction, data 
association, the EKF.  I will then discuss briefly in more general terms the success of the 
actual tutorial in a conclusion. 
Lastly this report is only meant read by someone who already has in-depth knowledge 
about SLAM. 

Landmark Extraction: 

Data collected from a laser scanner is very clean (accurate).  As such one should think it 
trivial to implement a suitable landmark extraction policy to get good landmarks in an 
indoor environment.  This proved not to be the case. 

Some of the problems we encountered: 

•	 Landmarks would be found close together and when the robot made for example a 
hard right turn, the left landmark would get associated to the right landmark 
(effectively killing our EKF as associations were wrong). 

•	 We saw many papers extracting corners as landmarks but found it hard to find 
these in practice as corners look very different depending on the angle at which 
they are viewed.  We initially were looking for corners formed by two walls 
meeting at for example 90° but often you would only be able to view one wall at a 
time.  This made this type of landmarks characteristics from a laser scan hard to 
determine. 

•	 People moving about in the environment could easily get flagged as landmarks. 
Our initial approach (Spikes) where we just looked at extremas was very bad at 
this as a person standing in front of a wall would be characterized as an extrema. 
Also how do you differ a person standing against a wall from a corner in the wall? 
If your landmark extraction algorithm looks for corners between small wall 
sections this can be very hard. 

We decided to solve the majority of these problems by implementing a line extraction 
algorithm using RANSAC (Random Sampling Consensus). Strictly speaking RANSAC 
is just a method to determine the best fit line of a bunch of points (similar to least-
squares).  As such we needed to modify it to find a number of lines from a single laser 
scan.  We have explained the algorithm in the paper but our innovation compared to what 
we have been able to find elsewhere are the following: 
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•	 Instead of sampling random points from the entire set of points to find one line 
you find local lines by randomly selecting one point from the whole laser scan 
sample and then getting your sample from points close to this point. 

•	 Each time you successfully find a line you remove the points lying on the line 
from the set of points found by the laser scan.  This prevents you from finding the 
same line twice and also decreases the size of the search space. 

•	 We added a new stop criteria that says if there are only so many data points left 
from the laser scan then don’t bother to try and extract lines. 

RANSAC alleviated many of the problems in landmark extraction as: 

•	 All buildings have walls (and most buildings have straight walls). Thus

RANSAC is able to extract landmarks in all locations in a building.


•	 Walls are usually far apart so the problem of data-association is made much 
easier. 

•	 It is quite robust towards people moving dynamically around in the environment. 
You can just specify the parameters in the RANSAC algorithm so it only picks up 
walls which are longer than the width of a human.  In a very cluttered scene with 
many people this might not hold. 

•	 RANSAC is quite robust towards occlusion so even if there is an object in front of 
the wall or people moving up and down partly obscuring the wall it can still be 
extracted. 

However we also realized the following: 

•	 The RANSAC algorithm is random.  As such you might not always find all lines 
in a laser scan.  If you are unlucky you may keep sampling the same points. In 
the implementation you get rid of this by resampling lots of times.  This however 
is not very computationally efficient. 

•	 The way we extract points on the RANSAC lines for use in the EKF is ok for our 
tutorial but has obvious limitations.  By taking the point on the line closest to 
some fixed point like the origin you will unintentionally get most of these points 
to be close to each other (as they are all close to the origin).  This makes data-
association hard.  Another solution may be to look at where the RANSAC lines 
intersect and use these as the fixed points.  Both of these solutions however aim to 
boil down the information provided by a RANSAC line.  The optimal solution 
would be to allow the EKF to use the whole line instead of just a point on the 
lines. 
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Data-association: 

As previously described using RANSAC got rid of many of the data-association 
problems.  We also described how to validate associations using the EKF innovation 
covariance. 
Typical data-association strategies involve using the nearest-neighbor approach.  Often 
the mahalanobis distance is used for this.  As landmarks are far from each using our 
RANSAC method we found that using Euclidean distance also provides an adequate 
solution. 

The EKF: 

The Extended Kalman Filter in SLAM is described in many papers and was for our 
purposes well defined without much room for insights. The most taxing aspect was in 
figuring out how it actually works as what the different matrices in SLAM EKF actually 
contain was often times left out and assumed known a priori to reading a paper. 

Insights which we gained in the EKF (beyond how actual updates are done) had most of 
all to do with the overall operation of the EKF.  These aspects were either not 
documented or only briefly mentioned in the various SLAM papers that were read. 

They are: 

•	 As it does not matter whether you re-observe landmarks or add new landmarks 
first, you should always add new landmarks last as re-observing landmarks works 
on the whole matrix so is more computationally expensive if there are more 
landmarks in the covariance matrix. 

•	 Adding errors in the EKF is important.  Adding too little error will produce 
singular matrices which will cause the EKF to fail (as you cannot take their 
inverse).  Learning to deal with this by adding bigger errors than what you would 
actually expect was part of the process of getting to know EKF and was an 
important insight. 

•	 A minor insight was that it did not matter if you added new landmarks one at a 
time or you added all new landmarks at the same time.  This facilitated our 
implementation as it was easier to see what was going on when you added a new 
landmark one at a time. 
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Conclusion: 

The project as such was useful and provided valuable insight into the SLAM process. I 
learned a considerable amount.  Before starting the project we did not have a very clear 
idea beyond what had been covered in class about the workings of SLAM.  We did 
however realize the importance for a good tutorial in SLAM as we had read many papers 
on the subject prior to formulating our project description.  Our main contribution was to 
remove much of the ambiguity present in many of the papers and especially in the EKF. 
I think this is a valuable contribution to the field as it should make the field accessible to 
people who are not SLAM-experts and people who don’t have access to a SLAM-expert. 
My personal insights in landmark extraction and data-association have been valuable to 
me and have stimulated my interest to use cognitive robotics in a master thesis. 
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Authors: 

Morten Rufus Blas, 

Soren Riisgaard, May 2004

SLAM Tutorial
Course 6.834 Cognitive Robotics

SLAM for Dummies

Authors: 

Morten Rufus Blas, 

Soren Riisgaard, May 2004

Outline

� Project background
� Goal for the project
� Previous work
� Progress
� Implementation
� Screenshots
� Conclusion
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Project background 

� 
� 

Implementation 
� 

� 
design 

� 

� 

Goal 

� 
SLAM 

� 

� 

� 

Authors: 

Morten Rufus Blas, 

Soren Riisgaard, May 2004 

Joint project between three courses: 
Cognitive Robotics: SLAM Tutorial and 

Embodied Intelligence: Behavior (APU) 
Principles of Computer Systems: System 

Great to be able to combine these 
Allows bigger projects 

Authors: 

Morten Rufus Blas, 

Soren Riisgaard, May 2004 

Output is an easy-to-use manual of 

Tutorial style report 
Understandable by someone new to 
the field 
Should make it easy to create a basic 
but complete implementation – a 
foundation for additions 
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� 

� 

� 
� 

� 

Complete SLAM, overview 

� Landmark extraction 
� RANSAC 
� Spikes 

� Data association/landmark pruning 
� Landmark policies 
� Validation gate 

� EKF odometry update 
� EKF re-observation 
� EKF new landmark 

Authors: 

Morten Rufus Blas, 

Soren Riisgaard, May 2004 

Previous work 

Lots of work within the field 
Most papers focus on innovations 
No real basic introduction 

No complete step by step guide. 
Many focus on one aspect (e.g. EKF). 

Authors: 

Morten Rufus Blas, 

Soren Riisgaard, May 2004 
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Progress 

� 

� 
� 

� Landmarks 
� Data association 
� EKF 
� All variables 
� Output 
� Normal mistakes 
� 

� Done in C# 
� 

� 

� drivers for hardware 
� 

Authors: 

Morten Rufus Blas, 

Soren Riisgaard, May 2004 

Basic SLAM implementation nearly done 
Detailed description: 

Choice of hardware 

How to tune the EKF 

Authors: 

Morten Rufus Blas, 

Soren Riisgaard, May 2004 

The implementation 

Code is easy to read 
Can be read as pseudocode 

Will be available as a library 
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Screenshots 

Conclusion 

� 

� 

� 
speed 

� 
field? 

Authors: 

Morten Rufus Blas, 

Soren Riisgaard, May 2004 

Authors: 

Morten Rufus Blas, 

Soren Riisgaard, May 2004 

A comprehensive tutorial 
There is really a need for it 
Enables lots of people to get up to 

Could bring more research into the 
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SLAM for Dummies 

A Tutorial Approach to Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

Personal Comments 

by 

Søren Riisgaard 
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Introduction

  This document describes the insights I have gained during implementation and 

documentation of the SLAM process. I have, with Morten Rufus Blas, implemented 

SLAM and written a tutorial on the subject. During this work I have learned a lot of 

the key elements of the SLAM process and the problems one will encounter when 

working in this area. I will describe the major issues here, the issues that I find most 

important.

  As the SLAM process is, roughly speaking, divided into a number of steps I will 

follow this chronological order in this document, starting with the landmarks and 

landmark extraction as this is the first task one faces when doing SLAM. 

Landmarks

  Landmarks are geometric objects (when using a laser scanner), that can be 

recognized over and over again. Specifically some properties of landmarks are 

important:

  They should be re-observable, distinguishable from each other and stationary. 

Furthermore we need a critical number of landmarks to be able to localize ourselves. 

Landmarks can be extracted in a number of ways. We initially started with spike 

landmarks, which seemed as a fine solution in the beginning. We later found out that 

they were not precise enough. The spike landmarks gave lots of landmarks, but that 

does not help if they are not precise. Instead of the spike landmarks we decided to go 

for the RANSAC landmarks. They proved to be much better and a lot more precise. 

The increased precision was probably also because we now use a number of laser 

scanner samples and gather these into one landmark. So the lesson learned is that you 

are much better off using landmarks that are more accurate than just mere points.

  In the EKF we have used the range to a landmark as a measurement of the error on 

the measurement. E.g. the error can be 1 cm/m and with a range to a landmark of 2 m 

the error is 2 cm. This posed a problem when using RANSAC as the range sent to the 

EKF is not also a measure of the length of the laser scanner readings, since these are 

only used to calculate the landmark position. Remember the landmark is the point on 

the line found, which is closest to (0,0). If e.g. the robot is 100 meters from (0,0) the 

landmark may be close to (0,0) meaning that the landmark may be up to 100 meters 
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from the robot, even though the laser scanner can only measure just around 8 meters! 

So we decided to use the point closest on the line, to the robot as the error range and 

the error bearing. The fact that most landmarks will tend to accumulate around (0,0) 

also means that there may be a lot of landmarks just around this point. When doing 

data association it can be hard to distinguish the landmarks from each other if they are 

all accumulated around (0,0). This means that our RANSAC landmark extraction 

strategy will not really scale very well with increasing number of landmarks.

  We also used RANSAC in a, to us, novel way. We extract multiple lines instead of 

just a single line. Whenever some points have been associated to a line they are 

removed for this round, so they will not also be a part of other lines. This proved to be 

very useful. It gave us very exact landmarks and also few landmarks, which is 

preferable. Having less landmarks gives less problems with data association and more 

precise landmarks is of course the best.

  I have learned that the data association and the way landmarks are added to the 

database should be tuned to the landmark extraction used. For example using the 

spike landmarks there was much need for removing landmarks, since there was very 

many spike landmarks. An effective data association algorithm was also needed since 

the landmarks tended to lie close to each other. When adding landmarks we decided 

that they had to be observed a certain number of times before they were actually 

added as landmarks. Also this number of times depends on the quality of the 

landmarks and on the odometry performance. If the odometry is really bad, it can on 

one hand be a good thing to hurry up and add a landmark, so more landmarks are 

available for use in navigation. But on the other hand we do not want to include bad 

landmarks in the state. So a balance has to be found. Maybe it would be an idea to 

couple the robot covariance and the addition of landmarks, such that a landmark 

measured two times from a position with very low covariance gets added, while a 

landmark observed ten times from a position with high covariance should not be 

added. This way a dynamic addition of landmarks could be used.

  We also found an optimization in adding new landmarks after updating the old 

landmarks. This way there is less data to process. It is not a very complicated 

optimization, but nonetheless it is effective and easy to implement. It is just a question 

of rearranging the order in which the functions are called. Summarizing it is important 

to really think of a desired data association policy and a policy for adding landmarks. 
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  In general there is a lot of tuning of parameters to find the right balance in the EKF. 

The measurement error and the process error is an example of this. They should 

resemble the error probabilities of the measurement device and the robot odometry 

performance. But in reality what you want to do is to tune the errors to obtain the right 

learning rate. If for example the odometry is very precise and the measurement device 

is not precise it will mean that we only trust the odometry. So if we want to use the 

measurements more we need to either decrease the measurement error or increase 

process error. Also if this means that the values do not resemble the actual physical 

properties they resemble. As a last thing, regarding the errors we also found that 

having too little error yielded a computation error. This is due to the innovation 

covariance in the Kalman gain. If the innovation covariance results in a zero matrix 

we will not be able to get the inverse of the matrix. So we always need to maintain 

some degree of uncertainty.

  The SLAM process is a quite interesting field because lots of the steps performed 

can be performed in different ways. There are an infinite number of permutations that 

may qualify as SLAM, each with different properties and advantages. During the 

creation of the tutorial I have only touched on a few of these possible solutions, but 

during the literature review I found an amazing “add-ons” to SLAM. This is what 

makes it so interesting because SLAM can be tuned and tweaked to fit your needs, if 

not you may invent a new way so it fits your needs.

  SLAM should not be so hard; it is after all just a number of matrices and operations 

on these. And it is not. The problem is that it can be hard to make sense of the 

intermediate results in all the matrices. The only real result there is to check if SLAM 

has succeeded is if the robot moves correctly. If the final result is not correct it can 

almost impossible to find the error. 

Final notes 

Unfortunately we did not manage to make our SLAM application completely bug-

free, which is a little ironic since we have written a tutorial on the subject. This is why 

we have not included the source code. I feel that it does still make sense to write a 

tutorial, since we have the whole process right. This also underlines the fact that it is 

very hard to debug a SLAM application, since many of the intermediate results are 

now known, but one can mostly only rely on checking the final output. An extended 
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version of the tutorial would make sense, which should include information on 

debugging SLAM. This would of course require that our application works. 

Conclusion 

  Overall I gained a lot of insight and a deeper understanding of the SLAM process, 

how data flows in the system and what effect the different operations have on the 

overall output. It has been really helpful to write this tutorial and proves that you 

really learn a subject by teaching it. Not only the SLAM process has been challenging 

but also all the other stuff and hurdles have let me get a feeling on the problems one 

faces when working with robots. I feel that I am ready to begin thinking of extensions 

to SLAM, ideas that would make the process better, contributing to the SLAM 

community.

  The downside of this project was that our SLAM did not work completely correct, 

thus disabling us of including the complete source code. 
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GPS Integrity Monitoring


∗ Tom Temple 

May 10, 2005 

Abstract 

This paper seeks to explore the potential of evolutionary algo
rithms for determining hard error bounds required for the use of GPS 
in safety-of-life circumstances. 

1 Introduction 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) has proved to be very useful in 
a number of applications. Aircraft navigation is among the most im
portant. But in the safety-of-life circumstance of precision approach 
and landing, we do not have sufficient guarantees of accuracy. While 
differential GPS (DGPS) is precise enough much of the time, a con
troller needs to be able to put strict error bounds on the position 
estimate in order to be able to use DGPS for precision approach or 
landing. This paper explores the use of an evolutionary algorithm to 
determine these error bars. 

2 Problem Specification 

Rather than solve the “Is it safe to land, or not?” question, I will at
tempt to answer a slightly more general problem, “What is the worst 

∗Lincoln Laboratory 
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Figure 1: The 2-dimensional projection of the distribution of positions calculated 
from subsets of the pseudo-ranges. The green triangle is the estimate using all of 
the pseudo-ranges and the red x is the true position. The axis are in meters. 

that the error could be?” Given a set of satellite ranges, we would like 
to estimate an upper bound on position error. We are allowed to un
derestimate the bound no more than once in 10 million trials. Simul
taneously, one would want the service to be available as much of the 
time as possible. In other words, we would like to keep overestimation 
to a minimum while maintaining the strict rule on underestimation. 

As the number of satellite ranges available increases, the set of equa
tions that the receiver must solve become increasingly over-specified. 
The goal is to use this over-specification to generate a number of par
tially independent estimates of position. The distribution of these 
estimates can be used to estimate the distribution from which the po
sition measurement (using all satellites) was selected. 

Figure 1 shows the two-dimensional projection of the distribution 
of twenty subset positions. As one might expect, the true position lies 
within this distribution. Given such a distribution, the goal is to draw 
the smallest circle that surely contains the true position. 

2 
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3 Previous Work 

I am primarily building on work by Misra and Bednarz[3]. They pro
posed an algorithm, called LGG1, which consists of three elements. 

•	 A method of selecting subsets of satellites with good geometries 

•	 A characterization of the distribution of subset positions 

•	 And a “rule” function that turns this distribution into an error-
bound. 

They demonstrated that such an algorithm, if sufficiently conser
vative, could give an error bound that was sufficiently stringent. If the 
rule function was a linear function, the error bound was sufficiently 
stringent regardless of the underlying range error distribution. The 
recent subject of my research has been testing and improving the al
gorithm. 

I retain all three elements of LGG1 algorithm but will change each 
of them. For this work I will be focusing on determining the rule 
function. I will explore using an evolutionary algorithm to determine 
a rule function that exploits more expressive characterizations of the 
subset position distributions. 

The original algorithm used a single metric to quantify the distri
bution of subset positions. The number that it used was the distance 
between the furthest two positions and they called it “scatter.” The 
rule was a constant times this scatter. Such a rule could be found 
quickly given a dataset with millions of error–scatter pairs. 

4 Current Extention 

The current work seeks to explore using a more expressive descrip
tion of the subset position distribution. We would like to utilize the 
fact that there is much more information in the distribution than the 
scatter metric. So rather than characterize the distribution with one 
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summary number, I use a set of what I am going to call “p-scatters” 
computed as follows. 

p �1/p ��
|x − ˆ|x

Sp = 
n 

You will note that S2 is the standard deviation and S∞ is similar to 
the metric proposed by Misra. A value p need not be an integer nor 
be positive. In this paper, the values of p that are used are chosen 
by hand. Choosing the “best” values of p is a problem with which I 
am still grappling. Future work will tell whether a learning algorithm 
can be applied to determining which values are the most telling of the 
distribution. 

One property desirable in a rule function is that it be scale indepen
dent. If all the errors double, the scatter should double and the error 
bound should also double. A quick check reveals that the p-scatters 
have this property. So will the rule function as long as it is a linear 
combination of the p-scatters. This means our rule function can be 
represented as a vector of weights. We have reduced the problem to a 
parameter estimation problem. 

4.1 Parameter Estimation 

The main idea is that the subset position distribution is somehow sim
ilar to the distribution from which the estimate is sampled. If we can 
determine how the distributions are related, we can use the position 
distribution to estimate the error distribution and determine an error 
bound. If the errors were truly Gaussian, we could simply estimate 
the standard deviation, S2, and simply multiply it by six and call it a 
day. Alas, they are not and it will not be so easy. 

In general, parameter estimation problems consist of finding “opti
mal” values for the parameters. “Optimal” values can be defined as 
those that maximize or minimize some function, for instance, mini
mize the squared error, or maximize the margin of classification. The 
sense of optimal in this case is more tricky. Our value function on 
(error estimate) error is very non-linear. To the negative side of zero 
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Figure 2: The cost associated with making errors in our error-boundestimate. 

it has a value that is 10 million times the value on the positive side 
(see Figure 2). 

Given a set of p-scatters, consider the space of p-scatters with one 
additional dimension, namely error length, as the “vertical” axis. Now 
imagine that we plot 10 million data points in this space. The current 
problem is the same as finding the best hyperplane such that all the 
points fall bellow this plane. If we demand that this hyperplane, with 
normal n̂ pass through the origin (as we must if our rule is going to 
be linear) then we could define “best” to mean the one for which 

� 
−n̂ · d 

d∈scatter data 

is minimized. In high dimensional scatter-spaces and with millions of 
data points, there is no tractable way to find such a plane analytically. 

This was the problem that I was pondering when Justin presented 
learning the parameters of the chess evaluation function by means of 
an evolutionary algorithm[1]. The parameters in chess are not eas
ily defined by a optimization problem. You want parameters that 
maximize the probability of winning the chess game! Just like in my 
problem, the algorithm wants to minimize a function that it cannot 
simply compute. If an evolutionary algorithm could find the chess 
values, I decided it would be worth a try on my scatter weights. 
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5 Evolutionary Algorithm 

5.1 Simulation Framework 

For other facets of my research, I had already developed a simulation 
framework that models a GPS constellation and receiver. The simula
tion can provide pseudo-range snapshots for given times and locations 
on the earth. These pseudo-ranges are selected from a pre-determined 
error distribution. The position error is the distance between the true 
position and the one computed by the modeled receiver. The sub
set distribution is generated by giving the receiver 20 subsets of the 
pseudo-ranges. The run-time of the simulation is linear in the num
ber of subsets. For the current work, 20 seemed sufficient to estimate 
scatter while not being taking overly long. The quality of a subset is 
determined by its Dilution of Precision (DOP) which is a function of 
its geometry. I defined a cutoff DOP of 3 above which subsets are not 
considered. 1 

5.2 Population Details 

I used a population of 100 individuals although the computational ex
pense of increasing this number is relatively minor. An individual in 
the population consists of a vector of weights, θ. A trial consists of sim
ulating a pseudo-range snapshot and computing the scatter metrics, 
φ. Then for each member of the population we compute φT θ = ε�

max
, 

the estimated maximum error. If ε� is less than the true error, the 
max 

individual is killed. If ε� is less than the threshold for a safe landing 
max 

(10 meters in this case), the individual is given a point. On an intu
itive note, these cases can be considered to be crashes and successful 
landing attempts, respectively. 2 All of the remaining cases (i.e. when 

max 
is greater than both the true error and the safety threshold) are ε�

1The constellation consists of 48 satellites in 6 orbital planes which, to a receiver, 
is similar to the one we can expect to see when GPS and Galileo are simultaneously 
operational. The receivers are always between the Arctic and Antarctic circles. The 
pseudo-range error distribution is a mixture of Gaussian .9N (0, 1m) + .1N (0, 3m) which 
is roughly ten times the range error typically exhibited by DGPS. 

2Technically, crashes are only cases when the estimate is bellow the safety threshold 
while the error is not. However with different thresholds or error scaling, any under
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those cases when a landing was not attempted. Hence, the number 
of points that an individual has is equal to the number of successful 
landings they have had. 

A generation consists of 100 such trials. At the end of a generation, 
the individuals who are still living create progeny in proportion to the 
number of points that they have accrued. The children are created by 
mating or by mutation. Mating consists of a random blending of the 
weights of the parents while mutation consists of adding random varia
tion to the parent. The decision of whether to mate or mutate is made 
randomly for each child. As pointed out by Jeremy and Justin[2], the 
proportions (1:1 in this case) were selected arbitrarily. This is a point 
where “meta-evolution” could potentially reap dividends. 

5.3 Convergence 

There was a serious problem with this setup. There is not enough 
experience in 100 trials to weed out the overly aggressive individuals. 
This means that the population would be dominated by the most ag
gressive pilots and then be wiped out when a difficult case came along. 
We would need on the order of 10 million trials to be confident that 
we had exposed them to sufficient variation. But generating 10 mil
lion new trials for each generation would take far too long. To fix this 
problem, before seeing the 100 new cases on which virility would be 
based, first an individual would have to survive a set of torture tests 
drawn from the most difficult trials seen previously. Initially, this set 
was filled with 100,000 ordinary trials but then they were gradually 
replaced by the most difficult ones encountered during evolution. In 
addition to solving the stated problem, it also ensured that future 
generations would be able to survive all of the hard trials that earlier 
generations had seen. In other words, without this addition, gener
ations might forget how to deal with cases that their ancestors had 
survived. 

In the lecture given by Jeremy, Justin and Jennifer, they described 

estimate could result in a crash. Therefore all such instances are considered to be crashes. 
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reducing the variation inherent in mutation over the course of evolu
tion to ensure convergence[1]. While this ensured convergence, it did 
not ensure a satisfactory convergence. If the population converged too 
far, it tended to be wiped out by rare (once every 1,000 generations) 
but very difficult new cases. 

The first fix for this was to keep an evolution history that allowed 
de-evolution. A difficult case might require that the entire population 
de-evolve a long way before there were members who could survive. 
This typically would only be a very small number of individuals. With 
so few members, there was very little variation as well as no way of 
comparing fitness. In other words the sole survivor might be the sort 
who never attempts a landing. 

In the end, I decided to avoid convergence. Instead, I tried to maintain 
the variance of the population at a constant level. This is accomplished 
by having the frequency and magnitude of mutations stay constant. 
The problem with that is that there is no time when the evolution ap
pears done. Another problem is that the evolution might be unable to 
settle down into a narrow minima. The benefit is that there is always 
substantial variation in the population. It is very seldom that it is 
forced to de-evolve. Similarly, if the population is very badly thinned, 
the variation will quickly return. 

6 Experimental Results 

Since a simulation to adequately demonstrate the required reliability 
of 1 error per 107 trials takes about a week, I did not have time to run 
at that level of accuracy. Instead I used a reliability on the order or 1 
per 105 . The number of trials per generation was set at 100 with the 
lower reliability in mind and will likely be increased for longer simula
tions. Each evolution consisted of 1500 generations. Then they were 
tested against a test suite consisting of 105 trials. As of yet, there is 
no rigor in determining these numbers. Rather, they were chosen to 
be large enough to be meaningful while small enough to allow me to 
run a reasonable number of cases. 
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Rule functions (so long as they provide satisfactory safety) are evalu
ated in terms of the fraction of the time that they attempt landings, 
Availability of Service (AS). A landing is attempted if the rule func
tion, φT θ is less than the safety threshold of 10m. 

For each evolution, the 5 most healthy individuals at the end of the 
evolution are reported. In Table 1, I have shown results for evolu
tion using p = [1, 2,∞]. The first two are constrained so that all the 
weights in θ must be non-negative. The third example is not con
strained. Table 2 shows the results from running the evolution with 
other sets of p-scatters. 

For comparison, I am also presenting the AS for the LGG1 algorithm as 
well as the tightest single-scatter rules possible. Note that the tight 
rules are generated on the test data rather than the training data, 
therefore they are tighter than could have been learned. Also in
cluded are the results from minimizing the Perceptron Criterion func
tion. The details of that methodology are beyond the scope of this 
paper. Suffice it to say that those results are generated by very patient 
gradient descent in [error rate, θ] space. 

7 Conclusions and Future work 

While I would say that the evolution seemed successful, the results 
were generally disappointing. Table 1 shows that in the three-dimensional 
case, the evolutionary algorithm can generate a rule function of qual
ity very near that of the other methods available. That also means 
that evolution failed to distinguish itself as a particularly good way 
to determine these parameters. This could be due to the fact that 
the variance is kept relatively high during the entire evolution. That 
could mean that the population could “vibrate out” of narrow minima. 

The results for higher dimensional parameter spaces were unexpect
edly bad. Since these spaces have the earlier case as a subspace, one 
would expect the results to be at least as good. The difficulty was 
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Test Weight AS 

p=1 p=2 p=∞ 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

Evolution 1 1.1832 2.5478 1.4925 0.3070 

1.2236 2.5292 1.4912 0.3045 

1.1606 2.5472 1.5200 0.3016 

1.1991 2.5537 1.5005 0.3015 

1.2563 2.5321 1.4899 0.3000 

Evolution 2 1.1897 2.4237 1.5522 0.3068 

1.0256 2.5540 1.5642 0.3056 

1.8587 2.5982 1.1938 0.2977 

1.0494 2.6369 1.5486 0.2945 

1.0274 2.5322 1.6210 0.2919 

Evolution 3 9.7900 -0.8000 -0.6800 0.3330 

7.8352 0.7793 -0.5926 0.3245 

6.2668 -0.7404 0.9330 0.2908 

6.0099 0.6367 0.4130 0.2753 

6.1092 -0.7742 1.1085 0.2633 

Tightest fit 7.2766 0.3325 

6.3824 0.3398 

3.7250 0.2164 

LGG1 4.5 0.1004 

Perceptron 1.8256 1.7893 1.5838 0.3081 

2.5281 2.1994 1.0281 0.3188 

2.5166 2.1739 1.0463 0.3187 

Table 1: Learned weights and Availability of Service (AS) 
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Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 

p weight weight weight weight 

.001 x x x .8462 

.01 x x 2.7628 .5965 

.1 x 17.0594 -1.9202 2.6827 

.5 x 11.3105 4.9851 3.5754 

1 2.7564 -2.8706 -4.9647 .2209 

1.5	 x -7.6041 5.6760 -2.2266 

2 .6937 -9.3782 5.6863 .2611 

3 6.6544 x x 2.7220 

4 3.7766 x x x 

∞ -3.9807 1.8966 -2.1745 .7474 

AS .2673 .2358 .2707 .4196 

Table 2: Weights and Availability of Service using other p-scatters 

probably due to the higher prevalence of local minima in the higher 
dimensional spaces. But then the fourth trial, with 9-dimensional 
scatter, had very good results. I will explore whether that was due 
to over-fitting or not. If they are valid, then the evolutionary algo
rithm might be the only way to estimate the parameters in such a high 
dimensional space. Another disappointment is that when the set of 
p-scatters is changed, the weights can change sign, and important val
ues can suddenly become unimportant. This means choosing a good 
set of p values isn’t simply a matter of finding the most informative 
individual values and collecting them. 

The main difficulty then seems to be choosing a good set of p val
ues with which to compute scatters. Picking too many parameters 
adds more local minima to our parameter space and creates a risk 
of over-fitting. Too few under-utilizes the information in the position 
distribution. I will try to extend the learning algorithm to also include 
picking which p-scatters to consider. 

And of finally, before I approach the FAA with any of this, I need 
to collect more data. . . more data in terms of more validation cases, 
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larger simulations, larger subsets and various satellite geometries. I 
need to test the algorithm against more pathological error models. 
And, needless to say, I must be more rigorous. 
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Key Points 

•	 Visual metric SLAM in environments with motion is an open 

problem 

•	 SIFT SLAM error handling makes odd choices: 

–	 Cheats on position estimation (by trusting vision) - see report 

–	 Sets arbitrary matching thresholds for vision 

•	 These choices impact SLAM performance: 

–	 Imposes a limit on motion error (odometry vs. actual) 

–	 Slow-moving objects can arbitrarily foul localization 

–	 Matching thresholds may not be best (though “good enough”) 

•	 Partial solution: Minimize uncertainty and use optical flow 
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SIFT Landmark Tracking 

•	 Predict where landmarks should appear (reliability, speed) 

•	 Note: Robot moves in xz plane 

•	 Given [p, q, δ] and old relative position [X, Y, Z], find expected 

position [X ′, Y  ′, Z ′] by: 

X ′ = (X − p)cos(δ) − (Z − q)sin(δ) 

Y ′ = Y


Z ′ = (X − p)sin(δ) − (Z − q)cos(δ)


•	 By pinhole camera model ((u0, v0) image center coords, I 
interocular distance,	 f focal length):

′ = v0 − f Y �


r 
Z� 

′	 = u0 + f X
� 

Z�


I
d′	 = f 
Z� 

σ′	 = σ Z 
Z� 

3 

c 
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SIFT Landmark Tracking 

• V is camera field of view angle (60 degrees) 

• A landmark is expected to be in view if: 

Z ′ > 0 

−1( |X
� |

tan 
Z� ) < V 

2 

−1( |Y � |
tan ) < V 

Z� 2 

• An expected landmark matches an observed landmark if: 

– Obs. center within a 10x10 region around expected 

– Obs. scale within 20% of expected 

– Obs. orientation within 20 degrees of expected 

– Obs. disparity within 20% of expected 
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Impact of Loose Matching Tolerance


• Mario does not know landmarks on Wario come from same source 

• Robot (Mario) confused as long as Wario moves slowly 
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Possible Solution 

•	 Add landmarks only when sensor error very low (robot stationary) 

•	 Do not accept landmarks from image regions with motion 

•	 Approximate motion either via SIFT matching or other optical 

flow scheme 

•	 Alternately: Only trust largest set of consistent errors (how?) 
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Horn-Schunck Optical Flow 

•	 Let E(x, y, t) be image brightness at pixel (x, y) at time t 

•	 Goal: find u = dx and v = dy (horiz, vert flow) 
dt dt 

∂E dy ∂E 
•	 Assume ∂E dx + + = 0

∂x	 dt ∂y dt ∂t 

•	 Also minimize measures of the departure from smoothness and 

above assumption 

•	 One set of choices yields coupled PDEs: 

�
2u = λ(Exu + Ey v + Et)Ex and �2v = λ(Exu + Ey v + Et)Ey 
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Proof of Concept for Optical Flow 

•	 Uses Horn-Schunck optical flow; could use SIFT matching 

•	 First demo prunes landmarks which move/are missed too much 

•	 Second demo attempts place recognition by ignoring features on 

moving image regions 
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Simple Results


(Courtesy of Neil Alexander. Used with permission.) 

•	 A restrictive optical flow threshold (0.1) reliably prunes features 

on moving objects 
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Place Recognition Results


•	 Matching threshold of 20% 

•	 Lowering the optical flow threshold from 30 to 1 raised 

performance from 43% to 56% in an image with motion 

•	 Low performance due primarily to naive place recognition approach 
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Contributions 

•	 Identified limitation in SIFT error handling; probably present in 

other SLAM systems 

•	 Suggested simple optical flow technique for enabling dynamic 

visual SLAM 

•	 Suggested other techniques for improving visual SLAM 

performance (see report) 
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Abstract 

To build autonomous robots capable of operating wherever humans do, we must develop local

ization and mapping strategies that can handle changing environments. Recent work by Se, 

Lowe and Little has shown that current machine vision technology makes visual SLAM feasible 

in a potentially wide range of static environments. However, their system treats vision system 

errors in a manner which imposes a fundamental limit on its ability to handle environments 

with motion. In this paper, I first identify important limitations of Se et al.’s error handling 

approach common to virtually all metric SLAM systems and, based on this analysis, propose two 

techniques for overcoming these limitations. I also present a third technique, based on optical 

flow, which specifically addresses the issue of visual SLAM in dynamic environments. Finally, I 

discuss two proof-of-concept systems I built which explore the usefulness of this third technique 

in the context of place recognition. 
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1 Introduction 

To build autonomous robots capable of operating wherever humans do, we must develop localization and 

mapping strategies that can handle changing environments. Visual strategies are especially desirable, as 

they have the potential to produce substantially more useful maps than other approaches (e.g. with denser 

features at multiple height levels). Recent work by Se, Lowe and Little has shown that current machine 

vision technology makes visual SLAM feasible in a potentially wide range of static environments. However, 

their system treats vision system errors in a manner which imposes a fundamental limit on its ability to 

handle environments with motion. 

In this paper, I first identify limitations of Se, Lowe and Little’s error handling approach common 

to virtually all SLAM systems and, based on this analysis, propose two techniques for overcoming these 

limitations. I also present a third technique, based on optical flow, which specifically addresses the issue of 

visual SLAM in dynamic environments. Finally, I discuss a proof-of-concept system I built which explores 

the usefulness of this third technique in the context of place recognition. 

It is worth noting that the original focus of my course project was the use of optical flow to enable visual 

SLAM in dynamic environments. While working with this idea, I made the observations about Se, Lowe 

and Little’s error treatment and possible improvements that I outlined above; I believe these observations 

constitute the meat of my project. 

2 Sensor Error Treatment and Data Association in SIFT SLAM 

Virtually all metric SLAM systems operate by predicting relative landmark positions based on relatively 

coarse motion estimates, interpreting sensor data to identify measured landmark positions based on those 

estimates, and revising position accordingly. Predicted landmark positions are a key element of the data 

association process in virtually all metric SLAM systems, as follows. If SLAM landmarks cannot be distin

guished by a sensor system other than on the basis of their position (as with the “flat region” landmarks 

typically produced by sonar or laser range analysis), they must be chosen very carefully to avoid confusion 

with other landmarks. In practice, this has resulted in the use of a “validation gate”, a set of thresholds 

governing how close, in position, a measured landmark must be to an expected landmark to be considered 

a match.  

In SIFT SLAM, the validation gate takes the form of a pixel window (10x10 in Se, Lowe and Little’s paper) 

centered on predicted position in which landmarks must be to get matched, as well as similar constraints on 

disparity and SIFT scale (derived from depth). Although SIFT SLAM includes a matching threshold for the 

SIFT orientation component of a landmark, a measure of its actual image content, this threshold is not part 

of the validation gate, as its value has nothing to do with the position of the landmark. Note that as SIFT 

feature matching is a visual process, the difference between matched and expected SIFT feature position 

can be viewed as an estimate for the optical flow or image motion at the location of the SIFT feature being 

matched.1 

1It might perhaps be better to term the difference as measured motion rather than optical flow, as “sparse optical flow” is 
somewhat of an oxymoron, and overloads the technical definitions of optical flow - as opposed to motion estimates - as “apparent 
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The parameters for this gate impose hard limits on the performance of the SLAM system in the following 

ways: 

1.	 They imply a bound on the maximum odometry error that the system can handle, as if odometry 

readings are sufficiently far off, no landmarks previously known about by the sensor system will fall 

within the validation gate boundaries. 

2. Perhaps more intuitively, they imply a maximum sensor error in locating landmarks, as again if the 

sensor’s reading for a given landmark is sufficiently far off, it will not be counted. 

3. If the sensor system cannot distinguish between landmarks at all other than by their position - that 

is, if a landmark is simply a signal that is stably extractable from the world at a given position 

the validation gate imposes a limit on the closeness of landmarks. This is because if two landmarks 

were chosen with overlapping validation regions, they could not be distinguished by the system. Note 

that in SIFT SLAM, the vision system can distinguish between landmarks on a basis other than their 

position; I will discuss the implications of this later. 

4. They imply	 a limit on the motion resolution of the SLAM system. That is, if the SLAM system 

attempted to notice landmark motion (either while moving, in which case the detected landmark 

motion would be first computed relative to the robot’s motion, or while stationary) it would only 

be able to do so for landmarks moving faster per sensor processing cycle than the validation gate. I 

attempt to illustrate this in the figure below. 

In this figure, the robot is represented by Mario and a slowly moving “adversary” by Wario. As 

long as wario’s motion is within the grey region, corresponding to the validation gate, Mario will 

think his position estimate is off and adjust it accordingly. While other landmarks not exhibiting 

those errors might help to reduce the impact of Wario’s motion, its effect will be nonzero, and 

possibly quite significant. 

motion of the brightness pattern in an image”. 
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� 

� 

2.1 SIFT SLAM Strongly Trusts Sensor Data 

The overarching conclusion of many of David Lowe’s evaluations of SIFT is that it is remarkably reliable; two 

SIFT features are relatively rarely matched when the real-world objects on which those features are located 

do not “look the same” to people. The stability results in his paper indicate that the measured parameters 

of SIFT features (their scale and orientation) are relatively stable at least to small displacements. 

SIFT SLAM exploits this fact in its position estimation scheme by essentially circumventing the bulk of 

traditional EKF SLAM. It first treats the odometry reading as both the measurement and prediction for 

the robot pose, as opposed to treating the odometry reading as the prediction and the individual position 

observations for landmarks as the measurements. The H matrix for the “Kalman filter” SIFT SLAM uses 

is simply the identity. 

It then incorporates landmark positions by computing a least-squares best-fit position minimizing errors 

between predicted landmark pixel coordinates in its view and the observed ones. Even this process throws 

away information, as the measured depths of the landmarks are used only indirectly. The error terms being 

minimized in SIFT SLAM are below, taken from Se, Lowe and Little’s paper, where r
i 

� is the predicted pixel 

row position of matched landmark i and rmi is its detected pixel position: 

eri = r
i 
− rmi (1) 

eci = c
i 
− cmi (2) 

Although the depth of a landmark is used to predict these values, SIFT scale error - a measurement analogous 

to pixel position produced by SIFT - is not directly minimized. Actually, SIFT SLAM computes two least-

squares fits, using the first one to identify outliers (according to a standard residual measure, with a threshold 

of 2 pixels) and the second one to produce an estimate using only the non-outliers. 

SIFT SLAM then apparently computes a measure of the quality of the least-squares fit and treats it as a 

kind of “measurement uncertainty”, adding it to the position uncertainty predicted from its motion model. It 

then feeds this total uncertainty estimate into a Kalman-filter-like procedure, whose actual equivalence to an 

EKF I have not been able to verify, to weight the least-squares position estimate and the odometry estimate. 

The output is a position estimate along with a position uncertainty which is later fed into independent EKFs 

for the each tracked landmark. 

This structure reflects a strong trust in sensor readings in two main ways. First, its definition of an 

outlier in the least-squares procedure is quite stringent. This means all the offsets in measured positions 

must be quite coherent, reflecting primarily motion and not sensor error. This is a somewhat subtle point, 

which I have not had the opportunity to verify in simulation, but worth investigating further. Second, it 

does not apply a full EKF to the SLAM problem; instead, it decouples it into pose estimation and landmark 

estimation, restricting landmark uncertainty to be independent (ala FastSLAM). The choice to throw away 

these sources of information reflects the confidence the SIFT SLAM designers had in the quality of SIFT 

matching. It also raises the issue that the uncertainty estimates produced by SIFT SLAM do not mean the 

same things as the uncertainty estimates produced by many other metric SLAM algorithms. 

It would be interesting to check if the position estimates produced by SIFT SLAM vary significantly 
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from the least squares estimates produced by its vision system; if so, SIFT SLAM would be trusting its 

sensors almost absolutely. It is also worth noting that the sensor error “model” used by SIFT SLAM in the 

per-landmark EKFs use an arbitrarily chosen variance of 1 pixel; this value is quite low, another reflection 

of confidence. It is not as compelling, however, because SIFT SLAM does not appear to use its landmark 

EKFs for for much, given its decoupling of the state estimation. 

2.2 Predictions for SIFT SLAM in Dynamic Environments 

The specific choices made in SIFT SLAM suggest it will actually perform reasonably well in dynamic envi

ronments, as long as motion is fast enough that it doesn’t introduce the validation gate errors I discussed 

earlier. This is because if a landmark is not matched (when expected) enough times, SIFT SLAM throws 

it away; landmarks on a moving person, then, are likely to get thrown out if the person moves too much. 

If a person moves slowly for awhile, it could conceivably corrupt the robot’s position estimate a bit, but 

combined with the possibility of rejection as an outlier in the least-squares estimate - it seems unlikely that 

the majority of moving bodies will confuse SIFT SLAM. 

An interesting exercise would be to predict the motion thresholds implied by SIFT SLAM’s error handling 

choices to determine what “amount” of motion in a scene is likely to fool it, or whether or not sufficiently 

slow motion is likely to be a problem in any real SLAM scenarios. 

3 Techniques for Improving Visual SLAM Performance 

The above analysis suggests several possible improvements to SIFT SLAM. Some of these may even be usable 

in other SLAM systems. 

3.1 Tuning Thresholds to Minimize Uncertainty 

The default threshold values provided in SIFT are were apparently set by Se, Lowe and Little based on 

their experience with the SIFT system. It is not at all clear that they were optimally chosen. Given the 

uncertainty measurements produced by virtually all metric SLAM algorithms, however, it should be possible 

to search for better threshold values, perhaps on a per environment basis. 

A naive scheme for doing so would involve running SIFT SLAM (or perhaps a very similar SIFT-based 

SLAM setup using FastSLAM at its core) and measure position or total uncertainty (e.g. covariance mag

nitude or particle entropy) for various choices of validation gate values, matching thresholds, and landmark 

tracking miss count thresholds. The thresholds which produced the best output at the end of a run could 

then be used in future SLAM scenarios in a similar environment. Alternately, if the cost of evaluating multi

ple thresholds is small, the thresholds could be set adaptively (perhaps every few frames) over the course of 

a given SLAM task. This might help improve SLAM performance in tasks where SIFT performance varies, 

such as transition from regions with identifying marks on walls to fairly homogeneous ones. 

Of course, it is not clear that minimizing an uncertainty measure will actually improve SLAM accuracy, 

as the world might conspire to produce sensor readings with lower uncertainty in an incorrect location. In 

fact, the motion/validation gate problem I discuss above is an instance of this, where minimizing uncertainty 
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via standard SLAM approaches naively results in erroneous position estimates. However, it is not clear if 

this will be a problem in real world applications, and in the worst case tuning thresholds during “training” 

SLAM runs where absolute position can be tracked might still improve SLAM performance. 

3.2 Identifying Outliers 

The central idea behind most metric SLAM systems is that motion errors should be consistently reflected in 

deviations from predicted and measured landmark positions (modulo sensor uncertainty). Therefore, even 

in the presence of slowly moving objects, the vast majority of the landmarks in a scene should deviate from 

predicted values in a consistent manner. Relative motion of some landmarks should show up as a cluster of 

landmarks with a different (but internally consistent) kind of deviation from motion error. 

If these clusters could be programmatically detected, they could be used to rule out deviations from 

prediction which are more likely to correspond to landmark motion than robot motion error. Identifying 

these clusters via PCA or even some kind of regression might be possible. One interesting question is whether 

or not the least-squares fit with rejection of outliers in SIFT SLAM actually produces this effect to some 

degree. 

3.3 Identifying Motion through Optical Flow 

A central problem for SLAM in dynamic environments is the rejection of landmarks which actually lie on 

moving objects. The rationale is simple: if landmarks seem to move, any SLAM scheme will interpret this 

motion as an error in its position estimates, and erroneously revise them. 

The problem, then, is to avoid selecting landmarks on things which can move. A reasonable first step 

towards this goal, reachable given current machine vision technology, is to avoid selecting landmarks on 

objects which are moving. As outlined above, this problem is currently intractable when the robot performing 

SLAM is moving, as it cannot distinguish between small errors in its sensor apparatus or motion model and 

small motions. A workable solution, however, may be to only assign new landmarks when the robot is 

stationary, and sensor uncertainty is therefore small, so all measured motion of landmark candidates is likely 

to correspond to real landmark motion. 

The measurement of landmark motion could proceed in at least two ways. First note that he latest 

incarnation of SIFT includes “keypoint descriptors”, a better measure of feature content than the SIFT 

orientations used in SIFT SLAM. If keypoint descriptors can be matched reliably, it would be interesting to 

see how SLAM performance is affected by only using matching thresholds on SIFT properties, not positional 

properties. If this did not result in large numbers of false matches, the SIFT system could then use landmark 

matching to estimate landmark motion when the robot is stationary, and reject those landmarks which moved 

more than some very small amount. This would essentially amount to setting the validation gate to some 

very low value as long as the robot is stationary, driving the speed needed to confuse the system to a value 

low enough so as to be irrelevant. 

As long as the system did not acquire new landmarks while moving (stopping to acquire new landmarks 

whenever necessary), the system would be much less foolable by motion in the environment. Given the 

density of landmarks extracted via SIFT (as demonstrated in Se, Lowe and Little’s paper), this should not 
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seriously impede the robot’s ability to move; a robot should be able to travel a considerable distance (both 

angular and linear) before needing to acquire new landmarks. While the system might still assign landmarks 

to an object in the environment which moved later on, temporarily confusing the SLAM system, the standard 

miss count thresholds might be good enough to minimize impact. 

4 Optical Flow for Place Recognition 

As a proof of concept the usefulness of optical flow in pruning landmarks associated with motion given a 

stationary camera, I built two simple systems which used Horn-Schunck optical flow to prune SIFT keypoint 

lists. The first system, whose results must be confirmed visually, was used to test if the idea was at all 

reasonable. The second system was an attempt to use optical-flow-based keypoint rejection to improve the 

performance of a naive place recognition system. 

4.1 Common Infrastructure 

Both systems were implemented in C (compiled with gcc 3.3.3 on Debian Linux) and made use of the binary 

version of David Lowe’s SIFT keypoint extractor (available from http://http://www.cs.ubc.ca/spider/lowe/) 

and Intel’s Open Source Computer Vision Library (OpenCV - version 0.9.4-1 from the opencv1 and opencv1-dev 

Debian unstable packages). OpenCV was used for simple image input, drawing and output, as well as for 

optical flow computation via the classical Horn-Schunck algorithm. 

Input MPEG movies were obtained either from the International Ray Tracing Competition (located 

at http://www.irtc.org) or from a Logitech Quickcam (used with the pwc driver) and the ffmpeg linux 

encoder program. Frame sequences in PPM format were extracted from each movie using transcode (a 

LINUX video stream processing tool) then converted to PGM format using ImageMagick’s mogrify tool for 

input into OpenCV and Lowe’s keypoint extractor. 

For both systems, the keypoint matching procedure used was based on David Lowe’s default keypoint 

matcher. It assumes a euclidean distance measure between keypoint descriptors2; the details of this measure 

are not important. The rough idea is that it compares the contents of the image around each match candidate 

to the keypoint to be matched, say m, and declares a match if the closest point to m is within some distance 

threshold and the next closest point is sufficiently far away from it. Note that this matching strategy includes 

no positional information; instead, it relies on the specificity of the keypoint descriptors. 

4.2 Simple Demonstration of Keypoint Rejection 

The first proof-of-concept system I constructed accepts a series of frames as input and produces the list of 

keypoints from the first frame which could be stably matched in each successive frame and were not located 

on an image region with substantial motion. The goal was to demonstrate that optical flow can reliably 

prune landmarks on moving bodies (if the camera is stationary) in a way that could be visually confirmed. 

2This is a measure of image content around the location of a keypoint; for details, see Lowe’s 2004 IJCV paper 
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The system executable is called simple. It accepts two command-line arguments. The first is the prefix 

for the filename of all the frames, and the second is the number of frames. Frame filenames must be of the 

form <prefix><6 digit number>.pgm ; frame numbers must start at 0. For example, to run the system on 

the first 40 frames of a movie where the first frame is foo000000.pgm, the command line is simple foo 40 . 

The matching criteria used by the system3 are as follows (with all counts initially 0): 

1.	 If a feature is matched at an image point with flow below the current threshold, set its counts to 0. 

2. If a feature is matched at an image point with flow above the current threshold, increment its moved 

count. If this exceeds the movement threshold, discard it. 

3. If a feature is not matched at all, increment its missed count.	 If this exceeds the miss threshold, discard 

it. 

Note that these thresholds are analogous to those in the SIFT landmark tracking system. The results of 

running this system on frames 500-550 of the “Pool Shark” entry to the IRTC - extracted from the included 

file poolshrk.mpg - for the first 39 frames is shown below: 

Courtesy of Neil Alexander. Used with permission. 

The image on the left shows all keypoints found in the first frame. The middle image shows those 

keypoints which survived given a flow threshold of 30 (essentially arbitrarily large flow), a moved threshold 

of 5 frames and a miss threshold of 10 frames. The image on the right shows those keypoints which survived 

given a flow threshold of 0.1 (essentially no flow). All landmarks on the moving person have been pruned. 

This serves as a useful proof of concept of the usefulness of an optical flow scheme for rejecting features 

on moving bodies. 

4.3 Use of Optical Flow in Place Recognition 

The second system I built tests the usefulness of optical flow for rejecting spurious features in the context 

of a naive place recognition system. It should be noted that the usefulness of flow in the context of SLAM 

is not at all measured by these results; a detailed explanation of my rationale is included below. 

The naive place recognition system, embodied in the executable placerec, operates on two input movies 

(specified as for the simple optical flow demo above). The first is the training movie, containing an image 

3In traditional bad-quality research coding style, these are set in the code; the current build of simple is set to an extremely 
forgiving optical flow threshold essentially corresponding to no use of flow. C’est la vie. 
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sequence from which features will be extracted defining the place. The second is the test movie which will 

be compared against the training sequence on a frame-by-frame basis. 

The place recognition system is extremely naive. It builds up a place definition by performing the same 

process as the simple demo above - that is, it defines a place to be a collection of keypoints extracted from 

the first place frame which were stably matched (and stationary) over the entire training sequence. For each 

test frame, it applies the following procedure: 

1. Extract the keypoints from the frame. 

2.	 For each keypoint, determine if it lies in a region with flow below a certain threshold. If so, keep it. 

3. Store the number of kept keypoints. 

4. For each kept keypoint, check if it matches a keypoint in the place definition.	 If so, increment the 

number of matches. 

5. If the percent of matches - that is, the percent of kept keypoints which matched a keypoint in the place 

- exceeds a threshold, declare the frame to be from the training place. 

The idea is straightforward enough: determine which keypoints correspond to “environmental” rather 

than “transient” features, and check how many of them match. It is naive chiefly in that it does not attempt 

to weight features according to how informative they are, and that it has a single simple threshold for 

declaring a match. 

Snapshots of the features selected by the system from a movie taken in an apartment in Somerville are 

shown below. The image on the top left shows the keypoints extracted from the first 30 frames of the training 

movie (dh-still). The image on the top right shows the features identified in frame 20 without optical flow 

pruning; note the features on the interloper. The image on the bottom left shows the optical flow generated 

by the interloper’s distracting dance moves, and the image on the bottom right shows the features identified 

given an optical flow threshold of 1.0. 
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Given a matching threshold of 20%, optical flow pruning improved recognition performance by roughly 

13% (from a 43% frame recognition rate to a 56% frame recognition rate on a sequence of 30 frames). The 

average percent of matches increaesd by roughly 2%. 

Optical flow only resulted in a small increase in performance primarily because the real-world test movies 

did not include enough motion distractors. A secondary factor was, again, the naive nature of the place 

recognition scheme. An HMM approach without flow would either be confused by features on moving objects 

(not present in all footage of a given place) or would assign those features low probability; optical flow could 

potentially prune those features entirely. 

The system was also tested on video footage from MIT’s Lobby 7 as well as other sequences from the same 

apartment in Somerville. For the majority of these scenes, place recognition performance in general was poor 

enough (that is, few enough keypoints matched unambiguously) that the system couldn’t afford to discard 

keypoints based on optical flow; the few points discarded due to errors in the optical flow computation were 

too costly4 . 

This poor performance was primarily due to two factors: 

1. The resolution of the movies produced by the Quickcam was 160x128; the SIFT feature count was 

fairly low to begin with. with. 

2.	 The camera placement compounded the low feature problem by including large homogeneous regions. 

These regions result in ambiguous matches (in the absence of position information as provided by 

stereopsis) which are rejected by the keypoint matching procedure I outlined above. 

4.4 Choice of Optical Flow Scheme 

It should be noted that it would have also been possible to use SIFT feature matching to approximate image 

motion instead of appealing to Horn-Schunck. This was not done initially as the idea did not occur to me. 

However, it is not clear that SIFT matching would have performed better. 

4Detailed results on these test movies was not tabulated, as these were not relevant to the main thrust of the project, and 
would not be too informative in any case given the simplicity of the place recognition approach. 
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5 

The strength in SIFT lies in its feature density, permitting substantial matching errors such as omissions 

or mismatches to be dwarfed by the number of correct matches in recognition tasks. The precise location 

of individual SIFT features, however, is not terribly stable; changes in the overall image content such as 

the addition of new objects or small fluctuations in brightness can cause individual feaures to jump several 

pixels or vanish entirely. These errors are evident in the feature location movies I provided. 

In SIFT SLAM, the errors introduced by these jumps are minimized due to the use of 3D feature position 

in all matching tasks along with moderately stringent rejection thresholds. In a typical place recognition 

scenario, however, the camera position is not known; the only constraint is that the view from which a place 

is to be recognized overlaps substantially with training views. Geometric information is therefore unavailable 

and cannot be used to aid in the matching task. 

While I could have designed a special-purpose SIFT matching approach incorporating the particular 

constraints of optical flow in the place-recognition context, this did not seem particularly relevant to my 

overall goals. Horn-Schunck’s optical flow scheme, on the other hand, is formulated to incorporate substantial 

geometric information. 

Conclusions 

In this paper, I argued that validation gates impose fundamental limits on SLAM accuracy, es

pecially in the presence of motion. I suggested several techniques for addressing this issue as well as 

other error handling issues in SLAM, such as tuning thresholds to minimize uncertainty, detecting 

outlying displacements, and  pruning landmarks based on optical flow. Finally, I built and de

scribed two systems using optical flow to prune landmarks and tested them in the context of a naive 

approach to place recognition. 

The conjectures in this paper cannot be tested without a reimplmentation of the SIFT SLAM system. A 

successful reimplementation which was capable of navigating in noisy environments, such as Lobby 7 during 

lunchtime, would constitute a significant contribution in robotics. I have confidence that some combination 

of the ideas in this paper (or perhaps even an only slightly modified version of SIFT SLAM itself) would be 

able to achieve that goal, and I hope to have the chance to investigate this in the future. 
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